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Heavy Plates Used in Fireless Locomotive
Details of Construction of the Tank of the

Largest Fireless Steam Locomotive Ever Built

By C. E. Lester

IT
is thought that in describing the tank of this locomotive

that a word in reference to the general description of the

locomotive should be given. The designers' reference

gives, perhaps, the most clear and concise, short description

and is quoted verbatim. "The tireless steam locomotive is

a steam locomotive without boiler and firebox. In place of a

boiler the fireless locomotive carries a tank containing water

which is heated from a suitable stationary boiler or boilers.

To insure dry steam the storage tank is filled but four-fifths

with water. The locomotive tank is specially lagged and

jacketed to prevent loss of heat.

"As steam is used by the locomotive the temperature of the

water and the pressure of the steam in the tank is gradually
reduced and part of the water turns to steam."

The locomotive is suitable for a wide range of shifting

and hauling within reasonable limits as to distance. Due to

its fireless features the locomotive is especially valuable

around woodworking plants of all kinds, textile mills,

powder works and other ammunition plants, oil works and

innumerable places where fire locomotives would be danger-
ous. The steam is generated in the stationary plant more

economically than in a locomotive.

To charge the tank it is first filled four-fifths full of

water and the steam from the stationary plant turned in.

As soon as the steam equalizes in temperature and pressure
the charge is completed and the steam is shut off. The
charging fittings are then disconnected and the locomotive is

ready for work.

For storing steam there must be water in the tank. Filling
the tank with steam without water is useless. The stored

energy is the heat in the hot water which turns the hot water

into steam as fast as the steam is used. The hot water will

continue to turn into steam at gradually reducing pressures
until it reaches atmospheric pressure and 212 degrees F. A
tank of hot water will supply about fifteen times as much
steam as will fill the same tank.

Details or Construction

The construction of the tank was of considerable interest

due to the unusually heavy plate and large rivets" used; it

being, in fact, much heavier and larger than anything ever

before attempted in the shop where constructed. The shop
contains both a Southwark sectional flanging press and a

Chambersburg four post Sanger, but they were both of too

small range to handle the heads, which were dished and

spun by the Midvale Ordnance Company.
The type of power rolls in the shop could not handle the

welt straps without a flat section, due to the distance between

Large Capacity Fireless Locomotive for Industrial Service
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the rolls, so it was found necessarj to press them under the

four post press. This was done by means of a long cast iron

V block for a matrix and a wooden former. The dome base

and ring were also formed on the four post press by use of

a former and matrix which were part of the regular shop

equipment, the products being used on many of the larger

t\|>es of locomotives built in the plant.

Tlie two shell plates 1J4 inches by 9&y2 inches by 261

indies and 1^4 inches by (yi l/2 inches by 252^ inches were

too large to handle in the plate planer and due to the plates
all being about }/> inch over size it was found necessary to

chip all calking surfaces and butt joints. This was ex-

traordinary only in that to chip 1.50 feet of l^-inch plate

entails quite some labor. The large diameter of the shell

courses precluded the possibility of getting them under any
drill press in the entire plant so it was necessary to lay out

all plates for drilling on the flat; that is to say, all holes

in the shell were drilled before rolling. For the purpose of

fitting up, the heads had 24 holes in groups of three drilled

equally distant on the circumference. These were drilled
1

4 inch smaller than the finished size of the holes. Due to

the necessity of drilling plates before rolling, unusual accu-

racy was necessary, especially in view of the fact that there

were variations in thickness in different sections of the plate
as high as 0.005 inch.

Drilling the Seam Holes

Before bending the plates, all the longitudinal seam holes

were drilled ] s inch small to compensate for errors and

irregularities. The circumferential holes were drilled full

size in the plates. On the assembly, after fitting the shells

to the heads with %-inch tack bolts in the tack holes, drill-

ing was commenced through the heads with air motors on

centers opposite the seams. After drilling each set of four

holes, the plates were bolted up securely with lj^-inch bolts.

This insured that there was no slack to take up, with the

result that the plate edges pet nicely at the joints when they
were assembled.

It may be added that to prevent the possibility of the

heavy plates cracking out from the holes on the roll up, all

holes in the circumferential seams were slightly countersunk

on both sides of the plate and the rough edges on the sides

of the plates filed off. In addition to this, to insure a perfect

joint at the butt, the butt joint ends were beveled about

3/16 inch. This was necessary because of the thickness of

the plate. The layout being made from the neutral diameter
and the true length of the plate being in the center, it was

necessary to shorten the plate a little on the inside half. As
it was, naturally the plates were slightly short on the outer

half.

After the plates and heads were assembled, the welt straps
with tack holes were bolted on, marked off, then taken

down and drilled on a drill press. Later all flanges, plates
and straps were assembled and all holes reamed to size.

After this was done all parts were disassembled, all chips,

cuttings and burrs removed and all parts reassembled. The
parts were bolted up, heats taken and everything necessary

was done to make the plates tight. In the test it was impos-
sible to insert a 0.005 inch feeler between the plates. The
tank was then riveted on the hydraulic riveter with pressures

varying from 90 to 150 tons, according to the thickness of

the plates and the sizes of the rivets.

The total weight of the shell being much greater than the

capacity of the boiler shop crane, the two shell sections,

after riveting were delivered to the erecting floor, there as-

sembled and the one girth seam driven with a pneumatic
hammer. Prior to the test, all girth seams except the heads
were calked on the inside. All seams were calked outside.

All girth rivets were also calked on the inside; that is, the

seam which had been pneumatic all) driven.

The tank was built with a factor of safi I of 1.85 to I arry
350 pounds of steam. It was tested out at 525 pounds cold

water. So we'll was the work done that there was barely a

leak of any kind until the pressure reached 400 pounds,
and very little after that. While the A.S.M.E. Code had

had no special provision for tanks of this character it was
built closely to this code for boilers of similar character and
was inspected and passed by a boiler insurance company.
In view of the character of the tank and the utter lack of

combustibles in its operation it would seem that a lower

factor of safety could profitabl) lie used without in any way
lessening the actual safety of the machine.

Heavy Plate Penstock Built for Recent

California Power Development

MANY
boiler concerns and plants equipped with ma-

chinery suitable for heavy plate fabrication have

during the last year or two turned to tank and pipe
line construction with great success. An example of such
work occurred at the yard of the Los Angeles Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Company, where the facilities of the boiler

and plate shop were recently employed in the fabrication

of a penstock for the Southern Californian Edison Com-
pany, to be used to replace a section which failed in the

Heavy Pipe Constructed at Plant of Los Angeles Shipbuilding
and Drydock Company

pipe line from Big Creek to number eight plant of the

Edison Company.
The penstock was 22 feet 3 inches long and 6 feet in

diameter of steel 1 1/16 inches thick. Butt joint construction

was employed, with interior and exterior butt straps, calked
inside and out. About 1,600 lf^-inch rivets were required
in lining up the plates of this penstock. This penstock,

weighing thirteen tons, was loaded on a six wheel chain-

drive tractor Mack truck. In order that no delays might
occur, three drivers were provided for the truck and a simi-

lar truck followed light in case of accident. The trucks

left the plant of the shipyard going via Bakersfield to

Fresno, shortly above which point they were met by a loco-

motive and flat car of the San Joaquin and Eastern Rail-

trad. The railroad transported the penstock 70 miles to

Big Creek whence an inclined railroad carried it 2,000 feet

down to a second inclined railroad which dropped it another

S00 feet to the concrete base prepared for it about seven feet

above the ground against the side of the mountain. The
penstock is called on to withstand a pressure of around 450

pounds to the square inch from water under an 800- foot

head.



Fan Draft for Locomotives Discussed By A. S. M. E.

By Frans H. C. Coppus

The following is an abstract of a paper on the "Mechanical Drafting of Loco-

motives" presented at the annual meeting of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers. Methods of drafting by means of turbine driven fans, as outlined in

the paper, offer a possibility of effecting great savings in fuel by permitting the appli-
cation of additional economizing equipment.

GENERALLY
speaking, it is a simpler task to incor-

porate extensive improvements into the design of a

new locomotive than to apply them to one already in

operation. Though the author would be the last person to

discourage the development of the locomotive along radical

lines that would require a total reconstruction or rearrange-
ment of the present locomotive power plant, he believes that

more can be accomplished for the immediate future by adding
to the existing locomotive equipment which is standard, in

principle at least, in stationary and marine practice, and

which does not necessitate extensive or costly alterations.

The existing locomotives, 68,000 in this country alone,

represent such a large investment that no matter how efficient

Fig. 1.—Modified Form of Standard Front End with Induced

Draft Fan

a new locomotive may be built, it is out of the question to

relegate them to the scrap heap, and they will be with us for

many years to come.

In the treatment of this subject the author has therefore

limited himself to the existing locomotive. The supporting
data employed are based on modern steam locomotives

equipped with superheater and brick arch and fed by means
of a live-steam injector.

The use of the exhaust steam for drafting the locomotive

makes the locomotive power plant differ in principle from
the marine or stationary power plant. In the latter the boiler

is an independent unit, while in the former the boiler and
the engine are interdependent inasmuch as the exhaust of

the engine creates the draft for the boiler and the shutting
down of the engine renders the boiler inoperative. Separate
the two by substituting mechanical draft for the exhaust jet

and there is no reason why the locomotive power plant can-

not be fitted out with the devices which have been responsible
for the low cost of power generated in marine and stationary

power plants. The problem is one of successful adaptation
with reliability and moderate maintenance cost, within the

present limitations of clearances and other conditions under
which the locomotive must operate.
The logical course of development would be as follows:

I mechanical induced draft, II undergrate forced draft,
III condensing the exhaust steam, IV pumping the hot water

from the tender through a waste-gas heater into the boiler,
V operating condensing.

Mechanical Induced Draft

About ten years ago extensive experiments with mechanical
induced draft were made on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa

Fe, but they failed because of the "inability to secure a fan
of sufficient capacity to properly handle the volume of gases"
within the limitations of clearances.

It is doubtful if a fan without the introduction of an

intensifying element can be built to overcome this difficulty.

Only recently this new element has been brought out. It

takes the form of stationary guide vanes held in a casing.
The current of air leaving the propeller is radially sub-
divided by the individual vanes and taken up without shock.

These guide- vanes, which have a curvature increasing in the
direction of the rotation of the propeller, concentrate the
air current and give it a further acceleration, so that a large

part of the pressure is produced and a large part of the end
thrust taken up by them. This new fan or blower is very
much smaller than a multi-blade centrifugal fan of the same

capacity, both of commercial construction. Because of this

fact the former can be made applicable to the locomotive
and the latter not.

Fig. 1 shows the smokebox of a modern locomotive fitted

out with a blower in the stack and the exhaust pipe and
nozzle displaced by a plain exhaust pipe discharging the
exhaust steam into the atmosphere. The guide-vane casing
takes the place of the lower part of the stack.

A modification of the fan is necessary in order that it

may function properly as an induced-draft blower for loco-

motives, keeping in mind especially, simplicity of construc-

tion, low maintenance cost and assurance that the bearings
are kept cool and well lubricated at all times, as the success

of the whole scheme hinges not only on the capability of the

blower to create the desired draft in the smokebox, but also

to stand up under it. A special design has been prepared in

which the fan is driven by high pressure steam acting on a

turbine wheel at the periphery of the propeller. The revolv-

ing unit has oil cooled bearings and the end thrust is taken

up by floating the shaft in oil under pressure.

Saving by Reduction of Back Pressure

One of the outstanding advantages of the use of an
induced-draft fan instead of the exhaust jet for drafting the

locomotive is the reduction of the back pressure in the cyl-
inders. Prior to the experiments of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, a series of indicator cards taken from actual

road tests of representative locomotives in various classes of

service were prepared showing the initial pressure, mean
effective pressure, back pressure, and indicated horsepower,
and in addition the added mean effective pressure and indi-

cated horsepower which could be obtained by reducing the

back pressure to 4 pounds. These showed increases in indi-

cated horsepower ranging from 18 to 30 percent for simple
locomotives and an average of 53 percent for a Mallet

compound.
The author understands that since these tests were made

the exhaust nozzles have been opened up considerably so
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that the back pressures have been greatly reduced. It would

be idle to estimate what saving in fuel would result from

drafting locomotives mechanically due to reduction in back

pressure. However, the field seems broad and the prospects

bright for enormous savings along this line.

If the only effect of drafting locomotives mechanically

was the elimination of the back pressure on the pistons, this

would in itself be sufficient to deserve the keenest interest of

those responsible for the economical operation of locomotives,

but the subject embraces a great many other questions and

vitally affects many features in connection with the economi-

cal generation and use of steam. Mechanical drafting gives

the locomotive a degree of flexibility which it does not now

possess.
The steam pressure may be picked up at will or allowed to

drop, regardless of the amount of work the engine is doing.

This flexibility of draft makes it unnecessary to favor the

engine at any time. The practice of favoring the engine on

hills, often no doubt unavoidable under the present method

of drafting, is not only wrong from the point of efficiency

but cannot help but result in leaky tubes, increasing main-

tenance cost, and in shortening the life of the boiler.

The advantages of mechanical induced draft mentioned

above largely relate to economy in the use of steam after it

While it is not impossible to operate a forced-draft blower

in conjunction with an exhaust jet, it is much simpler and

better to connect it up to an induced-draft fan. The speed
of the two blowers could be so adjusted

—and after once

adjusted, maintained—that there would be an atmospheric

pressure condition in the combustion chamber, if carried to

a nicety. This is very common practice with stationary and

marine boilers. With the fire door open there would be no

inrush of cold air nor any outward leaking of flames or

gases. Such a condition is called "balanced draft." It can

be effected only by the use of a forced-draft blower in con-

junction with an induced-draft blower, jet blower, or stack.

While in a locomotive boiler there is no boiler setting through
which air can filter in, the draft over the fire is so much

stronger than in stationary practice and the fire door (on
hand-fired coal burners) opened so much oftener, that even

greater economies than in stationary practice should result

from balanced draft.

With forced draft there is no reason why cheaper grades
of fuel could not be utilized, which will not only result in

economy in the cost of fuel, but also in the cost of handling
and storage of coal.

The air space in the grates may also be very small so that

no fuel will be lost in the ashpan, and at the same time the

Wafer Tower-.

,. Condenser -Condenser..

Induced-Draff

Wasfe-6as Heater, Vano Blower

tiler-feed Pump

Fig. 2.—Proposed General Arrangement of Locomotive with Induced and Forced Draft, Centrifugal Boiler Feed Pump and

Steam Condensing Apparatus

is once generated. In addition thereto mechanical draft has

a strong bearing directly upon fuel economy and will greatly

increase the overall boiler efficiency.

The heat loss due to combustible in cinders, estimated

anywhere from S to 20 percent depending largely on the

class of service, is generally classed among the "unavoidable

losses." With a fan the constant flow of air through the

fuel bed, while gradually changing in intensity, will not lift

or tear the fire, and this loss, therefore, can be practically

entirely eliminated.

Undergrate Forced Draft

To put the ashpan of a locomotive under pressure might

prove impractical for several reasons. To overcome this diffi-

culty the author has constructed a grate with hollow bars

taking the air from a wind box to which the forced-draft

blower is connected.

The forced-draft blower is of the same general construc-

tion as the induced-draft blower. It operates, however, in a

horizontal position with no excessive end thrust and handles

cold air. Therefore, the special lubrication, end-thrust bal-

ancing, and cooling features are unnecessary.

grate will let sufficient air through on account of the air

being delivered under pressure.
The forced-draft blower creates sufficient pressure to force

the air through the fuel bed, leaving only the drawing of the

gases through tire boiler tubes to the induced-draft blower,

and the latter may, therefore, be smaller or may be run at a

lower speed than if used alone. For these various reasons

it is easier and more efficient to use a balanced-draft system
than merely induced draft.

Condensing the Exhaust Steam

When the locomotive is drafted mechanically all of the

exhaust steam is available for whatever use can be made of

it. Heretofore a small part of the exhaust steam has been

used to heat the feedwater. This practice has been quite

common in Europe but has been only recently successfully

carried out on this continent and to only a very limited

extent, less than one percent of American locomotives being

thus equipped. The exhaust-steam feedwater heaters have

been constructed on the principle of imparting to the water

the maximum amount of heat with the minimum amount of

exhaust steam because the latter was needed to draft the
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locomotive. With mechanical draft, the more steam used for

heating the feedwater the better, as the more water will be

saved. Railroad men fully appreciate the economy in time

and fuel due to the saving of water, especially in freight

service, and incidentally the not negligible economy in boiler

repairs in bad-water districts.

Pumping the Hot Water from the Tender Through
a Waste-Gas Heater into the Boiler

The exhaust steam, or as much of it as can be condensed,

may be passed through a condenser on top of the locomotive

running all the way back to the tender (see Fig. 2). The
remainder may be allowed to pass to the air free for the

time being. Such an arrangement affords a large cooling
surface and the amount of water which can be saved without

even attempting to run the engine condensing will be much

larger than the amount saved by merely heating the feed-

water by means of an efficient heater. The cooling surface

may be made more effective by directing over it a current

of air created by the speed of the locomotive with or without

Fig. 3.—Modified Front End, Equipped with Induced Draft

Fan and Feed-Water Heater

the assistance of the undergrate-draft blower. It is a simple
matter to encase the condenser, provide it with louvers to

catch the air, and connect it to the blower inlet by means of
a duct. This would have the additional advantage of re-

claiming part of the latent heat of the exhaust and supplying
the fuel bed with preheated air. A cooling lower located in

the back of the tender would further assist materially in

condensing the exhaust.

It needs no explanation that with all the exhaust steam
available it will be a simple matter to keep the water in the
tender at any temperature desired up to the boiling point.
This would convert the tender practically into an open heater.

Instead of the injector a boiler-feed pump, preferably of the

centrifugal type, installed in duplicate, will feed the water

through a waste-gas heater into the boiler. The pumps will
be located under the cab of the locomotive, so that there
will be a sufficient head of water from the tender. Waste-gas
heaters have been so far a distinct failure largely on account
of the prerequisite that the heater should not interfere with
the draft, because if it does the economy derived from its

use would be nullified by an increase in back pressure.
The author has constructed a waste-gas heater which can

be placed in the front end with slight alterations thereto,
and which has a heating surface of over 1,000 square feet.

By extending the front end this heating surface could be
increased if necessary.
From the point of efficiency it may be considered that at

the present time the water is put in locomotive boilers at an
average temperature of 60 degrees F. the year round. If,
instead of an injector, a pump is used the exhaust steam
and the waste gases

—which comprise the two largest items
of waste energy in present locomotive operation

—can heat

the water from 60 degrees to 300 degrees. With an absolute

steam pressure of 200 pounds this is an undisputed saving
in fuel of a little over 20 percent.

Operating Condensing

Mechanical drafting of locomotives makes it possible to

run locomotives condensing. It can be accomplished without

material change in their construction outside of an enlarged
and modified tender. This, however, will come later after

the steam consumption of the locomotive has been made
as small as possible, which will, in itself, make condensing

operation easier.

General Arrangement

Fig. 1 shows the induced-draft blower located in the

stack. This is naturally the logical first step in the devel-

opment of an induced-draft system for a locomotive, but a

blower in such a position is not readily accessible. Practical

considerations led the author to place the blower outside of

the smokebox. A diagram showing the general arrangement
of exhaust pipe, waste-gas heater, and induced-draft blower

is shown in Fig. 3 and will need no further explanation.
Means are provided whereby the guide-vane casing can

be quickly separated from the fan casing, giving access to

both the fan and the guide vanes for cleaning. Automatic

adjustment is provided for maintaining the proper relation

between the pressure at the grate bars caused by the forced-

draft blower and the draft at the front end caused by the

induced-draft blower. The speed of the fans is controlled

to keep the boiler pressure from varying more than 10 pounds.
The induced-draft blower not only furnishes the necessary

draft but also controls the amount of fuel used and the water
fed into the boiler. Proper provision is made whereby the

steam supply to the different apparatus is partly shut off

when the engine is standing, or drifting.

Whatever the saving in fuel will be, due to the elimination

of back pressure, the heating of the feedwater, the stopping
of the waste of unburned coal through the stack and through
the grate, the elimination of cold air over the fire, etc., it is

going to reduce just that much the amount of coal that is

being fired, or the rate of combustion, which in itself greatly
increases the boiler efficiency.

A rate of combustion of 100 pounds shows a boiler effi-

ciency of 65 percent. Reducing this rate of combustion to

60 pounds, directly and indirectly by means of mechanical

drafting, which is not impossible, the corresponding boiler

efficiency would be 74.2 percent, or a saving of 9.2 percent.
In a paper presented by John E. Muhlfeld, at the annual

meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
December, 1919, entitled Scientific Development of the Steam

Locomotive, the following heat balance is shown as repre-
sentative of locomotives worked at from 25 to 35 percent
cut-off and hand-fired:

Percent

Heat absorbed by boiler 55
Heat absorbed by superheater 10
Heat loss in smokebox gases 14
Heat loss in cinders 8
Heat loss in vapors of combustion 4
Heat loss in combustible in ash 3

Heat loss in carbon monoxide 2
H sat loss in radiation and unaccr tinted for 4

Total 100

Under the same conditions but with mechanical draft and
the waste-gas heater as described by the author, the heat

balance should be approximately as follows:

Percent
Heat absorbed by boiler and waste gas-heater 74
Heat absorbed by superheater 10
Heat loss in smokebox gases 5
Heat loss in cinders 2
Heat loss in vapors of combustion 4
Heat loss in combustible in ash 1

Heat loss in radiation and unaccounted for 4

Total 100
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In conclusion, it may be stated that mechanical drafting

of locomotives is imperative for the following reasons:

(<;) It reduces the back pressure to a minimum, effecting

a saving in fuel of from 10 to 30 percent; or increasing the

power of the locomotive in the same degree, especially as

speed increases, therefore adding to the hauling capacity or

speed of fast freight and passenger engines, producing addi-

tional revenue tonnage and also eliminating or lessening the

necessity for double-heading.

(b) It produces an engine that is free-steaming under the

most adverse conditions and with all grades of fuel, decreas-

ing liability of delay and saving time and money now spent
in changing nozzle tips and experimenting with them.

(c) It keeps the steam pressure constant, regardless of

load, saving steam now wasted every time the safety valve

pops and making it unnecessary to favor the engine at any
time, thereby saving fuel, avoiding unequal stresses in the

boiler and resulting in saving in maintenance cost.

(d) It increases the efficiency of the boiler and grate by
effecting better combustion and eliminating the waste of un-

burned fuel through the stack and in the ashpan
—and inci-

dentally stopping the inrush of cold air every time the fire

door is opened
—

thereby avoiding sudden cooling of crown

sheet and tubes.

(e) It makes possible the use of cheaper grades of fuel,

resulting in large economies and in simplifying the handling
and storage of coal.

(/) It eliminates the smoke nuisance in terminals and

freight yards.

(g) It makes it possible to condense from 25 to 95 per-
cent of the exhaust steam, depending upon the season of the

year and the kind of condensing apparatus used, resulting
in economy in the cost of water and of maintenance.

(h) It effects a saving in fuel of 20 percent by making
it possible to preheat the feedwater from 60 to 300 degrees

F., and incidentally greatly decreases the cost of mainte-

nance by eliminating unequal stresses caused at present by
the great difference in temperatures between the lower and

upper portions of the boiler.

(i) It reduces the rate of combustion, thereby increasing
the boiler efficiency.

(;') It lessens the work of both engineer and fireman,

thereby necessarily increasing their efficiency.

Discussion

William Elmer (Pennsylvania System) questioned the

desirability of making the boiler output independent of the

locomotive steam consumption. To show the great amount
of air that it would be necessary to handle with a fan if

locomotives were drafted mechanically, he presented figures
from test plant trials of a Pacific type locomotive with 27

inch by 28 inch cylinders. This locomotive developed over

3,000 horsepower, evaporated 65,000 pounds of water and
burned 12,000 pounds of coal an hour. The draft in the

front end was as much as 18 inches of water. It is difficult

to determine the amount of air required to burn each pound
of coal, but J. T. Anthony states it varies from 12.7 to 8.7

pounds. Assuming an average value of 10 pounds of coal

and assuming further that a locomotive consumes 10,000

pounds of fuel an hour, the fan would be required to handle

100,000 pounds of air per hour. This would amount to

1,300,000 cubic feet per hour at atmospheric pressure,
and at a temperature of 600 degrees, which might be expected
in the front end, the volume would be double.

Robert Rennie (American Locomotive Company) stated

that a locomotive with 55 square feet of grate area working
at full capacity should have a fan capacity of at least 48,000
cubic feet per minute at atmospheric pressure. Cooling the

air before it is admitted to the fan would make mechanical

drafting less difficult, but the additional resistance due to

any appliance for recovering heat from the waste gases is

a disadvantage. He considered that the method of reclaim-

ing water from the exhaust steam would hardly be practical
because of the enormous cooling surface required.
W. L. Bean (N. Y., N. H. & H.) called attention to the

magnitude of the fuel problem on the railroads and pointed
out the desirability of trying such designs as proposed by
Mr. Coppus because of the possibility for large savings. He
stated that fan efficiency and capacity had been greatly im-

proved since the last trials of mechanical draft.

Dr. W. F. M. Goss discussed mechanical drafting of loco-

motives by means of a turbo-exhauster. He called attention

to the objection of the operation of locomotives in cities on
account of the noise and smoke and outlined how7 these could

be overcome by the turbo-exhauster. He stated that the re-

quired draft could be obtained with from 40 to 50 percent
of the existing back pressure, and in conclusion expressed
the opinion that mechanical drafting had so many advan-

tages that it is likely to come into use soon on the railroads.

In closing the discussion, Mr. Coppus stated that his pro-

posal had in some cases been misunderstood due to failure to

consider all the conditions set forth in the paper. His con-

clusions had been based on careful study and he felt certain

that they were practical.

Chinese Board Specifies A. S. M. E.

Boilers

IN

a recent communication, William Althoff, Assistant

Chief, Industrial Machinery Division of the Department
of Commerce, Washington, D. C, states that the Depart-

ment has received copies of specifications for tenders invited

by the Min River Conservancy Board, Foochow, China, for a

steam-operated river-type hydraulic dredge for improving
the channel of the Min River; tenders to be in the hands of

the Board not later than February 15, 1923. These speci-
fications include the following clauses:

Boiler. The boiler shall be constructed in accordance with

the specifications of the Boiler Code Committee of the

A.S.M.E.—or other equivalent specifications.
Hull. The steel used in the hull shall meet the require-

ments of the specifications for structural steel for ships of the

American Society for Testing Materials—or other equivalent

specifications.
The Min River Conservancy Board, although a Chinese

Government organization, is, through their representation on

it, under the virtual power and control of the commissioner of

customs and the foreign consular representatives and repre-
sentatives of foreign commercial bodies. Its funds are sup-

plied by a surtax on the regular customs tariff and the funds

are administered by the Board though collected by the cus-

toms. The engineer in chief is an American.—Mechanical

Engineering.

The Problem of Rebuilding Locomotives.—One of

the problems which the railroads have had to face in recent

years has been to obtain a well balanced design in rebuilt

locomotives. Boiler accessories include practically all the

modern appliances for increasing economy but, if the boiler

is rebuilt with the addition of such devices, the cylinders
should also be enlarged. Stresses on the main rods, frames,

and the like are also greatly increased, so that practically
a whole new machine is necessary. By applying such de-

vices as those for utilizing the trailer or tender wheels for

increasing the tractive force, the capacity of the boiler at low

speed can be utilized. At higher speeds the main cylinders
would be able to utilize the full boiler output by running at

a slightly longer cutoff. Thus from the engineering stand-

point, the introduction of auxiliary devices for increasing
tractive force offers new possibilities for obtaining a well bal-

anced design in locomotives.—Railway Mechanical Engineer.



Vertical Type Boiler Explodes on a British Ship

Details of Board of Trade Investigation With

Conclusions by the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief

ARECENT Board of Trade report covering a tube

explosion in the main vertical, cross-tube type boiler

on the steamship Ixion indicates the extreme thor-

oughness with which investigations of what in this country

would be considered minor explosions are undertaken.

The explosion occurred at sea, four miles off Kinnaird

Head, while the vess'el was on a voyage from Bridgeness to

Stromness. The vessel was owned by The East Coast Sal-

vage Company, Limited, Dundee, Scotland. No person was

injured by the explosion.

Description and Principal Dimensions or Boiler

The boiler was of the vertical, cross-tube type, IS feet in

height and 6 feet 3 inches in diameter, made of steel, and

worked at a pressure of 95 pounds per square inch. The

firebox, which was 5 feet in diameter, had four horizontal

steel cross-tubes, 12 inches in diameter and jHs-inch iQ thick-

ness. There were six handholes, for cleaning purposes, 8

inches by 5 inches; four were opposite the cross-tubes and

two were at the bottom of the water space and close to the

fire-door. The usual boiler mountings were fitted.

The boiler was not new when fitted on board the Ixion,

in 1915, and the name of the maker and age of the boiler

could not be ascertained.

Particulars and Dates of Repairs

The firebox, uptake and cross-tubes were renewed in 1915,

previous to placing the boiler in the ship. It was not pos-
sible to obtain particulars of repairs done, if any, between

1915 and 1920, while the vessel was on government service,

but no repairs had been done to the boiler by the present
owners.

The boiler was inspected in December, 1920, by a con-

sulting engineer, of Dundee, when he surveyed the ship at

Glasgow on behalf of the present owners, before purchase,
and it had been examined twice since then by the mechanical

engineer in charge of the^ salvage plant at the company's

depot, Dundee. The boiler was not insured.

Nature of the Explosion

The right hand lower cross-tube was bulged in two places
on the underside and the plate was torn apart, forming a

ragged hole 3 inches in length and varying between J^-inch
and j4-inch in breadth, and through this opening water and
steam escaped from the boiler.

The explosion was apparently caused by overheating of the

cross-tube, under working conditions, due to a deposit of oil

and scale.

The Ixion was a small steamer with a crew of four per-

sons, two on deck and two in the engine room, and was used

mainly for the transport of salved cargo from wrecks. The
boiler on board had been previously used by the Glasgow
Steam Coaster Company, Limited, Glasgow, in one of their

vessels; and it was thoroughly repaired in 1915, when the

ship was requisitioned by the Government for war service.

This firm is now out of business and their records are

destroyed.
Events Leading to Explosion

The voyages made recently were often coastwise, and, at

times, were so long that the supply of fresh water—eight
tons—carried for the boiler was not sufficient, and, on a trip
to the Orkney Islands, it became necessary to use sea water
for supplementary feed. On March 7, 1922, the engineer-

in-charge for the first time, stated that he noticed signs of

salt water in the boiler at that time, and, as there was not a

salinometer on board, he asked the skipper to get one. The

skipper promised to try and obtain the loan of one, but never

got it. The engineer resorted to blowing down the boiler

frequently in order to freshen the water inside. He admitted

having put in a demand for stores at Dundee in April, 1922,

without including a salinometer in the list, and said that he

still expected the skipper to get one and that the need did

not seem urgent as so much fresh water was obtainable when

the ship was in port.

Between May 8 and May 22, the Ixion was standing by
the steamship Thistlemore, stranded at North Berwick, and

carrying salved cargo to Leith. This cargo was chiefly bags

of flour thickly coated with oil fuel which had escaped from

the bunkers of the Thistlemore. The drainage from the oily

Diagram of Failure in Cross Tube of Vertical Marine Boiler

cargo accumulated in the bilges of the Ixion and was being

constantly pumped overboard but, when the vessel was not

under way, the auxiliary pump used for the bilges was the

same as that for feeding the boiler. The vessel was in

Tayport on June 2, 1922, and the engineer having reported
that the boiler was dirty, understood that it would be cleaned

a day or so later. He left the same day for another post.
The new engineer, when he joined the Ixion, stated that

he noticed a lot of fuel oil in the bilges, and that he tried

the density of the water in the boiler with a salinometer which
was his own property and found it to be fully 2/32. This
was reduced to 1/32, during the next two days, by blowing
down.

Four days later, while on a voyage to the Orkney Islands,
the explosion occurred. The fireman was on watch at 3 :30

A. M., and had raked the fire and gone on deck for a few
minutes. He was just starting to descend the engine room
ladder when there was a rush of steam from the boiler fur-

nace. He called the engineer, but it wTas a quarter of an hour
later before they were able to go below. The engines were
still running and about 80 pounds pressure was showing on
the gage. The boiler fire was found to be extinguished and
it was seen that the right hand lower cross-tube had failed,
as above described.

8
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The Ixion was towed to Fraserburgh, where the tube was

patched and she then proceeded to Stromness and returned to

Dundee, where the tube was taken out of the boiler. The
tube was found to be hogged about J^-inch, as might have

been expected from working conditions, and the position of

the defects, as ascertained, was as shown in Fig. 1.

The supervision of the care and maintenance of the boiler

was left to the salvage company's engineer at Dundee. He

arranged to examine the boiler twice a year, at convenient

times; and it was emptied and cleaned for his examination

in April, 1921, and in January, 1922. He had intended to

examine it next when the vessel came back from Stromness

in June, 1922; and it appears that these examinations were

the only times when the boiler was opened and cleaned. He
also stated that at each examination the condition of the

boiler was satisfactory, and that the amount of scale to be

removed was small. Further, he stated that it was unknown
to him that the engineman had not been in charge of engines

and boilers before and understood that he had been recom-

mended to the skipper at Arbroath as having been an engine-

man in fishing craft. He did not think it necessary, there-

fore, to exercise extra supervision in his case.

When the boiler was opened out at Fraserburgh on

June 9, 1922, the damaged tube was found to have a deposit

of scale, about % mch >n thickness, firmly attached to the

lower part. There was a considerable amount of black

grease in this scale, and free oil was also present in other

parts of the boiler. At the point of failure there was a clear

indication of overheating.

There is no doubt that, although both engineers stated

that they took great care to wash through the donkey pump
after using it on the bilges, the boiler must have been fed

frequently with water which was contaminated with oil.

Moreover, the period which was allowed to elapse between

each cleaning was too long for a boiler of this description,
and it does not seem to have occurred to anyone concerned

that there was a danger from oil finding its way into the

boiler. It is very undesirable for a pump with a bilge con-

nection to be used for feeding a boiler, and if this boiler had
been cleaned at Tayport at the beginning of June, just after

the Ixion had returned from the Thistlemore, it is most

probable that the explosion would not have occurred.

The owners have since had the boiler insured and it is now
subject to periodical inspection.
The failure of this tube was apparently due to a heavy

deposit of lime scale, this being no less than }i inch thick

on the interior surface of the tube.

The working equipment was somewhat deficient as the

feed pump was also used as a bilge pump, in consequence
of which oil from the bilges was pumped into the boiler and
oil in boilers frequently leads to overheating. Although sea

water was sometimes used as feed, no instrument for ascer-

taining the density of the boiler water was provided, and
internal inspection and cleaning of the boiler was carried

out only once every six months. Altogether, the method of

working described above was such as might be expected
sooner or later to lead to a serious mishap. Fortunately no

person was injured by the escape of steam and hot water.

Water Used With Sand Blasting

Machine to Eliminate Dust

ONE
of the disagreeable effects of sand blasting in

boiler work has been eliminated at the Southern

Pacific shops at San Francisco by mixing water with

the sand in the sand blasting machine. Instead of sand and
dust flying all over, the water carries it away from the part
of the boiler that is being cleaned, leaving an absolutely
smooth job.

As shown in Fig. 1, the device consists of a 16-inch by 42-

inch tank which can be mounted on a 4-wheel truck for

easy movement about the shop. Suitable hose connections

are provided to the air supply and water supply, the latter

being used to keep down the dust. Air is furnished from
the shop mains through a flexible hose to a line of 1-inch

pipe and fittings beneath the tank. An auxiliary J^-inch

pipe is connected to the top of the tank and admits air

through the valve on top of the sand. The tank can be

filled with sand through the funnel and valve shown. Other
valves are located in the lower pipe lines as shown and a

3/2-inch pipe to the bottom of the tank facilitates keeping
the sand in agitation so that it will readily fall through the

1-inch pipe to the moving air column. Air and sand are

delivered through the flexible hose, brass reducer and two Y
branches to a */2-inch pipe which the operator uses in direct-

ing the final flow of air, sand and water.

In operation the tank is filled with dry screened sand and
the valve on top closed. With main air pressure on the tank
sand falls on the rapidly moving stream of air which carries

it to the blast nozzle. The reducer has a tapered hole (54
inch at the smallest diameter) which automatically controls

the amount of sand. The sand is moistened with water to

keep down the dust and is finally ejected by the independent
air hose connection.

y^ &

(Keystone View Co.. Inc.. N. Y.)

Fig. 1.—Equipment for Sand Blasting Utilizing a Hydraulic
Attachment to Eliminate Dust

(Keystcme View Co., Inc.. .V. Y.)

Fig. 2.—Sand Blasting Outfit for Boiler Cleaning in Service

Cleaning the Smokebox of a Locomotive



Standard Tests to Determine Strength of Welds

Test Specifications of the American Bureau of Welding

Designed to Compare the Effectiveness of Welded Joints

A NUMBER of months ago the American Bureau of

Welding, through a special committee on "Standard

Tests for Welds," prepared complete specifications

for comparing the strength and quality of various types of

welds. Many of our readers have from time to time re-

quested data of this nature on welding and so it was thought

advisable to publish the complete rules of the American

Bureau which represent the best practice in this particular

line of work.

The committee in preparing the "Standards for Testing

Welds," which are transmitted herewith, proceeded on three

assumptions as follows:

1. The fundamental basis of measuring the effectiveness

of a joint between two pieces of metal, is the same as metal

without a joint. A joint is a necessary evil in a structure

which is avoided when it is possible. Therefore, the value

of a joint is best determined by comparing the characteristics

of a section of the structure which includes the joint with

those of a similar section which has no joint. In other words,

a weld is a joint and the practical basis of evaluating a weld

is in terms of the metal of the parts joined together.

2. Three standards are desirable, as follows:

(a) Shop Standard. In the shop a standard test is

required for such purposes as checking the work of a

welder from time to time, testing a new lot of electrodes

in electric welding or of welding wire in gas welding, test-

ing the effect of some change in conditions which may have

taken place, etc. Such a standard must necessarily be as

simple as possible and preferably a single test. The tech-

nique of the procedure in making the test must be of a

simple character.

(b) Commercial Standard. There are many cases where

more than one kind of test should be made, but where the

circumstances do not justify a complete investigation.

There is, therefore, a need for what might be termed a

commercial standard for making, for example, comparisons
between different commercial welding processes or between

different kinds of electrodes in electric metal arc welding
or different wires in gas welding.

(c) Research Standard. When a complete investigation
of a weld is to be made for research or other purposes, all

tests and examinations are made which will contribute any
information in regard to the characteristics of the weld. It

may be necessary to make tests of a special character in

special kinds of welds or where application under unusual
conditions is contemplated, but there should be a standard

list of tests which will give information which is complete
as far as all ordinary requirements are concerned.

3. The details of the procedure in making the various

mechanical tests should be carefully prescribed. It is be-

lieved by the committee that standardization in this respect
is of the greatest importance, because comparatively small

differences in procedure have a marked influence in certain

mechanical tests and unless these are eliminated the results

are not comparable.

Standards for Testing Welds
Note—These specifications are intended primarily to serve as a standard

uniform basis fur testing and comparing sample welds as distinguished from
welds in structures. The testing of the latter must necessarily be hv non-
destructive methods which would therefore be. iw general, quite different
from those employed in examining sample welds (test welds') made, for
example, for the purpose of testing a welder's proficiency, comoaring welding
wires or comparing welding methods.

I. Definitions

The following are definitions of terms employed in this

specification:

(a) A Weld is a solid union of metallic pieces formed by

uniting or consolidating by hammering or compressing with

or without previous softening by heat.

Note—This definition is quoted from the Century dictionary. It is the
broad definition of a weld and therefore includes forge welding and resist-

ance welding by either the butt or spot process. While these specifications
are prepared specifically for fusion welds, it is cbvinus that some of fhe

tests can be applied to other types of welds.

(b) A fusion weld is a weld formed by heating to a fluid

state the edges of the pieces to be joined and allowing the

metals to flow together (with or without additional molten

metal being supplied) without any pressure being applied.

The heat may be supplied by a gas flame, an electric arc,

thermit or otherwise.

(c) In a fusion weld, the base metal is the material com-

posing the pieces to be united by the weld. Unless otherwise

expressly stated, it will be understood that a weld joins two

pieces of identical material.

(d) In a fusion weld, the weld metal is the material which

has been used in forming the weld. It may consist entirely

of a base metal adjacent to the weld or of the material added

to the fused base metal from a welding rod or electrode, or

other material.

(e) Filling metal is the metal added during the welding

process to form part of the weld. In gas welding it is sup-

plied by means of a welding rod, in carbon arc by a filling

rod and in metal arc welding by the electrode.

(f) A test -veld refers to a sample of welding which ha?

been performed under known conditions and upon which

mechanical tests are to be made. •

(g) A test specimen is a prepared piece on which a me;h-
anical test is to be made.

II. Shop Standard

Bending test only.

III. Commercial Standard

(a) Bending test.

(b) Tensile test.

te—It is probable that eventually it will he desirable to include •
fatitrue test when a method is standardized which will be suitable for com-
mercial application.

IV. Research Standard

A. Tests of base or parent metal.

1. Chemical analysis. To include carbon, manganese,
silicon, phosphorus and sulphur.

2. Mechanical tests.

(a) Tensile. To include yield point, ultimate

strength, total elongation and reduction of area.

(b) Bending.

(c) Fatigue.
3. Metallographic. Photomicographs at 100 diame-

ters.

B. Test of weld.

1. Mechanical tests.

(a) Tensile. To include yield point, ultimate

strength, total elongation and reduction of area.

(b) Bending.
(c) Fatigue.

(d) Impact.

10
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2. Metallographic. Photomicrographs at 100 and 500

diameters, respectively, at (a) the junction between tha

TT

I

h-.About3>, M Oage Lengths
K 2---»)

I -.. / '

1 , About 3"

r "*\

J

I!

Parallel Section not

less than 3"

j< About 18"— H

Fig. 1.—A Test Specimen for Sheet Materials

base metal and the filled-in metal, (b) the base metal

adjacent to the junction, (c) the center of the filled-in

metal.

C. Tests of filled-in metal.

1. Chemical analysis. To include carbon, manganese,
silicon, phosphorus and sulphur.

2. Mechanical tests. Standard round specimens to be

prepared from ingots deposited in a base-metal mould of

such dimensions that normal cooling conditions will be

approximated.

(a) Tensile. To include yield point, ultimate strength,

total elongation and reduction of area.

(b) Bending.

(c) Fatigue.
3. Metallographic. Photomicrographs at 100 and 500

diameters, respectively.

V. Standard Procedure for Mechanical Tests

1. Preparation of test welds.

No detailed instructions for the preparation of test welds

can be given as the dimensions, material, etc., will depend
upon the purpose for which the weld is being made. The
test weld should, however, duplicate as nearly as prac-
ticable, the commercial welds which it represents and
should preferably be of such a size as to permit prepara-
tion of enough specimens from the one test weld to make
all of the mechanical tests which are to be made.
When the test weld is made with material in sheet or

plate form, the longest axis of the test specimen should, in

general, be parallel to the direction of rolling.
2. General Procedure.

(a) Wherever applicable, the standard procedure of

the American Societv for Testing Materials as given in the

A. S. T. M. for 191 S (serial designation E-l-18) shall

be followed.

(b) Three duplicate specimens shall be tested in any
one test and the average taken as the value of the property
determined by this test. •

3. Tensile Tests, Base Metal.

A. Test Specimens

(a) Sheet or Plate Material. The test specimen for

sheet materials is shown in Fig. 1. The thickness of the

specimen may be any that is desired, but a thickness ex-

ceeding 24 inch would require a testing machine in excess

of 100,000 pounds capacity. If the specimen is cut from

Finish allover

Radius not hss
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thick, upon which is secured a frame of steel bars, }4 inch

square. The parts of the box were secured in any con-

venient manner. The copper plate, during this operation

shall rest upon a steel plate. After the bar is formed, the

Fig. 3—Box Used in Forming Bar Entirely of Filling Material

copper plate and the frame may be removed by any suit-

able machining operation.

For gas welding, the copper plate should be replaced by
a steel plate. For thermit, a box of suitable refractory ma-

terial should be used.

B. Test Results to be Recorded

These shall be the same as those prescribed in Section

V, 3-B (base metal) except those involving an 8-inch gage

length. If, however, the modulus of elasticity is desired, a

specimen similar to that shown in Fig. 2, with a gage

length of 8 inches shall be employed.
5. Tensile Tests, Weld.

A. Test Specimens

The shape and dimensions of the test specimen are shown

in Fig. 1 with the weld at the center. If the material is

cast or brittle, the specimen shown in Fig. 2 shall be used

with the weld located at the center.

It is especially necessary that the l.S-inch sides of the

specimens be machined, particularly if the two pieces of

base metal are offset or if they form an angle at the weld.

Tests made in the latter case, where the specimens are not

machined, are not reliable. Furthermore, care must be

taken that specimens having the latter defects are not

"straightened" before being machined, because such treat-

ment is likely to materially decrease the strength of the

Radius no f less

than 'g
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D plus 2 T plus y& inch. A lubricant of lard oil and

graphite or similar compound shall be used on these

surfaces.

Two specimens shall be tested. The load shall be ap-

plied at the center of the weld—in one specimen to the open

side of the "V" and in the other specimen to the closed

side.

The rate of application of the load shall not exceed that

Finish andpolish all

over except ends

3—El StL

k__ —VorV- -H
'

(a) (b)

Fig. 7.—Method of Preparing Specimens for Upton-Lewis
Machine

at which the beam can be kept balanced at all times or a

maximum of 2 inches per minute.

The angle through which the specimen is bent may be

measured by any convenient method. The following

method is described as a matter of information.

A piece of paper is held firmly against the edge of the

specimen when it is in place on the testing fixture and a

line drawn on the paper along a corner of the specimen,

thus outlining the shape of the specimen so far as bending

is concerned. A line is drawn before loading and after

C. Test Results to be Recorded

(a) The total angle through which the specimen has

been bent when the first crack appears upon the convex

surface (that is, the sum of the angles through which the

two halves were bent). To be measured without remov-

ing the load.*

(b) The load on the specimen at which the first crack

occurs.

7. Fatigue Tests, Base Metal, Weld Metal and Weld.

There is no generally accepted unit or standard of com-

parison for fatigue tests so that the results given by the

several machines which have been developed for such tests

are not directly comparable. It is not practicable at the

present time to recommend the use of any particular type

of machine, and consequently test specimens are shown for

all of the more common types.

Although in general, the results of fatigue tests are of

maximum value only when compared with similar results

obtained on the same machine, it is assumed that reference

tests will be made on the base metal so that the results of

tests on welds and weld metal can also be stated in terms

of the results of tests of base metal. It is hoped that this

will permit direct comparisons between tests made with

different types of machines.

A. Machines and Test Specimens

(a) General. For tests of weld metal it will be neces-

sary to form a suitable bar in a box similar to Fig. 3 and

having the proper dimensions.
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Fig. 8.—Specimen Prepared for Testing in the Farmer

Machine

Fig. 9a.—Type of Specimen Used in the Strohmenger Reverse

Torsional Machine

Fig. 9b.—The Strohmenger Bending and Impact Machine
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Fig. 11.—Square and Round Specimens

Fatigue test specimens should in general be machined
all over (except the ends) and the surface carefully

polished (preferably with the polishing marks parallel to

the longest axis of the specimen). No. 1 Manning emery

failure occurs. The change in the angle in the two lines

as determined with a draftsman's protractor is the angle

through which the specimen had been bent at failure. See

Fig. 14.
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Fig. 10.—Type of Specimen Used in the White-Souther

Machine
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Fig. 12.—Square Specimen for Cylindrical Fillet

cloth or paper or its equivalent will produce a satisfactory

surface.

Provided the specimens are prepared from a" test weld

or other material of greater thickness than the specimen,
an equal amount shall be removed from both sides so that

* Note—An electric light and mirror will assist in observing this sur-
face as indicated in Fig. 6b.
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the specimen shall represent the material at the middle as

indicated at a and b, Fig. 7.

(b) Upton-Lewis Improved Machine. This machine

puts a bending load on the specimen which is reversed

during each revolution of the machine. Specimen shown

! Threads per inch, U.S.Sid.

_0.8I8"_ J i 2"CageWaf* J ^
0.818"

-3.9372

Fig. 13.—Threaded Specimen with Weld in Center

in Fig. 7. The distance between the jaws of the machine

shall be l/2 inch. If the specimen is a weld specimen, the

jaws shall be equidistant from the center of the weld metal.

(c) Farmer Machine. This machine was designed

specially for testing weld specimens. It tests the specimen
as a simple rotating beam with free supports at the ends

and two equal loads on a section at the middle (Fig. 8).

(d) Strohmenger Reverse Torsional Machine. Com-

parative results only can be obtained, as there is no means

Fig. 14.—Arrangement fcr Recording the Angle Through
which the Specimen Is Bent Before Failure

of determining the stress. This machine loads the speci-
men in torsion, which is reversed for each revolution of

the machine. Specimen shown in Fig. 9a.

(e) Strohmenger Bending and Impact Machine. Com-

parative results only. The machine strikes the specimen,
which is held as a cantilever beam, bends it and releases it.

This operation is repeated upon the other side of the

machine (Fig. 9b).

(f) Moore Machine. This machine was designed for

the Bureau of Standards for testing large size specimens
of joints, both welded and riveted.

Specimens.
—Any thickness not exceeding about 1 inch,

with 8 inches, length 32 inches. If the specimen is a

weld specimen, the weld metal shall be at the middle of the

length of the specimen.

(g) White-Souther Machine. This machine loads each

end of a rotating specimen as a cantilever beam. It is then

rotated. The specimen is shown in Fig. 10.

B. Test Results to be Recorded

(a) Number of cycles of the stress to cause failure

(b) The stress developed in the specimen (if possible).

Burning Refuse in Heating-Boiler

Furnaces

THE
householder finds it easy and convenient to dis-

pose of combustible refuse by burning it in the furnace

of his heating boiler, but disastrous results often fol-

low. There is danger not only of overheating or burning
the m;tal if the boiler is empty, but also of producing severe

Fig. 1.—Burned Fire Sheet of a Horizontal Tubular Boiler

expansion and contraction strains (particularly in cast-iron

sectional boilers), no matter whether the boiler is empty
or has water in it.

Fig. 1 shows the fire sheet of a horizontal tubular boiler

in which there is a hole measuring approximately 18 inches

by 24 inches. Waste paper and other refuse matter had
been burned in the furnace while the boiler was empty. The

damage to the boiler was discovered by an inspector who
had been asked to make an inspection before the boiler was

put in operation. It will be seen that extensive repairs were
needed before the boiler could be used.

Fig. 2 shows damage of a similar character in connec-

tion with a watertube heating boiler: In this case the boiler

was fired up without any water in it, and it was necessary
to install a complete set of new tubes.

Never build a fire under an empty boiler; and it is safer

to avoid burning refuse in a boiler furnace at any time ex-

cept when the boiler is in operation. A surprisingly small

amount of fuel may produce sufficient heat to cause serious

damage, if the boiler is cold and the heat is applied to it

suddenlv and locally.—The Travelers Standard.

Fig. 2.—Damage Caused by Firing Up an Empty Watertube
Boiler
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Water Treatment on the St. Paul

IN
many places the available water supply is very unsatis-

factory for use in boilers. The country traversed by the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Faul east of the Missouri river

in South Dakota presents conditions which may be taken as

typical of those under which railroads are frequently obliged
to operate.
The few streams run slowly through lands so rich in the

soluble salts of calcium and magnesium that the river waters

are always hard, and the more the rainfall on adjoining lands

and the higher the rivers, the harder the water. Because of

the scarcity at or near the surface, most railroad supplies are

derived from drilled wells, which vary in depth from SO feet

to 1,500 feet and in which the character of the water varies

as widely. In the ground are two layers of sandstone whose

horizontal cracks furnish the supply, the water from the lower

sandstone being very hard (80 to 90 grains per gallon) and

carrying also 20 to 60 grains of sodium sulphate or chloride,

while the water from the upper sandstone so closely resembles

the lower water after softening that it is presumed to be the

same water softened in the ground ;
that is, by zeolitic action.

This soft water is available, however, only in sections near

tliL- Missouri river.

The problem through a considerable district was one of

securing an increased amount of water, as bad as it was, and

of accomplishing something in the way of improving it.

Additional wells were drilled at a number of points and the

use of boiler compounds was resorted to. Results were not

sufficiently satisfactory and it was decided to install a series

of water treating plants. Seventeen plants are now in oper-

ation and they cover every water station in a district which

includes about 400 miles of line.

The new plants are continuous in operation. All of the

main line plants with the exception of those at two points,

are designed to treat 15,000 gallons of water per hour con-

tinuously and consist each of a hard water pump; a 40-

minute reaction tank within which the mixture of hard water

and the necessary chemicals (all fed in continuous streams)

is slowly stirred by mechanical means; a three-hour settling

tank; a treated water pump which deliveis to the track tank,

and a chemical storage room; all strongly housed and heated.

The plant at Scotland, S. D., is typical of the main line

plants. Everything is of wood except the machinery and

pipe. The drilled well, 12 inches by 168 feet, under the

pump room furnished water to a double-stroke deep-well

pump which delivers it through a 6-inch pipe to the water

wheel which does the stirring. The water, after passing the

wheel, flows to the bottom of the mixing tank where, as it

rises, it meets in succession the continuous streams of milk-

of-lime, sodium carbonate and ferrous sulphate solutions.

Hydrated lime is used in water treating to extract the

carbonic acid, which brings about the precipitation of the

scale-making limestone carbonates down to three grains per

gallon or less. Sodium carbonate (soda ash) is used to

replace completely the scale-making limestone sulphates by
non-scaling sodium sulphate. Ferrous sulphate (green sul-

phate of iron) is used for the treatment of the last three

grains of calcium carbonate so that it will not clog the in-

jector or branch-pipe; this, by converting half of the calcium

carbonate into calcium sulphate.
In these plants, these reagents are all fed by regulated

streams of water from the pipe which supplies the water

wheel. The milk-of-lime box holds 480 gallons of water for

a five-hours' supply (at Scotland 400 pounds) and this is

fed continuously by a small stream of water entering at the

bottom of the lime box and overflowing near the top through
a 2-in. pipe to near the bottom of the mixing tank.

Once every hour, an hour's supply of dry hydrated lime

is added to the supply in the box. This method produces
an hourly variation in the rate of lime feeding, but the stir-

ring in the mixing tank is so thorough and so prolonged
(45 minutes) that only a slight variation is found in the

water as it overflows from the top of the mixing tank to

the bottom of the settling tank.

The dry soda ash rests on a shelf in the soda box and is

fed to the mixing tank by a spray. The supply on the shelf

is replenished hourly. The sulphate of iron is fed in solu-

tion from its box by a small stream which enters at the

l>ottom and overflows near the top.
The best method of feeding any reagent to a treating plant

is determined principally by its solubility in water and in

all cases the thinner the solution or mixture the better. The
arrangement of feeding devices described above is not theo-

retically perfect, but has been adopted as the result of ex-

perience in handling railroad plants which are frequently
miles from a repair shop and are seldom operated by skilled

mechanics. The uniformity of results is the best proof of

the wisdom of the design and method.
The water, with its chemical reactions practically complete

and its precipitate ready to settle, arrives at the bottom of
the settling tank and there commences to leave its precipitate
as the water slowly rises to overflow through the perforated
collecting pipe to the treated water pump in the pump room,
whence it is delivered to the track tank.

The settling tank is freed of its accumulated sludge once

daily by opening for 30 seconds the valves controlling the

system of perforated sludge pipes lying in the bottom of the

settling tank. The perforations are in the bottom of the

sludge pipes, and the branch pipes are connected to the

main pipes by street-ells so that they are close to the floor.

The treating plants were built by company forces at an

expenditure of approximately $18,000 for each of the larger

plants and $7,000 for the smaller ones. Since their installa-

tion boilers have been free from scale and from leaking, and
almost free from foaming. Boiler repairs are now almost

nothing and during the entire strike period no boiler troubles

attributable to water were reported in this district.

Power Press Code and Head and Eye Safety
Code Approved by the A. E. S. C.

The frequency of two of the most serious and most common
types of industrial accidents should be greatly reduced

through the application of. two safety codes which have just
been approved by the American Engineering Standards Com-
mittee. The Safety Code for Power Presses, Foot and Hand
Presses, which has been approved as "Tentative American

Standard," is the first national safety code on this subject
to be prepared in America. The Safety Code for the Protec-

tion of Heads and Eyes of Industrial Workers, which has
now received the A. E. S. C. approval as "American Stand-
ard" had been approved by the committee some time ago
as "Recommended American Practice."

The high speed punch or forming press is one of the most

dangerous machines in industry. This code consists of two

parts
—the first part describing standard requirements and

the second consisting of a discussion of press hazards and

protective methods and devices.

A statement from the National Committee for the Preven-

tion of Blindness calls attention to Dr. Earl B. Fowler's

estimate that there are in the United States approximately
15,000 persons who have been blinded by industrial acci-

dents and that this is almost 15 percent of the blind popu-
lation of the country.

Because of this serious situation the U. S. Bureau of

Standards with the cooperation of the War and Navy De-

partments began in 1918 the preparation of a head and eye

safety code. Several years ago this code was submitted for

the approval of the American Engineering Standards Com-
mittee and it has since then been the subject of investigation,

criticism, and revision.



The Inspection and Insurance of Steam Boilers

By R. J. Furr

The objects of boiler insurance and the work of boiler inspection are well known to

our readers, but there are many phases of this form of protection not generally under-

stood. The accompanying article outlines the fundamental principles of insurance, the

qualifications of inspectors and the details of external and internal inspections.

THE
underlying principle of insurance is protection from

loss caused by the unexpected, the unusual or the

catastrophe. The fact that steam boilers explode unex-

pectedly and violently makes their insurance desirable. The

inspection service given by insurance companies is thorough
and most efficient because they make every effort to prevent
boiler accidents and the resultant loss in life and property.

The fact that boilers will explode violently makes their

inspection necessary, for the operation of a steam boiler plant
is dependent on the boilers, and if an accident occurs to

the boilers, the whole plant is crippled. Perhaps a few

remarks on boiler explosions will serve to illustrate the

enormous damage which may be caused by the explosion of

steam vessels of this kind.

Underlying Causes for Boiler Explosions

When a boiler explodes, the first question asked is, what

caused it. Answers differ widely and sometimes the cause

is unknown. However, one of the most satisfactory explana-
tions of the mechanism of a boiler explosion is known as

the Colbrum-Clark theory, which briefly is as follows: An
initinl rupture, sudden rapid reduction in pressure, the

formation of a great quantity of steam in the water, hurling
the water a' the opening, increasing the latter and shattering
the boiler; completion of vaporization of the liberated water

projecting the parts to distances depending on the violence

of the expansion.
Since the explosion of a boiler is likely to result in

injury or death to many people, causing mental anguish
and physical pain as well as expense to the plant owner
because of the destruction of property and stoppage of the

works, inspection is a necessity. In many instances the

responsibility of the owner is not slight, as he is held

responsible by many states and cities if he uses a boiler of

poor design or a boiler which is not regularly inspected, or

if he is proved guilty of negligence.

Energy Contained in Boiler Under Pressure

There are few, indeed, who realize that an ordinary cylin-
drical boiler when working under a steam pressure of only
ISO pounds is possessed of sufficient explosive energy to

project and carry it in a perpendicular direction a distance

of about three miles. The damage done by the explosion is

due to the energy in the hot water. This energy can easily
be calculated, and roughly speaking, in one pound of water
at ISO pounds steam pressure there are about 10,500 foot

pounds of energy, i. e., sufficient force to raise a weight of

one pound to a height of about two miles. For example,
the total energy stored in a Lancashire boiler 30 feet long
by 8 feet diameter with ISO pounds steam pressure is in the

neighborhood of 207,600 foot tons, which is sufficient to

raise the whole boiler 12,500 feet or more than two miles.

In a boiler full of water and under pressure of steam at

150 pounds absolute which corresponds approximately to

135 pounds pressure gage, a pound of steam occupies 3.012
cubic feet. If the pressure is reduced to IS pounds abso-

lute, which is slightly above atmospheric pressure, the pound
of steam will occupy 26.27 cubic feet, an increase in volume
of 873 percent. Water which is generating steam at 150

pounds absolute has a temperature of 358.5 degrees F.; at

15 pounds absolute it has a temperature of 213 degrees.
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If the pressure on a boiler steaming at ISO pounds is sud-

denly reduced to that of the atmosphere the expanding steam

will increase in volume many times and the heat stored in

the water contained in the boiler will evaporate the water

into steam as soon as the pressure is reduced. This is the

reason that the initial rupture of a boiler may be com-

paratively small, but the following explosion may be violent.

In other words, the tension maintained on the surfaces of

the water in the boiler by 150 pounds' pressure prevents the

water from boiling until it has reached a temperature of

358. S degrees, but when the pressure is reduced to that of

the atmosphere the water boils at a temperature of 145

degrees less, which causes the water immediately to flash into

steam.

A few reasons for boiler failure:

(1) Defective design.

(2) Ignorance as to the amount of pressure the boiler

will stand.

(3) Reduction in strength by deterioration.

(4) Defective workmanship and material.

(5) Mismanagement.
(6) Overheating of plates caused by low water, accumu-

lation of scale, oil, mud or other deposit preventing the water

gaining access to the plates.

(7) Defective safety appliances.

(8) Obstruction between safety valve and boiler.

No one believes that inspection will absolutely prevent all

explosions, but rigid inspection will discover defects that

might prevent an explosion. Anyone who has seen torn shell

plates, sheared rivets, scattered tubes and wrecked buildings
after a boiler explosion is convinced that inspection is neces-

sary. As a profession, boiler inspection may be developed
to a high degree.

Attitude of Boiler Users to Inspections

Too often there is an indifferent attitude among boiler

owners and operators toward the value of good boiler inspec-

tion, resulting in no inspection whatsoever. Again, there

is a lack of hearty cooperation on the part of the owner or

the engineer when insured and sometimes manifests itself

in deliberate antagonism. The cause may be the disinclin-

ation to incur additional expense, and because of this indif-

ference more lives will be lost if all states do not make laws

requiring standard boiler designs, compulsory inspection and

licensing of engineers and firemen.

Success in boiler inspection work is contingent on the

inspector's ability to find defective conditions, to point them
out to the assured in a diplomatic and forceful manner
which will give the assured a clear understanding of the

condition and convince him that the recommended repairs
are necessary to prolong the life of the boilers, to reduce
the operating costs and to become general instructor to the

plant operatives, particularly in mechanical matters.

Frequently, one hears the expression, Mr.
,
who is

an engineer or boiler maker, is sure to know all about
boilers. In my opinion, based on considerable experience,
engineers and boiler makers as a rule are not capable of

judging the condition and strength of boilers until after

some time with an experienced inspector and a careful study
of the boiler code makes them competent to measure up
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certain types of boilers (those with which he has come in

contact through instruction) and determine the safe working

pressure. Certain it is he will be unable to locate all

defective conditions, for careful thought and considerable

experience is required before he acquires ability to analyze

situations and to determine when conditions present a

serious hazard. Of course, all boiler makers and engineers

do not come under this head as far as inspections are con-

cerned, but certain it is that they are not necessarily quali-

fied for this particular work because of the lack of the

theoretical knowledge essential in the design of boilers and

judgment required in respect to repairs.
The boiler inspector must know boilers thoroughly, so

well in fact that he feels certain that his recommendations

or demands are absolutely right. On the other hand, he

must not be overbearing, but always open to conviction, and

be broad-minded enough to admit error if he finds he has

taken an incorrect view because he did not possess a knowl-

edge of all the facts. He must be a close student of human
nature and know just how to approach the owner, engineer
or those who are in charge in order to get the desired

results. The inspector should be, if possible, well informed

in different branches of engineering, also topics of the day,

so that he may be in position to discuss questions other than

those pertaining to boiler inspection, because as a rule a

great number of people with whom he has to cooperate
know little or nothing regarding boilers, and in order that

they can form an opinion of his ability they usually endeavor

to discuss some question with which they are familiar. If he

shows that he is informed on this and other subjects it is

usually conceded that he is reasonably well informed in his

profession.
The inspector should be robust, for inspecting boilers is

no child's play, but is one of the most fatiguing of occupa-
tions. The inspector is often required to undergo severe

temperature changes. However, the inspection of boilers is

a very healthful occupation because of the exercise and out-

door nature of the work.

Value of Reports

The inspector should be capable of expressing himself

well both orally and in writing, for only by properly pre-

senting the findings of his inspection to the plant owner can

he hope to impress him with the value of his work. The

report must also be clear to the heads of his department,
so they can properly handle the case. Boiler inspection is a

great deal more than reporting the absence of approved
blow-off valves, feed water connections, etc. A boiler with

the water column set low, the feed water introduced through
the blow-off pipe, and an ancient globe valve on the blow-

off line may be a better insurance risk because of the care

and attention it receives, than a boiler which is provided
with approved appurtenances.
The fact that the blow-off pipe of a boiler is not properly

protected is not a sufficient reason to refuse to insure the

boiler, but if the blow-off pipe is properly protected but

wasted away from corrosion caused by accumulations of

wet ashes until it may be dented by a light blow of the

hammer, the situation is serious and requires immediate

action. The man who reports the unprotected blow-off pipe
is following the rule. The man who digs down through the

ashes to the horizontal section of the pipe and gives it a good
hammer test is the better of the two, he is safe at least; but

the man who tests the pipe and then convinces the assured

that he should install a new blow-off pipe and properly

protect the pipe after it is installed, is a real inspector.

Classes of Inspections

Boiler inspections are divided into two general classes

usually termed external and internal. The external is made
without any previous notice to the assured and the inspector's

duties are such that the operation of the plant is not inter-

fered with, providing everything is found in order. The
internal inspection cannot be made until the boiler is idle

and the manhole and handhole plates are removed as well

as otherwise prepared for examination. This requires a

notice sent the assured some few days in advance of the time

set for the inspection. I will first describe the internal in-

spection and I can assure the readers that finding the boiler

is sometimes no small part of the inspector's task. This

condition is usually due to records that are in error regarding
the location which are furnished him.

On arriving at the plant the inspector usually meets the

engineer or other attendants. At this meeting he should

endeavor to size up his men because the plant employee can

make his task difficult or otherwise, he can also be of ines-

timable value in giving information regarding the operating
conditions which the inspector could not obtain in any other

way.

Safety Provisions

Adequate means of exit should be provided from the

boiler room. This will often prevent a minor accident result-

ing in the injur)- of an employee, an expense to the assured

or insuring company which could have been prevented. The
blow-off connection is a source of such accidents, as the

valve is frequently so placed that the person operating it

is in a closely confined place with the piping so arranged
that a break at any point during the act of blowing off is

likely to cut off all means of escape. It is the inspector's

duty to recommend the necessary changes to prevent such an

occurrence. The steam and water piping as a whole should

be carefully examined to see that the proper supports and
valves are provided and the arrangement is such that it will

not lead to accidents or dangerous conditions of operation.
The feed appliances and piping between them and the

boilers should be inspected as to their condition and capacity,
so that the boilers may at all times be supplied with enough
water to meet their maximum capacity.
The steam pipe should be so arranged that no pockets

will be formed to trap the condensation, and it should also

be so connected that contraction and expansion can take place
without undue strain on any of the parts. Many accidents

have resulted owing to a lack of precaution in suitably

arranging the steam piping. Examination must be made
of the attachments and connections for determining the water

level, as water columns are frequently found set so low

that the safety of the boiler is endangered, and the drain

or blow-off connection from the water column is examined

to see that its size is ample. The connection from the

steam space of the boiler to the top of the water column is

inspected to see that there are no connections on this pipe
that are required to furnish steam for any other apparatus or

that water can be trapped in the pipe. The lower column

line to the water space is also examined to see that provision
has been made by which the pipe can be examined to deter-

mine if it is clear at regular wash-out periods.
If either of the lines is equipped with stop valves they

must be of approved type and sealed open, as these condi-

tions will render the indications of the water level inaccu-

rate. The position of the steam gage is noted to see if it is

in the correct location as it is frequently so connected to a

boiler that the steam comes in direct contact with the spring
or it is fastened so as to be exposed to heat from some part

of the boiler or smoke flue, either of which conditions renders

it inaccurate. The next and most important attachment to

be examined is the safety valve, which deserves the closest

scrutiny to determine its condition. If the safety valve is

equipped with an escape pipe, the inspector must see that

it is of ample size, void of valves or other attachments,

properly drained and well supported to prevent undue strain

on the valve.
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The method of boiler suspension and the ability of the

supports to safely carry the load, require complete data

on columns, supporting members, hangers, etc. The deter-

mination as to whether each support is carrying its proper

proportion of the load for adequate boiler support is as neces-

sary to its safety as the strength in other respects.

Internal Inspection

The inspector, after writing the answers asked on his

data slip regarding the various parts examined so far, then

enters the top manhole with a light, hammer, rule, calipers

and depth gage. Since this inspection is assumed to be

the first one made of the boiler under question, he must

obtain the necessary data for calculating the strength. The

distance between the shell and the top of the tubes must be

known in order to correctly estimate the amount of bracing

required. The number, spacing, and size of the braces at

their least cross section on each head must be obtained,

together with the type and if they are welded or not. He
must know the number and size of rivets attaching the braces

to both head and shell, so that the weakest element in the

construction can be taken into account in calculating the

strength. The thickness of the heads must be ascertained in

order" to estimate the strength of any unstayed surfaces, calcu-

late the area to be braced and to judge whether a suitable

bearing surface has been supplied against which the tubes

were expanded. The bands must be carefully examined

around the flange for cracks or other defects.

The design of the joint, together with the size and pitch

of the rivets, must be obtained so that its strength relative

to that of the solid plate may be determined. The size of

the rivets is usually judged from the dimensions of their

heads and the thickness of the shell. The shell thickness

must be known and usually can be measured by njeans of a

depth gage applied along the edges of the plate or at an

opening in the shell. The length of the tubes is also

obtained. If there is,
a dome, the details regarding the

bracing of the head if flat must be known. If concave or

convex the radius of the bump together with its thickness

must be known. The diameter, thickness of the sheet, type
of joint, together with the size and pitch of the rivets, also

the manner of its connection to the shell, must be secured

as well as the dimension of the reinforcement around the

opening from the boiler to the dome, should this opening
be large.

The inspector next carefully examines the condition of the

surfaces. The shell may show evidences of pitting, espe-

cially just below the water line. The tubes may be pitted
or thin from general corrosion. The braces may be weak-
ened by deterioration or they may be loose due to improper

fitting or strain. Their soundness may be determined by

striking them with the hammer as well as by visual inspec-
tion. The shell is carefully sounded to determine if there

are indications of cracks or laminations in the material.

It is well to sound many of the rivets for tightness. The
condition of the upper portion of the boiler as regards to

scale, oil or other deposits is noted, for in parts of the coun-

try it is not uncommon to find the spaces between the tube

against the rear head completely stopped for a considerable

distance. Conditions of this kind are likely to lead to

serious trouble if not explosions. Oil, regardless of the

amount in a boiler, is a serious matter. There is no sub-

stance likely to reach the interior of such a vessel that can

produce an effect of such seriousness as oil. All openings
to outside attachments or connections are examined to see if

free, as many serious accidents have been caused by stop-

page of the water column connection. When the connections

are supplied with a pipe Screwed into a part of the boiler

or flange riveted to the shell, the inspector must be certain

that the screwed joint has been fully made.

Upon coming out of the boiler the inspector places the

data obtained on a data slip. The next point to be exam-
ined is the front head relative to corrosion due to improper
laying up the boiler, especially if it is fitted with a stack

connected directly to the extension sheet, for under these

conditions rain may come down the stack during idle periods
and the sulphur deposits on the head combined with moisture

cause extremely rapid corrosion. Careful examination of

the surface to locate any brands or stamps placed on the

sheets by the manufacturer is necessary for correct records

Condition of tube ends and beads if thin or broken, the

number of tubes, their spacing and distance between bottom

of tube and shell are necessary information to correctly
estimate the bracing required. If a manhole is supplied

communicating with this part of the structure, he enters it

and the usual points to be given attention are soundness of

bracing the condition of the shell from corrosion or other de-

fects, the heads and tubes, and to note the amount and kind
of scale attached to the surfaces. The blow-off pipe is exam-
ined for its proper make-up. If there is no manhole below
the tubes, the information just specified is obtained as nearly
correct as possible in the upper part of the boiler and also

through the hand holes which are usually supplied in the

front and rear heads.

Inspecting Combustion Chambers

The inspector next enters the combustion chamber noting
the condition and position of the covering, as the arches

generally used at this point are frequently located so high
as to cause overheating of the head above the water line.

The fusible plug which is located in the rear head must
be examined to see that the metal is in good condition. The
blow-oft" pipe must be examined and tested to see if it is

sound and free at the bottom. The method of protection
and freedom where it passes through the setting wall is

also essential to safety. He should carefully observe the
kind of fitting and pipe used, for in a number of instances

low pressure material is used. The rear tube ends must be
examined for leakage, bad beading and corrosion. If defects

of this kind are disclosed, the cause must be determined and
such recommendations made to eliminate the condition. He
next observes the condition of the sheets and seams. If

rivets leak, the outside of the boiler usually reveals this

fact. Leakage of girth seams can be caused in many ways.
If leaking is from scale or other deposits, inspection of the
interior already made will generally reveal the cause.

Fire cracks are another source of leakage. These can be
overcome quite frequently by driving new rivets, chipping
and recalking the seams or by removing the rivets, welding
the cracks, reaming the holes true and re-driving the rivets.

The location, size and shape of the bridge-wall which
forms the rear limit of the grate surface is often the cause
or contributes to leakage at girth seams, for in many in-

stances it impinges the flame directly against the seam.

Improper boiler supports are also contributing causes. Feed-

ing in the bottom of the boiler through the blow-off
connection is another fruitful source of trouble.

The inspector must make a close examination for evidences
of leaks coming from the vicinity of longitudinal seams, as

any such leak is likely to prove a hidden crack. This defect
has been responsible for some of the worst explosions known
to steam boilers, and no leak at a longitudinal seam should
be considered harmless until so proven. Condition of the

setting walls should be carefully considered, particularly
with respect to their ability to properly support the boiler.

After measuring the grate in order to estimate the number
of square feet of grate area, condition of fire door arches and
fire linings observed and proper recommendations made,
the inspector is ready to test and if necessary to correct the
steam gage. Then the inspection is completed.

After the inspection, a discussion with the engineer regard-
(Continued on page 22)
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Engineering Specialties for Boiler Making
New Tools, Machinery, Appliances and Supplies for

the Boiler Shop and Improved Fitting* for Boilers

Special Gang Drill with One Moving Head

A special gang drill has been developed recently with

longitudinal movement for the right-hand spindle, as shown

in the illustration. A four spindle column is used and

Colburn Heavy Duty Multiple Drill Press with Horizontal

Adjustment for One Head

regular four spindle table. The two left-hand heads are

permanently placed on the column and have a fixed center

distance. Head No. 3 is mounted on a plate having finished

ways, this plate being attached to the column.

The third head has a horizontal adjustment of 27 inches

and is moved by means of a screw and capstan handle.

Provision is made for clamping the head securely in any
desired position. The minimum center distance between the

second spindle and the adjustable spindle is 27 inches. The
maximum distance is 54 inches. The minimum distance

between the extreme left-hand head and the adjustable head
is 54 inches and the maximum distance is 81 inches. Thus
the total range between spindle centers is 27 to 81 inches.

Instead of having the finished ways extending only half the

length of the column they can be lengthened and extend
under the second spindle if desired. A fourth head can also

be mounted on the finished ways so as to make a regular
four-spindle machine with 27-inch center distances between
the spindles. The machine illustrated is a Colburn No. 4
drill press, but the smaller No. 2 size or larger No. 6 size

can be arranged in a similar manner.
The driving and feed gears of this drill press are mounted

inside of each head and run in oil. The gears are made from
chrome nickel steel, hardened and heat treated. The shafts
are of large diameter and mounted on ball bearings. Auto-
matic trip is provided. The spindles are double splined to

equalize the strain and each spindle has a drilling capacity
of 2 inches in solid steel. The distance between the center

of the spindle and the face of the column is \2 l

/i inches.

The machine is, therefore, rated at 24-inch swing. Support-

ing brackets are provided under the center and ends of the

table. The column and table are heavily ribbed, the table

having a three-point bearing in the column.

This multiple drill press is said to have great power, stiff-

ness and rigidity and is one of the many types of heavy

duty drills built by the Colburn Machine Tool Plant of the

Consolidated Machine Tool Corporation of America. The
main offices of this company are in New York City.

Simplicity Features New Valve Design

A new type valve, known as the "Flatplug" valve, is

being manufactured by the Everlasting Valve Company,
Jersey City, N. J., and distributed by the Scully Steel and
Iron Company, Chicago, 111. The valve includes all the

more important features of the "Everlasting" type and, in

addition, has advantages not incorporated in former types.

The valve seat, which is rectangular in shape, fits into the

bottom bonnet on a circular gasket joint. It is held in place

here, as may be seen from the accompanying illustration, by
the pressure and a stiff spring. The disk, which is cup-

shaped, has a sliding contact with the seat at all times. The
disk is also held to the seat by the same spring.

In the view of the valve in the left of the illustration the

fluid is shown flowing past the cup into the uncovered open-

ings in the seat and so to the outlet. The second view shows
the valve in the closed position.

In assembling, the seat is merely pushed into place by
hand, no screw threads or other form of fastening being

necessary. When taking the valve apart, the seat is removed

by pulling it out of the body without the use of tools. When
the valve is in its normal position, or on either side or end,

Fig. 1—Valve Open, Fluid Passing Into Uncovered Openings
in Seat (left). Fig. 2—Valve in Closed Position

the seat will not fall from place; for when assembled it is

held in place by the disk and spring.
In order to make repairs, it is only necessary to remove

the top bonnet and all parts are readily accessible. New
parts for replacement may be installed without removing
the valve from the line or disturbing the piping.

20
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Locomotive Safety Water Gage Valve

An automatic, safety water gage valve, which has given

dependable and satisfactory service for more than five

years on stationary boilers, has recently been installed

successfully on locomotives by the Mattingly Automatic

Valve Company, St. Louis, Mo. The action of this valve

is as follows, reference being made to the illustration where-

in C represents the main valve controlling the passage from

D, C,

:d

r
/.\

V///////W,y

Automatic Water Gage Valve in Open Position

boiler to gage glass. R is a link pivoted on pin E which

•extends through from one side of the casing to the other.

R forms a connection between main valve C and auxiliary
valve W and causes main valve C to be moved in the op-

posite direction to that of auxiliary valve IV, thus preventing
both valves from being seated at the same time. L is the

auxiliary valve stem, the inner end of which is connected

to link R by means of a fulcrum and pin which fits in the

slotted end of link R. Valve stem L slides through bushing
A", the bore in bushing A' being somewhat larger than the

valve stem. Th!s allows a passageway around valve stem

L which is controlled by auxiliary valve W, thus eliminating
the necessity of any packing around this stem. To the

outer end of auxiliary valve stem L is connected a lever M
called the operating lever, the position of which indicates

the position of the main valve C. When the lever is leaning
outward the main valve C is off its seat and when the

operating lever is leaning inward it indicates that the main
valve C is closed.

The construction of the valve casing, as illustrated, pro-
vides a boiler connection at right angles to allow for cleaning
the interior of the valve and inserting a rod or wire into

boiler through plug B and lower plug A. The portion of

casing marked G is offset from the portion marked H to

allow for a glass or metallic water glass end being inserted

from the top through the upper plug A.

When either the top or the bottom water gage valve is

opened, as shown in the illustration, the pressure is admitted

around main valve C through the gage glass and into the

valve at the opposite end of the glass. This pressure quickly

equalizes on each side of the main valve C and at the same
time exerts itself against auxiliary valve W and stem L
forcing them outward until auxiliary valve W rests on its

seat. In other words, when one valve (either top or bottom)
is opened to admit pressure from the boiler, this pressure

automatically passes through the gage glass to the other valve

and forces it wide open, holding it open. Should either valve

be placed in closed position while the other one is open, it

will not stay in that position, but will open again. This is

due to the pressure acting against the auxiliary valve and
stem as above mentioned.
To close the valves while pressure is in the glass, move

them both to closed position at the same time. This allows

both main valves C to close communication between the boiler

and glass, at the same time unseating auxiliary valves W.
This allows the pressure in the glass to escape around auxil-

iary stem L which has no packing around it. Should the

gage glass become broken, the pressure will be quickly
released off auxiliary valve W and the pressure rushing from
the boiler will force main valves C to their seats instantly

stopping the flow of escaping steam and water.

A valuable feature of this valve is the practical impos-
sibility of its sticking or corroding shut. The valve is

manually operated and gravity is not depended on to close

it. Should dirt or grit become lodged on either valve seat

causing a leak, it can usually be dislodged by pushing the

operating lever in and letting it fly back.

Heavy Type Pneumatic Flanging Machine
The pressing demand for a pneumatic flanging machine

which would successfully flange the heavy plates now being
used in the construction of locomotives, prompted the Mc-
Cabe Manufacturing Company, Lawrence, Mass., to build
the heavy type machine shown in the illustration. This
machine will flange cold any thickness of boiler plate up to

and including £4 inch. Circular heads, half heads, dished

heads, segments of circular heads and straight flanging are

flanged cold. Corners varying from 1*4 inch radius to 8

inch radius are flanged in one heat and with one complete
stroke of the bending ram.

The new McCabe flanging machine is equipped with a

patented pneumatic plate clamp. This clamp eliminates most
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with uniform accuracy, convenience of moving from one part

of the shop to another, or from one job to another, flexibility

so as to handle various steel-plate shapes used in locomo-

tives and car repairs, coupled with ease of operation. There

are two operating levers, one controlling the pneumatic clamp
or locking arrangement and the other controlling the move-

ment of the piston which in turn moves the flanging arm.

Direct-Injection Oil Engine Driven Compressor

The Price horizontal direct-injection oil engine, manufac-

tured by the Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York, employs
the Price svstem of fuel injection which eliminates the need

for a three or four-stage 1,000-pound pressure injection air

compressor with intercoolers. A pump of single design pro-

vides the force for introducing the fuel into the combustion

chamber. Two spray nozzles are employed, so arranged that

f



Questions and Answers for Boiler Makers
Information for Those Who Design, Construct, Erect,

Inspect and Repair Boilers—Practical Boiler Shop Problems

Conducted by C. B. Lindstrom

This department is open to subscribers of The Boiler
Maker for the purpose of helping those who desire assist-

ance on practical boiler shop problems. All questions should
be definitely stated and clearly written in ink, or typewritten,
on one side of the paper, and sketches furnished if necessary.

Inquiries should bear the name and address of the writer.

Anonymous communications will not be considered. The

identity of the writer, however, will not be disclosed unless

the editor is given permission to do so.

Concrete Mixer Chute
Q.—Please show me how to lay out a concrete mixer chute; aleo how to

lav out bottom of well bucket in two pieces.—J. F. D.

A.—In the solution of this problem it is necessary to show
in the plan and elevation, Fig. 1, the relative positions of

the openings at each end of the chute, as indicated by the

profiles (a) and (b). Then draw in the outline of the sides

showing the taper; as a-a, b-b and d-d. Owing to the slight

taper in the curved section of the chute along the bottom,
it is necessary to find the true lengths of the construction

lines for the pattern layout. The curvature of the upper
base (a) and lower base (b) are divided into equal divi-

sions as b-c, c-d, etc., the points of division are then pro-

jected to the straight lines a-d of the ends of the chute.

Construction lines are drawn in from b-b and c-c, etc., in

both the plan and elevation. The true lengths of these lines

are determined by drawing right angled triangles, using as

the base lines a-a, b-b, c-c, d-d, etc., of the plan and the

heights as shown projected from the elevation. In the dia-

gram for finding the true lengths all of the true lengths
are not indicated, but a sufficient number are shown to give
the plan in handling such layouts.
The pattern is developed in Fig. 2, consisting of first

drawing the center line d-d. The arc lengths b-c, c-d of the

two profiles are used in the stretchout of the ends and the

hypotenuses of the diagrams of true lengths, Fig. 1, in de-

veloping the contour of the ends. All of the lines are so

lettered that it should not be difficult to follow the steps
in the layout work.

The bucket problem is not clear to me, as the sketch which

accompanied your qu3Stion did not indicate whether the lip
of the conical ends was cut straight or spirally. The con-

struction, Fig. 3, shows the layout with sides cut straight

along a-a and riveted at the ends. A lap is allowed on 'one
section at the end for riveting the two lip sections together.
The pattern development consists of the development of a

section of a cone. With a radius equal to a-b of the eleva-

tion draw an arc a-b-a as shown in the pattern. From point
b in the pattern set off the arc lengths 2-i-a, 2-3-a equal to

the corresponding arc lengths of the plan, Fig. 3. Draw in

Plan """H
1

FIQ.I-Showing Plan and Elevation of Concrete Mixer Chute

Figs. 1 and 2—Details of Concrete Mixer Chute Layout

23
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\ Elevation

Pattern of
Conic Section

Fig. 3.—Straight Sided Well Bucket Development

the outer radial lines and allow for laps. If this construc-

tion does not answer the purpose, advise us and we shall

be glad to give any further help required.

Development of Intersection Between a

Cone and Cylinder

Q, Can you supply me with an answer to the following question? The

problem is one to find the intersection between a cone and a cylinder.

Please make a plan and elevation and show by development how to obtain

the curve of intersection between the cylinder and cone; also develop the

pattern for the sylinder, cone and opening in the pattern of the cone as

required for connecting a 6-inch pipe.
—C. LeB.

A.—Sometime ago a complete short cut method was illus-

trated in these columns for laying off the views and patterns

of the cone and cylinder. I would suggest if you do not save

each issue of the magazine, that the articles pertaining to the

layouts that you are directly interested in be clipped and filed

for future reference. The solution given herewith involves

principles of projection and each step is given.

A plan and elevation are drawn first about the center lines

x-x and y-y. On the center line of the cylinder draw the

circle and divide it into a number of equal parts. From

points 1, 2. 3, and 4 draw parallel horizontal lines through
the cone which may be considered as cutting planes passed

through the cone. The shape of the sections of the cone on

these planes are circles, as shown by the circles in the plan
view. These circular sections are laid off by projecting

points l
t , 2lt 3 X ,

4
t from the elevation to the plan on line

y-y. With point o as a center and o-l, 0-2, 0-3 as radii,

describe the circles in the plan. The next step is to locate

points lying on the miter line as it appears in a plan view,

which is done by drawing the horizontal lines from the points
on the circular profile (b). Where these lines intersect the

corresponding circles, as at b, c, d, e and / fixes the points on

the miter. These points are projected to the elevation locat-

ing them on the horizontal projectors of the cylinder as

av £>!, cv du eu etc.

In the plan view draw the radial lines through the points

b, c, d, e and / connecting with point o. The patterns can

now be laid off from the two views. The development of the

opening or hole in the pattern of the frustum of the cone is

made in Fig. 2. Draw a radial line o'-a,, and set off from a

the arc lengths a„-b„ b„-c„ c,,-d„ as measured on the

outer or base circle of the cone, plan view. Connect 0', Fig.

2, with the respective points b,,-c„-d„ , etc., thus locating

corresponding radial lines that are intersected by the cylin-

der. Then points are located by using point o' as a center and

drawing arcs from the points /, 2, 3, 4 to intersect the cor-

responding radial lines as shown at a,„ b,„ c,„ d,„ e,„ f,„

and g,„. The length of the upper arc of the pattern is equal

to the circumference of the base plus the necessary allowance

for lap.
In Fig. 3 the layout is given for the cylinder pattern. The

length or stretchout s-s equals the circumference around the

Pattern for Cylinder

Fig. 1.—Details of Cone and Cylinder Layout

cylinder which distance is divided into the same number of

parts as is the cylinder profile. Lengths i-g, 2-f, 3-e, 4d,

etc., of the pattern equal the corresponding lengths on the

cylinder of the elevation, Fig. 1.

Sources of Information on Oxy-
Acetylene Welding

Q.—If you know of any one that teaches acetylene welding please let me
know as I am anxious to study the proper methods of doing the work.

J. M. B.

A.—I do not know of any school teaching the subject of

oxy-acetylene welding at the present time. There are sev-

eral good books on the subject, some of which are published

by manufacturers of gas welding equipment, namely: Davis-

Bournonville Company, Jersey City, N. J.; Imperial Brass

Manufacturing Company, 1200 W. Harrison street, Chi-

cago, 111.; Air Reduction Company, Inc., 120 Broadway,
New York; K-G Welding and Cutting Company, 556 W.
34th street, New York; Linde Air Products Co., New York;
Oxweld Acetylene Co., Newark, N. J.

The D. Van Nostrand Company, 8 Warren street, New
York, handles the following books on the subject: "Weld-

ing and Cutting Metals by Aid of Gases or Electricity," by
L. A. Groth; "Modern Methods of Welding," by J. D.

Davies. McGraw-Hill Company, 370 Seventh avenue,
New York, also has several books on the subject.

I would say that the only way to become proficient in

handling the various welding processes is by practice and

experience gained in manipulating the torch in producing
the various welds. What can be expected from data pub-
lished on the subject is a knowledge of the nature of ma-
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terials, gases used, types of joints and methods of procedure
in preparing the joints and general instructions along the

lines of welding.

Expertness in the work therefore comes from actual ex-

perience in handling the equipment and general knowledge
gained in the subjects mentioned.

Layout of Oblique Pipe Work
Q.—Please advise how to layout an elbow as per accompanying sketch.

Also please advise where I can obtain a volume or two on advanced laying
out. I have been laying out for several years and understand projection
and triangulation but am far from knowing it all. I have a copy of your
book "Laying Out for Boiler Makers," a course in the I. C. S. and all,
or nearly all the copies of The Boiler Maker for the last several years. I

have heard of a party somewhere near Huntington, Pa., publishing a book
for layerouts, also something about the Chicago Technical Institute, but
believe you can direct me to what I want.—G. A. H.

A.—From your sketch as reproduced in Fig. 1, which
shows a plan and an elevation of the connecting pipes, as

they are inclined to the horizontal as shown in the elevation

at an angle of 30 degrees, the views of the elbow are shown
foreshortened in both the plan and elevation. In such con-

structions the requirement is to show a full view of the con-

nection as given in Fig. 2. Therefore, knowing the measure-

ment y shown in the plan, Fig. 1, simply reproduce a new
plan view as constructed at right angles to the elevation.

Imagine, for illustration, that a plane is passed directly

through the line x-x of the elevation, Fig. 1, and that it is

turned about this line to bring it into a plane parallel with
the horizontal, thus showing a full view of the elbow
connection.

Lay off the center line a^-m^, Fig. 2, and from point m
which is projected from the elevation, Fig. 1, lay off the dis-

tance m-o equal to y of the plan. With o as a center draw the

arcs 2-10, m-n and i-g. Divide either arc into one less than
the required number of sections in the elbow, as 2-e, e-f, f-io
on the outer arc. Bisect 2-e, locating point 4 and with the

dividers set to e-f space off from point 4 the lengths 4-6 and
6-8. Connect the points 4-6-8 with the center 0, thus locating
the miter sections of the elbow. The remaining construction

of the elbow sections will be understood from the drawing.
In Fig. 3 is the layout of the transition piece. The dimen-

sions are taken from the elevation, Fig. 1, and full view,

Fig. 2. In this development triangulation is employed.
In Fig. 4 a one-half pattern is developed of the transition

piece, which involves the transfer of the true lengths of the

triangles, Fig. 3, and the use of the arcs of the upper and

General Details of Oblique Pipe Development
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straight lengths of the lower base. As the construction lines

are numbered to correspond with those of Fig. 3 the respec-

tive steps in the development are evident. Fig. 5 is the devel-

opment of the pattern of the elbow sections.

There are several text-books on projection triangulation,

and I believe that with your I. C. S. course and the "Laying

Out for Boiler Makers" you have sufficient information to

handle problems of this kind. A thorough understanding of

the principles of projection and triangulation is essential

before practical layouts can be handled. The most difficult

development is simply the application of these subjects,

which involves several steps in the drawing work, to show

a complete full view, or development of triangles to obtain

the true lengths of foreshortened construction lines.

There is published by the Sheet Metal Worker, 17 East

40th street, New York City, a volume on sheet metal layouts,

known as Kittredge's "Sheet Metal Pattern Book." This

volume pertains to layouts produced for the lighter sheet

metals and it is an excellent treatise.

required under natural draft would be prohibitive. With

mechanical or forced draft high stacks would also be needed,

thus to burn 25 pounds of buckwheat coal per square foot

of grate area would require a stack at least 175 feet high.

The following table gives the draft pressure in inches of

water required to burn some coal fuels on hand-fired grates.
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Stack Proportions
O We have two 125-horsepower return tubular boilers which have indi-

vidual stacks 34 inches diameter, 60 feet high; boilers have 25 square feet

of frrate surface each. We have to build new stacks and I have suggested

that one stack of larger area be built. From my present supply of informa-

tion I find that a stack 48 inches in diameter would be equal in volume to

the two 34-inch stacks. As the whole job of designing and laying out is lett

to me I want to be sure of not bungling the job, but there is a tormula tnat

the exact size and height of stack can be figured from grate area and heat-

ing area and also coal consumption by using these factors.—U. L>. 11.

A.—The proper size of stack or chimney depends on the

amount and nature of fuel to be burned, grate area, tem-

perature of the gases, design and arrangement of the flues

and the altitude of the boilers above sea level. The draft

depends on the height of stack and the gas temperature,

which increases with the temperature of the gas.

The stack should be higher at high altitudes than at sea

level because of the lower atmospheric pressure. With

natural draft, it will be affected by the gas temperatures.

It is also more intense on clear dry days than in hot sultry

weather; due to the changes in atmospheric pressure and

the fact that in the latter case the higher moisture content

in the air absorbs heat and retards combustion in the fuel

bed.

Some authorities proportion the diameter of the stack ac-

cording to the grate area
;
thus for watertube boilers the area

of a stack at its smallest end should equal at least one-fifth

the total grate surface area where the stack is less than 150

feet high. In cases where the stack height is greater than

150 feet, the smallest cross sectional area of the stack

should be not less than one-sixth the total area of the grate

surface. For boilers of the horizontal return tubular type

the stack should be proportioned so that the cross sectional

area at the smallest end is 25 percent in excess of the c.om-

bined cross sectional area of the tubes.

The retarding effect of the draft due to the friction of the

gases is equivalent to a lining 2 inches in thickness. The
effective area of a stack for both round and square equals

A — 0.6 yJA, in which A = Area of stack in square feet.

The height of a chimney should be sufficient to develop
a draft greater than that required for its rated horsepower.

Generally the height of the stack is assumed taking into

consideration the surrounding buildings, draft required for

the burning of the fuel and horsepower of the "boilers.

High stacks are expensive and objectionable from the stand-

point of upkeep. Stacks are now rarely built over 150 feet

high, as it is cheaper to build two or more smaller stacks

in place of one larger one.

The minimum height varies with the fuel, (wood fuel

requires the least height), then in order comes bituminous

and anthracite coal. The small sizes of the latter require

very high stacks to burn the fuel under natural draft con-

ditions. To burn the buckwheat sizes the height of stack
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When the draft required and the temperature of the out-

side air and stack gases are known, the required height of

the stack may be determined by the formula:

P
H =

7.6 7.9

T, T,
in which: H = Height of stack in feet.

P = Draft pressure, inches of water.

7\ = Absolute temperature of outside air.

T2
= Absolute temperature of chimney gases.

To determine the absolute temperature referred to add 460

degress in each case.

Example: The outside temperature of the atmosphere is

62 degrees and the chimney gases 550 degrees F. What

height of chimney is required to produce a draft of 1 inch.

Solution: Bv the formula

P 1

H = = 149 feet.

7.6 7.9 7.6

Z\

T
x

T2 522

62 -f 460 = 522 degrees.

550 + '460 = 1010 degrees.

7.9

1010

Kent gives the following formula for stack proportions:

If the horsepower of the boiler is given and the stack

height is assumed, then the effective area of the stack may
be found as follows:

E = 0.3 H.P. -H-VH
in which E = effective area in square feet.

H.P. = horsepower of the boiler.

H = stack height in feet.

If the horsepower is given and the cross sectional area is

assumed, the height of the stack may be found from:

/ 0.3 H.P.

Building Plans and Specifications
Q.—Would you kindly advise us if you can refer us to anyone who has

blueprints and' drawings suitable for a boiler shop large enough to manu-
facture boilers up to 72 inches diameter by 18 fset? We have seen a

number of good designs in The Boiler Maker, but they are too large
for the purpose we have in mind.—W. T. F.

A.—For the purpose you have in mind I would suggest
that you investigate the industrial buildings erected by con-

cerns specializing in such constructions. For further par-
ticulars write to Truscon Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio;
Frank D. Chase, Inc., 645 N. Michigan avenue, Chicago,
111., and Beling-Bush Company, Drexel Building, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
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Supervision of Boilers in Country Dis-

tricts Necessary
On June 3 at 10 A. M., a 50-horsepower boiler of the wet

bottom Locomotive type and located on the Hosmer Farm at

Olean, X. V., exploded. There was no loss of life and very
little property damage considering the violence of the ex-

plosion.

We made an investigation of the wreckage on the following

day and have concluded that it was a miracle that it had not

blown up before. The original thickness of the barrel plates,

and wrapper sheets was 5/16 inch and of the firebox sheets

4 inch. The firebox and wrapper sheets were pitted and

grooved in some places so that they were only 1/16 of an

inch thick.

The staybolts in the side sheets were originally J4 inch

in diameter and were spaced 4?g inches by 5 inches. The
steam gage registered 80 pounds pressure not more than one

minute before the explosion but, as the gage was not tested

before, as far as records can be found, it cannot have any
reliance placed upon its reading. The boiler was also equip-

ped with a lever safety valve but this could not be found.

The barrel of the boiler fractured at the throat sheet near

the seams, it being grooved at the throat sheet and pitted so

that it was not over l

/a of an inch thick, the plate also tore

at the rivets connecting the barrel and wrapper sheets. The
I arrel was found about 100 feet ahead of its original setting.

The dome was located over the firebox and the dome,

wrapper sheet and outside firebox sheets were found upon
a hill elevated about 100 feet and at a distance of 825 feet

ahead of its original setting. Investigation showed that live

staybolts were broken entirely off on the right side and all

the remainder were cracked so that some only held by
l

/%
of an inch.

The firebox proper was found about 275 feet to the left

of the original setting and was pitted and grooved exces-

sively. The staybolt heads pulled from most every hole

in the firebox. The firebox door was found about 400 feet

to the rear and had made a path through the trees showing
where it had traveled.

Defects Found in Boiler

In making the examination, the following defects were

found : Sheets and tubes wasted and corroded throughout die

boiler to a thickness of 1/16 inch in places; three broken

braces connecting barrel and flue sheet together; one broken

back head brace; five broken bolts and all the rest cracked

on the right side; radiating cracks around the staybolts which
had been acetylene welded one week previous.

-^^•d
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This boiler was about 20 years old, never inspected, poorly
constructed and attended to. About one year previous to the

explosion a boiler maker applied a patch extending the full

length of the firebox and taking in two horizontal rows of

staybolts. He informed the owner that the boiler was unfit

for service, but the owner did not heed the warning. He also

notified the inspector in this district but neither did he make
an inspection and condemn the boiler.

At the time of making the repairs, it was found that horse

manure was put into the boiler in large quantities to stop

previous leakage. The cause of the explosion is very evident

and easily determined. The law states that all portable and

stationary boilers carrying IS pounds pressure or over are

subject to inspection; also, that the owner or user shall

notify the state of the location of the same annually.
There is no record of inspection on the boiler and there

are several more right close by which are evidently in the

same condition. Summing up the whole matter, we find there

are only about 10 state inspectors to cover the entire state and
each one covers from four to seven counties, their work

covering portable and stationary boilers. They cannot pos-

sibly do justice to their work by having so much territory

to cover. Country boilers which are in very bad condition

compared with those located in the city need inspection very

badly. It should be made a law or rule that repairmen
must report all boilers they work on, so that all of them
could eventually be located.

Olean, N. Y. C. W. Carter, Jr.

Accuracy in Boiler Making
No doubt many of the readers of The Boiler Maker

have heard the common expression that a boiler maker
never works closer than one-fourth of an inch. Indeed

there is a large percentage of boiler makers and layerouts
who work closer than one thirty-second of an inch. There
are really few layerouts of today who do not work closer than

one-fourth of an inch, while of course there are a great many
who have the habit of calling one-eighth inch close enough.

I have observed the work of a number of layerouts in

various shops and I find that many really work to one sixty-
fourth of an inch in laying out holes and find it much easier

and quicker. Accuracy is a good habit on anything and an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure

;
the cure being

for inaccurate work such things as drift pins, reamers,

acetylene burners and sometimes the welders. While I do
not mean that a man should waste any extra time to make
a hole come to one thirty-second of an inch, yet the expres-
sions as, "Oh, that is all right, you can pin those few holes";

or, "What do you suppose reaming machines are for?"; or,

"If we did not have any bad holes we would not need a

reamer around the shop," are only too common.
On the one hand, there are cases where each man depends

on the next man to make it right. The layerout will let it

slip a little, the punch machine man will do the same, the

shear man will let it slip from the line, and when the fitter

puts it together, he somehow or other gets it there regardless
of fair holes, as he also is used to work that requires ream-

ing and pinning before the rivets can be put into the holes.

On the other hand, there are cases where the boiler maker
will put a job together that has been laid out to perfection
and instead of fairing the holes before pulling the bolts

tight, he is satisfied to get a bolt here and there, even if he
must pin to get the bolt in the hole. He does this instead
of looking around and seeing what is holding the job off,

fairing it up, and putting pins in the holes to hold it fair

while the bolts are being pulled tight. This fairing up of the

job makes it look better, makes better rivets and is much
quicker than the careless way of fitting up a job and letting
the other fellow worry about fair holes.

I have seen many large difficult jobs on which the holes

looked as if they had been drilled through after the work
was assembled, but such was not the case. This type of work
was only the result of careful and accurate workmanship
throughout the shop; i. e., beginning with the layerout and
then through the works. This class of work seems to be the

result in the most successful shops where riveters drive rivets

of various sizes of three-eighths up to one and one-fourth

inches in diameter day in and day out, never having to use

a pin to get a rivet in the hole except on break-downs where
the plates have been scarfed. And so the better class of

work, the neater looking work and the cheaper work is the

result of accuracy on the part of each one of the many work-
men coming in contact with the job.

As almost everyone knows, there are man)' advantages

gained from turning out good work and having men who
know how to do the best work. For when a boiler or tank

shop turns out a fabrication job that the purchaser intends

erecting himself or subletting the erection, many times a hap-
hazard misfit job will give the shop that turned it out a

"black eye," and regardless of how much cheaper he may be
on other work he has a hard time of landing any good jobs
from them. Thus extra good work is somewhat like a

silent salesman, landing many a good contract in the future.

I will say however that the shops in the United States

today exceed by far any other country in the production of

general steel plate work due mostly to the fact that employees
and employers in this country as a whole are never satisfied

with present arrangements and are always on the lookout
for improvements, trying to do more today than they did

yesterday, keeping in mind the old saying, "always try to

do this job a little better than the last job." This again
brings us back to accuracy. Here we have still a greater
incentive for doing good work: it gives a fellow pride and
interest in his work, making the work a pleasure, thus bene-

fiting directly himself.

Kansas City, Kansas. Lawrence McCarthy.

OBITUARY

James T. Goodwin, well known to all the boiler making
fraternity, died January 5, at the Memorial Hospital, New
York, at the age of sixty-two years after a six weeks' illness.

He was born in Water

Valley, Miss., in 1860,
and learned the boiler

maker's trade in the

shops of the Illinois

Central Railroad. At the

age of twenty-one years
he was made a foreman.

In 1899 he resigned his

position as foreman boiler

maker at Water Valley,

Miss., to accept a position
as superintendent of the

boiler department in the

locomotive works at Pat-

terson, N. J. He resigned
from this connection in

1900 to become super-
intendent of the boiler

department of the Amer-
ican Locomotive Works, Richmond, Va. From here he
went with the National Tube Company in

'

1909
to promote the use of steel boiler tubes and pipe. Mr. Good-
win was one of the leading boiler makers of the country and
at various times has been president and secretary of the
Master Boiler Makers' Association; president of the society
of Past-Presidents of the Association and chairman of the
committee on law. He was also a member of the New York
Railroad Club.

James T. Goodwin
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ASSOCIATIONS

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

Chief Inspector
—A. G. Pack, Washington, D. C.

Assistant Chief Inspectors—J. M. Hall, Washington,
D. C; J. A. Shirley, Washington, D. C.

Steamboat Inspection Service of the Department
of Commerce

Supervising Inspector General—George Uhler, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Deputy Supervising Inspector General—D. N. Hoover, Jr.,

Washington, D. C.

American Uniform Boiler Law Society

Chairman of the Administrative Council—Charles E.

Gorton, 253 Broadway, New York.

Boiler Code Committee of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers

Chairman—John A. Stevens, Lowell, Mass.

Vice-Chairman—D. S. Jacobus, New York.

Secretary—C. W. Obert, 29 West 39th Street, New York.

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Inspectors

Chairman—J. F. Scott, Trenton, N. J.

Secretary-Treasurer
—C. O. Myers, State House, Colum-

bus, Ohio.

Vice-Chairman-—R. L. Hemingway, San Francisco, Cal.

Statistician—W. E. Murray, Seattle, Wash.

American Boiler Manufacturers' Association

President—A. G. Pratt, Babcock & Wilcox Company,
New York.

Vice-President—G. S. Barnum, The Bigelow Company,
New Haven, Conn.

Secretary and Treasurer—H. N. Covell, Lidgerwood
Manufacturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee—F. C. Burton, Erie City Iron

Works, Erie, Pa.; E. C. Fisher, Wickes Boiler Company,
Saginaw, Mich.; C. V. Kellogg, Kellogg-McKay Company,
Chicago, 111.; W. S. Cameron, Frost Manufacturing Com-

pany, Galesburg, 111.; W. A. Drake, The Brownell Company,
Dayton, Ohio; Alex. R. Goldie, Goldie & McCullock Com-

pany, Gait, Ont, Can.; F. G. Cox, Edge Moor Iron Com-

pany, Edge Moor, Del.; J. C. McKeown, John O'Brien
Boiler Works Company, St. Louis, Mo.

International Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, Iron

Ship Builders and Helpers of America

J. A. Frank, International President, suite 522, Brother-

hood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.
William Atkinson, Assistant International President, suite

522, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

Joseph Flynn, International Secretary-Treasurer, suite

504, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

James B. Casey, Editor-Manager of Journal, suite 524,
Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

H. J. Norton, International Vice-President, Alcazar Hotel,
San Francisco, Calif.

International Vice-Presidents—Thomas Nolan, 700 Court

St., Portsmouth, Va.
; John Coots, 344 North Spring St., St.

Louis, Mo.; M. A. Maher, 2001-20th St., Portsmouth, Ohio;
E. J. Sheehan, 7826 South Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.; John
J. Dowd, 953 Avenue C, Bayonne, N. J.; R. C. McCutcheon,
15 La Salle Block, Winnipeg, Man., Can.; Joseph P. Ryan,
7533 Vernon Ave., Chicago, 111.; John F. Schmitt, 605 East

11th Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Association

President—W. M. Wilson, Flannery Bolt Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Vice-President—George R. Boyce, A. M. Castle

Company, Chicago, 111. Secretary
—W. H. Dangel, Lovejoy

Tool Works, Chicago, 111.

Master Boiler Makers' Association

President—Thomas Lewis, G. B. I., L. V. System, Sayre,
Pa.

First Vice-President—E W. Young, G. B. I., C. M. &
St. P. R. R., 81 Caledonia Place, Dubuque, Iowa.

Second Vice-President—Frank Gray, G. F. B. M., C. &
A. R. R., 705 West Mulberry St., Bloomington, 111.

Third Vice-President—Thomas F. Powers, System G. F.
Boiler Dept., C. & N. W. R. R., 1129 Clarence Ave., Oak
Park, 111.

Fourth Vice-President—John F. Raps, G. B. I., I. C.
R. R., 4041 Ellis Ave, Chicago, HI.

Fifth Vice-President—W. J. Murphy, G. F.B. M, Penn
R. R. Lines West, Fort Wayne Shops, Allegheny, Pa.

Secretary—Harrv D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt St, New York
City.

Treasurer—W. H. Laughridge, G. F. B. M, Hocking
Valley Railroad, 537 Linwood Ave, Columbus, Ohio.

Executive Board—L. M. Stewart, G. B. I, Atlantic Coast

Lines, Waycross, Ga, Chairman.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

Steel Sections.—The use of steel sections for overhead

shafting and anchorage service is described in a pamphlet
issued by the Midwest Steel and Supply Company, New
York. The sections comprise box rails, socket inserts and
steel stringers. Sectional views of these products with il-

lustrations of various applications are given.

Corrosion.—The subject of pipe corrosion is discussed

in Bulletin No. 3-C issued by the National Tube Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa. It is agreed by authorities that oxygen holds

the dominating position together with the electrochemical

theory in causing internal corrosion. An explanation of

this action is given in the bulletin together with the details

of the mechanism of corrosion in abstracts from papers which
have been delivered before various professional societies.

Practical means of preventing corrosion are outlined and the

results which may be expected from various methods of water

treatment and the like.

Spiral Riveted Pressure Pipe.—The American Spiral

Pipe Works, Chicago, 111, in a well illustrated catalogue
describes the manufacturing process and tests through which
various forms of Taylor spiral riveted pressure pipe pass
in fabrication. Protective coatings of asphalt and gal-

vanizing material are used for the protection of the pipe.
Numerous applications of spiral pipe to industrial uses are

included. The catalogue is so arranged that the price lists

are easily accessible. Several pages have also been devoted

exclusively to a collection of hydraulic tables and charts.

International Boiler Works.—The International

Boiler Works located at East Stroudsburg, Pa, has issued a

catalogue outlining the facilities of the plant and products
of the company. The plant is one of the most modern in

arrangement and equipment in the country for the produc-
tion of horizontal boilers, vertical boilers, marine boilers,

tank and plate fabrication. Complete details of the ma-

chinery, process of fabrication with numerous illustrations

of the various types of boilers built make up the body of the

catalogue.
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SELECTED BOILER PATENTS

Compiled by

GEORCE A. HUTCHINSON, Patent Attorney,

Washington Loan and Trust Building

Washington, D. C.

Readers wishing copies of patent papers, or any further information regard-

ing any patent described, should correspond with Mr. Hutchinson.

1439 569 BOILER TOOL. GRAVES K MArPIN. OF MOBERL\,
MISSOURI ASSIGNOR, BY MESNE ASSIGNMENTS, TO THE .

FAESSLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY. OF MOBERLY, MIS-

SOURI \ CO-PARTNERSHIP COMPOSED OF JOHN W. FAESSLER.
CHRISTINIA FAESSLER, LOUIS E. FAESSLER, AND GRAVES R.

MAUPIN.
Claim 1 —A boiler tool comprising a tapered mandrel, a cage formed of a

solid piece cf material, said cage provided on cue of its ends with a counter-

bcred enlargement, a cylinderical opening extending centrally through said

GEORGE1432 941 WATER PURIFIER FOR STEAM BOILERS.
J. WOODHOUSE, OF OELWEIN, IOWA.

Claim 1.—In combination, a boiler, a separating-drum positioned there-

above having a closed chamber at one end and having a transverse-partition

spaced from the other end, the upper part of said partition being removed.

said closed chamber being in communication with a source of water supply,

water-tubes positioned in the lower part of said separating-drum with their

forward ends in communication with said closed chamber and their rear

ends traversing said partition, and water-legs effecting eommunicatien be-

tween the forward and rear ends of said boiler and the forward and rear

ends respectively of the lower part of said separating-drum between said

closed chamber and said partition. Three claims.

1 438.596. BOILER. HARVEY HARDING, OF EAST ORANGE,
NEW JERSEY.

Claim 1.—The combination in a boiler construction, of an apertured tube

sheet, flue tubes extending transversely through the apertures of the sheet

and secured at one end to the sheet, copper collars lining the apertures of

the tube sheet, and coatings of copper on and exterior of the tubes and ex-

tending a distance from the tube sheet and interposed between the said

tubes and the copper collars, whereby without interfering with the essential

expansion and contraction of the tube connections passage of electric current
from the tubes thrcugh the water to the collars is prevented. Two claims.

1.435,546. BOILER-FEED REGULATION. JAMES H. MURRAY, OF
WATERVILLE, MAINE.

Claim 1.—The combination with a boiler, a feed pump, a regulating device,

pipe connections between the boiler and regulating device and between the
latter and the feed pump, and a valve controlled by the water level in the

cage, said opening adapted to receive the mandrel, a plurality of openings

disposed radially to the central opening and diagonally thereto, said openings
being oval in cross section and opening into the central opening and on the

outside cvlinderical surface of the cage, a plurality of rollers located in said

openings," a thrust collar secured to said cage, and a split spring ring for

securing said collar to said cage. Two claims.

1 439 622 BOILER TOOL. TOHN W. FAESSLER. OF MOBERLY,
MISSOURI, ASSIGNOR, BY MESNE ASSIGNMENTS, TO THE J.

FAESSLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, OF MOBERLY, MIS-
SOURI \ CO.PARTNERSHIP COMPOSED OF TOHN W. FAESSLER,

( HRISTINIA FAESSLER. LOUIS E. FAESSLER. AND GRAVES R.

MAUPIN.
Claim 1.—A boiler tool comprising a cage, a tapered mandrel extending

through said cage, rollers mounted in said cage at an angle to its longi-
.1 axis and capable of being extended through its outer periphery, a

*
» 7

>
JO

friction collar rotatably mounted on said cage, means carrif.l by the friction

collar for holding it on said cage, means carried by the mat drel and adapted
to contact with the cage for limiting the movement of the mandrel through
^aid cage, and a roller retainer located within the cage for holding the rollers

therein when the mandrel is withdrawn. Three claims.

1,433.378. STEAM BOILERS. WILLIAM F. KIESEL, JR., OF
ALTOOXA, PENNSYLVANIA.

Claim 1.—An expansion member for connecting the shell sections of a
boiler containing the nre box and combustion chamber consisting of two
parts welded together, one formed of a strip bent transversely to make a

regulating device to control the passage of steam to the pump, of feed water
connections between the boiler and the regulating device and comprising two

spaced apart vertically and both communicating with the regulating
device below the normal water level of the boiler. Thirteen claims.

lib and side flanges, and the other bent to form a continuation of
said hollow rib and flanges and extending downward and transversely at
"tie side to constitute the front end of the fire box, substantially as set

Three claims.
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Equipment for Locomotive Boiler Repair Shops
Arrangement, Types and Capacities of Machines

foi Use in Carrying Out Major Boiler Work

MOST
of the railroad boiler repair shops are equipped

to accommodate the locomotives coming within their

territory for maintenance hut not all of them utilize

the most efficient types of machines and the best floor layout
of machinery to accomplish the desired results. The handi-

cap thus imposed generally must be overcome by employing
an increased staff or by pushing the existing staff harder than

would ordinarily be necessary. Some suggestions to overcome
certain of the inefficiencies may be gained from a study of

the following general details of a typical average shop lay-
out.

Boiler Maintenance Improved During Past Year

During the past year, and especially in the last months
of 1922, the railroads throughout the country have made good
progress in putting their motive power in condition to meet

the increased traffic demands. As a measure of this im-

^
Note—The photographs used to illustrate this article were supplied by the

Niles-Bement-Pond Company, New York.

provement in maintenance, the report of the chief inspector
of the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection indicates that loco-

motive failures, particularly boiler accidents, have decreased

materially. The factors entering the improved condition of

power include adequate inspection, both by government and
railroad staffs, the skilled men in the shops and modern,
efficient equipment. The full importance of the last item is

now being realized in the smaller shops as it has been for

a long time by the larger systems.
Boiler shops are in general given rather less consideration

in the matter of layout and equipment than is true of machine

shops, for example, and yet on the work of the boiler shop
depends the efficiency of the entire machine.

Equipment Requirements for An Average Shop

'Whether the shop be large or small, certain tools must be
included in the equipment to properly handle the boilers that

come in for repair. What these tools are and how they may
be used to best advantage have been the subject of a great

Fig. 1.—Group of Fireboxes Under Process of Repair in a Modern Boiler Shop

31
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Fig. 2.—Multiple Spindle Drilling Machine Boosts Production Fig. 4.—A Plate Flanging Machine is Indispensable

deal of study by both railroad engineers and those of the

equipment manufacturers with the result that it is possible to

equip a shop with standard tools that will take care of a

given number of locomotives in the most efficient manner

possible without installing any unessential machinery.
The equipment of the shop must provide for practically

all plate work necessary on the locomotive and should there-

fore include the superheater, tank, cab and sheet metal de-

partments as well as the boiler department. If the shop is

of moderate size it should be equipped to take care of the

complete construction of the firebox and repairs necessary
as well as the construction of a complete boiler in case of

emergency.

Factors Entering Shop Design

Of prime importance in planning a new shop, or increas-

ing the efficiency of an existing repair plant, is the lighting,
both natural and artificial. The results to be expected from

the equipment in the shop depend in a great measure on this

matter of proper lighting. Another point to consider is the

provision of adequate handling facilities for parts to be

moved from the erecting shop or other departments of the

plant into the boiler shop. Any weight up to a complete
boiler must be provided for. Traveling cranes of various

capacities, truck and track arrangements are necessary for

this service and, in the boiler shop itself, many jib cranes

should be installed adjacent to machines, for they aid produc-
tion without interfering in any way with the fabrication

processes. These of course are installed in addition to the

regular crane equipment in the boiler bay.
The location of machinery is of extreme importance but

before considering this phase of the subject an idea of the

type, size and capacity of the essential machinery will be

given.
In the class of heavy equipment, a radial drill for flue

sheets and mudrings of at least 6-foot capacity should be

installed; a set of bending rolls capable of handling plates
at least up to 14 feet by ~/% inch; a hydraulic riveter for fire-

boxes and shells and a mudring riveter. In this connec-

tion, where it is at all possible, the rivets should be pressure
driven. For flanging, a 10-foot flanging clamp and a uni-

versal flanging press are necessary. For plate work, an 18-

Fig. 3.—Replacing Tubes in a Boiler After Cleaning and Fig. 5.—Flue Sheet Drilling is Speeded Up with a Right
Safe Ending Line Radial
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Fig. 6.—Heavy Bending Rolls Provide for the Boiler Shell and Heavy Tank Work

Fig. 7.—Battery of Shears and Punches in a Well Equipped Boiler Department
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Fig. 8.—The Hot Saw is a Necessity in the Flue Department

inch horizontal punch, 66-inch vertical punch and a 66-inch

vertical shear should be provided.

Staybolt work requires a double staybolt cutter for 1 1/2-

inch bolts, a 4-spindle drill, a two-head l^-inch bolt shear.

a 2-inch bolt pointer, a bar iron shear, a 17-inch engine
lathe for crown stays and the like. There should also be

a hand milling machine for squaring staybolts. About the

only other essential in machine equipment is a two-wheel dry

grinder for miscellaneous grinding and a single spindle
sensitive drill for general service. A complete small tool out-

fit, pneumatic and electric, as well as oxy-acetylene and elec-

tric cutting and welding apparatus are a necessary part of

the shop equipment.

Flanging and forge fires are of course required adjacent
to the flange press and the staybolt department.

Machinery for Tank axd Plate Work
In the section for tank and plate work a universal plate

cutter, having a 4S-inch throat and capacity for one-inch

plate, to be used in tank and cab plates, ashpan and mis-

cellaneous fabrication are essential. A 48-inch vertical

punch, a 10-foot by ~s-inch plate bending rolls and one for

6-foot by J^-inch plate are necessary. The latter is used for

cabs and ashpans. In the pneumatic machine equipment of

this section are a portable pneumatic riveter and a 10-foot

pneumatic flanging clamp. A 7-foot diameter open fire

should be built in to serve the flanger.
The flue department should have a high capacity flue

cleaner or rattler, a 2-inch pipe cutting and threading ma-
chine, a safe end cutting off machine, a hot saw and ex-

pander, a flue welder, welding furnaces, grinding rack, test-

ing rack and an accumulator and pump for testing. All of

this equipment will assist materially in boosting shop pro-
duction. The capacities might vary to meet special require-
ments but, in general, the size of machines given is ample
for regular work.

Shop Layout of Machinery

The question of the proper placing of machines in rela-

tion to the general scheme of production and to each other

will materially affect the smooth and efficient operation of

the shop. Generally the boiler shop is located in one of the

bays cf the main shop and at no great distance from the

erecting floor so that traveling cranes or trucks are able to

handle parts back and forth without relaying them.

At one end of the boiler shop the plate storage and layout
section is located from which plates are conveyed into pro-
duction. The first question that occurs in planning the lay-
out of machinery is which group of machines should be lo-

cated adjacent to the layout floor. The flue work and the

tank and plate work can well be segregated as sub-depart-
ments and will be discussed later. The flanging and drilling

department for the heads and the boiler barrel section will

also be considered as sections of the shop.
The work must go through the shop in a straight line and

without being shuttled back and forth in any department.
Small work should be handled by jib cranes from one ma-
chine to the next process without requiring the service of the

main or auxiliary cranes. Auxiliary lifts on the main crane

are essential; for speed and economy in handling, it should
not be necessary to use the heavy cranes for shifting materials

of light weight.

Layout of a Typical Shop

In the layout cf a well designed, modernly equipped shop
for example on one of the larger systems, the grouping of
machines is approximately as follows:

Xear the plate layout and storage department are placed
a general service flanging press and a flanging clamp with the

plate furnace between so that the jib cranes located adjacent
to each machine are able to pick up plates to be flanged from
the laying out section and serve them to the fires or presses.

In the next group of machines are included a horizontal

punch, a vertical punch and a vertical shear, each served

by a jib crane, the arcs of which overlap the range of the

others so that handling of plates from one process to the next
is accomplished with a minimum of manual labor. In this

same division of the shop is a radial drill served by a jib
crane. Thus in this section are located all the machines
that are necessary for carrying the flat plate work through
to the point of assembly in the firebox or boiler.

Ranged along the wall side of the shop in order to take

advantage of the natural daylight are the small machines
used in connection with the preparation of staybolts and
crown stays. These machines include the regular equipment
found in most shops

—an engine lathe and power shear, bolt
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Fig. 10.—The Finished Boiler Ready for Assembly on the Trucks

pointer, a two-head bolt shear, a four-spindle drill and a stay-

bolt cutter. In addition, there are a dry grinder, a hand

drilling machine and a service drill adjacent to the staybolt
machines.

In this shop the flue section is located next in the order

of departments and, as this is actually a section accomplish-

ing an independent process in the scheme of production, the

most important consideration is that it shall be adjacent to

the assembly. In this department the layout of machines

depends largely on the type of equipment used; that is,

whether the welding machines are pneumatic or electric in

operation.
The flue department layout is a complete study in itself;

as it has been thoroughly discussed in previous issues of The
Boiler Maker, it will not be repeated at this time.

There remains, however, the boiler barrel work to be com-

pleted and the machines for this are arranged in a section of

the bay next to the flue department. A feature of this sec-

tion is that an individual overhead crane serves the depart-
ment which includes the bending rolls and the hydraulic
riveter.

With the three sections working simultaneously the ma-
terial reaches the assembly floor at a rate designed to meet

the repair requirements of the shop and, after assembly and

hydrostatic test, the completed boiler can be carried to the

erecting floor according to the shop schedule arranged.

Details or Tank Department

There remains only the tank and plate department which

is closely allied to actual boiler work. The various plate cut-

ters, punches and bending rolls, drills and riveters are

assembled as a unit in the shop and served by numerous jib

cranes which make the department quite independent of the

main cranes, except for handling finished cab assemblies and

the like.

In the matter of small tools, electric and pneumatic, a

shop should be completely equipped and care taken in the

maintenance of such tools. In the tool room, testing devices

should be provided for air tools as well as master gages for

maintaining a high degree of accuracy in taps and dies.

Complete oxy-acetylene and electric welding and cutting
tools are of great importance in the conduct of repair work.

Adequate storage facilities in sheltered and convenient

locations should be provided for plates, flues, superheater
units, staybolt iron, firebrick and other materials entering
into construction or repair work.

Conference on Proposed Safety Code For
Plate and Sheet Metal Working

A conference is called by the American Engineering Stand-

ards Committee to determine .whether there shall be

( 1 ) A national safety code for the forging industry,

(2) A national safety code for plate and sheet metal

working.
This conference will be held Saturday, February 17, at

9:30 a. m., in the board room of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, 2 ( ) West 39th street, Xew York City.

The conference is called at the request of the Safety Code

Correlating Committee, which has had the subject under

consideration for seme time as a result of proposals made to

it that there should be such codes. After considerable pre-

liminary study of the subject, the correlating committee rec-

ommended that the decision should be arrived at through a

thoroughlv representative conference of all interested bodies.

Committee Changes of the Master Boiler

Makers' Association

Secretary H. D. Vought. of the Master Boiler Makers'

Association, has announced that the vacancy in the chair-

manship of the committee on law of the association caused

by the death of James T. Goodwin will be filled by Thomas
F. Towers, third vice-president of the association. The
committee on memorials will be nv.ide up of George X. Riley,

P. J. Conrath and J. W. Kelly.

The secretary wishes to remind the chairmen of the vari-

ous committees that reports must be in his ofl.ee by March 1

in order to prepare them for advance distribution to the

members.



Erie Railroad Enginehouse at Jersey City, from Turntable Side

Repair Facilities at New Erie Enginehouse

Description of Locomotive Boiler and Machine

Repair Shop of New Jersey City Engine Terminal

THE
Erie Railroad has recently completed a new engine

terminal at Jersey City, N. J., which includes a 21-

stall enginehouse, machine shop and other facilities,

the construction of which was carried on "under traffic.
-

'

It

replaces an old layout which was destroyed by fire and

was built on the old site without interference with operation,
the old turntable and radial tracks being kept in use for

the turning and servicing of both passenger and yard loco-

motive-. The new building is a combination of a radial

type 105-foot enginehouse and a rectangular building. The

old enginehouse was of timber construction with 21 stalls

served by an 80-foot turntable.

The Jersey City enginehouse is primarily for the servicing
of the commuter engines, although all of the New York
division passenger locomotives and a few yard locomotives

are also handled there. About 200 engines are turned daily
at Jersey City which, in connection with the congested lav-

out, presented a problem that was easily rendered serious by
the loss of the old enginehouse.
The new layout is a rectangular shaped building, having

Boiler Washout Section, Showing Depressed Drains, Post Cranes, Etc.
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straight walls on three sides and the customary inner circle

of doors facing the turntable. It is of brick and concrete

construction with a timber superstructure of the shed roof

type modified to fit the rectangular shape at the comers ami

when' joining into the machine shop and the repair bay

monitor. There are 21 stalls, divided into three sections of

seven stalls each, one section adjoining and actually being

a part of the eight-track repair bay of the monitor type. In

one corner of the rectangular house beyond the radial section

is located a large machine shop, the boiler and engine room,

forges, air compressors and pumps, hot air heating equipment
and the offices. A similar corner, although smaller, at the

other end has been utilized for the washroom, shower baths,

and lavatories, and above this, in a small second floor, are

located the lockers. A lean-to adjoining the north wall of

the repair bay houses the pumps, tanks and other machinery

for a complete boiler washing system.

The repair bay is of the monitor type with a steel super-

structure fabricated from floor beams, chords, etc., taken

from an old steel bridge across the Susquehanna river. This

work was done by company forces, the erection being handled

by the bridge gangs. A 15-ton electric traveling crane will

be installed in this section of the building, provision having

been made in the design and construction for this purpose.

The crane bay is 42 feet iy2 inches wide from center to

center of posts and runs the full length of this section.

A Whiting hoist of 200-ton capacity has also been installed

in this section in conjunction with four new concrete pits.

Other crane and hoisting facilities consist of a series of six

post cranes of 16-foot radius installed at convenient points

throughout the house.

The structure is heated by a modern installation of heating

coils and blower discharging into a concrete air duct situated

below the floor and around the outer circle. This duct is

tapped between each two stalls by lines of vitrified clay pipe

which carry the heated air to the engine pits. Wherever the

enginehouse tracks cross the duct, the upper slab has been

reinforced and, in addition, the running rails are carried in

a double rail trussed construction.

Electrically Equipped for Economical Operation

The power used in the enginehouse for machine shop,

boiler repair and other uses, is purchased from an outside

source supplying two-phase energy at 2,300 volts, and 60

cycles which is stepped down to 220 and 110 volts according

to needs.

On the inside of the street wall, two 100-watt lighting

units are installed between stalls and so arranged that the

light beams from each will cross each other, both also being

inclined downward to an angle of about IS degrees from

the horizontal. A single unit of this type is mounted on the

door posts. Facilities for arc welding are furnished by two

Wilson two-man sets delivering sufficient current for four

welders through cables tapped at each stall and terminating

in a ISO-ampere charging receptacle. The welder simply

plugs in his welding lead at the proper receptacle, removing

it when he has completed his work.

This type welding machine is of great value in the shop.

The majority of the machine tools are belt-driven from an

overhead line shaft operated by a
S0-horsepower,_ 220-volt,

two-phase motor with a 3G-horsepower motor in reserve

which can be substituted immediately by throwing on a belt.

Two large turret lathes, a blower fan, and a large Ingersoll-

Rand air compressor unit have individual motor drives. The

latter unit is of the duplex, two-stage, constant speed type

with a capacity of 1,574 cubic feet, the regulation of the

supply being accomplished by a five-step clearance control

which loads" or unloads the compressor in five successive

steps, according to needs. The motor is a 260-horsepower

synchronous motor operating on 2,300 volts. The plant

supplies air at 100-pounds pressure for use in the electro-

pneumatic interlocking plant, for charging train lines and
for various shop and enginehouse requirements.
The air line to the enginehouse stalls is carried on brackets

with other pipe lines suspended from the rafters and follow-

ing around the building 30 feel inside of the doors. There

are five distinct lines, aside from the steam line, consisting

respectively of a 3-inch air, a 4-inch cold water, a 4-inch

filling, a 4-inch washout and a 5-inch blow-off line. Each

pit has individual connections.

Shop Equipment

The repair shop is well arranged and well equipped for

the work to be performed, which consists entirely of light

running repairs. Should heavier repairs be required, a loco-

motive is sent to the North Shop on the other side of the

tracks. At the entrance from the enginehouse to the shop
there is a toolroom which serves all the men whether work-

ing in the shop or on locomotives. Adjoining this on the

same side is a double blacksmith forge with a blower, two
anvils and a trip hammer. A 3}i-'mch bolt threader is also

placed on the same side of the room in a convenient position.

Engine lathes are arranged in line along the street side

of the shop. These range in size from 14 inches by 6 feet

to 36 inches by 20 feet. In front of the lathes is a 60-ton

rod press, a double-end emery wheel grinder, a 42-inch drill

press, a 43/2-foot radial drill, a 28-inch shaper, a 24-inch

vertical turret lathe, and a 42-inch vertical boring mill.

List or Shop Tools

The various machine tools installed in the shop include:

60-ton rod press.

4^2-ft. Mueller radial drill press.

28-in. Smith & Mills shaper.
20-in. by 3-in. double-end emery wheel grinder.

42-in. drill press.

24-in. Bullard vertical turret lathe.

42-in. Colburn vertical boring mill.

14-in. by 6-ft. Cisco engine lathe.

17-in. by 8-ft. National engine lathe.

18-in. by 8-ft. National engine lathe.

18-in. by 8-ft. National engine lathe.

28-in. by \2yi-h. Boye & Emmes engine lathe.

-36-in. by 20-ft. New Haven engine lathe.

3!4-in. Adams bolt threader.

Trip hammer.
Buffalo forge blower.

Double blacksmith's forge.

Two anvils.

The Insulation of Boilers and Heated

Surfaces
1

By Wm. N. Allman

IN
the insulation of locomotive boilers the one very im-

portant feature is to conserve the heat and thereby reduce

the loss by radiation to a minimum. The value of such

insulation is therefore a matter of importance.

The unit of heat is a B. t. u. There is no insulation

that is 100 percent efficient, but the real object of in-

sulation is to prevent to the highest degree the flow of heat

to the outside surrounding air from the boiler surface. The

conductivity of the material determines the rate of flow

with a given difference in temperature. A smaller num-

ber of heat units (B. t. u.) will flow through an insulating

material with a low conductivity than one with a high con-

ductivity.

The efficiency of an insulating material is expressed by

a percentage which represents the percent saving which

would be realized by insulating the boiler with such a

material over what would be lost if the surface were left

bare. The efficiency is then obtained by subtracting the

heat loss of the insulated surface from the heat loss of the

«From the Railway Mechanical Engineer.
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uninsulated or bare surface, and dividing the result by the by referring to Table II the following efficiencies are ob-

heat loss from the bare surface. Expressed as a formula, tamed by interpolation.

f n Lb- coa ' saved per
this would lie as tOllOWS: Efficiency sq. ft. per year

V—l
1/* in. thick lagging 91.43 per cent 227.6

£= 2 in. thick lagging 93.33 per cent 232.4^
j

. 2> , in. thick lagging 94.57 per cent 235.5

i 3 in. thick lagging 95.40 per cent 23/. 5

where- V = Heat loss in B. t. u.-bare surface This shows that even the thinnest insulation will show

/r=Heat loss in B. t. u.—insulated surface a large saving by preventing the escape of heat from the

E = Efficiency of insulation surfaces.

TABLE I.

B.t.u. per square font per hour.
50 deg.
97.5

100 deg.
215.2

150 deg.
360.0

200 deg.
533.0

250 deg.
737.8

300 deg.
978 '1

350 deg.
1,269.4

400 deg.
1.614.0

450 deg.
2.050.6

Jim ,1, j.

2.590.0

TABLE II

Thickness of "de g. 100 deg.

insulation r
"

1 in S0.80

1. , in 86.25 87.40
>

"

in 89 32 90.16

in 91.19 91.95

3

'

in

Temperature difference between hot surface and surrounding air—
,. . nrr. i t n/l J_~ ^Z.(\ Ann Inn .1.

150 deg. 200 deg.

S3. 90
88.53
91.08
92.69
93.83

85.25
S9.49
91.85
93.32
94.37

In Table I the figures represent the loss in B. t. u. which

would lie expected with bare or uninsulated surfaces for

temperatures ranging from to 500 degrees F.

Table II represents the efficiencies of an 85 percent mag-

nesia boiler lagging in thicknesses from 1 inch to 3 inches.

It is highly important that material thick enough be applied

in order to secure the best results. Another important feature

is to cover every square foot of exposed surface. By this is

meant the firebox area as well as the shell of the boiler.

While a number of railroads have not adopted the practice

of covering the exposed area of the outside firebox sheets,

it is a mistake to allow them to go uninsulated when it is

considered that there is an enormous heat loss which may be

saved.

By referring to the figures contained in Table III, it can

be readily seen what this loss amounts to in the course of a

year.
To determine the amount of heat saved by the applica-

tion of 85 percent magnesia lagging, we may consider a

locomotive boiler carrying a boiler pressure of 200 pounds

per square inch, the corresponding temperature being 388

degees F. Assuming an outside temperature of 70 degrees

F., we obtain a difference in temperature of 318 degrees F.

Referring to Table I, the loss under these conditions would

be 1,079.0 B. t. u. per hour per square foot, and for coal

having an average thermal content of 13,000 B. t. u. this

would equal a waste of 249.0 pounds of fuel as shown in

fourth column of Table III for each square foot of surface

per year under the conditions as shown; namely, 300 days of

10 hours each.
TABLE III



Consolidation Locomotive Weighing 301,500 lb. and Having a Tractive Force of 68,200 lb.

Powerful Consolidation Locomotive for the L. & N. E.

Well Proportioned Boiler, Unusually Heavy Weight

and High Boiler Capacity Feature New Locomotives

COMPARATIVELY
few locomotives of the 2-8-0 type

have been built during recent years for use on Ameri-

can railways. While this was a popular type of freight

locomotive for a long period, it has largely been superseded

by the Mikado type because of the increased depth of firebox

and length of boiler barrel, with correspondingly increased

boiler capacity, which can be obtained when a trailing truck

is added. However, the Consolidation locomotive is still a

highly desirable type where high tractive force combined
with low total weight is the important factor as it is where

heavy trains, moved at slow speeds, comprise the bulk of the

traffic. By careful designing, a boiler of sufficient capacity
can be obtained for such service if road clearance does not

impose too many restrictions.

Conditions on the Lehigh & New England are especially
suited to the operation of Consolidation type locomotives.

Since the road is close to the coal mining section fuel is

relatively cheap. The vertical clearance of 15 feet &y2 inches

gives room above the driving wheels for a boiler of large
diameter with a deep throat sheet.

The four Consolidation type locomotives built by the

American Locomotive Company which this road has placed
in service recently are excellent examples of well-designed

engines to meet special conditions. Weighing 301,500 pounds
with 279,000 pounds on the drivers, they are the heaviest

Consolidation locomotives ever constructed. The Lehigh &
New England locomotives have boilers with a larger grate
area and more heating surface, which is reflected in the

increase of 6,600 pounds in weight.
The height from the rail to the center of the boiler is 10

feet 4 inches and to the top of the stack is 15 feet 9>
l/2 inches.

The firebox is 126 r
-$ inches long by 96 1

/\ inches wide, while

the height from the bottom of the foundation ring to the

crown sheet is 83 J/^ inches at the front and 57' 4 inches at

the back, which gives a fair firebox volume and sufficient

space for the application of a brick arch. There are 301
2-inch tubes and 50 5jH$-inch flues. The total evaporative

heating surface is 3,666 square feet, of which 271 square
feet is in the firebox. The superheater has 901 square feet

heating surface. The rated boiler capacity is 2,420 horse-

power, or 88 percent of the cylinder power, which is 2,755

horsepower.
Two of these locomotives are hauling coal trains of 3,500

gross tens from Lansford to Pen Argyl, a distance of 54

miles, part of which i- up a 0.5 percent grade, at a speed
of approximately 20 miles per hour. Two others are running
out of Pen Argyl and handling 690 gross tons up a 2.75

Dimensions, Weights and Proportions

Type 2-8-0
Service Drag freight
Total engine weight 301,500 lb.

Total engine wheel base 26 ft. 11 in.

Boiler:

Type Straight top
Steam pressure 210 lb.

Fuel, kind Soft coal

Diameter, first ring, inside 88 in.

Firebox, length and width 126|g in. by 96J4 in.

Tubes, number and diameter 301 — 2 in.

Flues, number and diameter 50 — 5^6 in.

Tubes and flues, length 15 ft.

Grate area 84.3 sq. ft.

Heating surfaces:
Firebox, including arch lubes 271 sq. ft.

Tubes and flues 3,395 sq. ft.

Total evaporative 3.666 sq. ft.

Superheating 901 sq. ft.

Comb, evaporative and superheating 4,567 sq. ft.

Tender:
Water capacity 10,000 gal.

Coal capacity 1 6 tons

General data, estimated :

Rated tractive force, 85 pe nl 68

Cylinder horsepower 2.755 hp.
Boiler horsepower 2.420 hp.

Speed at 1,000 ft. piston speed !4 m.p.h.

Coal, rate per sq. ft. grate per hour . . 106 lb.

Boiler proportions:
Boiler horsepower 4- cylinder horsepi wer 87.9 percent
Comb, heating surface -r cylinder horsepower 1.66

Tractive force -~ comb, heating surface 14.93

Tractive force X dia. drivers -=- comb, heating surface 911

Cylinder horsepower — grate area 32.7

percent grade without difficult). While no test runs have

been made, it has been observed that these locomotives are

free steamers, of ample boiler capacity and consume a con-

servative amount of fuel.

The leading dimensions, weight distributions and propor-
tions of these locomotives are given in the foregoing table.

Smoke Abatement Work Progressing

The smoke abatement work at Grafton, W. Va., conducted

by Osborn Monnett and L. R. Hughes, under the supervision

of O. P. Hood, chief mechanical engineer of the United

States Bureau of Mines, has been brought to a close. Ex-

cellent results were obtained, due largely to the hearty co-

operation of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad official-.
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Method of Laying Out a Cupola Blast Pipe
Development of Sections of the Pipe With

Details of the Various Section Patterns

By C. B. Lindstrom

THE
problem of developing the double twist occurring

in the layout of the cupola blast pipe shown in the

accompanying illustration is rather a difficult one and
offers an excellent chance to our readers for working out

a solution.

In developments of this character there are several steps
in the layout that must be made in order to obtain the full

view of the connecting pipe sections, the true angle between
them and the amount of twist that one section must be turned

on the others so as to give the required position of the pipe,
otherwise the sections of the elbow would all be in the same

plane.

Development of Full Views for Sections B and C

The center arcs in the plan and elevation, Fig. 1, are

divided as required for the number of elbow sections, thus

lO-Oiam.No-IO Plate ELEVATION

Problem in Cupola Layout

locating the axes 1-2, 2-3, 3-4 and 4-3. To illustrate the

method of developing the full view of sections B and C and
the true angle between them, the axis 3-4 in the plan is

revolved about point 4 as a center to bring the line parallel
with the front plane. The vertical projection of the line is

shown in the elevation at J,,-/, which is its true length. In

revolving the axis 3-4 also assume that the axis 2-3 is re-

volved with it, thus bringing its projection in the revolved

position at 2'-3' in the plan and at 2, ,-3,, in the elevation.

Extend the line 3,,-4 in the elevation and at right angles to

the line draw an end view of the axes 3, ,-4' and 2, ,-3,,. The
axis 3, ,-4' in such a view is a point and the line 2-4 for the

axis 2, ,-3,,. The point 2 is back from the axes 3-4 a dis-

tance equal to x as shown in the plan.
The diagonal view, Fig. 2, is drawn at right angles to axis

3 ,,-4' of the elevation, Fig. 1, thus projectors are drawn re-

spectively from 2, ,-3,, and 4'. The axis 3, ,-4' is drawn in

Fig. 2 perpendicular to these projections and at right angles
to this line the end view is reproduced.
The axis of the end view 2-4 is now revolved until it lies

perpendicular to 3-4 as shown by its projection 4-2' . Point

2' is then projected to intersect the projector drawn from the

point 2,, of the elevation, Fig. 1 to Fig. 2, thus locating point
2 on this line. Connecting the points 2 and 3,, , 3,, and 4,

establishes the full view of the axes. Bisect the angle be-

tween the axes and connect the bisector t with point 3,,. The

miter lies in the plane of this line. Draw the outline of the

elbow sections parallel with their axes and divide the circle

in the end view into equal divisions, thus establishing the

points a, b, c, d, e, / and g. Project these points parallel
with 3, ,-4 to intersect the miter line.

Pattern Layout of Sections B and C
The pattern development for part of each elbow section

as it affects their line of intersection is shown in Fig. 3. To
complete these patterns it is necessary to lay off the miter
lines between the adjoining pipe sections, for example, to

finish the pattern B the miter between sections A and B must
be laid off, and to finish pattern C the miter between sections

C and D must be established and in addition the twist or arc

length that section C must be turned on its axis with respect
to D in order to produce the required fall in section D; other-

wise the two pipes would lie in the same plane. In regard to

the upper sections of -4 and B this condition does not arise

since the pipes lie in a plane perpendicular to the front plane
as shown by the projection of their axes in the elevation.

Fig. 1.

Figs. 4, 5 and 6 show the correct relationship between

pipes C and D, and how the full view, true angle and twist

are obtained. With reference to Fig. 4, plan view', the axis

3-4 is again revolved to lie parallel with the front plane, and
axis 4-5 is also revolved with it, occupying the position 4,-5,
In the elevation their projections are indicated at 3, ,-4-3..
An end view is drawn at right angles to 3, ,-4 and on the line

drawn from 5,, to the end view the distance 3" is laid off from
the center line of the circle. The distance 3" shows how far

the point 5 is back of the line 3-4 as indicated in the plan.

Fig. 4. A full view of the pipes' axes is produced by draw-

ing a diagonal elevation, Fig. 5, in the same manner as ex-

plained for Fig. 2. The end view is also reproduced in

Fig. 5 and the axis 4-3 of this view is revolved to bring it at

right angles to the axis 3-4, thus bringing the line into line

0-0. The point 5 is then projected to intersect the line drawn
from 5,, of Fig. 4 to Fig. 5, thus locating the point 5a. Con-

nect points 3-4 and 4-3^ and bisect the angle between the lines

so as to establish the miter line. About the axes in the full

view lay off the outline of the pipes.
The pattern for C may now be completed as shown in Fig.

6. The upper part being transferred from Fig. 3.

The pattern for D, that is, the part adjoining section C on

the miter can also be laid off from Fig. 5. The amount of

twist that C is turned on its axis with respect to D is equal
to the arc length p as measured between the points 3 and 5, ,,

of the end view. Fig. 5 ; this distance is located in the pat-

tern for D in its relative position.

Cylindrical Pipe and Conical Connection Layout

The principles applied in this example are applicable to

any form of oblique cylindrical pipe and conical connections.

Considerable study and visualizing are necessary in order

to handle layouts of this kind successfully. There are other

ways of installing the pipe sections. Some mechanics may pro-

duce the true length of pipes and miter and place an addi-

tional seam in each of the sections as a slip joint for re-

volving the pipes until the required twist is secured. This

method means additional cost on account of the increased

number of joints.
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Fig. 1.—Results of a Low Water Explosion in Which the Water was Ten Inches Below the Top of the Crown Sheet at

the Time of the Accident '

Report of the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection

Boiler Explosions and Casualties During the Fiscal

Year Show Great Decrease Over Former Reports

THE
outstanding feature of the annual report of the chief

inspector of the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection for

the year ending June 30, 1922, is that better main-

tenance of motive power to meet the requirements of the

Interstate Commerce Commission ruling- has roulted in a

marked decrease in the number of accidents and fatalities

from failure of locomotives. This is especially true of the

l>oilers and appurtenances where the number of accidents

reported
—273— is very favorably contrasted with the 342

of the preceding year. Abstracts of the report as presented

by A. G. Pack, chief inspector of the Bureau, follow :

The data contained in this report cover all defects on all

part? and appurtenances of the locomotive and tender includ-

ing the boiler, found and reported by our inspectors, together

with all accidents as reported under section 8 of the law and

the accident.- report act of May, 1910. caused by the failure

of some part or appurtenance of the locomotive or tender,

including the boiler.

The tables have been arranged so a.- to permit comparison
with previous reports as far as consistent. They show the

number of locomotives inspected, the number and percentage
of those inspected found defective, and the number for which

written notice for repairs was i-sued because of not meeting
the requirements of the law, with the total number of defects

found and reported. They also show the number of acci-

dents with number of persons killed and injured, caused

by the failure of some part or appurtenance of the locomotive

and tender, including the boiler and appurtenances thereof.

There i- also siiven bv railroads a brief summary of the

nature and cau-e of all accidents, with number of persons

killed and injured, as disclosed by investigation.

Number of Locomotives Inspected, Number Found Defective

Year ended June 30
X- —j

1921 1920 1919 1918

Number of locomotives inspected. "4. .154 60,812 49.471 59,772 41,611

Number found defective 10,978 30,207 25,529 34,557 22,196

Percentage found defective *8 50 52 58 53

Written notice fur reoairs served 3,089 3,914 3,774 4,433 2,125

Total defects found 101.734 104,848 95,066 135,300 78,277

Locomotive Boiler Accidents

Year ended Tune 30

,
A _

,,

1922 1921 1915 1912

Number of accidents 34-' 424 856

Number killed 25 51 13 91

Number injured 318 379 467 1,005

A summary of all accidents and casualties during the year

ended June 30, 1922, as compared with the year ended June

30, 1921. covering the entire locomotive and tender and all

of their parts and appurtenances shows a decrease of 15.4

percent in the number of accidents, a decrease of 48.4 per-

cent in the number killed, and a decrease of 11.3 percent in

the number injured.

It whs apparent during the latter part of the fiscal year
that most, if not all, of the carriers were putting forth great

efforts to put their locomotives in condition to meet the re-

quirements of the law and the best possible operating con-

dition. Since the law became effective in 1912, 664 boiler

explosions resulting in the death of 385 persons, and the

serious injur)' of 1,106 others, have occurred.

During the fiscal year there were 33 boiler explosions re-
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Fig. 2.—Wreck of Boiler Which Landed About 350 Feet from Point of Accident

suiting in the death of 22 persons and the serious injury of

56 others, a substantial reduction as compared with the pre-

ceding year Most of these explosions were caused by over-

heating of the crown sheet, due to low water. In many in-

stances contributory defects were found, while in others no

contributory cause could be assigned. Proper inspection
and repair of all parts and appurtenances of the locomotive,

including the boiler, are essential to safe and efficient opera-

tion, especially the firebox, water feeding and indicating

appliances, together with thorough boiler washing as often

as water conditions require, and the removal of scale and
sediment from the interior of the boiler, which cause heating
surfaces to overheat, crack and weaken, and frequently cause

failure with serious results.

In my ninth annual report an illustrated report of investiga-

tion, covering tests made to determine the action of water in

the boiler with its effect on the water-indicating appliances
was given. Reference to these tests was also made in my
tenth annual report, which investigations established that

gage cocks, when screwed directly into the boiler, do not

correctly indicate the general water level in the boiler while

steam is being rapidly generated and escaping from the

boiler. It was recommended that a suitable water column,
to which should be attached three gage cnik> and one water

glass, be applied to the boiler, with an additional water glass

applied on the left side or boiler backhead. It is felt that

these recommendations together with the increased attention

given to the water-indicating appliances as a result of our

repo'-t, and our personal efforts have largely tended to de-

crease the number of so-called "crown sheet failures'" or

boiler explosion*. Water columns, as recommended, have
been applied to practically all new locomotives constructed

during the past two years, and on a large number of old

locomotives on most of the large railway systems throughout
the countrv, and it is gratifying to advise that, with very few

exceptions, the mechanical and other officials have accepted
these recommendations and are carrying them out in varying
degrees, and it is hoped that they will be carried out in the

near future by all carriers without the necessity of being

compelled to do so by an order of the commission.

Accurate knowledge of the general water level in the boiler

is essential under all conditions of service to safe and eco-

nomical locomotive operation.

Investigation of accidents during the year, where the

fusion or autogenous welding process was involved, supports
our position previously taken that the process has not yet
reached a state of perfection where it can be safely depended
upon in boiler construction and repair where the strain to

which the structure is subjected is not carried by other con-

struction which conforms to the requirements of the law and
rules, nor in firebox crown-sheet seams where overheating
and failure are liable to occur, nor its excessive use in repair-

ing long and numerous cracks in side sheets.

Grate Shaking Apparatus Involved ix Accidents

A large number of accidents have been caused by defective

grate-shaking apparatus, the majority of which were caused

by the shaker bar not properly fitting the fulcrum lever. This
condition on many roads has been brought about because of

no standard design being maintained, making such parts

interchangeable. We have records of many such accidents

where permanent and fatal injuries resulted. Therefore it

should be required that all carriers adopt a standard whereby
shaker bars can be made interchangeable on all of their loco-

motives with a proper fit.

So that the chief operating officers of the carriers might be

kept informed of the condition of their locomotives, as dis-

closed by our inspections, a transcribed report showing in

detail the defects found has been sent to them each month;
also informing them of the locomotives for which special
notice for repairs was issued as required by section 6 of the

law, because of defects constituting violations thereof.

During the year 148 applications were filed for extension

of time for removal of flues, as provided in rule 10. An
investigation disclosed that in 17 of these cases the condition
of the locomotive was such that no extension within the pur-
pose and intent of the law could be properlv granted. Fif-

teen were in such condition that the full extension requested
could not be authorized, but an extension for a shorter period,
within the limits of safety, was allowed. Six extensions
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were granted after defects disclosed by our investigation had

been repaired. Nine applications were withdrawn by the

carriers for various reasons, and the remaining 101 were

granted for the period requested.

In accordance with rule 54 there were filed 1,508 specifi-

cation cards and 5,519 alteration reports necessary in deter-

mining the safe working pressure and other required data

for the boilers represented. These specification cards and

alteration reports have been carefully analyzed in order to

determine whether or not the boilers covered were so con-

structed as to be in safe and proper condition for service,

and that the stresses were within the limits required. Numer-

ous discrepancies were found and corrective measures taken

immediately.

Work of the Inspectors

By request of the commission, inspectors of this bureau

spent 200 days in special work during the year, and during

the fiscal year 1921 spent 962 days in connection with the

transportation act, 1920, and the interstate commerce act,

the expense of which was borne from the general appropria-

tion which materially assisted us in avoiding a deficiency

in the appropriation made to carry out the purpose of the

locomotive boiler inspection law as amended.

In order to keep within the appropriation it has been neces-

sary to curtail materially the travel of our inspectional force

in the performance of their required duties, and to curtail the

stenographic, clerical, and other office assistance furnished

the chief inspector and his assistants to the detriment of the

service.

To adequately carry out the purpose of the law a material

increase in the number of inspectors and a material increase

in the appropriation should be made so as to fully perform
the duties required.
No formal appeal from the decision of any inspector, as

provided in section 6 of the law, was filed during the year,

ZW-2
4 - «*
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Fig. 3.—Firebox after Explosion, Showing Crown and Flue

Sheets Folded Back Against Door Sheet

Fig. 4.—Crown Sheet Failure, Showing Sheet Pocketed to

Depth of 14 Inches

which again demonstrates that good judgment was exercised

by them in the performance of their duties.

In my ninth and tenth annual reports certain recommen-
dations were made for the betterment of the service as re-

quired by section 7 of the act. Some of these suggestions are

in part as follows :

I am convinced from experience of the necessity and wis-

dom of these recommendations. Therefore they are respect-
fully renewed and reasons therefor given:

First. That the act oi February 17, 1911, as amended,
be further amended to provide for additional inspectors and
increased compensation, and to provide for a sufficient appro-

priation to adequately carry out the purpose of the law.

That all locomotives not using oil for fuel have a mechani-

cally operated fire door so constructed that it may be operated

1)}- pressure of the foot on a pedal or other suitable device

located on the floor of the cab or tender at a proper distance

from the fire door, so that it may be conveniently operated

by the person firing the locomotive.

This recommendation is based on the results of main

investigations of boiler failures of such character as to permit
the steam and water contained in the boiler at the time of the

accident to be discharged into the firebox, many times being
directed toward the fire door.

That a power-reversing gear be applied to all locomotives

and that air-operated power-reversing gear have a steam con-

nection with the operating valves conveniently located in the

cab, so arranged that in case of air failure steam may be

quickly used to operate the reversing gear.
That a power grate shaker be applied to all coal-burning

locomotives.

This appliance has been in use for a number of years and
tried out very thoroughly, and was adopted as standard by
the standardization committee of the United States Railroad

Administration, composed of 14 very prominent superinten-
dents of motive power and railroad mechanical officials.

That all locomotives be provided with a bell so arranged
and maintained that it may be operated from the engineer's
cab by hand and by power.

That all locomotives where there is a difference between
the readings of the gage cocks and water glass of 2 or more
inches under any condition of service be equipped with a suit-

able water column, to which shall be attached three gage
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Accidents and Casualties Resulting irom Failures of Locomotive
B rs and l in ik Appurtenances

Fig. 5.—Failure of a Welded Crown Sheet Patch

cocks and one water glass, with not less than 6 inches, pref-

erably S inches, clear reading and one water glass with not

less than 6 inches, preferably 8 inches, clear reading on the

left side or back head of the boiler.

Water glasses should be so located, constructed, and main-
tained that they will register the approximate general water

level in the boiler under all conditions of service and show
within 1 inch a corresponding level, and so maintained that

the engineer and fireman may have under all conditions of

service a clear view of the water in the glass from their re-

spective and proper positions in the cab.

Gage cocks should be located within easy reach of the

engineer from his proper position in the cab while operating
the locomotive, extension handles to be applied if necessary to

accomplish this. All gage cocks to be supplied with suitable

nipples that will directly discharge into a properly con-

structed and located drain or dripper that will convey the dis-

charged water to near the cab deck or floor, nipples to be

not less than one-half inch nor' more than 1 inch above the

dripper or drain and kept in correct alignment.

Gage cocks and water glasses are now universally used for

gaging the water level in the boiler; and since the two ap-

pliances located on the same boiler do not show a correspond-

ing level under operating conditions it is clear that one or

the other is incorrect and therefore misleading.

Investigations have clearly established that gage cocks

when screwed directly into the boiler do not correctly register
the proper water level over the crown sheet. It is very im-

portant that at least two appliances attached separately be

employed for this purpose so as to form a double check and
so as to have one appliance in case of failure of the other

while on the road and away from points where repairs can
be made.

Should any other appliance than the water column or water

glass be invented which will safely and correctly indicate the

water level in the boiler, due consideration can be given.
The requirements herein recommended should be complied
with the first time the locomotive is shopped for classified

repairs, as established by the United States Railroad Ad-
ministration.

The accompanying illustrations Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show the

result of a boiler explosion due to low water, which caused
the death of three persons and the serious injury of another.

Year ended June 30
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while running at an estimated speed of o5 miles per hour.

The line of demarcation indicated that the water was 10

inches below the highest part of the crown sheet at the time

Fig. 6.—Rupture of Patch Applied to the First Course Lon-

gitudinal Seam in the Boiler Barrel

The boiler appurtenances were damaged to

that their previous condition could not be

of the accident,

such an extent

determined.

Fig. 4 shows a crown-sheet failure, due to low water. The
crown sheet was overheated practically its entire length, and

pulled away from 297 radial stays, pocketing to a depth of

14 inches. The gage cocks were screwed directly in the back

head, and the bottom gage cock entered the boiler through a

tee iron, directly behind and close to a brace lug, while the
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top gage cock entered the boiler through the webb of the tee

iron.

Investigation disclosed that this locomotive was permitted
to go into service, with water foaming badly, which should

not have existed had the boiler been washed as often as water

conditions required; a requirement of rule 45.

Overheating of Crown-Sheet

In Fig. 5 is shown a crown-sheet failure, due to overheat-

ing, resulting in serious injury to four persons. A patch had

been applied in the crown sheet, with seams autogenously

welded, and the transverse seam between the patch and crown

sheet failed for its entire length of 4S inches. The line of

demarcation, caused by overheating, showed that the water

at the time of the accident was about \y% inches below the

highest part of the crown sheet.

The water glass had been broken two days prior to the

accident and the locomotive used without repairs or replace-

ment. Evidence showed that the boiler was very dirty and

the water foaming badlv prior to the accident. Of 58 crown

stays which pulled away from the sheet 22 were practically

without threads either on the stay or in the sheet. The lowest

reading of the water glass and the lowest reading of the gage
cock were only 1 Y\ inches, respectively, above the highest part

of the crown sheet.

Had the law and rules and our previous recommendations

in connection with the water glass and gage cock applications

and autogenous welding in the so-called "low water zone"

been properly complied with, it is entirely possible that this

accident would have been avoided.

Fig. 6 shows a rupture which occurred in the barrel of a

boiler carrying 180 pounds steam pressure, causing the serious

injury of one employee. The rupture occurred in a patch
which had been applied to the first course longitudinal seam,

creating an aperture 22 inches in length, with a maximum
width of three-sixteenths inch. The patch was five-eighths

inch in thickness and was applied with a triple-riveted lap-

joint seam, and had been offset where it joined the original

sheet.

The rupture was the final result of an old progressive

Fig. 7.—Back Head Patch Which Failed with Serious Results

crack, 41 }4 inches in length, developing from the interior

of the boiler just below the bottom line of rivets and in the

offset portion covered by the lap of the original sheet.

The breathing action of the boiler evidently caused this

patch to crack where it was offset, leaving only one-sixteenth

inch material intact just prior to the failure.

This accident demonstrates the necessity for great care in

'

thj interior of the boiler at required intervals.

result- of this failure were

Fig. 8.—Graphite Accumulation on These Plugs Prevented

Them from Being Tightened in Their Seats

suddenly failed for a distance of 17 inches, seriously scalding

the engineer, compelling him to leave the cab of the locomo-

tive through the side window while hauling a passenger train

at an approximate speed of 35 miles per hour. The fireman

escaped injury by leaving the cab through the left front win-

dow. The conductor noticed that the train was passing the

station where it should have stopped, and pulled the emer-

gency valve, thus applying the brakes and stopping the train.

Washout Plug Defecjs

Fig. 8 shows three washout plugs on which graphite and

other substances had been allowed to accumulate, forming

shoulders which prevented the plugs from being properly

screwed in and tightened.

Since the law was enacted 194 accidents, resulting in the

death of 10 persons and serious injury of 247 others, have

been caused by washout and arch-tube plugs blowing out. In

all cases washout and arch-tube plugs should be maintained

and properly fitted so that they can be,screwed in to prevent

leakage and the possibility of blowing out while under pres-

sure.

The locomotive from which these plugs were removed had

special notice for repairs issued, as required by section 6

of the law.

Properties of Boiler Plates

TESTS
have been conducted recently by the United States

Bureau of Standards, Washington, on the properties
cf various grades of boiler plate through the range of

20 to 465 degrees C. The tests have been conducted to

determine the effect of blue and cold work, variations in the

rate of loading, elastic overstrain, and the subsequent
behavior of overstrained steel with time. The result of this

work has been published in Technologic paper No. 219.

The paper describes the special apparatus employed in

making high temperature tensile tests and the difference in

behavior of steel noted at various ranges. It was found
that the proportional limit of several grades of plates does not

decrease with the first rise in temperature, but is either main-

tained at about room temperature or increased betore the

final decrease occurs. The increased strength produced by
rolling cold or blue heat is maintained through a consider-

able temperature range, but these effects may be removed
bv annealing. Other tests are described in detail in this

"

t.
—Iron Trade Review.



The Design and Proportioning of Flue Sheets

Free Circulation of Water of More Importance in the

Design than Providing Maximum Flue Heating Surface

By C. E. Lester

ONE
of the greatest difficulties met with in the design

of boilers is the proportioning of the lines and parts
connected with them to meet given requirements. The

necessity for a fixed ratio of heating surface to grate area

and boiler capacity causes limitations that ofttimes adversely
affect the efficiency and economical operation of flues.

For example
—the theoretical necessity for flue heating

surface requires the close spacing of flues and the utilization

of the greatest! area possible of the back flue sheet embraced
between the crown and side sheets and above the throat

sheet for the installation of flues.

Spacing of Flues

Generally, flues are spaced on diagonal lines which per-
mits of close spacing and gains the widest ligament possible
between flues. This, however, narrows the vertical space be-

design leaving out about 50 flues would not have affected the

steaming qualities of the locomotives and would have ma-

terially lessened the leakage and other troubles.

In design recognition, in a degree, has been taken of the

necessity of keeping flue holes away from the back flue sheet

flange, particularly at the top; that is, placing the holes a

sufficient distance from the flange to prevent, or, at least,

to retard the cracks from the flue holes to the flange. In the

more modern types the radius of the sheet flange has been

increased from ]/2 inch to 2 inches in an effort to prevent

cracks, yet they are still in evidence though not to the extent

that they were with the sharper flanges. It seems that the

larger radii gives the best results.

The accompanying illustrations show some practices in

back flue sheet design that have been and still are with

various minor modifications, deemed good. Fig. 1 illustrates

Crown Sheet-,

(.-First- Line ofStays

R=4xf

->\c"\<-Sfd.

Clearance

Tnn (E-'i"When /?=''/)Wp
\t~--2%(WhenR=2")

Sides: £" 3
4'

Bottom: 5=1"
At center on bottom E'nof
less than Z"; more ispreferred.
Centers: "5"shouldnotbe less than

"D"+fc, "D"i-Q is preferred.
D ^"smaller than the outside diam-

eter of flues.

Gen! Practice

TUBE SHEET SPACING

<-?:. Std.

BACK TUBE SHEET

Note: Use 2"radius when-
ever conditions permit.

BACK TUBE SHEET SEAM
WITH Z" RADIUS

Fig. 1.—Good Practice in Flue Sheet

Design
Fig. 2.—Sharp Flanges Troublesome to

Boiler Makers
Fig. 3.—Dimensions for

Flange Depth

tween the flues retarding the free passage of precipitating
solids to the belly of the boiler and hastens the time when
such an accumulation affects the passage of the heat to the

water. This, naturally, somewhat shortens the period of

economical operation. Intimate knowledge of many in-

stances when locomotives steamed freely with over 10 per cent

of the flues stopped up, mediocre fuel, and under various

traffic and grade conditions, leads the writer to express the

conviction that in various types of locomotive boilers flue

heating surface should be sacrificed for wider ligaments be-

tween flues. This will allow freer circulation and freer pas-

sage of solids in the water and by the bottom flues farther

from the grate line.

Ax Example of Accumulation of Solids

I have in mind among other locomotives of various types

one particular series of locomotives of the 2-10-2 type

equipped with a special brick wall that were very free steam-

ers under even the most adverse conditions of service, yet

by reason of the short distance between the grates and the

bottom flues there were always from 50 to 100 flues stopped

up in spite of numberless changes in the draft appliances and

thorough flue cleaning. Such conditions while apparently
not affecting the efficiency of the locomotives from a haulage

viewpoint did materially affect the cost of maintenance, as

they were prolific sources of trouble for the boilermakers by
reason of the conditions mentioned. A change of flue sheet

a radius that is four times the thickness of the back flue sheet

and the top of the top flue set l

/\ inch below that. This is

believed to be good practice yet without wishing to appear
radical I favor still greater radii for back sheets of large

high pressure boilers.

Sharp Flanges not Good Practice

Fig. 2 illustrates a sharp flange that is found mostly in

very small or old boilers. This practice has nothing to com-

mend it with the exception of allowing the designer to stick

in another row of flues across the top. It actually is a trouble

maker for boiler makers.

This section also illustrates the side and bottom limits as

well as the minimum and maximum flue hole centers. It is

felt that if flue heating surface could be sacrificed enough to

increase the width of this ligament to at least J

/i inch that

better flue service would be obtained and the evaporative

efficiency would not be lessened materially. The fact that

flue heating surface is but about 20 percent the value of the

firebox heating surface prompts the expression that a few-

flues less would not be noticed.

Fig. 3 simply shows some very acceptable dimensions for

flange depth and rivet line of a back flue sheet with a 2-inch

radius flange.

This has been used to good advantage on recent

locomotives.
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Burning Out Staybolts with Gas

STRIKING
results in burning out bolts of all kinds with

the oxyacetylene torch are now being accomplished, and,

on boiler work such as shown in the illustration, the cut-

ting torch proves especially valuable. In the shop where the

photograph was taken, one operator specializes on this work.

In burning out staybolts, he first melts a hole in the center

of the bolt a little deeper than the thickness of the boiler

sheet, then giving the hand and torch a rotary motion. This

completely cuts off the staybolt inside the sheet leaving a

conical end on the cut-off bolt. The shell of the old bolt,

left in the sheet, can then be carefully removed with a ham-
mer and chisel without damaging the thread. In the case of

rivets, experience has shown it best to burn a good sized

hole completely through the rivet, then driving out what is

left of the head and shell, releasing the sheets.

In an actual test the operator referred to has burned out

253 rigid staybolts in 66 minutes, or at a rate of almost four

a minute. In another case where firebox side sheets were

On Jobs Like This the Gas Cutting Torch for Burning Out
Rivets and Staybolts Saves Money

to be renewed, 1,038 flexible staybolts and 392 rivets were
burned out in IS hr. 10 min. by this one operator. Consid-
erable skill is needed in the manipulation of the torch, in

order not to burn the tip or run into the sheets or mud ring,

especially when burning out long bolts or rivets. It is said

that frame bolts up to 8 in. long can be burned out with a

torch, the length of bolt removable in this manner depending
upon its diameter. The torch is also used to cut out super-
heater flues, a set of 43 flues being cut out in 55 min. by
one operator, whereas it takes about 2 3/2 hours with the more
common machine method. Other operations economically
performed include cutting out front-end netting plates, and

ashpan sheets. Flue sheets can be scarfed at the rate of

\2 l/2 ft. an hour.

The illustration shows a method of renewing fireboxes by
removing the back head, made feasible largely by the devel-

opment of gas cutting of staybolts and rivets. The particular

advantage of this method is that the complete firebox can
be removed without taking the boiler from the frame, or

drilling the outside wrapper sheet rivets and removing the

complete boiler back end, as is sometimes done. This effects

an important saving in time and labor.

In the case illustrated, the rivets and staybolts holding
the back head, together with all other rivets and staybolts

holding the firebox were quickly and economically burned

out with the gas cutting torch. A total of 1,670 rigid and
flexible staybolts on this entire job were burned out by one

man in 16 hours. There are 278 rivets in the back head,

270 in the mud ring and 93 rivets in the flue sheet, making
a total of 641 rivets burned out in 12 hours, also by one

man. A comparison of these figures with the time required
to cut out rivets and staybolts by former methods will quickly
show the advantage of the gas cutting torch for this work.

Investigation of Strength of Welded
Pressure Vessels

OXE
of the many difficult problems confronting the

Boiler Code Committee of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers in its effort to draw up satis-

factory codes governing the construction of unfired pressure
vessels was that of welding. Rules applicable to riveted con-
structions do not always apply to fabrication by welding.
The problem is seriously complicated because of the small

amount of scientific data upon which to base proper require-
ments for safety without placing unjust restrictions on the

use of welding. Wide differences of opinion prevailed not

only among the members of the committee, the insurance

companies and inspectors, but also in the industry itself.

Acceptable Tests Developed

A hydrostatic and hammer test was finally proposed for

determining whether a vessel was safe for the purpose de-

signed. The American Bureau of Welding, which is the

advisory committee on welding research for the American

Welding Society and the National Research Council, organ-
ized a pressure vessel committee to cooperate with the Boiler
Code Committee in determining the adequacy of the test

proposed. Eight manufacturers placed at the disposal of the

committee some 40 tanks and enough funds to carry on the
work. These tanks have been tested to destruction bv the

U. S. Bureau of Standards.

The shells of most of the tanks were 6 feet long and 2 feet

in diameter, and made of f^-inch mild steel plate. Both
elei trie and oxyacetylene welding were used. The hydrostatic
and hammer test developed that the welded pressure vessel,

according to the regular formulae for working pressure, has
a factor of safety of about 6.

A remarkable feature of this undertaking is the rapidity
of accomplishment. The first meeting of the committee was
held in New York on August 17, and a plan outlined. The
tanks called for in the program were immediately built by
manufacturers distributed widely (one of them on the Pacini

Coast), and shipped to the Bureau of Standards in Wash-
ington. Most of the tanks arrived by the first of December.
Under the supervision of Dr. H. L. Whittemore, Chief of

Section VII-1, Physical Tests of Structural Materials Divi-

sion, who is also chairman of the committee, testing was
started December 4 and carried on continuously to January
10. Many visitors, including members of the Boiler Code

Committee, insurance inspectors, tank manufacturers, Ameri-
can Welding Society- and National Research Council, have
witnessed tests. A report is being compiled and will soon
be published. This program including tanks, testing and

incidentals, involved a sum of $15,000.
The manufacturers cooperating in this work are: York

Manufacturing Company, Pfaudler Company, Elyria Enam-
eled Products Company, Union Carbide and Carbon Cor-

poration, DeLaVergne Machine Company, Coast Culvert &
Flume Company, Brunswick-Kroeschell Company, and Vil-

ter Manufacturing Company.



Recent Improvements in Watertube Boiler Design
British Engineers Develop Two New Types of Watertube

Boilers in which Water Circulation is Greatly Increased

By T. Sington

ENGINEERING
developments, improvements and ex-

tensions during recent years have resulted in a demand
for greater boiler efficiency, as the older types, although

admirably suited to former conditions, have not been equal
to the most recent demands for greater steam pressures and

higher superheat. Vastly increased wages in Europe due to

the war, as well as alarmingly higher prices for coal and
other necessary materials have literally compelled engineers
to seek for relief in boiler improvements. Many factors have

combined to necessitate further steps in the evolution of

boiler design; larger electric power stations, greater size, an

increased speed of shipping, electrification of railways and
so on.

The most recent boiler improvements, briefly described

below, are an attempt to provide for these requirements. The

improvements do not constitute new boilers, or types; the

principles on which they are based have been known for

some years and have stood the test of experience. The new
steam generator is a modified watertube boiler of which in

its improved form there are two types, one with a longitu-
dinal drum and the other with a cross drum; the former is

suitable for smaller sizes and the latter for boilers of larger

capacity; both are of the sectional header class, the main
distinctive features common to both are the downcomer pipes,
the reservoir mud drum and the enlarged nipples, also the

straight headers.

To quote an expert on boiler design, the headers are

straight, rectangular and larger in area than usual by forty

percent, affording fiver circulation to the steam and water

and making cleaning easier than in the case of the sinuous

type. As it is not necessary to stretch the material in con-

struction to the same degree as in the sinuous headers, the

thickness of the straight headers is more uniform; moreover,
it is a simple matter to make the joints between the straight
headers airtight. The headers are connected to the drums

by nipple tubes, which are 28 percent larger in area than is

usually the case, a point which increases the safe and steadv

steaming capacity of the boiler.

Mud Drum Design

The reservoir mud drum has to be considered in connec-

tion with the downcomer pipe, which leads to it from the

circulation drum. The function of this pipe
—

one, two or

more are fitted according to the evaporative capacity of the

boiler—is to secure positive circulation from the main steam

and water drum through the mud drum to the headers and
tubes. Usually the internal diameter of the downcomer pipe
is about eight inches so that the risk of choking by deposit
or incrustation is altogether negligible. In the position it

occupies it is not subjected to excessive temperature. Each
pipe is solid drawn and is flanged at each end so that it

may be bolted to the stand pipe and riveted to the steam
drum. This arrangement enables the downcomer pipe to be

readily detached if necessary.

Water Freely Circulates in Mud Drum

By means of the downcomer pipe all the water is circu-
lated through the mud drum, which efficiently collects and
retains the deposit, which would otherwise be distributed

through the headers, or to the steam generating surfaces;
the drum is of ample dimensions and is readily accessible
for cleaning. The water flows from it through short con-

necting nipples to the back headers, providing a full supply
of water to the bottom rows of tubes first; moreover, the flow
is in the right direction along the tube, upwards and
outwards.

As the tubes nearer the fire play the most important part
in steam generation, the correct mode of water supply is of

great importance. The improved boiler, it is asserted, sur-

passes all others as regards this point. In the longitudinal
drum type the headers are connected to the drum by curved

nipples directly expanded into holes in the drum. These
holes are compensated for by a doubling plate, thus avoiding
the weakness of a cross-box with a large opening in the shell

and a considerable flat surface. To facilitate the removal of
soot by blowers the watertubes are only staggered about
one inch.

The outstanding result of the general design -of the im-

proved boiler, to again quote an expert, is that with large
downcomer pipe, the large nipples and straight headers, a

free, natural and positive circulation is secured. This fea-

ture, combined with the ample steam and water capacity,
enables the boiler to respond readily to overload demands.
The renewal and the cleaning of tubes are not only excep-
tionally simple on account of the tubes being straight and
easy of access, but the necessity for either is reduced by the

peculiarities of circulation mentioned above. Expansion and
contraction stresses are also greatly minimized, as all parts
liable to considerable changes in dimensions are free to

adjust themselves to an unusual degree.

Electric Boiler for Heating Trains

ARECENT paper, presented by Sir Vincent Raven be-

fore the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in Eng-
land, describes an electrically heated steam boiler

designed by C. Orme Bastian, for the heating of trains on
the electrified section of the North Eastern Railway, England.
The problem to be solved arose in connection with the heat-

ing of rolling stock which passes from ordinary steam track

over an electrified section. In the United States, this is

usually done with an oil-fired boiler to provide the necessary
steam. The equipment designed by Mr. Bastian has been

entirely successful and it would not be surprising to find

some similar method of train heating eventually substituted
for the oil-fired boilers in this country.
The electric boiler installed on the new North Eastern

locomotive is 3 feet 4 inches in diameter and 3 feet 4 inches

long ; it is capable of supplying enough steam for the largest
train handled in ordinary service.

The construction of the boiler is extremely simple, being
of the ordinary multi-tubular type, without any of the usual
accessories. There are 144 tubes, into each of which is intro-

duced a quartz tube, }i inch in diameter; inside of each tube
is a close spiral heating element of resistance wire. Wound
in this way the wire is free from the risk of developing hot

spots; something which must be carefully guarded against
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under the special conditions. So satisfactory is the design
claimed to be that the firm of Bastian & Allen is willing to

build electric boilers even on direct current lines up to 3,000
volts. Simple but adequate means are taken to insure satis-

factory connection with the elements and to prevent damage
to the quartz tube by vibration. The tube is mounted on a

mica washer in the end of a hollow porcelain terminal, which
is held by spring pressure to the terminal plate of the boiler.

There are cases where steam has to be applied at places
remote from any point where a fuel-fired boiler can be con-

veniently or safely placed. Under conditions in which the

electrically fired boiler can be placed where it is needed,

thereby eliminating all pipe losses, it may prove the most

economical as well as the handiest solution. The electric

boiler has proved satisfactory under conditions of vibration

and shock.

Air Motor Testing Device

IN
view of the large number of pneumatic motors used in

railroad shops it is essential that they be kept in good
repair and operating as near as possible at maximum

efficiency, otherwise there will be a large aggregate loss of

time and effort in doing the work.

Various forms of brakes have been developed for testing
air motors but results obtained with this form of apparatus
are not wholly reliable since the motor spindle is not subject
to pressure as in actual service. The apparatus shown in the

illustration has been developed at the McKees Rocks shops
of the Pittsburgh &: Lake Erie for the purpose of testing
motors under actual working conditions. As shown in the

illustration the device is simple, consisting of an 8-inch air

brake cylinder mounted in a vertical position between two

heavy rods secured in a substantia] base casting. The upper
ends of the rods are turned down to l

lA inches in diameter

to accommodate the special cylinder heads which serve to

hold the cylinder in place. The lower sections of the vertical

rods are retained at their original diameter of 2*4 inches.

For purposes of test, a motor is mounted in the device as

shown, being guided at the drill by crossbar E and resting on

test block F. Air is supplied to the cylinder through the flex-

ible hose on the left and valve A. Valves B and C are three-

way cocks so arranged that when B is closed and C opened,
for example, air is admitted on top of the cylinder and ex-

hausted from the bottom. This forces the piston down on top
of the air motor with a pressure indicated by the gage and
which can be regulated to any desired amount. Air is sup-

plied to the motor by means of hose D, and after the test is

over the motor can be released by closing valve C and open-

ing valve B. There is approximately 100 pounds' pressure
on the shop line.

For testing, the air motor is set up as illustrated with a

2-inch drill in the socket, the drill point resting on test block

F. Pressure is applied slowly until the air motor is pulling
to capacity. The revolutions per minute can then be counted

and the pressure noted. The pressure required to stall the

motor can also be noted, and, provided the condition of the

drill point as regards sharpness is kept constant, this pres-
sure will be a measure of the efficiency of the air motor. If

the motor does not come up to the requirements it can be

overhauled and the difficulty corrected. This apparatus

proves very valuable for a comparative test of different

motors as a measure of their efficiency under actual working
conditions.

Home-Made Air Motor Tester

Work of the A. S. M. E. Boiler Code
Committee

r{E
Boiler Code Committee meets monthly for tlu pur-

pose of considering communications relative to the

Boiler Code. Any one desiring information as to the

application of the Code is requested to communicate with the

secretary of the committee, C. II'. Obert. JO West loth shut.
New York, X. V.

The procedure of the committee in handling the cases is as

follows: All inquiries must be in written form before they
are accepted for consideration. Copies are sent by the secre-

tary of the committee to all of the members of the committee.

The interpretation, in the form of a reply, is then prepared

by the committee and passed upon at a regular meeting of

the committee. This interpretation is later submitted to the

council of the society for approval, after which it is issued

to the inquirer.
Below are given the interpretations of the committee in

cases Nos. 408 to 410 inclusive, as formulated at the meeting
of December 8, 1922, and approved by the council. In ac-

cordance with the committee's practice, the names of inquirers
have been omitted.

Case No. 408. Inquiry: ^Yhat thickness is required under

Par. M-3 of the Code for Miniature Boilers for the plate

forming heads which are not an integral part of the boiler?

The thickness for heads which have riveted construction is

not definitely specified in this paragraph.

Reply: It is the opinion of the Boiler Code Committee

that the term "riveted shells" in the first sentence of this

paragraph is intended to cover heads, in case they are not

used as tube sheets.

Case No. 409. Inquiry: Is it permissible, under Par.

M-ll of the Code for Miniature Boilers, to weld on to the

shell a half-coupling for the reinforcement to give the neces-

sary four full threads?

Reply: It is the opinion of the committee that the rein-

forcing may be accomplished only by a riveted pad or its

equivalent, or by building up the thickness of the plate by

(Continued on page 56)
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The article on modern boiler shop equipment appearing

in this issue of the magazine presents to our readers a plan

of shop layout and machinery that has given excellent results

in efficient locomotive boiler construction and repair work.

The machines mentioned and their arrangement are only

intended to suggest possible improvements in modernizing

existing shops when new equipment is required and in aiding

the design of a new maintenance plant of moderate size.

This introduction of the subject of machine and small tool

requirements in the boiler shop offers our readers an excel-

lent opportunity to express their ideas on what a well

equipped shop should include in its equipment and the best

method of promoting operating efficiency by properly locat-

ins; the machines with relation to each other. We will be

The decrease in locomotive ao idents during the fiscal year

covered by the recenl reporl of the chief inspector of the

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection is a notable one. The

improvement was most marked in the case of boiler explo-

sions, which were reduced in number and in violence. The

thirty-three boiler explosio curring did, however, cause

the death of twenty-two persons and the serious injury of

fifty-six others.

Proper and adequate inspection followed by the careful

observance of instruction- in the repair of defects will still

further reduce the number of accidents. To properly carry

out the inspection work involved in the supervision of the

motive power of the entire country, more inspectors are re-

quired and the chief inspector's recommendation that a suffi-

cient appropriation be made to assure a competent and

efficient staff should receive support by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.

The additional recommendations embodied in the report

on mechanically operated fire doors, power reversing gears,

power grate shakers, water level indicating devices and the

like should receive the careful attention of ever}' individual

connected with the equipment and maintenance of locomotives.

In attempting to reduce the hazard of oil country boilers,

the Boiler Code Committee of the American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers proposed at the annual meeting of the

Society in December that the diameter of the steam dome

on such boilers be restricted to one-half the diameter of the

boiler shell. Before this time no limit was placed on the size

of the dome and, as a consequence, in designing for maximum
steam space without increasing the cost, domes were built

having diameters almost as great as the boiler itself. The

openings in the shell were, consequently, so great in these

instances that the strength of the entire unit was reduced

below the point of safety. Undoubtedly many of the serious

field accidents might be traced to this inherent weakness.

Even with the opening in the shell much smaller than the

dome diameter, the strength is not materially increased since

the line of rivets holding the dome to the shell marks a point

of weakness which increases with the size of the dome. The

reinforcing effect of the dome flange, although strengthening

the boiler to a slight extent, cannot be depended upon to

make up for the weakness in the shell.

At a public hearing in January, held by the Boiler Code

Committee to give the manufacturers of boilers for use in

the oil fields an opportunity of discussing the proposed re-

strictions, the concensus of opinion seemed to be that the

proportion of five-tenths imposed too great a burden in the

construction of these boilers and that the limit of dome

diameter should be increased to six-tenths that of the shell.

The matter is still open for discussion but will be definitely

settled within a short time by the Boiler Code Committee.

The opinion of the committee is that the six-tenths allowance

is liberal enough and that any increases in the dome size

above this point will greatly lessen the safety of the boiler.

Greater steam space might lie obtained by increases in dome

height or other modifications in the design of these boilers.



Questions and Answers for Boiler Makers

Information for Those Who Design, Construct, Erect,

Inspect and Repair Boilers—Practical Boiler Shop Problems

Conducted by C. B. Lindstrom

This department is open to subscribers of The Boiler

Maker for the purpose of helping those -j.-ho desire assist-

ance on practical boiler shop problems. All questions should

be definitely stated and clearly written in ink, or typewritten,

on one side of the paper, and sketches furnished if necessary.

Inquiries should bear the name and address of the writer.

Anonymous communications will not be considered. The

identity of the writer, however, will not be disclosed unless

the editor is given permission to do so.

Ninety-Degree Elbow—Heavy Plate

Construction

Q.—Would you please have some of the readers who have had experience
on elbows show how the holes are laid off so as to bring the ends 90 degrees
apart? On this job there was an angle iron ring on each end. The elbow
is to be used for an air blast so the circumferential seams have to run the
same way as the air. Both end pieces are of the same diameter. In the
method I used, I worked with the neutral diameter, but the sides never
came around to 90 degrees. The elbow was short 9/16 inch. The holes

came fair, but the ends were not square. We had to put a turn-buckle to

bring the ends square, and then the holes were away out. The boss said "one
more chance."—W.F.

A.—The construction of one section of the elbow is given
which will indicate the method of projection ordinarily ap-

plied in layouts of this kind. The plate thickness t, Fig. 1,

is enlarged to show the tapered connections to better advan-

tage. Lay off first the right angle p-o-p making the distance

o-p equal to the depth of the elbow measured to the center

of its openings. With o as a center draw the arc p-p and

divide the arc into one less than the number of sections re-

quired in the elbow, thus locating the points w-x-y. Bisect

the arc lengths w-p and y-p which locates the points 1 and 4.

From point 1 set off the point 2 equal to pw, likewise locate

the point 3. Connect o-i, 0-2 and 0-5 with straight lines on

which lie the meters between the sections.

Consider the flow of air or gases to pass through the elbow

in the direction shown by the arrow; in which case the elbow

should be so installed that the gas travel is not affected by
the overlapping plates at the joints. Fig. 1 shows the correct

position of the joints to meet this requirement.
The next step in the construction is to draw the center

line of each elbow section as p-i, which is at right angles to

o-p and 1-2 which is at right angles to o-w and passes

through point w. The axis 2-3 is perpendicular to x-o and

passes through point x and 3-4 is perpendicular to y-o. The
sections of the elbow are drawn in so that they taper in

which case the difference between the respective ends is equal
to 2 plate thickness as indicated in Fig. 1.

From Fig. 1 the pattern layout is obtained by first con-

structing a frustum' of a cone of which the elbow section is

a part, as shown at a-b-c-d of section B, Fig. 1. This section

is reproduced in Fig. 2. In cases where the taper is slight a

convenient and short method of laying off a pattern for

frustum of a cone is shown in Fig. 3. The pattern of the

frustum is essential in this development for obtaining the

elbow pattern.
In Fig. 3 reproduce three sections of the frustum a-b-c-d,

Sectional Elevation of Elbow
FIG.I

Elevation of Section 8
FIG.?

Details of Layout and Construction of a Ninety Degree Elbow
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Fig. 2, which is drawn to the neutral line of the plate thick-

ness. Through the points a-b-a-b at the small end draw in

the camber line and through d-c-d-c at the large end draw

the camber for the large base. The line m-n in Fig. 2 bisects

o-o and the corresponding position of m-n is drawn in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 2 semi-circles are described from point o for the

upper and lower base profiles of the frustum. They are then

divided into equal parts and construction lines drawn in

as shown. On the camber lines, Fig. 3, lay off the stretchout

for the upper and lower bases by setting off the arc lengths

1-2, 2-3, etc., of the semi-circles, Fig. 2. Then in Fig. 3

draw in the radial lines /-/, 2-2 and 3-3, etc. Where the

miter lines, Fig. 2, intersect the radial lines at 1-2-3-4, etc.,

locates the points for determining the true lengths of the

lines /-/, 2-2, 3-3, etc., of the elbow section.

At right angles to the line 0-0 and from points 1-2-3-4

and 5 draw lines to intersect the outer element of the frustum

as at 1 1; 2lt 3i, etc. The true lengths of the development
lines for the elbow pattern are then transferred from Fig. 2

to Fig. 3, taking the respective lengths from the base line

m-n, Fig. 2, and laying them off from m-n of Fig. 3. The

lap for the riveted joint must be allowed and the holes

spaced off equally. The rivet line on the opposite end of

the pattern is spaced into the same number of parts but the

pitch will be less on account of the end being smaller so as

to fit into the larger end of the adjoining section. This

completes the more essential steps in this layout.

Annealing Large Steel Castings
Q.—I am interested to know whether it has been the custom of your

readers to anneai the stakes of bull riveters with the idea of preventing
crystallization and breakage. Any information which you have on this point
will be much appreciated.—C. W. E .

A.—Annealing of steel castings is an essential process used

in producing a finer quality of cast material. Annealing
affects the physical or structural form of the metal, reducing

the coarser sections to a finer grain, thereby increasing its

strength. In the formation of large castings such as the

stake of a hydraulic riveter the annealing is done by allow-

ing the metal to cool slowly in the mold, which is called

flask annealing.
I am not aware of subsequent annealing being performed

after the castings of such size are made. If it were done the

process would require special equipment for handling the

work. Special types of stakes are made, as for example a

machine-turned solid forging of steel that is heat treated.

Such machines are used for extreme riveting conditions re-

quiring a long reach.

Guards for Water Gage Glass

Q.—I would like to have some information on the following subject:
Our Safety First Committee insists that the water gage glass on a boiler

should be covered with J4-inch mesh screen to keep tie glass from flying
into the attendants' eyes should it burst while under pressure. I do not
have the late code. Do they make any reference to this? In my opinion
this part of the boiler should be kept uncovered.—W. N. S.

A.—The A. S. M. E. boiler code contains no requirements
for a protective water gage device of the type you describe

or for any other type of this kind, except the automatic shut

off valves on water gages.
The glass gage guard shown in the accompanying illus-

tration meets the requirements of the department of safety-

appliances, Department of Labor and Industry, State of

Pennsylvania.
This device is intended to protect the eyes of boiler room

attendants against bursting gage glasses. The guard is made
of a special grade of glass a which is held in position by a

brass frame b and hinged at the back with bolts c. The

hinge construction permits the protector to be opened to the

ris;ht or left for installing a new gage glass. Observation of

Closed and Open Positions of Water Gage Glass Guard

the water level is readily made through the glass protector.
This device is made by Reiber-Gibbs Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Calculating Strength of Plain Vertical

Fireboxes

Q.—Why are the furnace sheets of vertical tubular boilers in which the
furnace sheet is under 38 inches in .diameter arranged with staybolting, the

stays being pitched so as to place a greater load on same than is allowable
in the A. S. M. E. Code rules, and the thickness of the plate such that

requires no bracing for the pressure carried on the boiler?

Following is an example, the data taken from a boiler of this kind,
which will more clearly explain my inquiry:
Furnace length, 27 inches; thickness of plate, H inch; diameter of stay-

bolt at top of threads, Y% inch ; diameter of furnace, 32 inches ; pressure
carried, 100 pounds; pitch of staybolts, 7J<2 inches by 8 inches. A. S. M. E.
Code rule to be used where the length exceeds 120 times the thickness of
the plate.

4250 X T2

P
LXD

in which: P = allowable working pressure.
D — outside diameter of furnace.
L — length of furnace in inches.
T ~ thickness of furnace walls in 16ths of an inch.

This problem worked out allows a working pressure of
4250X36 = 177 pounds, nearly, without any staybolting.
27X32

The load on the staybolt is 100X7^4X8= 6,000 pounds, and the allowable

working load on a ^-inch staybolt calculated from the root of the threadi
is 3,142 pounds at 7,500 pounds stress per square inch.

Now the following is what I cannot understand: The above boiler was
built to safely carry a pressure of 177 pounds on the furnace sheet without

staybolting, yet the furnace is staybolted, thereby taking the load off of

the furnace and placing it upon the staybolts, the load on the staybolts

being considerably above that which is allowed.—W. S.

A.—Circular furnaces for small vertical boilers can be

made of plate heavy enough to carry the working pressures

usually allowed on such pressure vessels. The furnace, how-

ever, is generally made of light material and stayed to give

a more rapid heat transmission than is obtainable with

heavier plate. The pressure acting on the firebox tends to

collapse it, and, according to the A. S. M. E. Boiler Code,

"A plain cylindrical furnace exceeding 38 inches in diameter
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shall be stayed in accordance with the rules governing flat

surfaces." For smaller diameters, as previously stated, where

lighter materials are used and which would not carry the

desired working pressure, the furnace is stayed as a flat

surface.

In your example, the length of the furnace is 27 inches,

which does not exceed 120 times the thickness of plate, be-

cause 11 -r- .375 = 72; therefore the formula (a) of Par.

239 should be used instead of formula (b).

Formula (a) is as follows:

51.5
P = [(IS. 75 X T) — (I 03 X /->].

D
where: P ~ maximum allowable working pressure, pounds per square inch.

D = outside diameter of furnace, inches.
/. = length of furnace, inches.

T — thickness of furnace walls, in sixteenths of an inch.

Substituting the values given in the example:

51.5

P - r(lh.75 < 6) — I 1.03 X 27)] = 136.35 pounds per square inch.

With a plate thickness of ^-inch, the furnace of this size

32 inches in diameter and 27 inches long will carry safely

a steam pressure a trifle over 136 pounds; therefore, it was

unnecessary to stay the furnace, as you state.

If the furnace is stayed as a flat surface, the formula

t-

P = C X — should be used,

P-

in which: P = maximum allowable working pressure, pounds per square inc'n.

C = 112, for stavs screwed through plates not over TVinch thick
with ends riveted over.

t = thickness of plate in sixteenths of an inch.

p
— maximum pitch measured between straight lines passing

through the centers of the staybolts in the different rows
which lines may be horizontal, vertical or inclined, inches.

Using the pitch of stays, which is given as 7^ by 8

inches, and substituting the pitch, 8 inches, which is the

36

greatest, the allowable working pressure equals 112 X — =
64

63 pounds per square inch. The maximum pitch allowed by
the A. S. M. E. rules for a working pressure of 100 pounds

per square inch when the plate thickness is J^-inch, is 6^
inches in cases where the surface is stayed as a flat surface.

Using this dimension to determine the pressure on the stay,

we have 6.375 X 6.375 X 100 = 4,053 pounds. The re-

quired diameter of stay taken at the root of the thread to

support this pressure is found as follows :

The allowable stress on an unwelded staybolt less than

twenty diameters in length, screwed through the plates, with

ends riveted over is 7,500 pounds per square inch.

The pressure on the stayed surface divided by the allow-

able stress on the staybolt gives the required cross sectional

or net area of the stav as taken at the root of the thread.

Thus, 4,053 -r- 7,500'= 0.544 square inch.

The corresponding diameter at the root of the thread equals

/0.544

I- .852 inch.

V 0.7854

The depth of thread on stays having 12 threads per inch

United States Standard is 0.108. The overall diameter of

staybolt equals 0.832 + 0.108 = 0.94 inch, which is a

trifle greater than 0.9575 or 15/16 inch.

In your example, the stays are too small and the pitch is

too great. This may seem unreasonable on account of the

fact that the shell will earn- safely a greater pressure unsup-
ported. In using the stays, the problem is changed since the

load is transferred to the stays. Therefore, in staying cylin-
drical vessels the plate and stays must have a strength
sufficient to earn- safely the maximum allowable pressure.

Distortion of Water Tubes in Yarrow
Boiler

Q.—I have been a reader of your valuable magazine for several months,
and find that it contains some very interesting information. I am a boiler

maker in the Navy and on a repair ship. I have had twenty-five years'

experience at the trade, five years of which have been in the Navy on

repair ships, and I have been up against some very complicated jobs, but
one job in particular has gotten my goat, as the saying is. This job is on
a Yarrow boiler, in which I have renewed a nest of 30 tubes twice, and
have had a lot of trouble with the brick work; also this nest of tubes is

located S rows in from the fireside up in the right back corner. I have
renewed them twice, and each time after a few hours' run, each one of these

tubes bags and the brick work cracks and falls out, although I allow

^i-inch for expansion for the brick, and they are anchored with '/.-inch

bolts set in the brick. All this trouble occurs after the boiler has been

steaming for a few hours. I have reported the cause as being due to unequal
expansion in the drums, as this trouble is about 3 feet from the top drum,
and the tubes bag about the same place, while 11 other tubes are straight and
even. I have had several arguments with the engineer about this, and he

says there is no such thing as unequal expansion in a Yarrow boiler. Of
co'urvo' I cannot tell him what I think, but I do know that somebody is

wrong.—E. L. A.

A.—In all types of boilers, whether firetube or watertube,

the boiler materials are subjected to stresses arising from ex-

pansion and contraction of the metals. This condition is

due to the temperature changes, as for illustration, the tubes

and plates directly in contact with the intense heat from the

fire will expand more than those further from it. Subsequent

cooling of the metal causes contraction and the continued

expansion and contraction, or breathing action, results in

the plate cracking near riveted seams, and between tube liga-

ments, also in leaky tubes, rivets, stays and distorted tubes.

From observation of the operation of boilers under great

stress, it has been found that steel corrodes more rapidly than

steel under less stress.

The tubes in Yarrow boilers nearest the fire being sub-

ject to the greatest heat and as they are longer than those in

the interior of the tube nest, they have a greater expansion
and consequently are subjected to a greater compressive
stress.

To illustrate further the extent of tube expansion, con-

sider that the temperature of the tube material in the fire is

500 degrees F., tube length equals 10 feet, or 120 inches,

and coefficient of expansion equals .0000065, then the total

increased length of the tubing due to expansion of the metal,

equals 300 X 120 X .0000065 = .254 inch. As the upper
tube drum also expands, additional compressive stress oc-

curs on the tubes. The tube expansion is the same for all

tube sizes and thicknesses, but varies with tube length and

temperature. From the foregoing, it is evident that if the

tubes are rigidly fixed with no provision for expansion, heavy

bending stress occurs.

Since the steam and water drums do not permit the tubes

to expand freely, the practice employed in some designs of

water tube boilers is to bend the tubes slightly near the

junction of the drums and tubes.

With boilers that have been in service for some time, sud-

den distortion indicate- scale.

Tank Bottom Layout Correction

On page 361 of the December issue of the height on plate

No. 6 of Fig. 2 should have been 4 feet 4 ;

4 inches instead

of the dimension 3 feet 9
\ 4 inches indicated. This value is

obtained from the solution of the triangle V50" — 6'-= 29

feet 4'4 inches. The distance C i- 25 feet so the height X
= 29 feet \Y\ inches— 25 feet = 4 feet 4-)4 inches.

Smoke Abatement Work Progressing

The smoke abatement work at Grafton, W. Va., conducted

by Osborn Monnett and L. R. Hughes, under the supervision
cf O. P. Hood, chief mechanical engineer of the United

States Bureau of Mines, has been brought to a close. Ex-

cellent results were obtained, due largely to the hearty co-

operation of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad officials.
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This Department Is Open to All Readers of the Magazine
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The Proper Type of Hammer for Testing

Staybolts

This subject, which was brought up several months ago,
is an interesting one to all boiler makers and inspectors. Of
course there are several kinds and varieties of hammers used

for testing staybolts, but the hammers in the accompanying
sketch were used and adopted as standard by one of the

largest railroad concerns in the United States.

"We use two different hammers, the 1 pound and the 1J^

pound. The 1 \ 2 pound hammer is used to detect broken or

cracked flexible staybolts or bolts in the crown sheet. The

DIMBftSWN SIZE h--i—I h-----f—+- -+-f-+-^i
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to Vz inch. In such an event a hot bar of iron is placed in

the flues and when the flues expand to the proper distance

they are clinched over and held in place.

Broken and cracked radials and staybolts are .not always

taken out of the boiler but leaky telltale holes are plugged
so they will not give evidence of defects. It is the inspector's

practice to rap only about 4 rows wide along the intersection

of the side and crown sheets.

It seems to be the practice in some shops to get the en-

gines out and going no matter what the conditions or hazards

may be. Generally in such cases the roundhouse foreman

has no more idea about the characteristics of a steam boiler

than a kindergarten scholar would have.

An engine comes into the shop with a pressure ranging

from 100 to ISO pounds of steam and within three-quarters

of an hour it has been blown down and extremely cold water

allowed to be put into the boiler thereby producing severe

strains and stresses upon the boiler.

I have never yet with my three months' experience in a

shop of this type seen the radial or crown bolts or staybolts

tested as required by the law or even seen the crown bolts

tested at all.

Boilermakers who have any pride in their work will at

once condemn the above mentioned practices, yet they are

carried on daily. Now that the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission has ordered an inspection and investigation of loco-

motives and cars, will they allow such practices as those out-

lined to continue or will the rules and regulations be lived

up to and enforced rigidly? Not being any too familiar with

the machinerv end, I have paid very little attention to this

work, but I do know that the same way of doing things is

carried on. The argument for an adequate governmental

inspection staff is a good one.

New York. Inspector.

"Be it Resolved, That the Ohio Board of Boiler Rules hereby

approves of and will accept written examinations conducted by any

political subdivision of the United States which is a member of

the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors."

Due to the fact that this resolution permits the installation

of boilers that are constructed in accordance with the

A.S.M.E. code and stamped with the facsimile of the Na-

tional Board, this department requests that the data on

boilers stamped with the National Board stamp be filled out

on the Standard A.S.M.E. forms and that the old Ohio

Standard forms only be used when boilers are built in accor-

dance with the Ohio Code and specifically stamped "Ohio

Standard."

Photographs of Fire Tube Boilers

Just a short time ago the writer was asked by a prominent
technical publication to write an article on steam boilers.

I wrote the article and of course I wanted to illustrate it.

I wanted to show the difference between watertube and fire-

tube boilers by means of actual photographs, and so wrote a

number of letters to manufacturers of both kinds of boilers

asking for photographs.
The manufacturers of watertube boilers responded immedi-

ately, offering me a variety of pictures, some of which I

asked for. But the manufacturers of firetube boilers, for

some reason or other, didn't have any photographs. They
offered to furnish cuts, or electrotypes of cuts already on

hand, but cuts were out of the question because of the policy
of the publication. I was unable to get a single photograph
that I could use.

This, I believe, should be of interest to manufacturers of

firetube boilers. Progress cannot be made without consistent

advertising. To advertise the firetube boiler properly it must

be shown time and again in our trade papers. The manu-
facturers of watertube boilers were willing to go to consid-

erable expense to have their boilers shown. Why shouldn't

the same apply to firetube boilers? There is nothing about a

firetube boiler to be ashamed of. Why not advertise it a

little more? N. G. Near.

Newark, N. J.

Work of the A. S. M. E. Boiler Code Committee

(Continued from page SO)

welding, and that the welding of the half-coupling on the

outside of the plate is not permissible under this requirement.

Case No. 410. Inquiry: Is it the intent of Par. M-16 of

the Code for Miniature Boilers that non-ferrous metal shall

be used for the valve seat and also that the lifting device

shall be of non-ferrous metal, as are required by Pars. 282

and 283 of the Power Boiler Section of the Code?

Reply: Attention is called to the fact that where the Rules

of the Code for Miniature Boilers do not apply, those as

above referred to in the Power Boiler Section of the Code

are applicable.

BUSINESS NOTES

Stamping Ohio State Boilers

(Continued from page 38)

"Whereas, The National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Inspectors, organized for the purpose of standardizing exam-
inations of applicants for certificates of compentency as inspectors
of steam boilers ; for the issuing of commissions to such inspectors ;

and for the uniform stamping of steam boilers
; has completed its

work ;
therefore.

The Standard Conveyor Company, North St. Paul, Min-

nesota, has acquired the rights, titles and patents of the

"Brown Portable" line of portable machinery for the han-

dling of packed and loose materials. The plant of the

Brown Portable Conveyor Machinery Company at North

Chicago will be continued in operation until further notice.

Royal E. Terhune has been placed in charge of the Nor-

thern' New Jersey sales territory of the Uehling Instrument

Company, Paterson, N. J. Mr. Terhune was formerly asso-

ciated with the Uehling laboratories and is well qualified to

cooperate with power plant operators on the subject of power

plant economy.

The Mine and Smelter Supply Company with branches

through the west has taken over the distribution of Wilson

plastic arc welders and Wilson welding metals. This com-

pany maintains branch offices in Denver, Salt Lake City

and El Paso.

E. S. Lammers has returned to the employ of the West-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, East Pitts-

burgh, Pa., and will be in charge of controller sales in the

industrial department. Since 1919, when he left the employ

of the Westinghouse Company, until the present he has been

test engineer for the National Tube Company, Lorain, Ohio.

The Conveyors Corporation of America, Chicago, 111., has

acquired the manufacturing rights of the Green steam jet

ash conveyor from the Green Engineering Company, East

Chicago, Ind. All orders for replacement parts and exten-

sions to the Green conveyor will be filled by the Conveyors

Corporation of America.

The American Engineering Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,

manufacturers of Taylor stokers and other equipment, has

taken over the Standard Crane and Hoist Company and the

manufacturing rights to the mono-rail electric hoist formerly

known as the Standard. H. S. Valentine, chief engineer of

the Standard Crane and Hoist Company, is directing the

sales and supervising the manufacture of the hoists for the

American Engineering Company.
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ASSOCIATIONS

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

Chief Inspector
—A. G. Pack, Washington, D. C.

Assistant Chief Inspectors
—

J. M. Hall, Washington,
D. C; J. A. Shirley, Washington, D. C.

Steamboat Inspection Service of the Department
of Commerce

Supervising Inspector General—George Uhler, Washing-

ton, D. C.

Deputy Supervising Inspector General—D. N. Hoover, Jr.,

Washington, D. C.

American Uniform Boiler Law Society

Chairman of the Administrative Council—Charles E.

Gorton, 253 Broadway, New York.

Boiler Code Committee of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers
Chairman—John A. Stevens, Lowell, Mass.

Vice-Chairman-—D. S. Jacobus, New York.

Secretary—C. W. Obert, 29 West 39th Street, New York.

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Inspectors

Chairman—J. F. Scott, Trenton, N. J.

Secretary-Treasurer
—C. O. Myers, State House, Colum-

bus, Ohio.

Vice-Chairman—R. L. Hemingway, San Francisco, Cal.

Statistician—W. E. Murray, Seattle, Wash.

American Boiler Manufacturers' Association

President—A. G. Pratt, Babcock & Wilcox Company,
New York.

Vice-President—G. S. Barnum, The Bigelow Company,
New Haven, Conn.

Secretary and Treasurer—H. N. Covell, Lidgerwood

Manufacturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee—F. C. Burton, Erie City Iron

Works, Erie, Pa.; E. C. Fisher, Wickes Boiler Company,
Saginaw, Mich.; C. V. Kellogg, Kellogg-McKay Company,
Chicago, 111.; W. S. Cameron, Frost Manufacturing Com-

pany, Galesburg, 111.
;
W. A. Drake, The Brownell Company,

Dayton, Ohio; Alex. R. Goldie, Goldie & McCullock Com-

pany, Gait, Ont., Can.; F. G. Cox, Edge Moor Iron Com-

pany, Edge Moor, Del.; J. C. McKeown, John O'Brien

Boiler Works Company, St. Louis, Mo.

International Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, Iron

Ship Builders and Helpers of America

J. A. Frank, International President, suite 522, Brother-

hood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

William Atkinson, Assistant International President, suite

522, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

Joseph Flynn, International Secretary-Treasurer, suite

504, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

James B. Casey, Editor-Manager of Journal, suite 524,

Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

H. J. Norton, International Vice-President, Alcazar Hotel,

San Francisco, Calif.

International Vice-Presidents—Thomas Nolan, 700 Court

St., Portsmouth, Va.; John Coots, 344 North Spring St., St.

Louis, Mo.; M. A. Maher, 2001-20th St., Portsmouth, Ohio;
E. J. Sheehan, 7826 South Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.; John

J. Dowd, 953 Avenue C, Bayonne, N. J.; R. C. McCutcheon,
15 La Salle Block, Winnipeg, Man., Can.; Joseph P. Ryan,
7533 Vernon Ave., Chicago, 111.; John F. Schmitt, 605 East

11th Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Association

President—W. M. Wilson, Flannery Bolt Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Vice-President—George R. Boyce, A. M. Castle

Company, Chicago, 111. Secretary
—W. H. Dangel, Lovejoy

Tool Works, Chicago, 111.

Master Boiler Makers' Association

President—Thomas Lewis, G. B. I., L. V. System, Sayre,
Pa.

First Vice-President—E W. Young, G. B. I., C. M. &
St. P. R. R., 81 Caledonia Place, Dubuque, Iowa.

Second Vice-President—Frank Gray, G. F. B. M., C. &
A. R. R., 705 West Mulberry St., Bloomington, 111.

Third Vice-President—Thomas F. Powers, System G. F.

Boiler Dept., C. & N. W. R. R., 1129 Clarence Ave., Oak
Park, 111.

Fourth Vice-President—John F. Raps, G. B. I., I. C.

R. R., 4041 Ellis Ave., Chicago, 111.

Fifth Vice-President—W. J. Murphy, G. F. B. M., Perm
R. R. Lines West, Fort Wayne Shops, Allegheny, Pa.

Secretary—Harrv D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt St., New York

City.

Treasurer—W. H. Laughridge, G. F. B. M., Hocking
Valley Railroad, 537 Linwood Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Executive Board—L. M. Stewart, G. B. I., Atlantic Coast

Lines, Waycross, Ga., Chairman.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

Air Filters.—A new edition of the Midwest Steel and

Supply Company (New York) catalogue, covering the ap-
paratus made by this company for handling dirt and dust

problems, and air filtration for industrial plants, will be dis-

tributed within a short time.

Boiler Capacity.—A folder outlining three features of

Heine boilers—economy, flexibility and capacity
—has been

distributed by the Heine Boiler Company, St. Louis, Mo.
An installation of oil-fired Heine boilers, in which these

features accomplish excellent results in cutting down cost, is

given as a notable example:

Industrial Lighting.—A new series of six bulletins on

systems of lighting for various industrial uses has been issued

by the Edison Lamp Works of the General Electric Com-

pany, Harrison, N. J. These bulletins cover the lighting of

textile mills, pulp mills, woodworking plants, street lighting
and the like. Former issues of lighting bulletins have been

revised and brought up to date and may be obtained upon

request.

Conical Mills.—Conical ball and pebble mills and their

application to the field of grinding and pulverizing are de-

scribed in catalogue No. 13 issued by the Hardinge Com-

pany, New York. The various methods of grinding for

metallurgical purposes, the manufacture of cement, and in

the fuel field are taken up in detail with an illustrated

description of the construction of Hardinge mills and their

applications. Specifications and applications of these mills

are included in the bulletin.

Seamless Boiler Tubes.—The manufacture, properties

and uses of "Shelby" seamless hot rolled boiler tubes are

detailed in Bulletin No. 12 of the National Tube Company,

Pittsburgh, Pa. One of the most important uses for seamless

steel tubing is in boilers and until late years cold drawn

tubes were found more satisfactory than those made by other

processes. However, the process of hot rolling has been so

far developed that tubes made by this process are becoming
more generally used. Tables of properties of "Shelby" tubes

and other useful data are contained in the Bulletin.
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SELECTED BOILER PATENTS

Compiled by

GEORGE A. HUTCHINSON, Patent Attorney,

Washington Loan and Trust Building

Washington, D. C.

Readers wishing copies of patent papers, or any further information regard-
ing any patent described, should correspond with Mr. Hutchinson.

1,440,521. FEEDING WATER TO BOILERS. ROGER W. AN-
DREWS, OF WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ASSIGNOR
TO NORTHERN EQUIPMENT COMPANY. OF ERIE. PENNSYL-
VANIA, A CORPORATION OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Claim I.—A method of feeding water to boilers consisting in passing
water into the boiler at two remote places, and in causing the relative

amounts of water passed therein to correspond to the relative levels of the

water in the boiler adjacent the two places. Four claims.

1,440,103. METHOD AND MEANS FOR PURIFYING WATER FOR
STEAM BOILERS. TAMES D. REEKIE, OF DULUTH, AND
GEORGE M. CROSSEN. OF MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA.

Claim 1.—The method of purifying water for steam boilers, consisting of

causing the precipitation of scale-forming minerals in the feed water by heat-

ing the feed water within the boiler before said feed water has mixed with the

main body of boiler water, trapping; the oil from said feed water within
the boiler before either said oil or said feed water have mixed with the main
body of boiler water, drawing said feed water and mineral precipitates out
of said boiler free from said oil, trapping said mineral precipitates outside
of said boiler, returning the feed water approximately free of said precipitates
to the main or free body of water within the boiler, and occasionally blowing
said trapped oil out of said boiler. Three claims.

1,441,431. TUBE CLEANER. JOHN F. KIRGAN, OF PHILLIPS-
BURG, NEW JERSEY, ASSIGNOR TO INGERSOLL-RAND COM-
PANY, OF JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY, A CORPORATION OF
NEW JERSEY.

Claim 1.—In combination with a casing having a plurality of tubes and
a chamber surrounding the ends of said tubes, a cleaning device adjustably

1.442,105. ARCH FOR THE FIREBOXES OF BOILERS. WILLIAM
J. STOOP, OF WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA.

Claim 1.—An arch for the fireboxes of boilers, comprising a plurality of

relatively-spaced parallel supporting bars arranged in approximately hori-
zontal position over the firebox, an arch facing consisting of a plurality of
courses of alined blocks, each course occupying the space between adjacent

bars and having the blocks thereof receiving support from the latter, the
- of each course having therein passages which communicate to form

a continuous ingoing and return duct fcr air whereby said blocks are cooled,
an air-supply conduit located adjacent to the outer ends of said courses and
having communication with the inlet end of the ingoing branch of each
ci oling duct, said co Img ducts having their discharge ends opening above
said courses adjacent to the rear ends of the latter, and passages for con-

ducting air discharged from said ducts away from the arch. Seven
claims.

1,435,496. FEED-WATER SUPERHEATER FOR LOCOMOTIVES.
1 J LAND <_.. PLANT. OF CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

Claim 1.— A locomotive boiler and front-end with the conventional arrange-
ment of diaphragm, exhaust nozzle, cinder screen and stack for the continuous

discharge or hot gases, vapors and cinders, in combination with a feed water

superheater, through which the boiler is fed; said superheater being composed

of many closely spaced water-tubes exposed within, and together occupying
substantially all of, the conventional space between said screen and the blast

from said nozzle; said screen converting the front-end cinders into a blast

of scouring particles that pass between the closely spaced tubes and keep
them clean; primary water- feeding-and-heating means positioned upon the

exterior of the boiler and supplying the superheater with feed-water at

temperatures that suppress the condensation of front-end-vapors thereon; and,
means enabling the removal of solids from the interior of the superheater.
Eighty-nine claims.

1,435.733. SHEET CONNECTION FOR STEAM-BOILER STAY-
BOLTS. ARTHUR F. PITKIN, OF SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK.

Claim 1.—In a steam boiler staybolt structure, the combination, with a

steam boiler sheet, of an end connection member, for articulation to a stay-

mounted in said chamber and selective means including separate indicia

corresponding to individual tubes tor effecting alignment of said cleaning
device with individual tubes to be cleaned. Nineteen claims.

bolt, said member having a tubular body, the top of which is parallel with
the boiler sheet, in which it is adapted to be secured, and which is inclined

relatively to its axial line. Four claims.
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Condensed Rules for Inspecting Locomotive Boilers

By W. R. Hedemanf

Many of our renders arc inspectors and are, /here/ore, well informed on exactly what
is required of a locomotive boiler to make it a serviceable machine. However, the

condensed outline of inspection procedure given below may be of general interest to

them. For those who wish to become inspectors and for the men in the shop the in-

formation should be of very practical value for it indicates the points on which the

inspectors will be most strict in their examinations and also the method of making
repairs.

FOR
convenience in carrying out locomotive inspections

and for reference purposes the following outline of the

work of a boiler inspector is given :

The most important features of each of the rules govern-

ing locomotive boiler requirements are condensed so that it

is possible for an inspector at a glance to determine the

correct procedure to be followed in all classes of inspection.

The responsibility for the basic design and maintenance

of the boiler lies of course with the railroad over which the

locomotive operates. For this reason the proper officials

must be kept informed of the results of all inspections and

closely checked up on the fulfilment of the suggestions made

*This article was prepared from a summary of inspection rules and should

only be considered as a guide to procedure. The official law and rules

should b'e consulted for specific details of inspection requirements.
tChief Draftsman, Baltimore and Ohio Railroad at Baltimore, Md.

for the improvement of the safety of their motive power. The
chief mechanical engineer or a competent engineer holding
an equivalent position in the organization of the road gen-

erally determines the safe working pressure for a given
locomotive and any change incorporated after the engine
has been in service should come from his office in accordance

with the requirements of the government inspectors.
On all locomotives after the first of the year 1923 a factor

of safety of 4 is allowed in the design and any calculations

carried out in determining the strength or working pressure
are to be based on this factor.

The stress allowed on braces built before January 1, 1915,
is 11,250 pounds per square inch. While on boilers built

after that date only 9,000 pounds per square inch is per-
mitted. In the case of stavbolts on locomotives built before

View of Boilers Under Process of Stripping in Erecting Shop
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1915 the same stress allowance is permitted as in the case

of braces, but on all constructed since that time 7,500 pounds
per square inch has been made the maximum allowable

stress. When new firebox and wrapper sheets are applied to

boilers in the case of locomotives built before 1915 the stays
and braces have to be changed in size and spacing or both

to conform to the reduced stress requirement on locomotives

of recent construction.

Inspection of Plates

At present, plates which do not show plant inspection and

government test figures are limited to a tensile stress of 50,-

000 pounds per square inch which figure is to be used in

design and repair calculations. Untested iron has an allow-

able stress of 45,000 pounds per square inch. Where plates

have been tested, the figures stamped are to be used in cal-

culations.

Iron rivets in single shear have an allowable stress of

38,000 pounds per square inch and in double shear 76,000

pounds. Steel rivets in single shear have a working stress

of 44,000 and in double shear 88,000 pounds per square inch.

The responsibility for the maintenance of locomotives in

good condition rests with the chief mechanical officer in

charge at any point where inspections are made and it is his

duty to see that the required inspections are made when due.

These inspections of course are made by company inspectors
who examine an engine in detail when it comes in from the

road for repairs. The reports from roundhouse foremen and

road service records, as well as the record of the last flue

removal and the government inspection report are of use in

determining the necessity for repairs. Not until the locomo-

tive has reached the shop, however, is an opportunity given
for a complete examination. Once it has been placed on the

pit, while it is being stripped, the boiler is inspected for

cracks and fractures and, if the flue reports indicate that

they have not been removed within the maximum period

allowed, their replacement must be included in the work

performed. Not only at the time of complete general repairs

should the boiler be examined for cracks, pitting, and the

like, but whenever a sufficient number of flues are removed

to allow a careful study of the condition of the boiler.

Flue Removals

The present rule for compulsory flue removal is after 48

months' service, provided the time was covered in five con-

secutive years. Actually many roads, especially where the

water supply is bad, are obliged to remove flues after com-

paratively few months of service.

Whenever cracks occur in the barrel of a boiler such de-

fects must be corrected immediately. Lap joint seams should

be carefully inspected at frequent intervals for possible cracks

or grooving.

Fusible plugs, if used, are to be removed and cleaned every
50 days and reported on the proper inspection form.

The exterior of the boiler is of course inspected before

put in service and also whenever the jacket and lagging are

removed. If it has not been necessary to remove the lagging
for any other purpose within a period of five years it is then

required with one exception
—boilers in service before April

7, 1919, have a two-year extension allowance which makes
the period seven years. After this, they go back to the five-

year period. All boilers built after the above date are gov-
erned by the five-year rule. In addition, the lagging must
be removed whenever it is considered necessary by railroad

or government inspectors.

Testing Boilers Under Pressure

In considering the tests required, the original service test

of 25 percent above working pressure is the first in im-

portance. After this, the boiler must be tested under a corre-

sponding water pressure every 12 months. At the time of the

hydrostatic test the interior should be inspected as thoroughly
as possible by removing the dome cap. The standpipe should

also be removed, if necessary, in order to enter the boiler.

A competent authorized representative of the railroad com-

pany must personally witness the tests and examine the boiler

while it is under hydrostatic pressure. When repairs are

complete, further tests are necessary. The boiler should be

fired up and steam raised to the working pressure. At this

time the boiler and appurtenances must be examined care-

fully. Cocks, valves, seams, bolts, rivets, and the like, must
be tight and any defects which develop repaired at once.

Staybolt Tests

Rigid staybolts should be inspected at least once each

month and immediately after the hydrostatic test. In ex-

amining, tap each bolt with a suitable type hammer and de-

termine the broken bolts from the sound or the vibration

of the sheet. The proper testing of bolts is a matter of

training and experience on the part of the inspector. It gen-

erally demands long practice in acquiring the skill necessary
to test bolts with judgment. When the boiler is filled with

water there must be at least 50 pounds pressure on. The

staybolt test is preferred when the boiler is empty, no pres-
sure being exerted.

In the case of flexible staybolts with caps, remove the caps
at least oni e every two years and also when required by

government or railroad inspectors and examine the bolts

thoroughly. Firebox sheets must be examined at least once

each month to determine if there is any bulged portion or

other indication of broken staybolts. Hammer test these

bolts at each hydrostatic test period as in the case of the rigid

bolts. This must be done when the pressure at least equals
the working pressure. This inspection has to be entered in

the special form required for bolts.

Flexible staybolts without caps are. inspected at the same
time and under the same conditions as the rigid bolts with the

boiler under a hydrostatic pressure equal to the working

pressure. A notation is made of their condition on the

standard staybolt form.

In connection witli the staybolt requirements it must be

remembered that a boiler is not allowed in service with two

adjacent staybolts broken or with plug bolts. Three or

more bolts broken or plugged in a circle 4 feet in diameter

will make it necessary to take the engine out of service until

they are replaced. Where five or more bolts are plugged or

broken in the whole boiler the same ruling applies.
Telltale holes 3/16 inch in diameter and 1

r4 inches deep
must be drilled in the end of all rigid staybolts shorter than

N inches in length. These holes must be kept open at all

times.

At least one correct-reading steam gage should be installed

on each boiler and so located that it will be kept cool and
within easy reading distance of the engineer. With the gage, a

siphon must be present of sufficient capacity to prevent steam

from entering the gage. This pipe should enter the boiler

direct and be kept tight. The siphon and pipe should be

cleaned as well as all connections each time the steam gage
is tested. The steam gage must be tested every three months
or at any other time that an irregularity is reported.

At this point in the discussion of inspection it may be well

to mention the location of the numbers used to identify the

boiler pressure in reports and the like. The metal badge
plate is found on the back head in the cab, the lagging and

jacket being cut away so that the plate may be readily ob-

served. The allowable steam pressure is stamped on this

plate. On the front of the dome cap the builders' number or

proper serial number assigned to the locomotive by the oper-

ating company is stamped.
At least two safety valves are to lie installed on each boiler

with sufficient capacity to prevent the building up of pressure
in excess of 5 percent above the allowable working pressure.
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Boilers Nearing Completion and Ready for Inspection Before Final Assembly

The Assembly Section of the Boiler Shop in a Modern Repair Plant
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They must be set to pop at not over 6 pounds above the

working pressure. In setting, two steam gages are used, one

in full view of the person setting the valves. If these gages

vary more than 3 pounds they should be removed, tested and

corrected before attempting to set the valve. The gages
should be tested immediately before setting the valves or

changing the setting. The water level in the boiler should

not be above the highest gage cock when the valves are set.

The valves should be inspected under steam at least once

every three months and, in addition, whenever any defects or

inaccuracies are noted.

Water Glasses and Gage Cocks

The requirement for water level indicating devices is that

there shall be at least one water glass on even-

boiler and

that the lowest gage cock and lowest reading of the water

glass shall not be less than 3 inches above the highest point

of the crown sheet. Two valves or shut-off cocks are equipped
with each water glass, one at the top and one at the bottom

connection to the boiler. A drain cock must also be attached

to the water glass and all located so they can be speedily

opened or closed by hand.

The recommendations on water level indicating devices

made to the Interstate Commerce Commission by the Chief

Inspector of the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection in his latest

annual report amplify the above requirement. All locomotives

where there is a difference between the readings of the gage
cocks and the water glass of two or more inches under any
condition of service should be equipped with a suitable water

column to which is attached three gage cocks and one water

glass with not less than 6 inches, preferably 8 inches, clear

reading and one .water glass with no less than 6 inches,

preferably 8 inches, clear reading on the left side of the back

head of the boiler.

Water glasses should be so located and constructed that

they will register the approximate general water level in the

boiler under all conditions of service and show within one

inch a corresponding level and must be so maintained that

the engineer and fireman may have a clear view of the water

in the glass under all conditions of service from their respec-

tive and proper positions in the cab.

The spindles of the cocks are to be removed at least once

a month and the spindle and cock thoroughly cleaned of

scale and sediment. The water glass should be blown out

before each trip. To prevent accidents from flying glass in

case of a disaster of any kind a suitable shield should be

placed over all tubular water and lubricating glasses. A lamp
should also be installed to reflect on the water level indicators

so that the level may be under constant observation at all

times.

The injectors must be kept in good condition, free from

scale and tested before each trip. The checks, deliver)
-

p*pe,
tank hose and valves should also be maintained in good
condition and kept free from leaks and any foreign matter

that would in any way obstruct the flow of water.

Flue plugs should be drilled with a center hole not less

than Y\ inch in diameter and tied together with rods not less

than Y$ inch diameter. In case of trouble with flues the plug
should be removed and the flue repaired at the first con-

venient point.

Boilers should be washed out at least once every thirty

days or oftener if the water conditions require it. All wash-

out plugs, arch tube and water bar plugs are to be removed
when the boiler is washed. The purpose of frequent wash-

outs for arch and water bar tubes is to keep them free from
scale and sediment and to permit free steaming. The records

for washouts must be kept in order at all times.

It is important that all valves, cocks, joints, and the like,

on the back head be kept tight so that no steam will be

admitted in the cab to obscure the vision of the driver. If

(Continued on page 84)



Mikado Type Locomotives for the Lackawanna
General Construction and Boiler Details of the

Most Powerful Mikado Locomotives Ever Built

WITH
the addition of 4u new Mikado heavy type

locomotives to the motive power of the D. L. & W.
for helper and pusher service, as well as for regular

road duty, the contemplated electrification of a 4l)-inile

stretch of road near Scranton, Pa., has been indefinitely

postponed.
Coal trains are made up and taken through solid from

Scranton to the west or to the seaboard, the necessary addi-

tional helper and pusher sen-ice being given out of Scranton.

The new Mikado locomotives with the helper service men-
tioned are now hauling trains of 2,900 tons through from

Scranton to Secaucus yards, near Hoboken.
With these powerful locomotives a larger tender is used,

the capacity having been increased from 10,000 gallons of

water and 12 tons of coal to 12,000 gallons of water and 14

tons of coal. This increased capacity enables the locomotives

under ordinary conditions to take a train to the summit east

of Scranton without taking water and to run 130 miles from
Scranton to Secaucus yard without taking coal.

The 40 new locomotives for the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western are noticeably heavier than those already in

sen-ice and in terms of tractive force are the most powerful
Mikado locomotives ever constructed. They were designed

by the American Locomotive Company to meet the special
traffic conditions on the D. L. & W. and were built at the

Schenectady Works. These engines bear the road numbers
of 2101 to 2140 inclusive. Their weight in working order

is 356,500 pounds and their normal rated tractive force is

67,700 pounds. Being equipped with boosters having a rated

tractive force of 11,500 pounds the total available tractive

force for starting or heavy pulls is 79,200 pounds or 17 per-
cent over that of the locomotive cylinders alone. The loco-

motive cylinders are 28 inches by 32 inches and the driving
wheels are 63 inches in diameter.

The D. L. & W. has been a user of heavy Mikado loco-

motives in the past, having purchased 74 locomotives of the

1200 class which are essentially alike. The last order from
this design was for 10 locomotives placed in 1920. These
were also built by the American Locomotive Company. A

comparison of the dimensions, weights, and proportions of

the two designs will be found in the accompanying data

table.

Boiler Details

The diameter of the boiler was increased from 84^4 inches

to 90-5/16 inches, inside the first ring, while the length of

the firebox was increased \l l

/% inches without change in

width, the grate area thereby being increased from 63.2

square feet to 70.4 square feet. The length over the tube

sheets of 18 feet was retained but the numl>er of 2-inch

tubes was decreased from 303 to 30§ and the number of

5-3.8 inch flues increased from 43 to 50. The total evapo-
rative heating surface was increased 3.9 percent while the

increase in superheating surface was 16.75 percent. In the

new locomotives the superheating surface is 25.2 percent of

the evaporative heating surface, a liberal allowance. Super-
heated steam is used not only for the main cylinders but also

for the booster, the connection for the latter being made from

the outside steam pipes. A combination exhaust stand is used

for the locomotives and the booster cylinders.

A comparison between the calculated cylinder horsepower,
and the calculated boiler horsepower shows they are prac-

tically the same and would indicate that these locomotives

could be relied upon to be excellent steamers. The estimated

coal rate when working at full capacity is 130 pounds per
square foot of grate per hour. Stokers are provided, those

for the new engine- being furnished by The Elvin Mechani-
cal Stoker Company.
The height of the new D., L. & W. Mikado locomotive is

15 feet 4's inches, the extreme width 11 feet, and the

coupled length of locomotive and tender 84 feet 5 l/2 inches.

The smoke stack is IS inches in diameter and the single
exhaust nozzle 7 inches in diameter.

In addition to the booster, Elvin mechanical stoker and
Baker valve gear other special equipment on these locomo-
tives includes the Alco power reverse gear, power grate shaker,
automatic fire door of the Butterfly type, Pyle electric head-

light and Cleveland low water alarm.

These D., L. & W. Mikado locomotives will naturally be

compared with those for the New York Central Lines, one of
the most striking designs brought out in 1922 and for which
orders were placed for 191 for the various roads comprising
that system. The New York Central engines weigh 334,000
pounds, in working order, have 28-inch by 30-inch cylinders,
and 63-inch driving wheels. They also are equipped with
boosters and have a total rated tractive force of 74,500

pounds or 63.500 pounds without the booster. Other heavy
Mikado type locomotives recently ordered are those for the

Central of New Jersey weighing 342,500 pounds, having
2 7 -inch by 32-inch cylinders and a rated tractive force of

59,000 pounds and those for the Northern Pacific weighing
337,000 pounds, having 28-inch by 30-inch cylinders, and
a rated tractive force of 57,000 pounds. But few Mikado
locomotives having a tractive force of over 60,000 pounds
have been built.

Dimensions, Weights and Proportions—D., L. & W. Mikado Locomotives

2 mi) Class

Type of locomotive 2-8-2

Cylinders, diameter and stroke 28 in. by 32 in.

Total engine weight. 356,500 lb.

Tender weight 217,600 lb.

Wheel bases:

Driving 17 ft. in.

Rigid 1 1 ft. 4 in.

Total engine 37 ft. 4 in.

Total engine and tender 73 ft. 2 l
2 in.

Wheels, diameter outside tires:

Driving 63 in.

Front truck 33 in.

Trailing truck : . 43 in.

Boiler:

Type Straight top
Steam pressure 20O lb.

Fuel Bit. coal

Diameter, first ring, inside 90j\ in.

Firebox, length and width 120^ in. by 84 J4 in.

Height mud ring to crown sheet,
back 72*2 in.

Height mud ring to crown sheet,
front 92'A in.

Arch tubes, number and diameter. 4—3 in.

Combustion chamber, length 45 in.

Tubes, number and diameter 300-—2 in.

Flues, number and diameter 50—5}i in.

Length over tube sheets 18 ft. in.

Tube spacing J? in.

Gas area through tubes 730 sq. in.

Net gas area through flues 659 sq. in.

Total gas area through tulws and
flues 1,389 sq. in.

Grate type Rocking
Grate area 70.4 sq. ft.

Heating surfaces:
Firebox and comb, chamber 315 sq. ft.

Arch tubes 30 sq. ft.

Tubes 2,813 sq. ft.

Flues 1.260 sq. ft.

Total evaporative 4.418 sq. ft.

Superheating 1.112 sq. ft.

Comb, evaporative and superheat'g 5,530 sq. ft.

Special equipment :

Brick arch Yes
Superheater Type A
Feedwater heater No
Stoker Elvin
Booster Yes

1200 Cuss
2-8-2

28 in. bv 30 in.

328,000 lb.

178,000 lb.

17 ft. O in.

11 ft. 4 in.

35 ft. 2 in.

70 ft. 9yi in.

63 in.

33 in.

43 in.

Conical con.
180 lb.

Bit. coat
84 Vi in.

108 in. by 84!4 in.

4—3 in.

3654 in.

303—2 in.

43— 5-. i in.

18 ft. in.

H in-

737 sq. in.

567 sq. in.

1.304 'q. in.

Rocking
63.2 sq. ft.

300 sq. ft.

28 sq. ft.

2,840 sq. ft.

1.083 sq. ft.

4.251 sq. ft.

953 sq. ft.

5,204 sq. ft.

Yes
Tvne A
No

Duplex
No

63
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Tender :

Style Waterleg Acme
Water capacity 12,000 gal.

_
Fuel capacity 14 tons

General data, estimated :

Rated tractive force, 85 per cent. 67,700 lb.

Rated tractive force with 1 ster. 79,200 lb.

Cylinder horsepowei (Cole) 2,824
Boiler horsepower (Cole) (est.).. 2,805
Speed at 1,000 ft. piston speed... 35.2 m.p.h.
Steam required per hour 58,700 lb.

Boiler evaporative capacity per hr. 58,330 lb.

Coal required per hour, total 9,180 lb.

Coal rate per sq. ft. gTatc per hr. 130 lb.

Weight proportions:
Weight on drivers -j- total weight

engine, per cent 76.1
Weight on drivers 4- tractive force 4.01
Total weight engine 4- cylinder hp. 126 lb.

Total weight engine 4- boiler hp. . 127 lb.

Total weight engine 4- comb. heat.
surface 64.5 lb.

Boiler proportions:
Hoiler hp. 4- cylinder hp., per cent 99.3
Comb. heat, surface 4- cylinder hp. 1.96
Tractive force 4- comb. heat. surf. 12.23
Tractive force X dia. drivers 4-

romb. heat, surface 771
Cylinder hp. 4- grate area 4U.1
Firebox heat, surface ~ grate area 4.9

Cylinder hp. 4- gas area (tubes
and flues) 2.03

Firebox heat, surface, per cent of
evap. heat, surface 7.S

Superheat, surface, per cent of

evap. heat, surface 25.2
Tube length 4- inside diameter. . . 122.7

W aterleg
10,000 gal.
12 tons

57,10o |b,

2,542
2,645

37.5 m.p.h
55,000 lb.

52,900 lb.

8.260 lb.

131 lb.

78.0
4.4S

129 lb.

124 lb.

63.0 lb.

104
2.05
10.97

691
40.2
5 2

1.95

7.7

>2.4

122.7

American Machinery Market in Asia

EXPORTS
to the Far East have increased sevenfold in

five years, with every indication of continued rapid ex-

pansion. A most startling development in the foreign

market for American industrial machinery is revealed in an

exhaustive report on machinery markets in Asia by W. H.

Rastall, chief of the Industrial Machinery Division of the

Department of Commerce, just issued by the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce. Mr. Rastall for some

years prior to and including 1911 was engaged in selling in-

dustrial machinery in Asia. In 1918-21 he revisited the

Orient as trade commissioner of the Department of Com-

merce, on a special investigation of the machinery markets

there, and found that the trade had developed tremendously
in the decade between his visits. The uncharging East, says

Mr. Rastall, is changing rapidly and profoundly. During
the last three years Asia has absorbed as much machinery
as it would have taken in five decades if measured by the

standards of 1915. Within three yeats, these markets have

absorbed some $178,000,000 worth of American industrial

machinery.
The importance of export trade to the average American

machinery manufacturer is increasing very rapidly. It was

not many years ago that the domestic market absorbed easily
almost all the domestic production, and the rapid develop-
ment of the home territory provided a satisfactory increase in
the domestic demand. This situation is changing, and year
by year it is becoming more necessary to cultivate outside
markets if business is to show a satisfactory expansion.

While an era of depression followed the boom years of

1918-20, indications are that the trade will largely readjust
itself by 1924 and that the volume will never fall back to

the level of pre-war days. Before leaving Asia Mr. Rastall
asked several of the machinery dealers to estimate the level

at which it would settle down, and they replied that it would
not be less than 60 to 70 percent of the volume of 1920.
On the whole it appears that we can expect to export to

Asia during the next few years an average of $40,000,000 to

$50,000,000 worth of industrial machinery, and foreign sales

managers will presumably be justified in developing their

organizations to correspond to this basis.

The details of the Asiatic market, problems of selling, ad-

vertising, financing, shipping, packing, are discussed at

length by Mr. Rastall, who has a wide practical experience as

a salesman in these markets, as well as an expert knowledge
of machinery.

Mr. Rastall is now chief of the Industrial Machinery
Division of the Department of Commerce, and is in a position
to make his report of exceptional value to exporters by con-

tinued service. The Industrial Machinery Division is in

constant communication through American trade commission-

ers, commercial attaches, and otherwise with the markets of

Asia, so that its information is at all times right up to the

minute, and any problems which are not conclusively covered

in the present report can be handled through correspondence
with Mr. Rastall.

The Department of Commerce report is available to all

boiler manufacturers and others interested through any dis-

trict or co-operative office of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce or through the Superintendent of Docu-

ments, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

Boiler Insurance and Inspection.—On page 16 of the

January issue of The Boiler Maker an article on "The

Inspection and Insurance of. Steam Boilers" was published
under the name of R. J. Furr. Credit for the source of a

great deal of the data in this article is due S. F. Jeter, chief

engineer of the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insur-

ance Company, who presented a paper on this subject some

time a«o before the Insurance Institute of Hartford.

y.)

Unloading 11-Foot, 3-Inch Sections of 7-16-Inch Plate, Lap

Jointed Steel Pipe at the Catskill Aqueduct,

Fort Hill Steel Pipe Siphon

View Co.. N. y.)

Sections of Pipe Assembled at the Catskill Aqueduct Which
is Used to Supply Water for all Purposes

to the People of New York



Boiler Manufacturers Hold Mid-Winter Meeting
American Boiler Manufacturers' Association Surveys Current

Business Conditions and Broadens the Scope of Activities

THE
regular winter meeting of the American Boiler

Manufacturers' Association opened at 10 A. M.

February 12 at the Hotel Astor, New York City, with

about .55 members of the association in attendance. A. G.

Pratt, president of the association, opened the meeting with

a statement of the general status of the industry as he had
found it since the June meeting. At the mid-winter meet-

ing a year ago, held in Pittsburgh, signs were evident that

the pendulum of business would swing back from the period
of depression and good business follow. The last few months
of the year have borne out this prediction and business at

the present time in the boiler manufacturing industry is

better than it has been at any time since early in 1920.

Orders on hand indicate that this period will continue well

into the summer at least. The present advances in prices of

plate, bars, tubes and pig will necessarily increase costs.

It is very essential that the members of the boiler manufac-

turing industry keep their businesses absolutely in order,

utilizing the best available methods of organization and cost

accounting in order to meet either continued good business

or a falling off in business.

The coming months will probably bring an increase in

the cost of material. Men for both skilled and unskilled

positions in the boiler shop are scarce, this condition in

certain sections causing somewhat of a hardship on the manu-
facturers.

General Conditions in the Industry

The officers of the association have been active in the

routine and special work of the organization and the scope of

the activities is gradually increasing. The majority of the

members of the association should take a more active part in

the conduct of its affairs, especially in the discussions held

at the meetings. In order to obtain a general idea of the

condition of the industry, the president suggested that

the roll of the association be called, each senior representa-
tive present outlining the general conditions of business with

his company, the size of the plant, the number of men em-

ployed, the status- of production in relation to normal con-

ditions, the outlook for new business and any special
comment on conditions that might suggest themselves for

discussion.

The response to this roll call indicated that the plants all

over the country were working at from 50 to 85 percent of

the normal production. Orders have been in good volume for

the last few months of the year 1922 and, in most cases, the

production for January of the present year was still better.

Practically all of the companies have orders booked which
will keep them active for five or six months. None of the

members were willing to predict what conditions might be

expected after that time.

Under this discussion of conditions, the question of train-

ing young men for responsible positions in the industry was

suggested and this among other vital questions must at some
time sooner or later be given careful consideration. In cer-

tain sections the question of the shortage of unskilled labor

also requires settlement.

Most of the companies are buying material only as it is

needed, very few having provided a surplus during the

period of low prices. The cost of increases in material is

reflected by increases in the cost of the finished product.

Many companies have taken on the fabrication of special

plate and tank work in addition to regular boiler construc-

tion and have found this phase of the industry an excellent

means of maintaining their plants on a fairly normal basis.

A few concerns have gone in extensively for the manufacture
of portable type boilers and steam heating boilers with

marked success.

Report of Secretary-Treasurer

Following this outline of business conditions, the secre-

tary, H. N. Covell, gave a brief summary of the financial

standing of the association and of the work of the member-

ship committee. At present the treasury has a satisfactory
7

balance and is on a firm foundation. A number of applica-
tions have been received for membership in the association,

one of them coming from Canada and still others are in pros-

pect. There are at present 73 active boiler manufacturing
companies on the roll of the association, 22 associate mem-
ber companies and one honorary member. The association

should include in its membership even' important boiler

manufacturing concern in this country and the existing mem-

bership should make even-

effort to interest others in the work
of the association and induce them to become members.

^'iirk of the Uniform Boiler Law Society

E. R. Fish of the Heine Boiler Company, as a representa-
tive of the association on the A. S. M. E. Boiler Code Com-
mittee and on the Uniform Boiler Law Society, was called

on to make a report of the activity of these organizations.
He stated informally that the work of each was progressing

rapidly; that at present the Boiler Code Committee was very
active in revising the Code to take care of the rules govern-

ing the materials and construction of boilers in accordance
with changes that have occurred since the Code was last

revised. This revision will be completed within a month
and will then be published by the Society. (These revisions

have been appearing in The Boiler Maker as they are re-

leased by fhe A. S. M. E.) The question of rules for unfired

pressure vessels has occupied the attention of the committee
for some time, and several public hearings have been held

on the proposed Code. The use of welding, which is extensive

in this branch of the industry, has prevented an agreement
on the rules by the various companies engaged in this work.

However, within the last month or two a series of tests have
been conducted on various types of welded tanks under the

auspices of the United States Bureau of Standards in Wash-

ington. It is hoped that the results of these tests will in-

dicate the degree of dependence which may be placed on
welded tanks and, after the report of the tests has been

considered by the interested organizations, a final draft of

acceptable rules will be prepared by the Boiler Code Com-
mittee and finally adopted.
The Uniform Boiler Law Society has been active in

promulgating the adoption of the Boiler Code in various

states not having already accepted its provisions as standard.

At present Charles E. Gorton, chairman of the administra-

tive council of the Society, is working in conjunction with the

legislatures of several states on various points which have
come up in connection with the adoption of the Code by these

states. In this work it has been found more advantageous
for the states to pass enabling legislation calling for the

appointment of commissions or inspection departments hav-

ing the powers of adopting and enforcing the A.S.M.E. Code
rather than to have the Code in a modified form placed on

the statute books. In the latter case any changes from time to

66
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time that might be made in the Code itself to keep it abreast

with developments and improvements in boiler construction

could only lie made by legislative action after a great deal of

discussion and lapse of time. If the Code is enforced by a

commission such changes may be adopted without the action

of the legislature.

Mr. Fish outlined the points of difference between the

work of the Boiler Code, the Uniform Boiler Law Society

and the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel In-

spectors and the excellent work each is doing in its respective
field. The Code deals with fundamental rules of construc-

tion only, the Uniform Boiler Law Society with the promulga-
tion of the Code and the National Board of Inspectors with

the uniform observance of the rules of construction and

inspection by the states which have adopted the Code.

Massachusetts, which is the only state having in effect

adopted the Code, but which still retains certain individual

rules at variance with similar rules of the Code, is taking

up the matter of revising the statutes to conform in every

point with the Boiler Code. The meeting to discuss the

matter is scheduled for March 21.

Method or Rating Boilers

W. C. Connelly, chairman of the Commercial Committee,

gave a special report on the proposal of rating boilers on

the basis of square feet of heating surface instead of the

present horsepower basis In order to gain an idea of the

sentiment of the members on this matter a questionnaire was
submitted some time ago, asking for opinions. The results

of the questionnaire are contained in a report which was read

at the meeting. This report indicated the necessity of a

standard basis for rating power as the variance was very
marked in the methods used throughout the country. The
term "•horsepower" should be defined and the relation be-

tween it and square feet of heating surface standardized.

There also should be a definite understanding of what con-

stitutes heating surface in the boiler.

In brief, the report states that there were about 45 replies

to the question of how to define the basis of boiler rating,

horsepower or square feet of heating surface. Twenty-one
firms answered that they rated their boilers by horsepower,

eight by square feet of heating surface, 14 stated that they
used both methods and one did not reply. In the case of

watertube boiler manufacturers, practically all designated
10 square feet of heating surface as equivalent to one horse-

power. The horizontal return tubular manufacturers desig-

nated from 10 to 12 square feet as equivalent to a horsepower.
Manufacturers of the locomotive type boiler gave from 8 to

12 square feet, and the vertical type from 9 to 12 square
feet and of the Scotch type from 7 to 12 square feet. With
the exception of the builders of watertube boilers, no stand-

ard understanding of the term "horsepower" apparently
exists.

On the question of specifying the boiler rating in proposals,
most firms use both horsepower and the square feet of heat-

ing surface as a basis. The next few questions were designed
to gain an idea of the sentiment of the members in stand-

ardizing the matter of rating either on one basis or the other.

Most firms stated that they would be willing to adopt the

standard practice established by the majority. The definition

of what constitutes heating surface was brought up in the

questionnaire, the question having arisen as to whether in

calculating the heating surface only that portion of the

boiler having water on one side and hot gases on the other

should be included. Thirty-nine firms favored this under-

standing of the rule. The question of including integral

economizers in computing the heating surface of the boiler

or whether such economizers be mentioned as a separate item

in the specifications brought forth the reply that in most cases

the economizer is considered as a separate item.

In the discussion that followed the reading of this report

it appears that opinions varied in determining the heating
surface on whether the inside or outside diameter of the

tubes be used in the calculations. It was suggested by G. W.
Bach that the committee check the standards of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers and others who have con-

sidered this matter and present the facts at the next meeting.
It developed that the Power Test Code for boilers, which

is now being compiled, will state what constitutes heating
surface and on what basis boiler ratings will be made. The

question of economizers will also be covered by the Power
Test Code. It is believed that the word "horsepower" will

be eliminated from the Code as this basis is illogical as

applied to boilers since the co-relation between boiler and

prime mover has disappeared.

Many clients of the horizontal return tubular boiler manu-
facturers understand the horsepower rating better as a basis

for specifying boilers and the best method of procedure in

these cases is to use the square feet of heating surface rating
and also indicate the horsepower rating at the same time. It

would be advisable to establish the relation of 10 square
feet or some other figure agreeable to the majority as the

relation between heating surface and horsepower.
The committee at this time did not feel called upon to

make any definite recommendations as to rules establishing a

basis for boiler ratings, but indicated that the discrepancy
in practice required action looking towards standardization.

The meeting voted that the committee be continued and, after

investigating the matter further, make recommendations at

the June meeting.

Related Industries Committee

No formal report was made by the Related Industries

Committee. It was pointed out that at the last meeting of

the joint committee with the Stoker Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation the question of power plant manufacturers, builders

of pumps, economizers and the like being asked to co-operate
with the boiler association was brought up. There are many
subjects of common interest between these manufacturers and
the builders of boilers and stokers and a great deal might
be gained by their active co-operation. It would be of advan-

tage to have the manufacturers of superheaters and econ-

omizers represented on the Related Industries Committee.

Since the principal superheater companies are already asso-

ciate members, it is possible for them to be placed on this

committee and the manufacturers of economizers invited to

become associate members of the association. This matter

was referred to the executive committee for action.

Report of the Stoker Committee

A. G. Pratt, chairman of the stoker committee, asked for

an expression of opinion on the value of the data sheets now

being exchanged with the stoker companies. Practically

every case where the reports were being made have proved

extremely helpful in saving delays and alterations w-hich

often occurred before the association actively co-operated
with the stoker manufacturers. The work of the drafting
room is greatly facilitated by the use of the data sheets.

A. G. Pratt suggested that the members present check up their

staffs to determine whether these reports are being used as

extensively as they might be.

Another matter discussed at the last meeting of the Stoker

Manufacturers was the necessity of establishing the proper
dimensions for the diameter and height of stacks. This

subject was referred to the joint committee and the findings
of this committee will be referred to the association at the

June meeting.

Another subject which requires discussion is the proper
relation between the grate area and the heating surface for

hand-fired boilers.

The industry has in general adopted cost accounting sys-
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tems of one form or another in accordance with suggestions
made by the committee during the last two or three years.

In the absence of the chairman of the committee, S. H.

Barnum told briefly of the budgeting system outlined by the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States. A pamphlet de-

scribing budgeting was sent out to the members some time

ago. The basis of suggestions made is that an organization
should be laid out to accomplish a given amount of produc-
tion and, if necessary, such an organization could be ex-

panded to take care of peak production over short periods.
This is infinitely better than for an organization to be de-

veloped for a peak production and then required to operate
at a somewhat lower level.

Before the next meeting it is hoped that an idea may be

given of what the members have done in the matter of budget

systems.
Rules for Inspection

S. H. Barnum also presented a report of the committee

representing the American Boiler Manufacturers' Associa-

tion on a sub-committee of the A. S. M. E. Boiler Code.

This committee informed Charles S. Blake, chairman of the

sub-committee of the Boiler Code, of the action taken at the

June meeting by the manufacturers' association with reference

to rules for inspection and boiler tolerances. In the report
to the Boiler Code sub-committee it was stated that, with the

exception of four changes in the phrasing, the balance of the

report was entirely satisfactory to the association.

Charles S. Blake, chairman of the Boiler Code sub-com-

mittee, replied to this report that the suggestions of the asso-

ciation would be acted upon. A further report on the subject
will be made at a later meeting.

G. W. Bach read an extensive report of the action taken

at the recent meeting of the Smoke Prevention Association at

which standard setting heights for horizontal return tubular

boilers were proposed. These standards were prepared after

a study of conditions in the middle west and cannot be con-

sidered as acceptable standards for the entire country. The
smoke department did not indicate a willingness to co-operate
with the boiler manufacturers or with other bodies in estab-

lishing standards which would be acceptable to all those

interested.

The report of the Boiler Manufacturers' Association on
minimum setting heights presented at the June meeting is

a much better standard for the association to follow where
the jurisdiction of the Smoke Prevention Association does

not extend. If it were possible to influence the Smoke Pre-

vention Association to consider or adopt the standards pro-

posed by the manufacturers, the basis would be better than

their own since the heights were determined for a variety of

different types of fuel in addition to the other considera-

tions entering the problem. The matter was finally left with

the committee to suggest that such action be taken by the

Smoke Prevention Association.

W. A. Drake outlined in brief the status of the steam

heating boiler construction among manufacturers. Few
manufacturers keep data on the various installations made
but an attempt will be carried out before the annual meeting
to collect sufficient data on the subject to present information

on both power and heating boilers in tabulated form. The
members of the association will give the committee all the

information available so that the report will be of the great-
est value when finally compiled.

Standardization and Simplification

On October 2, 1922, the Department of Commerce of the

United States requested that a committee of the American
Boiler Manufacturers meet with representatives of the De-

partment in Washington to discuss the possibilities of simpli-
fication and standardization in the boiler industry. Since the

representatives of the Department of Commerce were not in-

formed on boiler manufacturing problems to any great

extent a memorandum was presented giving the general de-

tails of various type watertube and firetube boilers the mem-
bers of the association manufacture. No statistics were

available showing the total boilers manufactured or the

number of firms building boilers. The export business was

reported as small. Many difficulties prevent the general

adoption of standards since most boilers are made to order

and not on a production basis. It was pointed out to the

Department of Commerce, however, that the association is

aiming in every possible direction towards standardization of

general construction rules and the inspection of boilers as

evidenced by their co-operation with the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, Boiler Code Committee of the A. S.

M. E., the National Code of Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Inspectors and the Uniform Boiler Law Society with the

Stoker Manufacturers' Association, the Smoke Prevention

Association, and others.

This outline of the activities of the association was well

received by the Department of Commerce, its representatives
not realizing that the matter of simplification had been

so thoroughly gone into by the boiler manufacturers.

No criticisms or suggestions were offered and the Depart-
ment volunteered its services in any manner which would
aid the Association in furtherance of its work on standard-

ization.

From time to time the association is being requested to

send representatives to meet with other associations and it

is found that the prestige of the association is very rapidly

growing.
A report on the progress of the Standardization of Bolt Nut

and Rivet Proportions Committee was read by F. G. Cox.
So far this committee has not taken up the matter of rivets

for boiler work but will probably at one of its early meet-

ings reach this point in its considerations. It is felt that the

best interests of the industry will be well taken care of when
this division of the subject is discussed.

Following this, the sentiment of the association was estab-

lished in regard to various matters of interest to the industry
which are being considered by Congress, including the Hull

bill, the immigration laws and others.

Reports on the progress of the National Board of Boiler

and Pressure Vessel Inspectors were read. These papers
are given below.

Manufacturers Adopt National Board

Stamping Service

By Joseph F. Scott

AT
the last annual convention of your association, a-

report of the activities of the National Board of Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Inspectors was delivered to you

and at this convention a schedule of graduated prices was
adopted covering the filing of manufacturers' data reports,
such prices being based upon the horsepower of boilers.

Since then we have communicated with the various boiler

manufacturers who operate under the A. S. M. E. Code and
the secretary reports that there has been a very noticeable
increase in the number of boiler manufacturers who are now
operating in cooperation with the secretary's office of the

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspec-
tors. The results have been very satisfactory from a financial

standpoint, in fact revenues have increased to such an extent
that operation and maintenance of the secretary's office is

very nearly self supporting and no doubt it will be self

supporting from now on owing to the attitude that the boiler

inspection department of the state of Ohio has assumed since

C. O. Myers has once more assumed the office of chief inspec-
tor. No doubt you have received a letter circulated by Mr.

Myers sanctioned by H. C. Witter, Director of the Depart-
ment of Industrial Service of Ohio (published on page 38,
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February issue of The Boiler Maker) and this letter ex-

plicitly sets forth the operation of the boiler regulations in

relation to the provisions of the National Board of Boilei

and Pressure Vessel Inspectors.
The loss of Ohio since the organization of the National

Board has seriously affected the progress of the National
Board but with the additional boilers that will be registered
in the office of the secretary of the Board through Ohio not

only will the additional money received be ample to take

care of expense of the secretary's office but will enable us to

hold a convention annually which is badly needed.

If there are any suggestions or recommendations to be made
that will assist in improving the activities of the National
Board and which are in harmony with the Boiler Code
Committee of the A. S. M. E., such recommendations will

be gladly received. I might suggest further that in the func-

tioning of the National Board with the various manufactur-
ers and others interested should any improved suggestions

occur, the person offering such suggestions should forward
same in writing to the secretary's office. With this method
we will gradually arrive at a point of cooperation in our

activities which will naturally tend to produce prompt results

and overcome delays and misunderstandings.

Progress Report of the Board of Boiler

and Pressure Vessel Inspectors

By C. O. Myers

THE
National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel In-

spectors actively launched its program to secure one

stamp, a uniform enforcement of the code, and uni-

form approval of specific designs of boilers, about 18 months

ago. Today all of these ambitions have not been realized,

but wonderful progress has been made toward securing one

stamp, and not a great deal has been done toward perfecting
the others, as we are moving slowly, making sure of our

ground before going further. With the stamping question
once solved the rest will be easy, as the settling of this ques-
tion interlocks the various states and keeps them into close

contact with one another.

The problem of stamping is one of the principal objects,
and one which needed our first attention. We have given

practically all of our time to this question, and we are

pleased to say that we have a system of registering and

recording A. S. M. E. boilers that no state need fear a

counterfeit code boiler, if it bears the National Board
fac-simile. We have a system of registering and commission-

ing inspectors that makes it almost impossible for an incom-

petent person to inspect a code boiler and stamp it with the

National Board stamp. Every precaution possible is imposed
on the inspector, as we realize that upon him rests the respon-

sibility of interpreting and applying the code as the code

committee intended it.

We are in hopes that before another year goes by that our

treasury will be in shape to take care of a meeting of mem-
bers of the Board, at which time I am sure that this move-
ment will be understood well enough that all the kinks can

be straightened out.

At your mid-winter meeting four years ago I called your
attention to what might happen in one of the code states

without a system of regulation. Two years later a law was

passed in the face of a protest from a committee of

your association, which brought about a condition much
worse than was anticipated, and the department has degraded
to the extent that it is little better than a nuisance to all

parties who must deal with them. Certain concessions were

granted to your committee under a pressure that saved the

department from going under altogether.

I he practical demonstration of what has happened in a
well organized State in less than 18 months should be warn-
ing enough for all of us to know, what to look for should
this happen in several of the other code states. A well or-

ganized National Board will tend to stabilize conditions of
this kind, and reduces the effect considerably.

With reference to the code states and municipalities that
have officially adopted the National Board stamp, it is easier

for me to give those who have not accepted, and they are

Michigan and Missouri. The chief inspector of Michigan
personally advised me that it is not necessary to stamp boilers

Mich. Std., and that all that is required is the A. S. M. E.

symbol. In the state of Missouri it is necessary to have the

law amended, and steps are being taken to have this done.

At your annual meeting last June it was recommended that

the registration fee be reduced. These fees were reduced

beginning July, 1922, in accordance with your recommen-
dations and it has proven that this was a- wise move. Prior
to the reduction of the fees the're were registered altogether
503 boilers by 18 concerns; since then there were 2,664
boilers registered by 26 concerns.

We were operating at a loss until October, and since that

time we have been just about holding our own, and with a

little increase in registration fees over and above that received

for the last three months the National Board will become a

self supporting institution.

While it has been a rather long struggle we feel that the

National Board at the present time is thoroughly established,
to accomplish the work for which it was brought into being,

especially if we are given the wholehearted support of those

which the National Board benefits.

Repairs Under Pressure*

TWO
fatal accidents that occurred recently were directly

due to the highly dangerous practice of attempting to

repair boilers, steam pipes, and other closed vessels

and objects while they are under pressure. We have repeat-

edly warned against this practice and the hazard has often

been pointed out in other ways; but the frequency with which
accidents from this cause continue to occur is discouraging,
and it is evident that this very real danger is often ignored,
or at least receives too little consideration.

One of the accidents to which we refer occurred in con-

nection with a watertube boiler. This boiler is one of a

battery, and had been shut down for a time. In the process
of putting the boiler in service again, steam had been raised

to a pressure of 130 pounds, but the boiler had not been cut

in on the line. A leak was discovered around one of the

tube-caps in the front water leg, and the attendant tried to

"roll in" the cap. The cap was of a somewhat unusual type,
and during the operation it was pushed in, and a stream of

boiling water under 130 pounds pressure rushed out directly
into the attendant's face. The man was hurled against a coal

pile about twelve feet distant, and almost instantly killed.

In the other case, two men were attempting to stop a leak

at the flange of a reducing tee on a steam-pipe line. They
had put a packing ring or gasket in place and were tighten-

ing the bolts which compress the gasket between the flanges.

This caused the steam pipe to pull out of the tee, and the

parts separated a distance of about eight inches. The escap-

ing steam blew one of the men off from a timber on which

he was standing and into a concrete wheel-pit. The other

man was blown from a ladder, but was able to go to the boiler

room and have the steam shut off. On returning to the scene

of the accident it was found that the first man was fatally

scalded. He was removed to a hospital but died within a

short time. It is said that previous attempts had been made

* Materia! supplied by The Travelers' Standard.

(Continued on page 82)
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Fig. 1.—Reclaimed Tubes. Fig. 2.—Split Tubes to Be Made Into Sheets. Fig. 3.—Seams Ready for Welding. Fig. 4.—
The Completed Weld. Fig. 5.—Welded Mud Ring Corner. Fig. 6.—Tubes Welded in Sheet. Fig. 7.—New Section in

Front Tube Sheet. Fig. 8.—Welded Sleeve Flexible Staybolts.



Boiler Welding Practice on the Southern Pacific

Electric Arc and Gas Welding Processes Used Extensively

for General Boiler Repairs at the Sacramento Shops

ALTHOUGH
much has been written concerning the

application of electric arc and oxy-acetylene weld-

ing we have vet much to look forward to, as during
the last few years an unusually rapid advance has been

made in both of these methods of welding and they have

now become recognized as an art very essential to many
industries and particularly essential to the railway industry.

In the tube shop every day hundreds of various sizes

and lengths of boiler tubes are repaired. Autogenous weld-

ing makes it possible to reclaim many tubes which otherwise.

on account of the deep pitting, it would be necessary to scrap.
These are reclaimed by filling in these pits by welding with

either the oxy-acetylene or electric arc; this operation re-

stores them to serviceable condition, making them practically
as good as new tubes. A number of tubes reclaimed in this

way are shown in Fig. 1 . Many of the larger size tubes from
4 inch to 5'/2 inch diameter that are beyond repair due to

excessive pitting are split the full length of tube with the oxy-

acetylene torch and flattened out (Fig. 2). The plate thus

obtained from the tube is used for various purposes. Prac-

tically all the larger tubes scrapped are thus reclaimed.

Boiler work develops an extensive field for both the oxy-

acetylene and arc welding processes. When the inside fire-

box must be removed, instead of cutting it out as we were

formerly forced to do with drills, hammers and chisels, the

oxy-acetylene process is now employed. The work is per-
formed not only quicker and cheaper but with less hard

labor and with more satisfactory results. In fabricating the

new firebox to replace the old one removed we find in laying
out the sheets that form it, that numerous irregular shapes

develop. Formerly the trimming of these sheets was per-

formed under the power punch. They are now cut with the

oxy-acetylene torch which reduces the cost and saves con-

siderable time.

The question of whether the welding together of all the

sheets in the firebox is better than the riveted process is now
under consideration. We have partly welded fireboxes now
in service and their performance so far is all that could be

expected and we believe that by employing the long flange so

that the weld is made between two rows of staybolts, almost

perfect results can be obtained. The welding of these seams

can be performed with either the oxy-acetylene or electric

arc process. Fig. 3 illustrates the method of preparing the

seams for welding and in Fig. 4 the completed welds.

In removing the mudring from the boiler we very often

find the bottom of the ring in poor condition due to corrosion.

The sharp corner of the mudring in many instances is

eaten away. We build up the corners and all flat surfaces

where corrosion has taken place. Such a job is shown in

Fig. 5.

After the inside firebox is removed from the boiler the

staybolts still remain in the outside wrapper sheet. To
remove these bolts the oxy-acetylene torch is employed to burn

the bolt half way through the sheet; the bolt is then hot

enough in the sheet so that it can be worked out by a helper

who uses a short length of pipe for this purpose. This

method of removing staybolts from side sheets is fast and is

an improvement over the old method of drilling them out.

We apply a great many flexible staybolts to locomotive

boilers, the sleeves of which were formerly screwed into the

outside wrapper sheet, which is rather an expensive opera-

•Abstract of a paper presented before the San Francisco section of the

American Welding Society, by H. J. McCracken and F. J. Hickey.

tion. The new style sleeve is ball seated and welded to the

wrapper sheet by the electric arc process (Fig. 6). The oxy-
acetylene process could not be employed on this class of work
as on account of the diffused heat, the sleeve and sheet would
have a tendency to warp. A particularly advantageous
feature of the electric arc weld is afforded through the con-
centration of the intense heat in a small area enabling it to

be applied just where it is needed without heating up so much
of the adjacent material.

In welding ftredoor seams the practice of some roads is

to prepare the door hole seam as ordinarily done for plugs
or rivets and then lap weld the flange to the'back head. The
method followed by the Southern Pacific is to butt the

flanges of the back head and door sheet, and weld with either

the electric arc or oxy-acetylene process. We have been fol-

lowing this process for several years and have never ex-

perienced any trouble with this method of welding these

door holes.

When the bottom of the tube sheet is badly corroded and
cracked it can be repaired. If the welding process was not

available we would find it necessary to remove the entire

sheet, which would cause considerable delay and add greatly
to the cost of making repairs to this boiler. The repairs are

made by cutting out the lower section of the sheet leaving
the dry pipe and header in place and welding in a new sec-

tion (Fig. 7).

Defects that develop in the firebox sheets are repaired with
both oxy-acetylene and electric arc processes where new half

side or tube sheets are applied. The defective parts are cut

out with the oxy-acetylene torch and the electric arc is em-

ployed almost exclusively in welding in the sheets.

Another operation in which the electric arc has been

employed to great advantage in railroad shops is in the main-
tenance of boiler tubes. Tubes are applied in the boiler

in the usual manner and placed in service. After they have
been in service a certain period or when they show signs
of leaking the locomotive is held and the tubes are given
a thorough working, then the sheets are roughened or sand
blasted and the tubes welded to the sheet (Fig. 8). We find

this method has given excellent results.

There are manv other articles repaired in the boiler shop

by the electric arc and oxy-acetylene processes. An example
is a bail for a dragline bucket. This bail came in the boiler

shop broken in several places. We applied a 1 inch rein-

forcing plate on the bottom side and welded it all around on

inside and outside edges with the electric arc process thus

insuring a strong durable job which will stand up to the

very heavy service imposed upon it.

Fig. 9 shows a patch welded in outside side sheet of a

locomotive boiler, also shows new bottom portion of outside

wrapper sheet welded at top edge, full length of firebox.

Patches in boilers now welded in place were formerly

applied with rivets or plugs and the joints very often in-

terfered with other parts of the machinery. The welded

joint overcomes that difficulty, the seams being practically

same thickness as the sheet.

Fig. 10 shows the preparation and method of holding

sleeves while welding, and Fig. 11 shows flexible staybolt

sleeves welded on a locomotive boiler. After holes are

drilled and countersunk to suit sleeves the surface surround-

ing the holes is cleaned and roughened, which breaks away
all scale and dirt on sheet and gives the welder a chance to

do a much better job than would otherwise be possible.

71
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Fig. 9.—Side Sheet Patch. Fig. 10.—Method of Holding Sleeves While Welding. Fig. 11.—Sleeves Welded in Place. Fig.

12.—New Section Welded in Flue Sheet. Fig. 13.—Patch at Top of Door Sheet. Fig. 14.—Door Sheet After Welding.

Fig. 15.—Mud Ring Welding Repair. Fig. 16.—Welding Used to Advantage on Tube Work of This Kind.
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Both superheater and small flues are electric welded around

the beads, which method we have been following in all our

shops for some time with very satisfactory results. As all

railroad mechanical men know there has been very little if

any improvement made in the method of applying and set-

ting flues for the past 30 years or more, and flues will leak,

very often causing delay to a train.

Welds across the center of front flue sheet on 2-10-2 class

locomotives are shown in Fig. 12, the lower portion of the

sheet being new.

A method of applying a patch to the top of a door sheet

is shown in Fig. 13. The patch was necessary on account

of lap cracks and because the sheet was pitted in the knuckle.

This patch as shown has been tack welded in several places
in order that bolts and clamps may be removed. The same
door sheet after welding is shown in Fig. 14.

The most successful applications of welding undoubtedly
have been in places where thorough supervision and training
of welders have been carried on. No matter what kind of ma-
terial is to be welded, or what the type of welding is, the

reliability of the weld rests in a large degree with the

operator.
Careful examination and inspection of the welded joint is

of the utmost importance. There are certain factors which
determine the physical characteristics of the weld. First—
examination of the weld by visual means. Second—The
edges of the deposited metal should be chipped with a cold
chisel or tried with a calking tool to determine the relative

adhesion of deposit. Third—Pulling apart welded sections

cut from the finished product. Fourth—The bending or

breaking test. Tests should be made frequently to check up
the operator's work.

Second Revision of the A. S. M. E. Boiler Code
Continuation of Proposed Changes in Provisions

Dealing with the Construction of Power Boilers

THE
first section of the revised Boiler Code was pub-

lished on page 233 of the August, 1922, issue of

The Boiler Maker; the second section appeared on

page 281 of the October issue. Below a continuation of the

work of the committee on revision is given.
In the course of the Boiler Code Committee's work during

the past four years, many suggestions have been received for

revisions of the Power Boiler Section of the Code, as a result

of the interpretations issued and also of the formulation of

the Locomotive Boiler and Miniature Boiler Codes. In order

that due consideration might be accorded to these recommen-

dations, the Committee began in the early part of 1921 to

devote an extra day at each of its monthly meetings to the

consideration of the proposed revisions. As a result of this

many of the recommendations have been accepted and revi-

sions of the paragraphs formulated.

The revisions which have met the approval of the Boiler

Code Committee are here published. It is the request of the

Committee that these revisions be fully and freely discussed

so that it may be possible for anyone to suggest changes be-

fore the rules are brought to final form and presented to the

Council for approval. Discussions should be mailed to C. W.
Obert, Secretary to the Boiler Code Committee, 29 West 39th

street, New York, N. Y., in order that they may be presented
to the Boiler Code Committee for consideration.

The revisions here published are limited to the paragraphs

appearing in the 1918 Edition of the A.S.M.E. Boiler Code,
and the paragraph numbers refer to the paragraphs of similar

number in that edition. For the convenience of the reader

in studying the revisions, all added matter appears in small

capitals and all deleted matter in smaller type.

Preamble:—Add the Following to the Preamble:

The committee does not express opinions on types
of boilers or apparatus, nor approve or disapprove of

any general design or establish working pressures
that may be carried for specific designs. for example,
should a boiler be submitted by a trade name or that
of the manufacturer for approval of the boiler code

committee, the boiler code committee would not
express its approval -qr disapproval. the boiler code

cqmmittee would, however, stand ready to interpret
any one of the rules of the code as applied to the

Note—Matter in small caps—added matter; matter in brackets—to be
deleted.

boiler, but it would not set the pressure that could
be carried nor pass any opinion in regard to the
merits of a boiler or apparatus.

Par. 1 Revised:

I Specifications are given in these Rules for the important
materials used in the construction of boilers and where given,
the materials shall conform thereto. If, in the develop-
ment OF THE ART OF BOILER CONSTRUCTION, OTHER MATE-
rials than those herein described become available,
specifications for the same may be submitted for
consideration and approval.

Par. 11 Revised:

II Pressure parts of superheaters, separately fired or at-

tached to stationary boilers, unless of the locomotive type,
shall be of wrought steel, puddled or knobbled charcoal
wrought iron, or cast steel of Class B grade, as designated
in the Specifications for Steel Castings.

Par. 19 Add the Following to this Paragraph:

For plates over 1 in. in thickness, where the sheet
is heavier than ordinarily required in order to afford
greater strength of tube-hole ligaments, the butt
straps may be proportioned in accordance with the

required thickness, but in no case may they be less

than one-half the plate thickness.

Par. 21 Revised:

21 Tubes for Watertube Boilers. The maximum allow-

able working pressures for tubes used in watertube boilers

shall be for the various diameters and gages measured by

Birmingham wire gage, as given in Table 2. Redrawn pipe

not to exceed \y2 inch standard pipe size which
meets the pipe specification, may be used for water-
tube boilers for a working pressure not to exceed 200

pounds per square inch, when screwed in the sheet,
provided the wall thickness is at least 50 percent
greater than the wall thickness required by table 2.

Par. 182 Add the Following to Revised Form as Pub-
lished in the July Issue of Mechanical Engineering:

The back pitch of tube holes or rivets shall be

measured either on the flat plate before rolling, or

on the median line after rolling.
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Par. 185 Revised:

185 When shell plates exceed 9/16 inch in thickness in

horizontal-return-tubular boilers, the portion of the shell

plate [s] forming the laps of the circumferential joints,

where exposed to the fire or products of combustion, shall

be planed or milled down as shown in Fig. 8, to A thickness
of not over J4 inch [in thickness], provided the requirement
in Par. 184 is complied with.

Par. 187 Change Pars. 187 and 188 to Pars. 188a and
lS&b and Insert a New Par. 187 as Follows:

187 Seamless Construction. Drums, shells or domes
may be of seamless drawn construction with or with-
out integral heads provided the material from which
they are formed conforms to the requirements of

any one of the specifications in the code for shell
material.

Par. 193 Change Par. 193 to Par. 192c? and Insert New
Par. 193 as Follows:

193 In applying reinforcing plates to the drums of

watertube boilers to strengthen the shell where
the tubes enter, they shall be riveted to the shell,
and the tubes shall be expanded into the inner and
outer plates so that the rivets and tubes will hold
the plates together in accordance with the rules
for stayed surfaces.

The spacing of the rivets with respect to the
tubes shall conform to par. 199 for stayed surfaces,
using a value of 135 for c, and shall be based on a
unit pressure equal to the pressure that can be car-

ried by the inner plate with a factor of safety of 5.

(Note: Where a reinforcing plate is inside the

steam drum it is the inner plate; where it is out-

side and there is no inner reinforcing plate, the un-

reinforced shell of the drum is the inner plate.)

the tension in rivets and tubes shall conform to

PARS. 220 AND 232.

the combined drum shell and reinforcing plate or
plates shall have a factor of safety of not less than
5 in the ligaments, when calculated in accordance
with par. 192, also in rivet connections. when rein-

forcing plates or butt straps are exposed to flame or

gas of the equivalent temperature, the joints shall
be protected therefrom.

Par. 195 Revised:

195 [Convex Heads.] The thickness required in an un-

stayed dished head with the pressure on the concave side,

when it is a segment of a sphere, shall be calculated by the

following formula:

5.5 XPXL
t= + tt

2 X TS
where ;

/ = thickness of plate, inches.

P = maximum allowable working pressure, pounds per

square inch.

TS = tensile strength, pounds per square inch.

L = radius to which the head is dished, inches.

Where two radii are used the longer shall be taken as the

value of L in the formula.

Where the radius is less than 80 percent of the diameter

of the shell or drum to which the head is attached the thick-

ness shall be at least that found by the formula by making
L equal to 80 percent of the diameter of the shell or drum.

[Concave Heads.] Dished heads with the pressure on the

convex side shall have a maximum allowable working pres-
sure equal to 60 percent of that for heads of the same dimen-
sions with the pressure on the concave side.

When a dished head has a manhole opening, the thickness

as found by these Rules shall be increased by not less than

}/% inch over that called for by the formula. Where a dished

head has a flanged opening supported by an attached flue,

the increase of }/% inch in thickness is not required. If more
than one manhole opening is inserted, the minimum
distance between the openings shall be not less than
one-fourth of the outside diameter of the head.

Par. 199 Revised:

199 The maximum allowable working pressure for vari-

ous thicknesses of braced and stayed flat plates and those

which by these Rules require staying as flat surfaces with

braces or staybolts of uniform diameter symmetrically spaced,
shall be calculated by the formula:

P = c x —
f

where

P = maximum allowable working pressure, pounds per

square inch.

T = thickness of plate in sixteenths of an inch.

p = maximum pitch measured between straight lines

passing through the centers of the staybolts in the

different rows, which lines may be horizontal,

vertical or inclined, inches.

C = 112 for stays screwed through plates not over 7/16
inch thick with ends riveted over.

C=120 for stays screwed through plates over 7/16
inch thick with ends riveted over.

C=135 for stays screwed through plates and fitted

with single nuts outside of plate or with inside

AND OUTSIDE NUTS, OMITTING WASHERS.
C= 150 for stays with heads not less than 1.3 times

the diameter of the stays, screwed through plates

or made a taper fit and having the heads formed

on the stays before installing them and not riveted

over said heads being made to have a true bear-

ing on the plate.

C=175 for stays fitted with inside and outside nuts

and outside steel washers where the diameter of

washers is not less than 0.4 p and thickness not

less than T.

For stays at the upper corners of fireboxes the
pitch from the staybolt next to the corner to the
point of tangency of the corner curve should be.

Anqu/ar/fy of Tanqent-
Lines

(fi)

J

<—-/>—:

If a fiat boiler plate not less than $4 inch thick is strength-
ened with a doubling plate covering the full area of the

stayed surface and securely riveted thereto and having a
thickness of not less than 2/3 T, then the value of T inthe
formula shall be three-quarters of the combined thickness of

the boiler plate and doubling plate but not more than one
and one-half times the thickness of the boiler plate, and the

value of C given above may also be increased 15 percent.
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When two sheets are connected by stays and but one of

these sheets requires staying, the value of C is governed by

the thickness of the sheet requiring staying.

Acceptable proportions for the ends of through stays with

washers arc indicated in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14 Revise Sii>i Explanation to Read:
Not less than 2' 2 Diameters of Bolt AS MEASURED ON

THE OUTSIDE OF THE THREADED PORTION but

must be 0.4 Pitch of Stays if (' = 175.

Tar. 196 Revised:

196 When dished heads are of a less thickness than called

for by Par. 195, they shall be stayed as flat surfaces, no

allowance being made in such staying for the holding power
due to the spherical form. If a dished head is formed
with a flattened spot or surface for the attachment
of a connection or flange, the diameter of the flat
spot should not exceed the value of p as given in the
formula ix par. 199 or in table 4, for the pressure and
thickness of head involved.

Par. 200 Revised:

200 Staybolts. The ends of [screwed] staybolts or stays

screwed through plates, shall be riveted over or upset by

equivalent process OR fitted with nuts. The outside ends

of solid staybolts, S inches and less in length, shall be drilled

with a hole at least 3/16 inch diameter to a depth extending
at least J4 inch beyond the inside of the plates, or hollow

staybolts may be used. On boilers having a grate area not

exceeding 15 square feet, or the equivalent in gas- or oil-

fired boilers, the drilling of staybolts is optional. Solid stay-

bolts over 8 inches long, and flexible staybolts of either the

jointed or ball-and-socket type, need not be drilled. Staybolts
used in waterlegs of watertube boilers shall be hollow or

drilled at both ends, irrespective of their length. All stay-

bolts NOT NORMAL TO THE STAYED SURFACE SHALL HAVE
THREE ENGAGING THREADS OF WHICH ONE SHALL BE A FULL
THREAD.

Par. 208 Revised:

208 The diameter of a screw stay shall be taken at the

bottom of the thread or wherever it is of [provided this is]

the least diameter.

Par. 212 Revised:

212a The maximum allowable working pressure for any
curved stayed surface subject to internal pressure shall be

obtained by the two following methods, and the minimum
value obtained shall be used :

First, the maximum allowable working pressure shall be com-

puted without allowing for the holding power of the

stays, due allowance being made for the weakening effect

of the holes for the stays or riveted longitudinal

joint or other construction except hand-holes.
To this pressure there shall be added the pressure se-

cured by the formula for braced and stayed surfaces

given in Par. 199, using 70 for the valve of C.

Second, the maximum allowable working pressure shall be

computed without allowing for the holding power of the

stays, due allowance being made for the weakening effect

of the holes for the stays or riveted longitudinal

joint or other construction except hand-holes.
To this pressure there shall be added the pressure corre-

sponding to the strength of the stays for the stresses

given in Table 5, each stay being assumed to resist the

steam pressure acting on the full area of the external

surface supported by the stay.

Par. 2126 Add the Following to this Paragraph:
The above formula applies to the longitudinal

center section of the "wrapper sheet, and in cases
where E is reduced at another section, THE MAXIMUM
ALLOWABLE WORKING PRESSURE BASED ON THE STRENGTH
AT THAT SECTION, MAY BE INCREASED IN THE PROPORTION

THAT THE DISTANCJ FROM llll WRAPPER Mil M TO THE
TOP OF THE CROWN Mill 1 .VI I ill CENTER, BEARS TO THE

DISTANCE, MEASURED ON A RADIAL LINE CHROUGH THE
OTHER SECTION, FROM llll WRAPPER MII.I.I TO A LINE

tangent to the crown sheet and at right angles to
iii! radial line. (see fig. 14j^.)

Par. 216 Revised:

216 Stays shall be used in the tube sheets of a firetube

boiler if the distance between the edges of the tube holes

exceeds the maximum pitch of staybolts for the correspond-

ing plate thickness and pressure given in Table 4. That part
of the tube sheet which comes between the tubes and the

shell need not be stayed, if the greatest distance [to
the

nearest tangent common to two tube holes when] measured

ALONG A RADIAL LINE FROM THE INNER SURFACE OF THE
Mil I.L TO THE CENTER POINT OF THE TANGENT COMMON TO

MY TWO TUBE HOLES ON THE SHELL SIDE OF SUCH [on any

radius of the tube sheet that intersects the tangent between the]

holes does not exceed 1.25 times the [this] maximum pitch

OF STAYBOLTS FOR THE CORRESPONDING PLATE THICKNESS

AND PRESSURE GIVEN IN TABLE 4 [by more than 3 inches].

The tube holes to which a common tangent may be drawn

in applying this rule shall not be at a greater distance from

edge to edge than the maximum pitch referred to.

Par. 218 Revised: .

218 When stays are required the portion of the head S
below the tubes in a horizontal-return-tubular boiler shall
BE SUPPORTED BY' THROUGH STAYS WITH NUTS AT THE
front head. Where a manhole opening is provided [with]
the flange of which is formed from the solid plate and turned

inward to a depth of not less than three times the required
thickness of the head, measured from the outside, the area

to be stayed as indicated in Fig. 16, may be reduced by
100 square inches. [The surface around the manhole shall be

supported by through stays with nuts inside and outside at the

front head.]

14^.—Staying for Wrapper Sheet

of Locomotive Boiler

The distance in the clear between the bodies of the braces,
or of the inside braces where more than two are used, shall

not be less than 10 inches at any point.

Table 5 Place an Asterisk after the Word
"Diameter" Each time it Appears in this Table,
and Insert the Following Note at Bottom of Table :

Diameters taken at body of stay.

Par. 230 Add the Following to this Paragraph:

In a form of reinforcement for crown sheets where
the top sheet of the firebox is a part of a true circle
not exceeding 12*0 degrees in arc, and is braced with
arch bars extending over the top and down below
the top row of staybolts at the sides, these arch bars
being riveted to the water side of the crown sheet
through thimbles, the maximum allowable working
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PRESSURE SHOULD BE DETERMINED BY ADDING TO THE
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE WORKING PRESSURE FOR A PLAIN

CIRCULAR FURNACE OF THE SAME THICKNESS, DIAMETER AND
LENGTH BY THE FORMULA IN PAR. 239, THE PRESSURE P,
DETERMINED FROM THE FOLLOWING FORMULA, WHICH IS A
MODIFICATION OF THAT IN PAR. 241, SECTION a

bXd3

P1
=z 10,000,000

PXD*
WHERE

b = net width of crown bar, inch

d — depth of crown bar, inch

p = longitudinal pitch of crown bar, inch

D = outside diameter of furnace, inch.

Provided that the maximum allowable working
pressure must not exceed that determined by the
formula for furnaces of the adamson type, in par. 242

when l is made equal to p, and also provided that the
diameter of the holes for the staybolts in the crown
bars does not exceed y$ b, and the cross-sectional

area of the crown bars is not less than 4 square

inches, par. 199 would govern the spacing of the stay-

bolts, rtvets or bolts attaching the sheet to the bars,

and par. 212b the size of the staybolts, rivets or bolts.

Par. 231 Revised:

231 Maximum Allowable Working Pressure on Truncated

Cones, a Upper combustion chambers of vertical submerged
tubular boilers made in the shape of a frustum of a cone when
not over 38-inch diameter at the large end, may be used

without stays if computed by the rule for plain cylindrical

furnaces (Par. 239) making D in the formula equal to the

diameter at the large end; provided that the longitudinal

joint conforms to the requirements of Par. 239.

b When over 38 inches in diameter at the large end, that

portion which is over 30 inches in diameter shall be [fully]

supported by staybolts or gussets. If supported by stay-

bolts PAR. 21 2D SHALL APPLY. If SUPPORTED BY GUSSETS

THE SPACING OF THE RIVETS ATTACHING THE GUSSETS TO
THE COMBUSTION CHAMBER SHALL NOT EXCEED THE STAY-

BOLT SPACING GIVEN BY PAR. 212D. [to
conform to the

provisions for staying flat surfaces. In this
case.] The top

row of staybolts shall be at a point where the cone top is

30 inches or less in diameter.

In calculating the pressure permissible on the unstayed

portion of the cone,, the vertical distance between the

horizontal planes passing through the centers of the rivets at

the cone top, and through the center of the top row of stay-

bolts shall be used as L in Par. 239, and D in that paragraph
shall be the inside diameter at the center of the top row of

staybolts.

Par. 239 Revised:

239 PLAIN CIRCULAR FURNACES. The Follow-
ing Rules Apply in General to Unstayed Circular

Furnaces :

a-1 The longitudinal joint may be riveted or lap

WELDED BY THE FORGING PROCESS, OR THE FUR-

NACE MAY BE OF SEAMLESS CONSTRUCTION

a-2 The longitudinal joint if riveted shall have
AN EFFICIENCY GREATER THAN

PXD
1,250 XT

a-3 The walls shall not be less than 5/16 inches
thick

a-4 Butt strap seams shall be used only where
they are protected from contact with the
FIRE

a-5 The furnace may be of any length or height

Par. 240 Omit This Paragraph and Replace By the
Following :

240 The Following Rules Apply Specifically to
Unstayed Circular Furnaces 12 Inches in Diameter
and Over:
a 12 inches to 18 inches outside diameter, inclusive.

b-1 a riveted longitudinal joint may be of the
LAP TYPE

b-2 The maximum allowable working pressure for
FURNACES NOT MORE THAN FOUR AND A HALF
DIAMETERS IN LENGTH OR HEIGHT SHALL BE DE-

TERMINED BY FORMULAE a AND b AS FOLLOWS:
a Where the length does not exceed 1 20

TIMES THE THICKNESS OF THE PLATE
51.5

P = [(18.75 XT) — (1.03 XL)]
D

b Where the length exceeds 120 times
THE THICKNESS OF THE PLATE;

4,250 x r-

P —
LXD

WHERE
P = MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE WORKING PRESSURE,
POUND PER SQUARE INCH

D = OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF FURNACE, INCHES
L = TOTAL LENGTH OF FURNACE BETWEEN

CENTERS OF HEAD RIVET SEAMS (NOT LENGTH
OF A SECTION), INCHES

T = THICKNESS OF FURNACE WALLS, IN SIX-

TEENTHS OF AN INCH
b-3 The maximum allowable working pressure for

FURNACES OVER FOUR AND ONE-HALF DIAMETERS
IN LENGTH OR HEIGHT SHALL BE DETERMINED IN

ACCORDANCE WITH PAR. 241.

B Over 18 inches outside diameter to and including
30 inches inside diameter.

c-l a riveted longitudinal joint may be of the lap
TYPE

c-2 The maximum allowable working pressure
SHALL BE DETERMINED BY FORMULAE a AND b IN

A; IF OVER SIX DIAMETERS IN LENGTH OR HEIGHT,
L IN THE FORMULA SHALL BE TAKEN AS SIX

TIMES THE DIAMETER.
C Over 30 inches inside diameter to and including
36 INCHES inside diameter.

d-1 A riveted longitudinal joint may be of the
LAP TYPE PROVTDED THE FURNACE DOES NOT EX-

CEED 36 INCHES IN LENGTH OR HEIGHT
d-2 If THE LENGTH OF A HORIZONTAL FURNACE EXCEEDS

36 INCHES AND THE JOINT IS RIVETED, A BUTT
AND SINGLE OR DOUBLE STRAP CONSTRUCTION
SHALL BE USED AND SHALL BE LOCATED BELOW
THE GRATE

d-3 The maximum allowable working pressure
SHALL BE DETERMINED BY FORMULAE a AND b IN

A; IF OVER SIX DIAMETERS IN LENGTH L IN THE
FORMULA SHALL BE TAKEN SIX TIMES THE
DIAMETER.

D Over 36 inches inside diameter to and including
38 inches outside diameter.

e-1 When riveted the longitudinal joint of a

horizontal furnace shall be butt and single
or double strap construction and shall be
LOCATED below the grate

e-2 The maximum allowable working pressure
SHALL BE DETERMINED BY FORMULAE a AND b IN

a; IF OVER SIX DIAMEtERS IN LENGTH L IN THE
FORMULA SHALL BE TAKEN AS SIX TIMES THE
DIAMETER.

[Additional revisions of the A.S.M.E. Boiler Code will

appear in the April issue of The Boiler Maker.]
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That the demand for boilers is better now than at any
time since the peak production of the early months of 1920

was the general sentiment expressed at the mid-winter meet-

ing of the American Boiler Manufacturers' Association, held

February 12 at the Hotel Astor, New York City. Not only
has the business of boiler construction been improving rap-

idly but all signs indicate that the volume will continue for

at least six months. Practically all plants are now averaging
about 75 percent of their normal activity and several show

a production above this figure.

The fact that the majority of companies are ordering
material only as it is needed and not relying on reserve

supplies indicates that the increased demand for boiler con-

struction will be reflected in a steady volume of orders for

material produced by the supply companies. Incidentally,

plate, tank and steel heating boiler fabrication have been

found an excellent source of new business by several

companies.

It developed at the meeting that men are needed in increas-

ing numbers for both skilled and unskilled positions in the

shops. This should prove a great incentive to young men
who have recently entered the industry and to the older men
who have been holding minor positions in the shop. There
are ways and means available for such individuals to fit

themselves for the more important work that requires special

study and experience if they are willing to spend the time

and effort required in training for advancement. As a matter

of fact the opportunities in the boiler manufacturing industry
for men with ambition has never been better.

An important question brought up at the American Boiler

Manufacturers' Association meeting for discussion was the

matter of establishing a standard basis for rating boilers.

With the exception of the manufacturers of watertube boilers,
no common understanding exists of the number of square
feet of heating surface that is equivalent to one boiler horse-

power. Manufacturers of the various other type boilers differ

to a wide extent in their usage of the equivalent heating
surface values for boiler horsepower.

Heating surface in a boiler has been defined as a surface
'

having water on one side and heated gases on the other. It is

understood that the Power Test Code of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers will establish the exact definition

of heating surface and will eliminate the term "boiler horse-

power" from the Code as having lost its significance in

modern methods of boiler design and operation.
The term "horsepower" as a means of rating boilers is

familiar to many clients of horizontal return tubular and
other power boiler manufacturers in specifying boiler units

and should, therefore, be continued. However, the relation

between heating surface and boiler horsepower should be

definitely established so that all estimates for bids may be

made on the same basis.

The work of investigating, this matter more fully will be

carried out by a committee of the American Boiler Manufac-
turers' Association and definite action will probably be taken

on the matter at the June meeting which will be held at "The

Homestead," Hot Springs, Va., June 4, 5 and 6. All mem-
bers of the association who did not attend the winter meeting
should be prepared to express an opinion on the subject when
it is again brought up for discussion.

From the many invitations received by the American Boiler

Manufacturers' Association to co-operate with allied associa-

tions and to maintain representation on the committees of

various societies working towards simplification or standard-

ization in the industries, it is evident that the prestige and

influence of the association are rapidly increasing. However,
there are many important boiler manufacturing concerns in

the country which do not belong to the association and, as

the interests of the entire industry are being served bv its

efforts, these companies should lend their support to the

work of the association. Immediately after the recent meet-

ing of the association the secretary forwarded membership

applications to all present members with the request that

they interest other concerns in the work of the organization.

All companies wishing to obtain detailed information on the

matter may communicate with the secretary of the American

Boiler Manufacturers' Association. H. N. Covell, 191 Dike-

man street, Brooklyn, N. Y.



Engineering Specialties for Boiler Making
New Tools, Machinery, Appliances and Supplies for

the Boiler Shop and Improved Fittings for Boilers

Waste Heat Economizer and Circulating Device

A new waste heat economizing and circulating device is

being put on the market by the Mitchell Boiler and En-

gineering Company, Mitchell, Indiana.

The device consists of a front and rear header with water

tubes connecting them, disposed at the sides in the space

between the boiler and its setting.

All material and details of construction conform to the

boiler code of the American Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers, and the various state laws.

The front header is attached to the boiler by two 2J4-

inch connecting pipes. The rear connections are made by
two 2 ^<-inch connecting pipes from the top of the rear

header to each side of the boiler at the water level. The

rear header is provided with two 2-inch blow-off pipes,

and the regular boiler blow-off is connected to the bottom

of the outside of the rear header. The thickness of the

plate and staybolts confonn to the safe working pressure

of the boiler.

For each tube hole in the sheet of each header there is

a corresponding hole in the outside sheet fitted with a hand

plate.

Each unit is shipped in a knocked-down condition, the

separate parts being the assembled headers, the separate

tubes, connecting pipes, and boiler flanges. Each unit for

a boiler already set is made to the measurements of the

boiler setting. When ready to be installed the boiler front

is taken down, front arch removed and rear wall removed.

The headers are then placed in position and hand plates

removed. The tubes are entered through the hand holes,

either at front or rear, and rolled in as with any other water

tube boiler. The connections to the boiler are then made
and hand plates replaced. The unit is then ready for the

hydrostatic test.

When the regular boiler front is replaced, and a thin

wall built up at the rear to protect the rear sheet from cold

air. the L-ntire unit is invisible, except the hand plates.

In aiding circulation the device functions so that the

water travels from the economizer into the boiler from the

top of the rear header; thence out of the boiler proper,

through connecting pipes, to the bottom of the front header;

thence back through the tubes at each side into the rear

header, and then out from the top of it to the boiler again,
and so the circulation continues.

Cutting-Off Machine Provided With Roller Feed

The machine for cutting off pipe, tubing and solid bars,

made by the Modern Machine Tool Company, Jackson,

Mich., has recently been provided with a double live roller

feed. This arrangement, applicable to 2-inch and 3-inch

machines, feeds the stock through the spindle against an

automatic stop for gaging the length of pieces to be cut off.

The automatic stock stop is of the same general design as

the old one, but is operated from the tube block. A plate,

adjustable to take care of the tool setting for different sizes

of stock, is attached to the right-hand side of the tool block

and arranged with a lug to catch and rock the rocker block

shown between the tool block and frame. As the tool block

is moved out, removing the tool from the cut, the last % inch

movement, the lug catches the rocker shaft and, through the

lever and cam, rotates the stock stop throwing it out 3/16
inch. As soon as the tool block is fed in to start the cut,

the spring brings the stop back to place clear of the work

so that it will not wear and the work can drop away from

the tool.

The double live roller feed for feeding stock through the

spindle is driven through worm and gears from the cone

pulley shaft. As the machine is slowed for large stock, it

also slows up the speed of the feed. The feed rolls run

continuously. They are so trunnioned and connected with the

collet control lever shaft that the in-movements of the collet

iimtrol lever opens the collet and brings the roll simultane-

ouslv up to the stock. A slight further pressure on the collet

Two Types of Water Tube Economizers for Horizontal Return Tubular Boilers
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Modern Machine for Cutting Off Pipe, Tubing and Bar Stock

control lever feeds the stock through the spindle against the

stop. The back movement of the collet lever throws the rolls

clear of the stock and closes the collet.

The collet control has been changed by placing the control

lever in a vertical position, with a toggle action applied in

such a way as to do away with the greater part of the fric-

tion encountered on the old machine. The collet control lever

operates a great deal easier than on the old machine even

with the added work of controlling the feed. Moreover, the

operator is saved three or four motions and one step for every

piece he cuts off. This is evidently an important factor in

working up large amounts of piping or bar stock as fre-

quently is necessary in large railroad shops and particularly

production departments.

Water Columns for Locomotive Boilers

The two types of water columns illustrated are made by
the Nathan Manufacturing Company, New York, and have

been tested satisfactorily under actual service conditions. The

type W-O-A water column (right) with tubular glass, which

complies with recommendations contained in the last annual

report of the chief inspector, Bureau of Locomotive Inspec-

tion, occupies but a minimum of space on the boiler. The

body of the column is drawn in at the lower end and the

cross section is reduced, without, however, interfering with

Nathan Type W-B and Type W-O-A Water Columns, Fitted

with Reflex and Tubular Water Glasses Respectively

the necessary volume of water entering the column. By this

construction the column is fitted close to the back head, with

sufficient room for substantia] connection to the water space
of the boiler. A further variation in the bottom extension of

the water column is secured by elongated pads, thus permit-

ting of application to almost any boiler. If necessary, spe-
cial lengths may be provided for unusual installations.

Another feature of this type is the method of attaching the

gage cock to the body of the column. By doing away with

the usual shank of the gage cock, the distance which the

spindle of the gage cock protrudes has been materially re-

duced. The gage cock is so constructed that it may be re-

moved and replaced quickly with steam in the boiler. The
water gage attached to the column and the column itself are

provided with necessary drain valves for draining the water

gage or the column, independently of each other.

The type W-B water column (left) differs from the one

previously described in that it contains two reflex gages
instead of the tubular gage. This type is a self-contained

water column, comprising within itself the gage cocks and

the water gage, eliminating the pipe connections and joints

necessary with independent water gages attached to the

column. It is equipped with reflex gages, with glasses em-
bedded in the body of the column and so placed that the

water level may be observed from both the engineer's and the

fireman's side.

A special provision that will be appreciated is the bonnet

attached to the upper and lower valve controlling the respec-

tive water glass compartments. These bonnets are provided
with warning ports which will blow at all times except when

the valves are wide open.

BUSINESS NOTES

W. A. Day has been appointed manager of sales for the

territory north of the Ohio river for the Casey-Hedges Com-

pany, Chattanooga, Tenn., manufacturers of boilers, with

headquarters in the Marquette building, Chicago.

At a recent meeting of the stockholders of the American

Boiler Tube Thimble Company, Providence, R. I., the fol-

lowing officers were elected: President, William J. Greene;

vice-president, Thomas P. Himes; treasurer and general man-

ager, J. D. Cameron; secretary, M. E. Murray.

Several changes in the branch offices of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company have been announced by

W. S. Rugg, general sales manager of that company. C. V.

Woodward has been appointed manager of the Baltimore,

Md., office and F. C. Reed has been made manager of the

Huntington, W. Va., office. R. J. Ross has been appointed

assistant manager of the transportation division of the Phila-

delphia office, and W. F. James has been appointed manager

of the industrial division of the Philadelphia office, succeed-

ing R. F. Moon, who has resigned to accept the vice-

presidency of the Atlantic Elevator Company, of New York.

The Uehling Instrument Company, Paterson, N. J., has

appointed Charles J. Schmid in charge of sales in Greater

New York and Long Island with headquarters at Paterson.

Mitsui & Co. have just been appointed exclusive representa-

tives in Japan and China. The head office of Mitsui &

Company is at Tokio and its New York City branch office

is at 65 Broadway. John E. Arnold, 15^ South Fourth

street, Tulsa, Okla., has been appointed agent in charge of

territory in the state of Oklahoma, and H. R. N. Johnson,

917-A Marquette avenue, Minneapolis, Minn., has been

appointed agent, whose territory includes Minnesota, North

Dakota and South Dakota.



Questions and Answers for Boiler Makers

Information for Those Who Design, Construct, Erect,

Inspect and Repair Boilers—Practical Boiler Shop Problems

Conducted by C. B. Lindstrom

This department is open to subscribers of The Boiler

Maker for tlie purpose of helping those who desire assist-

ance on practical boiler shop problems. All questions should

be definitely stated and clearly written in ink, or typewritten,
on one side of the paper, and sketches furnished if necessary.

Inquiries should bear the name and address of the writer.

Anonymous communications will not be considered. The

identity of the writer, however, will not be disclosed unless

the editor is given permission to do so.

Tank Support Calculations
Q.—Will you please publish in The Boiler Maker explanation for cal-

culating the supports required for water tanks as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

The supports in both cases are of angle sections. Size and number of bolts,
size of angles, plates, etc., to be given in calculations.—L.T.

A.—In the determination of structural members for the

support of tanks, calculations involving the properties of

structural sections are applied. For beams the strength is

calculated by first finding the bending moment. Then the

section modulus required in the beam is obtained by dividing

10 Tons

IOV"x8'0"xSV

Ground Levels ^

FIG.I

Cross Beam Type of Tank Support

the bending moment in inch tons by the safe stress of the

material which for tension and compression is taken at

16,000 pounds per square inch. A beam is subjected to

both compression and tension stresses. For a load uniformly
distributed the bending moment is found from the formula:

WXL
8

in which;
W= the load in pounds on the beam.

L = length of beam in inches.

In the problem, Fig. 1
,
where the beams are of different

lengths, say 10 feet for the long beams and 8 feet for the

shorter, a greater load or deflection arises in the short beam.

The load in such a case is determined, in Fig. 3, as follows:

8* 4,096= = 0.3

84
-f 10 4

14,096

The load of 10 tons being uniformly distributed, each

beam will carry the following loads:

On each 10-foot beam, 10,000X0.3 = 3,000 pounds.
On each 8-foot beam, 10,000X0.7 = 7,000 pounds.

The bending moment of the 8-foot beam equals

WXL 7,000X8X12= = 84.000 pounds.
8 8

84,000
The section modulus equals = 5.25.

16,000

From the structural handbooks a channel with the section

modulus 5.25 has a depth of 7 inches and weighs 9% pounds
per foot length approximately.

For a 10-foot span the bending moment equals

3,000 X 10 X12= 45,000 pounds.
8

45,000
Section modulus = = 2.81. In this structure use

16,000

the same size beam as for the 8-foot length.

10 Tons

a'0"xS'o"x4'0"

Bolts _.

Not Size '~\

10 Ton Tank

FIG.Z

Wall Supported Type of Tank

Design of Posts

In the calculation of the post supports the factors known
as the radius of gyration and the ratio of the length to the

least radius of gyration are applied. For structures of this

kind the latter should not exceed 120 times the least radius

20,000
of gyration. The load on each support is = 5,000

4

pounds.

The length of the unsupported section of post in this case

equals 9 feet= 108 inches. The unit stress in the post is

I

determined from the formula 16,000— 70—
,
in which;

r

1= 108 inches, length of post.
r= least radius of gyration.

Assuming a 3-inch by 3-inch by 5/16 inch angle, the value

of r= 0.92 and substituting the known values in the for-

108

mula the unit stress equals 16.000— 0.70 X = 7,000.
0.92

80
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The load on the support equals 5,000 pounds by dividing
the load by the unit stress gives the cross-sectional area of

5,000
the member required or- —= 0.7 square inch. From

7,000
the structural tables the area available in a 3-inch by 3-inch

by 5/16-inch angle equals 1.78 square inches, which shows

bolt Js-inch in diameter is sufficient. Cross sectional area
of J-s-inch bolt equals % 2 X 0.7854 = 0.6013.

0.6013 X 16,000 = 9,620 pounds unit tension stress a
%-inch bolt will safely stand. The rivets in the angle con-
nections are in shear. The safe stress allowed in shear

equals 10,000 pounds per square inch. The greatest shear-

ing load in this case is 5,000 pounds. The gusset plates are

,$"x4"x'
i4l--'2"LonB
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Three Forms of Bending Devices for Tubing

Curved formers are used for hot bending. One of the

types suitable for this purpose is shown in Fig. 2. The base

a is bolted to a substantial frame or table and the tube is in-

serted to engage with the hole b which holds the tube in place
while the tube is bent over the curved form c. In hot bend-

ing, the tube section will flatten a trifle and the outside curved

section will stretch, thinning the wall of the tube.

Using Roller Formers

Roller formers, Fig. 4, are better adapted for this work,

as a more uniform bend can be made without deformation of

the tube wall. The pipe a is inserted between the quadrant
b and roller c. In bending, the pipe is pulled in the direc-

tion of the arrow d and the lever is pushed forward in the

direction of arrow e.

Fig. 3 shows a watertube boiler with bent tubes partially
installed. Where a large number of tubes are bent the man-
ufacturer employs for this particular type a hydraulic bend-

ing machine shown in Fig. 5. The tubes are placed be-

tween suitable rollers and, by the use of a former operated
under hydraulic pressure, the tubes are formed to the required

curvature. All tubes are bent to a templet according to

respective sizes indicated on the band opposite the operator.
In figuring the length of pipe for an inside radius, cal-

culate the length to a radius equal to the inside radius plus

Fig. 5.—Type of Hydraulic Tube Bending Machine

one-half of the outside diameter of the pipe or tube. The

length of the tubing in the bend would then depend on the

arc length on the center of the tube.

Fig. 3.—Watertube Boiler with Bent Tubes Under Process

of Installation

Repairs Under Pressure

(Continued from page 69)

to stop this same leak, but they had not been successful. It

is also stated that the joint was defective, and that to prevent
similar accidents in the future, the entire pipe line was soon

to be dismantled and examined.
Wherever this article comes to the attention of a man who

is accustomed to repair vessels of any kind under pressure,
we sincerely hope it may be the means of influencing him
to discontinue the practice. We know very well that work
of this sort is often done without disastrous results; but there

are plenty of examples of fatal cases, and no man who per-
sists in following the practice can tell when his turn may
come. Neither has any employer a right to ask a man to

risk his life in this way. Delays and shut-downs may cause

extra expense, but this should not be considered where human
life is endangered.



Letters from Practical Boiler Makers

This Department Is Open to All Readers of the Magazine
—All Letters Published Are Paid for at Regular Rates

Firebox Type Boiler Failure Caused

By Low Water

AFTER
reading an account of a boiler explosion at a

saw mill at Edge Hill, Pa., the writer being a com-
missioned boiler inspector visited the scene of the

disaster in order to investigate and if possible ascertain the

cause of the explosion. I first interviewed the owner of the

portable threshing machine type with engine mounted on

boiler shell; 36 inches diameter; 11 feet 10 inches overall

length, estimated from the condition at about 12 years old;

0.25 inch shell plate, double riveted lap joints, 0.3125 inch

tube sheet, pitch of rivets in longitudinal seam 3.25 inches,

giving a joint efficiency of 72.8 percent. The boiler was

equipped with a 2 inch lever safety valve which was found

on the lot near the exploded boiler. The valve stem and

Fig. 1.—View of Smokebox End of Boiler and Tube Sheet

350 Yards from Point of Explosion

Fig. 3.—Defective Fusible Plug in Crown Sheet

Contributed to Seriousness of Failure

Which

plant in an endeavor to obtain information as to the operat-

ing conditions, but was unsuccessful, the owner stating that

he did not know anything about the boiler, not even the

amount of pressure carried or allowed on it.

After interrogation on other points the owner informed me
that the boiler had never been inspected by an authorized

inspector since coming into his possession, and stated that

he had purchased the boiler about six years ago, at which
time he understood it to be about one year old.

I then visited the wreck and found the boiler to be of the

other portions of the valve were carefully examined and
found to be in good working condition.

A mark was found on the lever indicating the position of

the weight. The lever was numbered 80 pounds but as no

weight or ball was found or any other means of ascertaining

just what weight was on the lever at time of the accident it

is assumed that same was set to blow at 80 pounds pressure.
The boiler was blown a distance of about 100 feet into

the air then describing an arc fell in a lot on the opposite
side cf a highway about 300 feet distant from its original

Fig. 2.—Crown Sheet of Boiler and Firebox and Barrel Near Scene of Disaster
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location, and about 25 feet from a bungalow. Part of the

tube sheet was found about 250 yards farther than the boiler

itself and in a line of the same direction as that taken by
the boiler. The crown sheet was found about 100 feet from

the original location of the boiler and in a direction directly

opposite from that taken by the boiler. The fusible plug was
in the original position, but fusible metal was removed and a

y% inch bolt had been substituted, Fig. 3. The crown sheet

shows evidence of excessive overheating, the sheet being very
much burned. No evidence of rivet failure is indicated but

the plates show a clean shear in every instance.

The explosion was undoubtedly caused from low water as

evidenced by the condition of plates. This is substantiated

by testimony from residents, who state that the engineer was

attempting to feed water into the boiler at the time of the

explosion, but boiler ruptured before completing his action.

The engineer was instantly killed and the owner of the plant
has since died of injuries received, while two other persons
are in the hospital, seriously injured. There is no doubt

that if the boiler had received periodical inspection by an

authorized inspector this condition of the fusible plug would

have been detected and ordered removed and a proper type

plug substituted, which would have undoubtedly prevented
this disaster with its consequent loss of life and property

damage. I have also learned since the investigation that the

"engineer" of this outfit was a teamster before taking charge
of boiler.

Philadelphia, Pa. F. W. James.

bursting at all it is usually a tube, and tube
failure^

are sel-

dom serious.

We would like to hear from our readers on the side of the

firetube boiler.

Newark, N. J. N. G. Near.

Relative Safety of Firetube and

Watertube Boilers

In general, the watertube boiler is safer than the firetube

boiler because of the fact that the former does not store so

much water. The late Dr. Robert H. Thurston, Dean of

Sibley College, Cornell University, figured that in a plain

cylindrical boiler under 100 pounds steam pressure, enough
energy is stored to throw the boiler to a height of over three

and one-half miles in case of an explosion. This is because

hot water contains so much energy and because there is so

much water in cylindrical boilers. He said: "A cubic foot

of heated water under a pressure of from 60 to 70 pounds
per square inch has about the same energy as one pound
of gunpowder." This is one of the reasons why the water-

tube boiler is so often given the preference to the firetube

boiler.

Firetube boilers are generally large in diameter. The

greater the diameter the greater must be the thickness of the

metal to withstand the given pressure and consequently the

greater the weight of steel necessary and the greater the cost.

The watertube boiler again has the advantage in that the

drums of watertube boilers seldom exceed 48 inches in

diameter, hence the plate thickness is never excessive.

The tubes of the watertube boiler always come in contact

with the most intense heat. However, since these tubes are

comparatively small in diameter and of great strength they
have a high factor of safety, much higher than the usual

factor of safety of a firetube boiler, the thick shell of which
is exposed to the most intense heat.

Also, in the watertube boiler there are no compressive
stresses whatever. Pressures always act from within, both in

the drums and in the tubes, consequently all metal is in

tension. In the firetube boiler the tubes are in compression
and are always liable to collapse, especially when they be-

come thin or when made in large diameters.

While it is true that watertube boilers sometimes explode,
such explosions are almost invariably less dangerous than
firetube boiler explosions. Watertube boiler explosions sel-

dom occur due to weak drums because the drums are well

protected from intense heat. If there is any breaking or

Oil Tank Explosion on a South
American Railroad

CARELESSNESS
of any kind in the operation or main-

tenance of locomotives is sure to cause trouble. The
following incident, which occurred on a South Ameri-

can railroad, illustrates this truth very aptlv.
The attendant started to determine the amount of oil in

the tank by means of a measuring rod with a naked flare

Oil Tank Failure Caused by Carelessness in Observing
Precautions When Filling

lamp for light. The result was a bad explosion. The rod

was kept in a loose guide in the top of the tank and, of

course, the hot gases escaping around it became ignited the

moment they came in contact with tiie light and followed

through into the tank with the result shown.

The tank was torn from its seating, also from the strength-

ening brackets inside, top and bottom, and made useless for

further service.

Colombia, C. A. W. T.

Condensed Rules for Inspecting Locomotive

Boilers

(Continued from page 62)

there are any leaks the lagging should be removed and the

trouble located.

A monthly inspection report should be filed with the dis-

trict Interstate Commerce inspector and a copy of this report
carried in the cab. An annual report must also be filed with

the district inspector. A specification card and any changes
on it are approved by the chief mechanical officer of the road
and a copy filed with the chief inspector for each boiler.

Any change in the boiler must be reported in thirty days to

the chief inspector of the Board of Locomotive Inspection.
In the case of a boiler failure causing a serious injury or

death of any person, the chief inspector at Washington should

be informed by wire immediately.
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ASSOCIATIONS

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

Chief Inspector—A. G. Pack, Washington, D. C.

Assistant Chief Inspectors
—

J. M. Hall, Washington,
D. C; J. A. Shirley, Washington, D. C.

Steamboat Inspection Service of the Department
of Commerce

Supervising Inspector General—George Uhler, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Deputy Supervising Inspector General—D. N. Hoover, Jr.,

Washington, D. C.

American Uniform Boiler Law Society
Chairman of the Administrative Council—Charles E.

Gorton, 253 Broadway, New York.

Boiler Code Committee of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers

Chairman—John A. Stevens, Lowell, Mass.

Vice-Chairman—D. S. Jacobus, New York.

Secretary—C. W. Obert, 29 West 39th Street, New York.

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel
• Inspectors

Chairman—J. F. Scott, Trenton, N. J.

Secretary-Treasurer
—C. O. Myers, State House, Colum-

bus, Ohio.

Vice-Chairman—R. L. Hemingway, San Francisco, Cal.

Statistician—W. E. Murray, Seattle, Wash.

American Boiler Manufacturers' Association

President—A. G. Pratt, Babcock & Wilcox Company,
New York.

Vice-President—G. S. Barnum, The Bigelow Company,
New Haven, Conn.

Secretary and Treasurer—H. N. Covell, Lidgerwood
Manufacturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee—F. C. Burton, Erie City Iron

Works, Erie, Pa.; E. C. Fisher, Wickes Boiler Company,
Saginaw, Mich.; C. V. Kellogg, Kellogg-McKay Company,
Chicago, 111.; W. S. Cameron, Frost Manufacturing Com-

pany, Galesburg, 111.; W. A. Drake, The Brownell Company,
Dayton, Ohio; Alex. R. Goldie, Goldie & McCullock Com-

pany, Gait, Ont, Can.; F. G. Cox, Edge Moor Iron Com-

pany, Edge Moor, Del.; J. C. McKeown, John O'Brien

Boiler Works Company, St. Louis, Mo.

International Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, Iron

Ship Builders and Helpers of America

J. A. Frank, International President, suite 522, Brother-

hood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

William Atkinson, Assistant International President, suite

522, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

Joseph Flynn, International Secretary-Treasurer, suite

504, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

James B. Casey, Editor-Manager of Journal, suite 524,
Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

H. J. Norton, International Vice-President, Alcazar Hotel,

San Francisco, Calif.

International Vice-Presidents—Thomas Nolan, 700 Court

St., Portsmouth, Va. ; John Coots, 344 North Spring St., St.

Louis, Mo.; M. A. Maher, 2001-20th St., Portsmouth, Ohio;
E. J. Sheehan, 7826 South Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.; John
J. Dowd, 953 Avenue C, Bayonne, N. J.; R. C. McCutcheon,
15 La Salle Block, Winnipeg, Man., Can.; Joseph P. Ryan,
7533 Vernon Ave., Chicago, 111.; John F. Schmitt, 605 East

11th Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Association

President—W. M. Wilson, Flannery Bolt Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Vice-President—George R. Boyce, A. M. Castle

Company, Chicago, 111. Secretary
—W. H. Dangel, Lovejoy

Tool Works, Chicago, 111.

Master Boiler Makers' Association

President—Thomas Lewis, G. B. I., L. V. System, Sayre,
Pa.

First Vice-President—E W. Young, G. B. I., C. M. &
St. P. R. R., 81 Caledonia Place, Dubuque, Iowa.

Second Vice-President—Frank Gray, G. F. B. M., C. &
A. R. R., 705 West Mulberry St., Bloomington, 111.

Third Vice-President—Thomas F. Powers, System G. F.

Boiler Dept, C. & N. W. R. R., 1129 Clarence Ave., Oak
Park, 111.

Fourth Vice-President—John F. Raps, G. B. I., I. C.

R. R., 4041 Ellis Ave., Chicago, 111.

Fifth Vice-President—W. J. Murphy, G. F. B. M., Penn
R. R. Lines West, Fort Wayne Shops, Allegheny, Pa.

Secretary—Harrv D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt St., New York
City.

Treasurer—W. H. Laughridge, G. F. B. M., Hocking
Valley Railroad, 537 Linwood Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Executive Board—L. M. Stewart, G. B. I., Atlantic Coast

Lines, Waycross, Ga., Chairman.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

Tools for Boiler Making.—The J. Faessler Manufac-

turing Company, Moberly, Mo., has issued catalog No. 36

containing a complete descriptive list of all tools produced
by this company. Details of roller flue and tube expanders,
sectional beading expanders, flue cutters, patch bolt counter-

sinking tools, etc., are contained in the catalog, in each case

illustrations, tables of sizes and price lists being included.

The company also maintains a department for designing tools

for special requirements and difficult tube installations.

Oil Burners.—F. J. Ryan & Company, Philadelphia,

Pa., has just issued bulletin IB entitled "Mires Oil Burners,"

containing a large amount of information of value to indus-

trial users of oil-burning equipment. Essential factors in the

efficient burning of fuel oil are pointed out; also the effect

of relative air and oil pressures. Two sets of curves are

illustrated from which the correct size of burner and neces-

sary amounts of air needed for correct combustion can be

determined. Details regarding the construction and operation
of the Mires burner are also included.

Pipe Products.—The products of the Whitlock Coil Pipe

Company, Hartford, Conn., consisting of apparatus formed

from pipe and tubing, or parts so formed, are described in a

conveniently referenced pamphlet issued by this company.
The products are divided into four classes—bent and welded

piping for high pressure steam and fluids, coils of pipe and

tubing which are made continuous by welding or brazing

together the required number of pieces, welded receivers for

storing fluids under high pressure and tubular heat exchang-

ing devices.

Feed Water Treatment.—The scientific handling of

serious water problems confronting both railroad and indus-

trial users of steam boilers is the subject of a brief but

forceful little booklet recently issued by the Dearborn Chem-

ical Company, Chicago. This booklet shows (1) the com-

plete mineral' analysis; (2) study of plant equipment and

operating conditions; (3) expert advice and assistance from

the standpoint of practical power production engineering;

(4) followed up with laboratory control after treatment is

installed.
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SELECTED BOILER PATENTS

Compiled by

3EORGE A. HUTCHINSON, Patent Attorney,

Washington Loan and Trust Building

Washington, D. C.

Readers wishing copies of patent papers, or any further information regard-

ing any patent described, should correspond with Mr. Hutchinson.

1 437,719. MEANS FOR CONTROLLING THE OPERATION OF
STEAM BOILERS. VIRGINIUS Z. CARACRISTI, OF BRONXVILLE,
NEW YORK, AND CHARLES H. SMOOT, OF SOUTH ORANGE, NEW
JERSEY; SAID SMOOT ASSIGNOR TO RATEAU BATTU SMOOT
ENGINEERING CORPORATION, OF NEW YORK, N. Y„ A
CORPORATION OF DELAWARE

Claim I,—In combination with a locomotive having a variable exhaust

nozzle, pressure-resp..nsive means operatively connected to the movable ele-

1,443,878. FLUE BLOWER. ROBERT E. JACKSON AND EDWIN
M. JENKINS, OF PRINCETON, WEST VIRGINIA.

Claim 1. A flue blower adapted to be arranged transversely of a boiler

in alinement with a row of flues, and being provided with a plurality of

i~
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Fig. 1.—Section of Tank Shop Devoted to Welding

Fabricating Storage Tanks by Oxy-Acetylene Welding
The various processes of autogenous welding have become widely adopted in the

manufacture of unfired pressure vessels and storage tanks. The following article deals

with the methods employed by one producer of gasoline storage tanks to speed

up the output and increase the economy of operation of his plant. Many boiler manu-

facturing companies during the past three years have gone extensively into the pro-
duction of plate and tank work and the practices outlined here may suggest ways and
means of boosting production as well as the proper procedure for the men in the shops
to follow in the use of oxy-acetylene welding.

THE
advantages of oxy-acetylene welding for production

are no less great than for reclamation and repair. Evi-

dence of this is presented by one of the country's fore-

most manufacturers of oil and gasoline storage systems who
fabricates tanks of various descriptions entirely by oxy-

acetylene welding.

Production Methods

There are several dominant factors in the production of

light sheet metal products of this type, including the welding

shop layout, preparation of the sheets for welding, welding

practices, handling of material and testing and finishing.

The proper attention to these factors determines to a large

degree the quality and cost of the welded pieces.

The conduct of the welding shop and the production
methods used at this manufacturer's plant are the result

of years of experience and have proven to be efficient and

economical. All material is prepared for welding in the

metal forming department. As the manufacturer has

numerous other lines of metal products besides the storage

systems the equipment of the forming department serves with

equal advantages the other shops of the plant.

Fabricating Underground Storage Tanks

Galvanized iron sheets are rolled along the short dimension

for large underground storage tanks, three such sheets form-

ing the sides of a tank. When the sheets are rolled this way
rather than into cylinders, as is often done, tanks are built

without circumferential seams, a style of tank construction

preferred by this manufacturer.

The end sheets for this type of tanks are dished and

flanged and holes for pipe connections are punched in the

side and end sheets by the forming department. For lubri-

cating oil storage tanks 3/16-inch steel sheets are bent into

a "U" shape on power driven presses. The round holes for

pipe connections are then punched, and the large square hole

is cut with an oxy-acetylene cutting blowpipe.

Rectangular Tank Construction

Steel sheets for other types of rectangular tanks are also

formed by bending once or twice, depending on the type and

purpose of the tank. For small types of round storage tanks

galvanized iron sheets are rolled into cylinders so that only

one longitudinal seam is necessary to join the sides. Neither

the steel nor galvanized iron sheets are beveled or otherwise
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Fig. 2.—Dished Tank Head Ready for Assembly

prepared for welding, except to be formed. Great care, how-

ever, is taken by the forming department because unless the

sheets are prepared exactly in accordance with specifications,

the welders are slowed up and the quality of their work is

lowered by the necessity of working on poorly prepared or

misformed metal.

Layout or Welding Shop

The welding shop is located in the same building as the

forming and finishing departments. The welding stations are

in a row and in line along a crane way, between columns on

which acetylene pipe line connections are hung and to which

oxygen cylinders are attached. Circulating space is main-

tained on each side of the line of stations for the delivery of

formed material from one side and so the welded pieces can

be moved out from the other side.

Welding Equipment
A 500-pound carbide capacity Oxweld low pressure Duplex

generator furnishes the supply of acetylene gas for 18 welding

Fig. 3.— Oil Storage Tanks Ready for Welding

stations, the average number operated at one time. Oxweld

low pressure welding and cutting apparatus and Linde

oxygen are used. To facilitate the handling of round storage

tanks, several stations are equipped with racks consisting

of a track fixed to the floor on which a car travels parallel

to the position in which the welder works. The cars are

equipped with rollers, so that an operator can revolve a tank

in either direction or move it horizontally through its entire

length, which makes it possible for him to weld at any point

on the tank without changing his position. With this system

ever)- motion is productive.
An overhead crane is used to convey the material to the

welding stations and to move the welded work out to the

testing and finishing departments. It is the practice to have

the welding shop work on only one type of tank at a time.

Each operator is trained to weld with equally good results

on the different types of tanks, which enables the entire force

of the welding shop to be concentrated on one product until

the entire production has been completed. This system con-

Fig. 4.—Sheet Metal Tanks in Process of Fabrication
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Fig. 5.—Tank Shells After Welding, Ready for Assembly of Heads

Fig. 6.—Lubricating Oil Storage Tanks of An All-Welded Type
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Fig. 7.—All Seams on This Tank Are Butt Welded

tributes toward better welding and quicker handling and in-

spection with a consequent saving in production cost.

Galvanized iron storage tanks of various capacities form
the principal product of the welding shop. Fabrication of

the larger sizes proceeds as follows:

Three rolled sheets are clamped to a form and are tack

welded into place. Then the form is removed, but the clamps
are left in place until the welding is completed, to aid in

counteracting the tendency of the sheet to expand while the

welding is in progress. The side seams are then welded, a

drawn iron welding rod being used as a filler. When the

sides are completed the tank ends which have been flanged
are welded to the side sheets and then the pipe connections

or nipples are welded into the holes that have been punched.
One operator does all the welding required on a tank, so it is

only necessary to handle a unit twice—the prepared material

into the welding, and the fabricated tank out to the testing
and finishing department.
The galvanized iron tanks shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are for

gasoline. They are built of 12-gage sheets, are about 10 feet

long, J feet in diameter and have a capacity of 10 barrels.

This type and size of tank contains nearly 50 linear feet of

welding.
The mobile oil storage tanks like the type illustrated in

Figs. 6 and 7 are made of 2 "U" shaped sheets fitted to-

gether to form six sides. The 8 edge seams are butt welded.

These tanks are built of 3/16-inch steel sheets, are about
23 inches long, 27 inches deep and 18 inches wide. They
are a representative all-welded product, as the axles are

welded to the sides, inside and out, and the handles, lugs,

fittings, collars and brackets are welded to the tank body.
All welded carriers for batteries of rectangular galvanized
iron tanks are built of 2-inch angle iron. Tanks used in this

are formed of galvanized iron sheets bent four times with a

welded side seam and bottom. Several small sizes of round
oil storage tanks are built of 16-gage galvanized iron sheets

rolled into cylinders. These also have a welded side seam
and bottom. Tanks of this type are for use in filling stations

and garages, for the storage of small quantities of oil.

The principal requisite of a storage tank is, of course,

permanent tightness. The tanks are. therefore; carefully
tested, as an important part of the production. This is carried

en as a separate step after the welding is completed and be-

f( re the tanks are painted with waterproof paint or

otherwise finished. Testing is done with compressed air or

water. All openings in the tank are closed except the one

through which about five pounds of pressure is applied. Then
the seams are gone over with soap suds and thoroughly
cleaned before shipment. The workmanship in this plant,

however, is of such a high order and the welding is so closely

supervised that leaks very rarely occur. By following closely

recognized good welding methods and practices, such as

penetrating the full depth of the steam, building up joints
where additional strength is required and using only the best

materials, a high standard of work is easily maintained.

In all the years that this manufacturer has used the oxy-

acetylene process he has never received a complaint of a

welded tank, leaking, either at the welded joint or in the base

metal adjacent to the weld. Although other joining processes
have been tried out in this plant, actual tests have demon-
strated that oxy-acetylene welding alone consistently produced
leak-proof joints. The flexibility and economy of the process
have further made it possible for the manufacturer to pro-
duce better tanks at less cost than it was possible to build

by the old methods formerly employed.

J MW*i

Fig. 8.—Finished Drums Ready for Shipment



Types of Flue Expanders Used in British Shops
Roller Type Expanders Have Replaced Sectional

Tools for Locomotive Boiler Flue Work

By A. Wrench

IN
the following article, the writer (who has for several

years been in charge of a number of boiler makers using
tube expanders) endeavors to enumerate several types of

tube expanders used in England, for locomotive boilers.

Unlike the practice in America, the roller type of tube ex-

pander is almost exclusively used in England. Many years

ago, the sectional drift or expander was used, but this was
rather a crude tool, as will be seen by the sketch, Fig. 1. The
four sections were not held by a spring, but had to be in-

serted in the tube in sections or held round the drift by the

operator. The tubes used at that time were principally

copper and brass in copper tube plates, and were not beaded
but flared and ferruled.

The sectional expander shown in Fig. 2 was an improve-
ment on that previously mentioned and good results were

obtained from prossering. This expander consists of three

sections of cast steel and a tapered circular drift, the sections

being held together by rubber bands. The cap of this ex-

pander is designed to pass over the tube ends and rest against
the tube plate. This was a much better arrangement than

the solid cap of the expander shown in Fig. 1.

It was some considerable time after steel tubes were gen-
erally adopted in this country that the roller expander came
into use. The general type of this expander is shown in

Fig. 5.

Variations in Design

All of these expanders for small tubes have three rollers

but vary somewhat in design. The one illustrated consists

of tapered mandril, roller box and three rollers. The mandril
is fitted with a long nut, with which to force out the mandril

by turning against the box. The roller box is fitted with a

cap which rests against the tube plate, and which is capable
of being adjusted by means of a set screw. The rolls are

tapered the same as the mandril, with the taper reversed

when in position. The expanding is done by driving the

mandril with a wooden mallet and turning with a rachet.

The expander is quite successful in use and is supplied in

sizes from 1J4 inch to 2}£ inch, advancing in }/% inches.

It is rather expensive and its weak point is the screws at

the end of the roller box, which are continually breaking.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the type of expander and rotator used
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Fig. 1.—Sectional Drift Expander. Fig. 2.—Sectional Expander Prosser. Fig. 3.—Three Roller Expander for Super-
heater Tubes. Fig. 4.—Tool for Rotating Expander in Superheater Header. Fig. 5.—General Service Tube

Expander. Fig 6.—Three Roller Expander for Tapered Holes. Fig. 7.—Three Roller Super-
heater Expander. Fig. 8.—Six Roller Expander for Large Flues
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when working in a confined space, such as the steam header

of a superheater. In this expander, the rolls are inclined

slightly, to enable them to pull tight, without the use of a

mallet, and the cap is secured by screws at the back end of

the tool. The method of rotating is seen from the sketch, Fig.

4, the handle (a), turning worm (b), which operates the

bush (c), containing the square for the mandril.

The expander shown in Fig. 6 is used for tapered holes,

and will expand tubes of various sizes. The rollers are

tapered and inclined and are fixed in the roller box by means
of nibs at each end, which are fitted in elongated holes.

The inclination of the rolls enables the expander to pull

tightly into the tube without hammering and, as the expand-
ing proceeds, the expander passes further into the tube. The
rollers of this expander sometimes break owing to their length
:unl the inclination. It is self-contained and efficient, but

should only be used on tube plates which have tapered holes.

When large superheater flues were first fitted, the design
of the roller expander used for small tubes was followed.

Several alterations were necessary, but the design in general
was the same.

A superheater flue expander of the three roller type is

shown in Fig. 7. The cap of this expander is made in two

pieces and is adjustable by means of a number of "V" grooves
cut in both halves of the cap, and also on the roller box. The

cap is fitted with a ring collar, which has a small stud fitted

in the center. This stud passes down a slot in the cap and

engages in a circumferential groove in the two halves of the

cap. The cap is adjusted by removing the ring collar and

moving the two parts of the cap either backwards or for-

wards one, two, or more grooves. It should be understood

that the grooves are not cut spirally, as a thread, but each

one cut separately. This enables the cap to remain stationary

against the tube sheet, while the roller box is turning. This

prevents the cap from rubbing against the copper tube-sheet

round the tube.

The original size of superheater flues is 4 inches, but after

being in service for a considerable time, the holes get much

bigger. When reamed out to 5,^ inches the sheet is near the

scrapping point. Liners are fitted to tube holes exceeding

4^4 inches. Owing to this variation in size, it is necessary

to employ two sizes of flue expanders, 4 inches and 4J/2

inches, and there are usually two sizes of rollers to fit each

box. The larger rollers can only be used when the holes in

the roller box have become worn. A large size is also made
for the smokebox end, which is usually 5J4 inches in diam-

eter. The large sizes permit the use of the same size rolls

as the small ones, the spindle%nd roller box being made

bigger. The large nut on the end of the mandril of the

=U|>erheater flue expanders is not of. much use as frequently

the distance between the nut and the roller box exceeds the

thickness of the nut. The usual practice is to drive out the

mandril by hammer blows on the nut.

The six roller expander, Fig. 8, is now being extensively

used for large flues. This expander was discussed in an

article by the writer, which was published in the Railway

Engineer September, 1921, and reprinted in The Boiler

Maker February, 1922. It is much cheaper to construct

than the type shown in Fig. 7. It automatically tightens up
on the mandril being turned, owing to the slight inclination

on the rollers and is removed by turning the mandril in the

opposite direction. It is important that the inclination on

the rollers is not too great, or the rollers will become immov-

able before the flue is properly expanded. On the other hand,

if the inclination is too small the time taken to expand the

flue is too great. Differing from some expanders in use, the

one shown on the sketch has a cap hollowed to fit over the

tube end onto the flue sheet, this cap being fixed with six set

screws through the cap into the box. This enables all tubes

to be expanded through the same length. This is obviously

a disadvantage where tube-sheets of various thicknesses are

used, but in England most tube-plates are 1 inch thick, which

allows the use of a fixed cap instead of an adjustable one.

The rollers used are 15/16 inch diameter at the small end,

against 1 j « inch diameter in the 3 roller type. This size of

roller is used for the three sizes of expander in use, only the

roller box and mandril being increased in size.

It has been found advantageous to grind the mandril in

preference to turning, as the smooth surface thus obtained
enables the expander to be withdrawn more easily.

In America, the sectional expander is used extensively, but
this type would not be very suitable for terminal use where

copper tube sheets are used, as frequently the flue holes are

found to be in bad shape.
The three roller expander has been found to be very suit-

able for oval holes, as the mandril will bear on the rollers

as they move out of the true circle, by the mandril moving
eccentrically in the box.

The six roller expander allows the two rolls passing over

the longer diameter to ride loose, the other four bearing on

the tube and keeping the mandril central.

It has been stated that the three roller expander causes

bad shaped holes, but this is not so. Frequently when super-
heat flues are reported leaking in a running shed, six or

seven will be found leaking out of twenty-four.
The expanding of these by any type of expander will dis-

turb the plate, and tend to distort adjacent holes. The
writer's experience is that those holes in the top corners of

the tube-plate are found to be most badly out of shape and
in most cases these holes have only been expanded when fitted

new. I'pward expansion of the tube-plate, and compression
where girder stays are used, account for misshapen flue holes

in many cases.

The superheater flue expanders illustrated do their work

well, but it is not practicable to dispense with the three roller

expander entirely, as this is most suitable for work in rail-

way terminals. The six roller expander is suitable for work-

shop use where round holes have only to be dealt with.

Program of Annual Meeting of Ameri-
can Boiler Manufacturers' Association

THE
program for the American Boiler Manufacturers'

Association meeting to l>e held June 4, S and 6 at

The Homestead, Hot Springs, Virginia, is given below:

June 4—Morning—President's address. Address by H. D.

Sayre, National Metal Trades Association. Appointment of

Auditing and Nominating Committees. Report of secretary
and treasurer. Report of Entertainment Committee.

Afternoon—Golf tournament, etc.

Evening—Round table discussion "Practices and Con-
ditions Existing in the Industry." (A series of questions

concerning practices and conditions in the industry is being

prepared and will be forwarded to all members several weeks
in advance of the meeting in order that members may stud)'
them over, prepare for discussion and, further, thus be en-

abled to make suggestions as to other matters which can

properly be brought up for discussion at this session.)

June 5—Morning—Reports of standing and special com-
mittees including, among other matters, report and recom-

mendations of Commercial Committee on Standardized Rat-

ings of Steam Boilers; the Joint Stoker Committee which will

report on simplified methods of determining stack sizes,

demonstrating how tables and charts are to be used; report
of Committee on Contact with Smoke Prevention Associa-

tion, concerning setting heights, HRT boilers, etc.

Afternoon—Golf tournament.

Evening—Informal banquet.

June 6—Morning—The Cost Accounting Committee re-

port. Reports of Auditing Committee and Nominating
Committee. Election and installation of officers. Miscel-

laneous business. New business. Adjournment.



A Great Boiler Explosion in Old Austria

Battery of Four Boilers Completely Destroyed by

Explosion Caused by Low Water and Overheating

By John Jaschke

ONE
uf the greatest boiler explosions ever occurring on

the European continent happened on December 21,

1°14 at Briix in Bohemia—now Czechoslovakia.

Since Jul) 25. 1887. when the -
1
-
1

boilers of the Friedrich-

shutte exploded, no explosion so disastrous a? this has hap-

pened.
There was a battery of four combined cylindrical boilers
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Fig. 1.—Boiler Plant of Briix Colliery

in the boiler house of the plant Prinz Eugen, a colliery at

Briix. as shown in Fig. 1. The design of such a boiler is given
in Fig. 2. Each boiler consists of three cylindrical drums,
an upper drum 59 inches in diameter, 31 feet in length, two
lower drums each 31J/2 inches in diameter. 28 feet in length,

connected with double flange nozzles 23$^ inches in diameter.

On the upper drum tlure is a dome 31 '

_< inches in diam

31^> inches in length.

Details ot Capacity

Across the four boilers there was a steam receiver. All

the boilers were of 75 horsepower rating which worked at a

pressure of 114 pounds per square inch, at 100 percent load.

The longitudinal seams of the upper drum were double

riveted, all other seams were single riveted. All seams were

lap joints.

The boilers were built in 1899 by Bolrano, Tedesco and

Company in Schlan. All boilers since their erection had
been repaired and partly renewed.

Three of the four boilers were working and the fourth

was in reserve. On the day of the explosion, boiler No. 1

was cold and blown out. Each boiler was required to work
four weeks under pressure, after that time it \\ .i

- cleaned,
both inside and outside. The feed water did not form any
scale but only mud. The steam has to do work in generators
and colliery engines, hauling engines, etc. The steam was

partly used for heating purposes.

lioILER FeEI»I\i. EqUIPMENI

For feeding the boilers an injector and a steam pump
were installed. There were two feeding devices, one for cold

and one for heated water. Each could be worked by itself.

For blowing out, each lower drum had an elbow; the right

being closed by a cock, the left by a blank flange. The
boiler could only be emptied, when it was cold. The blank

flange was used because it could be kept tight easier than

a cock.

On the day of the explosion the boilers were operated by
two men, an experienced fireman and his apprentice, who
was to be examined in a short time. The apprentice went out

at 5 o'clock in the afternoon and the fireman remained alone.

T—

Fig. 2.—Design of Boilers Which Failed
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The explosion occurred on December 21, 1914, at a

quarter past five in the afternoon. The boiler house and

the engine house were completely destroyed. Ruins and

parts of the roof were blown for some distance onto the

right of way of a railroad in the neighborhood. By luck

no men were working. Fortunately no one was at the loading

place and no train passing the plant at the time. The fire-

man was killed, another man badly injured who died

the following night. The body of the fireman was found

in the stokehold standing upright covered by ruins.

The location of the parts of the boilers is shown in Fig. 3.

The first and second courses of the upper drum from boiler

No. 2 were blown a distance of about 200 feet. Three

boilers standing under pressure were exploded, the fourth

boiler being out of the line was turned over.

Boiler No. 2 exploded first, due to lack of water. The

fireplate became overheated and burst. This plate was
seen to be red hot a short time after the explosion. Two
strips of 28 inches breadth, glowed, the space between being
dark and covered with a layer of mud.

The upper drums of boilers Nos. 3 and 4 were pushed
to the right and therefore the flanges of the nozzle broke

and both boilers exploded. Boiler No. 1 was blown against
the chimney and turned over, no crack in it being visible.

Boiler No. 1—No destruction.

Boiler No. 2—This boiler was blown into six pieces, i.e.,

three courses of the upper drum with the dome and the left

I. a 2 Course of
Upperdrum IV

1.2. a J Course of
Upperdrum 111

e£n

23. a4 Course of
Upperdrum II

Left lowerdrum

I Course of
\ "Q Upper drum 11~
NS)
—
Fronfhead

Fig. 3.—Location of Parts of Boilers After Explosion

connecting nozzle; the right lower drum; the greater part of
the left lower drum; the first course of the upper drum; the
dished fronthead; the last course of the left lower drum.

Boilers Nos. 3 and 4—Both boilers were blown into four

parts; the two lower drums; upper drums divided into two

parts.
The steam valve of the feed pump and the injector was

found closed, therefore at the time of explosion they could
not have been in operation. The pump and the injector
were tested and both found in good order.

Two days before the explosion occurred, the feedwater
heater became loose and the valve A was closed. But this

valve was also loose and the feedwater was passed through
the heater in the blowout pipe and therefore two blank sheets

were inserted.

It was a habit of the fireman to keep all feeding valves

Fig. 4.—Details of Rupture

open and to regulate the water flow with valves in the stoke-

hold. He did not notice that the water was low in boiler

No. 2 and so did not regulate the valves. The boiler be-

came empty and the fire plate began to glow and overheat.

The fire plate burst for the length in the solid plate and
not in the seam. The middle part of the rupture was as

sharp as a knife for a length of about six feet, Fig. 4.

Boiler No. 2 exploded first. The fireplate cracked on
the left hand side, so that the boiler was blown to the right.

Only boilers Nos. 3 and 4 turned with the nozzles as centers.

The nozzles cracked and both the boilers exploded. The
steam from boiler No. 2 blew boiler No. 1 against the stack.

Stretching Boiler Tubes 1

By W. Stevenson

STRETCHING
of boiler tubes on repair work or new

work under construction injures the tubes by the stretch-

ing of the metal and may endanger the lives of the boiler

operators or of any persons who may be in the vicinity of

the boilers in the event of the tubes rupturing. The stretch-

ing of the tubes is performed in the following manner:
A sufficient length is allowed at one end. The tube is

then expanded in place, the expander removed and the tube
flared and heated. A long pipe or bar is heated in a furnace
and then placed into the tube. The tube expands to the

point of the least resistance, and when sufficient length is

secured, the heated bar is withdrawn from the tube and the

opposite end is flared and expanded before the metal has any
possible chance of shrinking to its original position.

Naturally, under these conditions the tube sags and a
strain is brought upon the tube close to the head. More-
over, the sagging makes it difficult to clean out the tube

properly.
These conditions can be avoided only in the boiler shop

by laying out the boiler plate so as to allow sufficient length
for a standard size tube. Furthermore, it is important that
a strong back be applied to each head and the tube sheet

properly leveled before any tubes are expanded. If the

tube-sheet flange should be slightly out of proportion, the

next longest tube should be cut to suit the required length.
If a boiler already in service has developed a bulge in the

tube sheet or headers and if the standard size tube which the

boiler was designed for does not come within the required
length, a new tube of extra length should be ordered.

*From a recent issue of Power.



Can the Scotch Boiler Be Improved?
Details of Alterations Effected in the Scotch Boilers

of a Large Steam Yacht with Beneficial Results

THE
return tube marine boiler, generally known as the

Scotch boiler, has had practically the same form for

over forty year.-, and seems to have reached its final

stage of development, but it is hoped to be able to show in

this article that it can be improved in such a way as to in-

crease its efficiency consider-

ably.

There has always been a

tendency to prime, due to ir-

regularity in the circulation,

and anything that will steady

the circulation currents, or

cause them to follow one di-

rection only, will reduce this

tendency to carry water over

with the st^am. Various
forms of circulating devices

have been fitted, outside the

boiler itself, which take water

from below the furnaces and

return it to the boiler at a

higher level, or from the front

to the back, all of which, while

minimizing the trouble, do

not entirely remove it, and

prove that there is room for

improvement in the design of

this class of boiler.

Xow, the cause of any cur-

rent in the water inside a

boiler is due to a difference

of temperature, the hotter

water rising and the cooler

falling, so that the water be-

low the line of the grates is

always much lower in tem-

perature than that between and
above the tubes. This dif-

ference of temperature often

causes very severe strains,

especially when getting up
steam from cold, so that seams
in the neighborhood of the

bottom and back often need

re-calking.

The hottest surfaces in the

boiler are the furnace crowns
and the back-plates of the

back connections, so if no
water can pass from the front

to the back of the back con-

nections, in a horizontal di-

rection, from the level of the

bottom of the furnaces to the

level of the top row of tubes,
a very rapid and energetic
circulation is set up in a

vertical direction between the sides and back of the back
connections and the shell and back-end plates of the boiler,

the only source of supply for this current being the water

below and between the furnaces. It passes over the top of

the back connections towards the front, passes downwards
* From the January issue of The Marine Engineer and Naval Architect.

Scotch Boiler Fitted with Special Circulating Baffles

between the groups of tubes and between the outside vertical

row- of tube- and the -hell plates to supply the rising cur-

rents produced by the furnace crowns, tin- tubes and the

back-plates of the back connections, This current is set up
as soon as the tin- are lighted, it is always in the same di-

rection and is maintained as

long as their i- any fuel burn-

ing.

The necessary baffle plates

(an be secured, as shown in

the accompanying drawing,

by angle irons to the shell

plates and rest against the

front tube-plates of the out-

side back connections, a- a

watertight joint at this point
is not a necessity. Between

adjacent back connections the

baffle plate i> -ecured by means
of stays riveted to the wrap-

per plate of one, and rests

against the tube plates of both.

The baffle plates cause no

temperature strains whatever,
and do not interfere with the

scaling of the boiler. A large
steam yacht, built at Wilming-
ton. Del., had four boilers

with two furnaces in each.

One of these boilers was fitted

with baffle plates, as described,

but the other three were left

without any. When in com-

mission the following results

were obtained:—When rais-

ing steam from cold the fires

had to be lighted in the three

boilers without the baffle plates
one hour before the fires were

lighted in the remaining
boiler, in order that all four

should show steam at the same
time. When steaming at 10

knots, the boiler with the baffle

plates could furnish all the

steam the engines required,
whereas two of the other

boilers were necessary for the

same service, one alone could

not be made to supply steam

enough; moreover, it primed
so much that there was danger
of wrecking the engines. The
one boiler fitted with the baffle

plates was never known to

prime, not even in rough
weather. When cruising, the

yacht would often stay at a port for a week or more at a time,

fires being raked out and the boilers allowed to go cold.

When getting up steam again the boiler maker always had

to do some re-calking to all three boilers not fitted with

baffle plates, the other one never required anything doing

(Continued on page 114)
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Three Views of the Spiral Sheet Layout of a Transition Elbow

Development of a Spiral Seam Elbow
Details of the Layout of Patterns for a

Tapering Elbow Built Up in a Helical Form

By C. A. Chincholl

WHENEVER
the talk or gossip in a bailer shop drifts

into the channels of laying out it generally snags on

the problem of laying out, or developing the stretch-

out of a one-piece helical or spiral seam, tapering elbow.

This is exactly what happened in our shop during the noon

hour of a day last winter while we were assembled about

the flange fire. During the discussion, someone asked the

u riter if he thought he could lay out an elbow according to

certain specifications. I informed them as I had never be-

fore attempted it, I would not say. But I did tell them the

first opportunity that would present itself I would try to lax-

out and assemble the elbow under discussion. The elbow

shown in the accompanying illustrations was the result of

my efforts. The actual size is 12 inches in diameter at the

large end tapering to 8 inches. The laying out was very

satisfactory as in the assembling every rivet hole showed up
fair as a die. It was constructed of number 12 gage sheet

steel, in order that the thickness of the plate might receive

its share of consideration in the development.

Thinking the readers of The Boiler Maker would be

interested in the laying out of this form of elbow and perhaps

prove of benefit to some, I have in the following lines with the

aid of sketches, endeavored to outline a simple explanation
-ii that it might also lie used by the trade apprentices.

Mi ihuii .if Developing the Pattern

In developing the pattern or layout of this elbow it is first

necessary to locate the rivet line or seam as shown in Figs.

1" and 2. This is obtained in the same manner as the laving

out of the helical or spiral on any cylinder. The lines neces-

sarv to lav out the helical seam on the elbow, will be found in

tin- lower section of Fig. 1. They are self-explanatory so

no detailed description will be given.

Particular attention must be paid to the prime marks of

the different numbers, they are of paramount importance, and

must in no instance be overlooked.

By referring to Fig. 1 you will notice it has been divided

into five sections as A, B, C, D and E. This is only to

simplifv the laving out, as the pattern complete will be in one

piece. Each revolution of metal i> here taken as a section.

Numbers to lo inclusive represent the bottom circumference
of section .1. Numbers to 0' inclusive represent the top
rivet line of section A and also the bottom rivet line of section

B. Numbers 0' to 0" inclusive represent the top rivet line

of section B and the bottom rivet line of section C and so

forth to section E.

Starting i he Layout

Beginning the layout with section A, sketch from Figs. 1

and 2, the section marked -I and develop the plan of section

A as in Fig. 3. In referring to Fig. 3 you will observe two

dotted circular lines parallel to each other. This is where
the thickness of plate is taken care of. If the elbow is to be

made of number 12 gage plate, the inner circular line is set

3/32 inch from the outer line. If J^-inch plate is used, set

the line J4 incn in from the outer line. After you have

taken care of the thickness of plate in the above manner,

the outer line is disregarded and the work done from tin-

inner line. The next step i- to draw diagonal lines on the

plan and profile sketch as from to 1', 1 to 2', 2 to 3', etc.

We next must obtain the true lengths of all the lines in the

plan and the profile views, by use of the triangle. No true

lengths need be ascertained for lines to 1, 1 to 2, etc.. as

these are simply one-sixteenth pan of the circumference of

the largest diameter or base of the elbow.

In the plan view. U' to 1 '. 1' to 2', etc., will not serve as

the true pitch of rivets, so we must take the space each

pitch ascends or descends in the profile view. Use this as

the altitude of the triangle and the distance or space between

0' to 1', 1' to 2', etc.. in the plan view as the base of the

triangles. The hypotenuse will be the true pitch of the

rivets.

Erecting True Length Triangles

In erecting the triangles the base lines are taken from tin-

plan view and the altitude or heights sf the triangles are

obtained from the profile. After all the true lengths are

found we are now read) to develop the pattern or layout for

section .1. Starting at 0, or the first one-sixteenth part of
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section A, we will disregard diagonal line to 1', and start

the layout by drawing angle 0, 1' and 1, taking the true

lengths from the triangles previously prepared. We now are

ready for the next space; set the dividers at the true length
of 1' to 2' and with 1' as center, describe an arc; set the

dividers at the true length of the diagonal line 1 to 2' and

intersect the arc at 2'. Now set the dividers one-sixteenth

of the circumference of the base, or 1 to 2, and draw the arc

with 1 as center. Intersect this arc with the true length of

the straight line 2' to 2, using 2' as center. This will com-

plete one-eighth of the development of section A. Advance

in this manner until straight line to 0' is reached; this is the

first line in developing section B and completes the develop-

ment of section A.

Developing the Second Section

We now start the development of section B, taking the true

length of the rivet pitch 0' to 1" and with 0' as a center

describe an arc. Intersect tills arc with the true length of the

diagonal line to 1" using as center and intersection at 1".

Use true length of rivet pitch to 1', describe arc using as

center. Intersect this arc with the true length of the straight

line 1' to 1", using 1" as center. This will complete one-

sixteenth part of section B. Taking the true length of the

rivet pitch 1" to 2" and 1" as center, describe an arc; inter-

sect this arc with the true length of the diagonal line 1' to 2"

using 1' as center and the intersection at 2". Use the true

length of the bottom rivet pitch 1' to 2'. Describe arc using
1' as a center; intersect this arc with the true length of the

straight line 2' to 2" using 2" as center and intersecting at 2'.

This completes the development of one-eighth of section B.

Advance in the same manner until straight line 0" to 0' is

reached. This is also first line of development in section C
and completes layout of section B.

The development of sections C and D is arrived at in

same manner as the development of section B. Development
of section E the same as section .4, so that detailed descrip-
tion of the development of sections C, D and E will not be

given.
In referring to tables of triangles in Figs. 3 and 4 it will be

noticed three tables are shown in Fig. 3 and four tables are

necessary in Fig. 4, the development of section B. This is

necessary in order to ascertain the true lengths of the rivet

pitch on top and bottom circumference line. In the develop-
ment of section A, Fig. 3, we use one-sixteenth of the circum-

ference for each pitch and no triangles are" necessary.

Any misunderstanding that may arise, while working on

above described layout will be cheerfully taken care of in

the columns of The Boiler Maker bv the author.

Master Boiler Makers' Convention

THE
fourteenth annual convention of the Master Boiler

Makers' Association will be held at the Hotel Tuller,

Detroit, Mich., May 22-25. A special committee, of

which Leonard C. Ruber is chairman, will report on rules for

standards and recommended practice. The other topics which
will be reported upon with the names of the chairmen of the

committees, follow:

''Are the new combustion chamber boilers as easy to main-
tain as the straight standard firebox?" Henry J. Raps, chair-

man.
"Finished material (boiler plates) should be sound and

free from cracks, surface flaws and laminations, and no ham-
mer dressing, patching, burning or electric welding is al-

lowed." Charles P. Patrick, chairman.

"What are the best methods of detecting defective boiler

sheets in the shop before going to the laying out bench and

being put into service?" John J. Keogh, chairman.

"Hammer testing of staybolts on our modern locomotive

boilers is now one of the most important duties of local

boiler inspectors. What is the most up-to-date hammer for

testing staybolts? Give shape and weight. Is it better to

hammer test staybolts while the boiler is empty or when it is

under hydrostatic pressure?" J. A. Holder, chairman.

"What is the standard method of applying flues in locomo-

tive boilers ; also in stationary boilers ? Give each item sepa-

rately in its regular order: (1) How should ends of flues

be prepared? (2) Preparation of flue holes in sheets. (3)

Copper ferrules, thickness and width. (4) Give length of

flue projecting through sheet at both ends. (5) Tightening
flues in sheet. Give standard tools for rollers, prosser tools,

beading tools." Albert F. Stiglmeier, chairman.

"Is the use of automatic stokers on locomotive engines in-

jurious to the firebox sheets? Do the firebox sheets crack

more readily in a stoker-fired engine than in a hand-fired

locomotive?" H. A. Bell, chairman.

"Care of watertube stationary boilers." J. J. Davey, chair-

man.
"Steam leaks arid the bad effects on the boiler plate."

D. A. Lucas, chairman.

"The life of the superheater tube and the number of safe-

ends that should be applied before they are cut down for a

smaller boiler." J. P. Malley, chairman.

"What experience has been had in connection with the

electric weld heater?" Tohn W. Holt, chairman.

Nation-Wide Conference of Foreign
Traders to Meet in New Orleans

WITH
registrations already received from 21 states and

two foreign countries, plans for the New Orleans

Foreign Trade Convention, May 2-3-4, are rapidly

taking shape.

Emphasis will be laid on the importance of European
markets to American foreign trade and prosperity. The open-

ing session of the convention will consider a report on

"European Conditions Today," specially prepared for this

meeting by a committee of the National Foreign Trade

Council.

In tliis same session. Dr. Jeremiah W. Jenks, Alexander

Hamilton Institute, will discuss "European Progress Dur-

ing the Year." Some of the barriers encountered in trading
with Europe will be described by W. F. Gephart, First

National Bank of St. Louis; while methods of trading under

abnormal conditions and in the face of depressed exchange,
will be outlined by A. C. Kains, president of the Federal In-

ternational Banking Company, New Orleans.

Delegates to the Foreign Trade Convention will be takt-n

over the harbor of New Orleans on May 5, prior to the

formal opening, as guests of the Port Commission.

Repairing Locomotives for Economy

PRACTICALLY
all railroad shops are now crowded to

their full capacity with locomotives undergoing repairs.
With insistent demands for motive power and with

forces in many cases still disorganized from the strike, the

situation is very trying to the foremen. When work is rushed,
there is always a tendency to neglect details, and for that

.

reason every foreman should impress upon his men that a

locomotive poorly repaired usually wastes many times the

amount that is saved by rushing it out of the shop. Some
mechanics fail to realize how their work affects the operation
of the locomotives, and the lack of such knowledge often leads

to serious mistakes. For example, a boiler maker repairing

ash-pans found that the section over the trailer wheel was

sometimes cut by the flange on the trailer tire. To overcome

the trouble, he raised the entire ash-pan closer to the mudring,
no; realizing that bv so doing he was reducing the efficiencv
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of the boiler and decreasing the capacity of the locomotive.

Few men, unless they have hail considerable experience, un-

derstand the necessity for accurately locating the stack and

alining the exhaust nozzle so that the jet will be exactly in

the center. Foremen should also impress upon the men the

importance of careful work in applying cylinder and valve

rings, in setting valves properly, in fitting up superheater
units and steam pipes so that they will stay tight, and in fact

all work that affects steam consumption. The price which the

railroads pay for coal at present ranges from $3 to $6 per ton,
so the cost of fuel for a single trip with a large locomotive

may be from $60 to $120. Giving the shopmen an under-

standing of the cost of locomotive fuel and the extent to which

slight errors may affect the coal consumption, should have
a good effect in making them more accurate in their work, and
insure that locomotives which have received repairs will op-
erate with maximum economy.

—Railway Mechanical En-

gineer.

Home-Made Equipment for the Boiler

Shop

By C. E. Lester

IN
every issue of the trade magazines I look with interest

for new devices or kinks in shop operation where "the

other fellow" has accomplished results in a new or better

way. I find all too few suggestions and frequently wish

that the other fellow would "loosen up'' with his ideas and

publish some of the thousand and one new kinks that are

developed daily. Perhaps others feel as I do and with this

thought in mind I am submitting a few drawings of some
home made devices of proven worth that are in almost daily
use in a railroad shop. I claim none of them as my own;
however, I see merit in them and I believe that others may
care to make use of them.

Fig. 1 illustrates a large oil heater for mudring corners,

throat sheet connections and other heavy work that gives an

excellent heat. This tool is made from a globe valve body
with some special brass fittings and common pipe and fitting—all of which may be found in any railroad shop.

In Fig. 2 is given a method of mounting a boiler test

pump. The use of a 9 inch air pump bushed down on the

air end for a boiler test pump developed the necessity for

some convenient arrangement to make it portable. By mount-

ing the pump on a two wheeled truck as illustrated the pump
can readily be moved to its destination; the truck may also

mount a tool box in which the fittings, gaskets, test gage,

etc., are carried.

Fig. 3 illustrates dies for pointing staybolts. It will be

observed that the contour of the die eliminates interference

with the first thread on the bolts.

An adjustable holder-on and its details are given in Fig. 4.

This tool can be made in any machine shop from rough stock

or scrap axles or wrist pins and will be found invaluable

for holding on rivets in narrow water spaces such as the

flue sheet legs.
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Boiler Design in Relation to Maintenance

Factors Entering Design and Construction of British Locomo-

tives and Their Influence on Upkeep and Repair Problems

By A. E. Kyffin

IN

tin- paper it is net intended to consider the boiler ir*

its functions as a steam producer, the object being to call

attention to some of the more important details of loco-

motive type boilers in which considerable diversity of prac-
tice exists, and which, while they are but parts of the boiler,

yet have an important bearing on the life and maintenance

of it as a whole, more especially when considered from the

running shed and repair shop point of view.

Tube Arrangement

Apart from the water-space stays there is no part of a

boiler which causes more anxiety and trouble than the fire-
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Fig. 1.—Tubes Shown in a Vertical Arrangement

box tubeplate, and the extent and frequency of the trouble

depends to a large extent on the arrangement of the tune-

in this plate.

Broadly, there are two systems of arranging tubes, namely,
vertical and horizontal rows, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

The claim generally made for the first system is, that by
reason of the tubes being directly under one another there is

opportunity for scale to collect, and also that the steam

bubbles are not impeded in their upward course; but when
the two outer rows are considered in their relation to the

flange of the plates it would seem that the small section pre-
sented by the aggregate of the bridges of metal offers but
small resistance to the flexure of the plate due to the expansion
of the tulies, and thus cracks are more readily developed than
is the case with the far greater section offered at the outer

•Papci read before the Institution of Locomotive Engineers at Manchester,
Englan ,

N • ember .'. 19JJ

rows with the horizontal rows of tubes. This is sometimes

recognized and every other tube pitch left out in some designs.

Many examples exist in which designers have crowded far

too many tubes into the boilers with a view to getting ''paper''

heating surface, with the result that the bridges in the tube-

plate are often as small as
; s inch; this not only leads to

cracks at an early stage, but makes it next to impossible to

remedy such cracks by the usual methods, as there is not

sufficient metal to tap into. A further fault with such

crowding is, that unless the water is very good the spaces be-

tween the tube- are rapidly made up. as it is next to impos-
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Fig. 2.—Horizontal Arrangement of Tubes

sible to wasli out, however ample the provision made for so

doing.

Another fault often found, which also follows from the de-
sire to get a lot of tubes in, is the placing of tubes right into

the radius of the flange of the plates; this practice cannot
be too severely condemned.

If tubes were spaced so as to give say, a minimum of

inch bridge and were kept at least a tube diameter clear of

the radius of the flange of the plates, there is little doubt but
that the life of tubeplates would be prolonged and many anx-
ious moments spared to those in charge of the engines; and
it is extremely doubtful if, over a length of time, the boiler

would prove any worse a steamer, for all railway men know
that a large percentage of the tubes can be plugged before

the steaming capacity drops.
Tubes are often placed too near the bottom of the barrel,

with the result that washing out cannot be satisfactorily
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done and the circulation of the water along the bottom of

the barrel into the front leu of the firebox is impeded; in

most cases the bottom row and the outer tidies of the row

above could be left out with advantage.

namely, the provision of what are practically longitudinal

stays between the tube plates along the barrel bottom; this

system, however, makes the washing out of the barrel more
difficult and the stays are difficult to replace.

With the growth of boilers the practice of providing stavs

to the tube [dates in the tube area has increased to some ex-

tent, these being usually in the form of solid rods, although

stay tubes, after marine practice, are sometimes found. Th«

Fig. 3.—Firebox Stayed Direct to Shell with Straight Bolts Fig. 5.—Two Methods of Staying Without Screwed Stays

The last mentioned arrangement, which is hv no means

unknown, brings out in an acute degree the question of palm
Stays to the tubeplate, as the distance between the top row
of water-space stays and the nearest tubes is considerable.

Although there are instances of boilers without palm stays,
their place being taken by combining a small radius in the

throat plate and the raising of the top row of water-space

stays to the utmost, yet in most cases they are used in some

form, hut their record of breakage is very high and many
different forms have been evolved to mitigate the trouble,
siu It as anchoring them several feet away from the tubeplate
to give flexibility, and even of articulating them. In some

designs the forged stay, into which the copper stay is screwed,

stops short of the tubeplate by 1-inch or even more, whereas
in other examples the forged stay is brought right up to the

plate, each form having its advocate.

Another practice in palm stays is used on a few railways,

need for such stays is questionable in view of the enormous

holding power of tubes, and it would be valuable informa-

tion if evidence could l>e produced that tube leakage had

been reduced or the life of the tube plate prolonged by their

use.

Water Space Stays

Many efforts have been made by designers to either

eliminate or render these less liable to breakage, the best

^ ^
Fig. 4.—With Direct Stays an Arch Crown is Advisable Fig. 6.—Alternative Method of Staying
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known of the devices for doing away with stays being the

Jacob-Schupert firebox; but as this form of construction does

not lend itself to fireboxes carried between the frames it need

not be considered in connection with British locomotives.

Concerning the second class, in American practice, to some

Fig. 7.—Type of Stays to Provide for Vertical Expansion

extent at least, flexible stays of the Tate type are fitted either

to the whole firebox or more commonly to the breakage area.

To the best of the author's belief, these have not been tried

in Great Britain, and it would be interesting to know why.
Locomotive engineers seem to have settled down to the

practice, with copper fireboxes, of using plain copper stays,

but there is by no means any standard as regards the

diameter of such and areas supported by them. When boiler

pressures were about 160 pounds, the usual rule was to use
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about 1-inch diameter stays supporting an area of about 16

square inches, but with the rise in pressures the area has

naturally been reduced and in some cases l,J^-inch diameter

stays used, either throughout the firebox or in the top rows;

but it is questionable whether the latter is advisable, as it

means that a very large stay has to be put in for renewals,

and even a lj^j-inch stay is a comparatively rigid bar which

offers considerable resistance to the bending action imposed

by the upward expansion of the firebox. It would be in-

structive if two boilers were made identical in all respects,

saving that one should have, say, 1-inch stays spaced as

widely as possible, and the other, say, J4~inch stays spaced to

suit the permissible tensile stress on the stays and a record

kept over a period of the stay failures and the extent of the

bulging of the plates.

It is highly desirable that water-space stays be made as

long as possible, even if the firebox width, and therefore

the number of tubes, suffer slightly; also more considera-

tion should be given than is often the case to the angle at

which the stays enter the copper plate, as a bad angle of

entry tends towards leaky stays.

An interesting method of endeavoring to mitigate the

breakage of stays in the area at the top front corners of the

side plates is employed by two large railways the author is

acquainted with, namely, the provision of an additional stay

Fig. 8.—Another Method of Staying for Expansion

Fig. 9.—Firebox Stays Arranged in Groups

in the center of each ordinary spacing (see Fig. 8); but this

arrangement would appear only to have the effect of render-

ing this area very rigid.

In the boilers of many locomotives built in this country
for overseas lines the water-space stays have detector holes

about j/g-inch diameter drilled in them, either for a distance

of about 1^4 incn—that ' s
>

iar enough to bring the hole

into the water space^
—or else drilled right through and the

outer end laid over or filled with a copper plug. Provided

the water is reasonably good, these holes show the presence
of fractured stays, but with water which rapidly deposits

scale the fracture, which ordinarily is of slow development, is

filled up as it grows and the object of the hole is defeated.

On the question of whether it is best to turn the threads

off the portion of the stays between the inner and outer plate

or to retain them opinions differ, as many engineers adopt
the one form and many the other, but it seems reasonable to

argue that the turned-down stay is the more flexible, and is

also less liable to collect scale.

The pitch of stays in relation to the flanges of the tubes

and door plates, foundation and firehole rings, requires at-

tention, and many examples can be found in which the stays

are brought unnecessarily close to such parts, thus prevent-

ing the firebox from breathing freely and also providing areas

in which scale can readily accumulate, but from which it is

difficult to clean it.

Firebox Crown Stays

Even at this late day locomotive engineers have not decided

the question as to whether the Belpaire form is the best or

not; thus while many large boilers of this type are built,
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there is also a large number of the round-topped variety;

but if the latter gives perfect results, why do engineers con-

tinue to build the Belpaire box. which is undoubtedly
heavier and more expensive? The answer to the question
whether one type is better than the other can only be given

by engineers who have both types under their supervision as

regards running and repairs.
The roof bar or girder stay, while far from dead, is not

so much used—for main line engines
—as before; it is heavy,

and it cannot be denied that it seriously hinders the cleaning
of the firebox top and is an admirable collector of scale. The
alternative is, of course, the direct stay commonly in the form

of a bolt screwed into the steel firebox -hell top and the

copper plate, being riveted over at the steel plate and nutted

under the copper (see Fig. 3); but it is not unusual to have

nuts both above and below the latter.

If plain direct stays are used, it is good practice to arch

the crown of the copper box and arrange the stays radially
so as to get as many full threads of the stays in both plates,
but especially in the steel plate, as the stay end is riveted over

at that end. Fig. 4, which gives the cross section of the two

lxxxes—one with radial stays and the other with vertical stays,

There are many other forms of roof stays devised to

obviate the disadvantages of screwing the stays into the outer

plate, some of which are shown in the accompanying sketo

Figs. 5 and 6. These all have their good features, but all are

more expensive than the plain stay.

It is usual to provide for the upward expansion of the

tubeplate by arranging for the front two, three or even four

rows of vertical stays to have a certain amount of free ver-

tical movement, most commonly by attaching them in groups
of twos or threes in a tee sling supported from the outer

wrapper plates, Figs. 7 and 8; there are, of course, other

devices such as the provision of a few rows of stays of the

types shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Cases are not uncommon in

which such expansion stays are fitted above the back or door

plates of fireboxes, but as this plate is rigidly attached to

the shell plate by the firehole, the need for such flexible stays
is questionable. One British railway, at least, builds all its

boilers with the firebox crown stavs slunt; in groups, as in

Fig. 9.

( To be continued)

Second Revision of the A. S. M. E. Boiler Code
Continuation of Proposed Changes in Provisions

Dealing with the Construction of Power Boilers

THE
first section of the revised Boiler Code was pub-

lished on page 233 of the August, 1922, issue of

The Boiler Maker; the second section appeared on

page 281 of the October issue; and the third on page 73, of

the March issue. Below a continuation of the work of the

committee on revision is given.
In the course of the Boiler Code Committee's work during

the past four years, many suggestions have been received for

revisions of the Power Boiler Section of the Code, as a result

of the interpretations issued and also of the formulation of

the Locomotive Boiler and Miniature Boiler Codes. In order

that due consideration might be accorded to these recommen-

dations, the Committee began in the early part of 1921 to

devote an extra day at each of its monthly meetings to the

consideration of the proposed revisions. As a result of this

many of the recommendations have been accepted and revi-

sions of the paragraphs formulated.

The revisions which have met the approval of the Boiler

Code Committee are here published. It is the request of the

Committee that these revisions be fully and freely discussed

so that it may be possible for anyone to suggest changes be-

fore the rules are brought to final form and presented to the

Council for approval. Discussions should be mailed to C. W.
Obert, Secretary to the Boiler Code Committee, 29 West 39th

street. New York, N. Y., in order that they may be presented
to the Boiler Code Committee for consideration.

The revisions here published are limited to the paragraphs

appearing in the 1918 Edition of the A. S. M. E. Boiler Code,
and the paragraph numbers refer to the paragraphs of similar

number in that edition. For the convenience of the reader

in studying the revisions, all added matter appears in small

capitals and all deleted matter in smaller type.

Par. 248 Combine this Paragraph with Par. 249 and
Insert Following New Paragraph:

Cutting op Plates

248 Plates may be cut by machining, punching,
shearing or cutting by the electric arc or gas, pro-
vided enough metal is left at any unfinished edges to

meet the requirements of pars. 249, 253, and 257.

Par. 250 Revised:

250 A firetube boiler with tubes under 5 inches
diameter shall have the [both] ends of the tubes firmly

[substantially] rolled and beaded, or rolled and welded at the

firebox or combustion-chamber end, and rolled and beaded
AT THE OTHER END. In THE CASE OF TUBES UNDER 1J4
INCHES DIAMETER, THE TUBES MAY BE EXPANDED BY THE
PROSSER METHOD IN PLACE OF ROLLING. In THE CASE OF
TUBES 5 INCHES IN DIAMETER AND OVER, THE TUBES SHALL
BE SECURED BY RIVETING OR OTHER APPROVED METHOD AT
BOTH ENDS. If WELDED, THE WELDING SHALL BE AROUND
THE EDGE OF THE BEAD OR IF THE TUBE IS NOT BEADED THE
TUBE SHEET SHALL BE CHAMFERED OR RECESSED TO A DEPTH
AT LEAST EQUAL TO THE THICKNESS OF THE TUBE. In NO
case shall the tube end extend more than y% inch
beyond the tube sheet.

Par. 251 Revised:

251 The ends of all tubes, suspension tubes and nipples
shall be flared not less than l

/% inch over the diameter of the

tube hole on all watertube boilers and superheaters, or they

may be flared not less than }i inch, rolled and beaded, or

flared, rolled and welded. Where special redrawn pipe

as provided in Par. 21 is used for tubes in watertube
boilers, the minimum number of threads shall con-
form with the values given in table 8. the closed
ends of the stub tubes shall be welded by the forging
PROCESS.

Fig. 20 Change Note at Bottom of Figure to Read:
Dimensions of finished heads may be larger or 1/10

smaller than those shown. Fillets under heads may be used

but are not required. Change Caption to Read: Accept-
able Forms of finished Rivet Heads.

Par. 253 Revised:

253 Drilling of Holes. All holes in braces, lugs and
SHEETS FOR RTVETS OR STAYBOLTS SHALL BE DRILLED, OR

THEY MAY BE PUNCHED, AT LEAST % INCH LESS THAN FULL
DIAMETER FOR MATERLAL NOT MORE THAN 5/16 INCH THICK,
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and at least % inch less than full dumeter for

thicker material, not more than 5 s inch thick.

Holes shall not be punched in material more than

fs inch thick.

For finishing the rivet holes, the plates, butt

straps, braces, heads and lugs shall be firmly bolted

in position by tack bolts, foe final drilling or ream-
ing to full diameter.

the finished holes musi b] i rue. clean and con-

CENTRIC.

Far. 255 Revised:

255 Rivets. Rivets shall be of sufficient length to com-

pletelv fill the rivet holes and form heads at least equal in

strength to the bodies of the rivets. Forms of finished rivet

heads that will be acceptable are shown in Fig. 20.

Par. 256 Revised:

256 Rivets shall be so driven AS [machine-driven
wherever possible with sufficient pressure] to fill the [rivet]

holes preferably by a machine which maintains the
PRESSURE UNTIL NO PART OF THE HEAD SHOWS RED IN DAY-

LIGHT [and shall be allowed to cool and shrink under pressure].

Barrel pins fitting the holes and tack bolts to hold the plates

firmly together shall be used. A rivet shall be driven each

side of each tack bolt before removing the tack bolt.

Tar. 257 Revised:

25 7 Calking. The calking edges of plates, butt straps

and heads shall be beveled to an angle not sharper than 70

degrees to the plane of the plate, and as near thereto as prac-

ticable. Every portion of the unfinished [sheared] surfaces

of the calking edges of plates, butt straps and heads shall be

planed, milled or chipped to a depth of not less than l4 inch.

Calking shall be done with a [roundnosed] tool of such

form that there is no danger of scoring or damaging

the plate underneath the calking edge.

Par. 258 Revised:

258 Manholes and Handholes. An elliptical manhole

opening shall be not less than 11 by 15 inches, or 10 by
16 inches in size. A circular manhole opening shall be not

less than 15 inches in diameter. A handhole opening in

the shell or a boiler or drum, the greatest dimension of

which exceeds 6 inches, shall be reinforced in accordant e

with the rules for manhole-.

Par. 260 Revised:

260 Manhole frames on shell.- or drums when used shall

have the proper curvature, and on boilers over 4^ inches in

diameter shall be riveted to the shell or drum with two rows

of rivets, which may be pitched as shown in Fig. 21. The

strength of manhole frames and reinforcing rings shall be at

least equal to the tensile strength (required by par. 180)
of the maximum amount of the shell plate removed by the

opening and rivet holes for the reinforcement on any line

parallel to the longitudinal axis of the shell through the

manhole, or other opening. When a flanged manhole
frame is used the flanged portion of the frame may
be considered as reinforcement up to a height (h) of

three times the flange thickness (see FIG. 20^4).

Par. 261 Revised:

261 The strength of the rivets in shear on each side of a

manhole frame or reinforcing ring shall be at least equal to

the tensile strength of the maximum amount of the shell plate-

removed by the opening and rivet holes for the reinforce-

ment on any line parallel to the longitudinal axis of the shell,

through the manhole, or other opening, such as those cut
for steel nozzles and boiler flanc.es, oyer 3-inch pipe

size.

Par. 268 Revised:

268 Threaded Openings. All pipe threads shall con-

form TO THE AMERICAN PIPE STANDARD AND ALL [a pipe]

connections 1 inch in diameter or over shall have not less

than the number of threads given in Table 8.

If the thickness of the material in the boiler is not sufficient

to give such number of threads, the opening shall be rein-

forced by a pressed steel, cast steel, or bronze composition

flange, or plate, so as to provide the required number of

threads.

When the maximum allowable working pressure exceeds

100 pounds per square inch, a nozzle or saddle flange

[connection] riveted to the boiler to receive a flanged fitting

E

h=5t

A\- -i-
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(<•) </ The weight of steam discharged in pounds per hour

at a pressure 3 percent highei than that for which the valve

is set to blow

(/) e A.S.M.E. Std.

1'ak. 274 Revised:
274 The minimum AGGREGATE

1

1 . >t :i 1

J relieving capacity
of all of the safety valve or valves required on a boiler shall

be ma less than that determined on the basis of 6 pounds of

.-team per hour per square foot "f boiler heating surface for

watertubc boiler-. For all other types of power boilers, the

total relieving capacity shall be not less than that determined

on the basis of 5 pounds of steam per hour per square foot

of boiler heating surface. In many cases a greater re-

1.HYING CAPACm "I SAFI i\ valves will have to be pro-

VTJDED THAN THE MINIMUM SPECIFIED HV THIS RULE AND IN

EVERY CASE THE REQUIREMENT OF PAR. 270 SHALL HOLD.

[For boilers with maximum allowable working pressures above
1U0 pounds and on the basis of 3 pounds of steam per hour per

square foot of boiler heating surface for boilers with maximum
allowable working pressures at or below 100 pounds per square

inch.]

The heating surface shall be computed for that side of

the boiler surface exposed to the products of combustion, ex-

clusive of the superheating surface. In computing the heat-

ing surface for this purpose, only the tubes, fireboxes, shell,

tube sheets and the projected area of headers need be con-

sidered. The minimum number and size of safety valves re-

quired shall be determined on the basis of the total relieving

capacity and the relieving capacity marked on the valves by
the manufacturer. Where hie firing conditions are

CHANGED TO INCREASE THE RATE OF STEAM GENERATION,
THE SAFETY VALVE CAPACITY SHALL BE INCREASED TO MEET
THE NEW" CONDI III INS AND BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH PAR.

270.

Tar. 275 Revised:
275 if the safety valve capacity cannot' be com-

puted, or if it is desirable to prove the computations,
IT [Safety

valve capacity] mav be checked in any one of the

three following ways, and if found insufficient, additional

capacity shall be provided :

[remainder of paragraph unchanged 1

Par. 276 Revised:

276 When two or more safety valves are used on a boiler,

they may be either separate or twin valves made by mounting
individual valves on Y-bases, or duplex, triplex or multiplex
valves having two or more valves in the same body casing.

The valves shall be made of equal sizes, if possible,

and in any event if not of the same size, the smaller
of the two valves shall have a relieving capacity of

at least 50 percent of that of the larger valve.

Par. 277 Revised:

27 7 The safety calve or valves shall be connected to the

boiler independent of any other -team connection, and at-

tached as close as possible to the boiler, without any unneces-

sary intervening pipe or fitting. Such intervening pipe

OR FITTING, IF USED, SHALL NOT BE LONGER THAN THE FACE

TO FACE DIMENSION OF THE AMERICAN EXTRA-HEAVY IRON

FLANGED TEE FITTING OF CORRESPONDING SIZE SHOWN IN

table 17 and Fig. 33. Every safety valve shall be connected

so as to stand in an upright position, with spindle vertical,

when possible.

Par. 27* Revised:

278 Each safety valve shall have at least a full-sized

direct connection to the boiler. Xo valve of any description

shall be placed between the safety valve and the boiler, nor

on the discharge pipe between the safety valve and the atmos-

phere. When a discharge pipe is used, it shall be not less

than the full size of the valve, and shall be fitted with an

open drain to prevent water from lodging in the upper part

of the safety valve or in the pipe. Each valve shall have

AN OPEN DRAIN I U'l'l D FOB DRIP Pill IHKHi.ll 1 II 1 I \-lNG

BELOW I NIL OF THE VALVE SEAT. In 1111 CASE OF
I Hi TUBE BOILERS, THE SAFETY VALVE "PIMM.- -HALL BE
Mil LESS THAN THOSE CORRESPONDING I' SAFETY VALVES
HAVING THE INTERMEDIATE LIFTS AND CORRESPONDING RE-
l.ll \ l.M. CAPAl [TIES GI\ l N IN TABLE 15.

Par. 279 Revised:
279 If a muffler is used mi a safety valve it shall have

sufficient outlet area to prevent back pressure from interfer-

ing with the proper operation and discharge capacity of the

valve. The muffler plates or other devices -lull be so con-

structed as to avoid any possibility of restriction of the -Ham

passages due to deposit. When an elbow is placed on a safety
valve discharge pipe, it shall be located close to the safety
valve outlet or the pipe shall be securely anchored and sup-

ported. All safety valve discharges shall be so located or

piped as to be carried clear from running boards or working

platforms used in controlling the main stop valves of boilers

or steam header-.

Where dischargi pipes are used, iini shali bi \s shori
and as straight as possible and the cross-sectional area at

any point shall be at least ecjual to the combined area- of the

discharge outlets of the valves discharging therethrough.

Ample drainage shall be provided at or near each safety valve

ami where the water of condensation mav collect.

Par. 280 Revised:
280 When a boiler is fitted with two or more safety valves

on one connection, this connection to the boiler shall have a

cross-sectional area not less than the combined area BASED
ox THE nominal diameters of all of the safety valve
CONNECTIONS [valves with which it

connects].

Par. 281 Revised:

281 Safety valves shall operate without chattering and
shall be set and adjusted as follows : To close after blowing
down not more than 4 percent nor less than 2 pek< i s i

OF THE SET PRESSURE, BUT NOT LESS THAN 2 POUNDS IN ANY
CASE. [4 pounds on boilers carrying an allowed pressure less than

100 pounds per square inch gage. To close after blowing down not

more than 6 pounds on boilers carrying pressures between 100
and 200 pounds per square inch gage inclusive. To close after

blowing" down not more than 8 .pounds on boilers carrying over
200 pounds per square inch gage ]

Par. 282 Revised:
282 To insure the valve being free, each safety valve shall

have a substantial lifting device by which the valve may be

raised from its seat at least 1/16 inch when there is no

pressure on the boiler. The valve should not be lifted

unless there is sufficient steam pressure on the
boiler to blow all dirt and scale clean from the si \ i .

Par. 286 Revised:
286 A safety valve over 3-inch sj ze . used for pressures

greater than 15 pounds per square inch gage, shall have a

flanged inlet connection. The dimensions of flanges subjected

to boiler pressure shall conform to the American Standard

given in Table [s] [16 and] 17 of the Appendix [for
the

pressures therein specified] ; except that the face of the safety

valve flange and the nozzle to which it is attached may be

flat and without the raised face for pressures up to and in-

cluding 250 pounds per square inch. For higher pres-

the raised face shall lie used.

Par. 287 Revised:

287 When the valve body is marked [with the 1<

A.S.M.E. Std.] as required by Par. 273. this shall

guarantee by the manufacturer that the valve conforms to the

details of construction herein specified.

Par. 289 Revised:

289 Every safety valve used on a superheater, discharging

superheated steam, shall have a steel body including all

PARTS WHICH COME IN CONTACT WITH THE STEAM BE-
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t\\ een the inlet and outlet, with a flanged inlet con-

nection, and shall have the seat and disk of nickel composi-
tion or equivalent material, and the spring fully exposed
outside of the valve casing so that it shall be protected from

contact with the escaping steam.

Par. 290 Revised:

290 Every boiler shall have proper outlet connections for

the required safety valve or valves, independent of any other

outside steam connection, the area r.f opening to be at least

equal to the aggregate [nominal] area based on nominal
diameters of all of the safety valves to be attached thereto.

An internal collecting pipe, splash plate or pan may be used,

provided the total area for inlet of steam thereto is not less

than twice [one and one-half times] the aggregate area of the

corresponding nominal diameters of the attached safety
valves. The holes in such collecting pipes shall be at least

54 inch in diameter and the least dimension in any other

form of opening for inlet of steam shall be Y\ inch.

Par. 299 Cancel Present Wording of Revision as Pub-
lished in July Issue of Mechanical Engineering
and Substitute the Following:
299 Fittings. Flanged cast iron pipe fittings includ-

ing those for steam and for feed water and where
the pressures do not exceed 160 pounds shall con-
form TO THE AMERICAN STANDARD GIVEN IN THE APPENDIX.

If THE FITTINGS ARE BELOW THE WATER LINE THEY SHALL
BE EXTRA HEAVY.

For PRESSURES EXCEEDING 160 POUNDS per square inch,
fittings more than 2-inch pipe size or equivalent
cross-sectional area, shall be of cast or forged steel.

(See Pars. 9 and 245.) The dimensions of the flanges
and drilling shall conform to the american standard
given in table 17.

For pressures exceeding 250 pounds per square inch,
the flange thickness, and the thickness of the
bodies shall be increased to give at least the same
factor of safety as the fittings specified in the table,

when used for the maximum pressures permitted in

THE CODE.

the face of the flange of a safety valve, as well
as that of a safety valve nozzle, may be flat and
without the raised face, for pressures not exceeding
250 pounds but shall have the raised face for higher
pressures.

the number of bolts in a flange may be increased,
provided they are located on the standard bolt circle.

Other exceptions are noted in Par. 12. Tables 16 and
17 do not apply to flanges on the boiler side of steam

nozzles, or to flanges left by the manufacturer as

part of the boiler; and do not apply to fittings de-

signed AS PART OF THE BOILER.

Par. 306 Revised:

306 Each superheater shall be equipped [fitted] with AT
LEAST ONE DRAIN SO LOCATED AS WILL MOST EFFECTIVELY

PROVIDE FOR THE PROPER OPERATION OF THE APPARATUS.

Par. 311a Revised:
311a On all boilers except those used for traction and

portable purposes, when the maximum allowable working

pressure exceeds 125 pounds per square inch, each bottom

blow-off pipe shall have two valves, or a valve and a cock,

and such valves, or valve and cock, shall be of extra heavy
construction [except that]. On a boiler having multiple
blow-off pipes, a single master valve may be placed on the

common blow-off pipe from the boiler, in which case only one

valve on each individual blow-off is required. Two inde-

pendent VALVES OR A VALVE AND A COCK MAY BE COMBINED
IN ONE BODY PROVIDED THE COMBINED FITTING IS THE
EQUIVALENT OF TWO INDEPENDENT VALVES OR A VALVE AND
A COCK SO THAT THE FAILURE OF ONE TO OPERATE COULD
NOT AFFECT THE OPERATION OF THE OTHER.

Par. 312 Revised:

312 A bottom blow-off pipe when exposed to direct fur-

nace heat shall be protected by fire-brick, or other heat
resisting material so arranged that the PIPE MAY BE
inspected [a

substantial cast iron removable sleeve or a cover-

ing of non-conducting material].

Par. 314 Cancel Present Wording of Revision as Pub-
lished in July Issue of Mechanical Engineering
and Substitute the Following:
314 The feed water shall be introduced into a

boiler in such a manner that the water will not be
discharged directly against surfaces exposed to gases

of high temperature, or to direct radiation from the
fire, or close to riveted joints of shell or furnace
SHEETS.

Par. 315 Omit First Section of Revision as Published
in August Issue of Mechanical Engineering, and
Retain Last Section of Paragraph as Follows:
315 In Fig. 22 is illustrated a typical form of flange for

use on boiler shells for passing through piping such as feed,

surface, blow-off connections, etc., and which permits of the

pipes being screwed in solid from both sides in addition to

the reinforcing of the opening in the shell.

Par. 316 Cancel Present Wording in Boiler Code and
Replace by Second Section of Revised Par. 315 as

Published, as Follows:
316 In these and other types of boilers where both inter-

nal and external pipes making a continuous passage are

employed, the boiler bushing or its equivalent shall be used.

Par. 321 Revised.

321 The water connections to the water column of a

boiler [shall
be of

brass] when practical, shall be provided
with a cross at each right-angle turn to facilitate clean-

ing. For pressures of 200 pound steam pressure or

less, the water connection, if pipe is used, shall be of

brass.

Par. 323 Revised:

323 Methods of Support. A horizontal-return-tubular

boiler over 78-inch in diameter shall be supported from steel

lugs by the outside suspension type of setting, independent
of the boiler side walls. The lugs shall be so designed that

the load is properly distributed between the rivets attaching

them to the shell and so that no more than two of these rivets

come in the same longitudinal line on each lug. The distance

girthwise of the boiler from the centers of the bottom rivets

to the centers of the top rivets attaching the lugs shall be not

less than 12 inches. The other rivets used shall be spaced

evenly between these points. If more than four lugs are used

they shall be set in four pairs, the lugs of each patr to be

SPACED NOT OVER 2 INCHES APART AND THE LOAD TO BE

EQUALIZED BETWEEN THEM.

Additional revisions of the Boiler Code will appear in the

May issue.

Mechanical Stokers—Sales, Horsepower, and

Kinds of Installation for the Months of

January and February, 1923.

The Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C, an-

nounces that according to the returns made to the Bureau of

the Census the sales of mechanical stokers for the months

of January and February, 1923, were as follows:

Number Number Total Installed under Installed under

of of stokers horse- firetube boilers watertube boilers

establish- sold power of ,
*

, rz
;

*—
;

—
>

mcnts re- during stokers Total Total Total Total

Month porting the month sold number horsepower number horsepower

January .... 15 145 83.270 29 3,400 116 79,870

February... 15 M29 66,619 9 1,172 120 65,447

"Exclusive of two stokers equaling 150 horsepower installed under furnaces.
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Over a billion dollars for railroad equipment has been

authorized for expenditure during the present year. Of this

amount $160,000,000 is to be devoted to locomotive con-

struction. From January 21, 1922, to March IS, 1923, the

railroads of the country placed orders for 4,219 new loco-

motives and of this number 2,106 have already been put in

service. The reports since the first of the year up to April
1 show orders for 1,358 locomotives and the requirements
for new power have not yet reached the peak.

Resolutions recently adopted by the American Railway
Association form the basis of a definite policy for the rail-

roads to follow in meeting an expected record demand on

transportation facilities. These resolutions deal with car

repairs, fuel requirements, maintenance of way, coal move-

ment, building programs, car loading and mileage, storage

facilities, car shortage and the like. One of the resolutions

provides that by October 1, 1923, locomotives awaiting heavy
repairs be reduced to a basis for. the entire country of IS

percent.

At present the number of locomotives in line for general

repairs is il i »] percent The fulfilment of the program
outlined would add 4.250 to the number of locomotives for

service. I he objei tive of 15 percent is lower than has pre-
vailed for years and is beyond hope of attainment unless

personnel and equipment are able to handle the Lncn

output. This demand for speedier turn-around in the shop
is a problem that the boiler department must meet and means
that the forces of first class boiler makers should be ex-

panded to take care of the work. Men who have drifted into

other lines of work will find that better opportunities now
exist in their own trade of boiler making. Those now en-

gaged in the shops will have a prominent place in making
the transportation program a reality.

The convention season is almost here and plans for the

two principal meetings for the members of the boiler indus-

try are nearly completed. The programs for the annual

meeting of the American Boiler Manufacturers' Association

and for that of the Master Boiler Makers' Association con-

vention appear elsewhere in this issue. No effort is being

spared by the officers of the associations to make the meet-

ings this year the best ever held and it only remains for the

members to do their part by attending and entering fullv

into the proceedings.

As has been customary in the past, the American Boiler

Manufacturers' Association will combine its business sessions

with sports and social activities, selecting as the scene of its

meetings this year The Homestead at Hot Springs, Va. The

secretary of the association- suggests that members make reser-

vations as early as possible in order that no difficulty be ex-

perienced on arriving at the hotel. The dates for the meet-

ings are June 4, 5, and 6.

The Master Boiler Makers' convention is scheduled for

May 22 to 25 at the Hotel Tuller, Detroit, Mich. In con-

nection with the meeting the Boiler Makers' Supply Men's

Association will also hold its convention and present the

products of its members for the inspection of the master

boiler makers. The opportunity for the supply men to make
this feature of the convention of maximum benefit to all con-

cerned is better than ever before. This is particularly true

because of the decision to omit the exhibits at the June con-

vention in Chicago of Section V—Mechanical of the Ameri-

can Railway Association. The Master Boiler Makers' con-

vention offers an excellent chance to present shop equipment
and supplies covering at least one section of the railroad

field.

The secretary of the Supply Men's Association has sent

notices of the convention and exhibits to all manufacturers

who sell equipment to railroads and who are interested in

the boiler department. These manufacturers have been in-

vited to join the association and exhibit their products. Ap-

plication for membership and exhibit spaces can be obtained

from W. H. Dangel, secretary of the Boiler Makers' Supply
Men's Association of the Lovejoy Tool Works, Chicago, 111.



Engineering Specialties for Boiler Making

New Tools, Machinery, Appliances and Supplies for

the Boiler Shop and Improved Fittings for Boilers

All-in-One Steel Figures Save Time

An ingenious arrangement of steel figures, with im-

portant advantages over the individual steel figures or letters

commonly used, is shown in the illustration and has been

placed on the market recently by Marburg Bros., Inc., New
York. The method of using these figures is plainly shown

at the left in the illustration and a close-up view at the

right.

Many obvious advantages result from this arrangement

including in the first place the saving of a large amount of

View Showing Method of Using Ail-In-One Steel Figures

time formerly spent hunting for the correct individual figures.

The All-in-One is more convenient to handle, with less

danger of smashed fingers, and vertical figures or letters are

produced with ease. In addition, the speed of stamping i>

greatly increased and the figures never get upside down.

Shattering is prevented and the general appearance of the

lettering is improved. Individual figures cannot be lost.

The All-In-One can be furnished for metal, wood, or

leather in seven sizes from 1/16 in. to Y% in. In case alpha-
bets are desired thev can be furnished on three discs.

be applied to steamboat, stationary, and other types of boilers

as well as locomotive boilers. No additional illumination is

required at night other than that provided for the types of

glass now in use. A composition gasket, made from sheet

Permanite packing is used between the glass and central

metal part to make a steam tight joint.

This gage was applied to a switching locomotive in steel

mill service for ten months with no maintenance or repair

Duplex Water Gage Glass for Boilers

cost. The gaskets were renewed at the end of this period.
The same gage was then applied to a railroad switching loco-

motive and remained in service three months with no repairs
or renewals. It was removed at this time on account of the

locomotive being transferred from the Youngstown territory.

Each of the above tests was unofficial, being made as experi-
ments with the consent of the local managements.

Water Gage Glass Designed to Be Unbreakable

The Duplex glass water gage, shown below, is a new de-

velopment recently brought out by the Duplex Glass Water

Gage Company, Youngstown, Ohio. The following advan-

tages, substantiated by actual service tests, are claimed for

this glass: It permits accurate reading of water level from

both sides of the gage, enabling the water level to be deter-

mined by both the engineer and fireman from their respective

positions in the cab. The glasses used are J/> inch thick and

smooth on both sides, eliminating the possibility of corrosion

which makes reading difficult. The glass will last indefinitely

barring accidents and, having no intricate parts to get out

of order, it can easily be assembled by anyone and kept in

good operating condition. The Duplex glass embodies all

the advantages of the tubular glass without its objectionable

features. It eliminates the danger of flying glass in the event

of breaking. It will withstand indefinite pressure and can

Double Dial Locomotive Steam Gage
The double dial locomotive steam gage, illustrated, is a

recent development of the Ashton Valve Company, Boston,
Mass. It is particularly designed for use on laige oil-burn-

ing locomotives and locomotives having large fireboxes with

boiler beads extending back into the cabs, requiring two

steam gages, one visible to the engineman on one side of the

cab, and one for the fireman on the other side.

The gage is constructed with two hands and also two dials

which are opposite and parallel to each other. The hands
work clockwise on one dial and contraclockwise on the other.

Illumination for both dials is provided in the practical and

compact manner illustrated. The particular advantage of

this gage is in eliminating the necessity of two gages which

take up valuable space in the cab and require duplicate

piping.
The gage housing is self-contained and is equipped with
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Double Dial Steam Gage with Electric Light Bulb

an A. R. A. standard receptacle for lamp bulbs, substantially

fastened to the top of the gage. The arrangement is such

that light is reflected downward on the two dials in such a

manner as not to interfere with the vision of the engineman.
The dials are finished either silvered or black, as specified,

and are regularly graduated to 300 lb. or 400 lb. These

gages are made only in the 5f£-mch dial size, being contained

in dust-proof brass, or iron cases, with threaded valve brass

rings and having '4 -inch standard pipe thread connection.

When desired, gage- are furnished without the electric light

attachment.

Chain Hoist Swivel Hook

A new style of ball bearing swivel hook connection for

the ends of hoisting chains has been developed by the Wright

Manufacturing Company, Lis-

bon, Ohio, as illustrated. This

swivel eliminates the necessitj

of pulling and tugging at the

load to get it into the desired

position. Ease of swiveling per-

mits heavy loads to be turned on

this hook by a small expenditure
of energy.

In construction the hook con-

uei tion is practically indestruct-

ible, with a large drop forged

housing enclosing the entire

bearing and chain connection.

The housing is split its entire

length, being clamped together

by three steel bolts, held by
castellated nuts. The top bolt

passes through the lower chain

link but only acts as a reinforce-

ment to the connection- and clamp for the housing as the load

on the hoist hook is supported by bosses forged in each half

of the housings, these bosses meeting each other inside the

lower chain link so that the hook is held on an area of

Uc=y

Ball Bearing Swivel Hook

forged steel equal to the clearance on the inside of tin- chain
link. The two lower bolts of the connection serve only as

housing clamps.
The lower ball race rests on a shoulder at the bottom of

the housing. The upper race rests on the top of the large

capacity ball- which r.i-il\ accommodate any overload hung
on the hook. The straight shank of the hook passes up
through the lower part of the housing anil the inside of the

ball races ami is retained in place by a washer and extra

large nut screwed and riveted to the threaded end of the

shank.

The ball bearing- are thoroughly lubricated so as to insure

easy frictionless action and to overcome all difficulty in

positioning heavy load-.

Spot Welding Machine

The U. S. Electric Welder Company, M7 Permanent

Building, Cleveland, Ohio, has placed on the market a new

type of welder, S A F, for light and medium stock. The
internal automatic reactance prevents breakdown at overload
and enables the welder to handle heavy stock without over-

heating. The automatic -witch is equipped with magnetic
blowout, removable contacts and i- enclosed. A 5-point pivot

U. S. Spot Welder

switch provides different voltage- at the welding point, which

are water-cooled by means of a new system. All mechanical

movable parts are of a special allov or cast steel, therefore

light.

About four seconds per weld is required for 3/16 inch

stock and about 4,000 welds per hour can be made on 1/16
inch bright sheets.

Robert F. Eissler. for the past two years assistant to the

vice-president of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company,
Chicago, 111., has resumed his former position as district

manager for the company at Pittsburgh. Pa.



Questions and Answers for Boiler Makers

Information for Those Who Design, Construct, Erect,

Inspect and Repair Boilers—Practical Boiler Shop Problems

Conducted by C. B. Lindstrom

This department is open to subscribers of The Boiler
Maker for the purpose of helping those who desire assist-

ance on practical boiler shop problems. All questions should

be definitely stated and clearly written in ink, or typewritten,
on one side of the paper, and sketches furnished if necessary.

Inquiries should bear the name and address of the writer.

Anonymous communications will not be considered. The

identity of the writer, however, will not be disclosed unless

the editor is given permission to do so.

Boiler Explosions
Q.—Why is a boiler when blowing up always thrown forward instead of

backward ?—C. B.

A.—A boiler on exploding may be thrown in any direc-

tion depending on where the rupture occurs, in the boiler and
the type.

There may be some other matter in connection with this

question that you want information on, but, if we understand

your question correctly, our reply seems sufficient.

Details of Thermic Syphon Layout
Q.—Please show me the method of laying out a "Nicholson Thermic

Syphon."—J. F. D.

A.—A typical installation of three Nicholson syphons is

shown in Fig. 1, as ordinarily applied in the fireboxes of

locomotive boilers. A general view of the syphon is illus-

trated in Fig. 2. The neck of the syphon at a fits in the

diaphragm plate to which it is welded as indicated at b,

Fig. 3.

The syphon is made usually from one plate of firebox steel,

y% inch in thickness, being first cut to shape, then punched
for the staybolts and then formed under hydraulic pressure
with suitable dies to the shape shown in Fig. 2. After the

body of the syphon is pressed, the top flange b is turned under

Fig. 2.—General View of Syphon

hydraulic pressure and the edges c arc welded by the gas or

electric method.

The construction, Fig. 4, is not produced to the required
dimensions of the syphons, Fig. 1. It is enlarged somewhat
to show the general method of producing sections on w-w,
.v-.v and y-y. Owing to the sloping sides, the sections w-w
and y-y are ellipses when the sections o-o at the ends of the

Fig. 1.—Side and End Elevations of Three Syphon Firebox Installation
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plan view arc semi-circular; or, if sections on w-w and y-y
are semi-circular sections, o-o would be elliptical. Owing to

the shape of the syphon and as it is formed from a single

sheet, a developed pattern can cover only the principal dimcn-

ment lines /-/, 2-2 and j-j, etc. The one-half pattern,

Fig. 5, is laid off from Fig. 4 and, as the respective construc-

tion lines are numbered the same in both views, the layout
should be readily understood.

Fig. 3.—Connection of Syphon with Throat Sheet

sions, allowances must therefore be made for the curvature in

the flange and where the circular section gradually runs into

the elliptical section w-w.

Fig. 4 is drawn to the neutral layer of the plate and the

curved section spaced off as required for securing the develop-

Effect of Mercury in a Boiler

Q.—If a pint or quart, cr even a gallon of mercury is placed in a steam
boiler what effect will it have on it?—C. J. V.

A.—The specific gravity of mercury is 13.6 therefore the

mercury would settle to the bottom of the boiler and remain
there under working conditions. Mercury boils at a tem-

perature of 357 degrees C. Under a disturbed condition, as

when the mass is poured into the boiler, it would break up
into globules. The specific heat of mercury is much less

than that of water, being 0.0333. It would therefore absorb

the heat more rapidly as it requires 1/30 or 0.033.3 times

the heat required to raise the temperature of water one de-

gree F. If a large quantity of mercury is, for example, at

the bottom of a tubular boiler the only possible effect that I

can see is that it may lead to a violent ebullition of steam or

to foaming.

Large Tank Problems
Q.—Having been a subscriber to The Boiler Maker a good many years,

and seeing that you answer questions on laying off to subscribers, I wish
to submit the following:

1. How to lay off an oil fuel tank 100 feet diameter or over?
2. Could a conical roof be laid off plate by plate by versed sine and

chord, to save the cost of laying plates out in mass to mark (would top
overlap of seam have a different length of chord and radius to bottom) ?

3. Thirty or 40 feet high not particular to size in example, and if

clinker built would the camber in top and bottom edge be a negligible
quantity (but show how to get it) ?

la. Could bottom be marked off without laying plates out in mass to
mark?—F. W. J.

A.—The conical roof layout and calculations will be given
in answer to this question which in general covers the same
conditions involved in the plating for the cylindrical section

of the tank. Tie. 1 illustrates conventionally the section ele-

*^
i
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Fig. 4.—Construction Details of Syphon Layout Fig. 5.—One Half Pattern of Thermic Syphon
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vation and a one-fourth plan of the roof segments. The

lower ring in each quarter is made of 10 segments and in

the roof there are 5 rings, each of which is 9. 55 feet in

length measured as shown in the elevation. The top row or

ring of segments is capped with a dished circular head. The

number of segments in each of the overlapping rings depends

on the general design required to meet the most economical

use of the material available. This question will not be

0.15

Figs. 1 and 2—Plan and Elevation of Conical Roof Tank

considered in this case. To illustrate the conditions arising
in the segment developments and calculations a solution is

given for one of the segments in the lower ring, as follows:

The roof diameter taken to the overhang end o equals

50y2 X 2 = 101 feet.

The circumference equals 3.1416 X 101 = 317. .5 feet.

There are 40 sections in the outer ring, so that the arc

length of one section along r-s equals 317.3 -f- 40 = 7 feet

11 13/16 inches.

Height of roof measured as indicated in the sectional ele-

vation is 5 feet. Length of the hypothenuse o-b of the right

angle triangle o-g-b equals

\/50^
2 + 5

2 = 50 feet 9 inches.

From these data the calculations of the angle between the

sides of the segment 7 and the versed sine will be determined

for the camber. Referring to Fig. 2, which shows the graph-
ical construction of the pattern, the radius for describing
the arc c-c is 50 feet 9 inches and the arc length is 7 feet

11 13/16 inches.

The length of the arc c-c, Fig. 2, is to the circumference

of the circle of which it is a part, as the number of degrees
in the angle x is to 360 degrees. Thus angle x equals

360 X V 15/16 8° 54'

= t> 54' and angle y 4° 27'

3.1416 X 101

Sine 4
D

27' = 0.07759

Length a-c = be sine of angle 4° 27'

= 3 15/16 feet.

ab — V50^4
2 — 3 15/16= = 50.6 feet.

Versed sine or distance a-d equals 50.75 — 50.6

feet =1.8 inches.

The length b-e = bd — de = 5034 — (9.55 feet + 1.8

inches) = 41.05 feet.

The length f-d = L-c — 9.55 = 50.75 — 9.55 = 41.2 feet.

The distance cf = 41.2 X sine 4° 27' = 41.2 X 0.07759

= 3.2 feet.

In Fig. 3 is shown the development of the pattern for

segment 7. Line a-e is made 9.55 feet in length. Lines c-c

and /-/ are drawn through points a and e respectively, and

at right angles to a-e. Make a-4 on line a-e 1.8 inches; from

point e lay off the same distance. This length is the camber

depth. The camber line may be developed in several ways.

In this case, draw a circle with a-4 as a radius, divide one-

quarter into equal parts as 1-2-3-4. Divide a-c into the same

number of equal divisions, as c-d-e-a and erect perpen-
diculars to a-c. On lines drawn from e and d set off respec-

tively the lengths J-w and j?-w,

Through the points c, 2', 3', 4 draw the camber line. At

the small end make a similar development. Extend the

camber line beyond the points c and / to take care of the

lap. From point 4 at the large end run off with a traveling

wheel on each arc length 4-c a distance of 3 15/16 inches

plus the necessary lap. Likewise at the bottom lay off on

arcs 4-f from point 4 a distance of 3.2 feet and draw in the

sides c-f and c-f, through the points so located. This pattern

can now be used for marking off the remaining 39 sections.

Rivet holes should be marked and punched on the rivet lines

and used in marking off the other sections. This method of

obtaining the segment size and shape is applicable to the

other segment sections in the remaining rings. The pattern
for the dished head is to be laid off with the radius u-V,

making the dish diameter equal u-v-u.

The same procedure is followed in the layout of a segment

5034 X 0.07759

—-H

Fig. 3—Layout of Plate in Conical Roof Tank

of the other roof courses. The number of sections in these

courses can be different to suit the best use of material avail-

able; but have the joints staggered.
The camber of the shell plate is so slight on account of

the large diameter of the tank that it need not be taken into

account. Camber calculations for this part of the layout if

required would be made as already given and the plate
stretchouts would be figured from the neutral line.



Letters from Practical Boiler Makers
This Department Is Open to All Readers of the Magazine
—All Letters Published Are Paid for at Regular Rates

Temporary Method of Repairing a

Cracked Firebox Side Sheet
riu- sketches show a repair which was done to the fire-

bos o!" an express locomotive to enable the engine to
"I 'tain a better mileage In fore I.ring sent into the shops.
The side sheet was found to he i racked about 2 l/2 inches long
between the stays, the copper being deteriorated in this

neighborhood and thinned to 0.13 inch. The thinning did
not cover a large area and the remainder of the plate was
in good condition.

The boiler was allowed t < > work for some time before the

crack went through and commenced to leak. It was then
decided to fit specially made studs and caps in place of a

patch. These were made a- shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Three
holes were drilled and screwed and the studs drawn up the

water space by string until the square portion entered the
hole. They were then screwed in by a wrench fitting on
tin square portion which was then sawn off. A copper
washer, Fig. 5. was then fitted to cover the area under the

caps and the caps screwed on the studs close to one another,
care being taken that the studs were not turned out during
the operation. The extent of the crack is shown in Fig. 6

and the completed repair in Figs. 1 and 2. The working
pressure of the boiler is 175 pounds per square inch and the

studs did not leak excepting when the boiler was cooling.

The engine was able ti« run a further 24,000 miles at tin

end of this period when it was run down and sent to tlu

shops where a patch was Intnl. This method of repair is

quite good and safe and is superior to the lock stud method
when the plates are thin.

Crev> e, England "Boilers."

A New Field for Boiler Disasters

The following interesting news item appeared in a n
issue of a North Dakota newspaper:

"In a threshing machine explosion that ton- the steam en-

gine to fragments, scattering heavy parts sixty rods from
where the machine stood, Guilder and Lars Larson, brot

age 35 and 39 years, were instantly killed and five other
workmen injured.

"The accident occurred yesterday afternoon at the V
farm five miles from Carpio. A defective safety valve which
failed to operate when a pressure of 300 pounds of steam
was generated is blamed for the tragedy. The victims were
blown to pieces, fragments of their bodies being picked up
a hundred yards from where the engine stood.'"

Sounds somewhat as though the}- were testing the safety
valve with a boiler full of live steam at 300 pounds pressure,
doesn't it?
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If this news item is true it simply proves the writer's

contention that MOST boiler explosions are preventable.

Newark, N. J. N. G. Near.
BUSINESS NOTES

An Old Time Oil Field Boiler

The accompanying illustrations show what we used to call

the Wood and Mann type of boiler which was used' ex-

tensively in the oil fields of Canada and also to a great
extent in Pennsylvania. The sectional front and side views

of the boiler are given in Figs. 1 and 2. It will be seen

from these sketches that there was no water front, and only
a 2-inch space left between the firebox sides and the outside

shell. A segment was flanged and fitted to the top of the

firebox and attached to the crown sheet and to the reinforcing
bar. Otherwise the front was left open.

Details of Boiler

The section of the front containing the firedoor and draft

door was of cast iron; this front being bolted on with stud

bolts. There were a great many staybolts used in the con-

struction, spaced 5 inches on the side sheets and 4J4 inches

on the crown.

When it was necessary to move the boiler skids were

C. A. Dunn, formerly sales representative of The Prime

Manufacturing Company, has been appointed manager of

sales of The Weldless Tube Company, Wooster, Ohio.

The Gibb Instrument Company, Bay City. Mich.,
manufacturers of electric welding equipment, has opened a

sales office in Cleveland, Ohio, at 2104 East Superior avenue,
in charge of W. O. Little.

The Combustion Engineering Corporation, Ltd., and the

Uehling Instrument Company have recently entered into an

agreement whereby Uehling interests in the Dominon of

Canada and Newfoundland will be handled exclusively by
the Combustion Engineering Corporation, Ltd., with prin-

cipal offices located in Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg and
Vancouver. The Uehling line includes such fuel economy

equipment as CO, recorders, S02 recorders, draft recorders,

combined barometer and vacuum recorders, absolute pressure

indicators, etc.

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Inc., with main plant and offices

in Chicago, has purchased the plant, stock and good will of

Flanged front
above Firebox

'

Door

Ash\

FIG. I- FRONT SECTIONAL VIEW FIG.?- SIDE SECTIONAL VIEW

,,D2'x!'

Square
Bar

FIG.3

Flanged Head above fhe Firebox

FIG.4

Type of Oil Field Boiler Used in the Old Days

used. This boiler could never stand the usage that either

the Tifrt or Nunday boiler could stand on account of the

narrow water space which filled up with mud when the boiler

was in service. There was a 4-inch space between the tube

sheet and throat sheet, but that did not help it any. I have
been told the drillers could not sink a single well without

some repairs being done to the boiler in order to put it in

serviceable condition.

Springfield, 111. John Cook.

the Cincinnati Iron & Steel Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. The

Ryerson Company will now have six steel service plants,

located at Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit, Buffalo, New York
and Cincinnati. The plant of the Cincinnati Iron & Steel

Company occupies a full city block at Front and Freemont

streets, with about 110,000 feet of floor space. Lewis E.

Skinner, who is well known in steel circles, through his 18

years with the Ryerson Company, now has charge of the plant.

Mr. -Skinner will be assisted by C. A. Parnell, former assis-

tant to Arthur Allshul, at the Ryerson Buffalo plant.

Can the Scotch Boiler Be Improved?

(Continued from page 95)

to it during a two years' cruise around the world.

The above particulars were obtained from the chief

engineer at various times when the vessel happened to be at

New York, from which it would appear that, among other

advantages, owing to the rapid circulation and the constancy
of its direction, practically all parts of the boiler are at the

same, or nearly the same, temperature.

OBITUARY

Thomas T. Parker, who for many years was connected

with the Fidelity & Casualty Company in their home office,

died at his home in Chicago on March 28. Ill health com-

pelled that he relinquish his activities for the last three years.

After making what was thought a gallant effort to regain his

health he suffered a sudden stroke of paralysis about three

weeks before his death.
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ASSOCIATIONS

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

Chief Inspector—A. G. Pack. Washington, D. C.

Assistant Chief Inspectors—J. M. Hall, Washington,
D. C; J. A. Shirley, Washington, D. C.

Steamboat Inspection Service of the Department
of Commerce

Supervising Inspector General—George Uhler, Washing-

ton, D. C.

Deputy Supervising Inspector General—D. N. Hoover, Jr.,

Washington, D. C.

American Uniform Boiler Law Society

Chairman of the Administrative Council—Charles E.

Gorton, 253 Broadway, New York.

Boiler Code Committee of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers

Chairman—John A. Stevens, Lowell, Mass.

Vice-Chairman—D. S. Jacobus, New York.

Secretary—C. W. Obert, 29 West 39th Street, New York.

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Inspectors

Chairman—J. F. Scott, Trenton, N. J.

Secretary-Treasurer
—C. O. Myers, State House, Colum-

bus, Ohio.

Vice-Chairman—R. L. Hemingway, San Francisco, Cal.

Statistician—W. E. Murray, Seattle, Wash.

American Boiler Manufacturers' Association

Annual Meeting
—The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va., June

4, 5 and 6.

President—A. G. Pratt, Babcock & Wilcox Company,
New York.

Vice-President—G. S. Barnum, The Bigelow Company,
New Haven, Conn.

Secretary and Treasurer—H. N. Covell, Lidgerwood

Manufacturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee—F. C. Burton, Erie City Iron

Works, Erie, Pa.; E. C. Fisher, Wickes Boiler Company,

Saginaw, Mich.; C. V. Kellogg, Kellogg-McKay Company,

Chicago, 111.; W. S. Cameron, Frost Manufacturing Com-

pany, Galesburg, 111.
;
W. A. Drake, The Brownell Company,

Dayton, Ohio; Alex. R. Goldie, Goldie & McCullock Com-

pany, Gait, Ont., Can.; F. G. Cox, Edge Moor Iron Com-

pany, Edge Moor, Del.; J. C. McKeown, John O'Brien

Boiler Works Company, St. Louis, Mo.

International Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, Iron

Ship Builders and Helpers of America

J. A. Frank, International President, suite 522, Brother-

hood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

William Atkinson, Assistant International President, suite

522, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

Joseph Flynn, International Secretary-Treasurer, suite

504, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

James B. Casey, Editor-Manager of Journal, suite 524,

Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

H. J. Norton, International Vice-President, Alcazar Hotel,

San Francisco, Calif.

International Vice-Presidents—Thomas Nolan, 700 Court

St., Portsmouth, Va.; Tohn Coots, 344 North Spring St., St.

Louis, Mo.; M. A. Maher, 2001-20th St., Portsmouth, Ohio;

E. J. Sheehan, 7826 South Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.; John

J. Dowd, 953 Avenue C, Bayonne, N. J.; R. C. McCutcheon,

15 La Salle Block, Winnipeg, Man., Can.; Joseph P. Ryan,
7533 Vernon Ave., Chicago, 111.; John F. Schmitt, 605 East

11th Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Association

Annual Convention Hotel Fuller, Detroit. Mich., May 22

to 25.

President—W. M. Wilson, Flannery Bolt Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Vice-President—George R. Boyce, A. M. Castle

Company, Chicago, 111. Secretary
—W. H. Dangel, Lovejoy

Tool Works, Chicago, 111.

Master Boiler Makers' Association

Annual convention— Hotel Tuller, Detroit, Midi, May 22

to 25.

President—Thomas Lewis, G. B. I., L. V. System, Sayre.

Pa.

First Vice-President— II W. Young, G. B. I., C. M. &
St. P. R. R., 81 Caledonia Place, Dubuque, Iowa.

Second Vice-President—Frank Gray, G. F. B. M., C. &
A. R. R., 705 West Mulberry St., Bloomington, 111.

Third Vice-President—Thomas F. Powers, System G. F.

Boiler Dept., C. & N. W. R. R., 1129 Clarence Ave., Oak

Park, 111.

Fourth Vice-President—John F. Raps, G. B. I., I. C.

R. R., 4041 Ellis Ave., Chicago, 111.

Fifth Vice-President—W. J. Murphy, G. F. B. M., Penn
R. R. Lines West, Fort Wayne Shops, Allegheny, Pa.

Secretary—Harrv D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt St., New York

City.
Treasurer—W. H. Laughridge, G. F. B. M., Hocking

Valley Railroad, 537 Linwood Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Executive Board—L. M. Stewart, G. B. I., Atlantic Coast

Lines, Waycross, Ga., Chairman.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

Welding and Cutting Apparatus.—The Alexander

Milburn Company, Baltimore, Md., has recently issued

catalogue No. 1122 illustrating its line of welding and cut-

ting apparatus. A price list is also included.

Welding and Cutting Apparatus.—A piece parts cata-

logue of 15 pages has recently been issued by the Torchweld

Equipment Company, Chicago, in which is illustrated and

listed a complete line of welding and cutting torches and

their parts, gas pressure regulators and gages.

Miscellaneous Equipment.—The Western Tool &

Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Ohio, has issued

catalogue No. 19 illustrating its line of expanding mandrels,

tool holders, lathe dogs, C clamps, shop furniture, emery
wheel dressers, and vises. Prices also are given.

Zeolite Water Softeners.—Water softeners in which

zeolite is used to remove every trace of lime and magnesia are

described in Bulletin 509 recently issued by the Graver Cor-

poration, East Chicago, Ind. The chemistry of Zeolite water

softening is described as well as the details of operation of

the Graver Zeolite softener.

Oxy-Acetylene Outfits.—The Air Reduction Sales

Company, New York, has issued two booklets describing and

illustrating its line of oxy-acetylene welding and cutting ap-

paratus and equipment, together with its tube welding ma-

chines and acetylene generators. The bulletins devote some

attention to the history of these subjects, and the use of

equipment.

Ingersoll-Rand Products.—A condensed catalogue of

the products manufactured by the Ingersoll-Rand Company,
New York, with a special index feature has recently been sent

out. In the space available complete data on all products

was impossible so the company requests that readers send in

requests for individual bulletins where desired. Particular

attention is called to the engineering data section devoted to

information of value in solving pneumatic problems.
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SELECTED BOILER PATENTS

Compiled by

_>EORGE A. HUTCHINSON, Patent Attorney,

Washington Loan and Trust Building

Washington, D. C.

Readers wishing copies of patent papers, or any further information regard-
ing any patent described, should correspond with Mr. Hutchinson.

1,446,812. SAFETY BOILER PLUG AND METHOD OF INSTALL-
IN*. SAME. GEORGE" A. SAGER, OF ALBANY. NEW YORK.
Claim 1.— The combination with a boiler sheet having a tapered opening

therethrough and being provided with a second opening, of a plug closing the

1.447.154. TUBE EXPANDER. WILLIAM F. SAWADSKI, OF
CHARLESTON, SOL 111 CAROLINA.

Claim 1.— In a tube expander, a stock having a bore therein, elongated slots

whose opposed side walls are rounded inwardly and which provide pOck< ts

thereby, expansion rollers freelj seated in the pockets, a conical pin movabb
longitudinally in the bore foi contacting with the rollers and projecting thi

same, said stock having an elongated slot therein arranged between the inner
rial of the bore and inwardly of the rollers, and the longitudinal wall

ih. slot being arranged at opposed angles, and a substi I

ped head on the widened end of the pin projecting through th< sloi

and whose angle side surfaces of whi< i are designed to frictionall} ei

either of the angle walls provided by the slot, when the stot

revolved, as and for the purpose set forth,

1,448,530. AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF FOR FUEL OF OIL-BURNING
BOILERS. PERRY H. GENTZEL, OF NEWTON, MASSAl HUSETTS

Claim 1 .- -A device for automatically cutting off the (low of fuel of an
oil burning boiler when the water reaches a pred termined level in the '

consisting of a frame, a head carried bj said frame and formed with
i mnection with the oil supply and with the burner, s"aid ports beini
ed to normally communicate with each other, a diaphi ign

the end of one of said ports, a spring for normally holding said diap
aw a> from said end to maintain communication between dd port--, an expan
sible tube mount sd beneath said diaphragm and arranged to support and

operate the same and a connection from said tube to the boil

predetermined low watei level therein, w hereby when said level is reai

steam will enter said tube and expand the same and operate to forci

diaphragm against the end of the port and close the fuel passage waj I

burner, substantially as set forth. Three claims.

1.447,443 BAFFLE SUPPORT FOR WATERTUBE BOILERS
WILLIAM J. STOOP, OF WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA.

Claim 1. In a watertube boiler the combination with an inclined battle

for guiding and deflecting the products of combustion with respeel t< thi

hanks of watertubes, of a mounting for said baffle comprising a horizontal!)

disposed pipe arranged in underlying supporting relation to the lower end of
oi said baffle, said pipe having its ends opening outward through the side
walls of the boiler, and suspension rods by which said pipe is carried, said
rods being attached to a stationary' supporting member occupying an elevated
position within the boiler. Three claims.

CO O

latter opening from 'lie inner side oi the -beet, i ing member having
red shank fitting through said opening from the inner side of said
and connecting means between said membi and thi plug Four

1,449,228. LOCOMOTIVE BOILER. SEIGO HASEGAWA AND
TAKASHI IKEGI, OF OSAKA. JAPAN,

Claim 1.—The combination with a boiler having a superheater provided at

receiving end with a saturated steam header and at its discbarge end with
a superheated fcteam header, of valvs controlled means for supplying steam

,--d b

from said superheated s.eam headei to steait nsuminj means, means con-
th< discharge and receiving ends of said superheater, and means in

connecting means for causing a positiv< circulation of steam through
superheater when the supply to said steam consuming means is shut off.

Seven claims

1,446.813. METHOD OF INSTALLING SAFETY BOILER PLUGS
1

i ORGE A. SAGER, OF ALBANY, NEW YORK.
Claim 1.—The method of installing a plug upon a boiler sheet which con-

ni fitting an attached anchoring bolt for the plug through the sheet

from the inner side thereof, drawirg the bolt outwardly into wedging en-

gagement with the sheet, and securing the bolt against inward retraction

through the sheet. Four claims.
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THE
safety of a locomo-

tive boiler begins and

ends with the materials

of which it is constructed.

Three factors enter the de-

velopment of a locomotive

and of its boiler— design,
materials and workmanship.
Of the three, materials is

probably least understood by
the men in the shops; that

is, the methods employed by
the steel mills and in the

laboratories of the railroads

themselves to insure that the

best of material for a given

purpose is used and the

standards of the mill or road

are maintained.

The methods employed by
one of the greatest locomo-

tive building concerns in the

world have been used as the

basis for the following de-

tails of specification, test and inspection procedure which

over a long period of time have proven their value in supply-

ing a large proportion of the motive power of the United

Locomotive boiler design and construction

are advancing—bigger boilers, higher pres-

sures, the extensive development of economiz-

ing devices are all working toward higher

efficiency. Are materials keeping pace with

this development? The answer of course is

that they are, but how many realize the rigid

requirements to which boiler materials are

manufactured and the steps taken by the mills

and the locomotive builders to insure that

these standards of development are maintained.

The purpose of the following article is to

briefly outline certain modes of procedure
established to bring about a freedom from de-

fects of both chemical and physical origin in

material entering the fabrication of a locomo-

tive boiler.

•The information and illustrations user! in the preparation of tins article

were male possible by the courtesy of the American Locomotive Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.

States and. in fact, a con-

siderable part of the locomo-

tive tonnage of the world.

High Standards Necessary

The great need of industry

today is standardization and
the locomotive industry is no

exception to the general rule.

Standards of design, mate-

rials and fabrication are all

necessary and, in spite of the

fact that in many instances

acceptable standards are al-

ready available, they are not

utilized to their greatest ad-

vantage.
The locomotive builders

referred to above, realizing
the value of well developed
standards in the matter of

material, have, in effect,

adopted as their own the

standards promulgated by
the American Society of Testing Materials.

The steel mills work in very close conjunction with the

Locomotive Works in the matter of material and the greatest

dependability can be plated on them to furnish materials in

strict accordance with specification requirements. Details

will first be given of the procedure followed in handling ma-

il/
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terials made strictly to Locomotive Works specifications.
When material is supplied to the Works on a railroad com-

pany order the methods of inspection and checking are varied
somewhat.

In each of the steel mills supplying material, company in-

spectors are located who follow plates, bars, tubes, flues and
other supplies through the work, checking the serial numbers,
heats, order numbers and the like on records which are sent

to the home plant. On company work, material is manufac-
tured to requirements for a specific locomotive and the rec-

ords are maintained accordingly. On arrival at the plant,
the plates, or whatever the material may be, are applied to

that particular locomotive and to no other. The steel com-

panies are required to indicate on their bills the locomotive

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY
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being made away from the groove. The specimen is broken

at the other two grooves in the same manner. As can be

readily understood, the object of this test is to open up and
render visible any seams due to failure to weld up or due
to interposed foreign matter or any cavities caused by gas

Table 2—Tensile Properties of Boiler Steel

Flange
Tensile strength, lbs. per sq. in... 55,000-65,000
Yield p< 'int. min 0.5 tens. str.

Elongation in 8 in., min. percent.. 1,500,000

Firebox

52,000-62,000
0.5 tens. str.

1,500,000

Vii i

Tens. str. Tens. str.

For material over m inch in thickness a deduction from
the percentages of elongation specified above of 0.125

percent is made for each increase of 1/32 inch of the

specified thickness aibove
i

inch.

For material H inch or under in thickness the elongation
is measured at a gage length of 24 times the thickness

of the specimen.

are required to match with the sheets represented and only

those which match properly are acceptable.

Any material showing injurious defects subsequent to its

acceptance by the manufacturer's works is open to rejection

and the manufacturer notified of this.

Steel Plates for Tank and Miscellaneous Uses

I wo grades of steel arc required for special tank work

made by the open-hearth process. In both cases the sul-

phur contained must not exceed 0.06 percent. The differ-

ence in quality is recognized in the method of testing. Cer-

tain plates over 3/16 inch thick are subjected to a bending

test in which test pieces are cut from the plates after the

shear edge is removed by grinding or machining. These

specimens are required to bend over a mandrel whose diam-

eter is over one and a half times the thickness of the plate

without sign of fracture. The other plates covered in this

bubbles in the ingot. One side of each fracture is examined

and the lengths of the seams and cavities determined, the

inspector using a pocket lens if necessary.
The specimens used in making tension tests are taken

longitudinally from the bottom of the finished rolled material

while the bend test specimens are taken transversely from

the middle of the top of the finished rolled material. Longi-

tudinal test specimens are cut in the direction of the longi-

tudinal axis of the ingot and the transverse specimens at

right angles to the axis.

A tension and bend test are made from each plate as

rolled. If any test specimen shows defects of machining
or develops flaws it is discarded and another specimen
substituted.

Certain limits are allowed in the specification require-

ments; for example, the thickness of plate has an upper
limit of .01 inch greater than that ordered but must not

exceed this allowance above or below the thickness. All

plates of each width and group thickness constituting a lot

in a shipment must not exceed the amount of overweight

given in Table 3. In this table one cubic inch of rolled

steel is assumed to equal 0.2833 pound.
When material is furnished the manufacturer's brand or

name, melt or slab number, class and lowest tensile strength

for the class specified is legibly stamped on each plate. Test

specimens are also stamped with the melt or slab number.

Sometimes it is specified in the order that the plates must

be match-marked so that the test specimens representing

them can be readily identified. When more than one plate

is sheared from a single slab or ingot each one should be

match-marked so that all of them may be identified with

their respective test specimens. The match-mark consists of

two overlapping circles each not less than \ l/2 inches in

diameter placed upon the shear lines and made by separate

impress of a single circle steel die. Match-mark coupons

Fig. 4.—Apparatus for Making Photomicrographs of Material

section are 3/16 inch and under and are not required to

meet the above bending test. In the case of the plates tested,

two pieces 12 inches long and \y2 inches wide are furnished

for each melt or for every twenty plates ordered. The plates

must be true to size, flat, free from buckles and surface

defects and must not vary from the thickness ordered by
more than 0.01 inch. All plates have the engine order

number, size, scale, weight and similar data painted on in

white lead.

Flues, Safe Ends and Arch Tubes

The tubes used by this company are made from knobbled

hammered charcoal iron. The tests made on tubes and flues
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are quite interesting and extensive. They come under the

head of quench bend tests in which strips J4 inch in width

by 6 inches in length are planed lengthwise from tubes, heated

to a cherry red and quenched at once in water, the tem-

perature of which is 80 degrees F. This test specimen must
be able to bend in opposite directions at each end without

showing cracks or flaws. Nick bend tests are also made
on strips J^ inch in width by 6 inches in length planed

lengthwise in tubes. These specimens when nicked by light

hammer blows are required to show a wholly fibrous fracture.

Expansion tests are also made. In this case a test specimen
12 inches in length is used which is heated to a length of

5 inches to a bright cherry red (1,200 to 1,400 degrees F. ),

placed in a vertical position and a smooth taper steel pin
at blue heat (600 to 800 degrees F.) forced into the end of

the tube by pressure or by light blows of a 10-pound hammer.
In this test the tubes are required to expand to one and

one-eighth times their original diameter without splitting or

cracking. The pin is of tool steel tapered lj^-inch per foot

of length. A specimen 2 J/2 inches in length is used in the

crushing test.

Tubes 10 B. W. G. or lighter are required to withstand

crushing longitudinally without splitting or cracking or bend-

ing at the weld to a height of \
l
/& inches. If heavier than

10" B. W. G. they must withstand the test to a height of 1^
inches.

Tubes under 5 inches in diameter are subjected to an in-

ternal hydrostatic pressure of 1,000 pounds per square inch

and tubes 5 inches or over in diameter are given a hydro-
static pressure of 800 pounds per square inch, provided that

the fiber stress does not exceed 16,000 pounds per square
inch. In the latter case the following formula is used to

determine the test pressure :

32,000 t

P =
D

in which : P = the pressure in pounds per square inch.

t = the thickness of the weld in inches.

D = the inside diameter of the tube in inches.

If the quality of the material is in doubt a cross section

of the tube is ground to a perfectly true surface, polished
free from dirt or cracks and etched until the soft parts are

sufficiently dissolved for the iron tube to show a decided

ridged surface with the weld distinctly indicated. A steel

tube would show a homogeneous surface. Physical tests are

made on each of two tubes taken from a lot of 250 or less.

The name of the manufacturer, the words "knobbled char-

coal" and the test pressure in pounds are legibly stenciled

on each tube. When tubes are inserted in the boiler they
must stand expanding and beading without splitting or

breaking.

Lap Welded and Seamless Steel Boiler Tubes

Lap welded and seamless steel boiler tubes, boiler flues,

superheater flues, safe ends and arch tubes for the Works
are all made from steel manufactured by the open-hearth

process. The steel is required to conform to the following
chemical composition:

Carbon 0.08-0.18 percent
Manganese 0.30-0.60 percent
Phosphorus, not over 0.04 percent
Sulphur, not over 0.045 percent

Test specimens taken from tubes 6 inches or under in

diameter and having a thickness less than 9 percent of the

outside diameter are required to be flanged at right angles
to the body of the tube without showing cracks or flaws.

This flange as measured from the outside diameter of the

tube must not be less than 15 percent of the outside diameter
but the flange in no case should exceed V2 inch in width.
For all tubes except tubes in superheater pipes on which

the flange test is not required a test specimen 3 inches in

length must stand flattening between parallel plates until the

distance between the plates is not over three times the wall

thickness without showing cracks or flaws. Test specimens
2 J^2 inches in length taken from tubes (except superheater

flues) are required to stand crushing longitudinally until the

outside folds are in contact without showing cracks or flaws.

Similar test specimens from superheater flues should with-

stand crushing longitudinally down to 1% inches without

showing cracks or flaws. The hydrostatic tests in this case

are similar to those made on lap welded charcoal iron tubes.

Tubes for company work must stand expanding and bead-

ing without showing cracks or flaws or opening at the weld.

Superheater flues properly manipulated should have the

necessary forging, welding and bending operations made
without developing any defects.

Boiler Rivet Steel

Boiler rivet steel is made by the open-hearth process and
is required to conform to the following chemical composition :

Managnese 0.30-0.50 percent
Phosphorus, not over 0.04 percent
Sulphur, not over 0.045 percent

A ladle analysis is made of each melt of steel to checx,

the chemical composition.
Tension tests are made from test specimens on bars which

must have the following requirements as to tensile properties :

Tinsile strength, pounds per square inch . . . 45,000-55,000
Yield point, min 0.5 tens. str.

Elongation in 8 in. min. percent 1,500,000

Tens. str.

Cold bend tests and quench bend tests are made on test

specimens. The diameter of each bar must not vary more
than 0.01 inch from that specified. The above requirements
are for rivet steel in bar lengths. Slightly different require-
ments exist for rivets. Tests are made on the rivet shank
which must be able to bend cold through 180 degrees flat

on itself without cracking on the outside of the bent portion.
The rivet head must flatten while hot to a diameter two
and one-half times the diameter of the shank. One tension*

test is made on each size of each lot of rivets offered for

inspection and three flattening tests are also required.

Staybolt Iron

Staybolt iron used in the Works is rolled from a bloom,
slab pile or box pile made from reworked all-pig puddled
iron or reworked knobbled charcoal iron. The puddle mix-
ture and the component parts of the bloom, slab pile or box
pile must be free from any admixture of iron scrap or steel.

The iron is limited to 0.10 percent of manganese.
It is required to conform to the following tensile properties t

Tensile strength, pounds per square inch

(1J4 square inches and under in sec-

tional area)
_

4S,00O-52,0OO
Yield point, pounds per square inch (1%

square inches and under in sectional area) 0.6 tens. str.

Elongation in 8 inches min. percent 30
Reduction of area, min. percent 48

Etch tests are also made on the iron to indicate whether
it was rolled from a bloom, slab pile or box pile and whether
or not it is free from steel. Tension tests are made on two-

bars taken from lots of 100 or less.

Hollow staybolt iron is required to conform to the stand-
ards of regular staybolt iron. The tensile tests in this case

being as follows :

Tensile strength, pounds per square inch... 48.000-52.000
Yield point, min 0.6 tens. str.

Elongation, when measured in 8 inches,
min. percent 28

Elongation, when measured in 4 inches,
min. percent 55

Reduction of area, min.. percent 42
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Fig. 5.—Section of Laboratory Used for Making Carbon Determinations in Steel

Fig. 6.—Chemical Apparatus Used in Determining the Sulphur Content of Iron and Steel
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In this case, however, additional tests are made by splitting

a 2-inch length open from end to end by means of a drift

or wedge driven into the hole. The structure thus shown
must be free from signs of imperfect welding and the pres-
ence of slag or scale in the weld. Bars of one size are

sorted into lots of 1,600 linear feet. Two samples are

selected from each lot for test. Bars must be smoothly
rolled and free from slivers, depressions, seams, crop-ends
and evidences of burning, the whole should be as nearly
axial and as nearly round as the best manufacturing practice

permits and should have an area equivalent to that of a

round hole 3/16 inch in diameter. The holes should be

free from slag and other obstructions.

Iron for radial flexible stays and boiler braces is rolled

from a bloom, slab pile or box pile, entirely made from

puddled pig iron or knobbled charcoal iron. Steel must not

be present. Tension tests follow:

Tensile strength, min., pounds per square
inch

._
48,000

Yield point, min., pounds per square inch. . . 0.6 tens. str.

Elongation in 8 inches, min., percent 28
Reduction of area, min., percent 45

Lots of 100 each are the basis for taking test specimens,
two bars being used from each lot or fraction of a lot.

Specification Requirements Rigidly Adhered To

The experience of the Locomotive Works has been that

the steel mills will furnish material exactly as specified. At
various times check tests have been made in the laboratories

TIME



Recent Locomotive Boiler Explosion Investigations

Overheating of Crown Sheet Due to Low Water

Found To Be Cause of Fatal Boiler Failure

By A. G. Pack :

IN

the month of February, two serious locomotive boiler ex-

plosions occurred which were carefully investigated by
the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection and recently reported

upon by the chief inspei tor. Details of the reports are given
herewith.

On February 2, 1923, the boiler of Missouri, Kansas &
Texas Railway locomotive 591 exploded resulting in the

death of one employee and the very serious injury of two
others.

This locomotive left Sedalia, Mo., at 6.20 p. m., February
1, hauling freight train 371, consisting of 20 cars, in charge
of engineer Clyde E. Johnson, fireman Louis D. Igo and
coal passer Wendal Farmer, and had proceeded to a point
about two miles east of Louisburg, Kansas, or a distance

of about 90 miles from Sedalia, when at 1.05 a. m. the boiler

exploded, resulting in the fatal injury of Engineer Johnson.
who died two hours later, and the serious injury of fireman

Igo and coal passer Farmer, all of whom were bruised and
scalded. Engineer Johnson was found with his feet caught
under the cab apron and his body hanging out of right side

of the gangway. Fireman Igo was thrown outside of right-

of-way fence, a distance of over 25 feet. Location of coal

passer Farmer was not ascertainable because he was unable

to give any account of the accident, and was found by brake-

men wandering along side of train.

Details or Accident

This locomotive was a 2-6-0 type, equipped with extended

wagon top boiler, having wide radial stayed firebox of three-

piece construction. The force of the explosion tore the boiler

from the frame and running gear, hurling it forward for a

distance of 184 feet. Parts of the boiler and appurtenances
were thrown in various directions. The cab was found about

200 feet back and 60 feet to the right and the air compressor
was found 60 feet to the left of point of explosion. The
front end door was blown 150 feet ahead and 50 feet to the

right, and apparently rolled about 200 feet further after

striking the ground.

Construction of Firebox

The firebox was of three-piece construction with riveted

seams. The flue sheet was y2 inch thick, while other firebox

sheets were }i inch in thickness. The crown sheet was sup-

ported by radial stays with body varying from 1 inch to 1,%
inches in diameter, upset to 1 3/16 inches and 1 5/16 inches

in diameter at the ends. The four center rows of radial

stays beginning with the fifth transverse row, back of flue

sheet, were tapered on lower ends, having a taper of 2 inches

in 12 inches. The first four transverse rows were of the ex-

pansion stay type. The majority of staybolts were 15/16
inch in diameter, spaced 4 inches by 4 inches..

Examination of Firebox

Investigation disclosed that the crown sheet had been over-

heated from the flue sheet back to and including the twelfth

transverse row of crown stays, and from between the fifth

and sixth rows of stays on the right side of center of crown

sheet to a similar location on the left side. The crown sheet

had pulled away from all radial stays, and the side sheet

pulled away from 257 staybolts. The line of low water was

"Chief Inspector. Bureau of Locomotive Inspection, Interstate Commerce
Commission. Washington, D. C.

approximately 5 inches below the highest part of the crown
sheet. The initial rupture of the crown sheet apparently
occurred between the fifth and sixth rows of radial stays at

the flue sheet on left side of tenter. The left side sheet
tore diagonally down to the mudring. The right side sheet
tore diagonally from a point near the flue sheet between the
fifth and sixth rows of crown stays to the right of center down
to a point in the welded seam of the patch, which was 32
inches above the mudring and approximately 16 inches back
of the flue sheet. The tear then followed the welded seam for

a distance of 18 inches, then through the side sheet for a dis-
tance of 7 inches, then again followed the welded seam back
to a point 30 inches from the door sheet seam, and then

diagonally up to top of door sheet.

Appurtenances

This locomotive was equipped with one water glass and
three gage cocks applied in the boiler backhead. Investiga-
tion disclosed that the drain pipe at the bottom of water

glass was leaking before the locomotive left Sedalia, and later

while attempting to repair the defect the drain pipe was
broken off. The water glass cocks were then shut off, thus

leaving the enginemen without other means of gaging the

water in the boiler than the gage cocks.

Tests of Water Glass and Gage Cocks

Tests were made on locomotive 583, which was of the same
class as that involved in this accident, for the purpose of

comparing the registration of the water glass with the regis-
tration of the gage cocks. For the purpose of illustration

an extra gage cock was placed slightly to the left and above
the top gage cock and approximately S inches above the bot-

tom gage cock. This test diselosed that with 1 inch of water
in the water glass and the throttle opened, the additional

gage cock showed full water, thus indicating that the water
raised and was registered at the backhead at least 8 inches

when the throttle was opened and steam rapidly escaping.
Numerous tests previously made by this bureau on dif-

ferent railroads have shown that gage cocks when screwed

directly in the boiler backhead showed more water than

actually prevails throughout the boiler while the locomotive

is being worked hard or steam is rapidly escaping from the

boiler. Since this boiler was being operated without the use

of the water glass, it might be reasonably assumed that the

registration of the gage cocks was misleading.
Some of the other appurtenances were damaged to such an

extent that their previous condition prior to the accident could

not be determined, while examination of others, which were

not damaged, did not disclose a condition which was thought
to have a bearing on the accident.

Inspection and Repair Reports

This locomotive received monthly inspection at Parsons,

Kansas, on January 19, 1923, or 14 days prior to the acci-

dent.

Daily locomotive inspection reports on file at Sedalia, Mo.,

showing repairs needed, were examined and the following
items were reported that may have had a bearing on the

accident :

January 26, 1923—"Mudring leaking right front corner."

5:07 A. M. Report approved by Foreman W. J. Brooks,
with notation, "OK all but mudring."
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January 26, 1923—"Crown bolts leaking."
9:30 A. M. Report approved by Foreman W. C. Riley,

without notation, indicating that repairs had
been made.

January 26, 1923—"Right front corner mudring leaking."

11:30 A. M. "Crown bolts leaking."

Report approved by Foreman D. Q. Hounihan,
without notation, indicating that repairs had
been made.

January 27, 1923—"Flues, side sheet and crown bolts leaking in

8:45 A. M. firebox."

"Mudring leaking all around."

"Tighten shoveling sheet and put it under

apron."
"Engine leaks steam around both steam chests,

is not safe to switch with."

Report approved by Foreman D. Q. Hounihan,
without notation, indicating that repairs had
been made.

January 31, 1923—"Bore out flues."

3:20 P. M. "Flues and mudring leaking."

"Tighten down shoveling sheet and put it under

apron."
"Tighten leaks around both steam chest, this

engine is dangerous to switch with.''

Report approved by Foreman \V. J. Brooks,
without notation, indicating repairs had been
made.

Daily locomotive inspection reports on file at Parsons,

Kansas, showing repairs needed, were examined for the fol-

lowing dates and the following items were found reported
that may have had a bearing on the accident:

January IS, 1923—"Examine front end, engine don't steam at all."

"Bore out flues."

"Clean off flue sheet."

Report approved by Foreman Tiler without
notation indicating repairs had been made.

January 21. 1923—"Washout boiler."

3 :30" A. M. "Bore out flues."

"Mudring leaking in right front corner and
both back corners."

"Examine front end, engine will not steam."

Report approved by Foreman Tiler without
notation indicating that repairs had been made.

Januarv 24 1923—"Examine right cvlinder head and right valve

11:20 P. M. head."

"Steam leaks so bad, can't tell that the head-

light is burning."
"Put a gasket between steam chest and

cylinder."

Report approved by Foreman Tiler, without

notation, indicating that repairs had been made.

The following communications were found in the files of

this carrier, at Sedalia, Mo., which tends to show the con-

dition of the firebox prior to the accident:

"DQH (Day Roundhouse Foreman) 1/29/23.
Calk flues and crown bolts in Engine 591. This Engine has one

flue that has pin hole in it about a foot from flue sheet and the

Engine has every indication of mud on the crown sheet. This

Engine ought to be held and the crown sheet bumped with heavy
air hammer to loosen the scale and then properly washed or we
are going to have trouble with this Engine. 1 want you to know
the condition the Engine came to us in.

(Signed) W. T. Brooks
( Night Roundhouse Foreman)"

Sedalia, 1/30/23.
"Mr. R. A. Walker.
M. M. Franklin, Mo.

Condition engine 591 on arrival Sedalia for service on Holdcn
Division. Machinery is in fair condition. Firebox and flues in

poor condition. Crown sheet has 3 mud burnt spots and crown
bolts leaking, both side sheets show evidence of mud burn and stay

holt heads have started to pull through sheet. Flues do not look Si

bad but from the way they leak after being worked must have a

good deal of mud in boiler. The mud ring leaks all around and

grates and side bars will have to he removed and mud ring caulked.

I have washed this engine once but did not do much good. Engine
should have firebox gone over with air hammer to loosen mud
and a few staybolts renewed where heads are the worst. We
have only four engines on high line, and I have no engine to put
in place of 591. I can not hold engine and do the work. The

c ndition of this engine is likely to cause failure any time.

(Signed) D. Q. Hounihan"

Investigation disclosed that on January 22, 1923, engineer
W. H. Neeley was called to run this locomotive out of Par-

sens, Kansas, at 7 p. m., and that after reaching the locomo-

tive he refused to take it out until repairs had been made,

stating that crown sheet, side sheet and mudring were leak-

ing. It being necessary to remove the fire in order to make

repairs, the crew was released at 9.40 p. m.

On January 25, engineer Neeley was again called to take

this locomotive out of Parsons, when upon arriving at the

locomotive he was informed by the fireman that only one

crown bolt was then leaking. He ran this locomotive from

Tarsons to Sedalia, Mo., where he was relieved and the loco-

motive continued on to Franklin, Mo., at which point it was

cut out and ordered to return to Sedalia. Engineer Bestgen

was called for this trip and before starting noted that crown

bolts were leaking and so reported it on regular inspection

report, but ran the locomotive to Sedalia without repairs be-

ing made. On his arrival at Sedalia, the following report

was made:

"Right front corner mud ring leaking. Crown bolts leaking."

On January 26, at 6 p. m., engineer E. G. Voss was called

to run this locomotive out of Sedalia to Paola. He completed
the round trip to Paola, arriving at Sedalia on January 28,

at 8.35 a. m., but dated his inspection report January 27,

and reported:

"Flues, side sheets and crown bolts leaking in firebox. Mud
ring leaking all around."

He was again called to run this locomotive out of Sedalia at

3.45 p. m., on January 29, arriving at Paola at 10.55 a. m. on

the same date. When interviewed, engineer Voss stated that

upon his arrival at Paola he wired superintendent S. B.

Moore as follows :

"Engine 591 has both side sheets, crown sheet, mud ring and flues

leaking and will have to have boilermaker to make repairs before

handling train on 370."

He further stated that a boilermaker came to Paola and

made repairs and that the locomotive was run from Paola to

Sedalia, arriving at Sedalia at 3.20 p. m., January 31, at

which time the flues and mudring were reported leaking.

This locomotive then remained at Sedalia until the beginning
of the trip on which the accident occurred.

Fireman Igo and coal passer Farmer were so badly injured

that an interview was not deemed advisable at the time of

the investigation. However, fireman Igo has since made a

sworn statement with respect to this accident, in which he

stated in substance as follows:

"That he was called to leave Sedalia at 5 :50 P. M. on February
J. and that upon arrival at locomotive 591, in company with

engineer Johnson, they found a small leak around water glass

drain pipe. When an attempt was made to inspect the interior

of the firebox it was found that due to a large amount of coal

having just been put on the fire, he was unable to see the firebox

sheets. The right injector was tested and seemed to operate satis-

factorily, but afterwards when pulling out of Sedalia and passing
the Katy Car Shops, the right injector was inoperative, and

although repairs were attempted at different times, they never

got it to work.
"The engine was foaming shortly after leaving Sedalia and

continued to do so at intervals. While at Brysons, which is 16

miles from Sedalia, the fire had burned down so that they could

see the crown sheet, and it was noted that water was falling on
the fire in the front end of the firebox. He and engineer Johnson
looked at the crown sheet and saw a mass of small leaks around
the crown bolt heads, some of the leaks being large enough that

water was dripping and others so small that the water was just

boiling out from the bolt heads. There were also quite a few
leaks around the side sheet bolts. Mr. Johnson remarked to

him that if he had had a chance to inspect this firebox before leav-

ing Sedalia he would not have operated the locomotive and that he
i Igo) felt the same way about it.

"At Holden which is 49 miles from Sedalia. they found the leaks

were somewhat worse, espeeial'y the larger ones, as water was
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now running down, instead of dripping. The water foamed
several times between Holdrn and Gunn City Tank, and engineer

Johnson remarked that lie didn't like this very much, on account
of the condition of the firebox. At Freeman 'lank, which is about
79 miles from Sedalia, the sheets were leaking worse than ever,
and after engineer Johnson bad I. Hiked at the crown sheet and
side sheets for possibly four or five minutes, he got up slowly and
said 'Igo, I don't like the looks of that firebox a bit, take a look

and see what you think of it.' They left Freeman and had reached
a heavy grade mar I>ouisburg, Kansas, when the accident

occurred."

Summary
While it is evident from the lines of demarcation on the

crown sheet that this accident was primarily due to the failure

of the crown sheet because of having been overheated, due to

low water, it is apparent that the condition of this firebox,

as ascertained by the frequent reports and statements herein

referred to, covering the leaky and defective conditions

thereof, and the absence of suitable means for registering the

general water level in the boiler under all conditions of serv-

ice, were strong contributory causes for the failure, and
evidences a fact that this locomotive was not in proper con-

dition and safe to operate without unnecessary peril to life

or limb, as anticipated by the law.

A Second Disastrous Explosion

On February 16, a stud blew out of the boiler of Erie

Railroad locomotive 3024, resulting in the injury of three

employees. This locomotive left Jersey City, N. J., at

10.45 p. m. in charge of engineer E. J. Murphy and fireman

H. J. Spears, and had reached a point near Highland Mills,

N. Y., or approximately 49 miles from Jersey City, when,
at 1.30 a. m., a stud applied in the boiler to support the run-

ning board bracket blew out resulting in the injury of en-

gineer Murphy, fireman Spears and brakeman Brigham.
This stud was located on the left side of the boiler near

the cab floor and directly in front of the cab door, and when
blown out forced the jacket back against the cab which in

turn deflected the escaping steam and scalding water into

the cab and upon the men therein.

Examination of Stud

This stud was % inch in diameter with 12 threads per
inch on that portion which screwed into the boiler. The
stud fitted so that it could be screwed all of the way in with-

out the aid of a tool, although threads in the sheet were in

good condition and those on the stud slightly worn. That

portion of the stud on which the running board bracket

rested was badly worn, indicating that the bracket was loose

on boiler and working, which was confirmed by the loose

condition of the cab and brackets at the time of our investi-

gation, also by the daily inspection reports later referred to.

Daily inspection reports on file at Port Jervis, N. Y., and

Secaucus, N. J., were examined for the following dates and

there were reported the following items which have a bearing

on this accident :

Port Jervis, N. Y.

February 4, 1923.

"Stavbolt leaking in left side of cab. Cab fastened to boiler."

February 7, 1923.

"Cab bolted fast very loose."

February 11, 1923.

"Staybolts leaking under jacket in front of cab left side."

Secaucus, N. J.

February 7, 1923.

"Cab very loose, left side."

February IS, 1923, 3 :20 P. M.
"Staybolts on left side of cab under jacket leaking bad. Fills

cab full of steam."

Investigation disclosed that there was no evidence of

broken staybolts in the left side sheet, nor of any leakage
from staybolts from which it is apparent that the leaks re-

ported were coming from the stud which later blew out.

When interviewed, the master mechanic stated with

reference to the daily inspection report of the engineer on

February 15, at 3.20 p. m. "That the boiler inspector made
an inspection of the left side sheet in the vicinity described

by the engineer, and failed to find any broken or leaky stay-
bolts, but did find a stud leaking. This he reported to the

roundhouse foreman, who in turn inspected the stud and
stated that he did not consider it bad enough to remove."

It is evident that this accident was due to the improper
fit of the stud and to failure to make necessary repairs to the

defective stud, which had been the cause of numerous reports
and which was contributed to by the loose condition of the

cab, and had the requirements of the law and rules been com-

plied with this accident would have been avoided.

Cutting and Reaming Tube Sheet Holes

By George Bexton *

FOR
rapid and smooth cutting of boiler tube sheet holes,

the combination cutter and reamer illustrated has been

found very satisfactory. It reduces costs and speeds

up the work. Previous to the development of this tool cut-

ting was done in two operations. All the tube holes were

cut out to within 1/64 inch of the size required, by a tool

similar to the cutter illustrated at B. Then the tool was

changed to a reamer similar to A. This made it necessary to

set each hole twice, whereas by combining A and B in one

tool the job could be done in one operation. Cutter B is fed

by the machine until it has cut through the plate, the feed

being released and reamer A finishing the job, being fed by
hand since this is quicker than machine feed.

The tool, illustrated, is made of Double Mushet high-

k Z'^Diam.
.

' Thread to suitShank-

A-IOFIutes

B- 4 Flutes

H.S.Steel

\<—~-l%'Diam.——>\

Combination Cutter and Reamer Saves Time on Tube Sheet

Holes

speed steel. Cutting section B has 4 flutes with a spiral of 1

inch in 12 inches right-hand, giving the cutter a rapid cut-

ting action. The reaming section A is cut 10 flutes, left-

hand spiral to prevent the reamer from seizing and leaving
a rough hole. The reamer has a recess ^4 inch wide and

1/16 inch deep between A and B to allow any cuttings to

escape from the cutting section. Section A has a taper of

3 inches in 12 inches for a distance of 7/16 inch and then

paralleled cutting edges J/s inch long to finish the hole to

the correct size. A round filleted shoulder at the top re-

moves the sharp edges of the tube sheet holes and prevents
the copper ferrules from being cut in the process of beading
or expanding. The tool is detachable from its spindle,
which is turned down to 1 1/16 inch in diameter and thread-

ed 12 threads per inch. This threaded end of the spindle
turns into the threaded cavity in the cutter. The use of a

heavy oil on the threads enables cutters to be readily re-

moved so that the operator may use any number of cutters

on one spindle.

Tool Foreman. Grand Tninl; Shops, Stratford, Otlt.
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That is why he diesalmost invariably above suspicion,

poor.
Drastic Measures

As a rule, all repairs can be carried out on the premises
and a boiler is soon put in going order. Sometimes, however,
the local mechanics find the job beyond their powers, with

the result that the steam gage works badly while the stop
valve refuses to function. The opening to the manhole, be-

ing jammed, the boiler remains long uncleaned; and, for

want of new plates, it is a danger to all in the vicinity. The
inspection gives the proprietor an uncommonly bad quarter of

an hour. "I am," argues the last-named, "over three hundred
miles from a town. The cost of new plates is beyond my
wretched means. I cannot afford railway freight and cart

transport
—even if I needed what you consider necessary."

But all in vain. The boiler is ordered to be put out of ac-

tion pending repairs, and the aggrieved machinery user,

finding that there is no escaping from the decision, produces
the money and all that is necessary is done. Boiler inspectors,
as may well be imagined, are not always popular. "They do
their duty unpleasantly" is the opinion of those who fail to

satisfy them.

\\ hen on his provincial rounds, the boiler inspector sees

nothing of the light side of life. Except for an occasional

kangaroo hunt, the monotony of a singularly drab existence

is unrelieved. In the large towns there are the movies and
the theater; and the man who wishes to improve his mind is

afforded opportunities of doing so. But this is not true in

the "bush."

Still, the boiler inspector is satisfied witli things as he
finds them. Never having known anything better, he is con-
tented. A philosopher.

Report of a British Marine Boiler Explosion
Board of Trade Investigation of Disaster In-

dicated Low Water as the Cause of Overheating

AS
in this country, it is the custom of government of-

ficials to thoroughly investigate all boiler explosions,
both marine and railway. The results of such in-

vestigations are valuable to all those who design, construct

or inspect boilers since reports of this character indicate

methods that may be adopted to prevent a recurrence of

such disasters.

The British Board of Trade report of the explosion on

board the steamship Kelburne is given below:

The explosion occurred at about 5:45 P. M. on June 27

last, when the vessel was on a voyage from Birkenhead
to Dublin. The vessel is owned by Messrs. J. Gale & Co.,

Preston. No person was injured in the accident.

Description and Principal Dimensions or the Boiler

The boiler is of the single-ended cylindrical multi-

tubular marine type, made of steel, and worked under natu-

with the donkey pump; there being no connection between
the two discharge pipes.

Boiler or an Old Type

The boiler was made by Messrs. Bow, McLachlan & Co.,
in the year 1904, and is therefore 19 years old. With the

exception of the renewal of the furnaces and tubes, in 1919,
no repair of importance is recorded.

The boiler was inspected periodically by surveyors to

Lloyd's Register of Shipping and inspectors to the Man-
chester Steam Users' Association, the last survey in each

case being held in July, 1921.

Nature of the Explosion

The port combustion chamber top partially collapsed. Two
of the stay nuts were carried away, and the plate, being
forced off the stays, allowed free escape of steam through
the stav holes.

Plan of Combustion Chamber Top

ral draft at a pressure of 120 pounds per square inch. It

is 8 feet 4 inches in length and 9 feet in diameter; the shell

is 11/16-inch in thickness, with double butt straps, double
riveted. There are two furnaces of the Fox corrugated type,
27 inches in internal diameter, and one combustion chamber
to each furnace, stayed at the top by four girders, with two

stays to each girder. The usual mountings were provided,

including a water gage and two test cocks on the column.
The feed arrangement consists of two feed check valves, one
in connection with the main engine feed pump and the other

Sectional Elevation of Combustion Chamber Top

The boiler had been short of water, causing overheating
of the combustion chamber top plate, and the overheated

plate, in its weakened condition, was unable to withstand

the pressure of the steam.

General Remarks

The Kelburne is a vessel of 199 tons gross, engaged in

the coasting trade, and has one boiler which supplies steam
to a set of compound engines at a pressure of 120 pwunds per

square inch.

The boiler and its mountings were surveyed by one of
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the surveyors to Lloyd's Register of Shipping, in July, 1921,

and also by an inspector to the Manchester Steam Users'

Association, at the same time, and, according to their reports,

everything was in a satisfactory condition.

The vessel left Birkenhead for Dublin on June 26, 1922.

On the following day, at 4:30 P. M., the chief engineer re-

lieved the second engineer, the boiler pressure being then

110 pounds per square inch, and it is stated that there were

Sy2 inches of water showing in the gage glass. At 5 :45

P. M. the explosion occurred, and steam, escaping through
the stay holes in the combustion chamber top plate, put out

the fire in the port furnace. The fire in the starboard fur-

nace was then drawn, and, shortly afterwards, the engines

stopped through lack of steam. When the boiler was suf-

ficiently cooled, an examination was made, and it was found

that the damage was so serious that the boiler could not be

used. The vessel was then taken in tow by the steam

trawler Rose of England and towed to Dublin.

On further examination, at Dublin, it was found that the

combustion chamber top plate was distorted, two stay nuts

had been carried away and the plate at these two points

Longitudinal Section of
Combustion ChamberTop

Sagged Plate in Combustion Chamber

had been forced over the ends of the stays; other stays in

close proximity were badly strained, otherwise the boiler did
not appear to have suffered in any way.
A new combustion chamber top was fitted, all the girder

stays were renewed, and the tubes expanded. The boiler

mountings were found to be in order, with the exception of

the main feed check valve chest, which had to be renewed.
On completion of the repairs, a hydraulic test was applied,
with apparently satisfactory results. Steam was raised, and
it was found, after about one hour's steaming, that the

tube ends in both combustion chambers were leaking, the

leakage gradually becoming worse on the run to Preston. At

Preston, the tubes were re-expanded and steam again raised

preparatory to leaving that port, when it was found that

leakage still took place from the top rows of tubes at both
ends.

It appears that, in March of this year, a clip had been
fitted around the main feed check valve chest at the fillet of
the bottom flange, in order to stop a slight leak that was
showing. "When this clip was removed at Dublin the chest
was found to be cracked for about seven-eighths around the

circumference of the inlet branch. A valve seat covering the
fracture had at some time been fitted, and the inside of the

casting appeared to have been screw-cut, presumably with a
view to screwing in a seat. The seat fitted, however, had
simply been driven in and pinned. Neither the chief engi-
neer, who joined the vessel three days only before the explo-
sion took place, nor the second engineer had any knowledge
as to when the seat was fitted, but as the second engineer
states that he saw the clip put on in March last, when he
joined the vessel, it may be assumed that the crack had
shown at some previous time, subsequent to the survey in

July, 1921, and the valve seat had been put in as a precau-

tionary measure.

Both engineers state that, after leaving Birkenhead, a con-

siderable amount of water was being lost through the de-

fective valve chest, necessitating an almost constant supply
of extra feed water, although until 4:30 P. M. on the day
of the explosion no difficulty had been experienced in main-

taining the level in the gage glass. I am therefore of the

opinion that the shortness of water was most probably due to

a sudden extension of the crack in the chest, causing in-

creased leakage, which was not noticed by the engineer on
watch, the result being overheating of the combustion cham-
ber top and consequent failure of the plate. Had both

fires been of equal fierceness, no doubt the starboard cham-
ber top would have suffered similarly.

Observations of the Engineer Surveyor in Chief

This explosion was undoubtedly due to overheating con-

sequent upon the boiler being short of water.

The main feed check valve chest was known to be defec-

tive and was apparently in such condition as to require the

normal feed water supply to be supplemented almost con-

tinuously, and it is, therefore, surprising that greater care

was not exercised to maintain the water in the boiler at a

safe lev 1

The explosion resulted in the temporary disablement of

the vessel, and it is fcr.unate that assistance was available.

Exhibitors at Master Boiler Makers'

Convention
The exhibiting companies of the Boiler Makers' Supply

Men's Association will include the following:

Air Reduction Sales Company. New York.
American Arch Company, New York.
American Locomotive Company, New York.
Bird-Archer Company. New York.
The Boiler Makes, New York.
W. L. Brubaker & Bros., Millersburg, Pa.
Burden Iron Company, Troy, N, Y.
A M. Castle & Company, Chicago, 111.

Champion Rivet Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company. Chicago, 111.

Dearborn Chemical Company, Chicago, 111.

Detroit Seamless Steel Tubes Company, Detroit. Mich.
Ewald Iron Company, Louisville, Ky.
J. Faessler Manufacturing Company, Moberly, Mo.
Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh] Pa.
Forster Paint & Mfg. Company, Winona, Wis.
Garratt-Callahan Company, Chicago, 111.

Gary Screw & Bolt O mpany, Gary, [nd.
Globe Seamless Steel Tube- I pany, Milwaukee, Wis.
Huron Manufacturing Company, Detroit, Mich.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago. 111.

Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York.
Key-Bolt Appliance Company, Orchard Park. New York
Liberty Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Locomotive Firebox Company, Chicago, 111.

Lovejoy Tool Company, Chicago, 111.

Lukens Steel Company, Coatesviile, Pa.
McCabe Manufacturing Company, Lawrence. Mass.
Monongahela Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
National Tube Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Otis Steel Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Oxweld Railroad Service Company, Chicago, 111.

Parkesburg Iron Company, Parkesburg. Pa
Penn Iron & Steel Company, Creighton. Pa.

Pittsburgh Forge & Iron Companv, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh Steel Products Companv. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Prime Manufacturing Companv. Milwaukee, Wis.
Rome Iron Mills, Inc., New York.
J. T. Ryerson & Son. Chicago. 111.

Scully Steel & Iron Company. Chicago. 111.

S. Severance Manufacturing Comnanv. Glassport, Pa.
The Superheater Company. New York.
Talmadge Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, O.
Thomson Electric Company, Lynn, Mass.
forchweld Equipment Companv, Chicago, 111.

I . S. Light and Heat Corporation, Niagara Falls. X. V.



Fig. 1.—Side View of Boiler, Back End, Showing Ball and Sleeve Application in Breakage Zones

New Staybolt Designed to Promote Flexibility

Details of Double Articulated Staybolt

Design for Use in Locomotive Boilers

BECAUSE
of design features which have been incor-

porated in a new type ''double articulated" staybolt

developed by A. F. Pitkin, assistant superintendent of

the American Locomotive Company, at the Schenectady

Works, the following details of its construction and features

are given. The material, tests and information given were

prepared bv Mr. Pitkin to demonstrate the features of the

bolt.

In the days of small locomotive boilers, and therefore short

sheets, the "rigid" type of staybolt was satisfactory as the

expansion of the sheets was well within the flexible limits of

Fig. 2.—Result of Weaving Action on Inner Bolt Connections

the "rigid" bolt. As the larger boilers were developed in-

creasing difficulty was experienced with the "rigid" bolts

breaking near the outer sheet.

This was due to the fact that the outer sheet, being the

heavier, held the bolt in a rigid vertical position throwing
all the strain on the bolt at its junction with the sheet;

whereas the inner sheet, being of lighter weight, took up some

of the strain bv bendinsj, thus to a certain extent relieving

part of the flexing strain at the inner "rigid" bolt connection.

By experience, it was found that only certain areas, in the

back end, were affected; since called the "breakage zones."

In order to eliminate the failure at the outer connection

various types of "semi-flexible" staybolts were introduced in

the breakage zones. The development of the "semi-flexible"

bolt has resulted in the almost universal use of what is known

as the "ball and sleeve" connection.

The adoption of this "semi-flexible" bolt has practically

eliminated breakage, at the outer sheet connection, but has,

failed to relieve the strain at the inner connection so that the

injurious action, on this connection and the lighter sheet, is

still there.

It is for the purpose of eliminating this condition that the

following experiments and recommendations have been de-

veloped.
In Fig. 1 is shown a side and back end view of boilers

illustrating the ball and sleeve application in the breakage
zones.

Fig. 2 illustrates the effect of the continual weaving strain

on the inner bolt connection.

The bolt being screwed into the inner, or firebox sheet,

increases the mass of metal at these various points so that

the heat units are not carried away as rapidly as through
the plain sheet. This makes numerous hot points where

oxidation will more rapidly take effect.

Even though the bolt may have a tight thread fit in the

sheet the continual weaving motion, due to expansion and

contraction of the outer and inner sheets, gradually enlarges
the connection hole on the water side allowing oxygen in

the water to attack the thin metal, threads. At the same time

minute surface cracks are exposed and assist in the oxida-

tion of the sheet immediately adjacent to the bolt connection.
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Fig. 3.—Usual Type of Staybolt Connection to Sheet

Lime and other deposits will fill up the enlarged hole and

cracks but is broken down by the weaving action, thereby

presenting new surfaces for attack. This process continues

until it becomes necessary to replace both the sheet and bolts.

The usual form of threaded bolt connection to the sheet

is shown in Fig. 3, the end being driven and trimmed from

the outside of the sheet.

By examining the etched sections it will be noted that the

"upsetting" effect only extends into the threaded connection

about one (1) thread, leaving the balance of the threads

more or less exposed to the oxidizing effect as illustrated in

Fig. 2.

It will be noted that all of these bolts are made of stay-

bolt iron; a material developed on account of its fibrous struc-

ture better withstanding the weaving action between the

two sheets.

Fig. 4 illustrates two steel staybolt connections—one driven

over in the ''standard" way showing how the threads remain

open at the inner side of the sheet. The other expanded
from inside the bolt by first taper-reaming the "tell-tale"

hole then driving in a three corner taper pin rotating at the

same time and afterward driving and trimming the head.

By this latter method all the threads are expanded into the

threaded hole, in the sheet, making a tight joint throughout.
It has been found that, due to the fibrous nature of stay-

bolt iron, the pin expanding will split the iron, so with this

style of connection steel must be used.

The action of the "semi-flexible" and "double articulated"

staybolt on the inner sheet is indicated in Fig. 5.

"A" is a thin sheet of metal, mounted in a wood frame,

into which is rigidly fastened the rod "C," representing the

"semi-flexible" bolt, and the "double articulated" bolt "B."

Any movement of the outer plate carrying the latter will

produce no appreciable effect on the plate "A" while the

slightest movement of the rod "C" will produce a bending
or warping effect.

As the actual movement between the outer and inner sheets

of a boiler is so slight the angular pull on the inner ball

connection of the bolt "B" will be practically nil.

By eliminating this weaving effect it is obvious that the

fibrous nature of staybolt iron is not essential in its con-

struction. This will make it possible to use steel and
the expanded method of connection as illustrated by Fig. 4.

This demonstrates the fact that the present type of bolt

JBEL
Fig. 4.—Steel Staybolt Driven in Usual Way (Left), that at

the Right Expanded in the Side Sheet

is only flexible because the light firebox sheet bends and
that this flexibility is gained at the expense of the life of

the sheet.

The "double articulated" bolt consists of a connection
to the outer sheet, which is in the form of a hollow tapered
plug, with a tell-tale hole drilled to the ball.

A tell-tale hole is also drilled through the center of inner

threaded connection to the ball. The light sections, at these
two points, constitute the breaking points.
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Fig. 5.—Demonstration of Double Articulated Bolt Action. Fig. 6.—Bolt with Standard Plug Connection. Fig. 7.—
Staybolt with Hollow Plug Connection Welded to Sloping Sheet. Fig. 8.—Appearance of Plugs Welded.

Fig. 9.—Staybolt Parts.

All other sections of the bolt are made considerably

stronger, so if, by some remote possibility, a break should

occur it would be immediately obvious from outside the

boiler or in the firebox.

By making the inner threaded connection of steel the "pin

expanded'' method of fastening can be used. The hole in

die outer sheet is taper reamed, using the hole in the inner

sheet as a guide, assuring perfect alinement on application.
The taper plug, being welded to the outer sheet, eliminates

the expensive operation of tapping with all its attendant

troubles of bad threads, leaking and cracked sleeves on the

boiler test.

A modified form of bolt has also been developed, so that

if desired staybolt iron can be used for the inner connection.

As previously shown, staybolt iron cannot be pin expanded
which would make it necessary to drive it over in the regular

way. In this form of connection it is desirable to "hold

on" the opposite end to prevent stripping the thread.

In order to make "holding on" possible the outer taper

plug carries a taper threaded ball connection so that after

the bolt is pulled down and plug welded to the outer sheet

the outer ball can be screwed down, taking up the expan-
sion spaces in the two sockets, making the bolt temporarily

rigid so a "holder on" can be placed at the outer end while

the firebox end is driven over.

After the inner connection is made the outer ball is screwed

back and the projecting bolt cut off and joint welded.

Fig. 6 illustrates the staybolt with standard plug connec-

tion for parallel sheets; also the "flush" type of connection

welded to the outer sheet.

Either type, applied under a combustion chamber, it is

claimed, will overcome the difficulty experienced with the

"semi-flexible," where the sleeve is inverted, making it a

convenient receptacle for dirt washing about inside the boiler

shell, also eliminating the danger of freezing when the boiler

is drained and the engine placed outside in cold weather.

Note the slight projection of the standard welded plug

Fig. 10.—Machine Used in Making Vibratory Tests on

Staybolts

above outer sheet and consequently little interference with

the boiler lagging.
The staybolt with its hollow plug connection to a sloping

{Continued on page 149)



Interior View of British Locomotive Shop

Boiler Design in Relation to Maintenance

Practices Employed in British Shops in Building and

Repairing Locomotive Boilers to Give Maximum Service

By A. E. Kyffin

THE
most common British type of firehole is a solid

forged ring between the outer and inner firebox plate;

this is often the full width of the water space, but some-

times the copper plate is dished to reduce the width of the

ring to anything down to about 1% inches with the object of

shortening the rivets to ensure a tight joint and also of keep-

ing the heads out of the flames; the objection to this practice
is that with bad water the scale rapidly collects above the

ring and is not easy to wash out. The rivets round a firehole

are a constant source of trouble, and to avoid their use vari-

ous methods are used of flanging both the copper and steel

plate to form a ring without any joint. Other constructions

are sometimes used to advantage.
Foundation or bottom joint rings are almost invariably

of rectangular section of an average width of 3 inches to 4

inches. For boilers having a medium working pressure the

riveting can be single, but above 160 pounds double riveting
is to be recommended. At the corners the rings are often

made with a thinner downward extension to enable either a

second or third row of rivets to be worked in according to

whether the main portion of the rings is single or double

riveted. This method of construction is very expensive, not

only as regards the ring itself, but also in the machining of

the boiler plates, and if a well-designed corner is used with

the plain ring, equally good results can be obtained. The

*Second installment of a paper read before the Institution of Locomotive
Engineers, Manchester. England, November 13, 3922. The first installment

appeared on page 100 of the April issue.

examination of the corners of many fireboxes occasions

wonder as to how they keep tight at all, so badly are the rivets

pitched, being either too large on the outside to be steam-

tight, or the inside copper plate is so cut away by the cluster

of rivets that it cannot bed on to the ring. The use of screw

rivets should be avoided as far as possible because if once

VA

I

&k,-a

Fig. 10.—Tube Rolled on Water Side of Plate and Beaded

on Fire Side

they develop leaks they cannot be laid up again like an ordi-

nary rivet, as this only tends to loosen the thread; and as the

squares are always cut off they cannot be screwed up when
it is found necessary.

Flanged Plates

The two principal plates are the throat or saddle and the

back plate; the former is fairly immune from trouble with

the exception of the flat between the shoulders at the top,

where cracks sometimes develop, more especially if the joint
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is only the width necessary for single riveting. Regarding
the back plate, an interesting difference of opinion exists

as to the best radius for the flanging of the sides; the more
usual figure is about 3J^ inches inside, but some engineers
specify not less than 6 inches. The author has in his recol-

lection a class of boiler which had the back plate flanged
with .1 large radius, and in a comparatively short time it

Fig. 11.—Washout Plug with Gun Metal Cap

developed bad cracks at the junction of the radius and the

flat of the plate at the upper portion of the firebox; this was
attributed to the rigidness of the large radius resisting the

breathing of the back, and certainly the trouble disappeared
when these plates were replaced with others of less radius.

The form of back plates used on the L. & N. W. Railway
and some other lines, in which the flange is reversed in di-

rection from the conventional form, has certain claims made
for it, but there are disadvantages also.

There is also a very considerable distance between
the line of the riveted joint and the first row of

water-space stays; this throws a very heavy stress

on the latter and leaves a relatively large unstayed area of

steel plate, and even when a few cross stays are put in, ex-

perience has shown that long vertical cracks occur. Similar

Fig. 13a.—Removable Hand Hole for Access to Firebox Crown

trouble is experienced with the back plate, and generally it

would be most instructive to hear from engineers who have to

maintain and repair boilers of this type as to how, over a

period of years, they compare with the ordinary type back

plate.

Tubes

The author does not propose to enter upon the very debat-
able subject of the material of tubes, but much benefit is to be

derived from a discussion regarding the methods of securing
tubes in the firebox tube plate. The tubes may be simply
rolled into place and slightly bell-mouthed, or they mav be

beaded right over; or again, they may have a shoulder rolled

on them next the water side of the tube plate and beaded on

the fire side, as in Fig. 10. The use of ferrules is more

Fig. 12.—A Type of Readily Removable Plug for Washing Out

common with copper and brass tubes than with steel, but
there is not apparently any settled practice regarding whether
ferrules should or should not be fitted into new boilers what-
ever be the material of the tubes.

Washout Arrangements

As relatively few railways have good water all over their

systems, the provision of ample and convenient washout and

Fig. 13b.—An Adaptation of the Handhole to a Curved
Portion of Shell

inspection doors is of the utmost importance, as the cleanness

of a boiler has much to do with its active life, not to speak
of its steaming qualities.

The average engineer in charge of the running of locomo-

tives usually has to content himself with a few plugs, etc., in

the region of the firebox foundation ring, a few in the smoke-
box tubeplate

—often very inaccessible—two or three on the

back of the firebox on the line of the firebox crown, and if

the boiler has a Belpaire firebox, washouts on the firebox

sides. These may, of course, be sufficient, but the provision
of extra plugs or capped washouts on the radii of the front

and back plate about half-way up, to enable the side water
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legs of the firebox to be washed out, would be a boon in
most cases. Some railways fit a large mud door on the
underside of the barrel a little ahead of the firebox so that

any scale, etc., washed off the tubes and front end of the
barrel may be removed there instead of being washed into
the front water-leg of the firebox. Provision is also made
for washing the tubes and firebox top from above by fitting

capped washouts on the front ring of the barrel and on the

firebox crown next the barrel.

Regarding the actual details of washouts, these at the
foundation ring are either taper plugs screwed direct into the

the steel plate
—which is usually thickened by the provision

of patch plates
—or else into gun-metal seatings; or wash-

outs with screwed capped tops are riveted or screwed on to

the corners; the bodies of the latter may be of steel or gun-
metal, with gun-metal seatings; or washouts with screwed

capped tops are riveted or screwed on to the corners; the

bodies of the latter may be of steel or gun-metal, with gun-
metal caps on the lines of Fig. 11. The last mentioned

practice is not so common on locomotives in use in Great
Britain as on those for overseas. With a taper plug screwed
direct into the plate it is only possible to get one plug at each

Fig. 14.—Type of Dome Used on British Locomotives

Intended for Export

corner of the firebox on the same level, but if seatings are

used two plugs at right angles can be provided, while these

can easily be arranged with capped washouts, provided, of

course, there is room inside the frames. This method has

been found entirely satisfactory.
The taper threads in the plates are soon damaged or worn

and have frequently to be retapped, and in time become

larger than the standard plugs. An interesting scheme for

providing readily renewable holes is seen in Fig. 12, consist-

ing of a steel ring screwed with a fine thread into the plate,

the taper plug then being screwed into it, with the idea that

the ring can be renewed when worn; but whether the remedy
is worse than the evil is a debatable point.
The side washouts provided on fireboxes are usually taper

plugs, capped washouts or removable handholes, one type of

the latter being shown by Fig. 13; the handhole certainly

provides the best access to the firebox top. These wash-

outs are commonly located just above the line of the firebox

crown, but are sometimes placed on the shoulders of the fire-

box to enable the stream of water to be directed downwards
on to the firebox crown.

Steam Domes

As tiiese house the regulator and are the only means of

getting to the main steam pipe, they are of great importance
to the running shed force, yet on how many boilers are they
of the type in which the joint line of the top is either above

the regulator head or only just level with it. The type of

dome now most used on engines built in this country for over-

seas lines is shown in Fig. 14 with this. When the upper
portion is removed, the regulator head is so exposed that it

can be easily refaced or otherwise attended to; also the main
steam pipe joint is fairly accessible, especially if the dome is,

say, 2 feet 3 inches or 2 feet 6 inches inside diameter.

A leaking dome joint is always a nuisance and gives rise

to considerable work; yet railway men do not seem to have

decided whether the joint is best made by a copper ring of

the continuous turned variety or the so-called boiled oil

joint.

There are other important details of the boiler which, it

may be claimed, have been ignored, but the author's excuse

must be that the paper is not intended to be even moderately

comprehensive, but he hopes that these somewhat disjointed
notes will serve the purpwse for which they are intended,

namely, the gathering together of the experiences and

opinions of the members of this institution regarding the

features in question.

Steam Boilers in India

WORD
has just been received that late in January the

Legislative Assembly, in India, passed a new bill,

amending the laws relating to the construction and

operation of steam boilers and providing a single law that

will apply throughout the entire country. Copies are not yet

available here, but have been requested. Manufacturers and

exporters shipping steam boilers to India should be careful

to see that they comply with these new requirements, in order

that there should be no disappointment at destination upon

delivery.
As previously stated, the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce of the United States endeavors to maintain a com-

plete collection of the steam boiler laws for all foreign coun-

tries, and interested parties can ordinarily secure needed in-

formation by communicating with the Industrial Machinery
Division.

The Problem of Handling Materials

With Safety

SAFE
Practices Pamphlet No. 54 entitled, "Handling Ma-

terial," has just been published by the National Safety

Council, 168 North Michigan avenue, Chicago. Han-

dling material is generally recognized as one of the greatest

safety problems in industry, and according to state reports

handling material by hand causes more accidents than all

machinery. The pamphlet is divided into the following
main divisions : Power Trucks, Hand Trucks, Piling Ma-
terial, Handling by Hand and Safe Habits of Work, each

of which is again subdivided into paragraphs dealing with

the different types of equipment used and the different meth-

ods employed in handling various types of material. The

pamphlet is freely illustrated with photographs and dia-

grams. A large number of industries are covered, and owing
to the fact that handling material is common to every in-

dustry, the pamphlet has an unusually wide range of useful-

ness. The experience of many members of the National

Safety Council was contributed in the preparation of the

pamphlet and the assistance of a committee of seventy-five

safety engineers was employed in preparing the material.



Southern Pacific Boiler Shop at Bay Shore

Machinery and Layout of Small Locomotive

Boiler Repair Plant Designed for Efficiency

By Charles W. Geiger

THE
boiler shop at the Bay Shore shops of the Southern

Pacific Railroad Company mar San Francisco is a

model of its kind. The building is a wooden structure

with corrugated iron sides and roof. Almost the entire walls

are glass. There are also numerous skylights and the build-

ing is well ventilated. An experiment has been made in the

use of crushed rock and oil for the floor, which has given

perfect satisfaction, this combination being much easier to

stand on than concrete.

The shop is equipped to do all kinds of repair work on

building, with 1% inch leads and connections at each column.

There is a transfer pit 490 feet in length that extends be-

tween the erecting shop and the roundhouse and the boiler

shop, which provides a quick means of transferring both loco-

motives and boilers from the erecting shop to and from the

boiler shop and for transferring locomotives from the erect-

ing shop to the roundhouse. A novel feature of this pit is the

transfer table trailer. This trailer was built to enable hand

trucks to be taken across the pit between the erecting shop
and the boiler shop. It is seldom necessary to move the

Section of Bay Shore Shop, Showing Type of Structure (Upper Left). A Boiler in Process of Stripping (Right).

of the Pneumatic Tools in the Shop (Bottom).

Some

locomotive boilers and tenders. The equipment in the shop
includes one flanging machine operated by compressed air.

There is a utility forge for light jobs, and an oil burning

flange fire with straightening block and flanging clamp;
two combination punch and shears with 50-inch throats. A
combination angle shear and punch machine, one Landis

staybolt cutter, one large drill press for heavy work and small

drill press for light work are also included in the equipment.
There are several stationary oil forges for heating rivets and
a portable forge. Acetylene welding and cutting outfits are

used in cutting and welding and for brazing. These outfits

are portable and use gas manufactured by portable plants.

There are two 3-inch air mains, one on each side of the

trailer, the only time being when the transfer table is to be

moved to the extreme west end of the pit. Then the transfer

table is used to push the trailer out of the way and is again
towed to place when the transfer table again moves to the

other end of the pit.

Biggest Testing Machine in the World.—A crushing
force equal to the weight of fifty loaded coal cars of a hun-

dred tons each can be exerted by the largest testing machine
in the world which is now being installed at the Bureau of

Standards. This machine has been in use for several years
at the branch laboratory in Pittsburgh and has recently been

moved to the main laboratory in Washington, D. C.
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Boiler Maintenance in the Roundhouse
Details of Defects and Repairs That Constitute the Most

Important Part of British Terminal Maintenance

By A. Wrench

LOCOMOTIVE
boiler management in the roundhouse

is a subject that should be thoroughly understood by
all those in charge of this work, as this important

branch of maintenance work has been somewhat under-rated.

For many years, in this country (England), fitting crews

had control of the boiler repairs, resulting in much ineffi-

ciency, as the average fitter does not study the stresses to

which a boiler is subjected and the work suffers accordingly.

In most large terminals now, the boiler work is controlled

by a foreman or master boiler maker, who has full authority

to stop engines for boiler repairs, or condemn them when

unfit for service. He is usually selected from the boiler

makers working in the running department, who have a

general knowledge of shed working, as well as an all round

knowledge of the trade. He should have jurisdiction over

all grades having work in connection with the maintenance

of the boilers in his charge, including boiler makers, tube

fitters, boiler washers, tube cleaners, firebox cleaners, firebar

men, etc. If the work of these grades is neglected, the effi-

ciency of the locomotives will be impaired by bad steaming.

Types of Repairs Required

The work generally in a running shed is different from

that in railway or contract shop. The boiler maker has to

be an all-round man, capable of doing a variety of work.

In addition to firebox and tube repairs, he should be capable

of doing repairs to engine frames, smokeboxes, tanks, and

various smithing and plating work, which from time to time

arise.

Tube fitters are employed in some terminals to deal with

leaking tubes. These are expanded when only leaking lo-

cally, but when many are leaking or are worn thin at the

ends, or there is a suspicion of dirt among the tubes, the

engine is stopped and the repairs effected.

Before an engine is stopped, the foreman boiler maker

should make inquiries as to the condition of the running

gear, etc., and also obtain the mileage since the last shop-

ping. If the locomotive is in a run-down condition, it may
be possible to make the boiler good for 6 or 8 weeks' service

by a slight repair.

Supposing a locomotive is reported by the engineer, on

completion of a joumey, to have leaky tubes; and, on ex-

amination, all the tubes are found to be leaking and about

40 tube ends thin, inquiry shows that the locomotive is get-

ting run down and will be due for a general repair in about

a month's time. In a case of this kind, it is possible that

a further term of service can be obtained by re-expanding
the tubes and inserting ferrules in those that are thin, to

prevent further wear and help to keep the expanded joint

tight. When the engine is stopped for general repairs, the

rubes can be removed and a more permanent repair effected.

Cooperation of Departments

A good deal of locomotive stopping can be avoided by the

foreman boiler maker working in conjunction with the fore-

man fitter.

When an engine is stopped in the roundhouse for a heavy
motion repair, the firebox should be overhauled, and any

repairs necessary taken in hand. It is also advisable to

anticipate repairs likely to be necessary shortly after the

locomotive is placed in service again.

Sometimes when an engine is stopped for a heavy repair,

it will be found that the tube ends are worn, but not suffi-

cently badly to be renewed. If these tubes are allowed to

remain in, they may give trouble after a few weeks' service,

which will necessitate the locomotive being stopped for a

further period. Therefore, it is good practice to renew these

tubes during the first stopping.
A periodical examination should be adopted, in addition

to the thorough overhaul, whenever the engine is stopped.
Valuable information can also be obtained from engineers
and others, whose duties keep them in touch with fireboxes,

when under steam pressure.

Washing Out Boilers

An important branch of boiler maintenance is boiler

washing. This is done on most railways, two or three times

a week, and in some cases with hot water. Cooling do\\Ti

boilers too suddenly, prior to washing, accounts for a lot

of firebox trouble. In smaller depots, when this work is

under the control of persons not skilled in boiler mainte-

nance, the boilers are often cooled too rapidly with detri-

mental results to the boiler structure, tubes, etc. The fore-

man boiler maker should see that the cooling is gradual.
The boiler washers should understand the construction of

the water spaces they are expected to keep clean, so that, by
means of rods and various shaped nozzles, they may reach

any desired place where scale and sediment is likely to

collect.

Cleaning Tubes

The tubes of locomotive boilers should be regularly
cleaned, preferably after each trip. The dirt inside the tubes

is removed by compressed air or steam blast, and any burrs

which collect on the tube ends in the firebox are removed

by a rake and wire brush.

Ash, which tends to collect at the front of the brick arch,

should also be removed regularly, since if this is neglected,
the bottom rows of tubes get blocked, reducing the heating
surface and causing bad steaming. Superheater flues also

get blocked with ash, owing to a clinker building up on the
end of the element tubes, and falling inside the flues.

The bands which hold the elements together, sometimes
become displaced and broken, and cause an obstruction in the

flues against which ash will collect. If the air or the steam
blower will not clear this ash, the element should be with-
drawn and the flue cleaned with a mop. It is not good prac-
tice to wash the flues with the hose.

Dirt in the boiler among the tubes is often the cause of

bad steaming and necessitates the removal of tubes to clean

away.
It will be seen by the foregoing that boiler management

in locomotive terminals plays an important part in the effi-

ciency of the locomotive, and all work in this connection
should be directly under control of a person specially skilled

in boiler maintenance work.

The City of Scranton by ordinance introduced in council,

adopted the boiler code of the Industrial Board of Penn-
sylvania as effective in that city ninety days after the ap-
proval of the mayor. The mayor signed the ordinance on
March 7, 1923. This step assures uniform boiler regulations

throughout the commonwealth of Pennsvlvania.
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Rules for Preventing Boiler Failures

Proposed A. S. M. E. Rules on Care of Power

Boilers To Be Discussed at Spring Meeting

THIS
Report of the Sub-Committee of the Boiler Code

Committee on Code for the Care of Power Boilers is

suggestive only and will be proposed for discussion at

the Sprint; Meeting of the Society at Montreal, Que.
The work of this Sub-Committee of the A.S.M.E. Boiler

Code Committee has been actively pushed forward during
the past year and its report is here presented for public dis-

cussion. This report is intended to form a section of the

A.S.M.E. Boiler Code, the Sub-Committee which was ap-

pointed in 1922 to consummate this work being as follows:

F. M. Git.son. Chairman W. H. Larkin, Jr.
E. G. Bailey J. S. Schumaker
\V. G. Diman H. F. Scott
T. R. Gill N. Stahl

J. W. Hays J. Wolff
S. F. Jeter

It is the request of the Committee that these proposed rules

be fully and freely discussed so that it may be possible for

any one to suggest changes before the rules are brought to

final form and presented to the Council for approval. Dis-

cussions should be mailed to C. W. Obert, Secretary of the

Boiler Code Committee, 29 West 39th St., New York, N. Y.,
in order that they may be considered by the Boiler Code
Committee.

The following outline of the proposed "Rules for the

Prevention of Direct Causes of Boiler Failures" will in-

dicate the scope of the work. The first sections on

"Over-Pressure" and "Weakening of Structure" are given be-

low. Additional sections will be published in later issues of

The Boiler Maker.

Rules for the Prevention or Direct Causes of Boiler Failures

Ovcr-Prcssu> c

Indicators

steam gages
water glasses and gage cocks

Relief Equipment
safety valves

intercommunicating valves between systems of different

pressures
Feed Water Control

pump regulators
feed water regulators

Excessive Combustion
damper regulators
fuel supply regulators

Operation
manipulation of valves

Weakening of Structure

Overheating
lack of water supply
fouled heating surface
excessive combustion

secondary combustion and flaming through
localized heating
damper regulation
insulation

Corrosion

general
internal

feed water
boiler out of service

external
leaks

boiler out of service

electrolysis
Erosion
Stresses other than Internal Pressure

boiler supports
pipe line supports
supports of equipment or other structures

safety valve escape pipe supports
supporting column-, between settings

supports of blow-off lines

Molecular Changes
.Mechanical Injuries

tube cleaning or scaling
loose connections

repairs

Rules for Inspections

Preliminary
External Inspection
Furnace and Parts Exposed to Fire
Internal

Appurtenances
Care and Management

Rules for Routine Operation

Putting Boilers in Service

getting up steam

cutting in

Firing Boilers

uniform tiring

cleaning fire

banking fire

Handling Boilers in Service
water level

foaming and priming
oil in burner
feed water treatment

blowing off

leaks

repairs
removal of soot and ashes

Care of Appliances
safety valve
steam pressure gage
water glass

Handling Boilers Out of Service

cutting out

cooling off

emptying
cleaninp

laying up

Over-Pressure

Indicators

C-l Steam gages. Steam gages shall be placed where
they will be free from vibration and where they can be con-

veniently adjusted. They shall be so placed that they will not
be subjected to a temperature of less than 40 degrees F. or
more than ISO degrees F. They shall be of such size and so

proportioned and marked that the position of the pointer and
the graduations can be clearly determined by a person with
normal vision standing on the operating floor at any point
within a radius of one and one-half times the width of the
boiler setting measured from the center of the boiler front.

Steam gages on all boilers, where set in battery, shall be

practically the same in size and graduation of face.

C-2 Steam gages shall be well lighted at all times.

When natural light is used the gage shall be so placed that

the rays of light will not cause a reflection upon the glass
cover thus obscuring the dial when viewed from the most de-
sirable points of observation. When artificial light is used
the light shall fall directly upon the face of the gage. What-
ever form of light is used, no light shall fall directly into the

eyes of the operators when looking at the gage from the most
desirable points of observation.

C-3 Where steam gages are installed with waterleg, com-

pensation shall be made in the gage to neutralize the effect of

the water in the gage connections. Where steam gages are

placed high above the operating floor, they shall be tilted for-

137
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ward at a sufficient angle (not to exceed 30 degrees with the

vertical) to permit a proper view of the dial graduations.
C-4 Piping for steam gages shall be as short as prac-

ticable and shall be free from pockets and air traps. When
the pipe line is longer than 10 ft, the pipe size shall not be
less than Y% inch standard pipe size.

C-5 A steam gage shall be considered tested when it has
been compared and made to agree with a test gage or dead

weight testing device, unless compensation for waterleg has
been made, in which case an equivalent allowance shall be

made in the reading of the test gage or dead weight testing
device. The test gage shall be a reliable gage that is used

exclusively for testing gages in service and one that is tested

and maintained in agreement with a dead weight testing de-

vice.

C-6 Boiler gages shall be tested frequently, at times of

external inspection, when boiler is placed in sen-ice, and
when safety valve is operating and the pressure indicated by
the steam gage is not in agreement with the pressure at

which the safety valve is set to open.
C-7 A master gage is an auxiliary gage attached to the

main header indicating the composite boiler pressure of the

whole battery ;
it is used in the general operation of the plant

mainly as a matter of convenience. Master gages shall be

tested at least every three months and more frequently when
trouble is experienced with boiler compounds, foaming, prim-

ing and other feed water troubles that are apt to cause chok-

ing of the gage piping.
C-8 All steam gages shall be within two per cent of error

in the range between the working pressure and the pressure
of the opening of the safety valve.

C-9 Before a steam gage is tested, it shall be discon-

nected at the gage union while the piping, cock and siphon
is being cleared by blowing through. A tee with a plug
shall be placed between the siphon and the gage for the

purpose of connecting the test gage. Care shall be taken not

to admit steam directly into the gage, making sure at all

times that the siphon is filled with water. In opening the

connection to the gage, the operator shall open the cock slowly
while holding one hand on the siphon until the gage indicates

full boiler pressure; if the temperature of the siphon indi-

cates that steam instead of water is entering the gage, the cock

shall be closed until a sufficient amount of water has accu-

mulated in the piping.
C-10 When laying up a boiler, particularly in freezing

temperatures, the gage connection shall be drained and the

gage shall be disconnected and stored away in a non-freezing
room.

C-ll The dial and glass cover of steam gages shall be

kept clean at all times. The glass cover joint shall be tight

and, whenever the glass is broken, it shall be replaced as

soon as possible.
C-12 Water Glasses and Gage Cocks. The valves and

connections between the boiler and water column shall be

kept free and clear and shall be tested by blowing down the

water column, noting the return of water in the glass, and

trying the gage cocks until sure of the water. They shall be

tested by the responsible operator on the relieving shift be-

fore the relieved shift has gone off duty, also after replacing

or cleaning the water glass and when a boiler is put in serv-

ice.

By shift is meant a person or group of persons who relieve

a person or group of persons in rotation in standing watch or

operating a steam generating plant for an allotted time. It is

synonymous with watch, vigil or tour of duty.

C-13 The water glasses and their connections shall be

kept free from leaks and no alterations, allowing a flow of

water from the piping between the water glass and the boiler,

shall be made.

C-14 The outlet end of the discharge pipes from the

water columns, water glasses and gage cocks shall be kept

open and either in sight or in hearing of the operator while

blowing down.
C-1S The water glasses shall be so lighted that the level

of the water in the glass can be readily seen from the most
desirable points of observation and the light shall be so

shaded that it will not shine directly into the eyes of the

operator when looking at the glass. The inner and outer

surfaces of the water glass shall be kept free from deposits
of dirt and the connections of the water glass shall be so ar-

ranged that the inner surface of the glass can be cleaned by
forcing through the glass a piece of cloth, free from lint and

dirt, wound about a smooth piece of wood. Types of gage

glasses and guards which prevent the free observation of the

glass shall not be used.

C-16 Where automatic alarms for indicating extreme low
water level or extreme high water level are used, they shall

at all times be kept in good working order but shall not be

depended upon in maintaining a proper level of water in the

glass. When an automatic alarm sounds and the level of the

water is not visible in the glass, the operator shall test the

try cocks to determine the water level before manipulating the

feed water valve.-.

C-17 Fusible Plugs. Fusible plugs, if used, shall be kept
in good condition and shall not be used for more than one

year as provided for in Par. 428 of the Rules for the Con-

struction of Power Boilers. When the boiler is open, the ex-

posed surfaces of the fusible metal shall be scraped clean and

bright and the surface of the boiler near the plugs shall be

scraped clean. If the fusible metal does not appear sound,
the plug shall be renewed. If used plugs are refilled, all of

the old filling shall be removed, the surfaces of the shell

scraped bright and properly tinned and the plug filled with

pure tin as specified in Par. 428 of the Rules for the Con-

struction of Power Boilers. Fusible plugs shall not be re-

filled with used metal.

Relief Equipment
C-18 Safety Valves. All safety valves shall be kept

clean and in working order.

C-19 The capacity of safety valves shall be calculated as

provided for in Pars. 269-290 (inclusive) of the Rules for

the Construction of Power Boilers, under the following con-

ditions and if necessary a larger safety valve in-

stalled: when the allowable working pressure of a boiler has

been reduced, when a boiler is equipped with increased stoker

capacity or when a change in fuel permits increased com-

bustion.

C-20 Whenever the stipulated blowing pressure of a

safety valve is ten percent higher or lower than the pressure
for which the spring of the valve is designed, the safety valve

shall be equipped with a new spring complying with the re-

quirements given in Pars. 269-290 (inclusive) of the Rules

for the Construction of Power Boilers.

C-21 When a safety valve spring has weakened and has

been further compressed to secure the stipulated blowing

pressure, an examination of the spring shall be made in

order to insure its compliance with the rules given in Pars.

281, 282 and 284 of the Rules for the Construction of Power

Boilers.

C-22 Where boilers are set in battery and operating un-

der the same working pressure and some of the boilers have

allowable working pressures greater than others, all safety

valves shall be set to blow off at a pressure not in excess of

that allowed on the weakest boiler.

C-23 Safety valves shall be tested at least once a day

by gently raising the valve off the seat by hand and, when

practicable, shall be tested daily by raising the steam pres-

sure to the blowing pressure of the safety valve. Small chains

or wires attached to the lever of pop safety valves and ex-

tended over pulleys to other parts of the boiler room may be

used.
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C-24 When a safety valve sticks or fails to operate at the

stipulated blowing pressure, no attempt shall be made to free

it by striking the body or other parts of the valve but the

boiler shall lie taken out of service and the safety valve ex-

amined.

C-25 The safety valve, when blowing, shall be checked

against the boiler gage and when the pressure noted on the

boiler gage varies more than five pounds from the stipulated

blowing pressure, the boiler gage shall be tested and if found

correct, the safety valve shall be corrected.

C-26 The setting and adjusting of safety valves shall be

done by a competent person. When safety valves are set

or adjusted, the level of the water in the boiler shall not be

above the highest gage cock.

C-27 In order to insure that the freedom of the spring
is in compliance with the Rules given in Pars. 282 and 284

of the Rules for the Construction of Power Boilers, it shall

be tested whenever the valve spring is adjusted,
C-28 After a hydrostatic test has been made, special care

shall be taken to see that the safety valve is immediately re-

stored to its proper operating condition.

C-29 Leaking safety valves shall be repaired or replaced
as soon as discovered.

C-30 Care shall be exercised to prevent the accumulation

of dirt, scale or other foreign matter between the coils of the

spring.
C-31 The discharge from the open end of the escape pipes

shall be unobstructed and, if practicable, inside of the boiler

house within hearing of the operator.

C-32 All supports and anchors that are attached to the

escape pipe, shall be tested every six months and the proper
tension maintained.

C-33 Escape pipe drains shall be examined monthly and

the escape pipes shall be disconnected once a year in order

that the drain may be kept free and clear at all times.

C-34 Intercommunicating Valves Between Systems of

Different Pressure. Where intercommunicating systems of

different steam pressures are installed with boilers on each

system, the boilers on the low pressure systems shall be

equipped with non-return check valves. All low pressure
headers and their outlets shall be protected by a relief valve

or valves whose combined capacity shall be equivalent to the

total amount of steam that can pass from the higher pressure

system into the lower pressure system. Where a reducing

valve is used, a hand valve shall be installed. Also a steam

gage shall be installed at a convenient point for the guidance
of a person when operating the hand valve in lieu of the re-

ducing valve.

C-35 Whenever the total amount of steam that can pass

from a higher pressure system into a lower pressure system
has been increased, the relief valve capacity shall be increased

an equivalent amount in accordance with Par. 34.

Feed Water Control
C-36 Pump Regulators. Feed pump pressure regulators

shall be maintained in good condition and shall be frequently

tested under closed discharge. When duplicate pump is not

installed the pressure regulator shall be by-passed.

C-37 When feed water pressure increases above normal,

the feed lines shall be examined for possible choking due to

scale or other causes.

C-38 Feed Water Regulators. Where feed water regu-

lators are used they shall be by-passed and shall be kept in

good working condition but shall not be depended upon to

maintain a proper level of water in the boiler.

Excessive Combustion

C-39 Damper. Damper regulators and draft control de-

vices shall be kept in good working condition and shall be so

installed that any failure of or accident to the mechanism of

the damper will cause the damper to open and not to close.

C-40 Fuel Supply. Fuel supply regulators shall be kept

in good working condition and shall be so installed that any
failure of or accident to the mechanism of the regulator will

shut off the supply of fuel to the boiler and, once having shut
off the supply of fuel, will not automatically resume the sup-
ply of fuel.

Operation

C-41 Manipulation of Values. When cutting in a boiler,
the stop valve shall be opened slowly to avoid water ham-
mer and, where non-return check valve or stop and check
valve is not installed, it shall be opened only when the pres-
sure in the boiler is exactly the same as the pressure in the

main boiler header. Where a non-return check valve or stop
and check valve, as the case may be, is installed, it shall

always be used automatically for cutting in and cutting out
of the boilers; the main stop, valve, in cutting in a boiler,
shall be opened when the pressure on the boiler is still ten

or fifteen pounds less than that on the main and, in cutting
out the boiler, the main stop valve shall not be closed until

after the non-return check valve has closed. Care shall be
taken to drain the piping between the main stop and non-
return check valves before cutting in the boiler.

Weakening of Structure

Overheating

C-42 Lack of Water Supply. Special and constant care
shall be exercised to maintain a proper and uniform water
level in the water gage glass and to provide a continuous
rather than intermittent supply of water to the boiler.

C-43 The water tender or any operator responsible for

maintaining water in the boiler shall not permit any inatten-

tion, other duties or reliance upon automatic devices to inter-

fere with the performance of his duty in preventing low
water level in the boiler.

C-44 Where practicable, a duplicate source of supply of
feed water, pump or injector and piping systems to the boilers

shall be installed. Where two systems of piping to the boilers

are used, it is recommended that the two systems enter the

boiler at different points. Feed pumps and injectors shall

be maintained in good condition.

C-45 Leaks in the feed discharge line or elsewhere shall

be stopped as soon as possible.
'

C-46 Sufficient water shall be maintained in feed water
tanks to prevent loss of suction in the feed pumps and, where
hot water is fed to or allowed to splash in feed water tanks,
sufficient water shall be maintained in the tank to prevent
entrainment of vapors.

C-47 Feed lines shall be free from objectionable vibration

due to feed pump.
C-48 Where electrically-driven feed pumps are used,

there shall be maintained, ready for service, steam-driven

feed pumps of sufficient capacity to safeguard the boilers in

case of failure of electric power.
C-49 Restricted areas in feed lines, such as meter tubes,

orifice plates, etc., shall have a by-pass equivalent in size to

pipe line.

C-50 Where economizers are installed in the feed line,

they shall have a by-pass equivalent in size to pipe line.

C-S 1 All feed water tanks shall be cleaned out frequently
to prevent the accumulation of objectionable sediment.

C-52 When feed water tanks are installed, and the

water level cannot be observed easily by the water tender,

suitable water glass or water level indicators shall be in-

stalled.

C-S3 Frequent inspections shall be made to detect scale

and defective check valves in the feed line.

C-54 Feed water regulators or other automatic devices

shall be maintained in good working order.

C-5S If difficulty is experienced in maintaining the

proper water level, the combustion shall be checked and the
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draft dampers and ash pit doors closed until the cause is

discovered and corrected.

C-56 If the level of the water is not visible in the water

glass, the gage cocks shall be tested to ascertain whether the

level of the water is above or below the water glass. If the

level is below the water glass, the supply of fuel and air

shall be stopped and the dampers and ash pit doors closed.

The feed water valve shall be closed and under no circum-

stances shall any attempt be made to admit water to the boiler.

The fire shall be hauled or in case of stokers or chain grates,

the grates shall be kept in motion and the fire doors shall be

left open. Water from fire or other hose shall not be thrown

upon the fire. The safety valve shall not be opened, steam

outlet valves shall not be changed nor shall any change be

made that will cause a sudden change in the stresses acting

upon the boiler. The blow-off valves shall be examined and,

if found defective, repaired. The cause of the failure of

water supply shall be determined and remedied.

C-57 Where both cock and valve are used in the blow-

off line, the cock shall be placed between the valve and the

boiler. All blow-off cocks and valves shall be kept free from

leaks and in good working order.

(To be continued in the June issue)

Complete Program of Master Boiler

Makers' Convention

THE
business sessions of the fourteenth annual conven-

tion of the Master Boiler Makers' Association will be

held May 22, 23, 24 and 25, 1923, at the Hotel Tuller,

Detroit, Mich., which will be headquarters for the associa-

tion.

The secretary will have an office in the hotel for the trans-

action of general business outside of the convention.

Registration will begin at 2 P. M. Monday, May 21. Each

member is urged to report promptly at Registration Booth,

after his arrival for himself and ladies, etc., and receive con-

vention badges, with such instructions as may be of value

during the convention. This will prevent confusion and

possible disappointments.
No badges will be issued until after registration, at which

time dues must be paid to the secretary or his representa-

tive.

FIRST DAY
Tuesday, May 22, 1923.

Registration of Members and Guests Continued At 8 A. M.
In order to participate in entertainments badges will be required.

None will be issued unless your dues are paid and you are prop-

erly registered. No deviation from this rule.

BUSINESS SESSION
10:00 A. M.—Convention called to order.

Invocation.

Address—Mayor of Detroit.

Annual address—Thomas Lewis, President of the Association.

Routine Business—
Annual report of the Secretary, Harry D. Vought.
Annual report of the Treasurer, W. H. Laughridge.

Miscellaneous Business—
Unfinished business.

New business.

Appointment of special committees to serve during convention :

Resolutions.

Memorials.
Announcements.
Adjournment.

SECOND DAY
Wednesday, May 23, 1923.

9:00 A. M.—Convention called to order.

9:05 to 9:25 A. M—Addresses—Walter H. Flynn, of Detroit,
S. M. P.. I. C. R. R. A. G. Pack, Chief Inspector of Locomotives,
I. C. C.

Committee Reports

9:3G to 10:00 A. M—"Hammer Testing of Staybolts on Our
Modern Locomotive Boilers Is Now One of the Most Important
Duties of Local Boiler Inspectors."—J. A. Holder, Chairman.

10:00 to 10:30 A. M.—"Are the New Combustion Chamber
Boilers as Easy to Maintain as the Straight Standard Firebox?"—Henry J. Raps, Chairman.

10:30 to 11:00 A. M.—"The Finished Material (Boiler Plates)
Should Be Sound and Free from Cracks, Surface Flaws and
Laminations, and No Hammer Dressing, Patching, Burning or
Electric Welding Is Allowed."—Charles P. Patrick, Chairman.

11:00 to 11:30 A. M—"Is the Use of Automatic Stokers on
Locomotive Engines Injurious to the Firebox Sheets? Do the

Firebox Sheets Crack More Readily in a Stoker-fired Engine
Than in a Hand-fired Locomotive?"—H. A. Bell, Chairman.

11 :30 to 12 M.—"What Are the Best Methods of Detecting De-
fective Boiler Sheets in the Shop Before Going to the Laying Out
Bench and Put Into Service?"—John J. Keogh, Chairman.
Announcements.

Adjournment.
THIRD DAY

Thursday, May 24, 1923.

9 :00 A. M.—Convention called to order.

9:05 to 10:00 A. M.—Address—Frank McManamy, Mechanical
Division. Liquidation of Claims, U. S. R. R. Administration, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Committee Reports

10:00 to 11:00 A. M.—"What Is the Standard Method of Ap-
plying Flues in Locomotive Boilers; Also in Stationary Boilers?"—Albeit F. Stiglmeier, Chairman.

11 :0O to 11 :30 A. M.—"The Life of the Superheater Tube and
the Number of Safe-ends That Should Be Applied Before They
Are Cut Down for a Smaller Boiler."—J. P. Malley, Chairman.

11 :30 to 12:00 M.—To report Topics for 1924 convention.—John
F. Raps, Chairman.

12 M. to 12 :30 P. M.—"Care of Water Tube Stationary Boil-
ers."—J. J. Davey, Chairman.

Announcements.
Adjournment.

FOURTH DAY
Friday, May 25, 1923.

9:00 A. M.—Convention called to order.

9:00 to 10:00 A. M—Addresses—
"Steam Leaks and the Bad Effects on the Boiler Plate."—D. A.

Lucas, Chairman. (No report filed.)

"What Experience Has Been Had in Connection With the
Electric Weld Heater?"—John W. Holt, Chairman. (No report
filed.)

Report of Committee on Rules for Recommended Practice and
Standards.—Leonard C. Ruber, Chairman.

10:00 to 10:30 A. M.—Report of Committee on Law.—Thomas
F. Powers, Chairman.
Unfinished Business :

10:30 to 10:35 A. M.—Report of Committee on President's
Address.

10:35 to 10:45 A. M.—Report of Committee on Resolutions.
10:45 to 11 :00 A. M.—Report of Committee on Memorials.
11 :00 to 11 :45 A. M.—Election of Officers.

11 :45 to 12:30 P. M—Good of the Association and General Dis-
cussion.

12 :30 to 1 P. M.—Announcements and Closing Exercises of the
Convention.

The Women's Auxiliary of the Master Boiler

Makers' Association

The Women's Auxiliary of the Association will also hold
its annual meeting at the Tuller Hotel at 10 A. M. Wednes-

day, May 23, 1923.

OFFICERS

Honorary President—Mrs. John McKeown, Galion, O.
President—Mrs. Andrew Greene, Indianapolis, Ind.

VICE-PRESIDENTS
First—Mrs. James E. Cooke, Greenville, Pa.

Second—Mrs. C. F. Petzinger, Macon, Ga.
Third—Mrs. C. F. Finnaly, Jersey City, N. J.
Fourth—Mrs. Charles L. Hempel, Omaha, Neb.

SECRETARY-TREASURER
Mrs. A. N. Lucas, 170 22nd street, Milwaukee, Wis.
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eluding the conversations of the principals in the tragedies

just before their lives were snuffed out emphasizes the fact

that these men, through no fault or carelessness of their own,

were compelled to forfeit their existence because of the de-

mands of servi< e.

Not all explosions are preventable, but many of them can

be avoided by the careful observance of those principles of

practice
—and we are speaking of boiler maintenance prac-

tice^—that are known to be good and that will insure safe

locomotives on the road. The tendency of some roads is to

keep locomotives in service when it is evident that, although

they may not be absolutely unsafe to operate, nevertheless

they do require certain repairs to keep them out of the danger

class.

It would be difficult to imagine a more seemingly unim-

portant item of boiler attachment than the running board

bracket stud connected to the boiler, mentioned in the Chief

Inspector's report as responsible for the serious injur}' of

three men. Even a loose stud where it is exposed to the

working pressure of the steam in the boiler may thus become

a menace to safety. Apparently no item is so small that it

can be overlooked, and here is where the function of the

boiler maker begins, for it is his duty to see that boilers are

properly conditioned when brought to the shop and that every

part, however small, is as it should be. The safety and

incidentally the happiness of a great many individuals rest

on the shoulders of the men whose duty is the proper main-

tenance of boiler equipment.

The locomotive boiler explosion reports of the Chief In-

spector of the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection, noted else-

where in this issue, bring home rather forcibly the humani-

tarian side of disasters of this kind. The method of detail-

ing the events leading up to the boiler failures, even to in-

Two papers on boiler materials, prepared by special com-

mittees of the Master Boiler Makers' Association for discus-

sion at this year's convention, introduce a subject upon which

the safety of the finished boiler largely depends. Too few of

the men in the shops understand how materials are produced
and the methods employed to insure freedom from flaws and

defects of a chemical or physical nature which would pos-

sibly be detrimental to the structure if used in boiler con-

struction.

It may be argued that information of this character is too

general and unnecessary for the practical work of boiler

fabrication or repair. But actually a better understanding

of the boiler materials required is as essential as a knowledge
of the tools used in building a boiler. At every stage in the

construction, sharp watch must be kept to detect any flaws

that might develop in the working of the material and, if

a man knows how flaws are liable to develop, or what form

defects of both an ordinary and unusual character assume he

will be better able to fulfill the work entrusted to him, and

do his part in building safer boilers.

Laboratory methods for testing materials have been adopt-

ed by many roads and locomotive builders in this country

and, although a knowledge of laboratory procedure is not

absolutely necessary, it is well for every boiler maker-—par-

ticularly master boiler makers and foremen, to understand

how the qualities of the materials they use are determined.

The article in this issue on "Materials" briefly outlines the

laboratory methods employed by one of the greatest loco-

motive building concerns in the world and represents the

most up-to-date practice in testing boiler materials.



Engineering Specialties for Boiler Making
New Tools, Machinery, Appliances and Supplies for

the Boiler Shop and Improved Fittings for Boilers

Portable Pneumatic Riveter

The Hanna Engineering Works, Chicago, 111., has re-

cently completed a 150-ton portable pneumatic riveter of 118

inch reach and 30 inch gap. which it designed and built

specially for the Niagara Falls Power Company.
The riveter is built primarily for fabricating the plates

forming the volute of the casing (spiral or snail shell) and

penstock for a 70,000 horsepower hydraulic turbine. The

greatest distance across the volute is approximately 48 feet

and the diameter of the entrance for water into the volute is

IS feet. The plates vary in thickness from \)\ inch at the

entrance to ~/% inch at the end of the volute, with rivets of

diameter from \
l/2 inch to 1 inch and 7,800 in number.

The longest grip for

the 1^-inch rivets

is approximately 5

inches. The penstock
is approximately 18

feet in diameter with

plates of 1^2 inch

diickness and about

110 feet long.
Three such pen-
stocks are to be riv-

eted. Since the vol-

ute and penstock are

to hold water under
a pulsating pressure
of about 110 pounds
per square inch, the

character of this
work must be of

boiler quality.
Owing to the im-

mense size and

weight of the volute

and penstock, a

portable riveter is

required. The large
rivets and large
plates call for a riv-

eter of high tonnage
and long reach.

The riveter is clearly shown in the accompanying illus-

tration which is a side elevation with the spindle horizontal,

the frame vertical and with riveting mechanism above.

The total portable weight of the riveter is 57,750 pounds
and the weight of the frame, a one-piece steel casting, with-

out spindle or riveting mechanism, is 33,000 pounds. The

largest portable machine built by Hanna Engineering Works

prior to this weighed 25,000 pounds, and was believed to

be the heaviest portable machine in use. The great weight
of this later riveter, combined with its form of suspension,
which approaches complete universability, makes it of un-

usual interest.

Mechanical Power Operates Riveter Into Position

It is evident that mechanical power is necessary to move
this riveter into the operating positions. The supporting
mechanism is designed so that when revolving the frame

on the spindle or tilting it upward or downward from the

horizontal, the center of gravity of all the parts hanging

upon the crane hook is neither raised nor lowered. This is

accomplished by the suspension beam (at top)), the two

vertical links, the spindle housing and spindle which form a

parallelogram witli overhung support at the crane hook

directly above the center of gravity of the entire machine.

With this arrangement the friction of the bearings and the

inertia effects are the only forces to be overcome. These two

motions, revolving and tilting, are performed by two re-

versible, close quarters, air drill motors of approximately 2

horsepower each, manufactured by the Chicago Pneumatic

Tool Company. The motor for tilting is mounted upon the

inner vertical (tension) link and drives a worm gear which

engages with a worm

Side Elevation of Portable Pneumatic Riveter

gear sector upon the

suspension beam.
The tilting motion

r is limited to 30 de-

grees below the hori-

zontal. The motor

for rotating is

mounted upon the

spindle housing and
drives a full worm

gear upon the frame.

This makes it pos-
sible to set the frame

at any required
angle around the

spindle. Incorpc-
rated in this drive

is means to absorb

the shock of stop-

ping the massive

frame, thus relieving

the drive mountings
of what otherwise

would be unmanage-
able forces.

In order to mini-

mize the power nec-

essary to set the

frame into the re-

quired position, roller bearings and ball bearings are employed
at all points of rotation. The frame is mounted upon the

spindle by two radial roller bearings, and is restrained from

longitudinal motion upon the spindle by roller thrust bear-

ings. Four roller bearings, one at each end of the vertical

links, and two large ball bearings at the crane hook end of

the suspension beam, come into action when tilting the frame.

The roller bearings on the inner vertical link carry a load

of approximately 150,000 pounds each.

Lubrication is by oil bath and positive pressure grease

system. All moving parts are so arranged as to be com-

pletely protected from the elements.

The Hanna motion, or riveting mechanism mounted upon
this machine is a combination of toggles which merge into a

lever action, developing a known and pre-determined maxi-
mum uniform pressure during the lever action, which is the

last half of piston stroke, or what amounts to the last inch
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of die travel. This assures of tight rivets being driven with

each stroke of the piston, without any adjustment of the

die screw being necessary to overcome the ordinary variation

in length of rivets, thickness of plates, diameter of holes,

etc. An accurate adjustment of the die screw is, therefore,

unnecessary, and no particular knack or skill is required of

the operator.

Three other features of interest may be mentioned. The
first is the demountable head or rivet driving mechanism,
which possesses obvious advantages. The second is the mov-
able buck-up die, or dead die. Engaging sets of crown

cams, one set upon the die and one set upon die frame,
serve to raise the die when die is given a motion of rotation

through 60 degrees. When in this raised position, the die

is supported upon flat surfaces, normal to its axis. The
third feature is the design of frame, which is best shown
in the illustration.

By employing the true truss or continuous beam form with

open webs, the casting problem is simplified, owing to the

aBsence of continuous surfaces with their resulting strains,

due to cooling. In addition to this, the stress conditions

under service can be more definitely determined, and hence

the material may be more advantageously proportioned and
located.

Complete manipulation of this machine is possible from
one position at the head or dies, three valve operating han-

dles being located here for riveting, rotating and tilting.

A seat is provided near the rear of the machine from which
the rotating and tilting motor valves may be manipulated
when operating conditions make this point of control more
desirable. In the latter case, the standard reversing valves

built into the motors are utilized.

New Spiral Fluted Staybolt Tap

A staybolt tap, designed for long life and having special

construction and operation features, has been developed and

patented by W. L. Brubaker and Brothers Company, Millers-

burg, Pa. In producing this tap Brubaker engineers utilized

the vast amount of data on boiler staybolt tapping collected

over the period of nearly forty years in which this company
has been active and attempted to eliminate the troubles com-
mon to staybolt taps.

After the design was completed, taps were put in use in

shops all over the world and tested through a period of three

years, in order to determine the value of the tap in service.

The results obtained indicated that the new tap had a de-

cided advantage over any tap that the Brubaker Company
had made prior to this time.

Due to the special taper with which the tap is designed,
the life of the tap, as nearly as can be determined from

tests, has been increased about 20 percent. This taper is

so designed that it distributes the work along the entire

length of the tap, thus making each part of the tap perform
the same amount of work as every other portion. At high

speeds, it is claimed that vibration is very greatly reduced,
thus permitting more holes per day to be tapped and de-

creasing the man power required to hold the tap in place
while in operation.
The tap has a free cutting edge and it has been found that

the motor speed can be increased without injuring the tap,

because of the reduced friction. The results of overheating

taps are too well known to require comment. By reducing

friction, the heat generated during the tapping operation is

decreased and consequently the dulling action which takes

place when the heat softens the tap in spots. Reducing fric-

tion also brings about a saving in power.
This tap has a special standardized relief which is uniform

for every tap. It is a combined machine and hand relief.

Spiral Fluted Staybolt Tap in Action

Anodier feature of the tap is that it is made of a special
steel having a composition that gives long life and eliminates

breakage under ordinary service conditions. The tap is spe-

cially tempered so that it is kept within the lead tolerances

after machining, and so that the cutting quality is in no

way impaired. The temper is standard for all taps giving
a proper cutting quality and a soft center.

The new Brubaker staybolt tap is made in all styles and
to meet all tapping requirements.

Weldless Boiler Brace

A weldless brace for use in locomotive boilers has been

developed by J. G. Blunt, chief mechanical engineer of the

American Locomotive Company, Schenectady, N. Y. This

brace, as may be noted in the arrangement shown in Fig. 1,

has no jaws on the rod, the jaws being formed in the brace

BOILER DETAILS AND ATTACHMENTS FOR RECENT TYPE LCNC1 TUD/NAL BRACE

Figs. 1 and 3.—Type of Weldless Brace in Service and
Recent Developments in Brace

feet, which are drop forged. With this type of brace it is

claimed that a smaller brace can be used and still meet the

requirements of the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers' Boiler Code.

This style brace was applied on the Union Pacific, Moun-
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tain type locomotives recently completed. Figs. 2 a and 2b
show the installation as made on these locomotives. It is

now the American Locomotive Company's practice to apply
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Fig. 2b.—Boiler Sections Showing Brace Feet

the boiler brace foot on the barrel courses, thereby doing away
with one weld in the rod and putting the jaw on the other end

to fit the tee iron, riveted to the backhead and front tube

sheet.

A later development of the weldless brace is shown in

Fig. 3, which is designed to do away with the drop forging*
which constitute the most expensive feature of this device.

This type is being used on the Canadian National locomo-

tives now under construction at Montreal.

Either type brace will meet the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers' Boiler Code requirements or those

of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

BUSINESS NOTES

Thomas O'Brien, who has been connected with John F.

Allen Co., New York, as engineer and sales manager for

the past 12 years, has been made general manager.

Rex C. Wilson has severed his connection with the Coates-

ville Boiler Works, Coatesville, Pa., as designing engineer
to assume like duties with the Downingtown Iron Works,

Downingtown, Pa.

W. C. Thatcher, assistant superintendent of construction

of the National Boiler Washing Company, with headquarters
at Chicago, has been promoted to general superintendent of

construction, succeeding J. M. Weir, resigned.

Thomas E. Williams, superintendent of the Empire plant
at Niles, of the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company,
Youngstown, Ohio, has also been placed in charge of the

Thomas sheet mill works, succeeding Harry H. Holloway.
who resigned to become identified with the Apollo Steel Co.,

Apollo, Pa.

The following changes in personnel have been announced

by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
East Pittsburgh, Pa.: Graeme Ross has been appointed man-

ager of the Kansas City branch office of the Electric

Company to succeed F. F. Rossman. E. L. Doty, district

service manager of the Buffalo branch office of the Electric

Company, is appointed engineering assistant, service depart-

ment, with headquarters at East Pittsburgh. J. A. Atkin-

son has been appointed Buffalo branch service manager.



Questions and Answers for Boiler Makers
Information for Those Who Design, Construct, Erect,

Inspect and Repair Boilers—Practical Boiler Shop Problems

Conducted by C. B. Lindstrom

This department is open to subscribers of The Boiler
Maker for the purpose of helping those who desire assist-

ance on practical boiler shop problems. All questions should

be definitely stated and clearly written in ink, or typewritten,
on one side of the paper, and sketches furnished if necessary.

Inquiries should bear the name and address of the -writer.

Anonymous communications will not be considered. The

identity of the writer, however, will not be disclosed unless

the editor is given permission to do so.

Flanging Dome Shells

Q.—Will yon kindly give me information as to the method you would
sugeest for Hanging en the sectional flanging machine the boiler dome sheet

as shown on sketch attached. There is some difference of opinion as to

which is the best way to flange this sheet and any suggesticn that you may
have to offer will be gratefully accepted.—S. T.

A.—The flanging of dome shells where there are a large

number of the same size to be flanged, can be carried out to

(<— ZTOiam. >|

Details of Dome Sheet

the best advantage by the use of formers or dies; either on a

four column or sectional flanging press. With the use of

dies the flange starts to form at the point of least bend as

shown at a, Fig. 1. From the point a the metal is upset

gradually around the entire base of the dome to the point b

which is at the maximum or right angle bend.

This system of flanging should be applied in any other

method of flanging, because the metal will flow or shape it-

End View Side View

Fig. 1.—Stages in Flanging of Dome

self gradually from the point of least resistance to the point
where the greatest resistance occurs, thus offsetting any
undue stresses in the metal anil reducing the possibility of

tearing the plate from the outer edge toward the knuckle of

Dies Used for Flanging Domes

the flange. Buckles are not so likely to occur by this method

in hand flanging.
The dies are made to conform with the shape of the flange

required and based on the developed views of Fig. 1. Thus
in Fig. 2 is shown the male die c and female die d so con-

structed along their flanging faces to form the developed

flange. Castings are made of sufficient strength and rein-

forced against lateral stress by webs e.

The inside diameter / of the female die should equal the

outside diameter g of the dome shell, plus a clearance al-

lowance of y& inch. The female die is made in two sections

hinged and clamped so that the shell can be easily installed

and removed. Both dies can be so designed sectionally that

domes of the same size but of different plate thickness can

be handled on the one set.

Calculating Plate Thickness
O —In The Boiler Maker of July last appeared an article entitled

"Calculating Thickness of Plates and Size of Stays for Rectangular Tanks"

by John S. Watts. The last paragraph of the said article is not quite clear

to me. Will you please arrange to make it clear for me by an example?
Also will yen please show me how to find the test pressure of the following

pumps chambers. Examples will be much appreciated. Feed Pump, bilge

pump, oil fuel pump, air pump, circulating pump (centrifugal type).
—L. T.

A.—The application of the formula

/ PXL'X I'

I

r=0.62
S(U-l-)

in the tank problem given in July issue of The Boiler

Maker may be illustrated as follows:

Assume that the sides of a tank are divided into rectangu-

lar sections 24 x 26 inches and so stayed as explained in the

article, consider that the lateral pressure is \y2 pounds per

square inch. Substituting the values chosen in the formula

1/2 X26-X24
:

= 0.62

1/ 10,000 (26
2— 242

)

= 0.32 or 5/16 inch.
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Testing Pumps

The test pressure in testing for tightness is usually taken

at the working pressure. For illustration, in testing pump
air chambers the openings into the chamber are closed and

air admitted until the working pressure is reached, as in-

dicated by a pressure gage. The air chamber under pres-

sure is allowed to stand for a certain period, usually 24 hours,

and during this test there should be no reduction in the pres-

sure. If there are a number of leaks, the chamber should

be condemned.
The tightness of the pump plunger, or piston, stuffing boxes

and valve arrangement are also tested. The manner of test-

ing depending on their design.

The pump cylinder or cylinders in such tests are sub-

jected to air or hydrostatic pressure on one side of the piston,

equal at least to the working pressure. During the period

that pressure is on one side of the piston, the other side is

suitably exposed for inspection. The suctions and discharge

valves are tested separately. Special testing_ apparatus is

essential" for testing centrifugal pumps and their capacity.

High pressure pumps, as fire engine pumps, are tested,

from \y2 to 2.4 times the working pressure to determine

strength.

r-

c x
f

Bracing and Heating Surface

Calculations

O—Please let me know how to find out what pressure a lj^-inch welded

boiler stay will support with 6,000 pounds stress on it Also a
IJJ-incn

stay not welded. What is the best rule for. finding the heating surface of

the boiler? I would like to take an examination for boiler inspector at

Harrisburg. and anything that will help me in accordance with the Boiler

Rules of The A. S. M. E. Boiler Code will be appreciated very much. I

have studied the Boiler Code, but there are lots of rules that I cannot

understand. If it is not too much trouble, you might show me how to.

find the pressure on stayed surface and rule for bracing boiler.—J. D. B.

A.—The allowable stress on a stay \}/& inches in diameter

having an allowable stress of 6,000 pounds per square inch

is determined as follows: First find the cross-sectional area

of the stay and multiply, the result by the allowable stress

per square inch.

Thus, \}/& X 1/s X 0.7854 X 6,000 = 5,946 pounds.

Stress Allowed on Unwelded Stays

According to the A. S. M. E. Boiler Code, the allowable

stress for unwelded stays for lengths not exceeding 120

diameters is 9,500 pounds per square inch; for stays ex-

ceeding 120 diameters 8,500 pounds per square inch. The

allowable stress on a 1^-inch stay, according to the first

condition, equals l/8 X 1/s X 0.7854 X 9,500 = 9,443

pounds. t

For the latter condition, the allowable stress equals l/s

X V/k X 0.7854 X 8,500 = 8,449 pounds.

To determine the required cross sectional area of a stay,

first compute the total load on the stay and divide the load

by the value of the allowable stress on the stay.

Example: A plate is stayed so that the pitch is 6 inches

between stay centers, the working pressure allowable on the

boiler is 125 pounds per square inch. What is the required

cross-sectional area of the stay, if unwelded stays less than

120 diameters in length are used?

Solution: The total load on the stay equals 6 X 6 X
125 = 4,500 pounds.

Allowable stress per square inch on hollow stay less than

120 diameters in length equals 8,000 pounds per square inch.

Then, 4,500 -=- 8,000 = 0.568 square inch.

The diameter of such a stay equals

in which:

P = maximum allowable working pressure, pounds pel

square inch.

T = thickness of plate in sixteenths of an inch.

p = maximum pitch, inches.

C = constant, for various conditions of staying plate.

(These are given in the A. S. M. E. code.)

Consider in the previous example that the plate is 7/16-
inch thick, what pressure is permissible in the stayed surface?

'ps

Use the formula f = CX and substitute the values

given.
7 X 7

Thus, P = 112 X = 152.32 pounds per square
6 X 6

inch.

The value of C = 112 for stays screwed through plates
not over 7/16 inch thick with heads riveted over.

The heating surface of a boiler is considered to be that

part of the boiler shell, tubes and flat plates that are exposed
to the heat from the gases on one side and with water on the

other side. The heating surface calculations depend on the

size and type of the boiler.

Example: A horizontal return tubular boiler 60 inches

in diameter, 14 feet long, has eighty 3-inch tubes. What
amount of heating surface is in such a boiler?

Solution: It is customary to consider that two-thirds of

the shell is exposed to the heat.

Circumference of shell = 60 X 3.1416 = 188>4 inches.

Length of shell = 12 X 14 = 168 inches.

Heating surface of shell = 188.5 X 168 X 2A = 21,-
1 1 2 square inches.

Circumference of tube = 3 X 3.1416 = 9.425 inches.

Heating surface of tubes = 9.425 X 80 X 168 = 116.572

square inches.

Area of one head = 60 X 60 X 0.7854 = 2,827.4 square
inches.

-/i area of 2 heads = 2,827.4 X 2 X 2A = 3,769.9 square
inches.

Sectional area of tubes = 3 X2 X 0.7854 X 80 = 565.5

square inches.

Total heating surface

21.112 + 116,572 + 3,769.9 — 565.5 X 2

144
= 974.4 square feet

The value 144 is the number of square inches in one square
foot.

If you will state definitely the particular examples you are

having difficulty with in the bracing of boilers, we can assist

you. It is advisable that you make a study of some treatise on
boiler design and calculations. A boiler inspector should be

able to handle such problems and interpret the various boiler

rules and regulations.

0.56

= 0.84 inch say Ji inch.

Si 0.7854

The formula for calculating the maximum allowable work-

ing pressure on a stayed surface is given as follows:

Mechanism of Boiler Scale Formation

At the Pittsburgh, Pa., experiment station of the Bureau
of Mines, a study is being made of the mechanism of scale

formation in steam boilers, including the effect of tempera-

ture, pressure, character of surfaces, and concentration of

the water. At the present time a continuous test is being con-

ducted on a commercial boiler in actual operation, in which

a part of the suspended matter is being continuously removed

by an external filter through which the boiler water is cir-

culated. A complete record and account of the scale forming
constituents is being kept and the influence of added con-

stituents is being noted.



Letters from Practical Boiler Makers
This Department Is Open to All Readers of the Magazine
—All Letters Published Are Paid for at Regular Rates

The Camber Line in Laying Out
Problems

ARTICLES
have been published from time to time on

the laying out of taper cylinders having so little taper
that it is difficult to make the arcs which go to make up

the bases, top and bottom of the cylinder.
The term generally used in connection with such prob-

lems is "the camber line." Many other readers have given
their best rules on camber layout and all seem to be very

good, too. The one given here may still win recognition by
readers of The Boiler Maker however.

the trammel, or whatever tool is used in common practice
to make arcs, then it would be a case for the method herewith

explained.
In Fig. 2 OE bisects the figure ABCD, and line BF is

drawn at right angles to AB at point B. This gives the same
result in the angle of the lines, BF and BD at B, as when

making the whole circle to get this angle, as in Fig. 1,

where the angle was 165 degrees.

Thus in Fig. 2 the angle at B is equal to the angle at E
and it still remains the same angle, no matter where the

point E is located on the arc CED. When turning out jobs-
of this kind, we often have to make the circle in a number

FIG. I FIG.Z

Principles Employed in Laying out Cambered Bodies

In Fig. 1 I have endeavored to make clear the principle

employed in the following article. Assuming that the angle,

OCD, Fig. 1, is 30 degrees and is bisected by the line, AOB,
the arcs, A-F-D and A-E-C each of 165 degrees, would result.

If we draw straight lines through B-D and O-D, Fig. 1, the

angle thus formed will also be 165 degrees. This is easily

determined, because the sum of all the angles in OCBD must

be 360 degrees. Subtracting 30 degrees we get 330 degrees.

Half of this is 165 degrees.

This is made more clear by reasoning that if the four

equal angles at C, B and D, will total 330 degrees, then two

of the angles measure half as many degrees, or 165. This

holds good no matter where the point B would be located on

the arc CBD, so far as the angle formed by lines CB and BD
are concerned. Therefore, we could make the arc by sliding

the tool shown in Fig. 3, the use of which we will endeavor

to explain later, across arc CBD.

Fig. 2 is drawn to represent the elevation of a tapered

cylinder, in which AB is the upper base, and CD is the lower

or larger base. Now if the point O were beyond the reach of

of pieces, so the figure is always made to the full size of the

side elevation, that is, "diameter sizes and not circumference,"
to make the required arc. Then to get the pattern out, take

the diameter multiplied by 3.1416 for each respective end.

Divide this by the number of pieces that it takes to make the

course or ring, then measure half each way on the arcs from
the points E and G, Fig. 2, to get the required length of the

respective ends. The side elevation would make a little less

than a third of the full ring.

Instrument for Drawing Camber Lines

To proceed to use the tool described in Fig. 3, take two

straight edges, or straight wooden strips, each longer than the

large diameter of the work in hand. CB and BD, Fig. 3, are

the strips required. Bolt them together at B about 2 inches

from the end of each stick. Lay this apparatus upon the

lines FB and BD in Fig. 2, making it come to the same

angle and keeping the points B together in each case. Then
with a third stick, shown at A in Fig. 3, nailed across to

keep the angle from changing, we can go ahead with the
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work. The squares at E and F, Fig. 3, represent two square
cornered blocks of iron used as holding points. By placing
a pencil in the corner of the sticks at B and keeping the sticks

pressed against the iron blocks E and F, Fig. 3, it will scribe

the arc while the tool is moved across by sliding the point B
from block E to block F.

By placing these blocks at points C and D, Fig. 2, and
then proceeding as explained above, we can make the arcs

CED and also placing the blocks at A and B, Fig. 2, we can

make the arc AGB without changing the set of the sticks. It

can be seen that all this could be done without the use of

the point O, in Fig. 2.

When the cylinder can be made in one piece, the work is

done as in Fig. 4. The side elevation is drawn up as before

and all the work carried on as explained. Then join on

like figures or side elevations on each side of the center sec-

tion as ABCD, Fig. 4. The other side elevations are treated

with the same operations as before and the lengths of the arcs

EAGBJ and FCDHI are measured by taking 3.1416 times

the small diameter from E to / on the small arc and the large

diameter times 3.1416 gives the length from F to I on the

larger arc.

Types of Joints Used

If the joints are to be lapped the lines are used for rivet

holes and the lap added. For butting joints together cut

on the lines as no thickness allowance need be considered.

This would be necessary in a real job, and could be easily

taken care of by always using neutral dimensions both in

the drawings and in making calculations.

Trammeling off the lengths in Fig. 4, to join on the side

elevation on each side can be done easily by assuming
that all the dotted lines, which are the diagonals are the

same length, and can be trammeled off by triangular methods

that are known to all layout men and need not be explained

here, the strange part about this tool is that it makes an

arc of smaller radius without being changed, but this is due

to the blocks being different distances apart in each case.

Columbus. Ohio. Phil Nesser.

The Part Materials Play in Building

Safe Boilers

(Continued from page 122)

the delivery- tube is detached and 2 cubic centimenters of

starch indicator added, as well as a 30 cubic centimeter

concentrated solution of hydrochloric acid. The mixture is

titrated to a blue color with potassium iodide iodate solu-

tion. One cubic centimeter of the latter should equal 0.001

percent sulphur in a 5 gram sample of iron or steel, accord-

ing to the solution used at the Works.

Checking the Phosphorus Content

A 2 gram sample of the steel to be tested is placed in a

350 cubic centimeter flask and dissolved in 50 cubic centi-

meters of nitric acid. When the solution is complete a few

cubic centimeters of a saturated solution of potassium per-

manganate are added. This mixture is boiled for 3 minutes

and the excess reduced with ammonium bisulphite solution.

This is boiled until the brown precipitate of manganese
dioxide becomes clear. The excess bisulphite solution is

boiled off and allowed to cool to 70 degrees C. Add 40

cubic centimeters of ammonium molybdate solution and

shake for 5 minutes. Filter and wash until free from acid

and return the mixture to the flask. Dissolve in excess

standard sodium hydroxide solution. Add a few drops of

phenolphthalein and titrate excess sodium hydroxide with a

standard nitric acid solution. It should require one cubic

centimeter of standard sodium hydroxide solution to equal
0.01 percent of phosphorus in a 2 -gram sample.

Manganese

Weigh out 0.2 gram of iron or steel and transfer it to a

150 cubic centimeter Erlenmeyer flask and dissolve in 25

cubic centimeters of nitric acid. Boil until the sample is

dissolved. Add 40 cubic centimeters of silver nitrate solu-

tion, then 15 cubic centimeters of ammonium persulphate
and heat until fine bubbles begin to rise. Cool and add 10

cubic centimeters of sodium chloride solution and titrate with

sodium arsenite solution. One cubic centimeter of this solu-

tion is equal to 0.0002 gram of manganese.

Material Storage Yard

When plates are found to be defective in production or

develop defects in working, replacements are made from

stock. This material is checked very carefully and made
to meet the exact requirements of the original material. It

is inspected for defects that it may have developed in manu-
facture and for any that might have resulted from its storage—such as corrosion. In addition, it is watched closely all

through its fabrication for the possible development of flaws

in working.
All steels are segregated in the storage yard, so that it

is possible to locate either special orders, or material having
certain specifications, very readily. The saving in time made

possible by carefully systematizing the storage yard can
hardlv be overestimated.

OBITUARY

William A. Burnham, president Burnham Boiler Cor-

poration and of the Lord and Burnham Company, died at

his home in Irvington, N. Y., on April 19, in his 77th year.
He was also prominent as a banker.

Joseph H. McNeill, Chief Inspector of the Hartford
Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co., died suddenly at

his home, Irvington-on-Hudson, April 18, 1923, of heart

failure.

He was born Feb. 14, 1S65, in Charlottetown, Prince

Edward Island, where he received his education in the pub-
lic schools and in the Prince of Wales College. In his

early life he was connected with the Prince Edward Island

Railway, and he held the position of chief engineer of ocean-

going vessels under licenses both from the United States

government and from the British Board of Trade, and for

several years was an engineer officer of the Eastern Steam-

ship Co., sailing out of the port of Boston. Later he was

engineer of the New England Piano Co. at Cambridge, and
of the Hood Rubber Co. at Watertown, Mass. He left the

latter company in 1898 to enter the service of the State of

Massachusetts as a boiler inspector of the District Police of

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. About ten years later

he became chief inspector and chairman of the Massachu-
setts Board of Boiler Rules. In both capacities he had much
influence in shaping the laws and rules governing the con-

struction, installation and operation of boilers.

Mr. McNeill resigned from the Massachusetts State In-

spection Department on July 8, 1912, and became Chief In-

spector of the Boston Department of the Hartford Steam
Boiler Inspection and Insurance Co., in which position he

remained until he was transferred to the New York office in

May, 1915.

He was a member of the Board of Examiners of the In-

dustrial Commission, Boiler Inspection Department, State of

New York; A.S.M.E.
;
Diana Lodge A.F. & A.M., Melrose,

Mass.; and Flatbush Chapter, No. 177, O.E.S., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
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New Staybolt Designed to Promote

Flexibility

(Continued from page, 131)

sheet are shown in Fig. 7. The plug, above, shows the

position when welding before the excess rim is removed.
This example shows a maximum slope of 32 degrees.

Shorter outer plug connection would be used for less acute

slopes.

The top of the sloping sheet connection before and after

burning off the excess rim as it will appear welded to outer
sheet is shown in Fig. 8. The welding is only carried part
way to show the accessibility for welding.
The possibility of driving over firebox connection without

"holding-on" is demonstrated in Fig. 9. In order not to

loosen or injure the thread it is essential that the threaded
bolt be a good fit in the sheet before driving.

Fig. 10 illustrates the machine used for making vibratory
tests of both semi-flexible and double articulated bolts. In
both cases a tensile stress of about 3,100 pounds was main-
tained with an oscillation of J4 incn at one end—the opposite
end being held rigid; the semi-flexible bolts breaking near
the rigid end in from 4,500 to 7,000 revolutions; the double
articulated bolt running 128,400 revolutions without show-

ing signs of breakage.
Tensile tests, on the latter, resulted in the bolt breaking

in the "breakage point" at 51,000 pounds per square inch,
while the outside diameter of the socket showed no enlarge-
ment by micrometer measurement before and after test.

ASSOCIATIONS

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate
Commerce Commission

Chief Inspector
—A. G. Pack, Washington, D. C.

Assistant Chief Inspectors
—

J. M. Hall, Washington,
D. C; J. A. Shirley, Washington, D. C.

Steamboat Inspection Service of the Department
of Commerce

Supervising Inspector General—George Uhler, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Deputy Supervising Inspector General—D. N. Hoover, Jr.,

Washington, D. C.

American Uniform Boiler Law Society

Chairman of the Administrative Council—Charles E.

Gorton, 253 Broadway, New York.

Boiler Code Committee of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers

Chairman—John A. Stevens, Lowell, Mass.
Vice-Chairman—D. S. Jacobus, New York.

Secretary—C. W. Obert, 29 West 39th Street, New York.

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Inspectors

Chairman—J. F. Scott, Trenton, N. J.

Secretary-Treasurer
—C. O. Myers, State House, Colum-

bus, Ohio.

Vice-Chairman—R. L. Hemingway, San Francisco, Cal.

Statistician—W. E. Murray, Seattle, Wash.

American Boiler Manufacturers' Association

Annual Meeting
—The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va., June

4, 5 and 6.

President—A. G. Pratt, Babcock & Wilcox Company,
New York.

Vice-President—G. S. Barnum, The Bigelow Company,
New Haven, Conn.

Secretary and Treasurer—H. N. Covell, Lidgerwood
Manufacturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee—F. C. Burton, Erie City Iron

Works, Erie, Pa.; E. C. Fisher, Wickes Boiler Company,
Saginaw, Mich.; C. V. Kellogg, Kellogg-McKay Company,
Chicago, 111.; W. S. Cameron, Frost Manufacturing Com-
pany, Galesburg, 111.; W. A. Drake, The Brownell Company,
Dayton, Ohio; Alex. R. Goldie, Goldie & McCullock Com-
pany, Gait, Ont., Can.; F. G. Cox, Edge Moor Iron Com-
pany, Edge Moor, Del.; J. C. McKeown, John O'Brien
Boiler Works Company, St. Louis, Mo.

International Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, Iron
Ship Builders and Helpers of America

J. A. Frank, International President, suite 522, Brother-
hood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

William Atkinson, Assistant International President, suite

522, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

Joseph Flynn, International Secretary-Treasurer, suite

504, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

James B. Casey, Editor-Manager of Journal, suite 524,
Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

H. J. Norton, International Vice-President, Alcazar Hotel,
San Francisco, Calif.

International Vice-Presidents—Thomas Nolan, 700 Court

St., Portsmouth, Va.; John Coots, 344 North Spring St., St
Louis, Mo.; M. A. Maher, 2001-20th St., Portsmouth, Ohio;
E. J. Sheehan, 7826 South Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.; John
J. Dowd, 953 Avenue C, Bayonne, N. J.; R. C. McCutcheon,
15 La Salle Block, Winnipeg, Man., Can.; Joseph P. Ryan,
7533 Vemon Ave., Chicago, 111.; John F. Schmitt, 605 East
11th Ave., CoJumbus, Ohio.

Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Association

Annual Convention—Hotel Tuller, Detroit, Mich., May 22
to 25.

President—W. M. Wilson, Flannery Bolt Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Vice-President—George R. Boyce, A. M. Castle

Company, Chicago, 111. Secretary
—W. H. Dangel, Lovejoy

Tool Works, Chicago, 111.

Master Boiler Makers' Association

Annual convention—Hotel Tuller, Detroit, Mich, May 22
to 25.

President—Thomas Lewis, G. B. I., L. V. System, Sayre,
Pa.

First Vice-President—E W. Young, G. B. I., C. M. &
St. P. R. R., 81 Caledonia Place, Dubuque, Iowa.

Second Vice-President—Frank Gray, G. F. B. M., C. &
A. R. R., 705 West Mulberry St., Bloomington, 111.

Third Vice-President—Thomas F. Powers, System G. F.
Boiler Dept., C. & N. W. R. R., 1129 Clarence Ave., Oat
Park, 111.

Fourth Vice-President—John F. Raps, G. B. I. I C
R. R., 4041 Ellis Ave., Chicago, 111.

Fifth Vice-President—W. J. Murphy, G. F. B. M., Penn
R. R. Lines West, Fort Wayne Shops, Allegheny, Pa.

Secretary—Harrv D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt St., New York
City.

Treasurer—W. H. Laughridge, G. F. B. M., Hocking
Valley Railroad, 537 Linwood Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Executive Board—L. M. Stewart, G. B. I., Atlantic Coast

Lines, Waycross, Ga., Chairman.
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TRADE PUBLICATIONS SELECTED BOILER PATENTS

Taps.—The Geometric Tool Company, New Haven,
Conn., has just issued a 26-page booklet which is devoted

exclusively to illustrations and a description of the construc-

tion and operation of its line of adjustable collapsing and
solid adjustable taps.

Production Tools.—Scully-Jones & Co., Chicago, has
issued catalogue 33 outlining the advantages and adapt-
ability of each of its Wear-Ever production tools, which in-

clude chucks, milling cutters, special tool holders, collets,

etc. Practical suggestions for improvements in machine shop
practice, reference data, charts and tables have also been in-

cluded in this 40-page booklet.

Hoists and Cranes.—The Link-Belt Company, Chicago,
has recently issued a comprehensive and instructive treatise

on electric hoists and overhead cranes. The book is not only

profusely illustrated with photographs of actual Link-Belt

installations, but with line and wash drawings the subject
of proper installation and efficient operation is fully covered.

Practices and methods employed by users in widely divergent
fields are also outlined.

Pipe Threading Machinery.—The Landis Machine

Company, Waynesboro, Pa., has recently issued catalogue
No. 24 in which its line of stationary pipe die heads, pipe

threading and cutting machines, rotary pipe and nipple

threading die heads, pipe and nipple threading machines,
automatic die heads and chaser grinders are illustrated and
described in detail. The catalogue is carefully prepared
and printed, containing 75 six-inch by nine-inch pages.

Tube Cleaners.—Air, steam or water-driven tube

cleaners for fire tube and water tube boilers, fuel economizers,

condensers, evaporators, feed-water heaters, etc., are illus-

trated and described in a neatly arranged booklet of 32 pages
which has recently been issued by the Roto Company, Hart-

ford, Conn. A chart, outlining a practical method of finding
the percent of fuel saved by keeping boiler tubes free from

scale, is also included. The booklet is indexed so that in-

formation regarding any of the Roto tube cleaning machines
can be quickly and easily located.

Arc Welding and Cutting.—The Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has recent-

ly issued special publication No. 1659, in which the subject
of electric arc welding and cutting is treated in a thorough
and interesting manner. The booklet, which contains nu-
merous illustrations, begins with a chapter on the reasons

for organizing and standardizing the welding organization,
the training of arc welders and the inspection of metallic

electrode arc welds. This is followed by chapters on the

principles of arc welding, the physical characteristics of arc

metal, the use of the graphite electrode, and cost and appli-
cation data. Several pages are then devoted to a brief de-

scription of Westinghouse arc welding apparatus.

Machine Tools and Cranes.—In a large, well illus-

trated booklet entitled, Recent Developments in Machine
Tools and Cranes for Railroads, Manning, Maxwell &
Moore, Inc., New York, describe improvements in some of its

more important products used by the railroads. Compara-
tively dull years since the armistice have been used in chang-

ing designs and patterns so that with the improved equip-
ment shopmen can obtain maximum production with mini-

mum physical effort. First position in the booklet is given
to the Putnam wheel lathes which are followed by heavy duty
car wheel borers, axle lathes, boring mills, slotters and other

standard tools handled by the company. Several pages are

devoted to shop crane, steam hammers, wheel presses, punches
and shears, flue welders, staybolt threading, radius grinders
and other shop machines.

Compiled by

C-EORGE A. HUTCHINSON, Patent Attorney,

Washington Loan and Trust Building

Washington, D. C.

Readers wishing copies of patent papers, or any further information regard-
ing any patent described, should correspond with Mr. Hutchinson.

1,447,06S. STAYBOLT STRUCTURE FOR BOILERS. JOHN
ROGERS FLANNERY, OF PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA, AS-
SIGNOR TO FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY, OF PITTSBURGH,
PENNSYLVANIA.
Claim 1.—In a staybolt structure, the combination with a boiler sheet

provided with an opening having portions thereof differing in diameter
whereby an annular shoulder is formed between the planes of the respective

faces of the sheet, of a mounting for a staybolt having parts different in
diameter located in said opening, the part of said mounting having the
greater diameter resting upon said annular shoulder in the boiler sheet
and welded to the latter, a staybolt having a head seated in said mounting,
and a removable closure engaging said mounting over the head of the
staybolt. Three claims.

1,429,296. AUXILIARY PRESSURE-RELIEF DEVICE FOR STEAM
BOILERS. CASIN W. OBERT. OF MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK.

Claim 1.— In a pressure device, a branch pipe having a relief valve in
one branch of the pipe, a rupturable diaphragm in the other branch, cush-

ioning means for engaging the diaphragm at its edges, and means for con-
fining the diaphragm and the cushioning means in the pipe branch. Two
claims.

1,446,937. BRIDGE-WALL FOR BOILERS. PATRICK T. SHANA-
HAN. OF NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA.
Claim 1. In means for the purpose set forth, the combination of a

boiler, a fire box arranged beneath the forward end of the boiler, an in-

clined wall formed in rear of the fire box and sloping upwardly toward the

V-7 \ L\ L/^fT~B
boiler, an inclined wall pitched upwardly toward the rear of the boiler
and abutting an arch wall in rear of the boiler, and a bridge wall formed
at the forward end of the last named inclined wall and abutting against
the

upper end of the inclined wall that is arranged in rear of the fire box;
said bridge wall terminating slightly below the boiler, and adapted to sur-
round the sides and bottom of said boiler.
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Fig. 1.—One of the 2-8-2 Type Boilers Coming Into the Boiler Shop

Boiler Repair Methods at Columbus Shops

AS
in other lines of in-

dustry, specialization
has begun to find a

field in the boiler shop. At

least the operation of the

boiler repair department of

the Pennsylvania Railroad

at Columbus, Ohio, would
indicate that the system can

be operated with a great de-

gree of success. With a

nucleus consisting of a well-

trained master boiler maker,
an assistant, a foreman
boiler maker, a supervisor,

inspectors and an experi-
enced layerout, an organiza-
tion has been built up here

which not only functions

•efficiently but which is gradually accomplishing a repair
record that few shops in the country are able to equal.

Production is gradually being developed so that within a

short time about 75 heavy repairs will go through the shop
a month. Of these, about 20 will be class 2 or complete
firebox repairs and the remainder half and three-quarter
side sheets and other miscellaneous boiler and mechanical

repairs. Approximately 325 men in two shifts will be em-

ployed turning out this work,—a day shift consisting of

about 250 men and 75 on the night shift.

Without the all around boiler maker of for-

mer years, the railroad boiler repair shops

throughout the country are facing a problem
that requires immediate solution if the increas-

ing demands for power are to be met. The

Pennsylvania Railroad shops at Columbus,

Ohio, have found one method of accomplishing
excellent results in boiler and locomotive main-

tenance even under the present difficult con-

ditions of finding trained men. Details of the

plant and some of the work done at Columbus
are given below.

Production at present with

275 men is 60 repairs a

month. This is being accom-

plished as previously in-

dicated with a few well-

trained department heads
and with men who are being
trained in the various special

operations of boiler work
that the old-time boiler mak-
ers combined in their general

knowledge of the trade. This

specialized operation system,

however, has the advantage
of speed and the compara-
tively rapid development of

skill in the limited scope of

work performed by an in-

dividual. The plant equip-
ment is complete and facilities for performing the required

operations are of the best—this equipment and some of the

methods which have met with success are outlined below.

The Boiler Shop and Equipment

The main boiler shop is placed in a north and south di-

rection and is at the west end and at right angles to the

main erecting shop. The entire plant is of brick and steel

construction with modern steel window frames providing a

maximum of natural light to the shop. At the south end

131
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Fig. 2.—Corner of the Layout Section,

the Main Shop
Looking Across

of the main boiler shop, as indicated in the accompanying
floor layout, is located a 150-ton 15-foot gap pneumatic bull

riveter served by a 50-ton floor controlled electric crane.

This crane having a span of about 35 feet runs transversely

of the shop but is within range of the main shop crane so

that it is able to pick up a boiler to be riveted from the floor

and control it through the riveting operation. This crane is

operated on 230 volts direct current. The main hoist motor
is of 50 horsepower, the trolley travel is 15 horsepower and
the bridge travel 35 horsepower.

In the main section of the shop the crane used runs the

entire length and has the following characteristics : The ca-

pacity of the crane is 60 tons and it is operated on 220 volts

direct current; the main hoist motor has a rating of 50

horsepower; the auxiliary hoist motor, 25 horsepower; the

main trolley travel, 10 horsepower; the main hoist of the

auxiliary trolley is 50 horsepower; the auxiliary hoist, 25

horsepower; the auxiliary trolley travel, 10 horsepower, and
the bridge travel, two 35 horsepower motors.

At the west side of the shop is a bay containing a laying
out floor, flange fires, punches, shears, rolls, drills, stay-
bolt machines, etc., which constitutes the machine tool sec-

tion of the boiler shop. This department is served by a 10-

ton crane using 220-volt direct current; the main hoist motor
is of 25 horsepower, the trolley travel 5 horsepower, the

bridge travel 25 horsepower. At the north end of the shop
are located the offices of the master boiler maker and his

assistant, the time offices, small tool room, locker and wash

j*^*-/w-->j
s
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Fig. 3.—Floor Plan of Boiler Shop and Machine Arrangement
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rooms and heater room; the entrance into the erecting shop
is also at this end.

Machine Tool Equipment

The machine equipment in the shop, as noted, is com-

plete, all work necessary to boiler repairs being carried out

here with the exception of flanging new throat sheets. Work
of this character is done on the presses at the Altoona Works
of the Pennsylvania System. Punches and shears of va-

rious types, both for straight and bevel work, are provided,
as well as a complete radial drill equipment. The details

for these machines are indicated on the floor layout. A set

of 18-foot 2-inch bending rolls is provided, two 4-splndle
drills, a /^-horsepower 4-spindle Staybolt threading ma-
chine is included in the equipment as well as a 10 horse-

power machine with six heads, two double heads, one for

turning crown stays and the other for threading at the same

time, so that both bolts are threaded and turned in a single

operation. The remaining four heads are used for threading

staybolts. This machine will turn out 60 crown stavs an
hour and 120 staybolts under the control of one operator.

Production Possibilities with Shop Layout

An absolutely clear floor space is provided in the main sec-

tion of the boiler shop in which to carry- out the boiler repair

Fig. 5.—Machine Operations Are Carried Out in Side Bay,
Leaving Main Bay Clear of Machinery

operations, all machine work being done in the machine bay
and the shell riveting at the south end of the shop. The
boilers requiring heavy repairs are stripped on the erecting
floor and mounted on horses on the boiler shop floor where

•
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Fig. 4.—Machine and Production Details of Flue Shop
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Fig. 6.—Method of Supporting Boilers During Repairs

work is carried on without interference with other operations.
The space is sufficient for about 12 of the larger L or A'

type boilers to be worked on the floor at the same time.

Maneuvering Boilers Into the Shop

It may be w^ell to introduce the details of shop procedure
with the problem of bringing boilers into the boiler shop
from the erecting floor. That this originally was a real

problem may be understood when it is recalled that boilers

on the erecting floor are in an east and west direction while

the boiler shop runs north and south. Thus all boilers have

to be turned at right angles to their original position when

brought into the boiler shop. The opening between the two

shops is 39 feet between columns and some of the boilers

which are required to be brought through this opening run

up to 45 feet or so in length. The solution found for this

difficulty is simple and effective.

A boiler is carried by the main erecting shop crane close

to the opening into the boiler shop. The front end is lowered

onto a special turntable mounted on a small heavily built

truck running on a set of standard gage tracks into the boiler

shop. The rear lift of the erecting shop crane swings the

rear end of the boiler so that it is heading into the boiler

shop; then the crane is used to push the boiler, the front end

of which is resting on the truck, through the opening into

the boiler shop. A second truck support is wheeled under

the rear end of the boiler which is then lowered into place
within reach of the boiler shop crane. The entire operation
and transfer from one shop to the other requires less than 5

minutes.

Small Details Not Overlooked

Various minor details of shop management and arrange-
ment, tending to promote efficiency and speed up the work,
are incorporated in the general scheme of things. For ex-

ample air for tools is piped to even- column in the

shop, the lines terminating in manifolds having 9 outlets.

Thus no matter in what section of the shop air is required
or how many tools within certain limits are needed on a job,
an opportunity is given even- man to tap into the air line.

For electric motor-driven tools and welding outfits convenient

current outlets are provided throughout the shop.

One feature that is overlooked in many shops is the time

and space saving possibilitv of providing standard tool boxes
for individual tools which belong personally to the men.
Here at Columbus, instead of carrying a miscellaneous as-

sortment of tool boxes into the shop where they are employed
and tying up wall space with them, the men are given steel

lockers which are used for this purpose. These lockers are

each about 32 inches long (64 inches for double lockers)

and are ranged in cabinets along otherwise unused portions
of the shop wall.

Small tools that are the property of the company—pneu-
matic and electric equipment, drills, jigs, gages and the like,

are kept in the tool room where a constant check is main-

tained on them. One man is kept busy repairing air tools.

Flue Shop and Equipment

The flue shop is located in a separate building adjacent
to the boiler shop. Two motor-driven wet rattlers mounted

on a cleaning platform are located just outside the flue shop.
These rattlers are served by an overhead electric crane so that

as the tube bundles are brought on to the platform on special

trucks they are picked up in chain slings and deposited as

a unit in the rattlers. This does away entirely with the

time wasting method of hand charging. In unloading the

rattlers, the entire charge of tubes is dumped on to suitable

bent rails arrange
1 in shallow pits adjacent to the rattlers

where the chain slings may be readily adjusted around the

tubes. The crane then deposits them in the tube buggies and

they are wheeled into the shop. As noted on the accompany-
ing floor layout, sets of standard gage tracks run along each

side of the flue shop entering at the corners so that they
serve even' part of the plant and are used either for bringing
the tubes in for reconditioning or for removing them after

safe ending into the erecting shop.
The layout of the flue shop also indicates the departments

into which it is divided, and the equipment installed for

Fig. 7.—Plate Storage Adjacent to Boiler Shop

safe ending small tubes and superheater flues. Both de-

partments are quite distinct so that no interference occurs

between the crews working on different size flues. Roller

welding machines are used and oil fired furnaces are in-

stalled for heating.
It is customary to test each tube after safe ending and

new hydrostatic testing units are now l-eing installed in

which the tubes are subjected to about 300 pounds' pressure.

Three welders and their helpers handle the safe ending—
turning out about 600 small tubes and 50 superheater flues

a day.
Flue practice standard with the Pennsylvania System is

followed in this shop; that is, the method of safe ending,
the number of safe ends, lengths, etc.

So far as possible, locomotives on which repairs are

contemplated are scheduled far enough ahead so that what-

ever plates or special fittings are to be used may be

ordered and ready for the locomotive when it comes into the

shop. A supply of plates and other materials is kept in stock

(Continued on page 183)



Boiler Manufacturers Meet at Hot Springs, Va.

Thirty-fifth Annual Convention of American Boiler

Manufacturers' Association, June 4 to 6, Well

Attended — Abstracts of Papers and Discussion

MEMBERS
of the American Boiler Manufacturers

Association began to assemble at The Homestead,
Hot Springs. Ya., on Saturday, June 2. for the thirty-

fifth annual meeting of the association which was scheduled

to open on Monday morning. June 4, for a three days' session.

Preliminary to the regular meeting- the executive committee

[held
a meeting in the Secretary's rooms at 8 P. M. on June 3.

Shortly after 11 o'clock on Monday morning A. G. Pratt,

of the Babcock & Wilcox Company, president of the asso-

ciation, called the convention to order in the theater of the

bote! and delivered his annual address, which in part was

BS follows:

Abstract of President's Address

The past year has been one of varying emotions, during
which we have hoped and worked for and seen improved
business conditions, and now that the period of better busi-

ness has arrived, we are perplexed to know how long it will

last, and have become cautious concerning the future.

This is not only natural but proper considering the con-

ditions which this better business have brought about;

pyramiding of material prices, the difficulties in obtaining
•materials, high wages, and difficulties in obtaining labor.

The material supply is becoming somewhat easier and it

is probable that maximum prices have been reached, but

the difficult labor situation will undoubtedly continue

throughout the present business cycle.

While no one can predict the immediate future with cer-

tainty, some very comforting facts appear to be pretty

definitely established. It seems inconceivable that business

can fall to the depths reached in the latter half of 1920 and
in 1921; there is no over-extension of credit; corporate, as

well as governmental finances are in satisfactory shape and

the banks are in good condition: there is and has been little

if any production in excess of requirements; stocks of all

commodities are low; and many improvements, public and

private, are merely held up until they can be undertaken

without bidding against today's necessities. While the pres-
ent high rate of production may not be maintained there

appear to be many legitimate outlets in sight for American
manufacturers for a long time to come. As a matter of fact,

what we desire, and that which is best for the community, is

good business, not periods of tremendous activity, which are

always followed by periods of depression.

Taxes

The question of taxes is still a most important one to in-

dustry of every character. While the Government has made

good headway in reducing expenditures in certain quarters,
it seems certain that an attempt will be made to revise the

tax laws at the session of Congress which meets in Decem-
ber next. While it is. of course, true that up to six or seven

years ago this country never had any really great tax prob-
lems, it is to be hoped that a definite tax policy may some

day be adopted which will be adhered to, rather than subject
the nation to constant changes in the laws which makes

planning ahead difficult and uncertain.

It appears probable that Congress will attempt to pass
bonus, immigration, railroad and tariff legislation and that

government ownership and regulation of certain industries

will come in for considerable discussion. Past experience
shows, however, that the national legislation rarely enacts

much business in the session immediately preceding a Presi-

dential election, and it is generally believed that this will

prove the case in this instance.

Legislation has become in too many instances tin- result of

pressure brought to bear upon the lawmakers by "blocs" or

combinations of interests. I do not wish to see an industrial

or a business "bloc,"' but I do feel that industry and in-

dustrial leaders should take a greater interest in government
affairs. I do feel there should be more business in gov-
ernment. Possibly the present administration has done more
in this respect than previous administrations but there is still

room for improvement. One of the outstanding evidences is

the interest of the Department of Commerce in business.

This is not interest of a regulatory character but one which
is calculated to benefit American industry, both at home
and abroad, and through the benefit to industry, to benefit

the nation at large. If business desires a greater share in

government, it must do everything possible to make the

work of the Department of Commerce successful so that it

will become an increasingly effective business department
and so that it must be recognized that business men of the

caliber of the present Secretary, Herbert Hoover, must be

appointed to head this department in future administrations.

It devolves upon the business men of the country to see to

this; unless they create the demand, the department will go
backward and be as ineffective as it was for many years
before Secretary Hoover took hold of it.

Scarcity of Labor

Our industry, in common with others, is suffering at pres-
ent from a lack of labor, both common and skilled, although
the chief shortage is unskilled labor. The increases in

wages caused largely by this condition will not increase the

available supply of labor. These increases can only result in

extremely high rates without enabling us to obtain or hold

men, decreased production through lessened efficiency of the

men, and eventually a hardship) on labor itself due to the

higher cost of living, a stoppage of buying and the eventual

lack of business and of employment.
While employers generally are demanding a revision of the

existing immigration laws and many would like to see all

immigration restrictions removed, labor leaders and other

individuals throughout the country are insistent that the

present minimum be decreased. From economic and hu-

manitarian viewpoints I do not feel that either extreme is

correct, but believe that some revision in the law should

be made which will make it possible for some appreciable
number of healthy, intelligent individuals to come into the

country in greater numbers than at present, and I further

believe that an earnest and intelligent inquiry should be
made as to whether a shortage exists, what causes it and

what is the best remedy. Possibly this could best be carried

out by a commission appointed by the President of the United

States.

We do not desire a shortage of labor, nor do we wish

a large over-supply. Both conditions bring hardships to the

community. What we should have if possible is a flexible

supplv, and the question is how best to obtain it.

One simple measure which will surely give considerable

relief is the postponement of public works during times of

great business activity, that is to say, when labor is scarce

and hard to get, the Government should no; be bidding;

155
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against the industries which form the backbone of the

nation's prosperity. This is going to be difficult to work out

in practice as, generally speaking, government work is not

as exacting nor as efficiently done as is private work; the

rates of pay are higher, hours of labor are shorter and the

results that must be produced are easier of attainment in

public than in private work. Again, the absence of public
work during times of national prosperity will insure econo-

mies in such work which cannot be obtained if the con-

struction is done during times of abnormally good business.

Another relief measure which is receiving strong sup-

port is the stoppage of many large private building and con-

struction enterprises throughout the country; this will re-

lease men to other industries and keep down construction

costs and, incidentally, have its effect on wage rates and liv-

ing costs.

I believe another answer will be found in increased pro-
duction per man through better machinery and a decrease

in the demand for unskilled labor through the reduction

of manual handling operations. It has long been recognized
that the greatest opportunity to reduce labor costs is through
the reduction of handling operations and costs between ma-
chine operations, and it seems certain that the American
manufacturer must learn this. Our salvation and that of

manufacturers generally will come through improved ma-

chines, better methods and increased production by skilled

workers; but while we bend our energies toward those ends

so far as our own immediate interests are concerned, we must

also appreciate that the question of labor supply is and al-

ways will be important and that a satisfactory solution

should be sought and found if this country is to continue to

be a prosperous manufacturing nation.

The last couple of years have brought about several de-

velopments which affect our industry possibly more than we
realize and tend to increase our difficulties in the design,
manufacture and operation of our products. I refer par-

ticularly to the increase in size and pressure of units which

we build and the methods of firing them. These matters are

of the utmost importance not only to us but to our customers

and the communities in which our boilers are installed and

operated, and we must give proper consideration to these new

developments if we accept our responsibilities as we should.

Boilers Being Built in Larger Units

The manufacture of larger units is comparatively simple;
we follow generally the same designs which have proven

satisfactory in the smaller units of the past; but we must

bear in mind that the smaller plants containing large units

are not always as flexible as the older type of plant made up
of a number of smaller units, and that the investment idle

when one unit is down for any reason is higher than hereto-

fore. Improved methods of burning greater quantities of

fuel per foot of furnace width have been developed, result-

ing in operation at higher ratings. All of these elements

necessitate better design, manufacture and operation and a

full understanding of the things which go to make these up.
The increase in prime mover efficiency due to higher steam

pressures and temperatures is something of which we have

recently come to hear a great deal. High pressure of yester-

day is considered medium or low pressure today. Above
all else, a steam boiler must be safe. We cannot afford to

take chances and must so design and build that there can

be no question of 100 percent performance, not only for

our individual good names but for the protection of the

community.

Use or Powdered Fuel

We have seen some wonderful advances in the burning of

fuels. Results have been obtained with mechanical stokers

which a few years ago were regarded as beyond their ca-

pacities. In the last couple of years the burning of powdered

or pulverized coal under boilers has become more common.
Some go so far as to say that powdered fuel installations

will outnumber stoker plants in the future. I personally
feel that this is improbable, but the facts are that two stoker

manufacturers are now selling powdered fuel equipment
and several others are seriously considering doing so. Un-

doubtedly powdered fuel applied to steam boilers, to some
considerable extent at least, is here to stay.
The burning of pulverized fuel opens up an entirely new

field of trouble for the boiler manufacturer. It brings about

new furnace and setting designs and conditions, and while

a boiler manufacturer will not be expected to design these

furnaces and settings, he will surely hear of what are assumed
to be his shortcomings if troubles occur. The burning of

pulverized coal under boilers is relatively new; it is spread-

ing like wildfire. Many people will enter the field because

of the opportunities it seems to present and many of these

same people will be irresponsible and know little or nothing
of our problems. The manufacturers of successful powdered
fuel equipment will have to be careful that their engineering
and practical experience does not become warped or com-

mercialized by the competition which will spring up, and we
as boiler manufacturers will have to make sure that our

products are protected from improper equipment of this

character.

It seems to me that we must come to the realization that

we have an entirely new set of conditions to meet in larger

units, higher pressures and different methods of burning
fuel, and that for our own protection and the good
name of our industry, the protection of our customers and

the public generally, we must redouble our vigilance in every
direction to ensure a safe and an orderly advance in the

part which we play in these developments.

Open Versus Closed Shops

At the conclusion of his address the president introduced

Mr. Homer D. Sayre, commissioner of the National vletal

Trades Association, who outlined the history and develop-
ment of the metal trades association and reviewed the present
status of organized labor in the United States and England.

Tracing the movement of organized labor in the United

States from the first strike in 1786, through the activities of

the Knights of Labor shortly after the Civil War and the

growth of the present American Federation of Labor, Mr.

Sayre declared that the movement for amalgamation, which

is opposed by Mr. Gompers, will be the outstanding feature

of the labor convention in October. Although the indepen-
dent unions are growing by leaps and bounds he did not be-

lieve that this country will be organized to the extent that

labor is in England because in this country the employee of

today is the employer of tomorrow.

Mr. Sayre was optimistic about the future of the metal

trades associations which today comprise 31,000 establish-

ments that are wholly free from labor domination. Labor
in England, he said, is 90 percent organized while in the

United States only 10 percent of the labor is organized and

the British wage earner is only one-third as well off as the

American wage earner. The real danger here, he warned,

is the tendency of labor to control the government and he

urged the employer, as a duty to the employe, the industry

and himself to maintain an open shop.
At the close of Mr. Sayre's address, the president appointed

the auditing and nominating committees, instructing them to

report at the Wednesday morning session.

Report of the Secretary and Treasurer

H. X. Covell, secretary and treasurer, reported that the

membership of the association consists of 72 active. 22 asso-

ciate members and one honorary member. The treasury

showed a favorable balance of $308.55.
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S. H. Barnum, chairman of the entertainment committee,
outlined the rules for the golf tournaments to be held dur-

ing the convention.

MONDAY EVENING SESSION
On Monday evening the members and guests of the asso-

ciation assembled in the main lounge of the Casino where
the president introduced Mr. G. A. Richardson, of the

Bethlehem Steel Company, who delivered a short address

illustrated by moving pictures showing the manufacture of

plates, flanged and dished heads, charcoal iron lap welded
boiler tubes and staybolt iron at the Brandywine plant of

the company at Coatesville, Pa. These pictures were of spe-
cial interest both because this was the first time these films

had been shown and because of the unusual size and precision
of the work shown.

Practices and Conditions Existing in the Industry

Following Mr. Richardson's address a series of questions

concerning practices and conditions in the industry, which

had previously been mailed to the members, was discussed

informally.

Referring first to the raw material situation Mr. Pratt,

president of the association, expressed the belief that prices
had reached the top, would be lower rather than higher and

that no more premium prices need be expected. Deliveries,

he said, were easier.

As to the labor situation, boiler manufacturers in all parts
of the country reported a scarcity of labor, particularly of

skilled labor. In most cases this was due to the higher

wages and more attractive conditions offered by other metal

working industries such as the automobile builders or the

railroads. The scarcity of unskilled labor could be traced

in part to the immigration restrictions.

M. F. Moore stated that at the Kewanee Boiler 'Works

there is no shortage of skilled labor except molders but that

no foreigners are employed at this boiler shop. Here the

labor conditions are ideal, he said, for young men are re-

cruited from the neighboring farm districts, taught progres-

sively the various shop operations and kept employed the

year round on day work at relatively high wages without

premiums or bonuses.

A. R. Goldie, of the Goldie-McCulloch Company, Gait,

Ont.. stated that in Canada conditions are different as there

has not been the rush of work that has occurred in the United

States and the problem has been to keep the men busy the

year round.

Mr. Brink, of the American Hoist and Derrick Company,
St. Paul, Minn., called attention to the apprenticeship sys-

tem employed in his plant and stated that the best men in

their employ are those which they have brought up themselves

both in the shops and in the drawing room.

A query disclosed the fact that no closed shop was repre-
sented at the convention.

Isaac Harter, of the Babcock & Wilcox Company, de-

scribed at length the welfare work carried out by his com-

pany, which is all handled by the employment department.
The men are supplied to the foremen by the employment

department, within certain limits of rates. If a man is dis-

charged by a foreman he goes out through the employment

department and the reasons for his discharge are checked up.
In this way it is seldom found necessary to change the con-

ditions in the shop. This balance of power he considered

a marked improvement as under it the foreman is no longer

omnipotent.
The company also has a physical examination department

that serves to keep the men from assignments of work for

which they are physically unsuited. This system has shown
the doctor to be a very valuable asset to the plant for he

comes into a relationship with the men that no other man can

have. A mutual aid association, controlled by the men, is

maintained, which takes care of the health compensation
among its employes; the accident cases are taken care of by
the state compensation laws. The company carries group
life insurance for the employes.

Discussion of the insurance question showed that there is

a tendency to favor insurance in which both the company
and the men share in paying the premiums.

In discussing difficulties in the manufacture of boilers

it was disclosed that trouble is frequently experienced in

obtaining drawings of apparatus to tie up with the boiler.

In the case of trouble with the operation of boilers it ap-

peared to be the general opinion that the manufacturer should

give the services of a field engineer to the customer for two
or three times but for any trouble developing after that the

customer should be willing to pay at least the expenses of the

field engineer.
In discussing the loss of repair part business to local

foundries, competitors, etc., A. G. Pratt, president of the

association, urged manufacturers to make a drive to secure

orders for repair parts, not only because it would eventually
mean a considerable item of business for them, but on the

other hand no manufacturers should be held responsible for

the performance of equipment, parts of which have been sup-

plied in the way of repairs by parties other than the original
manufacturers.

One nuisance with which the boiler making industry is

afflicted today is the great number of requests received from

appraisers for information regarding details, drawings and

prices of completed contracts. It was the opinion of those

present that when such requests come from the customer
direct the information should be given free but that when
it comes from appraisers a suitable fee should be charged for

the information.

TUESDAY MORNING SESSION
On Tuesday morning the program comprised the presenta-

tion for discussion and adoption of reports from the follow-

ing standing and special committees:

Membership
H. N. Covell, Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company,

chairman, reported the loss of one and the addition of two
members during the past year.

A. S. M. E. Code and American Uniform Boiler

Law Society

E. R. Fish, the Heine Boiler Company, chairman, re-

ported progress.

Ethics

F. C. Burton, Erie City Iron Works, chairman, read a

copy of the Tile Makers Association Code of Ethics as best

adapted for the boiler manufacturers' association and this

report was referred back to the committee to be re-drafted.

Standardized Ratings of Steam Boilers

Prior to the February meeting, the committee sent out a

questionnaire to the entire membership of the association,
and a summary of all the replies was given in our pre-

liminary report on February 12. The following is there-

fore recommended for final action :

(1) Question—Define the basis of boiler ratings, i.e.,

horsepower or square feet of heating surface.

Your committee wishes to recommend that all specifica-
tions and other data pertaining to the subject of "boiler

horsepower" be specified both on a square-feet-of-heating-
surface basis and also on a horsepower basis, and that pref-
erence be given to the square-feet-of-heating-surface basis if

any preference be given.

(2) Your committee recommends that for all types of
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boilers, ten (10) square feet of heating surface constitutes

a horsepower.

(3) Your committee recommends that heating surface

shall be calculated in the manner outlined in the A.S.M.E.

Power Test Code, which reads as follows:

"Heating surface for boilers comprises the total area of surface

in actual contact with hot gas and below the normal water level

of the boiler, provided the heating surface comprises a part of the

circulation system of the boiler proper. If any sucb surface is not

in the boiler circulation system, and is not connected to the steam

space of the boiler, it is to be considered as preheater, or integral

economizer surface, and not as boiler heating surface. Superheater
surface is the total area of all surface in contact with the hot gases.

Superheater, boiler and preheater surfaces should be separately
stated. Since the gas side of the surface offers the controlling

resistance to heat transmission, the surface will be figured on the

outside diameter of tubes for watertube iboilers, and on the inside

diameter for firetube boilers."

(4) Your committee wishes to bring to your notice that

the A.S.M.E. Power Test Code specifically states that super-

heating surface, boiler heating surface, and pre-heating sur-

face should be separately stated, and the committee there-

fore recommends that in all specifications this rule be fol-

lowed.

We also wish to call your attention to the fact that in cal-

culating the heating surface of watertube boilers, the outside

diameter of the tubes should be used, and for firetube boilers,

the inside diameter of the tubes.

(5) We recommend that for plain vertical firetube boilers,

the rule be adopted that in calculating the heating surface

of same, the normal water line or center of the gage glass be

taken as the top point of the heating surface, and that only
such surface of the shell and tubes as is below the center

line of the water glass be calculated as heating surface.

(6) Your committee would recommend that in calculat-

ing the heating surface of return tubular boilers, only one-

half the circumference of the shell be calculated as heating
surface on account of the brick walls closing in on the boiler

at a point about half way up on the shell. Your committee

understands that some boiler builders calculate two-thirds

of the shell as heating surface.

At the midwinter meeting, Mr. E. C. Fisher, of the Wickes

Boiler Company, pointed out the fact that three sizes of tubes

are used in a 72-inch by 18-foot return tubular boiler—
the diameter of the tubes depending upon the part of the

States in which the boiler was built. Some manufacturer-

have standardized on 70 4-inch tubes, which would give a

total heating surface in a 72-inch by 18-foot boiler of 1,594

square feet.

The same diameter and length of shell containing eighty-
six 3J/>-inch tubes would have 1,645 square feet heating
surface, and the same boiler with one hundred and ten 3-inch

tubes would give 1,760 square feet heating surface.

Practically all of the builders of the 72-inch by 18-foot

boiler specify same in their catalogue and specifications as

150 horsepower regardless of which diameter of tubes is

used. W. C. Connelly, Chairman.

Discussion

The discussion of this report emphasized the advisability
of rating boilers according to the number of square feet

of heating surface rather than on the horsepower.
The report was adopted.

Height and Diameter of Stacks

The engineering committee of the Stoker Manufacturers'

Association submitted a report to that association on Novem-
ber 23, 10J2. which included the following statements and
recommendations :

Stack Diameters and Heights: It would be desirable if

the boiler and stoker manufacturers could agree on some coni-

mi n formula or rule for the determination of both diameter

and height so as to present a united front to contractors and

owners on the question of dimensions of stacks. It was de-

cided that this matter was one that should be referred to the

joint committee of the boiler and stoker manufacturers
1

associations.

Draft Over Fire: Inasmuch as the effect of pressure at

the toj) of a high furnace is something that directly affects

the boiler manufacturer and only indirectly the stoker manu-
facturer, it was decided that this matter should be referred to

the joint committee of boiler and stoker manufacturers' asso-

ciations.

A meeting of the joint committee was held in Xew York
March 20, 1923, at which the following were present:

A. G. Pratt, The Babcock & Wilcox Company,
E. C. Fisher. The Wickes Boiler Company.
A. H. Blackburn, Sanford Riley Stoker Company.
R. L. Beers, Detroit Stoker Company.
H. E. Preston, American Engineering Company.
A. D. Pratt, The Babcock & Wilcox Company.
R. A. Foresman, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-

pany.
S. H. Barnum, The Bigelow Company.

Stack Diameters and Heights: This subject was referred

to a sub-committee consisting of E. C. Fisher, S. H. Barnum,
R. L. Beers and A. H. Blackburn, and the report of that

sub-committee, which has been approved by the joint com-

mittee, will be presented separately by F. C. Fisher.

Draft Over Fire: The following recommendation was

unanimously agreed upon:
"That the draft over the fire should be taken as follows:

On horizontal watertube boilers, midway between the heat-

ing surface of the boiler and the grate surface of the stoker.

On vertical and semi-vertical watertube boilers, at a point

midway l>etween the inside face of the front wall and the

front face of the bridge-wall, on a line with the top of the

bridge-wall. And that the draft at this point is to be not less

than 0.1 5-inch suction."

The committee discussed the forms of data sheets ex-

changed between boiler and stoker manufacturers and those

present stated that as far as they could learn these forms
were satisfactory to all. Since the meeting of the committee
the stoker and boiler associations have checked this question
with their respective memberships. While all of the com-

panies of the two associations have not been heard from the

general consensus of opinion is that the data sheets are help-
ful and should be continued in their present form; in fact,

many companies have strongly urged that the use of these

sheets be continued. Slight modifications have been sug-
gested by some of the companies and it is recommended that

these ]X)ints be brought up and some conclusion reached at

this meeting.
The meeting discussed the possibility of enlarging the

joint committee to the extent of having represented on it

fan, superheater, economizer, soot blower and similar manu-
facturers and it was determined that if either association felt

such contact to be necessary that it should undertake to bring
it about independently rather than through the joint
A.B.M.A.-S.M.A. committee.

The question of rating boilers upon a square foot basis

was discussed with the purpose of placing the representatives
of the stoker manufacturers on record, and it was recom-
mended by the meeting that such rating rather than a horse-

power rating be used by all boiler manufacturers, with the

qualification, however, that there could lie no objection to

boiler manufacturers also stating the rated horsepower which,
however, should be based upon 10 square feet of heating sur-

face |>er horsepower.

Respect full v submitted,
A. G. Pratt,

L. E. Connelly,
G. W. Bach.

'

S. H. Barnum.
E. C. Fisher.
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In addition to the foregoing committee report Mr. E. C.

Fisher, of the Wickes Boiler Company, presented a very com-

prehensive supplementary report, going exhaustively into the

determination of the diameters and heights of stacks for

steam boilers, which will be published in full in the July
issue of Thk Boiler Maker.

Owing to the absence of Mr. Fisher cm account of sick-

ness this paper was read by Mr. Barnum.

Discussion

A. G. Pratt, Babcock & Wilcox Company, president of

the association, stated that the same report had been sub-

mitted to the Stoker Manufacturer-' Association and that they

had adopted a resolution recommending that the tables be

used but that the 100 percent rating should never be used

and that the ISO percent rating be considered as the mini-

mum.
E. R. Fish, Heine Boiler Company, called attention to the

fact that the proportioning of stacks requires a lot of scientific

calculations for which data are lacking and that the real

stack temperatures have never been determined with accuracy.

F'urther he pointed out that the tables and curves are based

on experience only and while this makes little difference

with small boilers greater care must be exercised in the case

of large units. He stated that tests are to be made by the

Johns Hopkins University for securing accurate data for

determining the constants used in the calculations.

G. S. Barnum, of the Bigelow Company, pointed out that

the primary object of the report was to take care of the small

return tubular boilers. Mr. Barnum did not agree with the

stoker manufacturers' recommendations.

A. G. Pratt, Babcock & Wilcox Company, stated that the

charts and tables are based on experience gained prin-

cipally by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Company during the past two years and that they have been

used for two year- with good success. He stated that the

estimates are fair and the results come within safe limits.

W. C. Connelly, D. Connelly Company, believed that the

100 percent rating gives stacks of too small diameter as

34 inches is the smallest anybody uses.

The committee report was adopted and a vote of thanks

extended to Mr. Fisher for his special report.

A. S. M. E. Boiler Code Sub-Committee on Rules

for Inspection

This committee reported progress and it was voted to

refer any further revision to the committee.

Uniform Setting Heights of Horizontal Return

Tubular Boilers

This subject had been considered in conference with the

Smoke Prevention Association, the secretary of which be-

lieved that the local inspectors should not have the authority

to set the heights but that a standard should be established

by the American Boiler Manufacturers' Association. It was

moved that the association send a delegate to the meeting
of the Smoke Prevention Association in Minneapolis, June
20 to 22, to urge the association to take definite action and

adopt the A. B. M. A. standard. The president appointed
G. W. Bach of the Union Iron Works, Erie, Pa., to act as

the association's delegate at this meeting.

Steel Heating Boilers

W. A. Drake, the Brownell Company, reported that the

committee had obtained considerable data but not enough
from which to draw conclusions and that data sheets would
be sent to members of the association at an early date. He
stated that the information now available came from Gov-
ernment tests, eti .,

and that what was wanted was data from
users.

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Inspectors

Two representatives of the National Board of Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Inspectors presented report- on the activi-

ties of this body, Mr. Joseph F. Scott, the president, and
Mr. C. O. Myers, the secretary and treasurer.

Abstract oi Mk. Scott's Address

I am glad to say we are now self-supporting and will be

in a position to call our national convention which is very
much needed. Although it was within your power to crush

?n organization of this kind at its inception, nevertheless

you have signified to the member- of the National Board of

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors by your substantial

support, your sincerity in desiring uniformity, standardiza-

tion and the adoption of every method that would increase

and tend to improve the business of boiler making in the

United State-.

We have considerable room for improvement, and co-

operation is needed among a few of the boiler manufactur-

ers in certain sections of the country, but we know that

eventually such manufacturers will be cooperating with the

National Board or it will come to the point that the custom-

ers of such boiler manufacturers will raise the question oi

why such manufacturers are not cooperating with other

manufacturers who are members of the National Board.

Members of the National Board have important work cut

out for them. It is not only essential that steam boilers be

constructed in accordance with the A.S.M.E. Boiler Code, but

it is high time that necessary steps be taken so that the manu-
facturers of such boilers will be protected against practices

prevalent among firms that are dealing in second-hand boil-

ers. Our experience with second-hand dealers shows the

necessity of registering every dealer of second-hand boilers

in the country and adopting specific rules and regulations
with which they must comply and providing penalties to

the violators of these rules. In my mind the activities of the

second-hand boiler dealers are more dangerous and should

be of more concern to the heads of the State and municipal
steam boiler inspection bureaus than boilers that are built

by responsible manufacturers' in accordance with the

A.S.M.E. Code.

In nine cases out of ten a prospective customer is not

acquainted with the construction of a boiler. His prime
interest is in obtaining a boiler as cheaply as possible and
where a boiler is offered to him as a first class second-hand

boiler he will invariably purchase it depending upon some

method to get around the boiler inspection laws in his par-
ticular territory. This is what the National Board of Boiler

and Pressure Vessel Inspectors must stop. It is very essen-

tial therefore that representatives of the National Board draw

up regulations covering the handling of second-hand boilers

throughout the country. Such rules can be easily put into

effect, I believe, without changing the present wording of the

law under which steam boiler regulations are created. This

matter should receive first consideration at the next conven-

tion of the National Board.

In checking up the number of boiler explosions as com-

pared with the number of explosions of air and other pres-
sure vessel-, it is apparent that the latter are far more

numerous than the former. The sooner legislation is en-

acted or laws amended covering the construction and inspec-
tion of air and other pressure vessel- the sooner this danger
will be removed. There is no reason why this should not be

made one of the most popular sets of regulations that could

be adopted throughout the country.

Abstract of Mr. Myers' Address

We have been observing very closely the inspection and

stamping of A.S.M.E. Code boilers and within the last two

veir- no case has been brought to our attention where a
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boiler bearing the Code symbol was not in fact a Code boiler.

This is very encouraging and, upon the strength of it, my
purpose will be to have the Ohio Board of Boiler Rules con-

sider the adoption of the 1922 edition of the A.S.M.E. Code
and eliminate the present Ohio Code. The Ohio law pro-
vides that a public hearing must be held when changes in

the rules are contemplated and this hearing will be arranged
at a special meeting of the Ohio Board just as soon as the

revised edition is available.

Since the Ohio situation has been satisfactorily cleared up
a number of concerns have started stamping their boilers

"National Board." The work of the Board is gradually

increasing, our finances are in good shape and we are self-

supporting. We are accumulating a fund to take care of

a National Board convention which we believe should be held

as soon as possible.
At your annual meeting in June, 1922, 503 boilers were

registered by 18 concerns. At that time the registration fees

were revised and we reported at your mid-winter meeting in

February that 2,664 boilers were

registered by 26 concerns. At the

present time we are pleased to report

6,387 boilers registered by 35 con-

cerns, making a total increase for

the last year of approximately 1,200

percent.
For the benefit of the boiler man-

ufacturers who are not taking ad-

vantage of the National Board in

stamping their boilers we desire to

advise that the following States and
cities will accept without question
boilers stamped with the National

Board stamp: Rhode Island, New
York, New Jersey, Maryland, Ohio,
Indiana, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin,

Minnesota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Cali-

fornia, Utah and Arkansas, Chicago,
111.; Seattle, Wash.; St. Louis, Mo.;
Parkersburg, W. Va.; Nashville,

Tenn., and Kansas City, Mo.
It can be seen from the foregoing

that the progress of the National
Board during the past year has been

very gratifying which is due to the

support and co-operation of the

officers and members of the Board,
the American Boiler Manufacturers'

Association, the American Uniform
Boiler Law Society and the Boiler

Code Committee. If indications are correct the coming
months will show material gains in the strength of the Board.

American Uniform Boiler Law Society

Charles E. Gorton, chairman, Administrative Council of
the American Uniform Boiler Law Society, congratulated
the National Board on its excellent progress and stated that
no instance had been found where a boiler stamped by a
National Board inspector was not a Code boiler.

Mr. Gorton said that the Administrative Council of the
Uniform Boiler Law Society believed it advisable for them
to use their efforts to strengthen the boiler laws now in
existence.

He said that they had been called in by nine states for this

specific purpose. He further pointed out that 17 bills had
been introduced in legislatures during the past year that
were inimical to the interests of the association.

Taking up the steps which had been taken to secure

legislation covering the construction and inspection of boilers
in states which have not yet adopted the A. S. M. E. Code

he explained the reasons why such bills had failed in Wash-

ington, Arkansas, Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Alabama, In-

diana, Kansas, Iowa, Illinois, Michigan, North Carolina and

Virginia. In many cases there apparently is good prospect
of securing the enactment of such legislation in the near

future and every effort will be exerted to secure this end.

In conclusion he declared that the Administrative Coun-
cil and the Executive Committee realize that they must keep
in intimate touch with the state departments or the adminis-

tration of the laws will be anything but uniform.

WEDNESDAY MORNING SESSION

The final session of the convention was called to order at

9.50 A. M. on Wednesday, with A. G. Pratt, president, in

the chair. Mr. Pratt called Mr. G. S. Barnum of the Bigelow
Company, vice-president of the association, to the chair to

take charge of the meeting during the reading and discussion

of his paper on cost accounting.

Cost Accounting

Mr. Barnum's paper will be

lished in the July issue of

Boiler Maker.

Discussion

pub-
The

R. Fish,

Boiler

A. G Pratt, the Babcock & Wil-
cox Company, president of the asso-

ciation, did not feel that production
hours are a measure of cost unless

the work is uniform.

Mr. Barnum agreed with Mr. Pratt

that every plant has to be governed
by its own conditions and stated that

the important thing is to get a cost

accounting system started; at the end
of a year it is possible by inventory
to determine whether the system is

good or not.

G. W. Bach, Union Iron Works,
stated that a system installed in his

plant four years ago by experts, and
which required four men to handle it,

proved top heavy and had been sim-

plified so that it can now be handled

by two persons.

C. W. Edgarton, Coatesville

Boiler Company, explained
that hi- cost system was based on about 15' departments, the
costs of all but four of which are close together and are
thrown into a general average while the other departments
have a different rate and are kept independent.
A poll of those present showed that practically all are

using some form of cost accounting.
F. G Cox, Edge Moor Iron Company, spoke of the ten-

dency to install too elaborate a system and advised making
it as simple as possible.

Election of Officers

officers were elected to serve for the fol-

President-elect of the American
Manufacturers' Association

Heine Boiler Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Fisher, The Wickes Boiler Company,

The following

lowing year:

President—E. R. Fish,
Vice-President—E. C.

Saginaw, Mich.

Secretary-Treasurer—H. N. Covell, Lidgerwood Manufacturing
Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee—George W. Bach, Union Iron Works,
Kne, Pa. ; G. S. Barnum, The Bigelow Company, New Haven,
Conn.: F. G. Cox, Edge Moor Iron Company, Edge Moor, Del.;
\\. C. Connelly, D. Connelly Boiler Company, Cleveland, O. ;
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W. A. Drake, The Brownell Company, Dayton, O.
;
A. R. Goldie,

Goldie-MoCulloch Company, Gait, Ont.; J. F. Johnston, Johnston

Brothers, Ferrytmrg, Mich.; M. F. Moore, Kewanee Boiler Works,

Kewanee, 11!., and A. G. Pratt, The Babcock and Wilcox Company,
New York.

The secretary read a letter from Calvin W. Rice, secre-

tary of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, re-

garding his recent trip to South America where he found

that the A.S.M.E. boiler code is held in high esteem. Mr.

Rice urged the translation of the code into Spanish and

Portuguese.
It was voted that the secretary reply to the above letter

to the effect that the American Boiler Manufacturers Asso-

ciation would be very glad if the American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers would translate the code and suggesting

that the price of the English edition be increased to cover

the cost of the translation.

It was also voted that a committee of standards be ap-

pointed to get out a loose-leaf handbook containing the

A.B.M.A. standards adopted by the association.

Loeb, Harry, Lukens Steel Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Low, F. K., Power, New York.

McAleenan, George R., McAleenan Brothers Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

McAleenan, Walter S., C. H, Dutton Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Mason, J. E., Power, New York.

Meier, C. K. I)., Heine Boiler Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Metcalf, F. 1!., International Boiler Works, East Stroudsburg, Pa.

Moore, M. F., Kewanee Boiler Company, Kewanee, 111.

Myers, C. O., National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors,

Columbus, O.

Pratt, A. G., Babcock and Wilcox Company, New Y'ork.

Richardson, Georg. \ Bethlehem Steel Company, South Bethlehem, Pa.

Riley, George N., National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sayre, li. D., National Metal Trades Association, Chicago, 111.

Scott, Joseph I.. National Board .if Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors,

Trenton. N. J. _
Severance, F. W., S. Severance Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, la.

Snow, Norman L., Diamond Power Specialty Company, Detroit, Mich.

Tudor, Cliff M.. Tudor Boiler Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, O.

Tudor. Charles E., Tudor Boiler Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, 0.

Weigle, A. C, Walsh and Weidner Boiler Company, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Wein, F.. G., F.. Keelei Company, Williamsport, Pa.

Zycker, T. E., Gem City Boiler Company, Dayton, O.

An Improved Type of Staybolt Set

Opposes Government Ownership of Railroads

The association unanimously adopted the following reso-

lution offered by W. H. S. Bateman, of the Parkesburg Iron

Company, Philadelphia, Pa.:

Resolved that this association go on record in upholding

the railroads of the United States in the fight which they

are making for their very existence and that we as a body

emphatically are opposed to government ownership and will

use our best efforts individually to encourage public senti-

ment in sympathy with the railroads and will at all times

endeavor to counteract the influences which are constantly

working in opposition to the railroads of our country.

Entertainment Features

The annual banquet of the association was held in the

main dining room of The Homestead on the evening of Tues-

day, June 5. The afternoons of Monday and Tuesday,

June 4 and 5, were given over to golf tournaments, the prizes

for which were awarded at the annual banquet.

Registration at the Convention

The following members and guests attended the conven-

tion:

Bach, George W., Union Iron Works, Erie, Pa.

Baldwin, Frank M., Oil City Boiler Works, Oil City, Pa.

Barnum, George S., The Bigelow Company, New Haven, Conn.

Barnum, Starr H., The Bigelow Company, New Haven, Conn.

Bart, B. F., Standard Seamless Tube Company, New York.

Bateman, W. H. S., Parkesburg Iron Company, Philadelphia Pa.

Boyd, Marcus, Boiler Tube Company of America, Pittsburgh Fa

Brink, H. E., American Hoist and Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Broderick, J. H., Broderick Company, Muncie, Ind

Broderick, W. H., Broderick Company, Muncie, Ind.

Bronson, C. E., Kewanee Boiler Company, Kewanee, 111.

Brown, H. H., The Boiler Maker, New York.

Burton, F. C, Erie City Iron Works, Erie, Pa.

Cameron W. S., Frost Manufacturing Company, Galesburt;, 111.

Champion, D. J., Champion Rivet Company, Cleveland, O.

•Cherry, H. D., Kewanee Boiler Company, Kewanee, 111.

Connelly, W. C, D. Connelly Boiler Company, Cleveland, U.

•Covell, H. N., Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, Brooklyn, N. \.

Cox, F. G., Edge Moor Iron Company, Edge Moor, Del.

Doyle, Joseph H„ Ames Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y'.

Drake, W. A., Brownell Company, Dayton, O.

Fdgerton, C. W., Coatesville Boiler Works, Coatesville, Pa.

Edwards, T. R., Pittsburgh Steel Products Company, Pittsburgh, Fa.

Eury, J. G.. Henry Vogt Machine Company, Louisville, Ky.

Fish, E. R., Heine Boiler Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Gates, R. W., Superheater Company, New Y'ork.

Goldie, A. R., Goldie and McCulloch Company, Gait. Ont.

Gorton, Charles E., American Uniform Boiler Law Society, New i ork.

Harter, Isaac, Babcock and Wilcox Company, New York.

Heagerty, William, Oil City Boiler Works, Oil City, Pa.

Inslee, Herbert C, Babcock and Wilcox Company, New York.

Jeter, S. F Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company,

Hartford, Conn.
Johnston, J. F., Johnston Brothers, Ferrysburg, Mich.

Kellogg, C. V., Kellogg-MacKav Company, Chicago. 111.

Kirk, T. L., Standard Seamless Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

HE new "clover-leaf" staybolt set shown for the first

time at the Master Boiler Makers' Association con-

vention, is an improvement over the standard staybolt

set made by the Lovejoy Tool Works, Chicago, 111. Its

unique construction is obtained by milling out approximately

two-thirds of the metal from the driven surface as shown

in the accompanying illustration. With it the operator is

able to drive the staybolt head more quickly because only

about one-third of the metal of the tool is in contact with the

stavbolt iron at one time. Th* set is driven in No. 60 to

"Clover-Leaf" Staybolt Set

No. 90 pneumatic hammers. By turning the tool in the

driving process the staybolt is headed up to the sharp points,

while at the same time the ragged edges are trimmed, thus

making a clean, finished job.

It is claimed that this set is easier to operate than the

old one, as there is no tendency for it to jump all around

the staybolt as in the old style. The Lovejoy Tool Works

makes this rivet set from special Vanadium steel and guar-

antees it to give satisfactory service. It is furnished with

square, round or hexagonal shank as desired, to fit any

pneumatic hammer and in all sizes from J s -inch up.

The Industrial Importance of

Conserving Eyesight

EMPLOYING
the methods of engineering, research in

eye conservation on a nationwide scale has been under-

taken by the Eyesight Conservation Council of Amer-

ica. The work is in charge of J. E. Hannum, a former

member of the teaching staff of Purdue University, and a

member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

(Continued on page 163)



Testing Flexible Staybolts Electrically

Method Developed to Make Tests More Positive and

to Remove Uncertainties of Hammer Testing

AS
far back as 1916 a method of testing flexible stay-

bolts by other than the hammer had been developed

by the Flannery Bolt Company of Pittsburgh, which

was described at the Master Boiler Makers Association con-

vention of that year. Again at the convention this year after

seven years of experimentation and test the device was shown

in its perfected state. For the past three years actual loco-

motive service tests have been conducted demonstrating that

this method is a positive means for determining the condition

of flexible staybolts in service.

In all the experiments the thought has been continually

kept in mind that no method of testing that depends upon
the human element can be entirely satisfactory where danger
to human life is concerned. Innumerable reports can be

produced to prove the uncertainty and inefficiency of the

present method of testing.

Recently an author-

ity
on the subject of

testing stated in an

article which ap-

peared
in the March

issue of the Railway

Mechanical Engi-
neer:

"In my opinion,
in

uoing over a boiler

on a staybolt test, the

inspector cannot get

all the broken and

cracked bolts. I have

witnessed inspectors

undergoing examina-

tion who are classed

as good, but the re-

sults they obtained

varied, some locating

only one defective

bolt, while others lo-

cated as many as 12

or 14. Some bolts

which they marked as

broken or cracked

were of the flexible type and were merely unseated.

"To test flexible bolts, we remove all caps and strike the

head of the bolt two or three good smart blows, so as to finish

the break if possible; then we take a round nose tool and

strike the head first on one side then on the other, twisting

it so that in case it is fractured it will break loose. I have

seen several tell-tale holes leaking on hydrostatic tests, but

have very seldom seen an inspector locate them while testing

the bolts from the firebox side of the boiler.

"In striking a staybolt, if the hammer gives a quick re-

bound, the bolt is all right, but if it does not rebound and

apparently sticks to the bolt, it is cracked or broken. One
must not depend altogether on the rebound, but upon the

sense of hearing as well; a fractured bolt gives off a dead

sound and is very often easily detected by one standing close

to the inspector at the time."

Description and Method

The new method of inspection requires no change in the

standard parts of a flexible staybolt assemblage, with the ex-

ception of providing a bolt with a tell-tale hole extending
from the inner end into, but not through, the bolt head.

_-4
I

Electrical Equipment for Testing Flexible Staybolts

Inspection is accomplished by establishing electrical con-

tact at the extreme inner end of the tell-tale hole by means
of a device consisting of a meter, batteries, an indicating
rod and connection to the boiler. The apparatus is simple
and compact, and requires no particular care except the oc-

casional renewal of a dry cell battery. These are of any
small popular type used commercially and can be procured
anywhere.

Reference to the illustration shown herewith will probably
suffice as an explanation as to how the tester works.

The connection to the boiler may be made at any point
where good contact can be secured.

The indicating rod is inserted in the tell-tale hole. As
soon as the tip of the rod has reached the end of the tell-

tale hole the electric circuit is completed and is registered on
the meter, thus insuring the tell-tale hole being open its

full length and prop-
I erly functioning.

If the indicator rod

is stopped before the

meter indicates con-

tact, this would show
the hole to be ob-

structed in some man-
ner. In this event

clean the hole by
means of a drill and
small motor, until

contact can be estab-

lished.

The method of test

is quite simple and

there is no phase of

the test that depends

upon the human ele-

ment except the

simple act of insert-

ing the testing rod

into the tell-tale hole.

If the bolt were

fractured, this condi-

tion will be apparent
in the hydrostatic test that is applied after the electrical

contact has been made with all the bolts. The tell-tale holes,

being clean, will immediately indicate a fracture by water

leakage from the bolt that is unfit.

The basis upon which this electrical contact test has been

developed is that staybolt breakage will be easily detected if

the tell-tale holes are kept open and extend to every part of
the bolt which can possibly break. A tell-tale hole, under
this method, must extend from one end of the bolt into, but
not through, the head at the other end, and therefore, covers

every breakable part of the bolt. To insure clean tell-tale

holes, a fireproof porous cement is provided, which is easily
removed, to seal the end of the tell-tale hole after the bolt's

.in- installed and riveted.

Occasionally a mechanic may neglect to seal a hollow
Tate bolt with the porous cement and in that event, a small
drill should be used to bore out the tell-tale preliminary to

inserting the testing rod for inspection.
If the tell-tale hole has been sealed with the porous cement,

sediment, or any other obstruction that would prevent con-
tact between the testing rod and the end of the tell-tale hole,
can only come from a fractured bolt.
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New Type Electric Welder for Safe -Ending Loco-

motive Boiler and Superheater Tubes

Till"

electric welding process of safe-ending locomotive

boiler and superheater tubes was instituted about 1912

by the Thomson Electric Welding Company of Lynn,
Mass. The welding was done on a type 40-A welder.

The electric process showed so great a saving in time and

money over the oil furnace process, besides making stronger

welds, that it was adopted by several of the larger railroad

systems of this country and abroad.

In l°l u an extensive campaign (if development was begun

by the Thomson Electric Welding Company which resulted

in a complete new line of resistance welders of greatly im-

proved power factor, efficiency, operating characteristics and

appearance.
The new standard 60 S. P. welder had a capacity of work

of from 6 to 9 square inches which was from two to three

times greater than was required for large flue welding. Hence,

to avoid excessive weight, electrical and mechanical capacity,

standby charges, etc.. it became desirable to develop a spe-
cial no S. P. flue welder of lighter weight, and reduced elec-

trical capacity for this class of work. Accordingly, the flue

welder shown in the illustration was standardized for locomo-

tive work and already there are two of them in successful

operation
—one in the Illinois Central Shops at McComb,

Miss., and one in the shops of the Duluth & Iron Range
Railroad at Two Harbors, Wis.

The welder is equipped with pneumatically operated

clamps having interchangeable copper dies for flues from 2

inches to 6 inches diameter. The pressure necessary to push
up and consummate the weld is secured by means of a double

acting hydraulic cylinder mounted directly on the welder as

shown in the illustration.

This hydraulic cylinder may be operated by any one of

the following methods: (1) By hand pump actuated by a

lever; (2) by connecting cylinder piping direct to an accumu-

lator; (3) by connecting the cylinder piping directly to an
oil gear pump made by the Oil Gear Companv of Milwaukee,
Wis.

Reversal of direction of platen travel is secured, when using
method (1), by throwing a reversing lever through an angle
of about 45 degrees; when using method (2), by means of a

four-way valve, and in method (3) by means of a control

lever or handle on the oil gear pump itself. Method ( 1 )

has been most commonly used in the past for it gives the

operator complete manual control of the push up of the weld,
but the physical effort is somewhat tiring on him. Method

( 2 ) has been used to a lesser extent, but is favored by some

because it relieves the operator from any exertion in pushing

up the welds or in withdrawing the platen.
Method (3) is a new development within the last year and

due to its ease of operation and fine control gives great

promise of a wide use in future. This latter method is now
used by the Illinois Central Railroad at McComb, Miss.

The voltage and current regulation for various sizes of

line- is obtained by means of a special five-point regulator
switch mounted on the right hand end of the welder frame.

By turning an insulated knob, the current can instantly be

changed to suit the particular weld being made. All copper
dies are thoroughly watercooled as is also the secondary lead

connections, thus insuring cool operation of the outfit at all

times. The transformer is of improved design with series

primary windings and multiple secondary leads, covered by
U. S. Patent Xo. 137S76S giving the highest efficiency ever

attained in a welding transformer.

The dependability of the electrically welded flue and its

economy over the force process has been vouched for by

many prominent railway officials, among whom are Mr.

W. H. Lewis, superintendent of motive power. Norfolk &
Western Railway Company; Mr. J. J. Sullivan, superinten-

dent of machinery, Chattanooga, St. Louis & Nashville Rail-

road; Mr. George P.. Halstead, shop superintendent of the

Virginian Railway Company, and many others.

The great western railroad systems are rapidly adopting
the electrii flue welding process and officials of the greatest

Size of Flue



Members and Guests of The Master Boiler

Master Boiler Makers Hold Annual Convention

Great Interest Shown in Committee Reports and

Discussions and in Future Plans of Association

THIS
year the Master Boiler Makers' Association held

its fourteenth annual convention at the Hotel Tuller,

Detroit, Mich., May 22-25. Although the attendance

was slightly less than that of last year at Chicago, there

were almost six hundred members, guests, supply men and

members of the Ladies' Auxiliary present. Almost two hun-

dred and fifty members of the association registered and

practically all of these kept in close attendance at every

session of the convention up to the closing meeting. The
interest in all proceedings of the association throughout the

entire week was keen.

The convention came to order at 10:15 A. M. Tuesday,

May 22, with President Thomas Lewis in the chair. After

the opening invocation J. C. McCabe, general boiler in-

spector of the state of Michigan, acting for the mayor of

Detroit, welcomed the association to the city. In part his

address was as follows:

For the past fifteen years I have been actively engaged
in boiler matters, as the state inspector of boilers for the

state of Michigan, and also in the city of Detroit. While

the inspection of boilers, in Detroit, has been conducted for

the past forty-two years, my connection dates back to 1908,

at which time I entered the office and found that there

was really no standard for boilers.

I looked about and found that the state of Massachusetts

had, a year or two prior, adopted a high standard for boiler

construction, and so later, June first, 1910, it was adopted
as a law for the city of Detroit. In 1917 a bill was passed,
which was adopted by the state legislature, which provided
for the use of the A.S.M.E. boiler code for all boilers

constructed in Michigan. It happens that I am a member
of {he Board, and Chief Inspector of Boilers for the state of

Michigan.
I have always had much admiration for the high technique

of design and the materials used in locomotive boilers, par-

ticularly on some of the principal roads of the country. Of
course, as in stationary practice, you find some obsolete

boilers in use.

There is no question but that locomotive boilers are well

cared for and we have very few accidents. In fact, if an

explosion or a failure occurs in a locomotive boiler in the

use of a railroad, the users and the owners are much sur-

prised.

The best possible materials are used, but at the same time
it is unreasonable to expect that a boiler of such high pres-
sure as locomotive boilers will not have a small percent of

failures. They are to be expected, a very few of them.

President Lewis' address to the association followed:

President's Address

The past year has been a year of constant strain. Never
before have master boiler makers been in such demand by
their employers, and from the outlook the future holds no
relief. It has been said that the boiler on a locomotive must
be maintained to not less than 99 percent efficiency, in order
that the locomotive of the present day can be used to its full

capacity. An inefficient boiler means an inefficient locomo-
tive. Someone said some time ago that the boiler on a loco-

motive is not less than 97 percent of the efficiency of the

entire locomotive. That being the case, then we as master
boiler makers, and all foreman boiler makers, and all boiler

inspectors must educate ourselves to the highest degree in our
life's work to meet the demands that are placed upon us.

The foreman boiler maker of today, as a practical man,
cannot be ignored. The emergency of the present day will

not permit it, and it has been very strongly demonstrated

during the past year. The boiler foremen on the railways
of the United States during the year that has just passed,
have done a work for their employers which can never be re-

paid in dollars and cents. And, judging by the outlook in

the future, the master boiler makers' responsibilities have no
limit.

The remainder of the opening session was taken up with
the secretary's and the treasurer's reports. Membership at

present is about 400 with almost 200 members delinquent
in dues in addition. Questions on finance that were brought
before the convention were referred to a later session of the

convention for discussion.
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Makers' Association at the Convention in Detroit

Secretary H. D. Vought brought up one other matter at

this time. At the convention last year Dr. Koyl, engineer
of water service of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul

railroad, requested that a committee be appointed to in-

vestigate the experience of the members in the matter of cor-

rosion and pitting of locomotive boilers. This committee

compiled complete data on the subject taken from the records

of practically all the more important roads in the country
and submitted the report to Dr. Koyl. The subject is of great
interest to the members of the association and the secretary
advised the convention that a copy of the report is on file in

the secretary's office.

(This report will be published in an early issue of The
Boiler Maker.)

A. G. Pack, chief inspector, Bureau of Locomotive In-

spection sent his regrets to the association because of his in-

ability to attend the convention this year. An abstract of his

communication to the secretary follows:

Abstract of A. G. Pack Letter to the Association

"It is with deep regret that I now find it impossible for me to

attend the fourteenth annual convention of the Master Boiler

Makers' Association and share with it the pleasure and profit

which I feel sure will result from the exchange of ideas and the

greetings of many friends and the new acquaintances which such

conventions bring.
"I trust that the results of their labors will be handed down to

future generations as a guide post in improved methods of con-

struction and repair of one of the most important parts of the

machinery which at the present time goes to make up great trans-

portation systems of the world. Without the locomotive boiler

strongly constructed and kept in good repair, the great arteries of

transportation would become greatly congested, if not completely
blocked.

"I believe that the railroads of this country can make no better

expenditure of money than that of not only allowing, but compel-

ling their master boiler makers to assemble annually for the pur-

pose of exchanging ideas regarding their profession.
"Under our present system of transportation the steam locomo-

tive is the most important factor in its successful operation and
without a boiler properly constructed and maintained the loco-

motive becomes a menace to the great army of railroad employees
and travelers thereon. On the other hand, when in good condition

it becomes one of the most useful instrumentalities."

Wednesday Morning
The meeting convened at 9:15 A. M. with President

Thomas Lewis" in the chair. At the opening of the Wednes-

day session applications of 30 new members were ratified

unanimously by the convention.

Because of the absence of A. G. Pack, chief inspector,

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection, J. A. Shirley representing
him read a paper on boiler failures. An abstract of this

paper will appear in the July issue.

The subjects scheduled for discussion at this session of

the convention were then introduced.

Hammer Testing Staybolts

THIS
report embodies the substance of individual reports

by the other committeemen as well as information

gathered by the chairman from various railroads

through the country.
In making hammer tests, size and weight should be left

entirely with the inspector. Every inspector and boilermaker

has a hobby of his own and wants a hammer just a little dif-

ferent from the other fellow's. For this reason, it should be

left somewhat to the inspector, as it is his touch or sound

that detects broken staybolts,- and not the size or weight of

testing hammer.
As to whether staybolts should be hammer tested or under

hydrostatic pressure, the Laws, Rules, and Instructions for

Inspection and Testing of Locomotive Boilers, promulgated

by the Interstate Commerce Commission, must be complied
with first.

We believe it practical to hammer test staybolts while the

boiler is under hydrostatic or air pressure. However, this

cannot be successfully done on monthly inspection in round-

house, or when engine is undergoing classified repairs. We
believe, and recommend that staybolts should be hammer
tested while boiler is empty. In the roundhouse, we believe

this should be done just as soon as the boiler is emptied of

the hot water and while the firebox is somewhat expanded.
In back shop, when engine is undergoing classified repairs,

the staybolts should be hammer tested and inspected from

interior of boiler, and all defective bolts renewed. When

repairs to boiler are completed and hydrostatic pressure ap-

plied, all staybolts should be hammer tested again while

boiler is under pressure.

Report prepared by a committee consisting of J. A. Holder,

chairman; C. F. Petzinger and William G. Bower.

Discussion

Charles P. Patrick, Meadville Machinery Company: I

want to say that the committee's report on hammer testing

of staybolts is common sense and logical. Each man has

his hobbv, in regard to hammer testing. He has his sense

of touch and he should use it, but I rise to make a motion

165
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that this association, since we have had so many broken

bolts in combustion chamber engines, those equipped with

flexible bolts, particularly, that we go on record that we
hammer test flexible staybolts each time we test the other

staybolts.

W. J. Murphy, Pennsylvania System: Mr. President, I

think that is the rule now on all railroads, that you test all

staybolts when you go into the firebox, hitting all the bolts

in the firebox.

H. J. Wandberg, Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul: On
our railroad, we hammer test all staybolts, whether flexible

or not, but we have the end of our flexible staybolts marked
with red so that we can distinguish them from the rigid

staybolts. I think most railroads are carrying out that

practice of testing all staybolts.

A. W. Schelton: On the Frisco System we have no

flexible staybolts marked and every bolt is hammer tested

once a month—all of them. We are of the opinion that we
find almost as many flexible staybolts broken as we do rigid

staybolts in our monthly tests. We find those broken bolts

by going over them with at least one hundred pounds of

steam, and then we cool the engine and go over the rest of

the bolts.

Charles P. Patrick. Meadville Machinery Company: I

Number Sixteen states: "Method of testing flexible staybolts

having caps. All flexible staybolts having caps over the outer

ends shall have the caps removed at least once every two

years and also whenever the United States inspector or the

railroad company's inspector considers the removal desirable

in order to thoroughly inspect the staybolts. The firebox

sheets should be examined carefully at least once a month

to detect any bulging or indications of broken staybolts.

Each time a hydrostatic test is applied, the hammer test re-

quired by rules 21 and 22 shall be made while the boiler

is under hydrostatic pressure not less than the allowed

working pressure and proper notation of such test made on

Form Number Three."

In order to overcome any mistakes we instruct our men,
where it says, "Firebox sheets should be examined care-

fully at least once a month to detect any bulging or indica-

tions of broken staybolts," to examine flexible as well as

rigid staybolts, and they cannot examine sheets without

testing each and every staybolt. They will detect bulging
or any other flaws when they examine the sheets carefully,
and we instruct them to test all staybolts.

Charles P. Patrick: It is not in the rule to hammer test

staybolts.

E. W. Young: No, but to overcome the trouble in the

Thomas Lewis, Retiring
President

E. W. Young, President Frank Gray, First Vice-President

wan! to make an explanation cf my motion. Some railroads

make tests on flexible bolts, but the law requires you to test

those bolts only once a year under pressure, and so all are

not tested. Now, in the company with which I am asso-

ciated, we test our bolts every month. If an inspector knows
that a combustion chamber is equipped with flexible stay-
bolts and that he is not required to test them, he is liable

not to do so each month, since the law requires taking off

the caps even- twenty-four months. We find broken
flexible bolts under the hammer test. We find them broken

every month. It is only a short time ago that we found four

in one engine and four in another under the hammer test.

Even if you do not do so usually, if you suspect the bolt is

broken, from the hammer test, it will pay you to remove the

cap.
L. E. Hart, Atlantic Coast Fines: We have a class of

engines equipped with flexible staybolts in the combustion

chamber, and we hammer test them and find lots of them
broken. We hammer test all of the bolts, and whenever
we have the expansion >tay> in front, we find some of them
broken.

A. N. Lucas, Ox weld Railroad Service: Is it not a fact

that the federal boiler law and rules requires us to test all

bolts every month? According to the rule, the cap shall

1 e removed every twenty-four months, but does it not say
we -hould test the bolts every month?

E. W. Young. Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul: Rule

sheet, we must examine the bolts, and there you have the rule.

W. J. Murphy, Pennsylvania System: I have had some
little experience in testing staybolts and here is what we
have found in testing flexible staybolts. We have a medium
sized hammer for testing the ordinary staybolts and about

twice the size for testing flexible bolts. We have found that

by using a larger hammer we get better results. The ques-
tion came up as to whether you find flexible bolts broken or

not. and I will tell you that you can find them by hammer
testing them. Any good inspector will find broken flexible

staybolts, but he will get better results with a larger
hammer.

R. C. Young, Chicago and North Western: I would like

to know if a flexible staybolt, when the boiler is not under

pressure, is not in the same condition as other broken stay-
bolts? It is loose, not bent nor separated, and there is not

much success from testing flexible staybolts unless you have

pressure on the boiler and tension on the bolts, because
when there is no pressure in the boiler, it seems to me much
tin -arae as when a bolt is broken.

T. W. Lowe, Canadian Pacific: We find in the law, as

agreed, that there is nothing in it which tells us that we
cannot do something better than what the law suggests.

Therefore, on the western line of the Canadian Pacific,
where we use the flexible staybolts, in general, we find it

very advisable to have water pressure to the extent of 140

pound- .it every test, every thirty days' test—shop test or
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any other kind of test. This is done for the very reason,

that you will not find broken flexible bolts otherwise. We have

found, from our experience, in applying a test with 140

pound pressure, that you find a greater number of broken stay-
bolts than you ever expected to find.

Mr. Wallough (Omaha) : I believe in this discussion, here

today, you will find that the hammer testing of staybolts is

very nearly a lost art. We do not have the old-timers on
the job that we used to have and you find very few inspectors

get on the job and find the flexible, or any other kind of stay-

bolts, that are broken with the hammer test. When a man
follows them up, he finds some more. I have done that, my-
self. I think when it comes down to broken staybolts, flexible

staybolts in particular, that we ought to get together and find

some other method so that we can determine whether they
are broken or not. I understand there is such a move on,
now.

H. V. Stevens, Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe: I would
like to ask the convention if they want to go on record to

remove the brick furnaces on oil burning engines ? There are

screw bolts and there are detector holes throughout the bolt,

and does this include the matter of hammer testing them
everv thirtv days?

time we have had a few broken staybolts; and everything
that can happen in a combustion chamber, can happen any-
where else, where a combustion chamber boiler is in use. I

would like to know what others are doing to get away from

this trouble, because I cannot do it. The broken staybolts,

both flexible and rigid in the combustion chamber engines
cause trouble. I know it is due to the construction of the

crown sheet being almost flat with the radial stayed wagon top.

If there are any Pennsylvania men here, who have had ex-

perience with combustion chamber engines in this connection,

I would like to hear them tell us about it. I imagine with

Belpaire boilers they are not having the trouble as with the

radial stayed boilers.

H. J. Wandberg, Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul: We
have a number of combustion chamber boilers but we have

none that Mr. Raps refers to, that is Belpaire boilers. As
far as maintaining combustion chamber boilers, I find they
are no particular trouble, with the exception of the short

combustion chamber boilers. We have a number of broken

bolts at the bottom, but as far as any other part of the boiler

is concerned, or the firebox, we have no bad results at all.

We get best results with 36-inch combustion chamber.

L. M. Stewart, Atlantic Coast Lines: We have a, lot of

T. F. Powers, Second Vice-

President
J. F. Raps, Third Vice-Pres-

ident

W. J. Murphy, Fourth Vice-

President

T. F. Powers, Chicago and North Western: I think that

is specifically covered in a rule handed down by the Depart-
ment of Locomotive Inspection. As I remember it, it says
when bolts are applied back of the brickwork, having a hole

all the way through, they do not have to be hammer tested.

H. A". Stevens: Was not the motion that all screw bolts

be hammer tested?

Chairman Lewis: I think this gentleman is justified in

this question. Mr. Patrick includes every staybolt in the fire-

box, and I think that is well taken. We have a number of

those bolts, as you suggest, Mr. Stevens, and if we had to

hammer test them all, we would have to take out the grates.
I think we should change the motion.

Charles P. Patrick: I will change my motion, Mr. Pres-

ident, and make it that we treat all flexible bolts just as we
treat rigid bolts.

A rising vote on this motion resulted in its passage.

Are the New Combustion Chamber Boilers as

Easy to Maintain as the Straight Firebox?
This report was prepared by a committee consisting of H.

J. Raps, chairman; Emil Ziegenbein and F. J. Howe, and
will appear in full in the July issue of The Boiler Maker.

Discussion

John F. Raps, Illinois Central: We have some government
standard locomotives received two vears ago and since that

trouble with combustion chamber engines, with inside flue

sheets cracking. We did not have fire cracking from the

rivet, but we certainly do have trouble with cracked knuckles
inside the flue sheet. Xot only that, but we have a great
deal of trouble with broken staybolts in the combustion cham-

ber, regardless of whether they are flexible or rigid type.

John Harthill, Xew York Central: We have combustion
chamber engines on our road. With our large engines we have

twenty foot flues and combustion chamber of forty-two inches,
and we have more trouble with that class of engines than any
others that I know. Our trouble is in the flue sheet, cracked
arch tubes, broken staybolts, and so on. In our large Mallets,
when they came in for inspection, they always had from

thirty to forty rigid bolts broken, even when we had made
careful inspection and installation of them. Now, we find

flexible bolts broken on the right and left side, the first seven
in the flue sheet and fourteenth to eighteenth row from the
bottom. That is where we find the broken flexible bolts—
that is, on the large combustion chamber engines. On the

smaller ones, with shorter flues, we find broken staybolts on
the bottom of the chamber. Our flues crack top and bottom
on these combustion chamber engines and it seems the flue

sheets are leaking continually.
W. H. Laughridge, Hocking Valley: We have the com-

bustion chamber engines and we have them from twenty-
four inches to seventy-two inches. The majority are seventy-
two, with twenty-four foot flues. We have quite a number
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of engines that the sheets are welded in and we have no
trouble at all with them. The seam in the combustion cham-
ber is at the bottom and if it is welded, you never have any
trouble. We have found a few broken bolts in the first row,
next to the flue sheet, when in service three years; some of

them five. We renew the flue sheets every few years.
So far as the maintenance is concerned, after you get the

sheets welded in, I do not think they are any harder to main-
tain than a straight sheet. I do not think it would be prac-

tical, with a class of engines that we have, to increase

your flues six feet, but you have to have a boiler to suit

that engine and the only remedy, then, is your combustion

chamber and the advantage of the combustion chamber is

your increased crown sheet heating surface. So far as

trouble with broken staybolts is concerned, we have had

very little of it.

T. W. Lowe: I would like to state a few words, in con-

nection with this subject, along the lines of design. Shortly
before leaving Winnipeg, I had the opportunity of seeing a

blueprint which, at first sight, I took very grave objection to,

but after some thought I began to lean toward the suggested

design shown on this print. This refers to the belly stays,
which according to the design of combustion chamber

engines which you have in universal use in the United
States and in Canada, those belly stays are secured from
the flue sheet to the shell of the boiler, whereas on this sug-

gested print, that I saw, these belly stays are secured to

the shell of the combustion chamber. It strikes me, forcibly,

gentlemen, that that is the proper place for them. You want

your flue sheet to move with your combustion chamber and
if it does not move with your combustion chamber, it is not

a free working portion of the boiler, as it should be. It is

liable to all the defects, which we find in that lower com-
bustion chamber.

Now, just how you would secure them, is uncertain as

yet, but I believe by placing them around the bottom of

the shell of that combustion chamber, that you leave a more
free passage for the bottom shell of the boiler in the firebox.

A. N. Lucas: I was with the Milwaukee Railroad for

years and I believe this subject has been thrashed out pre-

viously on the floor of this convention, especially in regard
to the braces from the bottom of the shell to the inside

Officers and Others of the Supply Association Who Helped Make the Convention a Success

1. George E. Boyce, new president of the "Supplv Men". 2. S. F. Sullivan. .!. Just a few of the members. 4. Some of the officers. 5. John
Kuhns. 6. W. H. Dangel. 7. Fred McCabe. 8. John Campbell. 9. Ralph Benson. 10. Bill Wilson. 11. An "Active" member. 12. "Doc" Bateman.
13. C. C. Rosser. 14. Frank O'Brien.
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flue sheet. I had it up with our people at the time, that the

braces in the combustion chamber boiler, such as we had.

were of no benefit and should not be there. There is a ten-

sion strain different from the expansion of the shell and

firebox, and after I left the service of the Milwaukee Road,
the mechanical engineer, and others, gave orders that these

braces be removed. I found that in applying the combustion

chamber boilers, that there was a difference in the roll of

the inside flue sheet. On our combustion boilers we found a

very large roll on the flue, a good radius, and for that reason

we did not need those braces. In looking over the design for

many other railroads, we found they had a flat surface,

there, and called for braces, but with our design it was not

necessary, and so the majority of the combustion chamber
boilers on the Milwaukee Railroad were running without

braces. I notice in getting around the countrv. as I do,

that they do have trouble with broken bolts, leaky seams and

keeping up short combustion chamber, but the best results are

obtained from thirty-seven-inch combustion chamber.

Furthermore, many of these railroads do not watch them

properly. They watch the bottom of the shell, but do not

know whether there is congestion of mud between the com-

the arch tube was applied. The cracking of the flues comes

at the bottom, one on each side, and we have no trouble

otherwise, except the pitting of crown sheet over the top of

the combustion chamber. YVe feel we have had good suc-

cess with the combustion chamber engines.
C. A. Seley, American Flexible Bolt Company: As a de-

signer, I would like to put in a plea for consideration of the

combustion chamber. If you are going to make boilers just

for the boiler makers, then your straight sheet would be the

thing, but you are making them for the engine, and it has

a wheel arrangement and that calls for a certain length of

boiler. If you can save that length of flue in the combus-
tion chamber, which has a value six to one, practically, in

evaporative effect to each foot of flue surface that runs over

eighteen feet, I think the point is worth consideration. In

regard to breaking staybolts, and every other staybolt in the

boiler has practically one flat surface on which to relieve a

certain amount of staybolt stress, the combustion chamber is

n ing two circular sheets together and that construction makes
it just as rigid as your outside sheet, however thick it may
be. Consequently the lateral movement, and fore and aft

movem°nt of the chamber in relation to the shell, sets up

L. M. Stewart, Fifth Vice-

President

W. H. Laughridge,
Treasurer

H. D. Vought,

Secretary

E. J. Reardon, Chairman,
Executive Committee

bustion chamber and the shell, and that is the trouble many
times, I believe. I think they should be washed from the

front end, and a thorough inspection made to see that it is

kept clean. I believe we should have at least six inches

of water space down there so if they are getting less, you
can tell it, and that will overcome some of the breaking of

your staybolts.

E. W Young: I am very much surprised to hear that

they have been having so much trouble with combustion
chamber engines, because we feel the advantage of the com-
bustion chamber engine is much greater than the disad-

vantage. YVe eliminated the belly braces also, and where the

flue sheet was cracking, we put in flexible bolts around the

bottom, and also increased the thickness of the flue sheet and
we have gotten away from nearly all of that trouble. Thi •

are giving us so much better service than any other engines
that we do not want to do without them. We have had
some in service for over twelve years and never had a fin

removed.

Mr. Foley, C. B. & Q. : We have several combustion
chamber locomotives on our line, especially lines West. In

fact, we have some that have been in service for seven years
and we do not have trouble with them. We did have, in

regard to our staybolts breaking, when we were using rigid

staybolts, but since applying the flexible bolts, we have "no
trouble. We had a little trouble with cracking in the flue

sheet in the combustion chamber engines, but that was before

an angular movement on those bolts. Now those bolts get

as much movement as those below, but they are long and can

absorb movement, and then, it is a much less degree of

angular movement, though it measures the same in extent

that you get below, being six inches or less.

Wednesday Afternoon

The afternoon session opened at 2 P. M. with President

Lewis in the chair.

Frank McManamy of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, who was to have addressed the convention, sent his

regrets as official duties in Washington prevented his at-

tending the meetings.

Inspection of Boiler and Firebox Plates

IX
the opinion of the committee the subject is one which

should be handled by the American Society for Testing
Materials. However, the suggestion offered relative

to rejected plates is a good one and we submit the report with
tlii- recommendation that after it has been discussed and

passed upon in convention, it be turned over to the American

Society for Testing Materials and that they pass upon it.

All boiler and firebox plates must be of shape and size

ordered, sound and free from cracks, surface flaws and lam-
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inations. The thii kness of each plate shall not vary under

the gage specified, more than 0.01 inch. Any plate showing

injurious defects such as seams, pits, scale laminations, cracks

at the sheared edges, or other serious defects, or which de-

velop defects in working, will be rejected. No hammer dress-

ing, patching, burning or autogenous welding to correct re-

jected plates shall be allowed.

Boiler plate- showing indentations of five percent of

thickness and firebox plates showing indentation of three

percent of thii kness will be rejected. No autogenous welding
shall he allowed to rebuild these to the required thickness.

This report was prepared by a committee consisting of

Charles P. Patrick, chairman; ('. H. Browning and fohn |.

Orr.

What Are the Best Methods of Detecting De-

fective Boiler Sheets in the Shop Before

Going to the Laying-Out Bench and

Put Into Service?

OUR
method of inspection of firebox steel in our shops

before going to the layout bench is as follows:

Surface Inspection: In making the surface inspec-

tion, a close examination is made of both sides of the plates

and all edges, and the plates are rejected when the following

defects are found to be present:

Blister Dished Crop ends

Pitted Piped Knifed

Slivers Scored Snakes

Seams Imbedded scale If any grinding has been

Burnt Cambered done

Bricked Laminated Cracked

Scabby Roll marked Wrong dimensions

Cinder spots Bad edges, caused Wrong gage

Split by shearing Not bearing proper
stamping required, i. e„

heat numbers. serial

number s, manufac-
turer's name or initial

Material inspectors in inspecting firebox and boiler sheets

follow the following procedure, making their tests as listed :

Bend Test : In the case of boiler steel, a test specimen for

bend test is cut traverse to the length of the sheet as rolled, at

the top of the sheet. This test specimen is then bent cold 180

degrees, for material one inch and under, around a mandrel

having the same diameter as the thickness of the specimen,

and for material one inch and over, around a mandrel having

a diameter twice the thickness of the specimen.
In the case of firebox steel, a bend test specimen is cut

from each sheet as ordered. The sheet as rolled is cut into

the dimensions of the individual firebox sheets ordered, this

test specimen being cut longitudinally. Before and after

quenching, it must tend cold 180 degrees flat without frac-

ture at the bent portion. The quenching is done at a bright

cherry red, in water at 80 degrees to 90 degrees. In the case

of firebox steel, in addition to the bends before and after

quenching, a nick bend is made on each firebox sheet from

one end of the tensile specimen, and this nick bend test must

not show laminations exceeding '4 inch in length, seams,

cavities of foreign interposed matter, such as cinder, slag, etc.

Tensile Test, Boiler Steel: One test piece cut longitud-

inally from each sheet as rolled is pulled in the testing ma-

chine and the following determined:

Tensile Strength

Yield Point

Elongation in 8 inches

In making the tensile tests, a check on the gage of the

material is made, and also the fracture and edges examined

for any defects, such as laminations, etc. To determine that

all plates are represented by the test piece, where more than

one plate IS sheared from a single slab or ingot, each plate
is match-marked so that all plates sheared from a single slab

or ingot can be identified with the test pieces identifying them.

Firebox Steel: A tensile tot specimen cut longitudinally
from each sheet as ordered is pulled and the following

determined from the test:

Ten>ile Strength
Yield Point

Reduction of Area

Elongation in 8 inches

In making the tensile tests, a check on the gage of tin-

material is made, and also the fracture and edges examined

for any defects, such as laminations, etc.

Chemical Analysis: Drillings are taken from the tensile

specimens and submitted to the laboratory for chemical

analysis to determine the following:

Carbon

Manganese
Phosphorus

Sulphur

Copper, when specified

Gage: All the plates are checked for gage and our

specification states that the thickness of the plates shall not

vary more than .01 inch under that ordered, the full dimen-

sion being controlled by the weights as specified.

Weight: The plates are weighed and all plates having the

same width and thickness must conform to the permissible
variation in weights as outlined in specification.

This paper was prepared by a committee consisting of

John J. Keogh, chairman; John P. Powers and J. C Keefe.

Discussion

J. F. Raps, Illinois Central: When a plate is on the

bench, there may be a gas pocket found that will not be ap-

parent unless they shear through it. We often place a

sheet over the forge and heat it in order to expand the gas

to determine whether or not a gas pocket is in it. That,

I believe, was the intention of this paper and not go into

the inspection in the mill, but the inspection and testing of

the plate after it is turned over to the shop.

J. A. Anderson, Industrial Works: The only system we

use, in inspecting boiler plates when they come to the laying

out bench, is to give them a thorough inspection with the

eve, on both sides, to see that there are no visible defects.

If there is any suggestion that there might be something

wrong, we put the plate under a magnifying glass and that

will detect any small flaw. The plate is laid out and rolled

and after it is rolled, that is the time to find the defects.

After it is rolled, we find, sometimes, a small piece will

roll out, showing that scale was present. Sometimes we find

laminations after rolling. We scarcely ever find any de-

fects before the plate is punched and rolled.

President Lewis: We have found occasionally that after

sheets have arrived at the plant, notwithstanding the tests

made at the mills, where the sheets have been defective,

laminations and blisters in the inspection in the shop, and

often by the man who is laying out the work.

Tohn F. Raps: A great many times, in shearing a plate,

we run into laminations or we find defects by rolling the

plate. Sometimes we find a gas pocket. Again we have

put in the sheets and found when they were in service a few-

weeks, that there was bulging on the sides of the sheet, and

then it cracks an eighth of an inch, and there -would be a gas

pocket or lamination. You may find it necessary to chip it

off with the hammer in order to show it up. Now, the

intention of these topics is to find out if any member, here,

is following out any system of inspection of these plates, or

doing anything before applying them to the boiler, to de-

termine whether there are laminations or gaspockets in them.
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We all give them visual inspection on the layout bench, but

sometimes these things happen after they have been applied.

If any one is following out some other system than has been

mentioned, such as putting plates over fire and heating

them in order to bring out the gas blisters, or any other

method of inspection, let us hear about it.

Edward Hunt, Illinois Central : In making center punch
marks on the layout bench you will often run into a blister.

Sound the plate with a hammer to see the surface defects.

Watch the laminations around the edge of plate and take a

general view of it. Follow up the plate when it is sheared.

Sometimes, you find laminations away from the original

edge, after you have cut through it. Close observation is

important, watching your surface and the thickness. Some-

times by cutting you can see defects.

The Use of Automatic Stokers in Locomotives

THIS
report was prepared by a committee consisting of

H. A. Bell, chairman; C. A. Nicholson, and C. J.

Baumann. The complete report will appear in the

July issue of the magazine.

Discussion

John Harthill, New York Central: We are applying
mechanical stokers on our road, now, and we have not had

a great deal of experience, but I would like to find out

whether members have more leaky staybolts with mechanical

stokers than with hand fired locomotives.

T. W. Lowe: We have a stoker fired engine on the

Canadian Pacific and we operate in the same district, with

the same water, as hand fired engines of the same type and

get the same service. These engines are three years old.

of the combustion chamber firebox design of fireboxes.

Mr. Kessel, Burlington: We have about one hundred

locomotives that have been in operation eight to ten years,

with stokers. The side sheets have not been renewed, nor

have the fireboxes been renewed in that period of time.

W. H. Laughridge, Hocking Valley: We have been using

stokers for ten years and we usually renew the side sheets

in three years. We have eleven engines that have been

using a stoker for ten years and we are just now renewing
the side sheets. On the larger power, we have three dif-

ferent tvpes of stokers, and I see no difference between the

stoker fired engine, in regard to staybolt leakage or other

firebox leakage. We have considerable staybolt leakage,

naturally, because we have very bad water, but if there is

any favor at all, it would be in favor of the stoker fired

engine.
D. A. Lucas : My experience is that the stoker is a bene-

fit to the firebox when no cold air is admitted. We know
that cold air is a detriment to the firebox, when the fire door

has to be opened and shut whenever coal is put into it. The
stoker is a big benefit. The firebox is bigger, the engine is

bigger, and it is pulling more tonnage.

J. F. Shea, Missouri Pacific: We have stoker fired

engines on our railroad that have caused us a great deal of

trouble. In fact, we renewed the side sheets one year and a

half after the engine was built, and there were leaking stay-

bolts then. We have other engines that are two years old that

we are not having any trouble with, so it may be a good
deal in the steel that is put into the firebox.

H. J. Wandberg, Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul: We
have a number of stoker-fired engines and we have not ex-

perienced the trouble the gentlemen have been speaking
about. We do not find any difference, so far as maintaining
the firebox or side sheets are concerned.

W. L Murphy. Pennsylvania System: We have some

stoker-fired engines on the Pennsylvania. I believe the stoker-

fired engine is preferable. We do not have any more trouble

with a stoker-fired engine than we do with a hand-fired

engine, and I really do not see any difference between them.

We have never had any trouble with the side sheets cracking,

as some of you have said, and I move that this discussion be

closed.

After the completion of the discussion the subject of as-

sociation finance was introduced and discussed quite ex-

haustively at this and later sessions of the convention. As
has been the experience of all associations, expenses of main-

tenance, printing of proceedings and reports, convention ex-

penses and the like have increased far more rapidly than

membership and income. In the case of the Master Boiler

Makers' Association, the same remedy was necessary as in

other associations. After careful consideration the Executive

Board recommended to the convention that the annual dues

be raised, to go into effect April 1, 1924. The subject was

carried through two sessions of the convention and annual

dues were finally fixed at $5, while the initiation fee re-

mains the same as before—$3.

Thursday Morning
The meeting convened at 9:15 A. M., President Lewis

presiding.

What Is the Standard Method of Applying Flues

in Locomotive Boilers?

THIS
report which was prepared by a committee, con-

sisting of A. F. Stiglmeier, chairman, E. C. Umlaut"

and James F. Walsh will appear in full in the July
issue of The Boiler Maker.

Discussion

D. A. Lucas : In putting in flues, I am not in favor of the

narrow shim at all. At one time we used the shim an eighth
of an inch wider than the sheet, but when you prosser, the

ferrule sticks up and forms a mud pocket between the flue

and sheet. In the bad water districts, some time ago, it was

impossible to keep the flues tight. We were using a narrow
shim and the idea struck me to use the wide shim. We
put in a set of flues in the same engine, where we were

having trouble with the narrow shims, with ferrules wide

enough so that when you expanded your flues you expanded
them into the shims. The copper formed a shoulder right
over the prosser shoulder, in the flue. In performance this

was ninety percent better than with the narrow shim.

C. E. Elkins, Pennsylvania: I am very much in favor

of the wide ferrule myself. One time the mechanical super-
intendent of machinery, on our road, advocated the use of

the flue copper the same width as the thickness of the flue

sheet, and we had all kinds of trouble with our flues. So
now we use the ferrules one-quarter of an inch wider than
the sheet, and we also use very heavy flue material.

R. A. Creger, Missouri Pacific: On new back flue sheets,
we drill holes one-sixteenth of an inch smaller than the size

of the flue. On copper ferrules, we use number eighteen

Birmingham wire gage on the new flue sheets and on the old

flue sheets we use number fifteen. We have very little flue

trouble and as far as the copper ferrules are concerned,
we use thirteen-sixteenths on all sheets.

A. F. Stiglmeier, Baltimore and Ohio: I would like to

ask some members if they have any trouble with the flue

cracking, tightening them with the straight sectional ex-

pander.
President Lewis: Do you mean, Mr. Stiglmeier, when

applying them?
A. F. Stiglmeier, Baltimore and Ohio: No, lots of roads

are applying them without using the roller, tightening them
with the straight sectional expander. I made a test and
found it cracked the flue. I did not detect it until after it

was in the boiler for a short time. They seem to crack in

the boiler. Lots of them are putting it to the electric welding.
I believe the cracking is due to using the sectional expander,
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when applying the flues. Seventy-five percent of the rail-

roads, from whom we have answers, are applying them with

the sectional expander, getting away from the roller ex-

pander, and I believe that is what is cracking our flues.

F. L. Biklen, C. B. & Q. : I want to say 'that the C. B.

& Q. has done away with the rolling in the back end since

1904. With copper ferrules we use a standard, now, that

is one inch wide and that has been our practice since 1904,

and we have found it very satisfactory.

W. Wallough, Omaha: I have used the sectional ex-

pander for the last few years and never split the steel flues

that I remember. We have split iron flues. You cannot

back them out of the sheet and you do not need to roll them
when you get through.

C. F. Young, Chicago and Nortli Western: There is one

feature about this, where the holes are oblong, after the

holes are reamed out, the diameter of the holes increases to

the same size as the ferrule. That is, practically, reducing
the gage of the flue. I think if the holes are larger in

diameter, that the thickness of the ferrules should be in-

creased to maintain the flue to its original gage.
D. A. Lucas: We use ropper ferrules a half an inch

wider than the flue sheet and the thickness through the water

side is another half inch, then when you expand it, you
do not crack it. In actual experience, we found with

the wide copper ferrule you eliminate what we call "sim-

mer" and at no time do you have a flue spurt, as you will

with the narrow shim. When cold air hits it, with the

narrow ferrule, it cracks and you have flue leakage, and

with the wide copper ferrule, when cold air hits it, it

contracts, shortens it and pulls it up to the joint made by
the prosser expander and eliminates the simmer and helps

your flue in several ways. By actual experience, I have

found we decrease the failures and increase the mileage on
our flues in many cases (without exaggerating), over sixty

percent.
T. W. Lowe, Canadian Pacific: Our practice, on the

Canadian Pacific, is that our coppers are cut the width of

the tube sheets, and they are pushed into the sheets one-

sixteenth short of the fire side of the sheet, allowing them
to project one-sixteenth into the water. The purpose of al-

lowing them to stand into the water, is that when we are

driving in our flues, it prevents the copper from moving
toward the fire. Therefore, when our tube is set, we are

positive that the ferrule, which is hidden from view after

setting, is not going to be exposed to the action of the gases
and create a deterioration around your tube sheet hole.

I notice, in the paper, that there is no reference made to

the angularity of the rollers, as set in the body of the tube

expander. This is one of the most important features of

application, and furthermore, it is more important still when
it comes to maintenance. This is true for the very reason

that if you use a roller expander, set with a different angle,
for maintenance, after you have applied your flues you are

certainly going to shorten the life of your tube because the

metal has been rolled from a certain position in the sheet

and you oppose that and crumble the metal,
- and it is cer-

tainly very disastrous to the tube. In putting in flues, it is

an advantage to roll them first. That is shop practice, but

when we come to the roundhouse, one of our men, who had
been studying application and maintenance, to overcome the

difficulties that we were encountering, in the roundhouse,
conceived the idea that he could get up a tool that would

perform dual duties. These duties were that he could

stretch the tube in the same operation as the beading of

the tube, and he developed a tool which we have in use,

today, in our roundhouses, performing these two functions.

H. J. Wandberg: Our practice on the Chicago, Mil-

waukee and St. Paul is that we clean holes, ream them or

fill them as the case may be, and get them as near one
size as possible, and apply our copper shims. The flue is

cleaned off, the scale is taken off and it is made a driving
fit and is driven in through the sheet, the proper length,
and then turned over. We do not use any expander ex-

cept the expander that we finish the flue with. We do not

roll our tlues in the firebox end. The roller is used for the

front end, but not for the firebox end. We test all of our

tlues first. The reason for doing this is not to depend on
the beading tool to make a flue tight. The expander must
do that work. We have found, through experience, that lots

of tubes are only half expanded, and then the beading tool

made them tight, but it failed to do a good job. We have
found that testing the boiler, before allowing the flue to be

beaded, works out very well. We use a copper ferrule one-

sixteenth of an inch wider than the thickness of our sheets.

We have two thicknesses, l/2 inch and •/$ inch.

J. A. Anderson, Industrial Works: Fifty years ago I

went into a boiler shop. That was before we, in that place,
had ever seen a roller expander. The tubes were iron. The
ordinary prosser expander has not been improved upon to

any great extent, however, in that time. At that time, we
had no trouble with flues, when we used the prosser ex-

pander. They were expanded with the prosser and header.

However, coming up to recent time, we made an experiment,

recently, in the shop, by testing out the boiler before the flues

were beaded. We had a special order from a railroad, who re-

quired that the flues should be welded at both ends. This
was a boiler of sixty-five inches in diameter, and so they
were applied, as the rule states here, by having the hole

through, the edges sheared, and the copper ferrule a quarter
of an inch wider and one-sixteenth of an inch back from the

face of the sheet, and fastened by the expander. Then the

flues were rolled and cleared about forty-five degrees, and
then sand blasted and tested for beading, and we found

scarcely and trouble with any flue, and, if there was, it was
then beaded and welded and was a very satisfactory job.

President Lewis: Some men are using copper ferrules one-

quarter of an inch wider than the sheet. Others are using

copper ferrules one-eighth of an inch wdder than the sheet,

and one member said he was using copper ferrules almost

flush, or a little narrower than the sheet. Now, which is

better? We are using copper ferrules one-eighth of an inch

wider than the flue sheet. If a quarter of an inch is better

and gives better service under conditions where the flue

service is so very severe and requires attention almost even-

trip, or once every month under some conditions, I would
like to know about it.

D. A. Lucas: To get the best results, the flue has to be

long enough so that it covers your sheet. If your flue is

going to give you better service in bad water conditions, it

surely is going to give you better service in good water con-

ditions. Now, when our road extended up into the West,
and went through the worst water conditions—alkali water—and you would take an engine out of the shops with a

set of flues set in copper $4, inch wide, at that time, and
send the engine up to that division, and from three to five

months the engine had to come back to the shops on account

of flues. The first set of flues put in with wide copper were

made from a copper pipe. We could not buy wide copper at

that time. We got a set of copper ferrules and put them in

an inch wide, or a little better. There was not a lot of care

taken in the cutting of their length. A set of flues were

applied to that same engine, wide enough so that the expan-
sion was made right in the copper, and that same engine
went back to that division and stayed sixteen months with-

out having the flues removed, or having any flue trouble.

Now, if those conditions are better served with a wider flue,

that ought to be enough to induce a man to use them, and

to believe that there is something in the wide shim.

Charles P. Patrick: How do you swage your flues?

D. A. Lucas: They are swaged with gradual taper and
all swaged when you use wide shim, and swaged far enough
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back so that you have a gradual taper and then they stick

tight
—not an abrupt taper.

Charles P. Patrick: I want to know what kind of swage

you use, the gradual?
D. A. Lucas: Gradual, yes, and turned two or three times

to get it perfectly round, and, when you swage with that, it

thickens the flue and maintains the full thickness of the flue,

or a little better, all over. Our method was to prepare the

flue sheets, clean out holes and in all cases see that there was

a bevel on both sides of the flue sheet, to do away with the

sharp edges. Then the flue sheet was applied, and rolled

in lightly. Then the flue was driven in and then prossered
with the sectional expander that had a taper on the outside

that set the bead back to 30 degrees, ready for calking. It

did away with that practice of turning the bead over. When

you turn the bead over—lots of shops have a turning hammer—you hit the flue right in the neck, where you want the full

thickness and, if you put in some flues and cut them, you will

find your flue is reduced in the heel of the bead, where you
want your strength.

Now, with this method that we use—and I have put in

many flues and cut them, and then went into detail to find out

the results—when the flue is expanded with this sectional

expander, having a flare on the back to throw out flue (no

hammer to throw it over), and the proper bead put on, you
cut that flue open and you will find out that your bead is

thicker right in the heel than in any other part of the flue.

President Lewis: I would like to know those who are

using copper one-eighth of an inch wider than the sheet, and

those who are using copper one-quarter of an inch wider than

the sheet.

Mr. Glenway (Northern Pacific) : Our copper extends

three-sixteenths of an inch wider than the sheet.

W. H. Laughridge: I would state that we use one-

eighth of an inch and get good results.

H. J. YVandberg: I may say that we use one-sixteenth

of an inch, and have good results.

Mr. Howe (Burlington): We use one-half inch.

Mr. Mitchell: We use our coppers one-quarter of an inch

wider than the sheet and our results are very satisfactory.

P. J. C'onrath, National Tube Company: I would like to

say that I have used the copper material wider than the flue

sheet—one-half inch wider—for twenty-five years. The ad-

vantages claimed for the long copper come under two heads.

First, you make an easier joint with the prosser on your

expander in the shouldering of your flue sheet. Secondly,
the closer the copper, if long enough around the back of the

flue, the more prevention against sediment getting in be-

tween copper and the flue. That is the idea and that is the

claim for the longer copper. Now, when your copper is

made only one-eighth of an inch longer, it does no good.
You simply create a mud pocket because it stands out of your

copper only one-sixteenth of an inch and you catch it with the

prosser of your expander and almost break the expander to

set your flue. That is about all there is to these coppers be-

ing longer. Another thing about the setting of flues. I have
set quite a few in my time. I have heard no one say where

they begin to set flues and where end. That should be

taken into consideration. Try to work the flues from the

right to the left and you will find you have all the holes

oblong. As soon as there is strain, and it gets hot, away
goes the hole. Start a set of flues in a diamond in the center

of the sheet. That is my method, but it might be a circle.

Then work the flues all around so as to allow a place for

your expansion in this pocket in the center. The sheet i-

flexible and will go w-herever the expansion will drive it,

which is not the case otherwise. If you work the flues all

around into this pocket in the center, you keep this undue
strain away from the flange.

A. N. Lucas: I believe a sixteenth wider than the sheet

is the most satisfactory. We are using a light shim and it is

all right. I believe you can use a shim, an expander in

putting it in, and have it so that they will set the copper at

least a thirty-second inch inside of the sheet, so that when the

flue expands it will come out flush with the sheet, and there

is no copper between the bead and sheet.

A. F. Stiglmeier: I would like to tell you that the majority
of the railroads from whom I have information, are using
ferrules }/§ inch wider than the sheet. We have taken the

majority on all points on which we secured information, and

placed it into the report.

A. N. Lucas: I believe the flue subject is one of the best

subjects that we have. The roundhouse should know how to

take care of flues after being put in, in the proper manner,

taking care of them in the right way.
P. J. Conrath: If the copper is only one-eighth of an inch

wider than the sheet you turn them over, always. Other-

wise you are going to have one long and one short, on ac-

count of rolling and the different ways of putting them in.

The sheet of copper only one-eighth of an inch longer should

be turned over against the sheet.

The Life of the Superheater Tube and the

Number of Safe Ends That Should Be

Applied Before Cutting Down for

a Smaller Engine

IT

is the consensus of opinion of your committee : That

great care should be exercised so that as nearly as possible
there will be only one weld on each flue. This can be

accomplished by applying a five-inch safe end for weld No.
1

; 6j 2-inch for No. 2; 7>4-inch for No. 3; and 8jX-inch for

No. 4, thus cutting off each old weld before applying the

new safe end. Welds on the front or large part of the flue

are not desirable on account of applying units, etc.

We find it is the practice of some roads to weld on the

large end after applying the limit of welds on the small end,
while the practice of other roads is to apply only one weld

before cutting down for a smaller boiler. This would seem
to us a very expensive proposition if the locomotives are

equipped with superheater tubes of the same length or nearly
so.

We are also of the opinion that a safer weld can be ob-

tained on a su[xrheater tube than on a 2 J/ and 2}/\ tube

owing to the difference in the thickness of the metals.

This refjort was prepared by a committee consisting of J.

1'. Malley, chairman; H. Howard and Daniel S. Rice.

Discussion

H. Howard, Illinois Central: We will all admit that we
iinnct determine the life of a Sue, definitely, on account of

the water. If we have good water, they will last a number
of years, and. if there is bad water, the life is very short.

Andrew S. Green, Big Four: I do not believe you can put
a S-inch end on there, and the next time put a 6^ -inch

end, or your tube will be too short for the l>oiler. If you cut

the ragged end off, it will be too short. You have to have

more than 1 inch, there. I do not think that will work at all.

If you put a 5 -inch end on there, as you say, and next weld
with 6' j. you must have more metal or the tube grows too

short for the boiler. You will have to have 7 inches on there.

A. X. Lucas: I believe that the best method of safe-end-

ing is, after the tubes have made their first run, without any
beads, to apply a 5 or 5^j-inch piece at the first safe-end,
and when it has made the mileage and comes in, you cut the

tube again for welding. That is an extra operation that you
can do in the fraction of a minute, and then put the next

safe-ends on the opposite end and you still have left, when

you cut the tube, enough to go into the boiler—about 4 inches

of the first safe-end, and that will give you a good safe-end

into the front end and avoid any cracking of the tube. The
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next time the tul>es are taken out, having made the mileage,

you cut the tubes to the length for welding and cut off the

original weld and put on a piece and it again goes into

service with only three welds. ( In every third operation,

you lose a weld. \Ye run for ten or twelve years with only
two welds, most of the time, on a tube.

H. J. Wandberg: This report deals with the life of the

sujK'rheater tube. Now the life of the tube depends some-

what on the number of pieces, and how we apply them.

What I would like to know about all this is what the scrap-

pint; weight of the superheater tube is?

T. F. Powers: I want to disagree with the report to the

extent that I do not believe it is possible, as Mr. Green says,

to safe-end superheater tubes or any other kind of tubes,

with only a waste of one inch and a half from one safe-end

to another. As I understand this report, the first weld is to

have seven and one-half, or one inch waste. Our experience
has been that to properly safe-end, and even with the most

rigid economy, you have to figure on a waste of at least three

and one-half inches for each time the safe-end is applied.
That is, if you adopt, to start with, the five-inch safe-end.

The second safe-end, including the waste of the front end,

in cutting off any waste necessary to cut back of the old weld,

must be three and one-half inches, and, if it is only five

inches to start with, that makes eight and one-half inches.

I do not believe it is possible to have a variation of only one

inch between the safe-ends.

T. W. Lowe, Canadian Pacific: We still continue to weld

our safe-ends at the smoke box end, and I want to repeat

that again, today, where we have the possibility of having a

tube that will not carry a safe-end at all.

We do not have any trouble with reference to getting the

superheater units to pass by the welds when we do weld on

the smoke box end, and by welding on the smoke box end,

we continue our standard of swaging at the back end, which

is very helpful toward providing sufficient water space next

to the back flue sheet.

Steam Leaks and Their Effect on Boiler

Plates

THE
committee after going into details and close observa-

tion find that steam leaks cause very bad defects to

boiler plates and should be given attention at once and

not allowed to leak. We find that when a leak is not cared for

and allowed to continue leaking, it will waste away the sheet

adjoining the leak, causing a weak and unsafe condition and

in time will cut a hole through the sheet. We have found when
a leak had not received attention at the top of the flue sheet it

had cut the sheet away to such an extent as to cause a serious

defect and, in some cases, where it had cut the rivet head off

and blown a hole in the sheet. Under no condition should a

leak be neglected to that extent, but should be given the

proper attention at first appearance or starting of the leak.

It is the firm belief of the committee that a steam leak

in the boiler should be given immediate attention and proper

repairs made and at no time should a leak under the jacket

or around the steam dome be allowed to go after it is dis-

covered. There is no way to tell how serious the cause of

the leak may be until the jacket or covering has been re-

moved and the cause of the leak found. A leak under the

jacket often has been found to be very serious and liable to

cause loss of life if neglected for one day. Often a crack

develops in the shell sheets along the seams and the first

signs of a leak is a warning, and the committee again recom-

mend that all steam leaks in or around the steam boiler be

given first and immediate attention.

This report was prepared by a committee consisting of

D. A. Lucas, chairman; D. A. Stark, and C. C. Dean.

The remainder of this session was devoted to committee

reports on law. the president's address, memorials, miscel

laneous details of the convention and the election of officers.

Officers of the Association fob the Coming Year

President, E. W. Young, mechanical assistant to the gen-
eral superintendent motive power. ('. M. & St. P., Dubuque,
Iowa: first vice president, Frank Gray, tank foreman, C. &
A., Bloomington, 111.; second vice-president, Thomas F.

Powers, assistant general foreman, boiler department, C. &
N. W., Oak Park, 111.; third vice-president, John F. Raps,
general boiler inspector, Illinois Central. Chicago; fourth

vice-president, W. J. Murphy, general foreman boiler maker,

Pennsylvania Lines West, Allegheny, Pa.; fifth vice-presi-

dent, L. M. Stewart, general boiler inspector, Atlantic Coast

Lines, Waycross, Ga.
; secretary, H. D. Yought, 26 Cort-

landt street, New York; treasurer, W. H. Laughridge, gen-
eral foreman boiler maker, Hocking Valley, Columbus,
Ohio. Executive board, three years: E. J. Reardon, district

inspector locomotive boilers, I. C. C, Chicago; Henry J.

Raps, general boiler foreman, I. C; E. J. Nicholson, fore-

man boiler maker, C. & N. W., South Kankakee, Wis.

Executive board, two years : Jeremiah Hart, foreman boiler

maker, C. B. & Q., Hannibal, Mo.; K. E. Fogarty, general
boiler inspector, C. B. & Q., Lincoln, Neb.; John Harthill,

general foreman boiler maker, New \r
ork Central, Cleveland,

Ohio. Executive board, one year: Henry J. Wandberg,
traveling boiler inspector, C. M. & St. P., Minneapolis,
Minn.; George Austin, general boiler inspector, A. T. & S. F.,

Topeka, Kan.; C. H. Browning, foreman boiler maker,
Grand Trunk, Battle Creek, Mich. Chairman of the execu-

tive board, E. J. Reardon; secretary, H. J. Raps.

Officers Elected for the Supply
Association

AT
the business meeting held during the convention of

the Master Boiler Makers' Association the following
officers were elected for the Boiler Makers' Supply

Men's Association:

President, Geo. R. Boyce, A. M. Castle & Co., Chicago;
vice-president, J. P. Moses, Jos. T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago;
secretary, W. H. Dangel, Lovejoy Tool Works, Chicago;
treasurer, S. F. Sullivan, Ewald Iron Co., Chicago.

Executive Committee

One Year: J. C. Campbell, J. C. Campbell Co., Chi-

cago; H. F. Gilg, Penn Iron & Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Two Y
T

ears: F. J. O'Brien, Globe Steel Tubes Co., Mil-

waukee, Wis.; I. W. Kellv, National Tube Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Three Years: W. M. Wilson, Flannery Bolt Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; A. W. Clokey, American Arch Company,
New York.

At this meeting the Association passed a resolution offered

by H. F. Gilg and unanimously carried as follows:

"That the Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Association give
their best efforts, collectively and individually, to counteract

the vicious legislation of members of the Congress and of the

legislatures of the several States against the railroads."

List of Exhibitors and Supply Men at

Master Boiler Makers' Convention

THE
following members of the Boiler Makers' Supply

Men's Association were represented nt the Master
Boiler Makers' Convention and held exhibits of equip-

ment and supplies which proved of great interest to the

members :

Air Reduction Sales Company, New York.—Represented by F.

E. Rogers, G. Van Alstyne, W. H. Ludington, B. N. Law, J. N.
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Harkins, A. Blaser, E. M. Sexton, S. H. Calender, G. M. Calm-

kick, R. T. Peabody, E. Phelps, G. A. Rogers. The exhibit in-

cluded Airco oxygen and acetylene; Airco D-B welding and cut-

ting torches and pressure regulators; Airco D-B portable outfit;

welding supplies ;
locomotive valve gear levers cut with camo-

graph for Pilliod Company ;
demonstrations of radiograph and

camograph cutting boiler flanges to height and calking angle, and

handholes.
American Arch Company, Inc., New York.—Represented by T.

Maher. \V. E. Salisbury, J. B. Brandon, A. Sucese, C. Pfeiffer,

G. Wagstaff, T. F. Kilcovne, E. T. Mulcahy, J. T. Anthony, J.

P. Neff.

American Flexible Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Represented
by L. W. Widmeier, W. F. Heacock, C. A. Seley, J. B. Cannon,

T. J. Leahey. The exhibit included general display of flexible

and rigid reduced body staybolts.

American Locomotive Company, New York.—Represented by
W. E. Corrigan, E. Rogers. The exhibit included Alco flexible

staybolts and parts ;
Alco reduced body rigid staybolts.

The Bird-Archer Company, New York.—Represented by J. L.

Callahan, L. F. Wilson, C. J. McGurn, C. A. Bird. The exhibit

included boiler chemicals used in water treatment.

The Boiler Maker, New York.—Represented by George Slate,

Homer Beach, L. S. Blodgett. The exhibit included sample copies

of Simmons-Boardman publications.
Brown & Co., Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.—Represented by J. B.

Armstrong, L. E. Hassman, F. M. Sterrett.

Brubaker, W. L„ & Bros. Company, Millersburg, Pa.—Repre-
sented by G. Mark Brubaker, C. E. Davis, W. Searls Rose.

Burden Iron Company. Troy, N. Y.—Represented by J. C.

Kuhns. The exhibit included samples of solid and drilled stay-

bolts ; engine bolt iron and Burden iron rivets.

J. C. Campbell Company, Chicago, 111.—Represented by J. C.

Campbell.
A. M. Castle & Co., Chicago, 111.— Represented by G. R. Boyce

and L. J. Quetsch. The exhibit included pressed and fabricated

steel
;

boiler and firebox plates ;
rivets

; staybolt and engine bolt

iron.

Central Steel Co., Massillon, Ohio.—Represented by Orving
H. Jones.

Champion Rivet Company, Cleveland, Ohio.—Represented by
G. R. Boyce, L. J. Quench, D. Champion, T. J. Lawless. The
exhibit included Victor rivets.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, 111.—Represented
by J. M. Stayman, E. K. Lynch, H. G. Barbee, D. E. Cooke, J. D.

Crowley, N. S. Thulin, J. L. Rowe, T. G. Smallwood. The ex-
hibit included staybolt riveter; superior chipper; close quarter
drill

; grinders ; riveting hammers ; electric drills
;
air hoists

;
rivet

cutters
;
flue rollers

; reaming drills
; scaling hammers.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Company, Cleveland, Ohio.—Repre-
sented by C. J. Albert.

The Dayton Pneumatic Tool Company. Dayton, Ohio.—Repre-
sented by A. B. Clausen, L. B. George. The exhibit included Bull

Dog safety nail driver; Champion riveting hammer; new Dayton
chipping hammer

;
universal hose couplings.

Dearborn Chemical Company, Chicago, 111.—Represented by
J. D. Purcell, Ira L. Beebe, H. B. Ross, L. O. Bowen, Nelson F.

Dunn, L. E. W. Bailey.
Detroit Seamless Steel Tubes Company, Detroit, Mich.—Repre-

sented by C. H. Hobbs, H. C. Kensing, C. C. Rosser, E. E. Ertel,
L. R. Phillips. This company entertained members of the Master
Boiler Makers' Association at its plant.

Everlasting Valve Company, Jersey City, N. J.
—Represented

by R. N. Corning, J. W. Patterson, F. B. Dawson. The exhibit
included the Flatplug valve.

Ewald Iron Company, Louisville, Ky.—Represented by S. F.

Sullivan, R. F. Kilpatrick. The exhibit included staybolt iron;
hollow staybolt iron.

The J. Faessler Manufacturing Company, Moberley, Mo.—Rep-
resented by G. R. Maupin, J. W. Faessler, F. E. Palmer. The
exhibit included flue expanders and cutters.

Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Represented by J.

Rogers Flannery, E. S. Fitzsimmons, M. McAllister, R. W.
Benson, W. M. Wilson, M. Costello. The exhibit included F. B.
C. and Tate flexible staybolts ; a new method of testing flexible

staybolts, consisting of a drilled bolt and an electrical contact
indicator to insure telltale holes being open.
Gary Screw and Bolt Company, Chicago, 111.—Represented by

P. Robinson, R. W. Dierker. The exhibit included rivets and
bolts.

Garratt-Callahan Company, Chicago, 111.—Represented by J. G.

Barclay, W. Caspers, A. H. Hawkinson, W. J. Rowe.
Huron Manufacturing Company, Detroit, Mich.—Represented

by H. N. Reynolds, W. H. Bentley, E. H. Willard, W. C. Jacobs.
The exhibit included washout plugs ; arch tube plugs.
Globe Steel Tubes Company, Milwaukee, Wis.—Represented

by F. J. O'Brien, J. W. Floto, T. F. Clifford, A. A. Loeffler, R. R.
Lally, J. S. Bradshaw. The exhibit included 30 samples of loco-

motive boiler tubes, arch tubes and superheater tubes
;
safe ends ;

stationary boiler tubes; seamless steel bushing stock for motion

parts of locomotives.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, 111.—Repre-
sented by V. W. Robinson, H. G. Keller, W. A. Nugent, I. T.

Cruice, C. A. Novinger, Blair J. Leslie. The exhibit included

pneumatic tools and electric drills.

Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York.—Represented by J. S.

Thompson, W. C. Taylor, G. C. Williams.

Wm. H. Keller, Inc., Grand Haven, Mich.—Represented by J.

Conway, Mike O'Connor, C. Humphrey. The exhibit included

pneumatic tools.

Key Bolt Appliance Company, Orchard Park, N. Y.—Repre-
sented by W. K. Miller, R. T. Hanscom. The exhibit included

new type fitting up bolts especially adapted for boiler makers and
railroad car construction work.

Liberty Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Represented

by H. A. Pastre, W. R. Danley, W. W. Turner. The exhibit

included Liberty type air, water and steam operated tube cleaners ;

Lagonda type air, water and steam operated tube cleaners.

Locomotive Firebox Company, Chicago, 111.—Represented by
C. M. Rogers, Harry Clewer, Jr.; E. J. Reardon, A. A. Taylor,
C. A. Seley, B. E. Larson. The exhibit included Nicholson ther-

mic syphons.

Lovejoy Tool Works, Chicago, 111.—Represented by W. H.

Dangel. The exhibit included frictionless roller expanders ;
all-

steel roller expanders ;
Dixon multiple roller expanders ;

sectional

tube expanders ; flue-hole cutters
;
clover leaf staybolt sets ;

railroad

flue cutters; "Leolok" lock nuts; beading tool retainers; journal

jacks.
Lukens Steel Company, Coatesville, Pa.—Represented by Harry

Loeb, L. J. Quetsch, G. R. Boyce. The exhibit included firebox

and boiler steel.

McCabe Manufacturing Company, Lawrence, Mass.—Repre-
sented by F. H. McCabe. The exhibit included working models
of pneumatic flanging machine, together with flanged flue sheets.

National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.— Represented by G.

N. Riley, J. W. Kelly, R. J. McAuliffe, P. J. Conrath. The
exhibit included sample pieces showing crushing, flattening, ex-

panding and beading tests; also methods of expanding and beading
of large superheater 2-inch and 2J4-inch tubes into back tube

sheets.

Otis Steel Company, Cleveland, Ohio.—Represented by G. E.

Sevey.
Oxweld Railroad Service Company, Chicago, 111.—Represented

by W. A. Hogan, W. A. Champieux, H. W. Schultz, A. N.
Lucas, J. Keegan, F. C. Hasse, C. S. Wright, H. A. Gigandent,
Otto Ladtkow, W. H. Thompson, G. R. Lichty, William Jones.
The exhibit included Oxy-acetylene welding and cutting equip-
ment.

Parkesburg Iron Company, Parkesburg, Pa.—Represented by
W. H. S. Bateman, U. R. Wetherald, U. F. Wiese. The exhibit

included section of charcoal iron boiler tube having been in service

-Ij years; sections of tubes showing various master mechanics'
tests—crushing, flanging and expanding.
Penn Iron & Steel Company, Creighton, Pa.—Represented by

Henry F. Gilg. The exhibit included samples of staybolt iron;
drilled hollow staybolts up to 24 inches long, 'bars as tested for

U. S. Navy.
The Prime Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.—Repre-

sented by D. A. Lucas. The exhibit included malleable and brass
washout plugs.
Rome Iron Mills, Inc., New York.—Represented by C. C.

Osterhout. The exhibit included Superior staybolt iron
; perfec-

tion engine bolt iron
; Rome hollow iron.

Jos. T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago, 111.—Represented by J. P.

Moses, A. W. Willcuts, C. F. Barton, E. W. Kavanagh, L D.
Hiner. The exhibit included Ulster special seamless hollow stay-
bolt iron.

Scully Steel & Iron Company, Chicago, 111.—Represented by
J. W. Patterson, E. N. Corning, L. Verschum. The exhibit in-

cluded tube expanders ; tube cutters
; flaring tools

; staybolt taps ;

staybolts ; reamers ; welding flanges ; flat plug valves for round-
house installation.

S. Severance Manufacturing Company, Glassport, Pa.—Repre-
sented by F. W. Severance, F. G. Pfahl. The exhibit included
rivets of several different sizes, shapes and specifications, and a
new type combination oil and gas burner, which is just being
brought out.

The Superheater Company, New York.—Represented by G. E.

Ryder, R. M. Ostermann, K. E. Stilwell and R. J. Van Meter.
The Talmage Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio.—

Represented by Frank M. Roby, Herman B. Thurston. The ex-
hibit included Cleveland low-water alarm; Talmage blow-off valve,
drifting valve, hand-brake, ash pan.
Thomson Electric Welding Company, Lynn, Mass.—Repre-

sented by R. M. Taylor, F. H. Leslie, F. E. Taylor. The exhibit
included samples of electric welded flues ; photographs of the three
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types of railroad flue welders; newly issued special railroad flue

welder bulletin.

Torchwcld Equipment Company, Fulton and Carpenter streets,

Chicago, 111.—Represented by W. A. Slack, A. W. Fry. Tbe
exhibit included oxy-acetylene cutting and welding equipment;
machine and hand cutting torches

; machine and band welding
torches

; regulators, accessories and supplies.
U. S. Light and Heat Corporation, Niagara Falls, N. Y.—

Represented by II. A. Morrison, Ernest Bauer. The exhibit in-
cluded electric arc welding machines

; samples of various types
of electric welds.
The Weldless Tube Company, Cleveland, Ohio.—Represented

by C. A. Dunn, O. H. Larwill. The exhibit included seamless
steel tubing.

Registration at Master Boiler Makers'

Association Convention
Aiken. C. H., The Bourne-Fuller Co., 12121 Saywell Ave., Cleveland, O.
Alexander, George I., B. Foreman, Frisco Shops. W. Tulsa, Okla.
Anderson, J. A., Gen. F. B. M., Industrial Wits., 216 N. Madison Ave.,

Bay City, Mich.

Batchman, F. A., F. B. M., N. Y. Central R. R., 1421 Krau St., Elkhart,
Ind.

Becker, W. C, B. F., I. C. R. R., 415 N. 21st St., E. St. Louis, 111.

Beck. John F., F. B. M., G. R. & I. R. R., 426 Thomas St., Grand Rapids,
Mich.

Beland, Arthur J., G. F. B. M., Chicago Jet., R. R., 7346 Kenwood Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Bell. H. A., G. B. F., C. B. & Q. R. R., 316 So. 11th St., Havelock, Neb.
Berry, John, Boiler Insp., Grand Trunk R. R., 172 Fern Ave., Toronto,

Ont., Can.
Besant, \V. F., F. B. M., I. C. R. R„ 1426 E. 65th St., Chicago. 111.

Bettes, hred M., Supt. Boiler Const., Erie Iron Works, 520 E. 10th St.,
Erie, Pa.

Biklen, F. L., Foreman, C. B. & Q. R. R., 870 North St., Burlinzton, la.

Billington, Matthew, F. B. M., B. R. & P. R. R, 72 Central Ave, E. Sala-
manca, N. Y.

Borneman, L., Gen. F. B. M., C, St. P., M. & O. R. R., 1121 Selby Ave,
St. Paul, Minn.

Bostwick, J. E., B. F., U. P. R. R., Junction Citv, Kans.
Brown. I. E., F. B. M., C. & N. W. Ry., 101 E. Morgan St.. Tracy, Minn.
Browning, C. H., F. B. M., G. T. Ry., 53 Cherry St., Rattle Creek, Mich.
Bruce, James. B. M. F., Frisco, 2014 Central Ave., Kansas City Kans.
Burgan, E. R., B. M. F., N. P. Ry., 1531 Lyndale Ave., Helena, Mont.
Burkholtz, G. E., Trav. Gen. Boiler Insp., Frisco, Springfield, Mo.
Burtzloff, Edward A., Boiler F., Det, & Mackinac R. R., Tawas City, Mich.

Callahan, J. L„ G. B. I., Bird-Archer Co., 1105 Peoples Gas Eldg., Chicago,

Calmba'ck, G. M., Sup. Welder, Air Reduction Sales Co., 115 Plum St.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Carrigan, Jas. H., F. B. M., C. & N. W. R. R., 204 Ashland Ave., River
Forest, 111.

Carroll, S. M., G. M. B. M., C. & O. R. R.. Richmond. Va.
Clark, James C, Gen. Foreman, P. &. R. R., 909 Third St.. Reading, Pa.
Clark, R. W., G. F., N. C. & St. L. R. R., 720 17th Ave.. S., Nashville,

Tenn.
Clas, John A.. F. B. M., N. Y. C. R. R., W. Albany, N. Y.
Clewer, Harry, Jr., B. I., Loco. Firebox Co., 7257 PrincetLn Ave., Chicago,

111.

Conrath, P. T., National Tube Co., 4511 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Conroy, Rcbt. L., G. B. M. F., I. Harbor Belt, 7154 Calumet Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Cook, E. C, Mgr. Editor Railway Journal, 637 Webster Bldg., Chicago,

Cooke,' J. E., M. B. M., Bessemer 5c Lake Erie R. R., 360 S. Main St.,

Greenville, Pa.

Cooper, T. H., Norwalk, O.
Corns, Charles C, B. F., C. & N. W. Rv.. Belle Plaine, la.

Cosgrove, P. E., G. F. B. M., Elgin, Joliet & Eastern R. R., 103 Glenwood
Ave.. Joliet, 111.

Creger, R. A„ G. F. B. M., N. F. R. R., 415 9th St., S. Brainerd, Minn.
Crites, John O., G. B. I., G. Cent. Div., P. R. R., 928 High St., WilHamsport,

Pa.

Crow, F. W., Boiler Shop F., C. B. & Q., Beardstown, 111.

Cunningham, A. J., F. B. M., Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf Ry., 914 W.
Broadway, Muskogee, Okla.

Connor, Roy, F. B. M., K. C. M. & O. R. R., 1909 W. Maple St., Wichita,
Kans.

Dalton, R. A., R. F. of E., M. & St. L. R. R., Monmouth, 111.

Dean, C. C, Gen. Boiler Foreman, Wabash R. R., 159 S. Hilton St., De-
catur, III.

Dittrich, A, C, Gen. Boiler Insp., Soo Line, 1409 N. 5th St., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Dearnberger, J. A., M. B. M., N. & W. R. R., 1502 Patterson Ave., S. E..

Roanoke, Va.
Doran. Jas., B. I. Gulf, Colo. & Santa Fe Ry., 209 Gen. Office Bldg., Gal-

veston, Tex.
Duffy, C. G., Gen. F. B. M., K. C. Term. Ry., 2736 Madison Ave., Kansas

City, Mo.

Elkins, C. E., Gen. F. B. M., M. P. R. R., 2508 W. 13th St., Little Rock,
Ark.

Ellwanger, M. A., Boiler Foreman, N & N. W. Ry., 937 Wisconsin Ave.,
N., Fond du Lac, Wis.

Fantom. William F., F. B. M., I. C. R. R., 7721 Eggleston Ave., Chicago,
111.

Fenton, J., B. F., C. B. & Q. R. R., 290 Claim St., Aurora, 111.

Fegan, Stewart A., B. 1'., G. T. Ry.. 94 Mountview Ave., Toronto, Ont.

Fennelly, M. I., Dist. B. Insp., N. Y. C. R. R., 30 Magnolia Ave., Jersey
City, N. 'J.

Fitzsimmons, E. S., Mar. of Sales, Flannery Bolt Co., P. O. Box 25, Oak-
land Sta., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Fogerty, Kearn E., 110 S. 28th St., Lincoln, Neb. (Gen. B. Insp., C. B. & Q.
R. R.)

"

France, Myron C, G. B. I., C, St. P., M. & O. Ry., Randolph St Webster
Sts., St. Paul, Minn.

Funkhouser. B. M. F., Burlington, La Crosse, Wis. (1516 Wood St)
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Kelly, J W. Boiler Tube Expert, National Tube Co., 515 N. Grove AveUak Park, III.
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Kernohan, John, F. B. M., G. T. R. R., 412 W. Main St., Durand, Mich
Kilcoyne, Thos. F., Trav. Eng., American Arch Co., 4344 Floral Ave

Norwood, Cincinnati, O. '

Koebernik, O. H. G. B. F., N. Y. C. & St. L. R. R, Conneaut, Ohio (315
Sandusky St.).

King. B. C, Asst. B. I., N. P. R. R., 301 Third St., N. W., Auburn, Wash
Kirkwood. C. R., Boiler F., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry., 21 Hartwell Ave., Cincin-

nati, O.
Knight, M. H„ F. B. M., N. Y. C, 1010 Hester St., Elkhart. Ind
Krahenbuhl, S. T., Boiler Shop E., S. A. Line Ry., 316 Holderness St

Atlanta, Ga.
Kreider, Chas. N., C. B. I., P. & R. Ry., 127 S. 11th St., Reading, Pa
Krum, John, B. M. F., N. Y. C. R. R., 731 Division St., Toledo, O.

Ladtkow, O. F.. Dist. Supt., 336 33rd Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Laughridge. William H., G. F. B. M„ Hocking Valley R. R., 537 Linwood

Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
Lee., Wm. F., Dist. Supt., Oxweld R. R. Serv., Ogden Hotel, Minneapolis

Minn.
Lester, C. E., Gen. F. B. M., 408 Maple Ave., Sharpsburg, P. O. (H. K.

Porter Co.), Aspinwall, Pa.
Lewis, Thos.. B. Insp., Sayre, Pa., Lehigh Valley System.
Libera, Jos. R., B. M. F., 448 Marshall St., Milwaukee, Wis., N. W. R R
Longacre, Chas. T.. F. B. M.. Pcmi. R. R., 664 Monroe Ave., Elizabeth N J
Lowe. Thos. W., G. B. 1'., C. F-

. R. R., 760 Westminster Ave., Winnipeg,'
Man., Can.

Lucas, W. H., Park View Apts., Metcalfe St., St. Thomas, Ont.
Lucas, A. N., Dist. Mgr. Oxweld R. R. Serv. Co., Ry. Exchange, Chicago,

Lucas. D. A., Wks. Mgr., Prime Mfg. Co., 1218 Ry. Exchange Bldg., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

McCallister, M. M., Boiler Expert, Am. Flexible Bolt Co., 230 E. 26th St.,
Erie, Pa.

McCracken, H. T., G. B. I., S. P. Ry.. 2526 N. S., Sacramento, Calif.

McDermott, John, F. B. M„ I. C. R. R., 104 S. Court St.. Water Valley,
Miss.

McCarrigal, John, B. F., Illinois Central R. R., 1050 Madison St., Paducah.
Ky.

McKenna. John F.. G. F. B. M., N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R., 130 Burgess Ave.,
E. Providence, R. 1'.

McLoushlin, P. H., F. B. M., N. Y. C. R. R., 1432 Prairie St., Elkhart,
Ind.

McNamara. J. W.. G. F. B. M., Lake E. & W., Lima, Ohio.
Mahar. Thos., Trav. Eng., American Arch Co., 12 Spring St., White Plains,

N. Y.
Mansfield, J. J., Chief Boiler Insp., C. R. R. of N. J., 74 Pearsall Ave.,

Jersey Citv, N. J.

Martin, R. E.,' Asst. B. F., I. C. R. R., M. Court, Miss.
Miller. J. F., G. B. I'., P. M. R. R., Saginaw, Mich. (Room 240, Fort St.

Union Depot).
Minzinc. John, E. J. & E. Ry., R. 4, Manhattan Road, Joliet, 111. (B. I.).
Mitchell, thos. D.. F. B. M., K. & I., Term., 656 S. 39th St., Louisville, Ky.
Moore, Wm. N, G. B. F., P. M. R. R., Grand Rapids, Mich., 1929 N. Craw-

ford Ave.
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Morris, Hugh T., B. F., Penn., Dennison, Ohio.

Moses,] 0., ] B M !
I \l.. R. R., Box 632, Middleport, Ohio.

Mulrta.lv. Thos., 1!. M. I\. C. & X. W. Rv.. 704 E. 1st St.. Fremont, Neb.

Murphy, \V. I.. (1. F. B. M„ Penn. R. R., Lines West, Fort Wayne Shops,
Allegheny, Pa. (3614 Mexico St., N. S.).

Murphy, .Martin, den. It. I.. B. 0. S. W. R. R., 1005 Regina Ave., Price

Hill, Cincinnati. ' ).

Nicbol, George G, Asst. G. R. I., A.. T. & S. F. R. R., 610 Lincoln St.,

Amarillo, Tex.
Nicholas. Lewis G, B. 1\. C. I. & L. R. R., 2220 Ferrv St.. La Fayette. Ind.

Nicholson, E. J., F. B. M„ C. & N. W. R. R., 409 Crooks Ave., So. Kan-

kakee. 111.

Ollis, Luke S„ G. B. Insp., B. & M. R. R., Room 310, No. Station, Boston,

Oliver. Thos. R.. (',. F., D. & M. Rv., Box 73. E. Tawas. Mich.
Osborn. J.'D.. A. T. & S. F. R. R., Gen. B. F., 650 "F" St., San Bernar-

dino, Calif.

Pable, Chas.. B. F., C. & N. W. Ry.. 9SS Oakland Ave.. Milwaukee, Wis.
Parfitt, Alfred. Asst. G. B. I., A. T. & S. F. Ry., 622 Fifth St.. Ft. Madison,

la.

Parker, J. H., Salesman. Gas Products Co., Columbus, Ohio.

Patrick, Chas. P., Gen. B. F.. Meadville Mach. Co.. Meadville, Pa.
Feabodv, R. T.. Air Reduction Sales Co.. 30 X. Arlington Ave., E. Orange,

X.'J.
Pease. Win., B. F.. M. C R. R.. 1057 Canton Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Peters, H. L, F. B. M., Penn., 1624 S. 4th St., Columbus, Ohio.
Petzinger, C. 1'.. Gen. F. B. M.. Cen. of G. R. R., 742 Courtland Ave.,

Macon, Ga.

Phillips, Edward, F. B. M.. C. B. & Q. R. R.. 556 So. West St.. Galesburg,
111.

Phillips, T. O., B. K.. M. P. R. R., Kansas City, Mo.
Pool, I. f.. G. B. 1'.. B. & O. R. R.. 2616 Kate Ave., Baltimore. Md.
Porter. Louis R., F. B. M., Soo Line, 2300 Quincy St., N. E., Minneapolis,

Minn.
Fotts, David W„ F. 1!. M„ I. C. R. R., Centralia, III.

Powers. Thos. F„ System. G. F., Boiler Dept. C. & N. W. R. R., 1129
S.. Clarence Ave.. Oak Park, 111.

Raps. Henrv ]., (,. F. B. M., I. C. R. R., 7224 Woodlawn Ave., Chicago,
111. (G. B. F.)

Raps, John F., G. B. Insp., I. C. R. R., 4041 Ellis Ave., Chicago, 111.

Rathbun, II. E., Sales Dept., Crescent Pump Co., 743 Beaubier. St., Detroit,
Mich.

Reardon. Edward J.. Loco. Firebox Ci .. 632 Marquette Bldg., Chicago. 111.

Rearick, G. M., Gen. Boiler Insp., B. & S. R. R., 85 Germania St., Galeton,
Pa.

Redmond, A. J.. 9412 119th St.. B. F.. Richmond Hill, L. I., N. Y. (L. I.

Reddy', T.' J., G. B. F.. C. & E. I. R. R., 908 E. Main St., Danville. 111.

Reinhard, Fred G, Asst.. O. B. I.. A. T. & S. F. R. R„ La Tunta, Colo.

Resch, George, B. F., B. & O. R. R.. 823 S. 9th St., Hamilton, Ont., Can.
Riley, George N„ National Tube Co., 1917 Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Rogers, E. W., G. F. B. M„ Am. Loco. Co., 18 Ardsley Road, Schenectady,

n. y.
Rusleton, Horace II.. Asst. F. B. M.. 10 Wilson Ave., St. Thomas, Ont.,

P. M. R. R.

Russell. Robt.. B. I.. G. T. R. R., 9 Trving St.. Battle Creek, Mich.

Sadler, T. N., F. B. M., C. & N. W. Ry., Missouri Valley, la.
Seley, C. A.. Am. Flexible Bolt Co., Cons. F.ng. & Dist. Rep., Chicago, 111.

Service. John, F. B. M.. C. & N. W. Rv., 1625 Ainslee St., Chicago. Ill

Service, II. H., Supv. Welding, A. T. & S. F. R. R., 308 lefferson St.,
Topeka, Kans.

Shank, W. J., Gen. Boiler Foreman, C. & N. W. R. R., Lyons, Iowa (1008
S. 8th st

Shaule, A. E., B. M. F., D. M. & X. R. R., Proctor. Minn.
Shea, J. F.. G. B. F., Mo. Pac. Ry., 814 W. 5th St.. Sedalia. Mo.
Sherbert, Geo. M., F. B. M., Rutland R, R.. 93 Plain St.. Rutland. \'t

Shingler, Norman, B. M. F„ M. C. R. R., St. Thomas, Ont.
Shirley, John A., Asst. Ch. Insp., I. C. C. Washington, D. C.
Smith, D. P.. F. B. M„ C. B. & (). R. R.. South McCook, Neb.
Smith, John B., F. B. M„ P. & I.. E. R. R.. McKees Rocks, Pa.
Stallangs. W. (',., Gen. B. M. F.. I. C. R. R, 12 S. Evergreen PL, Mem-

phis, Term.
Stark, Daniel A.. G. B. F„ L. V. R. R.. 313 Chemung St., Sayre, Pa.
Stevens. Henry V., Asst. Gen. B. I., A., T. & S. F. R. R., 122 Elmwood

Ave., Tupeka, Kans.
Stewart, J. M.. G F.. Boiler Dept.. C. & O. Rv., Huntineton, W. Va.
Stewart. I.. M . G. B. L, Atlantic Coast Line, Box 660, Waycross, Ga.
Stiglmeier. Albert F.. G. B. F., B. & O. R. R., Mount Clare Shops, Balti-

more, Mil.

Sypher, William. B. F.. N. P. R. R., 919 S. 15th St., Tacoma, Wash.

Thompson. R. II., B. F., C. & X. W.. Fremont. Neb.
Thomscn, Delbert A.. Mech. I'nstr., Oxweld. R. R. Serv. Co., 1725 Center St

Milwaukee, Wis.
Troutman. G. A.. F. B. M., II. & B. T. R. R., Saxton. Pa
Troy, John. F. B. M., P. M System. 919 N. 6th St., Saginaw Mich
Tulin, Tad. P.. F. B. M., Erie R. R., 187A Fifth St.. jersey C&y, N. J.

Umlauf. E. C. Gen. F. B. M.. F.rie R. R., 209 Erie Ave., Susquehanna Pa
Usherwood, T. W., Dist. B. I.. N. Y. C. R. R., 472 Livingston Ave., Albany'

X. Y.
"

Usherwood, Geo. B., Supv. Boilers, X. Y. C. R. R., 107 Elk- St., Syracuse
N. Y'.

Wagoner, Geo. A., B. M. F.. C. & N. W. R. R., 718 Bond St., Green Bay
Wis. "

Wagstaff. Geo.. Amer. Arch Co.. 17 E. 42nd St.. New Y'ork N Y
Walla, Frank. F. B. M.. C. St. P. & P. Ry., 1405 Prairie St., Sioux City, la
Walsh. Jos I . Foreman, Frisco, 1513 Missouri Ave., Springfield Mo
Wandberg, H. J.. Hist. B. I.. C. M, & St. P. R. R„ 3033 Bloomington Ave

Minne ipolis, Minn.
Warner. Victor, F. B. M., N. Y„ C. & St. L. R. R., 9226 Clyde Atc

Chicago, 111.

Welk, John I... Gen. B. Insp., Wabash R. R., 944 E. Eldorado St., Decatur,

Washburn, Leon I-... F. B. M., Erie R. R., 215 Willow Ave., Susquehanna
Pa.

Weis. August, B. F., I. C. R. R., 908 6th St.. N., Fort Dodge la (B F )

Jas. A., Asst F„ P. M. R. R.. 805 N. 3rd Ave., Saginaw. Mich'
Whitman. C. L.. C & X. W. R. R., 1065 36th St.. F. B. M . Milwaukee Wis
Wiles. John. B. F., X. Y. C. R. R„ Borden Road. Forks. N Y

'

Witham. Arthur. B. F., X. P. R. R., Box 804, Jamestown N D
Wolfe. Willard, Boiler F., C„ R. I. P. R. R., 5318 W. Grand Ave Des

Moines, la.

Y'ochem. Frank. B. M. F.. M. P. R. R.. 15 N. Holbrook St., Ft. Scott Kans
Y'oung, C. F., B. I., L. S. & M. S. R. R., 920 Willard St., Elkhart, Ind.
Y'oung. Geo. L., F. B. M.. P. & R. Ry., 922 Madison Ave., Reading, Pa.
Young, E. W., Mech'l Asst. to G. S. M. P., C, M. & St. P. R. R.. 787 Cale-

donia PI., Dubuque, la.

Young, Reynold C, F. B. M., C. & N. W. R. R., 323 Second St.. Baraboo,
Wis.

Ziegenbein, Emil F., G. B. F., M. C. R. R., 121 Gilbert St., Jackson,
Mich.

Zureick, John R., G. B. F., B. & O. R. R., 77 Prosser Ave, Cincinnati. O.

Registration Ladies' Auxiliary of the Master

Boiler Makers' Association
Alexander, Mrs. George I., Oakhurst, Tulsa Co., Okla.

Beck. Mrs. John F., and Daughter Caroline, 426 Thomas St., Grand Rapids,
Mich.

Becker, Mrs. W. C, 415 N. 21st St., E. St. Louis, 111.

Beland. Mis. A. J., and Daughter Bernice, 7346 Kenwood Ave.. Chicago,
Ml.

Besant, Mrs. W. F., 1426 E. 65th St., Chicago, III.

Beltes. Mrs. Fred M., 520 E. 10th St., Erie, Pa.
Borneman, Mrs. L., 1121 Selby Ave., St. Paul, Minn,
Browning, Mrs. C. H. 53 Cherry St., Battle Creek. Mich.
Burgan, Mrs. E. R., 1531 Lyndale Ave., Helena, Mont.
Burkholtz, Mrs. G. E.. Springfield, Mo.
Burtzloff. Mrs. Edward A., Tawas City, Mich.

Clark, Mrs. Byron, Canton, O.
lias. Mrs. John A., 10 S. Bertha St., Albany, X. Y.
Conroy, Mrs. Robert L.. 7154 Calumet Ave., Chicago, 111.

Conrath. Mrs. P. J„ 4511 S. Michigan Ave^ Chicago. 111.

Cook, Miss Beatrice M., 56 S. Park Ave., Chicago," 111.

Cooke, Mrs. J. E., 360 S. Main St., Greenville, Pa.
Cooper, Mrs. J. H., Norwalk, O., and Daughter Katharine.
Creger, Mrs. R. A., 415 9th St., S. Brainerd, Minn.
Crow, Mrs. F. W., Beardstown, III.

Cunningham, Mrs. A. J., 914 W. Broadway, Muskogee, Okla.

Fantom, Mrs. Wm. F., 7721 Eggleston Ave., Chicago, 111.

Fegan, Mrs. Stewart A., 94 Montview Ave., Toronto, Ont.
Fennelly, Mrs. M. J., 30 Magnolia Ave., Jersey City, N. J.
France, Mrs. Myron C, 369 Laurel Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

Gray, Mrs. Frank, 705 W. Mulberry St., Bloomington, 111.

Greene, Mrs. Andrew S., 3209 E. 16th St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Grosnick, Mrs. Wm., 1204 Fourth Ave., Antigo, Wis.
Guiry, Mrs. M. J., 1672 Lincoln Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

Hagan, Mrs. Charles E., 5553 S. Green St., Chicago, 111.

Harthill, Mrs. John, 14708 Coit Road, Cleveland, O.
Howard, Mrs. H. and daughter, 206 W. Baltimore St., Jackson, Tenn.
Hughes, Miss Pauline, 2327 W. Oak St., Louisville, Ky.

Jenkins, Miss Hazel, General Delivery, Dallas, Tex.
Jennings, Mrs. Gilmore, 6107 Dorchester Ave., Chicago, 111.

Johnston, Mrs. J. T., 1315 W. 41st St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Karnell, Mrs. Charles A.. 599 E. 107th St., Cleveland, O.
Kernohan, Mrs. John, 412 W. Main St., Durand, Mich.
King, Mrs. B. C, 3Q1 Third St., X. W., Auburn, Wash.
Kirkwood, Mrs. C. R., 21 Hartuell Ave., Cincinnati, O.

Ladtkow, Mrs. O. F., 336 33rd Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Libera, Mrs. Jos. R., 448 W. Marshall St.. Milwaukeee, Wis.
Laughridge, Mrs. William H., 537 Linwood Ave., Columbus, O.
Lewis, Mrs. Thomas, 610 S. Elmwood Ave., Sayre, Pa.
Lucas, Mrs. A. N., 170 22nd St., Milwaukee, Wis.

McCracken, Mrs. H. J., 2526 M. S., Sacramento, Cal.
McDermott, Mrs. John, 104 S. Court St., Water Valley, Miss.
McGarrigal, Mrs. John, 1050 Madison St., Faducah, Ky., and Daughter

Mary.
Miller, Mrs. J. F., 5718 Lawton Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Minzing, Mrs. John R., 4 Manhattan Rd., Toliet, 111.

Morris, Mrs. Hugh T., 307 W. 3rd St., Ulhrichsville, O.
Murphy, Mrs. Martin, and Daughter Catherine, 1005 Regina Ave., Price

Hill, Cincinnati, O.

Nicholson, Mrs. E. J., 409 Crooks Ave., So. Kankakee, III.

Oliver, Mrs. Thomas R., Box 73, E. Tawas, Mich.
Ollis, Mrs. Luke S., Keene^ N. H.
Osborn, Mrs. J. D., 650 I St., San Bernardino, Cal.

Pable, Mrs. Charles, 988 Oakland Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Petzinger, Mrs. C. r\, 742 Courtland Ave., Macon, Ga.
Pool, Mrs. I. J., 2616 Kate Ave., Baltimore, Md.
Potts, Mrs. David W\, 210 N. Walnut St., Centralia, 111.

Powers, Mrs. Thomas F., 1129 S. Clarence Ave., Oak Park, III.

Raps, Mrs. John F., 4041 Ellis Ave., Chicago, 111.

Raps, Mrs. Henry J., 7224 Woodlawn Ave., Chicago, 111.

Reardon. Mrs. Edward J., 7112 Euclid Ave., Chicago, III.

Riley. Mrs. George N., 1917 Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Rushton, Mrs. Horace H., 10 Wilson Ave., St. Thomas, Ont.
Russell, Mrs. Robert, 9 Irving St., Battle Creek, Mich.

Shaule, Mrs. A. E., Proctor, Minn.
Shea. Mrs. J. p., 814 W. 5th St., Sedalia, Mo.
Stevens, Mrs. Henry V., 122 Elmwood Ave., Topeka, Kans.
Stark, Mrs. Daniel A., 313 Chemung St., Sayre, Pa.
Sypher, Mrs. William and daughter, 919 S. 15th St., Tacoma, Wash.

Thomsen, Mrs. Delbert A., 1725 Center St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Umlauf, Mrs. E. C., 209 Erie Ave., Susquehanna, Pa.
Usherwood, Mrs. T. W., 472 Livingston Ave., Albany, N. Y.
Usherwood, Mrs. George B., 107 Elk St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Wagoner, Mrs. George A., 718 Bond St., Green Bay, Wis.
Wagstaff, Mrs. George, 11 Lincoln Place, W. New Y'ork, N. J.
Walla, Mrs. Frank, 1405 Prairie St., Sioux City, la.

Walsh, Mrs. Jas. T. and Daughter Mary, 1513 Missouri Ave., Springfield, Mo.
Wandberg, Mrs. H. J., 3033 Bloomington Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Washburn, Mrs. Leon E., 215 Willow Ave., Susquehanna, Fa.
Whitman, Mrs. C. L„ 1065-36th St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Wolf, Miss Viola, 23 Summer St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Yochem, Mrs. Frank, 15 N. Holbrook St., Ft. Scott, Kans.
Y'oung, Mrs. E. W., 787 Caledonia PI., Dubuque, la.

Ziegenbein, Mrs. Emil F., 2023 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
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Boiler manufacturers report that in the last six or eight

months they have been obliged to reject an unusual number

of laminated boiler plates. These defects, in many cases,

do not show up until the plate has been nearly fabricated in

the boiler shop and the only recourse is to send to the mill

for another plate and repeat the shop operations, which

means a loss of time and money for the manufacturers not to

mention the possibility of undetected hidden defects in plates

that pass inspection and go into the finished boilers.

Such defects are very serious and it is up to the steel

makers to remedy the situation. Laminations may be due to

poor workmanship or to imperfect methods of manufacture
in the steel mills. Whatever the cause, they should not be

tolerated in materials for pressure work. Experience has

shown that American steel makers are capable of turning

out the finest grade of boiler plates and in boiler work noth-

ing else is acceptable.

One line of business which boiler manufacturers ap-

parently have neglected to follow up is the supplying of repair

parts for equipment which they have sold. If the user of the

boiler is left to his own resources, the chances are that in

nine cases out of ten, when some repair part is needed, lie

will go to the nearest local foundry or boiler shop and get

something as quickly as possible to replace the broken part

regardless of whether it will serve his purpose as efficiently

as a replacement part from the original manufacturer. In

such instances it is obvious that the manufacturer should nut

be blamed for any falling off in the efficiency of the boilers

as the repair parts supplied by another firm may not work

efficiently with the original installation, whereas if the repair

part were supplied by the manufacturer himself the efficiency

of the plant would not be reduced. Furthermore, the

manufacturer might find the sale of repair parts a profit-

able line of business, well worth the effort required to

secure it.

If all indications are correct, this year's convention of the

Master Boiler Makers' Association at Detroit will open a

new era of progress and prosperity to the association. In

point of numbers, the attendance was slightly below that of

last year but the spirit of earnestness with which the busi-

ness of the convention was transacted made the meeting- as

successful as any ever held by the association. Almost with-

out exception, every member was in his seat when the presi-

dent opened the sessions of the convention end remained until

the work of the meetings was completed.

About two hundred and fifty members of the assoi iation

were not at the convention for one reason or another. In

some cases distance, press of work, or p rsonal affairs made

it impossible for them to attend, but this probably applies to

very few. Fortunately, with few exceptions, the association

has the endorsement and direct supper, o-" the heads of the

mechanical departments of the railroads of the United States

and Canada and their complete cooperation in this matter

can be counted upon, so that by another year those who were

not in attendance will no doubt be required to come by their

superiors.

Probably the most far reaching decision made by the asso-

ciation was that increasing the annual dues to five dollars.

The expense of conducting the affairs of the association has

been increasing much faster than the income, due to higher

printing costs, the expense of the conventions, and the like,

and some action to provide additional funds at this time was

necessary. From now on the financial condition of the asso-

ciation will be on a firmer basis which will make possible the

broadening of scope of its activities with a corresponding in-

crease in its value to members.



Engineering Specialties for Boiler Making

New Tools, Machinery, Appliances and Supplies for

the Boiler Shop and Improved Fittings for Boilers

Portable Electric Rivet Heaters

THE
latest types of electric rivet heaters, manufactured

by the Humil Corporation, New York, have a number

of distinctive features, the most important of these be-

ing flexibility in operation, permitting the efficient heating

of a wide range of sizes without the usual burning of the

smaller rivets on machines of the higher ratings, and at the

same time permitting the heating for non-continuous service

of the largest rivets on the smallest machines.

Low power consumption, or high efficiency, has been

secured by generous proportioning of copper and iron in the

special type transformer, also by heavy cross sections in the

long flexible leads that are autogenously welded into the

pure copper electrodes or heads.

Regulation against heavy power surges on starting the

heating action, and the maintenance of high power factors

(79 to 94), are obtained by means of air gaps in the trans-

former magnetic circuit. The high efficiency and power
factor is also maintained through placing the transformer

low in the machine and remote from the radiated and con-

ducted heat from the rivets. Air spaces, provided* between

the coils, permit a constant stream of cold air to pass up
through the transformer, cooling it constantly and enabling
it to maintain high efficiency all the time that it is under

continuous full load.

All of the coils are positioned around a separate center

core, the secondary coils of heavy cast copper completely

enclosing the core, except for a small gap at the top to pro-
vide the open circuit necessary. This design provides for

the complete cutting of all magnetic lines by both primary

and secondary coils. The primary coils are wound with bare

strip copper, insulated with asbestos and mica tape. This

provides for rapid dissipation of the heat to the vertical air

spaces and at the same time eliminates high voltage between

layers of windings.

Stability and portability are secured in the Calorac heat-

ers by keeping the center of gravity low in the frame and

mounting the machine on large traction wheels. Provision

has also been made for lifting by crane.

Close regulation of the power applied to the rivets is ob-

tained by a five-speed controller, so mounted as to be readily
accessible to the operator, thus permitting him to govern his

production rate accurately. On the smallest two-contact

Type A-2-H machine, rivets Y\ inch by 1 inch can be

heated at the rate of 720 per hour, while in the same machine
rivets ^i inch by 2^4 inches are said to have been heated at

the rate of 150 per hour. This same machine is also capable
of heating much larger rivets. The large Type C heaters,

when equipped with three or five sets of heating contacts, are

capable of reaching a high production of hot rivets of the

largest sizes. These machines are well adapted to heating
the large mudring rivets used in locomotive boilers and other

special sizes.

Safety of the operator is secured by the shielding of all

live primary parts, while the electromotive force at the

heads is so low that it cannot be felt by bare hands, this

voltage never exceeding 3 volts. The machine is designed
to be fool-proof and fire-proof. The comfort of the operator
.i^ well as that of other men in the shop is assured by the

absence of smoke and fumes, with a resultant favorable

effect on output.

Calorac 3-Head Portable Rivet Heater on Boiler Work

180

Riveter with Side Plates Removed
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Power Bending Rolls Recently Made by the Cleveland Punch & Shear Works Company

Direct-Connected Motor-Driven

Bending Rolls

THE
illustration shows a No. 2 Cleveland pyramid type

bending roll, spaced to 10 feet 2 inches between hous-

ings, recently designed and built by the Cleveland

Punch & Shear Works Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

This machine is direct connected, motor driven, entirely

self-contained and is arranged for power raising and lower-

ing of the top roll. One of the lower rolls (8 inches in

diameter) has three splines; the other lower roll has two

splines and a flanging groove. The upper roll is 11 inches in

diameter. It will be noticed that none of the gears protrude
into the foundation, hence no expensive pit is required. Two
clutches are provided so that either end of the top roll may
be raised and lowered. An additional sjngle clutch is used

for starting the rolls.

This bending roll, as shown in the illustration, is featured

by rigid construction and parts so proportioned as to stand

the stresses imposed on them with an ample factor of safety.

The roll boxes, yoke and elevating screws are all scientifically

designed and made with a view to strength and durability.

When it is desired to drop the hinge at the right end, the

cover plate can readily be lifted from the shoulder belts

and the yoke dropped by one man.

Variable-Speed Drive for 1 50-Ton Press

THE
advantages claimed for hydraulic variable-speed

drive in perfect control of speed, absence of coasting,

elimination of peak loads and low maintenance have

been demonstrated in the 150-ton press installation il-

lustrated. This press has been equipped recently with

hydraulic variable-speed drive by the Oilgear Company,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

The type W Oilgear variable delivery pump which operates

this press (shown in the right foreground of the illustra-

tion) is well adapted to these conditions. The control

handle at the corner of the press is so connected to the

pump that the pump stroke can be varied from zero to a

maximum in any direction. Changing the length of the

pump stroke regulates the amount of oil that is pumped
into the press cylinder and thus controls the movement of

the ram with great accuracy.
This pump is featured by light weight and takes up con-

siderably less room than a water pump. It is driven by

Type W Oilgear Variable-Delivery Pump Driving 500-Ton

Press

a constant speed electric motor. The diameter of the press

cylinder in this case is 19 inches the ram diameter being
10 inches.

Locomotive Conditions in April Best Since

July, 1922
Interstate Commerce Commission's monthly report to the

President is the best since July, 1922. In April 5,266 loco-

motives were inspected by the Bureau of Locomotive In-

spection, of which 3,049, or 58 per cent, were found defective

and 511 were ordered out of service. The percentage of those

inspected found defective is the lowest that has been reported
for any month since the shopmen's strike began last July.



Questions and Answers for Boiler Makers

Information for Those Who Design, Construct, Erect,

Inspect and Repair Boilers—Practical Boiler Shop Problems

Conducted by C. B. Lindstrom

'This department is open to subscribers of The Boiler

Maker for the purpose of helping those who desire assist-

ance on practical boiler shop problems. All questions should

be definitely stated and clearly written in ink, or typewritten,

on one side of the paper, and sketches furnished if necessary.

Inquiries should bear the name and address of the writer.

Anonymous communications will not be considered. The

identity of the writer, however, will not be disclosed unless

the editor is given permission to do so.

Introducing Tanks into Buildings

Having Small Openings
Q.—What is the best method of introducing a tank into an old building

through an opening smaller than the diameter of the tank?1 We have this

problem arise quite frequently where it is necessary to get a tank into an

old building without cutting new openings in the building walls. One specific

problem which we are handling at the present time is to introduce fourteen

42-inch by 12-foot tanks into as many existing buildings through 36-inch by
36-inch openings which cannot be cut. The best solution which we have

found is to roll the sheets up in one piece to a diameter of 39 inches and
then squeeze the shell to a diameter of 35 inches and hold it in this condi-

tion with wire bands. The tanks are then introduced into the buildings,
where the shells are opened up, the heads introduced and the joints welded.

The heads are bumped and flanged so as to set into the shell and the

longitudinal joint of the shell is lapped 2 inches. These joints are then all

bolted with erection bolts on about 2-foot centers to hold the assembled tank
in place, while the head and shell joints are welded inside and outside. We
find that riveting tanks on the job which have been brought into the^ building
knocked down is generally prohibitive on account of the noise. We should
like to know what experience your experts have had with this problem and
be advised of any improvement which you might have to suggest over the

scheme which we are using.—P. W.

A.—Your method of preparing the sheets and introducing
them into the building, seems to us the only solution in view

of the circumstances mentioned.

We would, however, be pleased to hear from our readers

on this problem.

Effect of Temperature Changes in Water
Q.—Would you please answer this question. The maximum density of

water is said to be at 39.2 degrees F. Why does it expand just at that

point, i. e.. above that point and contract below that point? What are the
fundamental principles of the chemical change? I have read a lot on steam,
but have never seen any book that explained why water changes its density
at that point.—W. E.

A.—Water expands and contracts with the changes in

temperature. The temperature at which water freezes is 32

degrees F. If the water is cooled below that point it expands
and its density decreases or if the water is heated from 32

degrees to 39.2 degrees F. it contracts instead of expanding
and its density increases until it reaches the maximum density
at 39.2 degrees F. This action which is unexplainable is

an advantage in nature, for otherwise deep rivers and lakes

would freeze to the bottom and thaw only on the surface dur-

ing the warmer seasons. As the colder weather takes place
the water gives up some of its latent heat by radiation and its

temperature falls, as a result the cooler water circulates or

settles to the bottom. This condition continues until the en-

tire body of water has reached a temperature of 39.2 degrees
F. Further cooling of the water arises on the surface which

expands and its density becomes less. After the surface

water has reached 32 degrees F., 142.6 units of heat must be

radiated by each pound of water before reaching the freezing

point.

Water being a poor conductor of heat, it would take a long
time for the water at the bottom to give up its heat, for that

reason in temperate zones under severe winters, ice does not

form to the bottom of the lakes and rivers and at the bottom

the water is never colder than 39.2 degrees F.

Gusset Sheet Layout
Q.—I have tried time and time again to develop the gusset plate as shown

on page 71 of the third edition of "Laying Out for Boiler Makers" and have,
had no success I do not understand how the points Is, 22, etc., and l°a,

22 , etc., are established above the line E-E. Also Fig. 16 puzzles me, for I

1]" tint see where the lines and distances a-b-c, etc., and 1-2-3 are found or

established. Flease send me the solution as soon as possible, for 1' want to

use it: also if there are other ways of working this gusset plate out_ please

give me the same. Please send me the most accurate method of laying out

a cone-shaped barrel sheet.—C. W. C Jr.

A.—Fig. 1 will illustrate the development of a gusset sheet

as made in the form of a scalene cone. The solution is the

same as described on page 71 "Laying Out for Boiler

Makers." The outline of the gusset sheet is indicated be-

Fig. 1.—Development of Gusset Sheet

tween the reference letters a, f, I, g. The side a-g is extended
and the side Uf, drawn to meet it in the point x. Locate the

center of the sides a-f at o and g-l at m. With o and m as

centers describe the semi-circle as shown for the large and
small bases or ends. Divide them into any desired number
of parts as indicated at a, b, c, etc., for the smaller semi-

circle, and g, h, i, etc., for the larger. With a as a center

draw arcs from b, c, d and e to intersect the base line a-f,
thus locating points b v cu <£, and e

x
. With g as a center and

from points h, i, j and k draw the arcs as indicated. De-
termine the arc lengths between the points on each semi-

circle by drawing a straight line equal to the length of each

semi-circle. Divide each line into the same number of parts
as contained in the semi-circle, in this case 5. The respective

length between any two points on each line is used for de-

veloping the pattern.
One-half of the pattern is also shown in Fig. 1. From point

I and with the dividers set to the arc length for the spaces at
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the large end draw an arc. With .v as a center, and the

trammels set to x-k
l
draw an arc to intersect the one drawn

from point /. With />• as a (enter and with dividers set to

/>•-/ draw an arc. With X as a center and the trammels set to

x-l draw an arc to intersect the arc previously drawn, tints

locating point j.
Continue in this manner until the pattern is

complete.

Further details of repair methods and special jobs carried

out at Columbus will appear in an article to be published
in the fitly issue of Tin; Boii.hr Maker.

Efficiency of Boiler Seams
Q.— I am about In make reports on several miniature lmilers and am at a

[OSS to know of a formula to figure On the efficiency of same where the boiler
sheet isa piece of commercial pipe obviating the necessity of a longitudinal
rivet foint such as arc in the construction of the Hoffman, the Prosperity,
the Oldfeldt and the Eclipse Fuel Engineering Company.—R. B.

A.—The following formula is given by the A. S. M. E.

("ode in their latest revision which is applicable in determin-

ing the allowable pressure on pipe.
Thickness of Steam Pipe.

— In determining the thickness to

be used for pipes at different pressures and for temperatures
not exceeding 700 degrees F. the following formula is to be

used:

25(7 — 1/16)
/' (1)

D
in which

P = working pressure in pounds per square inch.

t = thickness of pipe wall, inches.

D = inside diameter of pipe in inches.

5 = 3,500 pounds per square inch for seamless steel pipe.

3,200 pounds per square inch for lap-welded steel

pipe.

2,500 pounds per square inch for butt-welded steel

pipe.

2,500 pounds per square inch for lap-welded iron

pipe.

2,000 pounds per square inch for butt-welded iron

pipe.

2,000 pounds per square inch for brass pipe.

2,000 pounds per square inch for copper pipe.

By transposing the factors in the preceding formula to find

the required thickness of the wall of the pipe, the following
formula for

DP 1

t = + -. (2)
2S 16

To determine the allowable working pressure for an 18-

inch seamless steel pipe
T
4 -inch in thickness, substitute the

values in formula (1)
Then:

2 X 3,500 {% — 1/16)
P = — 72.9 pounds per sq. in.

18

As the required working pressure equals 100 pounds per
square inch, the thickness of the pipe wall must be increased.

Use the formula (2) and substitute the given values.

Thus:
18 X 100 1

t =
1

= 0.32 inch.

2 X 3,500 16

Boiler Repair Methods at Columbus

(Continued horn page 154)
of such sizes and thickness as are required on most of the

locomotives.

The welding and cutting department which works in close

cooperation with the boiler shop is under the control of one
of the ablest welding foremen in the country and the results,

both in speed and quality of work, on firebox repairs, flue

installation and the like are largely due to his efforts.

OBITUARY

Clyde Mitchell Carr, until recently president of the

iron, steel and machinery firm of Joseph T. Ryerson & Son,
Inc.. died on June 5 at his residence 1130 Lake Shore

Drive, Chicago. Mr. Carr

was born in Will County,
Illinois. July 7. 1869.

1 or twelve years Mr. Carr

was [(resident of Joseph
T. Ryerson & Son, Inc.

( )n account of poor health

he had been unable to

take an active part in the

management of the firm

for the past four years
and last January resigned
as president, although

continuing until the time

of his death as a member
of the board of directors.

Mr. Joseph T. Ryerson
succeeded Mr. Carr to the

presidency. Mr. Carr be-

came associated with the

Ryerson organization in 1890. From 1904 he took an active

part in the management of the firm's affairs and in 1911
was elected president. Mr. Carr was always an active leader

in civic and industrial circles and his far reaching influence

accomplished much wherever he was interested.

Clyde M. Carr

BUSINESS NOTES

Joseph W. Hays is just completing the organization of a

corps of consulting combustion engineers to be known as

Jos. W. Hays and Associates. The headquarters of the or-

ganization will be Michigan City, Indiana.

The Detroit Steel Products Company, Detroit, Mich., will

establish a branch factory at Emeryville, Cal., which will

have 83,000 square feet of space. A. Lum has been ap-
pointed manager of the plant and will have charge of sales
on the Pacific Coast.

Paul H. Brangs, for many years in charge of the New
York office, Heine Boiler Co., St. Louis, has retired, and

George F. Murphy, formerly Pittsburgh manager, will have

charge of the Xew York territory, assisted by J. L. Daly and
G. A. Knowles. Headquarters will be at 11 Broadway.

O. C. White, manager for the past two years at Fort
Worth for the Youngstown Boiler & Tank Co., has been ap-
pointed general sales manager for the company, with head-

quarters at the home office in Youngstown. A. L. Scudder,
formerly district sales manager for the Graver Corporation at

Fort Worth. Tex., has resigned and accepted the position
made vacant by Mr. White's promotion.

The Surplus Steel Exchange, Inc., has been formed for

the purpose of presenting an outlet for surplus stock material
of steel products. A commission will be charged only on
sales actually made, as the exchange will not buy material
but act solely in the capacity of agent. The officers of the
new company are: Robert D. McCarter, president; George
E. Dix, vice-president: William L. Cooper, treasurer, and
Fdward Michaud, secretary and general manager. The
offices are at 7 Dev street, Xew York City.



Letters from Practical Boiler Makers

This Department Is Open to All Reader* of the Magazine

—All Letters Published Are Paid for at Regular Rates

Oil Storage Tank Failure

OX
Monday morning, April 10, about 8,000 gallons of

kerosene spilled as the result of the bottom of a tank

opening all the way around. This tank was welded

throughout with a shell l

/\ inch thick and bottom Vs inch

thick reinforced with three 6-inch channels tacked with a

torch. The top was apparently of 3/16-inch material and
the welds were evidently very poor, only about 2 percent

being good, as the plate broke at these points and showed

very brittle; also the welds showed brittle and poor fusing
all the way around.

The tank was being filled at the time with a pump; evi-

dently there was no vent and naturally there was a pressure

man, Robert Minnette, truck driver, was near, getting ready
to fill his tank when the accident occurred, and he was

thrown down and nearly drowned and was taken to the

hospital with a wrenched back.

Evansville, Ind. E. Wotring,
Insurance Department, Mercantile Commercial Bank

Layout of Wheelbarrow Body
In developing the wheelbarrow body shown in the ac-

companying sketches first draw an elevation of the body as

at A, B, C, D, Fig. 1. From A draw AA at right angle to

A-D, from B draw BA', at right angles to AA; from point

Details of Special Sheet Metal Wheelbarrow Body

of sufficient force to cause the welds to open as shown in the

accompanying illustrations.

The tank was moved to one side about 18 inches. One

Views of Opening in Bottom Seam of Storage Tank Which
Failed

4', as a center and 4'-B as a radius draw the quadrant BA.
Divide this quadrant into any number of equal spaces as

1, 2, 3, 4. From 1, 2, 3, 4 draw lines parallel to .4-4 to line
BA' locating the points 1', 2', 3'. Draw lines A-V, A-2',
A-3'. Where these lines cross the line B-C draw lines

parallel to BA' out to the line B-A, locating the points 1",

2", 3", 4". These are the true lengths of the construction
lines A-V, etc., and can be used as such in the actual

layout.

Pattern Development

To lay out the pattern draw the center line C-C, Fig. 2.

On the line C-C lay out one-half the plan of the bottom of
the body as shown at A-D-D'-A'. Draw A-B parallel to

A'-C. With A as center and A-B, Fig. 1, as radius, draw
the quarter circle BA". With the dividers set equal to one of
the spaces BA, Fig. 1, from B step of the four spaces 1, 2, 3,
4. Draw the lines A-l, A-2, A-3, .1-4, make .1-1', A-2',

A-3', A-4', .1-4'" equal to ,1-1", .4-2", ,1-3", AA", Fig. 1. A
line drawn from B through the points 1', 2

, 3', 4' will give
the circumference of the quarter circle at the top corner of the

body. Locate the rivet holes on the lines AA', and .4-4'".

Make the necessary allowance for lap. The small end and
the other half of large end are laid out in exactly the same
manner.

Amarillo, Texas. T. W.
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ASSOCIATIONS

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

Chief Inspector
—A. G. Pack, Washington, D. C.

Assistant Chief Inspectors
—

J. M. Hall, Washington,

D. C; J. A. Shirley, Washington, D. C.

Steamboat Inspection Service of the Department
of Commerce

Supervising Inspector General—George Uhler, Washing-

ton, D. C.

Deputy Supervising Inspector General—D. N. Hoover, Jr.,

Washington, D. C.

American Uniform Boiler Law Society

Chairman of the Administrative Council—Charles E.

Gorton, 253 Broadway, New York.

Boiler Code Committee of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers

Chairman—John A. Stevens, Lowell, Mass.

Vice-Chairman—D. S. Jacobus, New York.

Secretary—C. W. Obert, 29 West 39th Street, New York.

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Inspectors

Chairman—J. F. Scott, Trenton, N. J.

Secretary-Treasurer
—C. O. Myers, State House, Colum-

bus, Ohio.

Vice-Chairman—R. L. Hemingway, San Francisco, Cal.

Statistician—W. E. Murray, Seattle, Wash.

International Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, Iron

Ship Builders and Helpers of America

J. A. Frank, International President, suite S22, Brother-

hood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

William Atkinson, Assistant International President, suite

522, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

Joseph Flynn, International Secretary-Treasurer, suite

504, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

James B. Casey, Editor-Manager of Journal, suite 524,

Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

H. J. Norton, International Vice-President, Alcazar Hotel,

San Francisco, Calif.

International Vice-Presidents—Thomas Nolan, 700 Court

St., Portsmouth, Va.; John Coots, 344 North Spring St., St.

Louis, Mo.; M. A. Maher, 2001-20th St., Portsmouth, Ohio;

E. I. Sheehan, 7826 South Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.; John

J. Dowd, 953 Avenue C, Bayomie, N. J.; R. C. McCutcheon,

15 La Salle Block, Winnipeg, Man., Can.; Joseph P. Ryan,

7533 Vernon Ave., Chicago, 111.; John F. Schmitt, 605 East

11th Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Master Boiler Makers' Association

President—E. W. Young, mechanical assistant to G. S.

M. P., C. M. & St. P. R. R., 787 Caledonia Place, Dubuque,
Iowa.

First Vice-President—Frank Gray, tank foreman, C. & A.

R. R., 705 W. Mulberry Street, Bloomington, 111.

Second Vice-President—T. F. Powers, System G. F. Boiler

Dept., C. & N. W. R. R., 1129 S. Clarence
'

Avenue, Oak

Park, 111.

Third Vice-President—J. F. Raps, G. B. I., I. C. R. R.,

4041 Ellis Avenue. Chicago, 111.

Fourth Vice-Presidenf—W. J. Murphy, G. F. B. M.,

Penn. R. R. Lines West, 3614 Mexico Street, N. S., Alle-

gheny, Pa.

Fifth Vice-President—L. M. Stewart, G. B. I., At. Coast

Lines, Box 660, Waycross, Ga.

Secretary
—H. D. Vaught, 26 Cortlandt Street, New York.

Treasurer—W. H. Laughridge, G. F. B. M., Hocking

Valley R. R., 537 Linwood Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Executive Board—E. J. Reardon, Locomotive Firebox

Company, 632 Marquette Building, Chicago, 111., chairman;

H. J. Raps, G. F. B. M., I. C. R. R., 7224 Woodlawn Ave-

nue, Chicago, 111., secretary.

Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Association

President—George R. Boyce, A. M. Castle Company, Chi-

cago, 111. Vice-President—J. P. Moses, Jos. T. Ryerson,

Chicago, 111. Secretary
—W. H. Dangel, Lovejoy Tool

Works, Chicago, 111.

American Boiler Manufacturers' Association

President—E. R. Fish, Heine Boiler Company, St. Louis,

Mo.
Vice-President—E. C. Fisher, The Wickes Boiler Com-

pany, Saginaw, Mich.

Secretary-Treasurer
—H. N. Covell, Lidgerwood Manu-

facturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee—George W. Bach, Union Iron

Works, Erie, Pa.; G. S. Barnum, The Bigelow Com-

pany, New Haven, Conn. ;
F. G. Cox, Edge Moor Iron Com-

pany, Edge Moor, Del.; W. C. Connelly, D. Connelly Boiler

Companv, Cleveland, O. ;
W. A. Drake, The Brownell Com-

pany, Dayton, O.; A. R. Goldie, Goldie-McCulloch Com-

pany, Gait, Ont., Can.; J. F. Johnston, Johnston Brothers,

Ferrysburg, Mich.; M. F. Moore, Kewanee Boiler Works,

Kewanee, 111., and A. G. Pratt, The Babcock & Wilcox Com-

pany, New York.

States and Cities That Have Adopted the

A. S. M. E. Boiler Code

States

Allegheny Co., Pa. Michigan
Arkansas

California

Delaware
Indiana

Maryland

Chicago, 111.

(will accept)

Detroit, Mich.

Erie, Pa.

Kansas City, Mo.

Minnesota

Missouri

New Jersey
New York
Ohio

Cities

Los Angeles, Cal.

Memphis, Tenn.

(
will accept)

Nashville, Tenn.

Omaha, Neb.

Parkersburg, W. Va

Oklahoma

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin

Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Scranton, Ta.

Seattle, Wash.

States and Cities Accepting Stamp of the National

Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors

Arkansas
California

Indiana

Maryland
Minnesota

Chicago, 111.

Kansas Citv, Mo.

States

New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Oklahoma

Oregon

Cities

Nashville, Tenn.

Parkersburg, W. Va.

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin

St. Louis, Mo.
Seattle. Wash.
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SELECTED BOILER PATENTS

Compiled by

GEORGE A. HUTCHINSON, Patent Attorney,

Washington Loan and Trust Building

Washington, D. C-

aders wishing copies of patent papers, or any further information regard-

ing any patent described, should correspond with Mr. Hutchinson.

1,455,429. FURNACE OF STEAM BOILERS. THOMAS COLLIER,
OF COLNE, ENGLAND.

Claim 1.—A Bunsen blower, adapted to be secured under the dead plate of

a furnace, comprising a fan-shaped body open at each end and divided by

partitions into a series of compartments which are wider at their outlets

1.454,161. LOCOMOTIVE. MARTIN J. FURLONG. OF HOUSTON,
TEXAS.

I
. I.— In a locomotive, a superheater chamber, a front end chamber,

a partition plate arranged in front of said chamber and provided with draft

outlets, a movable damper plate arranged adjacent the partition plate and

than at their inlets, the bottom of the outlet end portion of the body being
inclined upwardly beyond the rear ends of the compartments, a deflecting
plate secured over the inclined end portion and arranged at a steeper angle
• ban it, and a steam pipe arranged crosswise of the open inlet of the

body and having a series of nozzles which project into the air inlet openings
of the compartments. 2 Claims.

1,454,146. BOILER FEEDWATER REGULATOR. ROGER W.
ANDREWS. OF PITTSBURGH, PENNSLYVANIA. ASSIGNOR TO
NORTHERN EQUIPMENT COMPANY, OF ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA,
A CORPORATION OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Claim 1 .
—The combination of a boiler, two feedwater regulators and a

feedwater valve, said valve comprising a plunger and a seat therefor, said

plunger and seat being relatively movable rotationally and longitudinally,
the first of said feedwater regulators being operatively connected with said

boiler and with said valve and arranged to move said plunger and seat

provided with openings, opposite each of said chambers, means for auto-

matically actuating the damper plate, and means for manually limiting the

range of movement of the damper plate. 4 Claims.

1,453,705. BOILER-TURNING
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI.

CRADLE. JAMES CROMBIE, OF

Claim 1.—l'n combination, a boiler-turning cradle for a drill press com-
prising a set of supporting rolls two of which are connected to rotate as a

relatively longitudinally, and the second of said feedwater regulators being
operatively connected with said boiler at a portion of said boiler remote
from the point of connection of said first regulator, said second regulator
being also operatively connected with said valve and adapted to move said

plunger and seat relatively rotationally, said plunger and seat when in one
relative position forming an opening through said valve, and said opening
being varied as said plunger and seat are moved relatively either rotation-

ally or longitudinally. 3 Claims.

1.455,211. BOILER WATER LEVEL CONTROLLER. JOHN F.
KELLY, OF CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. ASSIGNOR, BY MESNE ASSIGN-
MENTS, TO KELLY VALVE COMPANY, OF MUSKEGON, MICHI-
GAN. A CORPORATION OK MICHIGAN.

Claim 1.—In a boiler water level controller, the combination of a casing,
a float therein, a water supply pipe, a water delivery pipe, valves in said

pipes, steam actuated means for operating said valves, manually operable

pair, a reversible electric motor connected to said pair of rolls to positively
rotate the same in either direction, and controls for said motor located on the
drill press convenient to the drill controlling mechanism. 2 Claims.

means for actuating said valves independently of said steam actuated means,
valves for controlling the supply of steam to said steam actuated means,
and an operative connection between said float and each of said last men-
tioned valves. 10 Claims.
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Boiler Repair Practice in M. C.Shops at Jackson

THE average boiler maker is seldom given an opportunity to visit the shops of railroads other than
his own, yet there is no better education available for a good boiler maker than a chance to study
the methods used by others of his trade. Practically the only way then for the work of shops in gen-

eral to be brought before the men in the shops is through the medium of the trade journal. With this

thought in mind, THE BOILER MAKER is trying to supply information on some of the work of the more
important repair shops in the country. The following article, for example, outlines some of the methods
employed in the boiler shop at Jackson, Mich., including a record of oxy-acetylene cutting work which
compares favorably with that of any shop in the country.

I

N the Jackson shops the greater part of the locomotive re-

pair and maintenance of the Michigan Central Railroad

is carried out, which means that the boiler shop is gen-

erally working at capacity. This capacity seems to be an

adjustable factor for when boilers are needed they always

go through in whatever quantity is required by the schedule

system which operates at this plant. This system acts as

pacemaker for the entire works and, to a certain extent, its

functioning depends on the boiler shop.

How the Schedule Works

In order to understand how the work of the shop is carried

out it is first necessary to become familiar in a general way
with the schedule system. In the course of the routine busi-

ness of the mechanical department, a meeting is held by the

shop superintendent, master mechanic and other mechanical

officials to determine what locomotives are due for shopping
for classified repairs during a given month. Running re-

ports, inspection reports and general service records are

used as the basis for these determinations. The classifica-

tion used is according to the 5-class standard adopted by
the United States Railroad Administration which is in vogue
on most railroad systems. From the findings of the me-
chanical department an outline of light, medium and gen-
eral repairs with details of what the repairs shall consist

is prepared and sent to the production department.
The foreman of this department lays out on a master

schedule board the dates for every operation that will be

required on the engines coming into the shop the following
month, insofar as they apply to departments other than the

boiler shop. Then about the twenty-third of the month a

joint meeting of the shop foreman and the schedule or pro-
duction department foreman and his assistants is held. The
sketch of the schedule board shown below will indicate the

scope of the repair work covered in detail at this meeting.
An explanation should lie made at this point of the omis-

Fig. 1.—A Corner of the Boiler Shop
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out wherever the parts are accessible. When the back head

is renewed it is laid out from the old sheet, flanged, bolted

in place and the flange holes marked out. The door hole

in each case is butt welded. When a new firebox is fitted, the

boiler is taken down from the frame, turned over and the

firebox dropped into place.
A McCabe machine for cold flanging is installed and this

takes care of practically all flange work except throat sheets.

With the 11/16-inch and 54-inch sheets used in the throat

it is necessary to do the flanging by hand.

Flue sheets are laid out from templates kept in stock for

each class of engine coming into the shop. Holes are

punched small and drilled out to size in the flat. Wherever

possible, the work is laid out on the bench in the flat before

flanging with the exception of the flange rivet holes which

are drilled in position.
The edges of flanges are scarphed with the oxy-acetylene

torch with a great degree of success. After the cutting opera-
tion the flange is chipped clean, the finished work having
almost the appearance of machine scarphing.

Lack of Uniformity in Boilers

In all this work it is found that there is a lack of uni-

formity in boilers of a given class that come in for repairs.

Fig. 8.—Working on Sheets for the Tank Department

Even boilers made by the same builder van- somewhat. The

discrepancies become apparent when the blue prints supplied
with the locomotives when new are used to lay out sheets or

heads. No doubt service conditions where the sheets are

exposed to heat and weaving action on the road are re-

sponsible for the distortion and pulling out of shape. In

any event better results are obtained in practically every case

by using the discarded parts for fitting up new ones.

Reconditioned Flues

Small tubes are safe ended satisfactorily four or five times

while superheater flues are safe ended twice only before

they are reclaimed. Mandrels in connection with the weld-

ing hammers will take care of safe ends up to 34 inches in

length. In the reclaiming process sections of tubes up to

8 feet or 9 feet in length are welded on.

Practically all tube work for the Detroit shops and other

Michigan Central shops in this section is done at Jackson
so that it is necessary to keep two shifts running in the flue

department at all times.

Two dry rattlers are installed at one end of the plant,
each of which will take a charge of 275 small tubes and 40
to 50 superheater flues. Depending on the condition of the

tubes and the water section from which they came the time

for cleaning varies from 4 to 6 hours.

The safe end department has a capacity of about 120
small tubes an hour. The first part of the process consists

in heating the flue, cutting and expanding it on a combina-
tion hot saw and expanding machine. After the end is

trimmed it is belled on a tapered mandrel so that it will re-

ceive the safe end easily. The safe end is inserted on a

pneumatic machine. The tube and safe end are then

brought to a welding heat and inserted over the mandrel
in the welding hammer. The welding hammer is of the half

round type which has been found most satisfactory for insur-

ing tight welds. The welded surfaces are finished on a fully
round hammer after which they are cut to length. Each
tube is tested under an air pressure of 130 pounds. In this

test the regular shop air pressure of 110 pounds is used in

conjunction with a booster which raises it to 130 pounds.
The tubes are installed with a sectional expander at the

rear end while a special tool is used at the front end for

expanding, at the same time. With this "double gunning"
operation, it is unnecessary to hold on at the front end of the

tube while the rear end is being worked. This procedure it

can readily be understood saves considerable time in install-

ing a set of tubes.

It is the practice to electric weld the superheater flues

and the 2-inch intermediate tubes. Two and a quarter-
inch tubes and 2-inch tubes below the bank of superheater
flues are not welded, however.

Cutting Records Made at Jackson
In the Jackson shops the cutting and welding operations

incident to repair work are in charge of a welding foreman
and a staff of exceptionally well trained operators. In fact

oxy-acetylene cutting records have been established here by
one of the operators that, as far' as can be learned, have not

been equaled in any shop in the country. An outline of

these records will be of interest as a check against the work
of the cutting departments in other shops.

Engine 7950 was brought into the shop for new side sheets

and, as conditions seemed favorable for testing the speed of

the operator who handles most of the boiler cutting work, a

time record was kept for each of the dismantling operations.

The total time taken for the work was 15 hours and 10

minutes and in this period 1,038 staybolts and 392 rivets

were cut out and 24 feet of side sheet cutting completed.
On flange scarphing operations with the torch, this same

operator completed a flue sheet flange and throat sheet in

1 hour and 10 minutes. The flue sheet flange alone without

the throat sheet required 1 hour.

In cutting out superheater flues the operator burned off the

beads of forty-three 5^-inch flues in 55 minutes.

At another time the front end netting, plates and petticoat

pipe were removed in 45 minutes ready for flue removal.

One hour and a half was sufficient time to remove the

sheet iron pan on a class G-6 freight engine. The cast iron

pan on a K-3 passenger locomotive was removed in 1 hour.

In checking up the speed for cutting out staybolts the

operator required only 1 hour and 6 minutes for 253 rigid

staybolts in a G-6 freight engine. On another job 994 stay-

bolts were cut in 2 hours and 10 minutes.

Incidentally the operator who set up these records is only

19 years of age. His training and experience were gained in

the Jackson shops.
At a later time The Boiler Maker will publish further

details of the welding and cutting work at Jackson.



Trestles That Have Been Found Useful in Boiler Shops

Steel and Wood Trestles Made from Materials in the Shop to

Meet Every Emergency—Kinks That Are Time Savers

By James F. Hobart

AGOOD trestle is a time-saver in any boiler shop and

those concerns in which frequent use is made of

boxes, barrels and cob-house timbering for supporting

boiler and tank work may well afford to make up some steel

trestles and save, by so doing, many hours now devoted to

procuring and using wooden blocking.

Many a layout man would be glad of two or four rugged

layout trestles as shown by Fig. 1, a trestle which will

neither collapse nor tip over under any load likely to be

placed upon it. This trestle is easily made up from material

found in almost any boiler shop. The backbone A is a piece

of stout structural T-steel. The feet or legs B and C may be

fabricated from almost any half-inch plate, from tank steel

to firebox stock, as may be available. The braces D and E

are pieces of angle structural steel and are fastened by rivets

to the backbone and to the legs of the trestle. The slots in

legs B and C may be made either by drilling, or punching

and chipping, or by cutting with oxy-acetylene.

The writer saw this fine trestle in the Beech Grove shop

of the "Big Four" railroad at Indianapolis, Ind., and the

men in that shop did not seem at all particular as to the

weight of boiler plate which they placed on a couple of

these rugged trestles.

Another Non-Tip Trestle

The trestle shown in Fig. 2 is almost as rugged as the one

illustrated in Fig. 1. Originally made for use in boiler

and machine shops, this heavy implement had been pre-

empted by the wood working shop of the New Orleans and

Lower Coast Railroad, and, when the writer saw it, un-

covered bv a huge six-inch plank.

The backbone and legs of this trestle, as shown in Fig. 2,

are made of heavy structural steel angles, six and four inches

respectively. The legs sprawl out 45 degrees each, and from

this the device takes its name, the pair of legs standing at

90 degrees, or "square" with each other. This construction

makes it practically impossible to upset the trestle by sliding

heavy steel or timber over it. The trestle is still further

braced, endwise, by means of the sway-stays C, riveted to

through-stay A, which in turn is fast to the legs at either

end as shown at B. Brace C is also riveted to cross-brace

D, which is located inside of the angle legs.

This form of construction makes a very strong trestle,

capable of sustaining any load ever likely to be placed upon

it, and, owing to the form of the top or backbone, it is

especially adapted to use with heavy timbers and planks

which can be pushed over the heavy angle with no danger

of the timber catching a corner thereof, or of tipping over

the trestle.

Light Angle-Steel Trestle

A trestle of lighter construction also found in the New

Orleans shop of the New Orleans and Lower Coast Rail-

road, has its angle steel backbone set upright as shown

at A in Fig. 3. Both this angle and the legs C, C are

riveted to a plate or clip B, which is made of pretty heav}

steel. End-sway in this trestle is prevented by braces E,

which are placed about the same as shown in Fig. 2, for the

right angle trestle. The brace is fastened direct to clip B, also

to through-stay D, which in turn is riveted to angle F on

the lower portion of the legs. This trestle is of lighter con-

struction, yet strong and durable, but of course it will not

stand as much hard work and abuse as the trestle shown

in Fig. 2.

Pipe Trestles

Three forms of all-pipe trestles found in the Beech Grove

"Big Four" shops are shown in the following illustrations.

One, a very light trestle, is quite portable and takes the

plai e of the' ordinary wooden "horse" as particularly affected

by carpenters and machinists as well as boiler makers. It

has, as shown in Fig. 4, a three-inch pipe E, for a backbone,

with legs F, also through and cross braces made of inch-

and-a-half pipe. The round pad G, one under each of the

four legs, prevents the pipes from sinking into the dirt when

the trestle chances to be used on the ground.

Each and every joint in this trestle has been fitted and

welded by the oxy-acetylene process, therefore there is not a

rivet or a screw connection to be found, and the trestle is

one of the smoothest and neatest bits of construction the

writer has ever seen, without exception, in any boiler shop
—

or anywhere else. While not designed for the heaviest kinds

of hard work, this trestle, nevertheless, is mighty rugged

and will stand up under a big load. The three-inch pipe

used as a "back-bone" makes a handy place in which to

keep a pinch bar or two, and the center-punch lives there,

with a hammer handle thrust in, too, with the head protrud-

ing.

Roller Trestle for Boiler Tubes

Another pipe trestle, but of much lighter construction and

not designed to carry loads of much weight, is illustrated

in Fig. 5. This trestle is also to be found in the Beech

Grove' shops, and it is intended to be placed alongside of

the tube repairing machinery, merely to support one end

of a boiler tube, while the other end of the tube is in the

fire, or in a welding machine.

This trestle is also put together mostly by oxy-acetylene

welding and is free also from rivets. It has the same clean

and very neat appearance as is shown by the light pipe

trestle described in a preceding paragraph. The backbone

of this trestle consists of two pipes, one within the other,

the inner and smaller pipe being welded to the ends of the

trestle—thev can hardly be called legs—the outer pipe

serving as a loose roller over which the tubes pass when

pushed into forge fire or welding machine.

Two screwed pipe connections are used in this trestle, one

at either end of the pipe roller. The pipe upon which the

roller revolves is screwed into a steel elbow at either end,

with just sufficient end-play for the roller between them.

The other end of each elbow is fitted on a grinding wheel to

bear fair against the top side of the curved end-pipes of the

trestle to which the elbows are welded fast.

A Welded-Pipe Ladder-Trestle

The very neat looking trestle shown in Fig. 6 is to be

found in the Beech Grove shops. Alhough it was made in

the boiler shop, I am sorry to have to admit that the boiler

makers do not get much chance to use this type of trestle,

which the car painting department preempted and which

thev ham* on to, like taxes and interest to a home-builder.

This trestle is about the height stated, and has seven
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FIG. 2- RIGHT ANGLE TRESTLE FOR STEEL OR WOOD

FIG. I- LAY-OUT TRESTLE

FIG.3STEEL ANGLE
TRESTLE

Pipe Roller

FIG. 4- PIPE TRESTLE

FIG.S- ROLLER TRESTLE FOR
BOILER TUBES

*>:^

A G-, F S'0"High

r>\

FIG. 9- TIMBER TRESTLE

End Side

FIG. 7STEEL "BARREL" TRESTLE
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FIG.b- 7g FOOT PIPE TRESTLE
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FIG.8- LOCOMOTIVE TENDER TRESTLE FIG. 10 -ADJUS TABLE

TRESTLE

Types of Trestles Found in Use in Railroad Shops
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steps or rungs on each of its four sides. The top measures

20 by 36 inches and the bottom, 48 by 54 inches. It is made
of two-inch black pipe, the ends of each rung being fitted

to the corner members and then welded fast thereto by the

oxy-acetylene process.
Wooden ladder trestles of this kind are to be found in

most car paint shops, a single plank being placed on top
or on any convenient rung, the painters ascending to the

planks by the convenient rungs on the sides of the trestle.

Although, as stated, wooden trestles of this kind are com-

mon, metal ones are not usually found although "A" shaped
trestles made entirely of small structural steel angles are

in use in the West Springfield shops of the Boston and

Albany railroad.

For lightness and stiffness, to say nothing of its pleasing

appearance, the pipe trestle shown above is far beyond any
other similar form of trestle which the writer has as vet

come across.

Steel "Barrel" Trestles

Out in the Morris Park (N. Y.) shops of the Long Island

Railroad, they used to keep stout barrels for placing under-

neath the front end of a boiler when it was to be propped up
somewhere near level. They also used barrels for supporting
other things during boiler repair and assembly into locomo-

tives. But, as one of the officials remarked to the writer;

''When barrels were used, the hoops -would get loose, the

barrels get rickety and then they would 'squat'!"
As a consequence, the very rugged little trestle illustrated

in Fig. 7 was designed and it is needless perhaps to remark

that never do these trestles "squat" under the heaviest load.

The piece of T-steel A, which forms the top is twelve inches

long. The bottom of the trestle is eighteen inches wide and

twenty-four inches long. The height is the same as that of

a barrel—thirty or thirty-two inches.

The legs B, B are of four-inch steel angle, the side rungs
or braces are of lighter angle. Those on the ends C being

placed on outside of the legs, while the side rungs D are

placed between the flanges of the angles. The legs B were

heated in a forge and bent, as shown by detail E, at F and

G, until the web of the steel angle would lie flat against tee

A. This action threw the side of the angle I into the posi-
tion shown sd-H, but after the bending was completed the web
at H was cut away until straight again as shown at /, thus

permitting the leg flange to come flush with web of the T,

as shown at A.

Wooden Trestles

Down in Xew Orleans, the "J. P. shops" are using stout

wooden trestles under the front ends of locomotive tenders

and elsewhere in boiler shop and tank work. One of these

very rugged little trestles is shown in Fig. 8. Blocking is

to be placed on top as required. They raise the tender from

the truck, slip two rails under, upon four trestles, jack up
the rails, block under them on the trestles, then run the

tender truck out from under and remove the jacks thus com-

pleting the operation.
The dimensions and manner of construction are so plain-

ly shown by the sketches that little description is necessary.
Each shop may arrange minor details to suit the material at

hand and the work to be done.

Little "Jumbo" Trestle

Another little wooden trestle which may be used for

tender work, also for a great variety of other work in a boiler

shop and elsewhere, is shown in Fig. 9. This trestle is

made so it can be placed snug against a wall, all the bracing

being sidewise and in front.

The dimensions of this trestle are shown in the illustration

and its construction is very plainly shown. Only the size

of the various timbers need be fixed in order to construct

these trestles in your own shop, and the dimensions in ques-

tion may be determined by the material at hand and the work
which is to be handled by the trestle.

Adjustable Side Trestle

Another timber trestle is shown in Fig. 10. By means of

holes in the extended vertical members A, pin B may be in-

serted at any desired height to support a timber upon which
a tender, a car-body, or some part of a locomotive boiler

may require to be supported at a certain height.
The manner of construction is plainly shown, as is the

excellence of the side bracing. It should be kept well in

mind that the strength of this trestle depends largely upon
the insertion of timber C between the two vertical timbers

A and immediately above and resting upon timber D, to

which, and to all the other timbers, C and A are most se-

curelv fastened.

United States Civil Service Examination

for Boiler Inspector

THE
United States Civil Service Commission announces

the following open competitive examination for local

and assistant inspector of boilers.

The examinations will be held throughout the country
on July 25 and 26. They are to fill vacancies in the Steam-

boat-Inspection Service, at entrance salaries ranging from

$2,100 to $2,950 a year, and in positions requiring similar

qualifications. Appointees at an annual compensation of

$2,500 a year or less may also be allowed the increase of $20
a month granted by Congress.

For the position of local inspector of boilers, applicants
must have had at least three years' experience as chief en-

gineer of ocean or inland steamers of American registry of

over 100 gross tons, or as first assistant engineer of steamers

of American registry of 600 gross tons or over.

For the position of local inspector of hulls, applicants must

have had at least three years' experience, under United States

license, as master of seagoing steam vessels or of inspected

seagoing motor vessels of American registry of over 100 gross

tons, or in lieu of this experience they must have had certain

other specified training and experience.

Applicants for the positions of assistant inspector of boil-

ers and assistant inspector of hulls, must have had the same

qualifications as those required for local inspectors, except
that the required term of service is two years.

Full information and application blanks may be obtained

from the United States Civil Service Commission. Washing-
ton, D. C, or the secretary of the board of U. S. civil service

examiners of the post office or custom house in any city of

the countrv.

Training of Oxy-Acetylene Welders

THE
American Welding Society has issued an outline of

a course for the training of oxy-acetylene welders. This

report was prepared by a committee and combines the

experience of experts of the Federal Board of Vocational

Education, the American Welding Society and the National

Research Council. For the information of the person who
is selecting candidates, the text includes a discussion of the

qualifications which the candidates for training should

possess.

For the information of the instructor, the text includes

the fundamentals in gas welding, together with a detailed

statement of content, classified under type welding jobs ar-

ranged in the order of difficulty. Copies .may be secured

from the American Welding Society, 29 West 39th street,

New York.



Cost Accounting
Report Read at Annual Meeting of American

Boiler Manufacturers' Association at Hot Springs, Va.

AT
the annual meeting of the association held in French

Lick Springs in 1920 a report was presented and

subsequently printed in pamphlet form which it was

hoped would help those who wished to start some kind
of cost accounting system in their own plant.
The following are some advantages to be derived from

a cost system as pointed out by the fabricated production de-

partment of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States

in their bulletin No. 22:

(1) Strengthens the position of the industry in dealing with

governmental or regulatory bodies.

I -
1

) Inspires confidence that selling prices are determined upon
a fair and equitable basis.

(3) Solves disputed points of accounting within the industry
authoritatively.

(4) Makes possible a more intelligent competition.
(5) Reveals lines within the industry which have been mar-

keted on an unprofitable basis.

(6) Shows the danger line below which goods cannot be sold
at a profit, thus serving as an insurer of profits.

(7) Acts as a common guide to the value, efficiency and waste
of workers, machines, methods, operations and plant s.

(8) Becomes a reliable guide and basis for estimating pro-
spective business, thus acting as a forerunner for comprehensive
production statistics.

(9) Furnishes current rates for comparing major cost items
with standards which are pre-determined and thereby measuring
and increasing operating efficiency.

(10) Establishes a standard code of accounting practice so that
if your cost clerk or bookkeeper leaves you his successor will

step into a system whose operation has been fully and completely
formulated.

Every manufacturer should have in his plant an ac-

counting system so that every month he will know how much
money he has made or lost, as the case may be, and know
why the results as shown by the monthly statement are as

indicated.

The cost of a boiler, stack, flues, tank, etc., is made up of

three principal items:

( 1 ) Material constituting same.
( 2 ) Labor directlv expended to fabricate it.

(3) Overhead.

(
1

) The material constituting the finished product ought
to be called "direct material" inasmuch as material will go
dinctly into the product as plates, tubes, etc. This is

different from "indirect material" such as coal which goes
to make up the overhead. The material that is purchased
as "direct material" usually can best be handled by putting
it into stock whether or not it is purchased for stock or

actually for a particular product.
After an order has been received a bill of material should

be made out: that is, a complete list of all material that is

required to fill the order or manufacture the product; then

requisitions or orders should be made out for all this

material which is to be taken from stock or, if it is not in

stock, ordered and put into stock; then when the requisi-
tion? that have been made out from the bill of material

are filled the stock clerk sends them to the cost clerk who
enters them on the cost. In this way no material can

go into making up a product that does not appear on the

cost.

If, for example, the bill of material is made up and by
error some items are left out, they cannot go into the boiler

until a requisition has been made out; then the cost clerk

charges them to the job. In the above way of handling
"direct material" little chance of error occurs and it tends

to make up accurate costs.

(2) Direct labor is the labor expended by the em-
ployees fabricating the article. There are a number of

ways in which this is handled. One of the simplest, how-
ever, is to give each man a number. If he works say
from 7 to 12 on job No. 2,000 he turns in his time card
with his number on it and the nature of the work he per-
forms. He gets another time card if he goes on to another

job and turns his time in in a similar way; that is, he ob-
tains from the time clerk or his foreman a new time card
for every job he goes on to.

As to his rate, it is more simple to have an average rate
in each department; that is, in the boiler shop, for ex-

ample, there will be men whose wages vary say from 35
to 75 cents an hour and the average can be figured out at

say 60 cents an hour; that is, every man's time is charged at

60 cents regardless of what he is actually paid. Careful
check should lie made to lie sure that the time cards are

properly issued and filled out. In this way the actual
cost of labor en an article is obtained and what the different

operations actually cost. So if the labor on a certain cost

appears to be higher or lower than might be expected, it

can readily be traced down and the reason for the dis-

crepancy determined.

(3) Overhead is probably the most difficult part of
the cost to have accurately and properly proportioned. Over-
head should be made up of two principal divisions, namely:
Shop overhead and administrative and selling overhead.

The reason why it should lie divided is:

(1) According to the Federal laws, in making returns
to the Government the work in process at the end of the

year should appear as to its value based on material, labor
and shop overhead. The same applies to material made
up for stock; that is, not for firm orders. Shop overhead is

made up of such items as:

Electric power.
Repairs to buildings.

Repairs to machinery.
Insurance.
Taxes on real estate and buildings.
Fuel.

Firm's time, etc.

A budget of this should be made up for the year; that

is, an estimate as to what it should be. With past records

this can be pretty accurately determined.

Suppose we take a hypothetical case and assume the shop
overhead amounts to $48,000 a year and that the plant
will run at a fair average rate of productive hours—say
80,000 productive hours a war; then the shop overhead
would be 48.000 -r- 80,000 to determine the overhead rate

per hour divide the shop overhead (48,000) by the produc-
tive hours (80,000) which gives 60 cents. It is better to have
this cost appear with an overhead rate at 60 cents an hour
than say 100 percent as your shop rate may vary and your
overhead not vary.

If it is found, say after the first three months, that 60
cents is not the proper rate to take care of the overhead, or

is too much, for the next three months it could be changed
but, after the cost system has been in operation for some
time and with accurate records available it can be pretty

accurately determined. Shop overhead should appear on
the cost monthly, as the work progresses, based on the pro-
ductive hours expended.

{Continued on page 214)
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Layout of a Twisted Pipe

Method of Obtaining True Lengths,

Correct Angle and Miter Line of Elbow

By George A. Jones

T
plan.

AVISTED pipe work is very often encountered in con-

nection with blast furnace work. To obtain patterns

for this work, proceed with the center lines for the

First draw the circle about O as a center equal to the out-

side diameter of the vertical pipe. Locate the centerline

N-R-N* in the proper location and locate the centerline of

the upright pipe N-Px
.

Elevation

Above the plan erect centerlines for the elevation. First

erect the vertical line from R, the point where the center line

of the branch intersects the vertical cylinder and locate T.

Then erect the vertical line through the center of the elbow

2V and locate E' and E. Now erect the vertical line Px — L

and draw the center lines T-E and E-L. After the center

lines are located draw the outlines of both pipes in the plan

and elevation.

So far the pipe No. 1 is not shown in its true length or

the angle of the elbow in its true angle, so more views will

be necessary.
_

To lay out Fig. 5, at right angles to the center line N-R-N*

of the plan erect the line N-A-B, then line R-G* and line

Ns
4. At right angles to line R-G draw line G-B and

make the distance B-A equal to the vertical height E-E of

the elevation. Now draw the center line A-G-4, Fig. 5.

The distance A-G is the true length between these two

points.
Outlines or the Pipe

Next draw the outlines of the pipe. Any place on the

center line A-G-4 about the point 5 draw the semi-circle and

the line 1-S-7 at right angles to the center line. Divide the

semi-circle into six equal spaces and number from I to 7.

Draw lines through these points I to 7 and parallel to the

center line ^-G-^of indefinite length towards 4. Now draw

the semi-circle about point .Vx of the plan and space 6 equal

spaces. Through these points draw lines parallel to the

center line N-R-Nx to the large circle, O, and locate the

and
points and 6, 5 and 3, 6X and 2X

, f
r and 4

X
. Lines dropped from these points at right angles

to N-R-N* to similar points in Fig. 5 will locate proper

points on which to lay out the pattern for the branch end.

Note: When looking at Fig. 5, points on the near side are

numbered 7 to 7 and on the far side z*, 3x, 4
Z
, S*. &

This completes Fig. 5. Now in the elevation extend the

center line E-L on the bottom and at right angles to L-E and

through T locate point K. Extend the center line L-E on

top and locate F l

and draw the circle about F1
. Now return

to die plan, extend the center line 2V-P1 and locate point

P.

Note : The end of the pipe P is shown by a straight line. This

should be an ellipse but, as no measurements are taken from this

view, it is not necessary to draw the ellipse.

Correct End View

Now draw the line R-R 1

parallel with the center line

N-Px-P and line P-R 1
at right angles to P-N. The distance

P-R 1
that the pipes are off center in the plan is transferred

to the center line E-L of the elevation and F-F' is lo-

cated. Next draw line F-H at right angles to the center

line. Now draw line H-F1
. As this is a correct end view,

the line F'-H shows the direction of the center line of pipe

Xo. 1. As the direction is from F 1

-H, where this line

crosses the circle locates the back of the elbow as 7, and

the throat of the elbow as /. Space the circle F' the same

as circle Vx of the plan. Number the points on the near

=ide 1 to 7 and those on the far side 2X , ?
x
", 4

X
,

In the plan make R XS' equal K-T of the elevation and

draw line PS'. This line represents the direction of pipe
No. 1 in this view. Just as line Fx-H in the elevation where

line PS' crosses the circle point No. I is the throat and

point 7 the back of the elbow and center line PS' of the

plan should equal center line F'-H of the elevation.

Correct View or Miter Lixe

As the center line E-T of the elevation and N-R of the

plan are foreshortened and not shown in their true length,

it is necessary to erect a correct view of the miter line of the

elbow at E of the elevation and N of the plan showing the

miter line in a true position. To do so, first obtain a true

angle of the elbow, as shown at Fig. 1. Erect the center line

L-K, Fig. 1, equal to L-K of the elevation. Make L-E,

Fig. 1, equal L-E of the elevation, which is shown in its true

length. Now draw KS, Fig. 1, at right angles to L-K and

make KS equal F'-H of the elevation or PS1
of the plan

and draw the line £-5. Now the angle L-ES is a correct

angle of the elbow and these are the true lengths. ES should

equal A-G, Fig. 5, also, which is also the correct length.

On the line L-E, Fig. 1. at Y draw a semi-circle, space this

the same as circle 5 or V x and draw lines to the miter line.

Parallel with the center line L-E of the elevation draw the

line Y-Ex
, Fig. 4. Transfer the section at Fig. 1 to Fig. 4,

as shown, the line E-E K
being at right angles to L-E. Lines

drawn over from the miter line in Fig. 4 to £ of the eleva-

tion parallel with E-E x
intersecting similar numbered lines

drawn from the circle F' and parallel with the center line

L-E will locate the points around E showing a true view of

the miter line of the elbow and numbered 7, 4, 3, 2, I, 2X
,

?
x

. _/\ All lines have not been drawn in order not to confuse

the reader but it will be easily understood. The section of

the miter line on the near side is drawn with a full line and

on the far side with a dotted line.

Elbow Miter Line in the Plan
r

As pipe No. 1 of the elevation is foreshortened, we must

locate the elbow miter line in the plan. To do so, space the

circle P of the plan the same number of spaces as circle F1

of the elevation. Number the points on the near side 7 to 7

and those on the far side 2X to 6X . Through these points

and parallel with the center line P-P x-N run lines to N and

drop vertical lines down from E of the elevation to similar

numbered lines at -V. Where they meet draw the ellipse as

shown. This is a correct view of the miter line of the elbow.

All lines have not been drawn but enough to show the method

and marked /, 2X
, j?

x
. ./\

As the plan or outline shown about N-R-Nx
is a correct

end view for Fig. 5, and as point / on the ellipse at V is

the correct location of the throat of the elbow, run line

through 1 and parallel with center line N-R-Nx
to the semi-

circle N* and locate point /" on this circle. The distance

measured from 1 to i
a on the circle is the twist that the point

/ for the elbow layout is set to the left of point I for the

branch lavout. Readers will notice that drawing all the

196
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ellipse at E of the elevation and N of the plan is not neces-

sary; as will be seen, only the point I or throat has been

used. But it is necessary to understand the method of ob-

taining the ellipse in order to understand the work when just

the point I is used.

Patterns

The pattern for pipe No. 1 is. shown at Fig. 3. The

lengths are obtained from Fig. 1. Turn over to roll. In

Fig. 2, erect line A-A, the circumference, square up the plate

and erect lines A-B equal to A-4 of Fig. 5 and draw line

B-B from B on line B-A. Locate point C equal to E-Y,

Fig. 1, and draw line C-C. Space this line and develop this

end for the elbow exactly the same as regular elbow work.

Make the distance A-D, Fig. 2, equal S-4, the long point
of the branch, Fig. 5, and draw the line D-D. With the

distance 1 to I" on the semi-circle Nx of the plan transfer it

to the right of point / on line C-C of Fig. 2, and locate point
/" for the branch; drop this to line D-D. Space off equal

spaces both sides of point 1. On line D-D erect lines as

shown and obtain the lengths for these same lines from

Fig. 5.

The curve drawn through these points completes the lay-

out. Allow for laps and flange and turn over to roll. The
dotted portion on the left of the pattern is cut off. The hole

in the cvlinder is obtained from the branch and Fig. 5.

Papers and Reports Read at 1923 Convention of

Master Boiler Makers

SPACE
did not permit the publication in the June issue

of The Boiler Maker of all the papers and reports

read at the Master Boiler Makers' convention held at

Hotel Tuller, Detroit, May 23 to 26, so those that were

omitted at that time are given below.

Review of Locomotive Accidents During
the Year

By J. A. Shirley*

AS
you know, the purpose of the locomotive inspection

law is to promote the safety of employes and travelers

by compelling common carriers engaged in interstate

commerce to equip their locomotives with safe and suitable

boilers and appurtenances thereto.

The law was amended March 4, 1915, to include the en-

tire locomotive and tender. Since the law was enacted and

the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, which be-

came effective July 1, 1911, there have been reported to the

Interstate Commerce Commission up to March 31 of this

year 8,259 accidents resulting in the death of 582 persons
and the serious injury of 9,324 others, due to the failure of

some part or appurtenance of the locomotive or tender.

Compare the number of accidents, number killed, and

number injured, as a result of the failure of some part or

appurtenance of the locomotive boiler to which the original

act applied only.
First

nine months
of fiscal

year ended
Year ended June 30 June 30

1912 1915 1921 1922 1922 1923

Number of accidents 826 424 342 273 214 398
Number killed 91 13 51 25 20 37
Number injured 1,005 467 379 318 253 471

You will note that accidents increased 86 percent, killed

85 percent, and injured 86 percent, during the first nine

months of our fiscal year 1923, which began July 1, 1922, as

compared with a like period during the fiscal year ended

June 30, 1922.

It is to be regretted that some carriers appear to consider

a congestion of traffic or an unfavorable condition a legiti-

mate excuse for operating locomotives that are known to be

in an improper condition for service and in violation of the

law until the locomotives are found and ordered from
service by our inspectors. The responsibility for operating
locomotives in violation of the law rests upon the carriers,

* Mr. Shirley represented A. G. Pack, Chief Inspector of the Bureau of
Locomotive Inspection.

yet we have been compelled to bring court proceedings

against a number of the carriers for infliction of the penalty

provided by law, in order to bring about a compliance there-

with.

Investigation of accidents where the fusion or autogenous

welding process was involved supports our position previously
taken that the process has not yet reached a state of per-
fection where it can be safely depended upon in boiler con-

struction and repair, where the strain to which the structure

is subjected is not carried by other construction which con-

forms to the requirements of the law and rules, nor in fire-

box crown sheet seams where overheating and failure are

liable to occur, nor its excessive use in repairing long and
numerous cracks in side sheets.

Our records show that approximately 77 percent of all

autogenously welded seams involved in so-called crown sheet

failures have failed, while 15.9 percent of riveted seams have
failed under like conditions. The fatalities where sheets

tore have been seven and one-half times as great as where

they did not tear.

From July 1, 1906, to March 31, 1923, autogenously
welded seams were involved in 24.3 percent of the crown
sheet failures, while 46.5 percent of the total killed in crown
sheet accidents were killed where the autogenouslv welded
seams were involved.

The autogenous welding process is practically in its in-

fancy and due to our desire to avoid hindering progress or

the development of any process of such great value when

properly and discreetly used we have hesitated to ask the

Interstate Commerce Commission to establish or approve
rules or regulations restricting its use in making repairs
to the various parts and appurtenances of the locomotive

and tender, including the boiler. However, unless it is

confined to parts and appliances where through failure acci-

dents and injuries will not result, we will be compelled to

adopt some restrictive measures in the very near future.

During the first nine months of the fiscal year ended

June 30, 1922, there were reported to this Bureau 39 acci-

dents, resulting in serious injury to 39 persons, caused by
failure of grate shakers. During the same period of the

present fiscal year, 102 such accidents, resulting in serious

injury to 102 persons, have been reported; an increase of 160

percent. The majority of these accidents were caused by
the shaker bar not properly fitting the fulcrum lever.

This condition on many roads has been brought about

because of no standard design being maintained making
such parts interchangeable. All carriers should adopt a

standard whereby shaker bars can be made interchangeable
on all of their locomotives, with a proper fit.
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The chance-taker is still with us. There has been a great
increase in the number of accidents caused bv attempting to
tighten washout plugs while there is pressure in the boilerNo doubt some of the persons killed or injured in these acci-
dents did not realize the danger to which thev exposed them-
selves and others, but the foreman most

'

assuredly did-
he should see that employes are not exposed to needless
danger from that source by absolutely prohibiting attempts
to tighten washout plugs while the boiler is under pressure

Efficiency of Combustion Chamber
Boilers

The Use of Automatic Stokers in

Locomotives

THE
effect of automatic stokers on firebox sheets is

dependent upon the efficient operation of the stoker. If
the stoker spreads the fuel over the entire grate surface

evenly and the admission of air under the fire is such as to
insure proper combustion, and the stoker is operated so that
the opening of fire door is reduced to a minimum, the firebox
Sheets are benefited, and the checking and cracking of platesdue to admission of cold air to the hot plates, is reduced.
The admission of enough air, properly distributed through

the ashpan is essential to proper combustion, and has a great
deal to do with the efficient operation of the stoker. If

enough air is not admitted, or is admitted at the wrong point,
it tends to make an uneven fire, and consequently an uneven
heat on firebox sheets, which tends to check and 'crack them.
On a hand fired locomotive, the fireman is continually

feeding fuel to the low spots on his fire, and if the air admis-
sion or draft is such as to burn his fire bright in spots he
overcomes the tendency of an uneven fire by adding fuel to
the places that need it. The stoker is designed to spread the
fuel evenly over the grate surface and if combustion is poor
in spots the stoker, if not watched closely, will aggravate
this condition by a continued piling on of more fuel which is

not consumed. Quality of fuel also enters largely into the
efficient operation of the stoker.

From reports covering the hand fired vs. stoker fired loco-

motives, it has been noted that the temperature of the firebox

dropped from 100 to 200 degrees when the fire door was
opened for a sufficient time to apply fuel. In one case the

pyrometer was put through a hole in the side sheet and reg-
istered the temperature of the air along the side of the fire-

box, but did not represent the temperature of the air directly
above the fire door or on the crown sheet, which no doubt
would be dropped to a greater degree.

\\ hen air at atmospheric temperature is admitted to the
firebox, it must be heated to the igniting degree and if it

enters in large volume through the firebox door, it makes
it possible to flash through the firebox against the flues and
side sheets before ignition temperature is reached, causing a
contraction of the metal which is detrimental to both flues and
firebox sheets, as well as combustion. We therefore feel that
on the stoker fired engine efficiently operated, the fire door
can be kept closed and that exclusion of cold air entering
above the fire can be reduced, and the life of the firebox and
flues lengthened on account of the air being properly heated
as it rises through the fuel bed, creating better combustion
and maintaining an even temperature throughout the firebox.

We have been unable to gather any authentic comparative
data on the cracking of firebox sheets in stoker fired vs. hand
fired locomotives. From reports from several roads where the
stokers have been in use five years or more it is the consensus
of opinion that the firebox sheets do not crack as readily on
a stoker fired engine as on a hand fired engine. One road
reports that with the same class of power in the same district
no difference is noted. We would therefore refer this portion
of the topic to the convention for discussion.

This report was prepared by a committee consisting of H.
A. Bell, chairman; C. A. Nicholson and C. J. Baumann.

OW
ING to the importance of the subject your committee

sent inquiries to those members who have had the
longest experience with the chamber.

The inquiries included: "General efficiency of chamber
Defects that were first to develop and remedies applied.Number of broken bolts per engine per month, and kind of
bolt. Defects developing in the various parts of the chamber,and the life of the parts. Size or length of chamber. The
diameter, length and number of tubes and flues. Whether
equipped with brick arch or not. Hand fired or stoker? If
chambers were not a success what was done to make them so?

Y\ e were much surprised and gratified with the prompt and
full replies received, and the uniform desire shown to helpthe committee and Association as much as possible. We
desire to thank these members for their assistance, and
congratulate the Association on having these men as members

There is a remarkable difference in the efficiency and life
of the chamber on the various railroads using them. Some
railroads are equipping old power with the chamber, others
are removing the chamber and applying the straight box, also
ordering new equipment with the straight box. There also is
a great difference in the length of chambers: Those men-
tioned in our correspondence are 24, 29, 30, 36, 42 and 56
inch.

_

The majority of writers agree on the fact that the chamber
is the cause of breaking many more staybolts than were
broken in the straight box. Although most of this has been
taken care of by the application of flexible bolts, one writer
says: "We renewed as many as 35 to 40 staybolts per engine
per month, and although we applied a full installation of
flexible bolts, we still find many broken bolts."

_

Another member wrote: "Since applying a full installa-
tion of flexible bolts we have very little 'trouble with broken
bolts."

Other defects that develop are cracks at rivet holes of cir-
cular seam and wings of throat sheet, the former sometimes
extending into the base of flange.

Pits, grooves and cracks, occur along both top and bottom
base of flue sheet flange and from base of flange to flue holes.
These cracks often extend in both a vertical and horizontal
direction, sometimes extending through bridges.

Cracks at arch tube holes. Cracks'at front row of staybolt
holes in bottom of chamber extending from 18 to 30 inches in
length. Cracks at base of throat sheet wings.

Excessive pitting and grooving of wrapper sheet back of
flue sheet seam and over front portion of crown.
And staybolt leakage in bottom of chamber.
To remedy the trouble with circular seams and wings

flanges and wings of new throat sheets were extended and
autogenously welded.

Defective flue sheets were renewed in some cases at the end
of two years' service: in other cases at the end of three or four
years. One member wrote: "Back flue sheets in our Pacific

type engines with 72 inch shell and 36 inch combustion
chamber last seven years. With straight standard firebox flue
sheet gave four years' service." Two other members wrote:
"Our combustion chambers are seven years old, but we have
not renewed any flue sheets." The tendency to crack at arch
tube holes was taken care of by one member by additional

bracing when renewing throat sheet. The cracks at base
of throat sheet wings were remedied by increasing the radius
of the flange in new applications. The leakage" of bolts in
bottom of chamber was stopped by applying a layer of fire

brick over the affected part.

A majority of the writers agreed that the tubes and flues
were more efficient in the chamber type boiler, and their

mileage was increased from 50 to 100 percent.
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There is considerable difference in the number and length

of tubes and flues in the combustion chamber boilers. The

smallest has 158, 2-inch and 22, 5>4-mch, length 16-feet 2

inches; the largest has 275 2j4"inch and SO, 5^-inch, length

21 feet 0-inches.

Basing our judgment on personal experience and on the

experience of other members who have had a great deal of

trouble with a large number of combustion chamber boilers

we have concluded that, "The new combustion chamber boil-

ers are not as easy to maintain as the straight standard fire-

box."

The chairman wishes to thank Mr. Ziegenbein for his very

prompt and efficient assistance as a member of the committee.

Rules Governing the Care of Stationary

Boilers

1. Safety Valves: Great care should be exercised to see

that these valves are ample in size and in working order.

Overloading or neglect frequently lead to the most disastrous

results. Safety valves should be tried at least once every day
to see that they will act freely.

2. Pressure Gage: The steam gage should stand at zero

when pressure is off, and it should show the same pressure

as the safety valves when that is blowing off; if not, then

one is wrong, and the gage should be tested by one known to

be correct.

3. Water Level: The first duty of an engineer before

starting, or at the beginning of his watch, is to see that the

water is at the proper height. Do not rely on glass gages,

floats or water alarms, but try the gage cocks. If they do not

agree with water gage, learn the cause and correct it. Water

level in Babcock & Wilcox boilers should be at center of

drum, which is usually at middle gage. It should not be

carried above.

4. Gage Cocks and Water Gages: Must be kept clean.

Water gage should lie blown out frequentlyv and the glasses

and passages to gage kept clean.

5. Feed Pump or Injector: These should be kept in per-

fect order, and be of ample size. No make of pump can be

expected to be continuously reliable without regular and care-

ful attention. It is always safe to have two means of feeding

a boiler. Check valves and self-acting feed valves should be

frequently examined and cleaned. Satisfy yourself fre-

quently that the valve is acting when the feed pump is at

work.

6. Tow Water: In case of low water, immediately cover

fire with ashes (wet if possible) or any earth that may be at

hand. If nothing else is handy use fresh coal. Draw fire as

soon as it can be done without increasing the heat. Neither

turn on the feed, start or stop engine, nor lift safety valve

until fires are out, and boiler cooled down.

7. Blisters and Cracks: These are liable to occur in the

best plate iron. When first indication appears there must

be no delay in having it carefully examined and properly
cared for.

8. Fusible Plugs: When used, must be examined when
boiler is cleaned, and carefully scraped clean on both the

water and fire sides, or they are liable not to act.

9. Firing: Fire evenly and regularly, a little at a time.

Moderate thick fires are most economical, but thin firing

must be used where the draught is poor. Take care to keep

grates evenly covered, and allow no air holes in fire. Do
not "clean" fires oftener than necessary.

10. Cleaning: All heating surfaces must be kept clean

outside and in, or there will be a serious waste of fuel. The

frequency of cleaning will depend on the nature of fuel and

water. As a rule, never allow over 1/16-inch scale or soot

to collect on surfaces between cleanings. Handholes should
be frequently removed and surfaces examined, particularly in

case of a new boiler, until proper intervals have been estab-

lished by experience.
The Babcock & Wilcox boiler is provided with extra facil-

ities for cleaning. For inspection and washing, remove hand-
holes at both ends of tubes, and by holding a lamp at one
end and looking in at the other, the condition of the surface

can be fully seen. Run the Rotary flue cleaner through the

tube until it is clean and free from sediment. In replacing
hand-hole caps, clean surfaces without scratching or bruising,
smear with oil, and screw up tight. Examine mud-drum and
remove sediment therefrom.

The exterior of tubes can be kept clean by the use of blow-

ing pipe and hose through openings provided for that pur-
pose, and must be given frequent attention. In using smoky
fuel, it is best to occasionally brush the surfaces when steam
is off.

11. Hof^ Feed-Water: Cold water should never be fed

into any boiler when it can be avoided, but when necessary it

should be caused to mix with the heated water before coming
in contact with any portion of the boiler.

12. Foaming: When foaming occurs in a boiler, checking
the outflow of steam will usually stop it. If caused by dirty

water, blowing down and pumping up will generally cure it.

In cases of violent foaming, check the draft and fires.

13. Air Leaks: Be sure that all openings for admission
of air to boiler and flues, except through fire, are carefully

stopped. This is frequently an unsuspected cause of serious

waste.

14. Blowing Off: If feed water is muddy or salt, blow
off a portion frequently, according to condition of water.

Empty the boiler every week or two, and fill up afresh.

When surface blow-off cocks are used, they should be often

opened for a few minutes at a time. Make sure no water is

escaping from the blow-off cock when it is supposed to

be closed. Blow-off cocks and check valves should be exam-
ined every time the boiler is cleaned.

15. Leaks: When leaks are discovered, they should be

repaired as soon as possible.

16. Blowing Off: Never empty the boiler while brick-

work is hot.

17. Dampness: Take care that no water comes in con-

tact with exterior of the boiler from any cause, as it tends to

corrode and weaken the boiler. Beware of all dampness in

seatings or coverings.

This report was prepared by a committee consisting of J.

J. Dave\-. chairman; Charles Zcitz and George C. Nicol.

Topics for 1924 Convention

HEREWITH
is a list of subjects recommended for the

1924 convention:

No. 1. Most economical method of cutting off and

removing mudring rivets, and cost.

No. 2. The training and developing of apprentices.

No. 3. Does the application of thermic syphons increase

the life of firebox sheets and flues?

No. 4. Most economical method of removing firebox

sheets for renewal, describing method and cost. Is it more
economical to renew firebox without removing boiler from the

frame?

No. 5. Increased output per man hours.

No. 6. Shop kinks.

Additional topics will be published later.

The chairman of the Committee on Topics was John F. Raps.



Diameters and Heights of Stacks for Steam Boilers

By E. C. Fisherj

The need for mare rational, more practical formula- for determining the size

of chimneys for steam boilers has for some time been recognized. The real need,
however, has recently been forcefully brought to the attention of hoibr and stoker

manufacturers because of the high ratings HOW being demanded. These high ratings
are accompanied with high draft lass through the boilers, due to increased volume—
hence velocity

—
of the gases, 'which in turn greatly increase friction. This loss has

naturally rendered present chimney tables obsolete.

BECAUSE
of the importance and general interest of this

problem our President plaeed it before the joint com-
mittee of this Association and the Stoker Manufacturers'

Association for solution if possible. The joint committee
met and made a study of the problem. They realized that

proportioning chimneys and breechings from grate area was
illogical and that the rational method was to work from a

gas basis where volume and the velocity are taken into con-
sideration. There was considered in this study the paper
of Mr. A. L. Menzin, entitled "Proportioning Chimneys on
a Gas Basis," presented before the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers at the annual meeting, December,
1915, and to be found in the Transactions, Vol. 2.-J. page
1065. The committee recommends the reading and study of

that paper because the theory here used is very clearly and

simply set forth in that paper.
The paper entitled "Charts for Determining Stack Di-

mensions," by Mr. R. A. Foresman, chief engineer of the

Stoker Department of the YYestinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing Company, printed in Power, November 21, 1922,
was also given thorough consideration.

It was further ascertained that in addition to the work
done by the Stoker Department of the YVestinghouse Electric

&: Manufacturing Company, the Sanford Riley Stoker Com-
pany had also been giving careful study to this problem,
same being largely in the hands of Mr. A. H. Blackburn and
Mr. R. L. Beers. Mr. Beers is now chief engineer of the

Detroit Stoker Company. Their work has been based upon
the formulas developed by Mr. Menzin in his paper above

referred to.

After a careful comparison of the results obtained by Mr.
Foresman, Mr. Blackburn and Mr. Beers, by plotting the two
sets of results obtained side by side, a very slight variation

in results was noted. The slight variations were easily ac-

counted for by comparing the different assumptions used.

It was, therefore, decided to adopt Mr. Foresmarfs curves

for further work.

It is, of course, fully understood that there are many
variables entering this problem, prominent among which are

draft loss through the boiler, draft required to produce the

required velocity up to the boiler damper, draft loss in the

chimney itself; draft loss in the breeching, and effect of

altitude. The weight of gases delivered to boiler and per-

centage of heat rejected to the chimney varies with varying

percentages of CO, and different chimney temperatures.
This variation may be one of very high degree.

It is apparent from the above that many assumptions must
be made in the preparation of charts such as are to follow,

and Mr. Foresman has, the committee feels, tried to keep
on the safe side in making his assumptions. The method

employed by Mr. Foresman for determining the data and

plotting his curves is as follows:

- ,rt of subcommittee of the joint American Boiler Manufacturers'
Assi ciatii n and Stoker Manufacturers' Association committee read at the

thirty-fifth annua] convention of the American Boiler Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation at The Homestead, Hot Springs, \'a., .Tune 5.

tThe Wiekes Boiler Company, Saginaw, Mich.

Assumptions fur Stack Calculations

It will be recognized that before the dimensions of a stack
can be determined, it is necessary to make a number of as-

sumptions on which to base the calculations. These assump-
tions are such that they vary quite widely and so rapidly
that they do not remain constant on one piece of apparatus
or with one fuel for any appreciable length of time. It is,

therefore, necessary that the values of these quantities must
be determined from actual experience on stoking apparatus,
boilers and necessary auxiliary ducts, etc.

The assumptions made are relatively safe and are as fol-

lows :

(1) Efficiency—68 percent at 100 percent and 200 percent rating
of the boilers.

(2) Efficiency
—63 percent at 300 percent rating of the boilers.

(3) C0 2
—9 percent in the stack at 100 percent rating.

(4) CO,—10 percent in the stack at 200 percent rating.

(5) CO:—11 percent in the stack at 300 percent rating.
(6) Stack temperature—450 degrees at 100 percent rating.
(7) Stack temperature—525 degrees F. at 200 percent rating.
(8) Stack temperature—600 degrees F. at 300 percent rating.
(9) Initial air temperature—60 degrees F.

(10) Barometric pressure—14.7 pounds per square inch.

Curves A and F

The calculation of the required data for these curves is

quite simple and can be found in "Steam"' page 156. The
abscissa; are boiler heating surfaces and the ordinates are
cubic feet of flue gas. This latter is not shown on the curve.
The ratings were calculated from the assumptions shown
above and are plotted as "rating curves."

Weight of coal fcr a given rating=

(1) Wi =
PR 970.4 (34.5)

CE

PR
33,478.8 X

CE
where \Y, = weight of fuel, pounds.

P = horsepower rating of the boiler.

R = percent rated capacity.
C = B.T.U. of fuel as fired.

E = efficiency of boiler and stoker.

An average figure was determined for the combustible
value of the fuel. This permits of employing the curves
with any coal as no reference is made to its calorific value.
The actual data are in the form of "pounds of flue gas per
horsepower hour developed" due consideration being given
to the varying weight of gas per pound of fuel burned, due
to the varying CCX.
The limits of error of such a procedure are within the

limits of error of the assumptions made.
The weight of gas per minute to burn the above coal was

determined by:

\Y. =

(2) Wa

3.036 ( N )

(CCX + CO) C YV, + W,
( N )

.506 C W,
(C0 2 + CO) - W,

\Y, = weight of gas per minute to burn the required coal.
\\ = weight of combustibles burned.
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N —
percent nitrogen (assumed t i be 81 percent).

CO. = percent CO-
1 = percent CO."

C = percent carbon burned.

To convert the weight of gas into cubic feet at the stack

temperatures.

(3) V, = W= (V= )

V, = cubic feet of flue gas given off at the stack tempera-
tures.

Y. = cubic feet per pound of flue gas.

Curses B and E
In these curves the' same ordinates are used, namely:

"cubic feet of flue gas," the temperatures of the gas being
as shown above. The abscissa; are "diameters of stacks."
It is assumed that all stacks are cylindrical.
With the volume (VJ and the velocity given it is very-

easy to calculate the area or diameter required.

ttD
3

(4) A =
4

A = cross sectional area of the stack at the top.D = Diameter of the stack at the top.
V,

(5) S =
60a

S = velocity of the gas up the stack.

The above calculation is made for a great number of cases
and the velocity curves are plotted.
The economical velocity curve has been determined from

constructional consideration. It is so proportioned that the
stack may be quite easily built. The authority for these

proportions can not be located but it is believed that it was
taken from some article in Mechanical Engineering.

Curves C and H
These are velocity curves plotted with stack diameters as

abscissa; and draft loss per 100 feet of height as ordinates.

The authority for this is given in A.S.M.E. bulletin No. 1518,
from which this curve was copied with the necessary modi-
fications.

Curves D and I

The plotting of the remaining curves is quite complicated
as there is no direct connection between the computation
of stack diameters and stack heights. In order to accom-

plish this it was necessary to devise a transition curve as
shown in curves D and I. The ordinates of these curves
are "Total Internal Draft Losses in the Stacks," but for

curves C and H these same ordinates are "Internal Draft
Losses per 100 Foot Height."
The rating curves (D and I) are drawn to any given slope.

This is immaterial as it is the intersection of these curves
and the diagonal "Draft Loss in Stack" curves that is of

value, and this intersection would fall at the required or-

dinate irrespective of the slope of the "rating curves."

The diagonal "Draft Loss in Stack" curves (D and I)
have been determined by calculating an average height of

stack for the various ratings and velocities; then determin-

ing therefrom the internal draft losses, and then plotting
these points on the "rating curves" against the "Total In-
ternal Stack Loss" as ordinates. These points then deter-

mine the slope of the "Draft Loss in Stack" curves and

they can then be plotted. It will be noted that although the

left hand ends of these diagonal lines represent the "In-
ternal Loss per 100 Foot of Height," their intersection with
the "rating curves," when referred to the ordinate gives the

average "Total Internal Stack Loss" for the various ratings.

Curves E and J

Curves D and I ordinates are "Total Internal Draft Loss,"
and this quantity plus the "Available Draft Required" equals
the "Total Draft."

It will be noted that this is taken care of bv the direction

of the "Available Draft Required" curves. It is available
draft that is necessary to remove the gases, but stacks must
be designed on the basis of total draft.

These "Rated Capacity Curves" (E and J) are determined
as follows: Assume a given problem and follow the curves

through as though the curves were complete except that the

height must be calculated. Assume any "Available Draft."
Follow a line through until the given "Available Draft" is

readied then draw a vertical line from that intersection. By
calculation the height is known and from that height draw
a horizontal line and its intersection with the above vertical

line gives a point on the "Rated Capacity Curves." This
must be done for a great many ratings, and with varving
conditions of draft. The points thus obtained determine the
"Rated Capacity Curves" (E and J).
The "rating curves" E and J could also be plotted as

temperature curves showing the total draft produced bv a

given height of stack at varying temperatures as it is assumed
that definite temperatures are obtained at these ratings. In-
asmuch as lower temperatures are obtained at the lower

ratings, it is evident that for a given draft loss a higher
stack will be necessary for the lower rating.

It will be noted that apparently a higher stack is required
for low ratings than for high ratings. This is not true, of

course, as the draft loss through boilers and breeching is so
much less for low ratings than for high ratings. The low
rating curves should be above the high rating curves as the
internal temperature will be less in the former, and the
amount of excess air will be somewhat greater. Both condi-
tions being conducive to less draft and greater height.

At first glance the charts may seem to be rather complex,
but by following a few cases through it will quickly be seen
that the charts are very simple to use. They have been used

by the Westinghouse Company for six months, have been
checked against actual stack performance repeatedly, and
in even- case have worked out well. Mr. Foresman described
the use of the curves as follows:

Chart No. 1 (Fig. 1) is for boilers of less than 10,000
square feet heating surface, while No. 2 (Fig. 2) is for the
boilers of 10,000 and upward. Both charts contain nota-
tions of certain air and gas conditions that are assumed for

basing these curves. It is necessary to know the amount of
connected heating surface in square feet as well as the draft

pressure required to carry the gases through the boilers
and breechings. Any desired velocity of gases in the stacks

may be used; the curves at B and C, Fig. 1, contain lines

that represent the economical stack velocity as the average
of commercial conditions indicates. The stack diameter,
draft loss in stack and height of stack may be determined
from curves C, D and E.

Example No. J, as noted on Chart No. 1, assumes that

the evaporating surface of the boilers on the stack is 7,000

square feet, the draft loss being 0.75 inch of water for

boilers and breechings, working at 150 percent rated capacity.
Find diameter and height at the economical velocity.

The chart indicates the line from curves A, starting at

7,000 square feet heating surface and rising vertically to

the 150 percent rating line, moving horizontally from there

to the curves at B, where the economical velocity is en-

countered. The stack diameter of 5.8 feet is here indicated.

Moving vertically we come to the same velocity in curves C,
which is the line of economical velocity, and then move

horizontally to curves D. After touching curves D at the

vertical starting line, then move parallel to the inclined di-

rection lines shown with arrowheads until the 150 percent

rating is encountered. From this point move horizontally
to the curves E, where a draft loss of 0.75 inch is obtained,
which comes midway between inclined lines 0.7 and 0.8

noted by arrowheads. From this point rise vertically to

the 150 percent rating and read the stack height at the

to the right, which in this case is 124 feet.
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draft sufficient for operating boilers at about rating when

burning coarse bituminous coal, but are inadequate for high

ratings and for burning the finer grades of bituminous coal,

and, of course, the fine grades of anthracite coal. This is

quite clearly displayed in the charts.

It must be borne in mind that present practice is to place
these stacks on top of boilers so that 8 feet to 1 2 feet should

be added when height from the grate is considered.

Because of the tube area and the resulting high frictional

loss through the tubes, extreme ratings of horizontal return

tubular boilers are not possible, and commercially are seldom

sought. There are times, however, when 200 percent of

rating is sought and there are times when frictional re-

sistance through the fuel bed is such that higher chimneys
than standard are sought. The curves have been prepared

using Mr. Menzin's formulae and gas velocities for use with

horizontal return tubular boilers.

Assumed diameter curves

Rating 100

Efficiency, percent 65

CO, ..." 8
Stack temperature 450
Pounds of gas 85

The small circles upon the velocity curve represent present

day practice of the horizontal return tubular boiler builders,

and it is noted are in pretty close accord with Mr. Menzin's

velocity curve.

This curve is represented in simplified form and its use

is readily understandable. Taking an example: a 72-inch

by 18-foot return tubular boiler (or 150 horsepower) is in-

dicated with a dotted line and arrowheads, as follows:

150
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At a recent joint conference between the officers of the

International Railway Fuel Association and those of the

Master Boiler Makers' Association it was decided that future

conflicts between the conventions of these associations would

be avoided. As a result of this agreement, the 1924 conven-

tion of the Master Boiler Makers will be held at the Hotel

Sherman, Chicago, May 20 to 23, 1924, the week before

that of the Fuel Association.

With the two associations co-operating in this manner, it

will be possible for the manufacturers of railroad and boiler

supplies and equipment to arrange a single complete exhibit

which can be transferred from one convention to the other,

thus eliminating the necessity of providing and conducting

two complete exhibits at the same time. It will also be pos-

sible for members who are required to attend both conven-

tions to do justice to each of them.

From time to time attention is called through news items

and editorials in trade journals devoted to the steel industry

to the ever increasing extent of tank fabrication in boiler

manufacturing plants. It is quite logical that the industry

equipped as it is for heavy plate work should turn its pro-

duction facilities to this lucrative allied field especially

where it is possible to utilize available plant capacity for

this purpose without expansion.

At present the greatest tank demand seems to be for oil

storage, undoubtedly due to the recent tremendous expansion

of certain of the country's oil fields.

During the first week of July a boiler and tank manufac-

turing concern located in the Middle West received a single

order for 20 tanks of 55,000 barrels' capacity, another com-

pany this same week received orders for 30 tanks, while 5

tanks of 80,000 barrels' capacity were contracted for by a

third company. In all, about 80 large sized tanks in ca-

pacities up to 80,000 barrels were ordered in this period.

The steel plate orders for work of this character were cor-

respondingly large. In this connection the quarterly plate

requirements of one company for tank work alone was 5,400

tons.

A great deal of this business that did not go to the boiler

works could no doubt be profitably contracted for by them

especially during the summer months when boiler produc-
tion usually falls off. In fact, heavy- plate or tank work

is a real asset to the business of any shop throughout the

year.

The National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel In-

spectors is to be congratulated upon the excellent progress

which it has made in the past year. A year ago 503 boilers

were registered with the Board by 18 concerns; today 6,387

boilers are registered by 35 firms making an increase for

the year of approximately 1200 percent. No less than 14

states and half a dozen cities will accept without question

boilers stamped with the National Board stamp and no in-

stance has been recorded where a boiler stamped "National

Board" was not a Code boiler.

Following its rapid growth during the past year, the

National Board is now about to investigate the activities of

dealers in second-hand boilers with the object of putting a

stop to dangerous practices in this line of business. It is

believed that rules and regulations governing the use of

second-hand boilers can easily be established which will be

as effective and as uniform as those for the manufacture and

inspection of new boilers. In addition to this, the National

Board will take into consideration the adoption of rules cov-

ering air and other pressure vessels, as it is found that ex-

plosions from such vessels are even more widespread and

destructive than in the case of boilers.

It is gratifying that this branch of the boiler making in-

dustry is making such rapid progress and it is hoped that its

future efforts will receive even more substantial support from

manufacturers and dealers alike in future.



Engineering Specialties for Boiler Making
New Tools, Machinery, Appliances and Supplies for

the Boiler Shop and Improved Fittings for Boilers

General Utility Power Smithing
Hammer

APOWER-DRIVEN hammer intended particularly lor

use on forging work ordinarily performed under hand-

swung sledges and too small to be done under steam

hammers, is shown in the accompanying illustration. The
hammer is termed a "mechanical helper," since it replaces the

one or two m:n employed as strikers at each anvil. The same

»
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Ii therefore follows that tin- ideal twist drill is one hav-

ing the toughness of the hot-worked drill and tlu- accuracy
of the milled drill. It enable- drill- to be properly ground

by machine and assists in removing the prejudice which

apparently exists among mechanics against using these ma-

chines.

As a large manufacturer of both milled and forged drills

the Cleveland Twist Drill Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has

been experimenting with a view to placing on the market

a single drill which would embody the advantages known
to be possessed in part by the forged drill and in part by
the milled drill. A process, said to accomplish this result,

has been perfected and given the trade name Cle-forge.

Cle-forge drills are hot worked where necessary to impart

toughness and are afterward machined in the same manner

as a milled drill. In fact they cannot be distinguished from

the former milled product by mechanical inspection. Briefly

Cle-forge drills are intended to unite in one tool all the ad-

vantages of both forged and milled drills so that their catting

qualitv and strength will surpass that of any former type

of forged drill and their accuracy be equal to that of the

milled drill.

Redesigned Vertical Drilling Machine

THE
20-in. vertical drilling machine illustrated has been

recently redesigned by the Superior Machine Tool

Company. Kokomo, Ind., to include bronze bushings,

back gear-, geared feed and wheel and pilot feeds. Flex-

ibility is secured by the new design and with the unit method

of assemble with all parts made en an interchangeable sys-

Superior 20-inch Vertical Drilling Machine

tem, the machine may he converted or reassembled to meet

varying requirements.
The feed box is provided with steel gear- heat treated, re-

duction being obtained by a bronze worm and gear running

in oil. Three feed- are obtainable by shifting a key in the

feed box and three additional feeds by a sliding gear on

the top shaft.

The column is well proportioned as shown in the il-

lustration, being reinforced at section- -abject to heavy

strains. The drive provides for a 2-in. belt and pulley and

2j4-in. belt on the counter pulley, which gives all necessary

power for drilling within the capacity of the machine.

Ample provision for lubrication is afforded for all working

bearings.

This machine can be adapted fur motor drive with motor

speeds varying from 750 to 1,800 r.p.m.
The height of the machine to the top of the pulley is 74

in., the spindle being 41 '
'. in. above the base. The distance

from the table to the spindle is 26 in., the traverse of the

spindle sleeve being .S
'

_. in. and the traverse of tin- table

23j4 in. This machine drills to the center of a 20J4-in.

circle. Six spindle feeds from .005 to .018 in. per rev. are

available. When belt driven, a driving pulley 9 in. by 3 in.

running at a speed of 450 r.p.m. is used. This gives four

direct spindle speeds from 970 to 875 r.p.m. and, with the

back gears in, four additional speeds from 25 to 226 r.p.m.

can be obtained. A one horsepower motor is required if the

machine is to be motor driven.

A High Carbon Welding Metal

WELDING
has proven its value in railroad applica-

tions not only in maintenance, construction and re-

pairs but also as a reclamation medium particularly

on low carbon steel parts. The reclaiming and maintenance

of high carbon steel parts such as buffer castings, frog points,

steel tires, etc., have somewhat suffered due to the fact that

a suitable welding metal was not generally available.

The Page Steel & Wire Company, Bridgeport, Conn., has

perfected a welding metal, the carbon analysis of which is

practically 100 percent for welding high carbon parts by
either the oxyacetylene or electric arc welding process.

The principal application of Page high carbon welding

rods and electrodes is for the building up of worn surfaces

wdiere a high resistance to abrasive wear is desired. In

electric arc welding this electrode maintains a stable and uni-

form arc. In gas welding the metal flows smoothly. With

either process the finished weld may be ground but is not

readily machinable.

Tests of Weld Deposits on .42 Carbon Steel.

Original metal
Carlior. «
Brinell hardness tesl

?;,<,
Thickness of welded layer 5/32 in.

lirinell

Carbon hardness test

Outer surface of deposit
63 74. s

\i i :
i

tii if 1
'

in. from to] 56 66.2

At a deptl cf 3 12 in from tr.-p 57 55.6

At :i depth f i 1" in. from top 46 58.

The table shows a typical result of weld deposits when

made on a steel of .42 carbon content indicating wearing

qualities that are more than equal to the original material.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

Twist Drills and Reamers.—The Latrobe Tool Com-

pany, Latrobe, Pa., has issued a catalogue of 112 pages list-

ing and illustrating its line of high speed twist drills and

reamers.

Boilers.—The Lebanon Boiler Works, Lebanon, Pa.,

has issued Bulletin 23-A which is a 23-page booklet contain-

ing a complete illustrated description of the Uniflow im-

proved return tubular boiler; also illustrations of typical

Uniflow installations and tables showing the absorption effi-

ciencv of fire tubes, horsepower ratings. C02 losses, etc.

Prevention or Foaming.—An instruction booklet en-

titled '-Foaming. Its Cause and Prevention," written particu-

larly for the benefit of enginemen and firemen, has been is-

sued by the Bird-Archer Company, New York. The text

sets forth the principle on which anti-foaming compound

operates to prevent foaming and explains clearly the reasons

for the simple instructions given for its successful use.



Questions and Answers for Boiler Makers

Information for Those Who Design, Construct, Erect,

Inspect and Repair Boilers—Practical Boiler Shop Problems

Conducted by C. B. Lindstrom

This department is open to subscribers of The Boiler

Maker for the purpose of helping those who desire assist-

ance on practical boiler shop problems. All questions should

be definitely stated and clearly written in ink, or typewritten,

on one side of the paper, and sketches furnished if necessary.

Inquiries should bear the name and address of the writer.

Anonymous communications will not be considered. The

identity of the writer, however, will not be disclosed unless

the editor is given permission to do so.

Helical Stairs and Hemispherical Head

Developments
Q.—Would you kindly tell me how to lay out a pair of winding stairs.

Radius to inside of stairs, 49 feet 8 inches; arc length that stairs are to go
around tank, 5S feet 10 inches. There are 55 steps or 56 treads. Height
of tank, 48 feet 10 inches. This makes about one-quarter turn around tank.

Please tell me how to find the length of the two channels that form the stairs

and how to lay out the channels. Also will you give the layout and develop-
ment of a hemispherical tank bottom in the next issue of The Boiler Maker
having a radius of 7 feet inside and made of 8 plates 5/16 inch, thick.—A. P.

A.—The development of the helix for the inside and out-

side frames as required for a helical stair making a quarter

turn around the tank, involves the drawing of a partial

plan and elevation as shown in Fig. 1. With o as a center

and o-a and o-b as radii (taken from point o to the inside

surface of the frames) draw the arcs a-a and b-b in the

plan. These arcs represent the path of the helical curves

of the frames as they would appear in looking directly down
on the tank. Divide one of the arcs into the required num-
ber of step divisions, but in this case to simplify the solu-

tion seven divisions are used. Divide the height C of the

tank into the same number of parts, and through the points

so located draw the horizontal projectors. From 1, 2, 3, 4,

etc.. draw vertical projectors to intersect the horizontal ones

of the elevation, thus locating points 1', 2', 3', 4', etc., which

are the required points for drawing in the helix for the

frame. The outside helix for the outer frame is developed

in the same way.
The lengths of the helices are determined in Fig. 2. The

height c and the base dimensions d and e form two right

angle triangles of which d equals the arc length a-a of the

plan and c equals the arc length b-b. The hypotenuse a-a

of Fig. 2 is the required length of the channel near the tank

and b-b the length of the outside channel support. A small

Partial Plan, Elevation and True Lengths of Lines in Spiral Stair Development

210
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allowance should be made in these lengths for working up
the channels to the required shape.
The step layout consists of transferring the respective di-

mensions *• and y of Fig. 1 to form a template, from which

the remaining steps can be marked off.

Development of Hemispherical Head

A simple solution for developing a hemispherical head is

given in Figs. 3 and 4. The plan is divided into the re-

quired number of segments and the bottom is finished with

FIG.4-PATTERN OF SEGMENT

In Fig. 4, the pattern for the bumped head is drawn with

a radius equal to a-6 of the elevation of Fig. 3. Divide %
of the circle into 4 equal parts, as shown from 6 to e and on

the line c-c set off the arc length 1-6 of the elevation, Fig. 3.

From point c, Fig. 4, set off the arc length i-6

of the plan view and from points b and d of the circle,

Fig. 4, set off the length c-c. From points 6 and e set off

the same length to intersect the arcs drawn from b and d

at the bottom of the pattern, thus locating the points / and e.

Draw in the curve through i-b, c-d and e and allow for the

side lap.

A Peculiar Boiler Accident

Q.—We have a floating hoister, as it is called at our yard, which was
sent out to float a sunken vessel in the Delaware River. The hoister

finally sank during the operation. When it was recovered and brought
backto the yard, the engineer related his experience to me. lie said that

when the hoister sank he was positive that he had nearly 100 pounds of

steam up and of course she would blow at 100, which he claimed would

help some. He also said that all the tubes were shot and that a new set

of 206 two-inch tubes would be required to put the boiler in condition again
after the sudden contact with cold water. I, having my doubts, but not being

sure, had two men fill the boiler with water (barreled up) and no signs

of any leaks were visible. I had the water dropped down the gauge glass

and a fire started. According to the amount of fuel at hand, I was only
able to get up 60 pounds steam pressure and, at this pressure, there were
no signs of anv tube blow outs or otherwise. In fact, one tube had been

plugged for over a year and that tube in particular was as good as when
first put in. In not being able to find any defects I am writing you for

your opinion. Where would the steam under 100 pounds pressure go in

coming into sudden contact with cold river water? This boiler had two

safety valves but boiler sank pretty fast with hoister. Why did not the

boiler explode? There have been many differences of opinion of this acci-

dent, so I thought that perhaps you could tell me.—F. C. C.

A.—The fact that the boiler did not explode under the

conditions mentioned shows that it was strong enough to with-

stand the additional stresses arising from the rapid cooling

of the boiler materials.

As the hoister sank the water extinguished the fire in the

firebox before the boiler was entirely enveloped, therefore,- the

only possibility of a greater evaporation of water into steam

was from a sudden release of the pressure due to a rupture

of the boiler shell, heads or tubes, which did not occur.

The violence of a boiler explosion arises from the stored

energy in the heated water, which, upon being released, ex-

pands into a much larger volume.

The steam in the boiler in this instance condensed as the

plate and heated water cooled off.

Simple Layout for Hemispherical Head

a bumped head, A. The outer curve 1-6 of the segment is

is divided into a number of equal divisions as required for

developing the pattern or a better way is to run off the length

with a traveling wheel. The respective dimensions for the

head and segments should be laid off to the center of the

plate, for in working the plate there are certain changes that

occur for which plate allowances would otherwise be essential

in the pattern lavouts. At the center of the plate no change

occurs and a pattern laid off therefrom will give the re-

quired size of the pattern.

The arc length i-e of the plan is divided into a number of

parts for setting off the stretchout at the bottom of the seg-

ment pattern.
It will be noted that the inner arcs of the segment, as

taken on the edge lines are shown developed in the elevation.

This part of the work is not essential.

Question on Tank Supports
8'

Q. Will you please give some more light on the formula for
8* + 10*

finding the load on the beam has been derived. This formula will be found

in the March, loj.f. issue of The Boiler Maker. Questions and Answers

column, "Tank Support Calculations."—T. L.

A.—The formula for computing the proportion of the load

or, each span is based on the deflection of the structural

member of each span. The derivation of the formula is

based on higher mathematics. The formula is used in prac-

tice, and its application is the important consideration.

Number of Courses in Standard

Horizontal Return Tubular Boilers

O \s I am a practical boiler maker and a subscriber of The Boiler

Maker I want vou to answer this question for me by return mail, if you

please What is the best type of boiler for stationary work, a two course

boiler 'with return flues and a quadruple riveted butt seam, or a three-course

boiler with return flues and a quadruple riveted butt seam? Ihese boilers

are 200 horsepower and 20 feet long.—R. S.

A—Horizontal return tubular boilers of this size are or-

dinarily built of three courses. The three-course boiler for

such a length is the best for the reason that the narrower

sheets are more easily fabricated and that the circumferential

seams give the necessary rigidity in the support of the shell.

The standard boiler sizes of this type 60 inches and over in

diameter are made in three courses.
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Diameters and Heights of Stacks for

Steam Boilers

(Continued from page 206)

STACK TABLES (FROM WESTINGHOUSE CHART)

HEIGHT OF STACK IN FEET

Foe Sea Level and 60'

Total Draft
Reqd. Ins. for

Furnace Boiler

and Breeching
.3

Computed ior Brick Chimneys at Sea Level for

One-Tenth Inch of Water Per I0O Ft.

Sq. Ft. of
Boiler Heating

Surface

500
1 ,001

1,500

2,500
3,000
4,000
5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000

10.000
12,000
14,000
16,000
18,000
20,000
25,000
30,000
35,000
40,000
45.000
50,000
60,000
70.00C
80,000
90,000
100.000

Diameter of
Per Cent

Chimney in Inches
of Boiler Rating

31
36
38
41
48
53
55
62
65
67
72
74
79
86
92
96
104
110
120
124
128
134
144
150
160
168
174

150

24
32
36
42
44
4S
54
60
65
69
74
78
81
88
92
98

104
108
118
124
132
139
144
148
162
172
LSI
190
198

200

27
34
41
45
48
53
61
68
72
78
82
85
91
98

104
110
114
120
128
136
146
154
159
164
178
190
198
210
220

250

29
.36
45
52
55
58
67
74
77
84
89
93
98
104
110
118
124
128
140
148
158
168
174
180
194
206
218
228
238

a Friction Loss of

of Height

Rated H.P. of

Boiler Based
on 10 Sq. Ft.

of Heat-

ing Surface

per B.H.P.

50
100
150
200
250
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

1,000
1,200
1,400
1.600
1,800
2,000
2,500
3.000
3.500
4,000
4,500
5.000

6,000
7,000
8,000

,1

10,000

300

31
41
48
55
60
64
72
80
86
92
98
103
106
112
120
128
134
140
150
162
172
180
137
194
208
222
234
24 5

256

DATA OX WHICH

Efficiency 6s

CO. 9

Stack Temp ... 450
Lbs. Gas B.H.P. Houi

TABLE IS BASED

68 68
10

525

65 63
11

600

CORRECTION" FOR ALTITUDE

Height At
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Explosion of Vertical Tubular Boiler

THE
recent explosion of the vertical tubular boiler,

shown by Fig. 1, at Algoma, Wisconsin, emphasized
the reasonableness of modern requirements dealing

with boilers of that kind, and that the pressure carried in

the older boilers should be reduced as their age and changed
conditions may necessitate.

The boiler which exploded was operated, and presumably
owned by a contractor constructing a new bridge at Fourth

street, in that city, and not only were the employes exposed
to the danger of injur}-, but the public, whose safety must

be protected by the use of the greatest precautions, had

clearly recognized rights in the vicinity. The papers report

the presence of numerous persons within two hundred yards
of the place at the time of the accident, and three people

Fig. 1.—Shell of Boiler After the Explosion

are said to have been within six feet of the boiler not more

than five minutes preceding the explosion.

Cause or Failure

The explosion was the direct result of the failure of the

firebox sheet, which pulled free from the staybolts, and split

vertically. A part of the sheet curled up against the firebox

tube sheet, while anodier part was projected downward
around the mudring. This left an opening about one-fourth

the circumference of the boiler, through which the water and

steam were projected, causing the boiler to sky-rocket.

The boiler was projected over 125 feet into the air, and

in descending cut the wires earning high voltage electric

current from the High Falls plant to the cities on the north,

so that added source of danger required the efforts of the

police department to prevent injury to the crowd which

quickly gathered.
The loss sustained by those dependent upon the electric

current for power and light was considerably greater than

the damage which resulted directly from the explosion, as a

number of industries in Sturgeon Ray and vicinity were

forced to shut down until the wires could be repaired and
transmission of current re-established.

The pressure carried at the time of the accident was 125

pounds, and tin pressure gage was observed some fifteen

Fig. 2.—One Method of Repairing a Boiler Where Staybolts

Have Deteriorated

or twenty minutes before the explosion occurred. So far as

could be learned, the boiler had been operated at that pres-

sure for an indefinite time, and is said to have been repre-
sented as safe by the party from whom it was purchased.

Details of Boiler

The boiler was 44 inches in diameter by 90 inches in

length. The shell plate was constructed of a single sheet

}4 inch in thickness, and the firebox side sheet was made
from material of the same gage. The staybolts were

;Vj inch

in diameter at top of thread, and the pitch at the centers

was 8 inches by 8 inches. The safe working pressure, based

upon the load permitted on the staybolts by modem rules

of boiler construction, was about 34 pounds, if we do not

take into consideration the fact that 34-inch firebox sheets

are not permitted, the minimum being S/16-inch.
The staybolt heads may have been of sufficient size and

properlv formed, when the boiler was new, but use and

abuse had reduced the size of the heads at the firebox end

of the bolts, and many of the heads were badly split, prob-

ably the result of redriving. The staybolt holes in the fire-

...J

Fig. 3.—"Sun Flower" Repair Where Staybolt and Sheet

Have Corroded

box sheet had no doubt been of proper size and threading,

but the feed water used at some operation had affected the

joint of sheet and staybolt to such an extent that little, if any,

holding power remained, as illustrated by Fig. 2. This form

of deterioration is not unusual, and may jci
i irdize the safety
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of a well constructed boiler if used with feed water contain-

ing certain acids. If but one bolt and the surrounding sheet

are affected, temporary repairs may be made by cutting the

hole in both inside and outside sheets, after the bolt has

been removed, to fit a tube 1 inch or 1J4 inches in diameter.

The size of tube necessary will, of course, depend upon the

extent to which the sheet has corroded. A repair of this

kind is shown by Fig. 2. However, if proper tools are at

hand, or if several of the staybolts are to be removed, on ac-

count of corrosion of the sheet, it is better to use a sun-

flower, illustrated by Fig. 3, rather than to use the tube in

making repairs. The sunflower is more dependable, and its

use avoids the necessity of enlarging the hole in the shell

plate.
When a boiler of this type, or, in fact, any waterleg

boiler is being retubed, or given other repairs in the shop,
the boiler maker on the job may be of real benefit to an in-

definite number of people, by examining the sheets and stay-
bolts carefully for corrosion, and by making necessary

repairs.

Chicago, 111. J. P. Morrison.

Gusset Sheet Layout

IN
my opinion the method of laying out a gusset or slop-

barrel sheet, as illustrated on page 182 of the June issue

of The Boiler Maker, is very good for use on small

jobs where the center "A"" can be reached with trammel

points. It is, however, impractical for the slope course of

the average boiler where the taper is comparatively small,

since it will be found necessary to make the layout to scale

and then transfer it full size to another sheet.

For such a job I much prefer to use simple triangulation
as is illustrated on page 236 of the third edition of "Laying
Out for Boiler Makers." A little care in working up the

triangles will give as accurate a result as could be desired;

and when the layout must be made to scale by the former

method, the latter will be found much quicker.
Houston, Tex. R. L. Phelps.

In the Interest of Better Boiler Inspection

A FEW weeks ago one of the leading railroads of the

country has had two disastrous explosions of locomo-

tive boilers, in which the loss of life was great and
several persons badly injured. The papers state the cause

in both cases as unknown and from this it is plainly seen

that someone is withholding the facts.

Why does the public not learn the truth of such a situation.

The example of these two explosions would tend to make
others more cautious. It is stated that one of the locomo-

tives had just left the shop the day after receiving repairs.

Certainly, if this was the case someone was negligent in his

work or else the accident was unavoidable. We do know
that the locomotives of the country are in a terrible condition,

yet they are allowed to operate.
The government not having a force large enough to cope

with the situation is at present taking the matter up with

Congress to enlarge the staff by 35 more additional inspec-
tors.

There are men holding down the position of boiler in-

spectors in the shops of the country who are not qualified
to hold such responsible positions. There is no rule or

regulation whereby the inspector is required to pass an ex-

amination as to his ability and fitness to inspect. The
laws in many states in regard to inspectors of stationary
boilers now require the inspector to pass an examination to

show whether he is competent to inspect or not and if not, he

is not given authority to inspect. Yet a locomotive boiler

carrying from SO to 100 percent more pressure than a sta-

tionary boiler can be inspected by anyone the company puts
on the job and the mechanical officer in charge is held

responsible.
What authority has a company inspector anyway? He

inspects the boiler and notifies the gang foreman or foreman
of the defects. The gang foreman or foreman goes over the

points mentioned and, if he has time, will do some of the

work and, if not he "lets it slide," as the saying goes.
I have seen cases where loose staybolts were allowed to be

put in and loose rivets calked up to make them tight. I mean
real loose and not merely ones that were sweating. I am at

present working in a railroad shop and will say that engines
are being operated under conditions that are very unsatisfac-

tory, it being impossible to give them the necessary repairs,

owing to the fact that the traffic is exceedingly heavy and
must move. •

Certainly the traffic should move, but is that any sign that

the public and the railroad man should take their lives in

their hands in order that traffic be kept on the move? En-

gines are being operated with many cracked and broken bolts,

more than the limit placed in Rule 25 of the Interstate

Commerce Commission Rules and Regulations.

Recently we removed 10 cracked staybolts, all located ad-

jacent to each other and old breaks. Electric welds are

found that are improperly done, the welder not cleaning the

sheets and seams prior to welding in order to obtain clean sur-

faces but merely sticking the weld on any old way possible.
On boiler test, I have noticed that the crown bolts are not

tested at all and only part of the other staybolts. It is time

some action was taken to eliminate these dangerous conditions

and practices or else we will have more explosions than we
have ever had before. The machine work on the engines is

no doubt in the same condition.

Olean, X. V. C. W. Carter, Jr.

Cost Accounting

(Continued from page 195)

(2) Administrative and selling overhead is made up of

such items as

Donations.

Postage.

Telephone and telegraph.
Salaries.

Administrative salaries, etc.

and the rate for this should be determined in the same way
as the factory overhead but, instead of charging same on the

cost each month it should not be charged on the cost until

the order is completed and billed; that is, the administrative

and selling overhead is taken care of by the number of hours

included in the cost of the contract regardless of the num-
ber of productive hours performed during the month that

the charge is made.
In conclusion, the writer wishes to say he has endeavored

to present a concise article laying down fundamental prin-

ciples underlying all costs and has purposely not enlarged
or gone into the intricacies of cost accounting, the purpose
being that no matter how small the plant may be a cost

svstem should be installed.

Nationwide Investigation Into Apprentice System

Appointment of a committee to make a nation-wide investi-

gation of the apprentice system has been announced by the

American Management Association, composed of many of the

country's largest industrial enterprises. The committee,
headed by L. L. Park, supervisor of welfare, American Loco-
motive Company, Schenectady, N. Y., was named by the

Plant Executives' Division of the Association, of which Sam
A. Lewisohn of New York, vice-president of the Miami
Copper Company, is chairman.
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ASSOCIATIONS

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

Chief Inspector
—A. G. Pack, Washington, D. C.

Assistant Chief Inspectors
—

J. M. Hall, Washington,
D. C; J. A. Shirley, Washington, D. C.

Steamboat Inspection Service of the Department
of Commerce

Supervising Inspector General—George Uhler, Washing-

ton, D. C.

Deputy Supervising Inspector General—D. N. Hoover, Jr.,

Washington, D. C.

American Uniform Boiler Law Society

Chairman of the Administrative Council—Charles E.

Gorton, 253 Broadway, New York.

Boiler Code Committee of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers

Chairman—John A. Stevens, Lowell, Mass.

Vice-Chairman—D. S. Jacobus, New York.

Secretary—C. W. Obert, 29 West 39th Street, New York.

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Inspectors

Chairman—J. F. Scott, Trenton, N. J.

Secretary-Treasurer—C. O. Myers, State House, Colum-

bus, Ohio.

Vice-Chairman—R. L. Hemingway, San Francisco, Cal.

Statistician—W. E. Murray, Seattle, Wash.

International Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, Iron

Ship Builders and Helpers of America

J. A. Frank, International President, suite 522, Brother-

hood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

William Atkinson, Assistant International President, suite

522, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

Joseph Flynn, International Secretary-Treasurer, suite

504, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

James B. Casey, Editor-Manager of Journal, suite 524,

Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

H. J. Norton, International Vice-President, Alcazar Hotel,

San Francisco, Calif.

International Vice-Presidents—Thomas Nolan, 700 Court

St., Portsmouth, Va.; John Coots, 344 North Spring St., St.

Louis, Mo.; M. A. Maher, 2001-20th St., Portsmouth, Ohio;

E. J. Sheehan, 7826 South Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.; John

J. Dowd, 953 Avenue C, Bayonne, N. J.; R. C. McCutcheon,
15 La Salle Block, Winnipeg, Man., Can.; Joseph P. Ryan,
7533 Vernon Ave., Chicago, 111.; John F. Schmitt, 605 East

11th Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Master Boiler Makers' Association

President—E. W. Young, mechanical assistant to G. S.

M. P.. C. M. & St. P. R. R., 787 Caledonia Place, Dubuque,
Iowa.

First Vice-President—Frank Gray, tank foreman, C. & A.

R. R., 705 W. Mulberry Street, Bloomington, 111.

Second Vice-President—T. F. Powers, System G. F. Boiler

Dept., C. & N. W. R. R., 1129 S. Clarence Avenue, Oak

Park, 111.

Third Vice-President—J. F. Raps, G B. I., I. C. R. R.,

40-11 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Fourth Vice-President—W. J. Murphy, G. F. B. M.,

Penn. R. R. Lines West, 3614 Mexico Street, N. S., Alle-

gheny, Pa.

Fifth Vice-President—L. M. Stewart, G. B. I., At. Coast

Lines, Box 660, Waycross, Ga.

Secretary—H. D. Vaught, 26 Cortlandt Street, New York.

Treasurer—W. H. Laughridge, G. F. B. M., Hocking
Valley R. R., 537 Linwood Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Executive Board—E. J. Reardon, Locomotive Firebox

Company, 632 Marquette Building, Chicago, 111., chairman;
H. J. Raps, G. F. B. M., I. C. R. R., 7224 Woodlawn Ave-

nue, Chicago, 111., secretary.

Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Association

President—George R. Boyce, A. M. Castle Company, Chi-

cago, 111. Vice-President—J. P. Moses, Jos. T. Ryerson,

Chicago, 111. Secretary
—W. H. Dangel, Lovejoy Tool

Works, Chicago, 111.

American Boiler Manufacturers' Association

President—E. R. Fish, Heine Boiler Company, St. Louis,
Mo.

Vice-President—E. C. Fisher, The Wickes Boiler Com-

pany, Saginaw, Mich.

Secretary-Treasurer
—H. N. Covell, Lidgerwood Manu-

facturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee—George W. Bach, Union Iron

Works, Erie, Pa.; G. S. Barnum, The Bigelow Com-

pany, New Haven, Conn.; F. G. Cox, Edge Moor Iron Com-

pany, Edge Moor, Del.; W. C Connelly, D. Connelly Boiler

Company, Cleveland, O.
;
W. A. Drake, The Brownell Com-

pany, Dayton, O.
;

A. R. Goldie, Goldie-McCulloch Com-

pany, Gait, Ont., Can.; J. F. Johnston, Johnston Brothers,

Ferrysburg, Mich.; M. F. Moore, Kewanee Boiler Works,
Kewanee, 111., and A. G. Pratt, The Babcock & Wilcox Com-

pany, New York.

States and Cities That Have Adopted the

A. S. M. E. Boiler Code

Allegheny Co., Pa.

Arkansas
California

Delaware
Indiana

Maryland

Chicago, 111.

(will accept )

Detroit, Mich.

Erie, Pa.

Kansas City, Mo.

States

Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri

New Jersey
New York
Ohio

Cities

Los Angeles, Cal.

Memphis, Tenn.

(will accept)

Nashville, Tenn.

Omaha, Neb.

Parkersburg, W. Va.

Oklahoma

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin

Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.

Scranton, Pa.

Seattle, Wash.

States and Cities Accepting Stamp of the National

Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors

States

Arkansas New Jersey

California New York

Indiana Ohio

Maryland Oklahoma
Minnesota Oregon

Cities

Nashville, Tenn.

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin

Chicago, 111. St. Louis, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo. Parkersburg, W. Va Seattle, Wash.
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SELECTED BOILER PATENTS

Compiled by

GEORGE A. HUTCHINSON, Patent Attorney,

Washington Loan and Trust Building

Washington, D. C.

Readers wishing copies of patent papers, or any further information regard-

ing any patent described, should correspond with Mr. Hutchinson,

FREDERICK1 457,753. BOILER-FLUE-SETTTXG DEVICE.
SCHMITT, OF OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA.

Claim 1.— In combination, a flue sheet provided with a flue opening, a

flue, a bushing adapted tor insertion in said opening from the outer side of

said flue sheet and extending slightly beyond the inner side of said flue

sheet so as to form a supporting extension for the end of the flue seated

therein, said flue terminating short of said flue sheet, and a clamping and

securing member adapted for insertion from the corresponding side into

the mouth of the flue. Five claims.

1457 253. BOILER-TUBE CUTTER. MICHAEL MAHER, OF BAY
CITY, MICHIGAN.

Claim.—A tube cutter including a body adapted to be inserted into the

tube to be cut, a cylindrical chamber formed in said body, said chamber

merging at one end into a blind bore and at the other into a threaded bore,

a cone formed at one end with a spindle to fit into said blind bore and at

the other with a threaded shank guided in said threaded bore arranged in

said cylindrical chamber, said body adjacent its center between its ends

presenting an opening merger into said cylindrical chamber, and a block

carrying a circular cutter at one side and formed at the other with a taper-

ing face transversely curved and longitudinally arranged in said opening,
said tapering face of said block mating with the tapering surface of the

cone so as to move laterally when the cone is moved longitudinally.

1,453,638. BOILER SUPERHEATER. CYRIL SAMUEL DRAYTON
PERRY, OF PORT ARTHUR, ONTARIO, CANADA.

Claim.—The combination with a boiler having a plurality of furnaces of a

superheater for each furnace comprising a pair of elongated hollow casings,

supported in the upper part and on opposite sides of the furnace fire box,
one of said headers constituting the delivery header and being positioned

r\

somewhat higher than the other or receiving header, a plurality of rows
of S-shaped superheating coils connecting the headers of each pair, the
coils of one row being located between the coil? of the adjoining row, a
saturated steam supply pipe, a plurality of distributing conduits extending
between said supply pipe and the receiving headers of the superheaters.

1,456,145. FERRULE FOR BOILER TUBES. JOSEF PECINKA,
OF DEUTSCH-WAGRAM, AUSTRIA.

Claim—A boiler tube ferrule comprising a cap of a refractory material

provided with an inner circumferential groove having a tapering side wall

provided with an annular recess for the reception of the correspondingly
shaped end of the boiler tube protruding from the boiler, and a ring within
said annular recess for connecting the end of the tube within and with said

ferrule, substantially as described.

1.453.203. TUBE ROLLING MILL. RALPH C. STIEFEL, OF ELL-
WOOD CITY. PENNSYLVANIA.
Claim 1.—In a rolling mill, the combination of grooved rclls provided with

a large number of working grooves arranged in several series each compris-
ing a plurality of grooves, a table in front of said rolls and provided with

a plurality of blank supports corresponding in number to the number of
grooves in the rolls which comprise a single series, said table being arranged
to be bodily shifted sidewise to bring its blank supports into line with any
one of the series of working grooves in the rolls, and means mounted on
said table for transferring blanks from one blank support to an adjacent one.
3 Claims.

1,457,911. BOILER PLUG. PETER E. McINTOSH AND RUSSELL
o'CMXNELL, OF KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN.

»m 1.—In a structure of the class described, the combination of a
screw bushing with a bearing seat at its outer end and an inner end divided
into opposed symmetrical spiral surface with longitudinal slots leading
thereto, a plug with a flanged beaiing to fit the bearing at the outer end of

the bushing and with longitudinally projecting opposed lugs adapted to pass
through the longitudinal slots and engage the said spiral surfaces, a square
projection on the plug for turning the same, a transversely projecting plate

carrying a curved segment with a series of screw holes, a set screw for

insertion through the said segment to lock the plug in closed position, and
a lock nut for the set screw, as specified. Six claims.

1,457,281. BOILER CONSTRUCTION. EDGAR KIDWELL. OF
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN. ASSIGNED TO KIDWELL BOILER
COMPANY, OF MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, A CORPORATION OF
WISCONSIN.

Claim 1.—A boiler having a setting with an opening in the wall thereof,
and a drum having its head and a portion of its cylindrical shell loosely
entered in the opening, said opening being formed by a ring structure built

into the setting and presenting two internal face portions whereof one en-

circles the shell and is in spaced relation thereto and has an annular groove
in proximity to the drum head rivets, and whereof the other face portion
is inclined and in spaced relation to the drum head, and packing material

sed between the ring structure and the adjacent portions of the drum
and shell, so as to bear against the opposing rivet heads and be re-

ned thereby. Three claims.
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Fig. 1.—Welding Operations on Smoke Consumer

Welding and Cutting Practice in the Boiler Shop
In the building of low pressure boilers, in pressure vessel construction, and in repair

work, there are many acceptable applications of welding which speed up production and cut

operating costs. The following article deals with a number of jobs, both welding and cutting,
in which the oxy-acetylene process has been used with a high degree of success.

THE
low pressure steel boiler industry offers many ap-

plications of the oxy-acetylene process in the manufac-

ture, maintenance and ultimate disposition of its

products. Welding and cutting is applied in various opera-
tions from the time the plates are brought into the shop,
until the boiler is finished, it is applied at intervals through-
out the life of a boiler for repairs and the worn out boiler

is finally reduced to scrap with the cutting blowpipe.
When the sheets are received by the layerout they are

often cut once to render them easier to handle. Such parts
as dome saddles and throat sheets and openings such as

manholes and clean out holes are easily cut at this stage of

production to exact measure with a cutting blowpipe.
The sheets then leave the layerout for the shears and

punches where unfortunately mistakes are sometimes made.
A hole punched in a wrong place can, however, be welded

in many cases and the sheets saved. A plate edge or angle
iron damaged by the shears can be similarly reclaimed.

Reclaiming Cracked Flanges

Boiler steel is of high quality, but flanges crack despite
the utmost care both in flanging and in fitting up or

assembling. Here again seemingly vital defects are easily

corrected with the welding blowpipe. In fitting up, the

dome of course must be driven down into the saddle, the

mud ring into the water space. The old-fashioned heater

bar, formerly used to help fit these heavy parts, is now be-

ing supplanted to a great extent by the oxy-acetylene blow-

pipe, which, by applying a maximum of quick heat to a.

small area, permits the parts to be fitted easily and properly.

Staybolts are cut off to exact length for driving after they
are inserted, and if, as occasionally occurs, the staybolt hole

is made too large in tapping, instead of using an over-size

bolt the hole is welded and another of correct size drilled

and tapped.

Patching firebox sheets is a common application of oxy-
acetylene welding. Calked edges in riveted fireboxes'

deteriorate so that either new sheets must be installed at con-

siderable expense or the edges reclaimed by welding, which
costs very little.

Firms Have Had Long Experience with Welding

In Chicago a well-known boiler manufacturer has been

using the oxy-acetylene process for over 10 years in the pro-
duction of various types and sizes of boilers and exclusively
in building low pressure steam and hot water boilers, water

heaters and incinerators.

This boiler firm early recognized the economy and other

features of oxy-acetylene welded construction. One of the

first things he did before adapting the oxy-acetylene process
to production was to construct entirely by welding a test

section (shown in Fig. 5) which he turned over to a promi-
nent physical testing laboratory to be tested in the severest

manner possible. The results thoroughly convinced him
that an oxy-acetylene welded joint was sufficiently strong
and tight and he knew from available data that welding was
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more economical than riveted construction by a wide margin.
The section was subjected to 3,500 pounds hydrostatic pres-

sure, without giving the slightest indication of a leak or

weakness.

Welded Steel Boilers

Quite as much has been accomplished by this manufac-
turer in the fabrication of welded steel boilers as other manu-
facturers have accomplished with all oxy-acetylene welded

steel hot air furnaces. In both cases welded construction

has made possible the elimination of riveted seams and cast

iron sections and thus the objectionable features attendant

to their use.

In comparison with cast iron sectional types the welded

boiler has a uniform thickness of metal throughout
—which

is seldom found in cast iron sections. There are no parts
liable to crack, or to collect soot and dirt on ledges or open

Fig 2.—Cutting out Burned Section of Scotch Marine Boiler

Furnace

spaces between sections to result in low heat efficiency.

Leakage is the worst disadvantage of riveted seams in this

type boiler. The oxy-acetylene welded boiler is like one
•solid piece of steel plate and as such leakproof. Welded con-

struction also makes possible a larger amount of direct heat-

ing surface.

Not only has the oxy-acetylene process enabled this manu-
facturer to build a high class product, but it has reduced his

production costs by simplifying methods and saving material.

It has enabled him to build a boiler which saves his custom-

ers money on account of increased fuel economy and lower

installation expense.

Minnesota Firm Utilizes Process

A boiler and tank manufacturing company in Minnesota
also produces upright and horizontal boilers, several types
of storage and pressure tanks, and various specialties in

which welding is extensively employed.
The company has adapted welding to the fabrication of

Fig. 3.—All Welded Oil and Liquid Storage Tanks of 1,000

Gallons Capacity

the firebox door of one type of upright boiler, with especially

striking results. The old method was to flange the firebox

plate outward to meet the outside plate of the boiler and
then to lap and rivet the two together to form the firebox door.

The present method is to flange the firebox plate in the

same way as formerly, but in addition to bend its edges
around and over the outside plate. The bent-over edges of

the firebox plate are then welded to the outside plate.
A trial boiler, made of 5/16 inch plate fabricated in this

way, was tested under 150 pounds cold water pressure, and

approved by the boiler inspectors in the district. There was
not the slightest indication of leakage or weakness.

Besides increasing the durability of the firebox door, oxy-

acetylene welding has cut the cost of this joining operation
at least 50 percent. The company now welds practically
all the firebox doors in this way.

Water Tank Fabrication

High-pressure water tanks manufactured by this company
are partly riveted and partly welded. Fig. 10 shows a tank

of this type. In this tank the side seams are welded, and all

the connections (consisting of 4 nipples varying from 1 inch

to 3 inches in diameter) are joined to the body by welding
In another type the top plate is also welded to the side

plate. The bottom plate is riveted instead of welded in order

to permit removing the plate, if necessary to clean the inside

of the tank or to repair the coils. This tank is subjected to

a working pressure of 100 pounds and requires about 22

linear feet of welding. Another type of tank built in this

^HH
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Fig. 5.—Welded Test Section. Fig. 6.—A Type of All Welded Low Pressure Boiler. Fig. 7.—Cutting the Fire Door. Fig. 8.

—Close-up View of Welded Fire Door. Fig. 9.—All Welded Cooking Kettle. Fig. 10.—High Pressure Storage Tank. Fig.
11.—Cutting Boiler Plate. Fig. 12.—Welded Smoke Consumers.
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Fig. 13.—Cutting off Staybolts

plant has a capacity of 300 gallons, and requires approx-
imately 16 linear feet of welding, including the side seams
and connections.

Materials Used

All storage tanks produced by this company are entirely

oxy-acetylene welded. These tanks are adaptable to all

liquid storage purposes. Some of them are 7 feet long and
5 feet in diameter, are built of 8-gage sheets, and have a

capacity of 1,000 gallons. Each tank of this type has about

64 linear feet of welding, including side seam, a circular

seam on the side-center, and two circular seams joining the

top and bottom to the side plate.
The company manufactures several designs of oil tanks,

divided into compartments, for use on wagons or trucks.

These tanks are also all-welded, the compartment partitions
as well as the tank body sheets being joined by oxy-acetylene

welding.

Oxy-acetylene welding is extensively applied in the fabri-

cation of various metal specialties, which form a considerable

part of the total production of this company and other boiler

concerns. One of these specialties is a cooking kettle for

frying potato chips in deep grease, on a quantity basis. The
kettle is 20 inches deep and IS inches in diameter at the top
and is made of J^-inch steel sheet. It is butt-welded through-

out, and has about 140 linear inches of welding.
Pile caps and connections, made of 1 ^4-inch steel, and

used by contractors for capping and joining wood piles are

also welded. Formerly these caps and connections were

riveted, but the projecting rivet heads and the overlap of the

joints were objectionable when sinking the piles into the

ground, sometimes even splitting them. 'Welding eliminates

these undesirable features and cuts in half the former cost

of producing the caps and connections.

The oxy-acetylene cutting blowpipe is used largely by this

company, especially for cutting odd-shaped metal pieces and

for making openings in boilers and tanks.

This company has used the oxy-acetylene process for many
vears, and has kept comparative production cost records over

considerable periods to determine the relative cost of welding
and riveting, and of oxy-acetylene cutting and other methods

of cutting. The result is that oxy-acetylene welding and cut-

ting have become general practice at this plant, wherever

they are adaptable. Oxy-acetylene welding or cutting is

applied in some way on almost even- product manufactured

by the company.

Welding Widely Used in Boiler Repair Work

Leaving the field of small boiler and tank work, the process
has wide application in boiler repairs, both for cutting out

sections of burned or corroded material that can be safely

replaced by a welded patch and for building up metal

that is still sufficiently strong to carry the working load,

but does require a given thickness for proper fitting of parts.

As previously mentioned this latter use of welding is often

effective where slight errors are made in the fabrication of

plates that in no way endanger the structure but which can

advantageously be corrected by the judicious use of welding.
It is understood under the present status of the process that

welding can only be used in high pressure boilers where the

stress is carried by other parts of the structure than those

which have been welded. In this work it is supplementary
and adds both strength and tightness.

In the matter of salvaging plates by welding, however, it

is unquestionably the shop inspector's duty and that of the

state and district inspector to use his judgment and ex-

perience in such matters to determine whether the material

has been weakened, beyond the point of safety, before the

welding is applied. If such is the case, naturally the use of

the process is not advisable. Incidentally many of the in-

stances of pressure vessel failures on record, contributed to

in violence by the failure of welded seams, might be traced

to the careless use of the process in covering up defects or

carelessness in workmanship.

Since the reputation and future of autogenous welding de-

pend on the success of every single application, the workman-

Fig. 14.—Welding a Patch on a Firebox Type Boiler

ship must be above reproach and a torch never allowed in

the hands of an unskilled or careless operator.

Marine Boiler Construction and Repair

For Scotch marine boiler work, welding has assumed a

rather important part. Certain of the large shipyard boiler

shops have been utilizing the process wherever possible in

turning out boilers for sea service which oftentimes is very
severe and proper maintenance is out of the question except
at long intervals. In one case, for example, seams and stay
nuts in the combustion chambers are welded up to a point 2

feet above the center line of the furnace. The inside butt

straps are beveled down on the ends to the thickness of the

boiler head flanges and welded across the ends at that point
and for a distance of 6 inches along the head flange and the

same distance along the butt straps from the flange. Where
the shell plates butt together they are beveled and welded for

a distance of 12 inches from each end. The saddle lugs,
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which are fitted with a
'

[-inch calking strip, as indicated
before, are welded on the inside of the lugs to the shell.

Welded Seams
All seams of the combustion chambers in contact with

Same arc welded inside and out to protect the edges of the

plates and insure againsl am possible leaks. This welding
is carried to a point 2 feet above the center line of the

furnaces. All screw stays up to a point 2 feet above the
center line of the furnaces are fitted with special round collar

nuts which arc welded alter being screwed on the stays.

Work of the A. S. M. E. Boiler Code Committee

rHE
Boiler Code Committee meets monthly for the pur-

pose of considering communications relative to the

Boiler Code. Any one desiring information as to the

application of the Code is requested to communicate with the

Secretary of the Committee, C. II". Obert, 29 West 39th St.,

New York, X. Y.

The procedure of the committee in handling the cases is

as follows: All inquiries must be in written form before

they are accepted for consideration. Copies are sent by the

secretary of the committee to all of the members of the com-
mittee. The interpretation, in the form of a reply is then

prepared by the committee and passed upon at a regular

meeting of the committee. This interpretation is later sub-

mitted to the council of the Society for approval, and then

given publicity where it will reach the members of the in-

dustry who are interested.

Below are given the interpretations of the committee in

Cases No. 412-417, inclusive, as formulated at the meeting
of March 22, 1923, and approved by the council. In ac-

cordance with the committee's practice, the names of inquirers
have been omitted.

Case No. 412—Inquiry: Is it permissible, under the

Code, to use on boilers, pressed-steel nozzles having the upper
or bolting flange of the Vanstone joint construction, with the

bolt-flange made of steel?

Reply: While the form of construction proposed for a

boiler nozzle embodying the use of the Vanstone joint, as out-

lined, does not conflict with the requirements of the Code,

provided the flange, dimensions, etc., meet the requirements
of the Code for pipe flanges, it is the opinion of the Boiler

Code Committee that a rigidly attached form of nozzle flange

is preferable.
Case No. 413—Inquiry. What is the permissible stress

for screwed stays with ends riveted over less than 20

diameters in length, when such screwed stays are inserted

in the sheets at an angle that is not truly radial in the case

of curved plates, or in the case of flat plates is not normal

to the plane of the plate?

Reply: It is impossible to formulate any logical require-

ment for a condition of that sort and it must be a matter of

judgment. A revision of the Code has been proposed which

reads as follows:

"All staybolts not normal to the stayed surface shall have

not less than three engaging threads, of which at least one

shall be a full thread."

The angularity in such case should not exceed 15 degrees

to the stayed sheet. If the angularity is greater than IS de-

grees it must be taken into account in calculating the permis-

sible stress in the staybolt.

Case No. 415—Inquiry: Where a boiler of the locomotive

type is fitted with a form of removable drum, attached by
bolted connection to the outlet nozzle, as is customary prac-

tice in the California oil fields, is it the intent of the Code

that the requirements of Tar. 194 shall apply to the construc-

tion of the drum, or can this construction be considered as a

steam drum subject to the requirements of Par. 187?

Reply: It is the opinion of the Boiler Code Committee

that the form of construction shown is not a boiler dome

and therefore does not come under the requirements of Par.

194 ot the Code, but must be considered as a steam boiler
drum coming under the provisions of Pars. 187 and 188

Case No. 417—Inquiry: Is it the intent of the Code to

require any particular design for suspension lugs to support
horizontal-return-tubular boilers 78 inches or less in

diameter?

Reply: It is the opinion of the committee that it was not
the intent of the Code to require any particular design for

suspension lugs to support horizontal return-tubular boilers
78 inches or less in diameter, but that any such lugs should
conform to the requirements of Pars. 324 and 325 of the

Code.

Case No. 414—Inquiry: Is it permissible, in the case of
the flue of an internally-fired boiler which is corrugated for

about half of its length and the remainder plain, to calculate

the thickness of the plain por
fion in accordance with Par.

.239, assuming that the length of the plain portion is the

distance from the center line of the rivets in the head to

the beginning of the corrugations?

Reply: It is the opinion of the Committee that in the cal-

culation of the thickness of the plain portion of such a fur-

nace, Par. 2396 should be used, taking for the length the

distance from the face of the flange to the center of the first

definite corrugation, and the thickness thus obtained shall be

uniform throughout the entire length of the flue.

Case No. 416— (In the hands of the Committee).

Case No. 418—Inquiry: Is it permissible under the re-

quirements of the Heating Boiler Section of the Code, to at-

tach the safety valve to the pipe-header outlet connection of a

type of cast-iron sectional heating boiler with sections de-

signed too narrow to admit of a separate opening on any one

of them for the safety valve?

Reply: If the design of the boiler is such that it is not

possible to form the safety-valve openings directly on the

boiler sections, it is the opinion of the Committee that the

sections should be connected at two or more points to a mani-

fold or header which will serve as a steam drum, and that

it will be permissible to mount the safety valve on this mani-
fold or header.

Case No. 419— (In the hands of the Committee).
Case No. 420—Inquiry: Is it permissible, under the re-

quirements of the Boiler Code, to drive up a blister or blisters

on a tube or tubes of a watertube boiler and reinforce them

by depositing metal over the same by the autogenous process;

or later when other blisters appear above or below the first

reinforcement to again use the same process, increasing the

length of the reinforcement; also to weld tubes lengthwise
bv the same process regardless of minimum or maximum
length of weld for any thickness of tube and for any pressure
without removing the tube from boiler or annealing the

welding?

Reply: It is the opinion of the Committee that such rein-

forcement or welding of blisters or other defects in the tubes

of watertube boilers would be analogous to the welding of

cracks in shell plates subject to tensile strain which is pro-
hibited under the Recommendations for Repairs by Welding
in the Appendix of the 1918 Edition of the Code, page 127,

third paragraph.



Home-made Appliances for Boiler Shops
Structural Details of Equipment That Can Be Easily

Assembled with Practical Applications of the Devices

By James F. Hobart

AFEW years ago I became interested in copying all the

shop notices that were found in various shops visited,

but about five or six years ago, the habit was

abandoned. It was brought straight home to me that the

average shop notice is not worth the paper it is printed on.

Or, in other words, "not worth the powder to blow it

t0 * * *i»

It was in the Big Four Railroad Boiler Shop at (Maple

Grove) Indianapolis, Indiana, and I was reading a notice

posted conspicuously beside a big grinding machine. Two

supporting posts each set a couple of feet above the floor,

upon square concrete piers. Around the top of each post

pier or footing C, has teen placed a frame B, as shown in

Fig. 1. From four to six compressed air connections are to

be found at each post as shown at A, A, A, the connections

project through the frame just far enough for the men to

connect on air hose to one or more as required. The air

pipe as shown, comes down the post, and the valves which

control the several air outlets, are all located inside of the

frame, where they are well protected from accidental injur}-.

.Air

i Pipe

Post

-C

Fig. 1- Post, Air
Outlets

Rivet Fire
f^\

Wooden
Timber

Steel
<-Tmsf/e

Fig.Z-Rivet Heater Truck

Jumbo
"Stake"

Fig.3-BoilerShop Heater Fig.4- Heavy Stake and Holder

Easily Made Equipment That Will Help Out Production

pairs of stout goggles hung from a nail just under the notice,

which was as follows:—
NOTICE—Any employee using this machine

without goggles will be discharged. This will be

enforced.

While I was reading, a man came and ground a tool on

the machine, but he did not put on the goggles. In fact,

he never even looked at them! The incident brought to

mind the saying of an old shop foreman:—"It's easy to

write notices, but it's a big job to enforce them."

Only a short time afterwards, I encountered another shop

sign which killed all desire to add any more to my collec-

tion. This one was in a wash room where the foreman had

evidently been unable to keep some of his men up to the

required sanitary conditions. In despair, he had a sign
made and posted to the effect that:—

"If you can't read, get to out of here!"

That notice capped the climax and the writer has added

no more to his collection. It is all well and good to post
notices on the shop bulletin board. Such posted notices are

pretty sure to be read and if anything posted there is of in-

terest to the workmen, they will heed the notice. But nine

times out of ten, the effort is time, ink and paper wasted.

Air-Posts and Rivet-Trucks

Here are a couple of kinks which were found in the

boiler shop of the Lancaster (Pa.) Iron Works. They have

a line shop with concrete and dirt floors, and with the roof-

In the same shop, I saw in use a rivet heater which was
Fastened upon a truck, or rather, what answered for one.

Four big casters attached to the device, as pictured by Fig.
2, permitted the heater to be pushed almost anywhere, even
where floor-room was quite limited.

The device was built of heavy tank steel and as shown it

contains three compartments, one full of dirt, where the rivet

fire is kindled and kept going by a blast from the air-hose

on top of the heater. The two other compartments are—a

large one for coal and a smaller one for rivets. This makes
the appliance pretty well self contained. Mounted on the

big casters, it can be moved easily and quickly, and even spun
around "in its tracks" with little trouble or loss of time.

I have not shown the manner in which that rivet-truck

was put together for I wanted you to have an open mind
when you make one for your shop. Then you can, if you
wish, flange and rivet the plates together. Or, you can rivet

eai h one to corner angles. But, before you select either of the

e noted ways, just consider making up the truck with an

oxy-acetylene welding torch, thereby making a truck as

smooth aad clean-looking as the one shown by Fig. 2.

It is not very seasonable, just at this time of the year, to

lug in a shop heater, but here's one which is so mighty sim-

ple that I wish you would take a look at it as pictured by
Fig. 3. We wont start a fire in it just yet, but give it the

"once over" and note that it is made from a bit of tank steel,

or a piece of plate from some old boiler. There are four

legs riveted on, holes made for three pieces of one-inch pipe,
and a loosely fitting bottom plate has three rough holes in

222
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it. The holes in the sides, near the upper edge, arc for at-

taching hooks of a chain suspended from the shop crane. In

this manner, the heater may 1h- quickly moved from place to

place even while the fire therein is burning briskly.

When a new fire is to be lighted, pulling out the three pieces

of pipe will dump the old tire and leave the heater clear

and clean. Replace the short bits of pipe, drop the perforated

bottom plate in place and the heater is ready for the new-

fire. When the fire burns too fiercely
—

something that hardly

ever happens in a chilly boiler shop
—a bit of steel plate on

top of the heater controls the fire to a nicety and is much ap-

preciated at noontime by the workmen, for heating their

dinner-bucket coffee-cans.

Boiler-Shop Stake-Holder

A big "stake" similar to the kind used by tinners and sheet

metal workers, is a mighty handy thing to have in a boiler

shop, even if it is necessary to improvise a stake by making
a hitch with the shop crane around a length of railroad iron,

lifting it level, with the far end on a barrel and then using

the end of the rail as a stake where it overhangs the crane

Fig. fc- Anvil Holding Clip

Fig.8- Dead Head Tool

,A

"111mil

One of the K
FlangedHeads

Fig.7- Rivet Cutter On Fig. 9- Rivet Box, 15 Spaces
Fiq.S- Floor Stand Anvil Pad

For Long Rods

Anvil Attachments and Other Convenient Devices

fastening. That scheme works well, all right, but it is not

quite as handy as a stake arrangement in use in the "T. & P."

shops, New Orleans, La.

Such a "Jumbo" stake and a permanent built-in stake-

holder is shown in Fig. 4. This stake is a huge affair ten

feet long, or so, made like the one used by tinners, only

larger. A bit of railroad iron, a piece of shaft or even a

narrow floor-plate can usually be found doing duty as a

stake, the permanent fastening therefor, permitting the use

of almost any kind of a stake, from a bit of timber to the

fine stake shown by Fig. 4. This engraving shows one end

of the stake resting underneath a timber which has been

permanentlv framed into the timber work of the building.

The free or work end of the stake hangs over a stout steel

trestle or "horse," made expressly for the purpose, with a

stiff I-beam backbone, capable of supporting almost any

load likely to be placed upon the stake. Do not make the

mistake of placing a steel beam in the building to hold down

the back end of a stake, as shown. Steel used thus is too

noisy, and even a boiler maker sometimes finds it pleasanter

to his ears with a bit of board interposed between the trestle

and the stake—it makes far less noise, thus.

A Trolley Floor Stand

The New Orleans "T. & P." shops have also the ap-

pliances shown by Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8. When long rods have

to be worked, either in the forge shop or while being

threaded and cut off, an appliance which will support the

far end of the long rod is often badly needed. Such a rig,

and a might) neat too, is 4imvn bv Fig. 5. It was made
from four lengths of round black steel, the ends A, A,

turned out and down lour feet, after the other ends of the

four rods had been securely fastened together by a shrunk -

on band B, and then welded solid into a head C, which was

Inter split as shown at I), and forged into jaws E and F to

receive sheave (,'. which in turn was fastened by pin H.

No attempt was made to have this stand adjustable in

height. It was made just high enough for the work it was

to do, and fixed that way, for good. The top ends of jaws
E and F were rounded off, and also beveled sidewise so that

should a rod happen to strike on top of the jaws, it would

slide off upon the sheave, rather than off the stand altogether.

Some Anvil Tools

Several rigs and jigs for use on anvils in the boiler shop
of this railroad are shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. A stout

bit of boiler plate, two bits, in fact, were sheared long and

narrow as shown by Fig. 6, then flanged lengthwise in the

middle, square spike holes punched as shown, then the ends

were bent inward as shown, and hammered snugly down

against the base of a big anvil. A strip was placed at either

end of the anvil and. after having been forged snugly against

it, railroad spikes were driven through the square holes in

both straps, fastening them and the anvil securely to the

anvil block.

The value of these clips became apparent whenever the

anvil happened to get upset, as the block remained right in

place, where it belonged. Also, when the anvil was moved

around the shop by the overhead crane, it never parted com-

panv with the block, but a hitch from the crane-chain, took

both along together.

Rivet-Cutter and Anvil "Dully"

A four-inch square bit of steel six or seven inches long was

shouldered at one end and riveted into or welded upon a

strip of heavy boiler plate as shown at A and C, Fig. 7.

Then the ends of the plate strip were bent downward so as to

slide easily along on top of anvil B.

Holes of several sizes were drilled in the sides of the steel

post as shown at D and E. The top of the post formed a

dandy place for driving small rivets in flat work and when

a rivet was too long, it could be inserted as shown at D, in

the proper size of hole, and a stroke from a sledge, against

a handled cold chisel, quickly cut the rivet off flush with

side of the post. The smith also found this device handy
when forging small articles and needed a square corner

sharper than could be found on the shop anvil.

"Buck-Horn" and Bending Tool

A very handy anvil tool of the "deadhead" class was made

by slotting a stout piece of tool steel as shown by Fig. 8 at C.

Then the" lower end of the steel was shouldered down to fit

the hardv-hole of the anvil. Later, the sides of the tool,

D and E, were beveled back as shown at F and G, until

only a narrow flat end was left on each side, as shown at //.

This tool found a great variety of uses. When small rods

or straps had to be bent, one of them would be placed be-

tween jaws D and £, in slot C, and by "taking a pry" on

end of the piece and properly reinforcing with sundry ham-

mer blow.-, the piece would be bent easily and quickly, with-

out having to go to a vise with the work.

Steel Rivet Boxes

Down in Memphis, Tennessee, in the I. C. boiler shop, I

saw a mighty convenient receptacle for keeping rivets safe,

and handy at all times. What is more, all kinds of rivets

used in the shop were- kept in a couple of these boxes which,

as shown by Fig. ,9,
were made from boiler plate and con-

tained from eleven to fifteen compartments each.



The New Shop as Seen from the Southeast

Repair Shop Has All Facilities Under One Roof

New "Katy" Plant Accommodates Erecting, Machine

Tools, Boiler and Tank Work and Stores in One Building

THE
comprehensive program for the improvement of

facilities for the handling and repairing of locomotives

which has been carried out on the Missouri-Kansas-

Texas, under the receivership recently terminated, includes

the construction of a locomotive repair shop at Bellmead

terminal, Waco, Tex., at a cost of about $1,700,000, which is

designed for the conduct of all classes of heavy locomotive

repairs. In addition to the large repair shop building, which

is of particular interest because it houses all the necessary

facilities for the conduct of locomotive and boiler repairs

under one roof, the improvement includes a number of

auxiliary facilities, of which the most important is a large

modern power house. The new facilities have been designed

to fit into the existing layout at Bellmead, making such re-

arrangements as were found necessary, including certain

changes in track locations. It was necessary, however, to

make some additions to the land area devoted to terminal

purposes at this point.
The present construction is planned for heavy repairs to

16 to 20 locomotives per month and, while the shop is

designed primarily with a view to economical operation under

present conditions, consideration was also being given to its

adaptation to a plan for future development with a minimum

expense for rearranging buildings and tracks.

Boiler Shop Arrangement

The main portion of the shop building is 475 feet long by
151 feet wide, measured inside the walls, and is subdivided

into 19 transverse bays 25 feet wide, and 2 aisles or longitud-

inal bays, SO feet and 71 feet wide respectively. A second

aisle 71 feet wide forms a wing for a length of 8 bays or 200

feet along the north side of the building at the west end, while

at the east end of the building is another wing, 152 feet, by
50 feet projecting south from the south side of the building

for a distance of 74 feet 2J4 inches. Also along the south

side of the building are two smaller wings, one 25 feet by
150 feet and the other 25 feet square, while another small

wing, 27 feet by 58 feet S inches projects from the north side

of the building.

The 80-foot aisle in the main body of the building com-

prises the erecting shop, while the 71 -foot aisle serves as the

machine tool shop. However, the first four bays of these two

aisles at the west end of the building, covering an area 100

feet by 151 feet, will be utilized as a boiler shop while the

remaining 375 feet of these two aisles will serve as the loco-

motive shop. The large wing projecting from the north side

of the building will be the tank and plate shop. The east

bay, which is a two-story structure, will house the stores de-

partment on the lower floor, and the shop office and man-

ufacturing toolroom on the second floor. The two small one-

story bays along the south end of the building will house
locker and toilet rooms for white and colored employees and
two fan rooms, while the small wing on the north side of the

building will be used as a distributing toolroom and foreman's

office.

The building is of steel frame construction throughout
with the major portion conforming to the prevailing standards

of industrial building construction. The erecting aisle has a

clear height of 53 feet 1 inch to under-clearance of the roof

trusses which are supported on columns conforming to the

25-foot transverse bay arrangement and designed to support
the roof trusses and two crane runways, the upper one for a

180-ton crane to handle locomotives and the lower one for a

15-ton crane to be used in handling lighter parts. As it is

believed that the 180-ton crane can readily handle all move-

ments of locomotives to and from the various pit tracks, it has

been deemed unnecessary to provide a transfer table. Each
of the 15 bays in that portion of the erecting aisle to be used

for the locomotive erecting shop is to be equipped with a track

and track pit each track extending a distance of eight feet

into the machine tool aisle.

The two 71 -foot aisles are of duplicate construction except
that the one used for the tank and plate shop does not extend

the full length of the building. The underside of the roof

trusses in these two aisles is 35 feet 7 inches above the floor,

and each is equipped with a crane runway with top of rail

26 feet 4 inches above the floor. The crane in the machinery
aisle is to be of 15 tons capacity, while that in the tank and
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plate shop aisle is of 40 tons capacity. The roof trusses in

each case are of rectangular outline except that a single saw
tooth is superimposed on each with its top extending to a

height of 16 feet above the general level of the roof and pro-

viding a window area having a vertical height of about 12

feet.

An interesting detail in connection with the efficient opera-
tion of the machine shop is to be found in the extension of the

crane runway for the machine tool shop for a distance of 75

feet beyond the east end of the building, or over a casting

platform and the tracks adjoining it so that the crane can be

used for unloading castings or in transporting them from

cars or the platform to any of the machine tools in the shop.

The shop floor is of reinforced concrete, with a mastic sur-

face, while the roof consists of cement tile, covered with com-

position roofing. The walls of the building are almost en-

tirely glass. Along the two sides of the main shop structure,

the glass extends for the full width between the faces of

columns which are exposed at the outside of the building.

The two ends of the shop are also largely of glass, except that

ornamental treatment is provided in the form of brick

pilasters, and brick facing in the plane of the trusses. The

brick work is ornamented with concrete belt courses and cop-

ings. The glass areas in the smaller wings and in the portion

of the building used by the store department and the man-

Waco station of tin- Texas Power and Light Company.
Among minor outbuildings are a supply building for the

blacksmith and boiler shops, a paint shop, an oxy-acetylene

plant, a first-aid room, and a fire engine and hose house.

The work under way also includes a brick lavatory and locker

building for roundhouse employees. A concrete subway 8 feet

by 8 feet, 355 feet long has been constructed under the yard.

The preparation of the site involved 140,000 cubic yards
of grading and the relocation of a mile of main track. The
work includes about 3,300 cubic yards of reinforced concrete

in culverts, subway and foundations and 2,000 tons of steel.

Comparison of Tool Steels

AN
important method of comparing tool steels is known

as the lathe breakdown test. In this test the tool is

used for cutting into a steel of definite composition, and

works at a known speed and rate of cutting until it is

worn out. A report on such tests has been issued by the Bu-

reau of Standards telling of the results of such tests on vari-

ous kinds of modern tool steels and discussing the limita-

tions of this method when applied to the purchase of steel.

The conclusions drawn are summarized as follows:

1. Breakdown tests are not satisfactory as a basis for the pur-
chase of high-speed tool steels.

Map of the Facilities at Bellmead Terminal. New Structures Indicated by Heavy Lines

ufacturing tool room is also large but with considerable area

in brick pilasters and concrete trim. All glass throughout

the entire building is set in steel sash.

The building is heated throughout by a forced draft hot

air system from the two fan rooms mentioned above where

air driven through steam coil heating units is transmitted

through concrete ducts under the floor to outlets distributed

throughout the building.
The brick and steel power house is located between the

shop and roundhouse. The present construction is designed

for the use of oil as fuel, with provision for the installation

of coal and ash handling facilities when required. The rein-

forced concrete chimney is 8 feet in diameter, and 177 feet

high. The power installation includes 328 horsepower water-

tube boilers and appurtenances, two air compressors of 2,000

and 500 cubic feet capacity, and duplicate fire pumps.
The shop is completely equipped with new machinery,

driven bv electric power with individual motors. The circuits

are generally carried in conduits under the floor. A circuit

with self-registering apparatus is provided for checking ma-

chine performances. Electric power is furnished from the

2. Competitive comparisons of brands having nearly similar

performance is not justified, owing to the qualitative nature of this

type of test
;
but relatively large differences may be determined.

3. Certain severe breakdown tests were made with roughing
tools on three percent nickel steel forgings, and in them high
frictional temperatures were produced. In these it was found that

the performance of commercial low tungsten, high vanadium and

cobalt steels was superior to that of the high tungsten, low vana-

dium type of and special steels containing about one-fourth per-
cent uranium and three-fourths per cent of molybdenum.

4. Modification of the test conditions, including small changes
in tool angles, but principally changes in cutting speed, had a

more marked effect on the performance of steels containing cobalt

or special elements, such as uranium or molybdenum than it did

on that of the basic types.

5. The high tungsten steels showed relatively poor endurance

under severe working conditions, but did much better in more

moderate tests. The latter were made on the same test log and

with equal cutting speed and depth of cut, but with reduced feed.

The frictional temperatures were not so high.

6. Hardness determinations and examinations of fractures indi-

cate that the various types of commercial high speed steel show

differences in behavior under heat treatment and in physical

properties which are of importance under moderate working condi-

tions and might counterbalance slight advantages in performance.



Device for Testing Superheater Units and Air Reservoirs

Speed in Operating and Accuracy and Se-

verity of Testing, Features of New Device

ONE
of the most simple ;md efficient devices vet de-

veloped for testing superheater units and air reservoirs

is shown below. It was designed and constructed

for use in the Readville shops of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford. .

As show-n, the operating mechanism is mounted on a large

steel back plate 1 inch thick, supported on the bottom by
three right-angle legs with holes drilled to provide for bolt-

by means of a piston rod. The piston in H is operated by

shop air pressure at 80 pounds from a one-half inch pipe, the

pressure being shown by gage 5. The unit is filled and

tested through pipe /, being blown out through pipe A' which

is connected through a suitable valve to the exhaust, not

shown. The test pressure on the unit is indicated by gage L,

being between 400 and 500 pounds. Shop air pressure at 80

pounds is provided in pipe P, the connections being such that

A Compact and Efficient Device for Testing Superheater Units at the Readville Shops of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford

ing to the floor. The rugged design of the testing device

throughout is evident from the illustration.- Moreover it is a

compact unit which can be readily moved to the most con-

venient place in the shop by means of a crane and chain

hooks attached to the hangers At and N. At the time of tak-

ing the photograph the tester was not in its final location and
it has since been moved to the erecting shop where super-
heater units can be handled to and from the device with

the minimum effort.

Referring to the illustration, a superheater unit is shown

applied to two false seats in the substantial angle block D
rigidly bolted to the back-plate. In testing, the unit is held

with a heavy pressure against block D by means of lever F,

pivoted as shown and operated from brake cylinder E. The
final test pressure on the unit is obtained by hydraulic pres-
sure from cvlinder G direct-connected to brake cylinder H

this pressure is shown by gage R. City water at a pressure of

40 to SO pounds is provided to pipe Q and used for filling the

units and hydraulic cylinder G.

This tester is operated by means of three levers A, B and C,
each of which has two positions and is interlocked with two

three-way valves. Three levers are required, for the reason

that there are three main pipe connections, namely city water,

high pressure water and air required in blowing out units.

The arrangement of the interlocking levers to the six valves

is extremely ingenious and foolproof, making it impossible
to perform the various operations out of their proper order.

Moving handle A to position / supplies air to brake cvlinder

/-.'. clamping the unit quickly and with a heavy pressure
which practically eliminates all chance of leakage at the two

joints. Handle B is moved to position 2 allowing water at

street pressure to fill the unit and cylinder G. Moving handle
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C to position _,
shuts off the water supply and admits air on

top o( the piston in cylinder // applying hydraulic pressure
to the unit. Moving handle C back to position / exhausts

the air in cylinder // and closes the connection from cylinder
G to the unit. The unit is opened to the atmosphere and
water and scale blown out by shop air pressure when handle

B is moved to position 5. Moving handle A to position 6

shuts off air pressure to the unit and releases the air in

cylinder E, also releasing the unit.

All of the above operations take far longer to describe

than to perform. In fact, a unit can lie applied on this de-

vice, tested and released in a fraction of a minute. Not

only is the operation speeded up but the test is much more

thorough and severe than that ordinarily accorded super-

heater units. Cylinder G is bushed so that a pressure of

400 to 500 pounds is obtained quickly showing up any defects

which exist. This allows defects to be corrected before the

units are reapplied and perhaps cause service failures

Testing Reservoirs

Air reservoirs are tested by means of the Westinghouse

9^-inch air compressor T which is bushed on the air end to

boost the shop pressure to at least 225 pounds, at which the

reservoirs are tested. Pipe V is connected to the reservoir

(not shown in the illustration), and in operation valve V
is opened allowing water to practically fill the tank. Valve

V is then closed and the air compressor started increasing

the pressure on the reservoir to 225 pounds when the stand-

ard hammer test is given. The test pressure is indicated by

gage IF, connected by a copper pipe to the tee at the air dis-

charge as shown. Pipe X is the exhaust from the air com-

pressor.

Making a Long Radius Arc

By Phil Nesser

OFTENTIMES
we come across a job in the layout of

boilers or steel work, where it is necessary to lay out

an arc of such radius that our tools will not reach

the center of the arc; for this, the writer wishes to suggest

the following method :

Suppose we start with a small circle, reasoning that in

Fig. 1 the dimension .4 multiplied by the dimension B will

equal the square of the dimension C. Expressing this in a

formula, we have C squared equal to A times B or C2 =
AB. And C is the square root of the product of A times

B.

The dimension A in Fig. 1 is the height of the segment
of the arc, of which two times C is the length of the chord,

and .4 plus B equals the diameter of the circle. The radius

would then be the sum of .4 plus B divided by two.

In large arcs the dimension D, Fig. 1, is so near one-

fourth of the dimension .4 that it can be used as such for

all practical work and give as close results as we are able to

measure without getting into hundredths of an inch, that is.

if the arc is over ten feet radius. For less than that we

could use the trammels. Also we must not take too much of

the circle into the arc, say, not over 30 degrees on the arc,

and the method here given will work out.

Considering that the diameter is twice the radius of the

circle, then the radius is always the sum of A plus B
divided by two. Assume that we have to draw an arc of

which the radius is to be 200 inches, the diameter would be

400 inches. If the dimension .4 equals one inch, B must then

be 400 minus one inch or B is 399 inches. Considering that

C in Fig. 1 is the square root of the product of .4 times B,
we can see that the length of half the chord would be the

square root of 399 inches.

Turning our attention to Fig. 2, the dimensions are marked,
one inch in place of the letter .4 as in Fig. 1, and 399 inches

for the dimension B and the product of A times B would be

399 inches.

Extracting the square root of 399 need not scare anyone,
for we have books with these things all worked out, and we
have only to find the table of squares and square roots of

numbers that are printed in most all pocket memorandas, or

1 looks of mechanics' tables. Several such books are pub-
lished by the large steel companies and can be secured by
corresponding with them, or from any book store.

The square root of 390 i- 10.973. This is substituted for

(' in Fig. 1. and marked upon Fig. 2 as the length of half

the chord of the arc.

To construct Fig. 2. draw a line of indefinite length as

M-N. At any point, as O, draw the perpendicular line

O-P, which is to be one inch in length. From the point O
measure each way 19.973 inches, locating points M and N.
This locates M, P and N. Then draw a line from M to P.

Bisecting this with a perpendicular line one-quarter inch

long, locate point R. This is repeated on the line N-P,
locating point .S'. Having located points M , R, P, S and N,
we can trace the arc through these points.

If more points are desired, we could draw chords again

connecting each of the located points and setting off from

°>&
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10 X 20

for the letters in the above formula, we have L =
. (20

—
19)

and L is found to be 200 inches. The work given in Fig. 2

will explain how to make the arc to get the large end, and

bv drawing a concentric line 10 inches away toward the center

of the arc, taking the lengths of the circumference upon

each arc for each respective end we could lay out such a

cylinder without making it up to full size outlines, and
save the time of making such outlines.

To make the arc after locating points as explained in

Fig. 2, we take a steel straight edge about 2 inches wide
set on edge and bend it flatways until it passes through the

points, taking 3 or 4 points at a time.

Rules for Inspecting Power Boilers

Methods for Making Internal and External Inspec-

tions to Determine Fitness of Boilers for Service

THE
following paragraphs constitute a section of the

preliminary report of the A.S.M.E. sub-committee on

the operation and care of power boilers—under the

Boiler Code Committee. The rules apply only to steam

boiler construction in compliance with Part 1, Section 1 of

the Boiler Code and to those not subject to federal inspection

and control, including marine boilers, boilers of steam loco-

motives, etc. Complete details of the rules and action taken

by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in the

matter can be obtained from the Secretary of the Boiler

Code Committee, C. W. Obert, 29 West 39th street, New
York, N. Y.

Rules for Inspecting Power Boilers

C-210. All power boilers shall be given two external and

one internal inspection per year by the state or municipal

inspectors having jurisdiction or by the inspectors of the in-

surance company carrying the risk. These inspectors are

hereinafter termed authorized inspectors.

C-211. Similar inspections shall be made by the person

responsible for the boiler plant as a whole, who is hereinafter

termed the plant inspector. Such inspections shall be sup-

plementary to and in no wise considered as supplanting or

superseding the inspections made by authorized inspectors.

Such inspections shall be made in accordance with the fol-

lowing rules:

C-212. Between periodical inspections by authorized in-

spectors, the plant inspector shall closely observe the opera-
tion and condition of the boilers and shall report immediately
to the proper authorities any serious defects, doubtful con-

ditions or unusual occurrences.

C-213. An external inspection shall comprehend the

superficial examination of the boiler, its appurtenances and

connections and does not necessarily require that the boiler

be off the line. It is a form of examination to check up care

and management mainly.
C-214. The internal inspection of the boiler shall be a

comprehensive and thorough examination in every detail, em-

bracing particularly the determination of the suitability of

the boiler for load and pressure carried, strength of its parts,

possible deterioration in service and advisability of its con-

tinuance under the pressure carried previously to inspection.
C-21S. No particular preparation shall be necessary for

an external inspection other than giving the plant inspector
convenient access to the boiler and its connections.

C-216. The internal inspection shall call for somewhat
extensive preparation, mainly the proper cooling and opening

up the boiler together with a thorough cleaning of the boiler,

including setting.

C-217. The cooling of the boiler shall be done cautiously
so as not to put undue stress on the heated surfaces and set-

ting. The damper shall be opened wide and the ash pit

doors opened, allowing circulation of air in the usual way.

The fire doors shall remain closed until after boiler is cooled.

C-218. During the cooling process the large doors in the
boiler front shall be kept closed in order to prevent rapid
cooling of tube ends.

C-219. After the furnace and lining have become well
cooled the fire doors may be opened as well as the clean-out
door at the rear preparatory to sweeping out the accumulated
ash and soot.

C-220. The walls, baffles, tubes and shell shall be thor-

oughly swept down and the ash and soot removed to give the

plant inspector opportunity to examine the parts closely and
to eliminate danger from hot contact.

C-221. The tubes shall be well dusted and cleaned with
steam soot blowers before the cooling operation has com-
menced. Steam shall not be used to clean tubes of a cold
boiler as the moisture cements the soot and ash into a hard
mass difficult to remove.

C-222. When boiler and setting are thoroughly cooled

the blow-off valve shall be opened and the water removed.
Then the manhole and handhole covers shall be removed to

allow circulation of air.

C-223. The inside of shell, drums and tubes shall then
be washed down thoroughly to remove mud, loose scale, etc.

The washing operation shall be conducted from above as far

as possible to carry the material downward to blow-off or

lower handholes.

C-224. Before the washing operation is commenced a

wire gauze screen of cylindrical form shall be inserted in each
blow-off opening, projecting up into the boiler several inches,
whose function is to prevent loose pieces of scale from enter-

ing and clogging the blow-off pipe.

C-22S. The plant inspector shall have available the data
on the boiler, dimensions, age, particulars as to previous de-

fects noted, if any, and shall proceed to check up the pres-
sure carrying capacity of boiler subject to conditions found

during complete inspection.

External Inspection

C-226. The plant inspector shall examine the boiler for

level, noting whether or not there has been any tendency to

settlement, especially the level of the top tubes in horizontal

return tubular boilers. He shall see that proper provision
is made for expansion toward the back of boiler.

C-227. Examination shall then be made of the feed con-

nection to see that it is clear and in good working condition.

C-228. Examination shall be made for evidences of cor-

rosion on exterior of shell from rain coming down stack

and leaking roofs, valves and pipes.

C-229. Inspection shall be made to see if there is any
leakage of flame on dry sheets, particularly at the back arch

of return tubular boilers, which should be entirely clear of

riar tube sheet with sheet metal or asbestos rope covering gap.
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Tie rods and buck stays shall be examined for condition and

possible shifting from place.
C-230. Where the boiler top is covered with brick or

other material, it should be removed sufficiently to allow

proper inspection of riveted joints.

C-231. The plant inspector should note proximity of

overhead shafts or any machinery which might drop down on

or strike boiler in case of accident.

C-232. The plant inspector should note the presence of

lumber, or other material piled on boiler or setting for pur-

poses of drying or storage and which may endanger the set-

ting or the safety and accessibility of the apparatus.
C-233. A careful examination shall be made of the safety

valve, its connection to the boiler, escape pipe, its drip, sup-

ports, etc. He shall also test the safety valve by hand.

C-234. The water glass, gage cocks, water column con-

nections and blow-offs shall be tested to see if the connections

are free. Boiler pressure gages and master gages shall be

tested.

Furnace and Parts Exposed to Fire

C-235. The plant inspector shall go into the furnace for

the examination of the exterior of the tubes, shell, brick-

work, etc.

C-236. He shall examine carefully for bulges over the

fire, leaky rivets, loose rivets, rivets out of alignment, cor-

rosion, wasting away of plates, cracks, etc.

C-237. The plant inspector shall scrape the shell and tap
it thoroughly with hammer to detect thin places. He shall

check thickness of plates with steel scale measurement. He
shall examine joints and sheets over the fire particularly for

possible fire cracks.

C-238. The plant inspector shall examine the setting for

cracks, settlement and loose, brick which may lean against
the boiler. Where brickwork is used as insulation of steel

supporting members it shall be examined to see that it is in

good condition and that the air space, if any, is maintained.

The furnace lining shall be examined for spauling, crack-

ing and settlement. In vertical boilers, bridge walls shall be

inspected to see that the mud dTum is properly protected.

The plant inspector shall examine baffle and check walls

particularly for holes which may permit flaming through.
C-239. The blow-off connection should be examined care-

fully for corrosion and weakness where it screws into the

boiler. The protecting cover of brick or tile should be intact

and not interfere in any way with the expansion of the boiler

or pipe.
C-240. Particular attention shall be given the tube ends

and tube sheets in the case of horizontal return tubular boil-

ers, the plant inspector noting any corrosion of the sheets,

signs of leaking tubes, excessive thinning of the tubes from

repeated rollings, and any cracks in the tube ends.

C-241. The plant inspector shall note any tendency to

corrosion from leakage of manhole and handholes under

tubes in tube sheets of return tubular boilers.

Internal Inspection

C-242. The plant inspector shall enter the drums of the

boiler to make personal examination of conditions, first mak-

ing sure that they have been properly ventilated and that

there is no inflammable gas present from oil used to coat the

boiler as the water level is lowered.

C-243. Before entering the shell or drum the plant in-

spector shall see that the blow-off valve, the main steam

valve and other valves are locked and the keys in his pos-
session.

C-244. Careful examination of the interior of the boiler

shall be made for pitting, corrosion, scale and thin places in

shell. The upper half of drums in the steam space shall be

examined particularly for signs of grease and oil.

C-245. The interior of the tubes should be examined for

scale and deposits and the space between the tubes in case

of return tubular boiler made visible by lowering candle or

small light between them for the purpose of making sure

that there is no restriction of the circulation.

C-246. The location of the feed discharge and condition

of the trough under it shall be noted. Dry pipes shall be

examined to sec that their openings and perforations are free

from deposits. All interior fittings shall be examined for

loose connections.

C-247. The interior face of the riveted joints shall be

examined for condition of riveting, thinness of metal, cor-

rosion, cracks, etc. The plant inspector shall note wasting

away and cracking of stays and braces. Particular note

shall be made of any welded stays or braces.

C-248. The fusible plug, if used, shall be examined, the

top scraped to expose the condition of the metal and the plug
renewed in case it has seen a year of service. The surface

of the boiler about the plug shall also be scraped.

Inspection or Appurtenances and Supports

C-249. An examination of the condition of the main
header and its connections to boiler shall be made to ascertain
that it is properly supported, that due allowance is made
for expansion without throwing strains on the boiler, that the
non-return stop-valves are in good working condition and
so placed that there is no pocket in the connection to hold
water.

C-250. The plant inspector shall note the position of the
steam gage, gage cocks, ascertain that the pipes leading to

the water column, and water glass are level, and by leveling
across the top row of tubes or from the position of the fusible

plug check the position of the water glass.
C-2S1. Check pipe line and all exterior supports to see

that the proper tension and alinement is maintained. Where
boiler foundations are independent of building foundations,

joints on the steam and feed connections shall be discon-

nected once a year to check possible settlements.

C-252. In addition to the above inspections, the plant
inspector shall observe the condition of the interior of boiler

at least once in every three months or at more frequent inter-

vals if the boiler is opened for cleaning or repairs. Each
time the boiler is removed from service, the plant inspector
shall look for signs of defects where observations cannot be
taken while the boiler is in operation.

C-253. A record of each inspection shall be kept in a

uniform manner so that any change of condition can be

definitely compared especially with reference to thickness of

scale, corrosion, cracks, etc.

Care and Management

C-2S4. The plant inspector shall note particularly any
evidences of carelessness in the care and management of the
boiler and its appurtenances.

C-255. The plant inspector shall demand immediate

remedy of any unsafe conditions or undesirable practices he

may uncover and shall report fully on the results of his in-

spection to the owners of the boiler plant, promptly.
C-256. The plant inspector shall be furnished a copy of

all reports of inspections made by authorized inspectors and
shall see that all recommendations in such reports are prompt-
ly and carefully carried to completion.

Engineering Scholarships.—The Mechanical Division
of the American Railway Association has four scholarships
at Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, X. 1.. two of
which are now vacant. These scholarships are available for

the sons of members of the division and cover the regular
tuition charges for a four-year course, leading to the degree
of Mechanical Engineer (M, E.). The course offered also

includes instruction in electrical, civil and other branches,

of engineering.



Boiler Inspecting in South Africa

Details of Boiler Supervision and Qualifications and

Experiences of Inspectors in a Strange Land

By George Cecil

ALTHOUGH
the activities of the boiler inspector in

South Africa are restricted by the lack of manufac-

turing concerns, the railways and the docks keep the

small corps more or less busy. True, in an area of over a

million square miles there are but ten thousand miles of rail-

ways; but the docks with their shipbuilding and repairing

yards, and innumerable cranes, find employment for the

boiler inspector, as also do the mines. The man whose work

pins him down to Capetown or Port Elizabeth, seldom has

time to be idle, for apart from the actual inspecting, many
complicated returns must be kept. He is "administered" by
the government, his duties being associated with endless

red tape procedure. The appointment certainly is worth hav-

ing; but it is not without vexatious worries. Those who pass
the necessary qualifying examination, though assured of an

adequate living, are subjected to a good deal of worry. They
cannot escape from officialism.

Restriction Placed on Boilers

Before the Union of South Africa was instituted the boiler

inspector might go about his work in a haphazard manner.

Users of steam power often were their own inspectors and if

an accident occurred, resulting in the death of a Kaffir

engineer, the boiler was patched up, and all went on as

usual—till it again burst. Kaffir engineers were plentiful;

and being fatalists, they accepted the job knowing that some-

thing unexpected might happen at any moment. Something
often did, and, for that matter, trouble still arises.

The Boer farmer in the back-veldt, for example, has no

sympathy with restrictions imposed by the British Govern-

ment. Seldom does he trouble himself about having the boiler

of the engine which drives his threshing-machine examined

by an inspector. "It has," he argues, "lasted this season,

and, if the Allemachter is willing, it no doubt will last an-

other." Only when the farmer himself is hurt does he con-

sider repairs necessary. In other respects the Boer reposes
boundless trust in Providence, a belief which has gained for

him the high opinion of the good missionaries, who, as else-

where, swarm in South Africa. They even invade business

premises
—intent on converting the heathen.

Applicants for Inspection Jobs

Sometimes the "Boer, anxious to better himself, applies for

the post of boiler inspector. But his ambition seldom is

gratified, for the authorities find Mynheer too "slim"

("slim," in the local jargon, signifies "cunning"). He has

been tried, and with the result that boilers have burst soon

after Piet has passed them. The South African descendant

of the old dutch settlers is ever shadowed by suspicion, and

doubtless ever will be. During the South African war he

gave himself away too often. The Africander (Briton born

in the Union) stands a better chance, though boiler in-

spectors imported from England are most favored, much to

the annoyance of the Africanders. Feeling runs high.

Lately the Kaffirs and Hottentots, as well as numerous half-

castes, have agitated for employment in this direction. Egged
on by the missionaries, and rendered eloquent by trade gin,

they have their claims, even directly with the government.
The petitions have fallen on deaf ears.

The man who works in a large town has an easy enough
time of it. There is no difficultv in getting about; his hours

are regular; the life is one of comparative ease. When, how-
ever, he is sent to a distant railway center, the journey may
be long and tiring, and the accommodation most inadequate.
For the South African provincial hotel is a horror among
horrors, deep in dust and dirt, and alive with fierce insects,

while tinned food is a poor substitute for meat which has

been freshly killed. The journey also is an expensive affair.

The boiler inspector is allowed a free ticket, and. within cer-

tain limits, hotel expenses. But he must provide himself

with such minor luxuries as fruit, and, in the "hot weather,"

ice; and if the hotel fare is found to be uneatable, a simple
dainty, such as an omelette, is paid for out of his own pocket,

i very -tiff price being charged for it. Really, a dog's life.

Petty Graft Sometimes Discovered

At the same time, the Africander boiler inspector has been
known to abuse the hotel allowance. One man, on returning
to headquarters, produced a medical certificate to the effect

that he had fallen ill—and that champagne was found neces-

sary to his health. He put in a hotel bill which included

six bottles in half that number of days. Upon an inquiry

being held, it was found that the supposed invalid had been
three parts drunk before retiring each night and that the

doctor attending him had assisted in the consumption of

the tipple. It also transpired that the boilers passed by him
-hould have been condemned.
The delinquent lost his appointment, and it was some

months before the Africander boiler inspectors recovered from
the stigma thus placed upon them. The occurrence took

place early last year; but it still is remembered.

Methods of Travel

Sometimes the authorities at Capetown, suspecting the pro-
vincial users of steam power of employing boilers which are

a menace to all who go near them, despatch a boiler in-

spector into the boundless veldt. He travels in a huge spring-
less wagon, protected against the relentlessly fierce sun by
a white tarpaulin awning, and drawn by a team of oxen, a

black boy on the driver's seat. Dried biltong, as well as less

unedible provisions, are stored in the lockers; a bed is rigged

up at night; and the Baas carries a rifle on the chance of

coming across a herd of deer. The gun also is handy in case

of robbers, who, catching the occupant of the wagon unawares,

may put him out of action and make way with the cattle—
which are dearly prized as a marketable commodity. The
native, intent on turning an occasion to account, sticks at

nothing.

Occasionally the oxen falling sick, die, the boiler inspector

being left to reach the destined scene of activities as best he

may. The unfortunate fellow has been known to perish of

hunger and thirst by the roadside, his body eventually being
found with the assvogels (vultures) and hyenas fighting over

the gruesome remains. Keen though the boiler inspector is

on securing the traveling allowance "which is granted to all

who are on trek, he is not always flattered by being selected

for the dangerous adventure. Even a provincial hotel is

preferable to being stranded in the inhospitable wilds.

The Boers, on learning of the ill-starred man's fate, show
no compassion . . . "It is," they piously declare, "a judg-
ment on the interfering one! The Allemachter has willed

(Continued on page 234)
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Locomotive Boiler Failures of Recent Occurrence
The Bureau of Locomotive Inspection Reports Accidents

Caused by Crown Sheet and Arch Tube Failures

fir

SPECIAL
reports recentlj made In the chief inspector

of the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission covering locomotive boiler

accidents include several which should be given careful study

by the men in the shops as well as by the operators. These

reports in some detail are given below:

Crown Sheet Failure

Causes Serious Accidents

The crown sheet of Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific

Railroad locomotive 1935

failed while hauling a freight

train at an estimated speed
of 25 miles per hour, result-

ing in the serious injury of

three employees on January
30, 1923. 'it left Bucklin,

Kans., at 8:40 p. m., and
when at a point approx-

imately 23 miles from Buck-

lin, about 1 mile west of

Mineola, Kans., the frown
sheet failed, resulting in the

injur)- of the engine crew who
were in the cab of the loco-

motive at the time of the

accident and w h o were

burned by the scalding water

and steam escaping from the

boiler into the firebox and
into the cab of the locomo-

tive.

Construction or Boiler

This was a 2-8-0 type lo-

comotive with extende d

wagon-top boiler, equipped
with radial stay firebox of

three-piece construction and

four arch tubes carrying the

brick arch. The crown sheet

was supported by 18 longitu-
dinal and 25 transverse rows
of radial stays. The six

longitudinal rows of stays
at the center of the crown
sheet were of the button-head

type with body 1 inch in

diameter upset to 1 3/16 Fig. 1.

inches diameter at top and to

1 5/16 inches diameter at

lower end. The remainder of the crown stays were of the

driven-head type. The crown sheet was 4-)4 inches higher
at the front end than at the back end.

Examination of Firebox

The crown sheet pocketed to a maximum depth of 4%
inches, beginning at the third transverse row of stays back

of the flue sheet to and including the eleventh transverse

row, and from the second longitudinal row on the left of

the center line of crown sheet to the fifth longitudinal row

on the right side of crown sheet, making the pocketed area

approximately 48 inches long by 35 inches in width.

No portion of the (Town sheet showed any evidence of

having been overheated, nor was the scale disturbed on the
water side of trie sheet other than in the pocketed area, which
disturbance was caused by the bending action of the sheet
as it was forced downward by the steam pressure.
The crown sheet pulled off'of 5 7 radial stays, 41 of which

had button heads, while the

remaining 16 had hammered
heads. The button heads
were pulled off the stays and
a number of them found in
the ashes which were removed
from the firebox and ash pan
after the accident. The type
of button-head stay originally
applied is illustrated by
Fig. 1, as well as the badly-
burned button heads that
were found in the ashes. By
comparing the four lower
sections with the original
bolt, tlie extent to which the
button heads had been calked
and distorted is apparent.

Fig. 2 (top) is another

view showing the condition

of a button head that still re-

mained in the sheet after the

accident, while Fig. 2

(lower) shows the extent to

which the threads were cor-

roded and worn away, due

evidently to constant and

-long leakage, which is fur-

ther evidenced by the condi-

tion in which the button

heads were found.

'*!?/

Appurtenances '

I

This locom otive was

equipped with one water

glass and three gage cocks,

all of which were found in

good condition. The lowest

reading of water glass was 4

inches above the highest part
of the crown sheet, while the

lowest gage cock was 5j4
inches above the highest part

Several of crown sheet.

Injectors, safety valves,

and steam gages w:ere re-

moved and tested and found to be in good condition. The

check valves had 7/16-inch lift and were in good condition.

The tank, tank wells, and hose were in good condition; the

right tank hose strainer was in good condition, while portions

of the openings in the left strainer were obstructed by an ac-

cumulation of weeds and straw.

Daily Inspection Reports

Daily inspection reports on file at Herington and Pratt,

Kans., were examined and the following items which might

have had a bearing on the accident had been reported and

Type -of Button-head Bolt Applied and
Burned Heads Found After Accident
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which bear evidence of the poor condition of the firebox and

flues prior to the time of the accident:

Date.
1923.

Jan. 4

Defects.

Calk leaks in firebox.

Report approved by foreman, without notation, indicating repairs
had been made.

Flues leaking.
Both side sheets leaking.
Crown bolts leaking out of Pratt.

Inspect engine for other defects account of 16 hours on duty.

Report approved by foreman, without notation, indicating repairs
had been made.

Calk all leaks in firebox.

Report approved by foreman.
Back end of arch-bar pipe leaking.
Crown bolts and front flue sheet seam leaking.

Report approved by foreman, without notation, indicating repairs

had been made.

Engine leaking bad.

Report approved by foreman, without notation, indicating repairs
had been made.

Right inside arch pipe leaks in back sheet.

Report approved by foreman.
Calk leaks in firebox.

Report approved by foreman.
Flues leaking.
Report approved by foreman.

24 Calk all leaks in firebox.

Calk stay bolts in boiler head, right side; they^
leak so bad when

engine is working engineer can't see nor can't stand to breathe
the steam.

Report approved by foreman.

This locomotive was in shop at Pratt, Kans., undergoing

repairs from January 24 to 30, during which time the fol-

lowing work was reported to have been done:

All flues expanded.
Eight to nine inches of side sheet seams rewelded.

16

22

Fig. 2.—Top View Shows Bolt Taken from Sheet After

Explosion. Lower—Extent of Corrosion

Two center arch tubes applied new.

Two staybolts in right side sheet renewed.

About 50 staybolts in side sheet calked and hammered up.
Boiler washed.

Left front driving wheel tire flange built up.

Conclusion

It is apparent that this failure was entirely due to the

crown sheet being without proper support, due to the threads

on the radial stays arid in the crown sheet being badly cor-

roded and wasted away, and the badly damaged condition

of the button-head stays caused by constant calking because

of leakage, until their holding power was practically de-

stroyed.

Back Head Repalr Fails on Passenger Locomott\ i

On March 10, 1923, there occurred an accident to the

boiler of Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac locomotive

69, near Milford, Va., while hauling passenger train No.

29 at an estimated speed of 35 miles per hour, resulting in
fatal injury to the engineer and the serious injury to the
fireman.

The train left Washington, D. C, at 5:10 p. m., proceeded
without unusual incident until near Milford, Va., about 79
miles south of Washington, when at 7 :30 p. m. a crack in
the right side of the boiler back head, which had been re-

paired by the autogenous welding process, suddenly failed,

emitting steam and water from the boiler.

The force with which the scalding water and steam escaped
through the rupture compelled the engineer to leave the cab
without being able to close the throttle or apply the brakes in

order to stop the train in the usual way.
The fireman, when interviewed, stated that he was standing

in the left gangway when the accident occurred, describing
the noise as a ripping sound, somewhat like the explosion of
a firecracker, and said that when he turned to look into the

cab after the explosion the engineer was standing on the cab
deck enveloped in steam and water. He and the engineer
then climbed out around the left side of the cab to the run-

ning board and to the front end of the locomotive, where the

angle cock was opened, applying the brakes in emergency,
which brought the train to a stop.
Our investigation disclosed that on April 13, 1921, a

crack in the right side of boiler back head was repaired by
the autogenous welding process. The welding had been re-

inforced and covered an area of 3 l
/> inches wide by 25 Y%

inches long. Soon after this another crack developed 2*4
inches to the right, 13 inches long, and parallel to the original
crack. The latter crack was also repaired by the autog-
enous welding process at a later date, not definitely estab-

lished, but it appears from such information as we were
able to obtain that this repair was made on or about April 14
or 15, 1921, soon after the first crack developed. It was the

latter crack which failed, causing this accident, which indi-

cates that the welding had been done approximately 23
months prior to failure. Fig. 3 illustrates the method of re-

pair and the extent of the crack. When the failure occurred
the crack extended three- fourths inch at the bottom and 7J4
inches at the top, making a total length of 21J/2 inches.

Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac passenger-train loco-

motives are housed and repaired while in Washington at the

Washington Terminal Co. shop. On February 22, 1923,
while at the Washington terminal shop, there was reported on
locomotive 69: "Staybolt leaking, inside of cab, left side."

An examination disclose'd that a crack 8 inches long on the

left side of boiler back head, which had been repaired by
the autogenous welding process, had opened up. Repairs
were then made by applying a patch 23 inches in length and

7J4 inches wide over the crack.

This and other similar accidents which have occurred are

conclusive evidence that repairs of this nature should not be

permitted except where the welding is covered by a patch

properly applied, which will prevent such accidents in case

of failure of the welded seam.

It is impossible to estimate the serious results which might
follow an accident of this nature to a fast-moving passenger
train or any other train where the enginemen are forced to

leave the cab without being able to close the throttle or apply
the brakes, thus leaving the train to proceed uncontrolled.

Arch Tube on Pennsylvania Locomotive Fails

On May 5 an arch tube pulled out of the throat sheet of

Pennsylvania locomotive 8255, resulting in the serious injury
of the engineer and the fireman while drifting "light" at an

estimated speed of 5 miles per hour; steam pressure about 180

pounds.
The engineer stated that after the failure occurred he

could not see anything in the cab, because of the flames and

escaping steam, and that he left the engine, ran to the rear

of the tender, and opened the angle cock to apply the brakes,
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which brought the engine to a stop. The fireman was sitting

on the seat box at the time of the accident and jumped out

of the gangway to avoid the flames which struck him in the

face. This locomotive was equipped with automatic fire

door, which remained closed and possibly prevented more
serious injuries.

Examination of Arch Tubes

This locomotive was equipped with five arch tubes 3^4
inches in diameter. Examination disclosed that the right

No. 2 arch tube had pulled out of the throat sheet and had

been forced down below the hole by the weight of the brick

Fig. 3.—Fatal Crack Occurred in a Welded Repair Job

arch, thus leaving the 3j4-inch hole open, through which the

water and steam in the boiler escaped into the firebox and

cab. The end of the tube showed that the tube had extended

into the water space about one-eighth inch, but had not been

belled or beaded to secure it in place and had not been suffi-

ciently rolled to leave an impression on the tube.

Examination of the other arch tubes disclosed that they

had not been properly applied. The back end of the tube

which failed extended into the water space about five-

sixteenths inch. The back end of the center tube extended

into the water space about one-fourth inch and the front end

was flush with the water side of the flue sheet. The left

No. 2 tube extended through the sheet about three-sixteenths

inch at the back and five-sixteenths inch at the front and

showed indications of a slight leak at the back end. The

right and left No. 1 tubes extended through the sheets about

three-eighths inch; however, none of the arch tubes had

been belled or beaded to secure them in place.

While records were not produced showing when or where

these tubes were applied, information tends to show that they

were applied in November, 1922, at Shire Oaks, Pa. Various

inspections at the time of repairs indicated the condition of

the tubes to be "good,", notwithstanding it is evident that

these tubes were improperly applied and that they were in

an unsafe condition at the time of the inspections referred to.

The unsafe condition created by arch tubes which are not

properly rolled and belled or beaded to secure them in place
and kept clean and free from scale while in service is so

generally well recognized that comment hardly seems neces-

sary, as the requirements are so clearly set out and described

by the law and rules.

Another Aa< m I i i.i Failure

At 1:50
]>.

m. on June 7, 1923. an arch tube pulled out

of the throat sheet in boiler of Pennsylvania railroad locomo-

tive 8854, resulting in the serious injury of one employe.
Locomotive 8854 was equipped with four arch tubes 3

inches in diameter. The investigation disclosed that the

tube which pulled out of the sheet had not been applied at

right angles with the sheet, it being flush with the water

side of the throat sheet at the top and extended into the water

space only }i inch at the bottom and was not belled or

beaded at either end to secure it in place. The other arch

tubes were badly mud burned and blistered, right No. 1 tube

had four blisters, left Nos. 1 and 2 tubes had six and ten

blisters, respectively.

Condition of Firebox

The flues had been electrically welded to the back flue

sheet, many of which were cracked and in bad condition. A
patch had been applied to the knuckle of the back flue sheet

and was found in bad condition, and had been since May 1.

It could not be ascertained when or where the arch tubes

were applied. The monthly locomotive inspection and repair

report dated at Logansport, Ind., on May 18, 1923, sub-

scribed and sworn to by the inspector and approved by the

officer in charge, shows the flues, firebox sheets and arch

tubes to be in "good" condition, which could not be correct

as disclosed by the official investigation of this accident and

as evidenced by the frequent reports showing the defective

condition of the firebox prior to the date of the sworn report.

An Exact Method for Developing a Cone

By Wilson Blackburn

IN

an endeavor to help the readers of the Boilermaker, I

submit the following enclosed sketches and calculations

together with an example of the only true way of laying
out a cone, other than by use of trammels. Too often in

the past the average writer when solving for the versed sine

has lost sight of the fact that the stretchout of a cone is in

reality an arc of a circle. The solution I present is equally

correct for a cone made up of numerous sections as a cone

of one piece providing the layout divides the angle A of the

stretchout and the length of the arc by the number of pieces,

when getting out a section of the chord E. No doubt this

will be criticized on account of the use of trigonometry, but

it is up to every layerout to study and master the intricacies

of "trig" as the day is not far distant when approximate
methods will no longer be tolerated.

To find the radius of the cone we must find the angle o

Vz (D - d)

of the sketch as follows : tangent angle a =
,

radius R =
y2 (D — d)

Next to find the length of the

Sine a

chord E which is the first line necessary to begin the de-

velopment, we must first calculate the number of degrees

enclosed within the arc or stretchout as follows: angle

57.29578 XD
A =

R
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From time to time, articles dealing with methods of high

power boiler inspection have been published in The Boiler

Maker, but since these have represented the practice of in-

dividual companies there has been an opportunity for dif-

ferences of opinion as to the best procedure. The rules for

power boiler inspection published elsewhere in this issue

should prove to be of great assistance to those who build

boilers as well as to those who operate and inspect them since

they indicate the specific safety requirements to which A.S.

M.E. boilers will be held.

These rules constitute a section of the preliminary report of

a sub-committee of the A.S.M.E. pBoiler Code Committee

prepared on the operation and care, of power boilers. The

rules apply to steam boilers constructed in accordance with

Part I Section I of the Boiler Code and to those not subject

to Federal inspection and control including marine boilers,

boiler of steam locomotives and other types.

Every shop in which the nun make a study of their work
has a veriety of time and labor-saving appliances built from
materials at hand without a very great expenditure of time or

money. In every case such equipment promotes the effi-

ciency of the shop in a small way and makes one or more of

the operations to which it can he adapted easier to perform.
A number of the devices that have been built and used suc-

cessfully and that can be made and applied wherever men
an- interested enough to put them together, are shown in

another part of this issue. Further articles describing time-

saving devices and shop kinks will appear later.

Practically every one of our readers will admit that mate-
rial of this kind is helpful but, since a single contributor

cannot cover all the shops in the country and dig out the

thousand-and-one time savers that every shop has developed,
we want more of our readers to join the ranks of those who
write for The Boiler Maker. It is not practicable to write

individually to our subscribers, asking them about their

work, but this request is to be considered a personal invita-

tion to every one to communicate more frequentlv with us and
tell the rest of the trade what he is doing through the medium
of our pages.

Real progress is being made in the art of autogenous weld-

ing
—the measure of this advance being indicated by its suc-

cessful applications. In the boiler making industry and allied

fields, welding is playing an increasingly important part.
In high pressure boilers it can be applied to advantage where
the welds are not required to carry the stress, as an aid to

tightness and strength.

In Scotch marine boiler construction, certain shops make a

practice of welding seams and stay nuts in the combustion
chambers to a point 2 feet above the center line of the furnace.

Inside and outside butt strap edges are welded. Saddle lug

calking strips are welded to the boiler shell. Combustion
chamber seams exposed to the direct action of the flame are

welded inside and out to protect the plate edges against pos-
sible leaks. Screw stays up to 2 feet above the center line

of the furnace are fitted with special round collar nuts which
are welded after being screwed on the stays.

Low pressure all-welded steel boilers are being built in

competition with other types of heating boilers at a greatly

reduced production cost. The boilers so constructed have

proved extremely serviceable and uniform in their operating

characteristics.

High pressure tanks, chemical retorts, pressure cooking

Dots, as well as storage tanks for a variety of purposes are

being welded on a production basis at various shops through-

out the country with great success.

When the recommendations of the Pressure Vessel Com-

mittee of the American Bureau of Welding resulting from

the tests conducted at the Bureau of Standards in Washing-
ton from December 4, 1922, to February 1, 1923, have been

considered by the A.S.M.E. Boiler Code Committee with a

view to the final formulation of the pressure vessel code, a

more widespread and more uniform application of welding

will be possible in this industry. The recommendations of

the Pressure Vessel Committee will be published in full in

a later issue of this magazine.



Engineering Specialties for Boiler Making
New Tools, Machinery, Appliances and Supplies for

the Boiler Shop and Improved Fittings for Boilers

Semi-Hot Bolt Header with Automatic
Feed

ANEW
and radical design of one-inch, semi-hot bolt

and rivet header with automatic feed has been de-

veloped by the engineers of the National Machinery
Company, Tiffin, Ohio, and recently placed on the market.

The bed frame in the new design, illustrated in Fig. 1
,

is
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Rivets are made at 1,000 to 1,100 degrees F., and holts at

1,200 to 1,500 degrees F. Records in big bolt plants show

that the life of heading tools has been doubled and of

gripping dies tripled.

Life of Boiler Washing Plants Increased

THE
rapid deterioration of enginehouse piping has been

the cause of excessive maintenance costs for boiler

washing plants. By the development of a so-called

leadizing process of coating roundhouse piping, after the pipe

is fabricated ready for installation, with a lead surface of

sufficient thickness to withstand the abrasion due to ordinary

handling and by substituting drop forged flanges shrunk

and welded on the pipes, for threaded connections, the

National Boiler Washing Company, Chicago, has overcome

much of this excessive cost of maintenance.

The greatly increased permanency of the enginehouse pip-

ing thus provided makes practicable an initial installation of

hot water boiler washing and filling equipment with mains

of sufficient size to permit the future installation of addi-

tional capacity at comparatively small expense. The develop-

ment of the tandem condenser permits the installation of addi-

tional condenser units as they may be needed to increase

the number of locomotives that can be handled at one time,

the additional storage capacity being provided by increasing

the number of tanks up to the capacity of the mains.

Prior to the development of the leadizing process the

greatest difficulty from corrosion was found to develop at

the threaded connections. In order to eliminate this weak

point and to overcome the additional weakness caused by

bending the pipes to conform to the circle of the enginehouse

the drop forged flange connections shown in the drawing were

developed to replace the threaded connections. With these

connections the roundhouse mains are laid out in the form of

chords of the circle of the house and the flanges bored out

at an angle varying from the axis by an amount sufficient to

bring the faces of the adjoining flanges together, with the

adjoining sections of pipe located normal to the center lines

of the stalls. The flanges, thus bored, are shrunk and welded

to the pipe, which has been cut to length, and the faces of

the flanges are then accurately ground to the correct angle in

a machine especially developed for the purpose. Since the

development of the leadizing process on a commercial basis

Water Recorder Promotes Safety

ARECORDING device which maintains a 24-hour

graphic record of the water level in a boiler has been

developed by the Hackman Manufacturing Company,
Milwaukee, Wis., 'under the name of the Hackman water

recorder. Besides the continuous water level record, the de-

vice indicates the time the boiler was cut in, or cut out; how

long the water was too low or too high; whether or not the

water was foaming; whether the water glass has become

clogged and other facts which should be known by the

operator to realize the proper efficiency from the boiler.

The recorder consists of a water column constructed of

steel connected to the water supply and to the boiler. In this

Jo suit local
"

conditions

Special Welded Drop-Forged Flange

the sections of pipe thus fabricated are further protected by

the addition of a strong lead coating.

The leadizing process was first developed on the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe about seven years ago. It consisted in

immersing the pipes or other steel to be coated in a hot bath

of acetate of lead. The resulting chemical action causes the

transfer of lead to the surface and iron to the bath, the action

continuing only so long as any of the steel surface is exposed.

The lead coating is therefore extremely thin and easily sub-

jected to damage in handling. , A „ ,. ,

To provide a commercially practicable coating the National

Boiler Washing Company completes the lead deposit by a

heavy electro plating process.
After this the material is

thoroughly washed and painted.

Device for Registering Water Level

column is a copper covered cork float connected with a suit-

able lever mechanism to the registering device. A waterproof

union with the registering device at the right of the triangular-

shaped float arm box prevents interference with the registering

mechanism. A spring on the bottom of the float prevents

the closing of the intake in the event that water gets too low

in the boiler. The float is also connected to a gong, so that

if the water level falls or rises above a determined level which

the float mechanism is set to record, an alarm is sounded

which continues until the water level has been restored. Two

light signals are also operated by the float. The recorder is

simply installed in place of the usual water column.

BUSINESS NOTES

D. W. Phillips, formerly connected with the Heine Boiler

Co., in the capacity of shop superintendent of their St. Louis

Mo., plant, is now shop superintendent with the International

Engineering Works, Framingham, Mass.

C. C. Rosser, who for many years has been connected with

the Detroit Seamless Steel Tubes Company, Detroit, Mich.,

has been appointed district sales manager with offices at

1206 Guardian building, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Surplus Steel Exchange, Inc., 7 Dey Street, New

York, which was recently organized, announces the opening

of an office in Chicago, at 2257 Oakdale Avenue, in charge

of A. E. Thiffault and Raymond I. Caspers.

The Connecticut Blower Corporation, Hartford, Conn.,

has been incorporated under the laws of Delaware with

capital of $250,000. M. E. Keeney, President, C. H. Keeney,

Treasurer, C. E. Keeney, Secretary. This company has taken

over the International Blower Company and the Hartford

Sheet Metal Works.



Questions and Answers for Boiler Makers

Information for Those Who Design, Construct, Erect,

Inspect and Repair Boilers—Practical Boiler Shop Problems

Conducted by C. B. Lindstrom

This department is open to subscribers of The Boiler
Maker for the purpose of helping those who desire assist-

ance on practical boiler shop problems. All questions should

be definitely stated and clearly written in ink, or typewritten,
on one side of the paper, and sketches furnished if necessary.

Inquiries should bear the name and address of the writer.

Anonymous communications will not be considered. The

identity of the writer, however, will not be disclosed unless

the editor is given permission to do so.

Conical Roofs for Cylindrical Tanks
Q.—Please publish in proper order in "Answers" Dept., your own, or any

other logical system, or method, of arriving at the following required data:
Given:—The diameter of any vertical storage tank (for example, 10 feet

inch diameter and 30 feet inch diameter"). Required:—The minimum
height of self-supporting roof, and minimum thickness of steel plate. This
result as regards height and thickness of plate of course being for average
snow and wind loads. The sketch on the attached sheet makes the above as
plain as possible.—H. B. F.

A.—The following specifications on tank roofs have been

adapted by the American Bridge Company:
The top of the tank will generally be covered with a conical

roof of thin plates; and the pitch shall be 1 to 6. For tanks

up to 22 feet in diameter the roof plates will be assumed to

be self-supporting. If the diameter of the tank exceeds 22

feet, angle rafters shall be used to support the roof plates,
which are generally

l
/% inch thick.

Plates of the following thickness will be assumed to be

self-supporting up to 22 feet in diameter:

3/32-inch plate, up to a diameter of 18 feet.

J^-inch plate, up to a diameter of 20 feet.

3/16-inch plate, up to a diameter of 22 feet.

Rivets in the roof plates are from J4 to 5/16-inch in

diameter, and are driven cold. These rivets need not be

headed with a button set.

Where angle rafters are employed the load due to wind
and snow is assumed to be 30 pounds per square foot. The
load therefore is figured for a segment of the conical roof

which may be assumed as triangular in shape.
For all practical purposes the size of the angle rafters is

determined by considering the rafter a beam uniformly

loaded, supporting the load due to the weight of the conical

segment and the load due to wind and snow.

The bending moment of such a beam is determined from

the formula:

If X L
M =

8

in which, M — bending moment pounds.
W = the load in pounds on the beam.

L = length of beam in inches.

.1/

The section modulus equals . The value 16,000

16,000

is the safe stress in pounds per square inch on the structural

seam.

From a structural handbook the size of the angle is in-

dicated for the calculated section modulus.

Bursting and Working Pressure, Factor

of Safety, Types of Blow-Off
Valves and Connections

Q.— (1) If the factor of safety on a boiler were 5 and the boiler pressure
200 pounds per square inch would the bursting pressure be 200 X 5 = 1,000
pounds'

(2) A vertical firetube boiler recently came to my attention which did
not have a globe valve in the steam space which would act as a blow-off
valve. Does not the A. S. M. E. Boiler Code require that there should be
one at this place and that the valve above the waterleg of the boiler must
be at least one inch and not greater than 2]/2 inches (pipe size U. S. stand-
ard) 7 This boiler had a globe valve instead of a straightway valve for the
mudring blow-out. Is this permissible?—C. B.

A.—The force tending to rupture a cylindrical boiler shell

longitudinally, as on the plane a-b-c-d, Fig. 1, is repre-

Fig. 1.—Pressure Acting in Cylindrical Shell

sented by the inside diameter multiplied by the pressure
times the shell length. Thus consider the inside diameter a-b

of the shell to equal 60 inches, length of shell 12 feet or 144

inches and the steam pressure 100 pounds per square inch.

The total pressure acting in the direction of the arrows is

equal to 60 X 144 X 100 = 864,000 pounds.
The strength of the shell to resist the pressure equals the

resistance or tensile strength of the metal taken along the

sides b-c and a-d.

It is customary in calculating the strength of boiler shells

to consider the length as unity, that is, a length of 1 inch.

Using data given, the following formulae are evident:

Pd = 2tS

in which:

P = pressure in pounds per square inch.

d = inside diameter of boiler shell, inches.

t = thickness of boiler plate, inches.

5 = tensile strength of plate, pounds per square inch.

Pd
and (2) t = —

2S
2tS

and (3) bursting pressure =
d

As boiler shells are formed with longitudinal seams and
as the joint is weaker than the solid plate, the strength of the

joint as compared with the solid plate, known as the joint

efficiency, must be taken into account. In addition to this,

it is necessary to employ in the calculations a factor of

safety. The factor of safety may be explained as the ratio

between the safe working pressure and bursting pressure.
For new boilers a factor of S is specified by the A. S. M. E.

Boiler Code.

Representing the factor of safety by F and the efficiency
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Fig. 2 (a).—Two Views of Blow-off Cock

Fig. 2 (b).—Gate Valve (At Right)

of the longitudinal joint by E and using their values in con-

nection with those of formula (2), the following formula

(4) is produced.

PdF
(4) f-

ISE
from which;

(5) P =
2tSE

dF

Example: Assuming that a boiler 60 inches inside diame-
ter is to be built to carry 100 pounds per square inch from
steel plate having a tensile strength of 55,000 pounds per

square inch, efficiency of longitudinal joint to equal 80

percent; factor of safety, 5; determine the required plate
thickness.

Solution:

Using these values in the formula (4)

100 X 60 X 5

t = = 0.341 inch

2 X 55,000 X 0.80

Using the plate thickness in the formula (5)
0.341 X 2 X 55,000 X 0.80

P = = 100 pounds
60 X 5

per square inch.

If the allowable working pressure on a boiler is 200

*

Boiler

Y-Blon-Off Valve

Discharge
Pipe

Fig. 3.—Arrangement of Blow-off Valves

pounds per square inch and the factor of safety 5, the burst-

ing pressure equals 200 X 5 = 1,000 pounds.

For blow-off connections there arc three types of valves

commonly employed. In Fig. 2 (a) is represented a blow-
ofl rock, and in (b) a gate valve. The blow-off or plug
cock is used for surface blow-offs, especially on low and
medium steam pressures. The tapering plug a, as will be

noted, is held in place by a compensating spring b which

automatically takes up wear.

\ IXVES FOB llli.ll l'l:i SSUEE

The valve shown is of the extra heavy pattern used for

high steam pressures. Blow-off valves are subjected to se-

vere sen-ice due to the dirt and scale that is present at the
bottom of the boiler. These substances in passing through
the valves tend to cut the valves and valve seats; for that
reason the valves should be opened wide for the blowing
off operation. The section view (b) shows the interior con-
struction of the valves and their body.

In Fig. 3 is shown a bottom blow-off connection with a Y
pattern blow-off near the boiler and blow-off valve that

connects with the discharge piping and Y blow-off. Even-
boiler blow-off should be equipped with two blow-off valves
or a blow-off cock and a blow-off valve.

To blow down a boiler the Y or blow-off cock should be

opened first and the blowing off controlled by the blow-off
valve. When completing the operation the blow-off valve is

closed first, then the Y or blow-off cock. Globe valves should
not be used for blow-off valves.

The following rules on blow-off piping and valves are

quoted from the A. S. M. E. Code:
Par. 307. Blow-off Piping. A surface blow-off shall

not exceed 1 j4-inch-pipe size and the internal and exter-

nal pipes, when used, shall form a continuous passage, but
with clearance between their ends and arranged so that the

removal of either will not disturb the other. A properly-

designed brass or steel bushing or flanged connection, shall

be used.

Par. 308. Each boiler shall have a bottom blow-off pipe,
fitted with a valve or cock, in direct connection with the

lowest water space practicable; the minimum size of pipe
and fittings shall be 1 inch and the maximum size shall be
2 J/2 inches. Globe valves shall not be used on such con-

nections.

Par. 509. A bottom blow-off cock shall have the plug
held in place by a guard or gland. The end of the plug shall

be distinctly marked in line with the passage.
Par. 310. The blow-off pipe or pipes shall be extra

heavy from boiler to valve or valves, and shall run full

size without reducers or bushings. All fittings between the

boiler and valves shall be of steel.

Extra Heavy Valves

Par. 311. a On all toilers except those used for trac-

tion and portable purposes, when the maximum allowable

working pressure exceeds 125 pounds per square inch, each
bottom blow-off pipe shall have two valves, or a valve and a

cock, and such valves, or valve and cock, shall be extra

heavy, except that on a boiler having multiple blow-off pipes,
a single master valve may be placed on the common blow-off

pipe from the boiler, in which case only one valve on each
individual blow-off is required.

b Every traction and portable boiler shall have a bottom
blow-off valve; when the maximum allowable working pres-
sure exceeds 125 pounds per square inch, the blow-off valve

shall be extra heavy.

Par. 312. A bottom blow-off pipe when exposed to direct

furnace heat shall be protected by firebrick, a substantial

cast-iron removable sleeve or a covering of non-conducting
material.

Par. 313. An opening in the boiler setting for a blow-off

pipe shall be arranged to provide for free expansion and
contraction.
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Water Level in Watertube Boilers

Q.—Please send me the official data on the amount of water to carry in

watertube boilers. I want this information to tack on the blackboard. We
had a low pressure 5-pound steam and vacuum system to our radiators; a

high pressure 60-pound to our hot water boilers and drips. It was changed
a few years ago to get the knock out of the system, and all hooked into the

low returns. It is worse than before the change. High pressure traps blow-

ing, stops circulation in the low and make more noise than ever. Would
you advise changing back again?—J. A. K.

A.—The required water level in watertube boilers depends
on the type of such boilers. For the Babcock and Wilcox

type, Fig. 1, the waterline is at the center of the drum a, as

fc^-JJ

Fig. 1.—Babcock and Wilcox Boiler

indicated along the line x-x. Boilers of similar type in which
the steam and water drums are horizontal the water level is

at the center along the drum axis.

For the Sterling watertube boiler, Fig. 2, the water level is

indicated in the three drums, a, b and c. As the drum b is

higher than the drums a and c, the water level is lower in the

drum b. The water line in the drum b should be at least 2

inches above the circulating tubes d; this condition controls

the water level in the other drums.

The water level in the standard Heine boiler, Fig. 3, is 2

inches vertically above the center line a-a of the drum, as

measured at the center of the drum and as indicated in the

illustration. This brings the water level at the center of the

water gage b. In the cross drum type the waterline is at the

center of the drum.

Most boilers are so designed that the proper water level

is obtained when the water glass gage is half full. There

may be exceptions to this, but in any case the maker's

specifications should be followed, to locate the water level.

After it is established the boiler room attendant must be

instructed as to the required water level.

In running the high pressure steam to the returns of the

low pressure side the system is reversed and naturally will

not work properly. In such a case the circulation would

tend to equalize and the steam would blow through the traps-

and water hammer may result. The radiators would also be

affected by the higher pressure.
As we have not complete data on the piping it is difficult to>

Fig. 3.—Heine Standard Boiler

make definite recommendations, however, if the piping to the

radiators is fitted with a pressure-reducing valve and traps
used in the return, in conjunction with the vacuum pump, no
trouble should arise in that branch of the system. On the

high pressure side, if the steam is returned from the hot
water heater into the low returns it should pass through a

pressure reducing valve and the condensation trapped.

Fig. 2.—Stirling Boiler

J. P. Moses has been appointed general manager of rail-

road sales for Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Inc., with head-

quarters in the Illinois Merchants Bank Building at Chicago.
H. T. Bradley has been appointed manager of eastern rail-

road sales with headquarters at 30 Church St., New York.
H. A. Gray, formerly manager of railroad sales,, resigned to

enter another field of business.



Letters from Practical Boiler Makers

This Department Is Open to All Readers of the Magazine
—All Letters Published Are Paid for at Regular Rates

Wrapper Sheet Camber Layout

I

HAVE seen many different methods used for obtaining
the camber of a ladle wrapper or tank, stack or other

conical course where the conical height is too great to

permit layout with a sweep and it is wished to avoid tri-

angulation. Some of them are theoretically exact but in-

volve awkward constructions which make them impractical
while the "snap" methods are not to be relied on for heavy

From C as a center with A-X as a radius strike an arc in-

tersecting B-B as at O.

The points A and O thus determine a true radial line

A-0 and after drawing O-Y perpendicular to the center-

line C-X we may proceed with the half figure A-D-Y-0 in

the same manner as with Fig. 1. In this case the point C
may be used to check the exactness of the work since it

should correspond with the last point found as m in Fig. 1.

If carefully followed, the procedure of Fig. 1 will always
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FIG. I

Method of Obtaining Camber of a Ladle Wrapper, Tank or Stack

plate work where accuracy is desirable. I myself have

a partiality for accuracy in laying out work and I believe

the method I submit herewith is superior to any other since

it is both simple and absolutely exact. Once understood, it

is easily used and always insures a true shape as may be

easily proved by working up a short beveled cone as shown
and checking the curve with the trams.

Construct A-B-C-D, Fig 1, making A-B and D-C equal

respectively to the large and small circumferences of the

conical course (or half circumferences if desired). Il-

lustrating only one-half the stretch-out, divide A-H and D-H'
into the same even number of equal spaces. Through the

corresponding points thus found draw lines as 1-1', n-2', etc.

Set the trams to AS' and using this distance as a radius from

5' as a center locate the point o on the line o-4'; similarly

from o as a center locate the point x; from x as a center

locate n; from n as a center locate y; and from y as a

center locate m.

Set the trams to the slant height of the course—in this

case A-D is used—and from the points o, n, and m locate

respectively d', ri , and m'. Through points A, o, n and m,

draw a curve for the large circumference and in the same way

points D, d ,
n' and m' determine the curve of the small cir-

cumference.

Finally if the camber is considerable, measure off on the

curves thus found the exact circumferential lengths desired

which completes the lay-out. The same method may with

slightly different procedure be used to construct a true arc

of a circle of any diameter having known as in Fig. 2 the

chord A-B and rise C-D.

Extend C-D to any convenient length as C-X and from A
as a center using C-X as a radius strike an arc as B-B.

insure fair holes regardless of the difference between the

large and small diameters and is much quicker than develop-
ment by triangulation.

Houston, Texas R. L. Phelps

A Plea for Better Supervision of Boilers

CONDITIONS
as outlined to us by Mr. C. W. Carter

in the July issue of The Boiler Maker (page 214)
regarding locomotive boiler inspection are not very re-

assuring to those entrusted with the operation of engines or to

the public at large. We have heard of such conditions and,
as Mr. Carter in various issues of The Boiler Maker has

given us articles that were both interesting and instructive,
some attention should be given to his remarks. The condi-
tion exists, what is the remedy?

It is true, the shop boiler inspector does not have to pass
an examination, but he should be compelled to do so, an
examination along the same lines as the state codes require
from their inspectors. Then he should have had not less

than five years' experience as a boiler maker apart from his

apprentice service. Having these necessary qualifications,
there is only one more thing necessary, apart from good judg-
ment, and that is, back-bone.

Our Federal laws put it squarely up to the inspector, not

to his foremen or his master mechanic and, if he reports de-

fects that are dangerous, or come within the meaning of the

law as so written, he can refuse to sign the forms and that is

where the back-bone is required.

Mr. Carter does not state what railroad he is working for,

but at the local shops of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
where I am employed such conditions do not exist, traffic is
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heavy, the lake coal season is in full swing, but every one

of us in the boiler department takes pride in the knowledge
that the boilers that come under our care are as safe as the

day they were built.

We have a competent boiler inspector and, when he re-

ports defects that tend to weaken the boiler, repairs must

be made before he will sign the forms and, in all fairness to

his superior officers, there is never any trouble on that ac-

count. I suggest as a remedy for such conditions as out-

lined by Mr. Carter:

1st. Competent inspectors
—with back-bone.

2nd. Supervising officials, with common sense and the

willingness to cooperate with their boiler inspector.

Lorain, O. Joseph Smith.

In a Pinch

HOW
many times through carelessness have staybolts

marked on one end to be renewed been marked wrong
on the opposite end ?

Tust such a condition occurred on an old-type locomotive

boiler, which required much more consideration than merely

renewing an extra staybolt to remedy the mistake. The

boiler in question had the lower half set of flues renewed,

defective staybolts removed and some minor firebox repairs

done while in shop. When the hydrostatic test was applied

to see that all the work was tight, the inspector found a stay-

bolt leaking through the tell-tale hole. It was located on

the center of the throat sheet, top bolt, and was marked out-

side to be renewed but never marked on the opposite end in

the firebox. The foreman after receiving the report sent a

three-year apprentice, helper and an acetylene burner to

renew' the bolt. This bolt was burned outside where marked,

but, instead of the defective staybolt being marked, an eye

bolt of a throat brace was marked and burned out on the fire-

box side which was located directly above the defective stay-

bolt that was burned outside on the throat sheet.

After all the scheduled shop work was done, and the en-

gine about ready to be put into service, it seemed out of the

question to remove the dome cap, throttle chamber and stand-

pipe and five or six rows of flues down through the center

of the boiler to replace the eye bolt that was burned out in the

firebox by mistake.

As the boiler would be due for a complete removal of flues

in between one and two years, and a possible renewal of the

back flue sheet, it was decided to burn a 5 -inch diameter

piece out of the back flue sheet where the eye bolt was

centered. The pin, nut and cotter were then burned out,

and the eye bolt removed through the 5-inch opening made in

the back flue sheet.

A new eye bolt and pin with just a cotter pin hole in it

was then made. Before applying same, the opening in the

back flue sheet was chipped to a 45-degree angle. After this

was done and the eye bolt applied, a piece of firebox steel

y2-mch by 5-inch diameter was cut and the edge turned to a

45-degree angle (allowing enough opening for electric weld-

ing) and a 13/16-inch hole drilled in the center for the

eye bolt, which was tapped out 1 inch with a 12-thread

tap to fit the eye bolt thread. The plate was then screwed

into place with a chisel or pointed tool and hand hammer.

A steel clamp }i inch by 2 inches by 8 inches with a 1J/&-

inch hole drilled in the center and a special 12-thread nut

was made and temporarily applied to hold the tension of the

brace, eye bolt and plate in place while the plate was tack-

welded in several places. The nut and clamp were then

removed, the plate homogeneously welded, the eye bolt

' urned off leaving enough for the head which was then

driven with a light pneumatic hammer and bobbing tool.

The fractured or original staybolt with right and left

adjacent bolts were renewed and the boiler hvdro tested O. K.

Jersey City. N. J.
T. P. Tulin.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

Electric Steel Castings.—A group of bulletins outlin-

ing the process of manufacturing electric steel castings and
their application in industry has been collected in binder

form for distribution by the Nugent Steel Castings Com-

pany. Chicago, 111., formerly the Electric Steel Company.

Boiler Tubes.—An announcement of the New York
boiler tube supply service of B. F. Keating Company, New
York city, has recently gone out to the trade. Complete
stock of steel, lap welded and seamless charcoal iron tubes,

as well as fittings, valves, cocks and plumbing supplies are

maintained in the New York district. The card also in-

cludes a number of reference tables giving tube data.

Modern Furnace Building.—The Jointless Fire Brick

Company, 9899 Clay Street, Chicago, is offering to engineers
and power plant operators a booklet which tells the complete
-ti »ry of the building of monolithic furnace linings. It shows
how boiler furnaces, circular furnaces, pit type brass furnaces

and other furnaces may be lined with this jointless furnace

lining. Illustrations showing how forms for special shapes,
like front door arches are made, are frequent.

Control Relays.—Control Relays, to be interposed be-

tween the, circuit breaker solenoid and control switches are

described in bulletin No. 47672 issued by the General Elec-

tric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. The relays described are

known as the instantaneous control, type PB-53 and the

hesitating control, type PB-54. These relays are used for

tin- remote control of circuit breakers when it is undesirable

to have the control current pass through the control switch.

Hydraulic Riveters.—Riveters, hydraulically actuated,

applicable to all kinds of ship, plate, tank and boiler work,

are described in a bulletin issued by the Hanna Engineering
Works, Chicago, 111. Illustrations and descriptions for

riveters, both regular and special type, are given in sizes from

the 6-inch reach, 8-inch gap, 15-ton capacity, forged nose

riveter to the 126-inch reach. 18 to 24-inch gap. 80-ton

capacity, boiler riveter.

Boiler Tube Cleaners.—A conveniently indexed

catalogue descriptive of boiler tube cleaners has been sent

out by the Roto Company, Hartford, Conn. Some of the

sections into which the catalogue is divided deal with

cleaners for watertubes, arch tubes, fire tubes, with condenser

tube cleaners, various type motors used, accessories and re-

pair parts. Charts of savings possible with Roto cleaners

and a method of computing fuel savings possible with clean

tul>es are included.

Shop Trolleys.—A trolley folder has just been issued

covering the new Yale trolleys. It is the first piece of liter-

ature to be issued on this equipment, and contains, in addi-

tion to detailed descriptions of the plain and geared types of

the new Yale steel plate roller bearing trolleys, a description
i if the new Yale cast-iron trolleys. Incorporated in it are de-

tails of interesting tests to which the new steel plate trolley

was subjected, and a complete list of the material-handling

equipment manufactured bv the Yale & Towne Manufactur-

ing Company, Stamford, Conn.

Steam Driven Compressors.—The Ingersoll-Rand

Company, 11 Broadway, New York, has just issued a 36-

page bulletin describing "Imperial" type XPY Steam Driven

Air Compressors. This compressor is built in a number of

different tvpes and sizes; standard two-stage machines for

100 pounds discharge pressure, range from 246 to 4,150

cubic feet per minute piston displacement; single-stage com-

pressors are built for furnishing air up to 50 pounds dis-

charge pressure. One of the outstanding features of type
XPY compressors is the automatic cut-off governor.
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ASSOCIATIONS

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate
Commerce Commission

Chief Inspector
—A. G. Pack. Washington, I). C.

Assistant Chief Inspectors
—

]. M. Hall, Washington,
D. C: J. A. Shirley. Washington, D. C.

Steamboat Inspection Service of the Department
of Commerce

Supervising Inspector General—George Uhler. Washing-
ton. D. C.

Deputy Supervising Inspector General—D. N. Hoover, Jr.,

Washington, D. C.

American Uniform Boiler Law Society

Chairman of the Administrative Council—Charles E.

Gorton. 253 Broadway. New York.

Boiler Code Committee of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers

Chairman—John A. Stevens, Lowell. Mass.

Vice-Chairman—D. S. Jacobus, New York.

Secretary—C. W. Obert, 29 West 39th Street. New York.

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Inspectors

Chairman—J. F. Scott, Trenton, N. J.

Secretary-Treasurer—C. O. Myers, State House, Colum-
bus, Ohio.

Yice-Chairman—R. L. Hemingway, San Francisco, Cal.

Statistician—W. E. Murray, Seattle, Wash.

International Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, Iron

Ship Builders and Helpers of America

J. A. Frank, International President, suite 522, Brother-
hood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

William Atkinson, Assistant International President, suite

522, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

Joseph Flynn, International Secretary-Treasurer, suite

504, Brotherhood Block. Kansas City, Kansas.

James B. Casey, Editor-Manager of Journal, suite 524,
Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

H. J. Xorton, International Vice-President, Alcazar Hotel,
San Francisco, Calif.

International Vice-Presidents—Thomas Nolan, 700 Court

St., Portsmouth, Va.; John Coots, 344 North Spring St., St.

Louis. Mo.; M. A. Maher, 2001-20th St., Portsmouth, Ohio;
E. J. Sheehan, 7826 South Shore Drive. Chicago, 111.; Tohn

J. Dowd, 953 Avenue C, Bayonne, N. J.; R. C. McCutcheon,
15 La Salle Block, Winnipeg, Man., Can.; Joseph P. Ryan,
7533 Vernon Ave., Chicago, 111.; John F. Schmitt. 605 East
11th Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Master Boiler Makers' Association

President— E. W. Young, mechanical assistant to G. S.

M. P.. C. M. & St. P. R. R^, 787 Caledonia Place. Dubuque,
Iowa.

First Vice-President—Frank Grav, tank foreman, C. & A.

R. R., 705 W. Mulberry Street, Bloomington. 111.

Second Vice-President—T. F. Powers, Svstem G. F. Boiler

Dept, C. & N. W. R. R., 1129 S. Clarence Avenue, Oak
Park, 111.

Third Vice-President— T. F. Raps, G. B. I., I. C. R. R.,

4041 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Fourth Vice-President—W. J. Murphv, G. F. B. M.,

Penn. k. R. Lines West, 3614 Mexico Street, N. S., Alle-

gheny. Pa.

Fifth Vice President—L. M. Stewart, G. B. I., At. Coast
Lines, Box 66(), Waycross, Ga.

Secretary—H. D. Vaught, 26 Cortlandt Street, New York.
Treasurer—W. H. Laughridge, G. F. B. M., Hocking

Valley R. R., 537 Linwood Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Executive Board—E. J. Reardon, Locomotive Firebox

Company, 632 Marquette Building, Chicago, 111., chairman;
H. J. Raps, G. F. B. M., I. C. R. R., 7224 Woodlawn Ave-
nue. Chicago. 111., secrotarv.

Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Association

President—George R. Boyce, A. M CastLe Companv, Chi-

cago, 111. Vice-President—J. P. Moses, Jos. T. Ryerson,
Chicago, 111. Secretarv—W. H. Dangel, Loveiov Tool
Works, Chicago, 111.

American Boiler Manufacturers' Association

President— E. R. Fish, Heine Boiler Companv, St. Louis,
Mo.

Vice-President—E. C. Fisher. The Wickes Boiler Com-
pany. Saginaw. Mich.

Secretary-Treasurer—H. N. Covell, Lidgerwood Manu-
facturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee—George W. Bach, Union Iron
Works, Erie, Pa.; G. S. Barnum, The Bigelow Com-
pany, New Haven, Conn. ; F. G. Cox, Edge Moor Iron Com-
pany, Edge Moor, Del.; W. C. Connelly, D. Connelly Boiler

Company, Cleveland, O.; W. A. Drake, The Browne'll Com-
pany, Dayton, O.

;
A. R. Goldie, Goldie-McCulloch Com-

pany, Gait, Ont, Can.; J. F. Johnston, Johnston Brothers,

Ferrysburg, Mich.; M. F. Moore, Kewanee Boiler Works,
Kewanee, 111., and A. G. Pratt. The Babcock & Wilcox Com-
pany. New York.

States and Cities That Have Adopted the

A. S. M. E. Boiler Code

States

Allegheny Co., Pa. Michigan
Arkansas Minnesota
California Missouri
Delaware New Jersey
Indiana New York
Marvland Ohio

Chicago, 111.

( will accept)
Detroit, Mich.

Erie, Pa.

Cities

Los Angeles. Cal.

Memphis. Tenn.

(will accept)
Nashville, Tenn.

Kansas City, Mo. Omaha, Neb.

Parkersburg, W. Va.

Oklahoma

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin

Philadelphia, Pa.
St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Scranton, Pa.

Seattle, Wash.

States and Cities Accepting Stamp of the National

Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors

States

Arkansas
California

Indiana

Marvland
Minnesota

New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Oklahoma

Oregon

Cities

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin

Chicago, m. Nashville, Tenn. St. Louis, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo. Parkersburg, W. Va. Seattle. Wash.
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SELECTED BOILER PATENTS

Compiled by

GEORGE A. HUTCHINSON, Patent Attorney,

Washington Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.

Readers wishing copies of patent papers, or any further information regard-

ing any patent described, should correspond with Mr. Hutchinson.

1 455 836 MEANS FOR TESTING STAY BOLTS IN BOILERS.

JOHN ROGERS FLANNERY, BENJAMIN E. D. STAFFORD AND
ETH\N I DODDS. OF PITTSBURGH. PENNSYLVANIA, ASSIGN-
ORS BY MESNE ASSIGNMENTS, TO FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY,
OF PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA, A CORPORATION OF DELA-
WARE.
Claim 1. The combination with a stay bolt having a bore, of a coil

within said bore, a material within said bore and contacting with said coil,

said material being such as will by contact with moisture

of the wire of said coil, a translating device included in

coil, and means for inducing an electric current in said coil.

1 457 282 BAFFLE FOR WATER TUBE BOILERS.
WELL' OF MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN, ASSIGNOR
BOILER COMPANY, OF MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN,
TION OF WISCONSIN.

Claim 1. In a boiler of the series drum and tube type,

with a rearward drum and a rearward bank of water

cause severance
circuit with said

Three claims.

EDGAR KID.
TO KIDWELL
A CORPORA-

the combination
tubes extending

1 456,314. BOILER PLUG. FREDERICK E. KEY, OF ST. LOUIS,
MISSOURI.
Claim 1. A boiler plug comprising an inside anchor adapted to engage

the inner face of the boiler wall to which the plug is applied, a tension

member secured to and extending outwardly from said inside anchor, and a

closure comprising a packing holder secured to said tension member and

adapted to engage the outer face of the boiler wall, and a freely yieldable

packing ring having an annular outer marginal portion secured to said

packing holder and a free, flexible annular inner marginal portion con-

forming to and adapted to be seated against the wall of the opening to be

closed said packing ring being exposed to receive the .outward pressure of

the fluid so that the fluid pressure will force said annular marginal por-

tions into engagement with their seats and at the same time place the an.

chored tension member under tension. Two claims.

1 455 837 STAY BOLT STRUCTURE. JOHN ROGERS FLANNERY
\\D ETHAN I. DODDS, OF PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA, AS-

SIGNORS BY MESNE ASSIGNMENTS. TO FLANNERY BOLT COM-
PANY OF PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA, A CORPORATION OF
DELAWARE.
Claim 1. In a stay bolt structure, the combination with a boiler sheet

having an opening of a combined bearing member and closure having an

initial universally movable mounting on the boiler sheet coincident with

said opening and adapted to permanently enclose the head of a staybolt, a

stayboft having a head mounted in said member, and a weld securing said

combined bearing member and closure to the boiler sheet. Two claims.

1 456 722 BOILER-FEED WATER SYSTEM. GEORGE W. COPE,
OF OIL CITY, LOUISIANA.
Claim 1 In a gravity feed water system for steam boilers having a

charging tank, said tank situated above the boiler water level and having

a valved water inlet and a valved water connection with the boiler s water

therefrom, of a baffle element associated with said tubes, said element com-

prising a tile structure spaced below the drum and a metal member occupy-
ing the space between said structure and the drum and shaped to lie in

the upper curved space between adjacent rows of tubes, a rigid support
below the drum, and a connection between said support and the plate mem-
ber for vertically adjusting said member to force its upper edge into close

contract with the opposing wall of the drum. Three claims.

space and having valved steam connections with the steam space of tb<

boiler, an air inlet and outlet and a valved steam outlet combined witl

means for operating the valves of said valved steam inlet and outlet mean:

for gradually establishing boiler pressure upon the water in said tank t<

thereby prevent the high speed flow of a large volume of steam upon tb'

water in said tank and prevent a water hammer, said^ means comprisini

essentially a primary steam inlet, a valve in said primary steam inlet

means connecting the valve with the valve operating means, a secondar:

steam inlet, a valve in said secondary steam inlet, and an elastic connection

connecting the valve of the secondary steam inlet with the valve operatini
means. Seven claims.
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Battery of Boilers on Special Trestles for Repair

Repairing Locomotives in a Contract Shop

FOLLOWING
the war,

the Morgan Engineer-

ing Company, manu-
facturers of overhead cranes

and other heavy mill equip-
ment at Alliance, Ohio,

found itself with a large

plant unequipped except with

cranes, that had been built

for the manufacture of heavy
ordnance. The demand for

outside capacity for heavy-

locomotive repairs, which de-

veloped after the drastic

curtailment o f mechanical

department forces on the rail-

roads in 1921, led to con-

sideration of the utilization of this plant as a contract loco-

motive repair shop. Accordingly, after a satisfactory form

of contract had been worked out, which required the de-

velopment of a base sufficiently detailed to cover all usually

performed operations while still retaining a degree of flex-

ibility which would take care of all work the need for which

becomes evident only after a locomotive has been stripped, an

organization was developed and operations started.

Layout and Arrangement of Plant

The first engines were repaired during the latter part of

1921. Owing to unsettled conditions, however, operations

did not actively get under way until the fall of 1922.

The building consists of what may be termed a header bay

The extensive locomotive repair program of the

present vear lias made it necessary for many rail-

roads to send heavy repairs beyond the rapacity of

their facilities to contract shops having the equip-

ment and organization for carrying on such work.

The following article outlines the methods employed

bv one contract repair shop that was built up

around a war-time ordnance plant. Special emphasis

is placed on the type of boiler repairs handled and

the special methods employed for boiler work.

840 feet long by 90 feet

wide, from one side of which

opens a series of parallel bays

extending out at an angle of

about .34 degrees from the

header bay. As these bays
all terminate in a single end

wall, they vary in length
from about 115 feet in the

case of the short bay opening
into the header bay nearest

its southern end to about 530
feet for the east bay open-

ing from the north end of

header bay. The building
is of steel frame construction

with brick curtain walls at

the lower portion of the sides of the building, above which
there is an unbroken expanse of steel sash. Additional light
is admitted through glazed openings in the roof.

This building is located in an enclosure adjoining the

south end of the main plant yard, in which its manufacturing
operations are conducted. The two enclosures are separated

by a street, but communication is maintained between them

by continuous industrial tracks and lay the plant roadways,
over which material is transported to and from the locomo-

tive shop bv motor truck.

Features of the Erecting Shop

The most interesting feature of the locomotive repair shop
is the method of handling erecting shop work. The erecting

2:5
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Small Tubes Being Cleaned in Wet Rattler

shop occupies the long bay from which open the parallel

bays and has floor space for 70 locomotives in addition to

those on the stripping and wheeling tracks. This building

originally was not equipped with pits and had but two tracks

running through it, one along either side. With practically

no changes in the floor construction it has been adapted to

effective use as a locomotive erecting shop by the portable
structural steel stools on which the locomotives are supported.
These are of sufficient height to permit work to be done un-

der the engines after they have been stripped and placed on

their "spots" without the necessity of floor depressions and
with better lighting under the locomotives than normally
found where they are set over pits.

The only change in this shop has teen the construction of

pits along the track on the side from which the parallel

bays open, which is used as a wheeling and finishing track.

As will be seen from the illustrations, the locomotives are

placed on their spots in a staggered formation so that the

tubes may be removed from the front end of one locomotive

without interference from the locomotive next in front of it.

Arrangement of Boiler Test Blocks

At the north end of the erecting bay is what is known as

the testing block. Here the first spot in each of the four

rows between the stripping and wheeling tracks, is devoted

to the making of hydrostatic tests.

The erecting bay is served by three Morgan cranes, all

operating on the same ways. The capacity of the first

toward the south end of the shop is 75 tons, of the next, 40

tons, and of that toward the south end of the shop, 25 tons.

Slings are used at both ends of the locomotives when lifting

with the cranes. In moving a locomotive about the shop, the

sling from the 75-ton crane is placed around the barrel of

the boiler just ahead of the firebox, while the 40-ton crane

lifts the front end. The stripping track accommodates six

locomotives. Here the engines are completely stripped, the

parts removed to the lye vat. cleaned and delivered to the

machine shop by the stripping gang. After stripping, the

locomotive is unwheeled and moved to the "spot" assigned
to it, where the boiler, frame and cylinder work is done.

When ready to be assembled, the boiler and frames are

moved by crane to the wheeling track and from here through
the several assembly operations until the locomotive has teen

tested and accepted.

Boiler Shop and Equipment

A series <>f bays opening into the erecting shop is arranged
to accommodate the various repair departments. Like the

erecting shop, each of these bays is well equipped with over-

head cranes, and a comparatively small amount of special

equipment has been installed.

Starting at the south end of the erecting shop, the first of

these bays is occupied by the flanging department. This bay-

is served by one 40-ton crane and is equipped with an an-

nealing furnace, three open fires and one hand and one

pneumatic flanging clamp. -,

The next bay is occupied by the flue shop, the arrange-
ment of which is shown in one of the illustrations. This

bay is served by one 10-ton and one 40-ton overhead crane,
and is equipped with three welding sets, each consisting of a

Safe Ending Equipment and Tube Storage
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Draper hammer and a Ferguson furnace. One of these is

used on superheater flues and the other two on tubes. These
facilities are arranged along the south wall of the bay. Two
flue rattlers of the wet type have been placed on the shop
floor at the east side of the bay near the erecting shop, one
of which can be loaded and unloaded by crane, while the

other requires manual loading. The flues are tested under
100 pounds air pressure, submerged in water.

TuiiF.s Stored in Sets

Owing to the practice of the Morgan Engineering Company
of taking in as many locomotives as the available erecting
floor space will permit, irrespective of the number on which
work is actually being performed, a large number of sets of

tubes are stored in the flue shop. Instead of progressing
from one operation to another with no intermediate han-

dling, the practice is to complete each operation on each set

of tubes, after which the entire set is moved by crane to the

station of the next operation.
The outer end of the third bay is occupied by the boiler

shop for laying out firebox sheets. The remainder of the

bay is devoted to the repair of detail fittings. On the west

side are located a battery of six small engine lathes, a small

shaper and one Lassiter-Milholland staybolt machine. The
latter machine gives an output of 350 staybolts, turned and

threaded, in 12 hours. This bay is served by one 10 and one
25-ton crane, the heavier crane being located toward the

erecting shop end.

The next bay to the east, which is approximately 90 feet

wide, is devoted to heavy boiler work. Here the work on all

boilers requiring new fireboxes or back ends is completed
before the boilers are returned to the erecting shop. This de-

partment is provided with one vertical and one horizontal

punch, a vertical shear and a radial drill for drilling tube

sheets. The shop is not equipped with a heavy bending roll

and all firebox or boiler shell sheets requiring bending are

sent outside. On the east side of this bay is located a test-

ing block for superheater units. Here all units are tested

and inspected as they are removed from the locomotive, to

locate those requiring renewal. After the units have passed
this test, they are stored in sets in the next bay, so piled that

all header joints are accessible. The joints are ground with

a portable machine as they lay in the pile.

The outside bay is about 50 feet wide. It is devoted to

engine truck repairs, cabs, and superheater unit storage.

Space is also provided in this bay, just off the erecting shop,
for lagging storage and reclamation. No provision is made
for remolding broken lagging. Broken material is pul-
verized and tempered for bulk use in plastic form.

This bay, which is equipped with two 10-ton cranes, was

formerly used as a tender repair shop. This work, how-

ever, has now been transferred to one of the buildings in

the manufacturing plant, which was formerly occupied by
the iron foundry.

Details or Boiler Repair Work

When a boiler requires a new firebox it is brought into the

bay devoted to boiler work where the firebox is laid out,

punched and sheared, flanged, fitted and applied to the

boiler. All staybolts and crownbolts are applied in this bay,
in fact the boiler is completed with the exception of installing
the flues.

As work is carried out at the plant for about ten different

railroads, it is impossible to standardize the methods of per-

forming firebox repairs. Such work must be done in ac-

cordance with the various standards of the railroads with

which the plant has contracts. All welding on the fireboxes,

however, is done by the electric arc process. On some fire-

boxes, for example, the railroads specify that the welding
be done on the inside and reinforced on the outside. Other

roads specify that the firebox be welded complete, while still

Special Type Trestle for Carrying Boilers During Repair

others require that the door sheet and back flue sheet be
refitted with the exception of the waterlegs which are welded.
Some railroads have the flues electric welded in the fire-

box, others have the superheater flues, and the small flues

between, welded in both ends. Others do not have the flues

welded until after the engines have been in service for some
time. The flues are all electric welded on the assembly track.

In removing flues a motor attachment has been developed
for cutting the flues in the front flue sheet. Where a new
back flue sheet is required, a section of it is taken out and the

flues removed through this hole.

Flanged work is all done by hand, as each railroad having
work done in the shop uses different types of boilers and
since there are so many different types on a single order it

is not practical to make dies to press out flue sheets and door
sheets. A s[>ecial rig used in drilling staybolts utilizes a

counterweight attachment for raising and lowering the motor
and also for raising and lowering a plank which acts as

an "old-man." One man with this rigging i< able to drill an

average of 60 bolts an hour.

SuMJtAin oh Work Performed in the Boiler
Depak i mi \ I

On one order of 30 Mikados which has been in tin shop
for a comparatively short time, 2() have already been rebuilt.

The boiler repairs on these locomotives call for new back
flue sheets, % door sheets, J4 back heads, ?j inside side

sheets. These boilers have been changed from hand fired to

stoker fired and a complete installation of flexible stavbolts

made.

The firebox on this type of Mikado is 75>4 inches wide
and 108 T

s inches in length having a grate area of 56.5

square feet. The firebox has a heating surface of 230 square
feet. The boiler contains two hundred and fifrv-seven 2-inch
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Final Clean-up and Boiler Assembly in Erecting Shop

A Final Test Under Steam is Given the Locomotives in this Department
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General View of Work in the Erecting Shop

flues and thirty-six superheater flues S
:?s inches in diameter.

The 2-inch flues have a heating surface of 2,745 square feet

and the superheater flues, a surface of 1 ,033 square feet,

making a total heating surface of 4,008 square feet. The
total weight of the engine is 287,000 pounds not including
the tender. The tender, loaded, weighs 153,900 pounds in

addition.

On another order of 10 Mikados, the fireboxes have been

installed complete with combustion chambers. These loco-

motives have a tractive power of 60,800 pounds. The weight
of the engine, not including the tender, is 322,500 pounds.
The tender weighs 168,900 pounds, the total weight of

engine and tender being 491,400 pounds; the firebox has a

heating surface of 283 square feet; the heating surface of the

tubes is 3,768 square feet; the superheater heating surface is

845 square feet or a total heating surface of 4,051 square
feet with an equivalent heating surface of 5,318 square feet.

The firebox is 84J4 inches by 114J4 inches. The combus-
tion chamber is 20 inches by 80 inches diameter with a grate
area of 66 square feet. The boiler barrel is 96 inches in

diameter.

Several engines of the consolidated type and the Pacific

type have been converted from coal to oil burners in addition

to changes in the boiler which necessitated a complete change
and rearrangement of tenders.

Inspection Department

Each railroad has its own inspection organization and
both the Morgan Engineering Company and the railroad's

inspectors are provided with complete sets of drawings of

the locomotives passing through the shop. Much of the

material, particularly brass and iron castings and all special

fittings are furnished by the railroads. Each railroad is

provided with its own storehouse in charge of its own store-

keeper, these stores being housed in small buildings of frame

construction adjoining the south wall of the parallel bays.

Shop Organization

To a large extent the employees engaged in the locomo-

tive repair work, aside from those in the manufacturing de-

partment, are semi-skilled men rather than fully qualified
mechanics. The work is therefore specialized in all de-

partments under the jurisdi Lion of the superintendent of the

locomotive repair department.
In the erecting shop most of the gangs are small and

highly specialized, working under gang leaders. All welding
and cutting work is handled by one gang which is in charge
of a foreman. The same organization idea is carried through-
out the plant. In the case of the boiler department about

SO percent of the men are semi-skilled specialists. In this

department one gang does nothing but remove sheets which
are to be renewed. The sheets are then taken to the laying
out department where new ones are laid out, punched, sheared

and made ready for the fitters. The fitting gang then as-

sembles the sheets ready for the welders and riveters. The

welding is performed first, after which the remaining joints
are riveted and calked. The staybolts are then applied fol-

lowed by the crownbolts, each operation being performed by
a separate gang.
The boiler is then sent to the test block and washed out

and the flues applied after which it is given the hydrostatic
test. It is then taken to its specified spot on the erecting floor

where a miscellaneous gang cleans up any work that de-

velops as a result of the test. The testing block gang takes

care of all boiler work which develops during the running
tests after the locomotive has left the shop.

During the month of June there was an average of about

1 ,000 men actually working on locomotive repairs approx-

imately 250 of which were boiler makers and helpers, 300
were employed in machine and forge departments and 450
on the erecting floor on air brake repairs and in the tank

shop. From 725 to 750 of these men were located in the de-

partments housed in the locomotive shop building.

During the month of June the output was 30 locomotives,

none of which required less than Class-3 repairs, many of

them running very heavy. Of the 40 engines completed dur-

ing the month of July, two required complete new back ends;
7 required new fireboxes; 20 required new back tube sheets,

door sheets and inside side sheets, the remaining 1 1 called

for either new back flue sheets or new side sheets and patches.



Boiler Inspection Work
In Malaya

By George Cecil

THERE
are pleasanter spots than the Malay Peninsula,

or the Federated Malay States, as it is known officially,

in which to earn one's living as a boiler inspector, for

the muggy, sultry climate is ever trying, even in the (re-

puted) "cold weather," and there is little of that light and

agreeable side of life which awaits the white man in other

British colonies. True, the mountain sanatorium is at the

disposal of those who, rendered liverish and run-down by

days and nights of sweltering heat need a change. There the

exile breathes the finest air in all the world, and roses, grown
in the hotel garden, adorning the vases on the dining room

table, gladden his sight at breakfast time.

But the "hills," alas, only are for the well-to-do; for pros-

perous merchants and highly-paid officials, who are pro-
vided by the British government with employment which

takes them a few thousand feet above sea level. The boiler

inspector remains "down below,'' as the "plains," are termed,
his work keeping him there month in and month out. He
is granted periodical leave of absence, being entitled to thirty

days a year, and he is treated generously enough where sick

leave is concerned. The unfortunate man's pay is, however,

comparative!}' small, seldom can he afford to sample the

mountains. His means only admit of a short sea voyage to

perhaps Calcutta or Rangoon, and a sea voyage in the heat

of the Indian Ocean has its disadvantages. Only in the

monsoon season is the air at all cool, and that lasts but a

few weeks; besides, there are frightful storms—none more

devastating. The invalid may find himself in Davev Jones'
locker.

Retired on Pension

Yet the expatriated one might be worse off. Being a gov-
ernment servant he is entitled to a pension after some twenty-
five years' service in the sweltering Federated Malay States.

Not a large pension, little more, in fact, than a decent

competence. He draws his pay with clock work regularity
on the first of each month, and the traveling allowances are

based on a scale which leaves a margin of profit. Indeed,
a boiler inspector who lately retired admitted that disagree-
able though he had found his tours of inspection, they had
enabled him to put by something worth having in way of a
nest egg. Having long outgrown his original hankering to

take leave "Home" (all well-regulated exiles speak of Eng-
land as "Home"), the pensioner leads a contented life in a

mountain bungalow, taking in "paying guests" and turning
a pretty penny over this commercial hospitality. Scotch is

he!

Another retired boiler inspector, who enjoys a ripe old a"e,
is to be found in Malacca. Having left England some fifty

years ago, without once returning to his almost forgotten
native land, and being acclimatized, the exile asks nothing

better than to spend his declining years where he is. Speak-
ing the vernacular like a native, he is more Malay than

English.

Ax Undesirable Candidate

The natives, as in other colonies, see no reason why they
should not oust the imported white boiler inspector. "It is,"

they plaintively state, "admitted that we are intelligent.
Show us how a thing should be done and we are capable of

doing it. We act as oilers wherever machinery is employed
and some of us have even been promoted to the part of as-

sistant engineer. Why then, in the name of the Great Spirit,
withhold from us a coveted post which carries with it monthly
pay, various emoluments, and a retiring pension?" De-

cidedly an eloquent statement of the case, and one which

might appeal to those who have not met the Malay at close

quarters. Unfortunately, he is—though intelligent
—the es-

sence of laziness and casualness, and, at times, quick tem-

pered, drawing a murderous kriss, which he introduces, with-
out compunction, between the shoulder blades of the tuan
bessar (European) who has cause to reprimand him. The

Buffalo Carts are Used by the Inspector for Transport

yellow man also is a confirmed taker of bribes, looking upon
their acceptance as part and parcel of the business of life.

Were the Malay to be entrusted with the inspecting of a

boiler, he would—well, yield to bias. The government turns
a deaf ear to his prayers.
The Chinese element (the Peninsula is full of "Chinks")

also puts in a claim, based on much the same grounds, while
the semi-Chinee—semi-Malay has aspirations in this direc-

tion. So, too, have the sons of European fathers and colored

250
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mothers, each passionately arguing his Btness for the coveted

post. These applications art- ruthlessly turned down, the

powers-that-be deciding that boiler inspecting is best en-

trusted to the unadulterated white man. The disappointed
candidates, airing their views in the "Utusan Malavu"

("Malay Herald") and other vernacular newspapers, declare

that the government is composed of tyrants compared with
whom Nero was an enlightened philanthropist. The editor

supports them in a ferocious leader, and those who have
snowed up the native |>ress, resting on their literary oar,-,

await developments. They still are waiting.
To satisfy the malcontents, a few appointments have been

temporarily given to Malays and half-castes—and with disap-
pointing results. None of these specially-appointed boiler

inspectors have just i tied the trust reposed in them. Inherent
laziness and other failings have proved their downfall.

Bullock Cart Transport

Except in the towns, there is little work for the boiler

inspector. Several heated days may pass by without a

"job of work" being assigned him. When, however, he is

sent into the district, covering a long journey by pony, river

boat, and perhaps by a jolting bullock cart over a road which
is all ruts and holes, the much-tried man certainly has earned
his day's pay and traveling allowances. If the boiler in-

spector is no horseman, the bullock cart may be the only
alternative. Drawn by two cross-grained animals, who,
should the humor seize them, calmly sit down till the driver's

goad succeeds in making an impression on their extra-tough
hides, the rate of progress is limited to rather less than three

miles an hour. When no government "rest house" is handy,
the boiler inspector must sleep in the bullock cart, the

thatched roof of which keeps off the night dew. A mosquito
net protects the sleeper against the pestiferous insects, and,
should he awake in the night with a raging thirst, a huge
water bottle packed in damped grass is at his disposal. The
mosquito net is arranged so as to cover the space occupied by
the bottle. Raise the extremity of the tucked-in net but a

quarter of an inch, and in pop the buzzing tormentors—ready-
to goad the rash inmate into a state of frenzy. He thanks
his lucky stars when fiery sunrise drives away these pests.

In default of a "rest house" the boiler inspector may find

accommodation of a primitive nature in a wayside village.
The headman, greatly impressed at seeing a white face, pro-
vides the tuan bessar with a primitive bed, across which a

net work of fiber is stretched. A supper of freshly-caught
fish (tasteless and abnormally bony), rice (cooked to per-

fection), and roasted bananas, is served, the villagers re-

spectfully looking on while the grateful boiler inspector
makes short work of the victuals. The next day the guest,
after settling the score, expresses his sense of indebtedness,
and politely hopes that all will ever be well with the village.
"We ask nothing better," chorus the villagers, "than to be

blessed with a good rice crop. Pray intercede on our be-

half with the Great Spirit!" The intercession is promised,
and the bullock cart once more creaks its weary and laborious

way over the interminable ruts. A rough road,—none

rougher.
The boiler inspector is not always so lucky as to light upon

a friendly host, it sometimes happens that the Malay, craftily

watching his opportunity, whips out the kriss, and, helping
himself to the victim's note case and other possessions, de-

posits the corpse in the jungle. A tiger devours it; the driver
of the bullock cart is informed that the white man, greatly

daring, has sought the wild beast in its lair; and there is

promotion in the ranks of boiler inspectors. Sometimes an

inquiry brings the offenders to book; their guilt is proved
right up to the hilt; they are hung as high as Hainan.

In Singapore the boiler inspector may be kept busy.
Steamers with doubtful boilers are ever coming and going,

many of these craft being owned by Chinese firms, which, at-

The Traveling Boiler Inspector Stops at Such Places for

Refreshment

taching no importance to human life, are not particular as to

the state of the boilers. So ancient and decrepit are some of
these boilers, with their thin, rusted plates, that a white fire-

man would refuse to sail with them. Fortunately for the

owners, a "Chink" fireman is far too great a fatalist to be
worried by trifles. "One must die," he argues. "Has not
Buddha willed it? Dare a Buddhist go against the ruling of
Kuddha?" So the Chinaman is ready to face death by
scalding.
The railway terminus also affords employment for the

boiler inspector; and his duties include periodical visits to

the ship repairing yards, as well as to various concerns where
boilers are in use. At the end of a sweated day he is glad
of a long cane-bottomed chair, in the shady veranda of his

bungalow, a Manila cheroot and a stringer peg (iced whiskey
and soda). The perspiring man has earned these luxuries.

New Boiler Law in Pennsylvania

TWO
laws pertaining to the collection of fees for services

rendered by the Department of Labor and Industry,
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in the administration

of the rules and regulations of the department covering boil-
ers and elevators were passed at the last session of the legis-
lature.

The Boiler Law provides for the inspection of boilers by
representative.- of insurance companies and by salaried em-
ployees of the Department of Labor and Industry. Owners
and users of boilers will be required to forward to the De-
partment of Labor and Industry a fee of one dollar before
the annual certificate of operation for the boiler will 1><

issued.

When boilers are inspected by representatives of the

Department of Labor and Industry a fee of six dollars and

fifty cents ($6.50) will lie collected for each external and in-

ternal inspection made while the boiler is not under pressure,
and two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50) for external inspec-
tion made when the boiler is under pressure.

Examination for Inspectors

Persons desiring to take examination for boiler inspector
are required to pay a fee of ten dollars ($10.00) at the time
of making application for examination. If the applicant is

successful in passing the examination a certificate of com-

petency and a commission card will be issued without further

charge.
It is the plan of the Department to put this law into ef ei I

as soon as the necessary forms can be printed.



Methods of Applying Flues in Locomotive Boilers

This report, which was read at the annual meeting of the Master Boiler Makers'

Association held at Detroit, May 23 to 2b, was compiled from the Hue practice of the

more important railroads of the country. It includes details of how flue ends should

be prepared, the wanner of preparing holes in the tube sheets, the type and size of

copper ferrules to be used and the method of tightening flues in the sheets, as well as the

standard tools for rolling, prossering and beading tines.

AFTER
checking up the methods of various railroads,

it is believed that for a two inch diameter flue, flues

should be swedged 1 24 inches diameter for a distance

of seven-eighths of an inch straight, then tapered back to

nothing for a distance of 3^ inches. This is far superior to

a flue "swedged \]/& inches diameter straight for one inch,

with a taper of one-quarter to its original diameter, to provide

increased water space, for it is a well recognized fact that the

first few inches of the flue measured from the flue sheet,

is the most efficient heating surface. This increased water

space allows the steam bubbles to form and pass up between

flues unrestricted. If it is not provided, the bubbles are

FIREBOX END OF TUBES
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should be prepared the same as for back flue sheet, by re-

moving the sharp edges from the inside and outside of sheet.

Copper Ferrui.fs Used

The committee recommends a copper ferrule 1/16-inch.
(0.065 thick), by ,' s inch over the thickness of flue sheet

for the width for both small and superheater flues, ferrules

to be of soft, seamless copper, annealed. While many rail-

roads are using a copper ferrule of the same width as the

thickness of sheet, the committee believes this to be too nar-

row, as the function of a copper liner is to provide a yield-

ing medium between the flue and the sheet, so that the flue

will take a light, permanent set when expanded. It is just as

important that the soft medium be applied between the bead
formed by the sectional expanders on the inner edge of flue

hole, as between the flue and flue hole. The committee

recommends that sectional expanders be used to apply cop-

per ferrules and great care be taken that the ferrule is set

1/32 inch inside of the edge of hole on the fire side of sheet.

This is of great importance because if it is left even with

the fire side of the sheet there is a possible chance that when
the flue is expanded the ferrule will project outside the fire

side of the sheet, and after being beaded it will work itself

outside of the edge of the bead. This we all know will not

do on flues that are to have beads electric welded to the back

flue sheet, for it is a well-known fact that copper will not mix

with the electrodes used in welding.
The committee further recommends that flues smaller than

superheater project through back flue sheets 3/16 inch for

beading. When a small flue is to be beaded at the front

flue sheet 3/16 inch is to project through the sheet; when it

is not to be beaded the minimum is to be 3/16 inch and the

To be Sawed in IB Pieces with Saw %z Thick, 'Taper I"in /?" -Soft Jfeel I

Dimensions given are Turning Dimensions- Case-Hardened

For Boilers With |"'Flue Sheets

Fig. 5

maximum l/2 inch. Superheater tubes are to project through
the back flue sheet erne-quarter of an inch, and one-quarter
of an inch to be used on front flue sheet when flues are to be

beaded. When superheater flues are not to be beaded at the

front end, the minimum and maximum length for flue

to project through flue sheet is to be the same as small

flues.

Tightening Flues in Sheet

Tightening of flues in the back flue sheet seems to be

quite a delicate subject, for checking up the methods of the

various railroads shows a leaning toward the use of the

sectional expanders to tighten flues. The committee does

not care to recommend it, but does recommend that roller

expanders be used in the firebox end as well as the front

end to tighten flues. The chairman has made a test of both

and finds that the sectional expander does the flue harm, as

sectional expanders have to be turned two or three times. The
first time the pin is driven into them a small space between

each section is not expanded. This is where the harm oc-

curs, as flues are checked at this point, but it cannot be

noticed. After they are electric welded the heat will open up
the checks and develop leaks, after running a short time.

These conditions also exist -in flues that are not electric

welded at the bead after being in service. Such conditions

will not exist on flues that have been tightened in the sheet

with roller expanders, which give equality of expansion. The

committee recommends that after flues are tightening in the
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back flue sheet, sectional expanders be used to expand them

inside of the sheet. They are then to be rolled in the front

end. Flues should not be beaded at the front or back end

until after the boiler is tested. Investigation of different

cases of leaking flues has shown that by the other method of

testing leaking flues ma)- be covered up. If a flue tested be-

fore being beaded shows no leak it will not developed a leak

after being in service a short while.

Figs. 1 to 8 inclusive show sketches of standard tools for

rolling, prossering and beading tools, as well as various opera-

tions incident to flue installation.

The committee also recommends that a flue roller should

never, under any circumstances, be used in a flue after it

has been expanded with a sectional expander. It will stretch

the metal and break the joint made by the sectional ex-

pander and beading tool.

Applying Flues in Stationary Boilers

As to the application of flues to stationary boilers, the

chairman corresponded with various boiler manufacturers

and among replies received were the following:

"In applying flues to water leg type of watertube boiler,

using four inch tube expanded into one-half inch plate in

each boiler leg, we first roll the tube in position with three

parallel rolls; then take out one of the rolls and put in a

roll designed to bell the end of the tube which extends into

the water leg. The tube end is thus belled or flared to com-

ply with the A.S.M.E. Boiler Code. We are now experi-

menting with another type of expander body and have had

\
F

\

E \o
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Fig. 10

"2. Tubes for stationary watertube steam boilers shall

conform to Department of Tests' Specification, and thickness

shall be as follows:

(a) Up to but not exceeding 165 pounds per square
inch for tubes of Diameter less than 3 inches.

No. 12, B. W. G.—0.109 inch thick.

Diameter 3 inches or over, but less than 4 inches

No. 11, B. W. G—0.120 inch thick.

Diameter 4 inches or over, but less than 5 inches

No. 10, B. W. G.—0.134 inch thick.

(b) Over 165 pounds per square inch but not exceed-

ing 235 pounds per square inch for tubes of

Diameter less than 3 inches No. 11, B. W. G.—
0.120 inch thick.

Diameter 3 inches or over, but less than 4 inches

No. 10, B. W. G.—0.134 inch thick.

Diameter 4 inches or over, but less than 5 inches

No. 9, B. W. G—0.148 inch thick.

Note—For (a) and (b) above next heavier gage than that

indicated for each respective pressure may be used

for those tubes which are directly over the fire—
such as the first and second rows of tubes in B. & \\ .

boilers, etc.

"3. Flues for stationary fire tube steam boilers shall con-

form to Department of Tests' Specification and thickness shall

be as follows:

(a) Up to 175 pounds per square inch for tubes of

Diameter less than 2]A inches No. 13, B. W. G.—
0.095 inch thick.

Diameter 2]/2 inches or over, but less than 3*4

inches No. 12, B. W. G—0.109 inch thick.

Diameter i l

/\ inches or over, but less than 4 inches

No. 11, B. W. G.—0.120 inch thick.

Diameter 4 inches or over, but less than 5 inches

No. 10, B. W. G.—0.134 inch thick.

(b) Over 175 pounds per square inch but not exceed-

ing 250 pounds per square inch for tubes of

Diameter less than 2 l/2 inches No. 12, B. W. G—
0.109 inch thick.

Diameter 2^4 inches or over, but less than 3 T
/\

inches No. 11, B. W. G.—0.120 inch thick.

Diameter 3% inches or over, but less than 4 inches

No. 10, B. W. G.—0.134 inch thick.

Diameter 4 inches or over, but less than 5 inches

No. 9, B. W. G.—0.145 inch thick.

Responsibility for Boiler Equipment

ARECENl
Kiln to members of the American Boiler

Manufacturers' Association, sent out by the secretary,

H. N. Covell, calls for an expression of opinion on

the subject of the difficulties that the manufacturer some-

times has with back charges for boiler fittings and equip-
ment. The letter is given below for the information of the

industry. The secretary will be glad to hear from members

and forward a report of the replies to those interested.

"There is a source of annoyance and expense to which we have

been subjected in recent months to such an extent that we are

compelled to seek some remedy, and are addressing you in the

hope that you may be able to present our case, to the members of

the A. B. M. A. and obtain an expression as to whether they are

having similar troubles, and if so, what their general attitude is.

We refer to back charges of the class outlined below made by
the customer :

1. Reported shortages of fittings or small castings, which are

later found in some corner or under some rubbish, usually after the

replaced part has been rushed forward by prepaid express.
2. Broken castings and other damaged items which are accepted

from the railroad company by the customer without proper nota-

tion of such damage having been made on the bill of lading.
3. Damage caused by careless unloading and by careless handling

on the part of truckmen and riggers.
4. It has been our policy to consider the customer first and to

do everything to get his equipment operating, and then discuss

the question of responsibility.

Recently however, so many cases have come up where the blame
could not by any stretch of imagination be laid at our door, and
still the customer has flatly refused to accept any responsibility.
We cannot leel that this is a condition peculiar to ourselves and if

it is not, we would certainly appreciate an expression from some
of our fellow members as to their method of handling similar
situations.

If this condition is as prevalent in other fields as in our own, it

would seem advisable for our members to adopt a general policy
for their own protection and such a policy if adopted by even the

majority of our members would certainly be of tremendous
advantage.
Of course, we appreciate it is difficult to draw a hard and fast

line, but if we had a rule covering the majority of such cases it

would prove a real help.
We know one large concern which takes the stand that when

goods are accepted and receipted for by the railroad company,
their responsibility ceases ; when the packers' list is properly
checked, they also refuse to make good any reported shortage ;

they positively will not ship a replace part without definite advice
that the customer intends to pay- for such replacement. In other
words, they take the stand that they (the manufacturers) are right
which is just the opposite to our policy.
However, we are beginning to question whether our policy is

proper under present conditions. We all know that boilers are

being sold today on a very close margin, and there is simply not

enough room above actual cost to take care of unjust back charges.

Address communications to H. N. Covell. secretary, Amer-
ican Boiler Manufacturers' Association. 191 Dikeman Street.

Brooklyn. N. Y.

Horsepower of a Horse to Be Determined

THE
actual horsepower of a horse will be determined

at the Iowa State Fair this year where scientific tests

will be made.
A specially constructed wagon has been designed for the

tests by the engineering department of the Iowa State Col-

lege. By means of gears and a hydraulic pump driven from

the wheels, it will be possible to put on any predetermined
load and maintain uniform load resistance from the test

wagon, whether it travels on a level or up or down hill.

The teams probably will be required to pull a six-horsepower
load to enter, the load to be increased by two horsepower on

each successive trial until the maximum is reached.

Horsepower has been a standard of power measurement

for years, but little research work in the hauling power of

horses and mules has been carried on scientifically because

of the difficulty in providing a uniform tractive resistance.—
Power.



Results of a Recent Investigation of the Strength of

Welded Pressure Vessels*

AN
extensive publication has been prepared which may

be divided into three parts, namely: A report of

tests carried out by the Bureau of Standards; an

analysis of test data given in this report and comments on

the various features considered; and finally, recommenda-

tions made by the I

' ommittee of the Amer-

ican Bureau of Welding for the consideration of the Boiler

In, American Society of Mechanical

i neers in their evis f the Code for Unfired Pressure

\ i ->cls.

As regards the report of the Bureau of Standard- it deals

with an investigation of the strength of welded pressure

vessels. As it is expected that it will be published by the

Bureau in the usual manner, at which time it will lie avail-

able at a very low cost to all those interested in the subject,

only the conclusions arrived at are reported here. These are:

1 The double V-weld is much superior to the single V-

weld.

2 The pipe shells tested were less uniform and averaged

lower in strength than double Y-welded plate shell.-.

3 The butt-welded heads were stronger than the inserted

heads.

A hammer test cannot be relied upon to show more than

a very few exceptionally defective welds.

5 The hammer test, as applied, apparently did not weaken

the tanks.

6 Hydrostatic pressure lyi times the working pressure

showed only a small number of imperfect welds, even when

the hammer was used.

7 Hydrostatic pressure sufficient to stress the shell to the

yield point will show a large proportion of imperfect welds.

8 Hydrostatic pressure sufficient to produce a permanent
set in the shell, enlarging the circumference

} 2 percent, ap-

parently does not weaken the tank.

9 Flanges for inspection plugs can be welded in the heads

of a tank without weakening it.

The comments on the report of the Bureau of Standards

fall into several sections. In those dealing with construction

it is pointed out among other things that there is one principle

which it is felt should be carried out in all welded steel struc-

tures of importance, which is that the included V-angle
should not be less than 90 degrees.
The shells in these tanks were crimped over the heads, a

construction that is thought by many to give added strength.

There is some doubt, however, as to its effectiveness, though
this must increase as the diameter of the tank decreases, the

thickness of the shell and the amount of crimping being the

same. The drawing of these tanks submitted by their maker

shows such an amount of crimping as to make the V-angle so

small that it is quite impossible to make the weld as indi-

cated. The photograph of the actual sections shows this

to be true, and it seems clear that, considering the small

amount of weld metal actually holding, and the fact that

there is bad bending action in the weld, the very high factor

of safety is all that saves the construction from failure, and
so the design cannot be commended. It is believed that other

designs, more efficient, and probably just as cheap, are avail-

able, and that they should be used in the interests of safety.

Of course there can be no objection to the use of pipe for the

shell with a proper factor of safety, and with flanged heads

butt-welded to the shell the construction would be beyond
criticism.

In one of the tanks tested, in fact, the strongest of the lot,

*Fron: Mechanical Engineering.

it was found that there was a severe strain on the head weld

caused by its rigidity which kept it from bending while the

material on both sides of it could distort. In another in-

stance one of the head welds cracked under the hammer test.

The maker reports that during the 50-lb. hydrostatic shop

test for tightness there were found two damp spots, one in

each head seam, which were rewelded. and after retest were

found tight. It is not possible now to identify these spots,

but the crack may be at one of them.

This rewelding might account for a local stress, which,

added to the test stress, might be of sufficient amount to

cause local rupture. It is a very good illustration of what

may occur if enough care be not taken in making repairs.

There are three points to note in this connection:

1 The static test at 1J^ times the working pressure did

not detect the defect.

2 The defect was found by the hammer at a lower pres-

sure than 1
T
j times the working pressure.

J The crack was evidently caused by local internal

stresses because (a) it occurred at low pressure and (b) it

was la .il

So far as this case is concerned, it seems clear that some-

thing more than a static test is needed, and that a shock of

moderate amount while the tank is under moderate pressure
will show up defects not revealed by a static pressure of the

same or somewhat greater amount.

Ii i- probably a good thing that this tank failed as it did,

as it shows that the Code provision for a reweld and retest is

-.ite practice if the work is properly done. It is also evident

that local stresses can exist in otherwise properly welded

tanks, and that they have no effect on the strength of the rest

of the welds.

Design of Tanks

It is claimed that the best method for applying heads is

I iv butt-welding a flanged head to the shell, and where a

head convex to the pressure is used the method in the Code
should be followed.

As regards the question of what fiber stress should be used

in designing unfired pressure vessels, the conclusion is

reached that it seems quite fair and safe to use 50,000 pounds
as the basis for design. With a factor of safety of S, and a

weld value of 80 percent, this would mean a design fiber

stress at the working pressure of 8,000 pounds, based on the

nominal plate thickness. In view of the high efficiency of

the double V-weld, 97 percent or 9,700 pounds fiber stress,

using the above basis, this does not seem to the committee

excessive, unfair, or in any degree dangerous, and they there-

fore recommend its adoption. It would apply also to the

special tanks, only 4 of the 23 having less than 50,000

pounds tensile strength.
For wrought-iron pipe used for pressure vessels a maxi-

mum working fiber stress of 4,000 pounds is recommended,

although it is pointed out that steel pipe is just as easy to

obtain and makes the construction safer.

The committee considers it inconsistent to allow 150

pounds for air tanks and 250 pounds for ammonia tanks. It

believes that it is entirely safe to put all liquids or gases on
the same basis as far as welding is concerned.

The committee also objects to the requirement in the Code
to the effect that heads convex to the pressure shall have a

skirt not less than 3 inches long. This is impractical for

smaller-sized heads and the committee recommends certain

relations between the length of the skirt and the diameter of

the head. Also the committee believes that the constricting

256
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or crimping of the end of the shell is unnecessary, although

not objectionable. The committee also recommends a certain

form of convex head. The necessity for this is due to the

fad that as heads convex to the pressure are much thicker

than the shell, the welder is at some disadvantage unless the

head is reduced in thickness. There arc a number of other

recommendations which cannot he reported here on account

of lack of space.

Hydrostatic Hammer Test

A search was made by one of the committee, hut only a

few references have been found, and they are merely refer-

ences to the fact that it is used.

The American Society for Testing Materials provides in

its specification for cast-iron pipe as follows:

Section 14, 'II
:

tall

static pressure, ami if re th< ibjected
m a hammer test under this pressure. I ol how the test is to be

plii i are ivi , 1

The pressure to which the different sizes anil classes of pipes shall be

subjected are as follows:

r~Test Pressure—^

Working 20 in. Less
Pjes- Diam. I

I berStress at Fiber Stress at

Class sure' and Larger 20 in. '!' i Pressure Test Pressure'

\ 43 11) 150 lb. 300 lb. 4 in. l.-l_'n 11. " m .. J. 230 lb.

IS in.. 4. .'00 lb. 60 in., 3,230 lb.

rt 86 lb. 200 lb. ;

C 130 lb 25fl lb. 301 li

1) 173 lb. 300 lb 300 lb. 4 in., 1.150 lb 20 in., 2.' lb.

18 in., 2.7' 'i lb. (.ii in., 3,780 lb.

i Vdded to table.

'Calculated from data in specifications.

It will be seen that the ratio of test pressure to working

pressure varies widely
—from about 7.0 to 1.7—and that the

fiber stresses in the table are likewise irregular and variable.

The committee is not in a position to criticize, and simply

points out the variations as indicative of either unusual con-

ditions or of lack of standardization, probably the latter.

The data and wording of the American Water Works As-

sociation specifications are identical with those of the Amer-

ican Society for Testing Materials.

Statements are given of methods of hammer testing cast-

iron and steel pipe. From both i; will be seer, that the ham-
mer used is not heavy, and, from a study of the tables of

test pressures, that the fiber stresses used are not as high as

in the Bureau of Standards' tests. The test pressures in the

proposed revision of the A.S.M.E. Rules for Piping and Fit-

tings are the same as those of the American Society for Test-

ing Materials, and no hammer test is specified in either case.

On the other hand, there are data in favor of this test.

One of the members of the Boiler Code Committee, who is a

strong advocate of the Code test, states that in his experience

it has been of much value in detecting leaks and other im-

perfections.
One of the members of the present committee, who has

used the hammer test for several years, states that by em-

ploying it some leaks have been found thai were not shown

up by the pressure alone, and he would not want to omit its

use.

It has been the experience of one job welding shop, in the

case of many hundreds of cast-iron vessels, ranging in size

from small auto cylinders to very large heating-boiler sec-

tions, that, with a city water pressure of from 40 to 60

pounds, an ordinary machinist's hammer, used in proportion
to the weight of the vessel, will invariably detect a strain due

to uneven shrinkage, and that if no effect is produced by the

hammering, there is also invariably successful service. It

has also been their practice for over five years, in cases

where the working pressure is known, to use the Code test

on all welded cast-iron pressure vessels, such as steam-

jacketed kettles, and they state that they would not feel

safe in letting them leave the shop without being so tested,

and that no vessel of this typ>e passing this test has ever

failed in service.

It is their belief that the test is specially adapted to detect

strains, which are serious in cast-iron welds, and that it will

not, from their experience, deteel an imperfect cast-iron weld

unless there is a strain in it, because the factor of safety in

the vessels, referred to is made very high because of foundry

conditions, so thai even an imperfect weld will be plenty

Strong enough.
The statement usually made as far as the committee knows,

is that the Code test should detect a bad weld. At once the

question may be asked, What is a bad weld? The com-

mittee know- of no attempt to evaluate or define it. There
ire evidently various degree- of badness in welds, as in any-

thing else, but in the tests no "bad" weld was detected by the

Code test excepl one
|
lank X15). The other one found by

it was a good weld (Tank K4), containing a local strain,

which was repaired and the tank on retesl broke at 50,500

pounds filier stress. It is quite probable that X15 had a

strain in the weld, due to the thin welds having to stanci

all the shrinkage stress.

The committee has inquired of its members and others as

to their idea of a bad weld, which would be discovered by
the Code test, and has found that none of those questioned
had any definite opinion on the matter.

The Code has no sp :i ifications for the pipe which was used

for nine of the regular tanks tested. The committee feels

that wrought-iron pipe being naturally weak longitudinally
in the tank or transversely in the skelp, is not a suitable

material for pressure vessels unless the factor of safety is

very high, and that lap-welded steel pipe could be used in-

stead without any hardship.
The subject of high- or low-tensile-strength plate for

welding is discussed in some detail. As regards the yield

point, it is believed to be perfectly safe to allow a high yield

point, especiall) since the material is annealed by the weld-

ing for quite some distance from the weld. This annealing
increases the elongation, allowing the steel to absorb the

welding strains in spite of higher tensile strength than the

Code allows. From the foregoing it is safe to provide that

material 'a in. thick or less shall have the following physical

properties:

Tensile strength 'T 5J I pounds per square inch 60.000 max.
Yield i

0.5 T. S. niin.

Elongation, percent in S inches 1.500.000/T. S.

provided that the elongation be measured on a gage length of

24 times the thickness and that the Code chemical analysis
be complied with, and the committee so recommends. The
committee believes that the use of a definite minimum for the

vield point is not as good as the limit used in the Boiler

Code in which the yield point is equal to 0.5 T.S. min., be-

cause the former excludes Armco iron, a very good material,

while the latter admits it. Whatever form of specification is

used, Armco iron should be allowed. Further, the committee

believes that if its recommendation as to hydrostatic test

at three times the working pressure be adopted, the yield

point minimum ol 24,000 pound.- is too low, as it is just

three times the fiber stress, 8,000 pounds, of which the com-

mittee is in favor.

Chemical Requirements of Plate

The committee recommends the following as a specifica-

tion that will fit all cases:

Percent Max.
Carbon 0.15

Manganese 0.30 to 0.6C

Percent Ma
I'll. sph. rus 01

Sulphur 0.05

It is believed that there should be a low limit on the

manganese, to insure good steel, and 0.30 per cent is recom-

mended. This would exclude Armco iron, which is entirely

suitable for pressure vessels, provided its low tensile strength

(about 45,000 lb.) is allowed for, and its use should be per-
mitted by some such wording as, "The use of ingot iron is

permitted provided a fiber stress of 7,200 lb. per sq. in. at

the working pressure is not exceeded." (Journal of the Amer-
ican Welding Society, vol. 2, no. 5, May, 1923, pp. 11 to

162, 120 figs., epA).



Record of Riveting Made on Heavy Pipe Work

Schedule of Forty-five Rivets in Thirty-five Minutes

Maintained by Largest Portable Riveter in Use

ARECORD of 450 rivets in a working day of 8 hours

has been the average performance of the bull riveter

in use on the penstock work at the Niagara Falls

Power Company tunnels at Niagara Falls, N. Y. On a

regular run 45 rivets in 35 minutes was the schedule. The

riveter, the largest portable machine in use, was built by the

Hanna Engineering Co., Chicago.
Work on the second penstock has just been completed so

far as the services of the riveter are concerned, and the third

is not yet ready for riveting. The labor saving accomplished
is computed at 66 per cent. The average work of a crew of

seven men hand-riveting is 150 rivets in an 8-hour day. The

labor-saving feature is enhanced, it is held, through the fact

that with hand-driven rivets a percentage must be allowed

for cutting out loosely driven rivets—a condition not found

in the machine-driven work.

The rivets used on the penstocks are lfg and \
l/2 inches

in size. The plates are \-}4 and 1 0/16 inches in thickness.

and were rolled at Homestead. The jaws of the riveter com-

press the plates under pressure of 150 pounds.

Capacity of Machine

Each of the three penstocks is 21 feet in diameter for the

supply of 70,000 horsepower turbines. The Hanna machine

The Riveter is Readily Controlled in Any Position

weighs 20 tons, and is slung from an overhead crane. It

is balanced so that the operators can swing it in any posi-
tion desired with but little effort. Air operated worms raise,

lower or turn it.

The work on the penstocks is done in the open, and
as each ring is completed the tube is rolled into place on rails.

Riveter at Work on Penstock

New Record in Repairing Locomotives

THE
railroads of the United States from July 15 to

August 1 repaired and turned out of their shops the

largest number of locomotives for any semi-monthly

period in their history.
Of the total number on August 1, 10,370 or 16.2 percent

of the number on line were in need of heavy repair, a de-

crease of 414 since July 15. There were also on August
1 this year, 1,185 or 1.9 percent in need of light repair, an

increase, however, of 114 over the numl^er in need of such

repair on July 15.

258
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Estimate Being Asked for Scotch Boiler

for Government Dredge

A NOTICE has been senf out from the U. S. Engineer
Office at Montgomery, Ala., that proposals will be re-

ceived until 11 A. Si.. October 1. for furnishing one
-team boiler, with fixtures, stacks, etc., for U. S. dredge
Upatoi, at Columbus, Ga.

Detailed Sri cificai cons of Bod ek
t

Work in be done: The work to be done under these speci-
fications is to furnish and deliver at Columbus, Ga., one
Scotch Marine water-bade boiler with equipment as listed

below :

The following specifications are intended to describe in a

general way the type and size of the boiler only. Bidder
shall make all necessary computations for the thickness of

plate, riveting, staying, etc., to obtain the working pressure
stipulated.

General description. The boilers -hall he built to comply
with the General Rules and Regulations prescribed by the

Board of Supervising Inspectors, Steamboat-Inspection
Service (rivers), latest edition, in regard to design, construc-

tion, material, and workmanship for a working pressure of

200 pounds per square inch.

Cuts and description. Bidders shall submit cuts, blue

prints, and a full description, with dimensions and weights,
of the boilers they propose to furnish.

Tracings. As soon as practicable after receiving notice of
award of contract, the contractor shall prepare and submit
to the contracting officer for approval, two sets of detail trac-

ings showing plan, eross section, and front and rear eleva-

tions of the boiler, with fittings attached. These sets of

drawings shall become the property of the United States.

Bailer. One Scotch Marine Water-back boiler designed
for a working pressure of 200 pounds per square inch. The
shells shall be made of open-hearth steel having a tensile

strength of 60,000 pounds per square inch; boiler to have
not less than 1,200 square feel of effective heating surface
and not less than 37 square feet of grate area. Furnace shall

be of the Morrison suspension type and removable without

removing front or back Hue sheets. Tubes to be of genuine
knobbled Charcoal iron one gage heavier than Standard.
boiler to be fitted with cylindrical steam drum of proper size

with 5-inch main steam connection on -ide of drum facing
toward end of boili r opposite the firebox. Boiler to be
fitted with three 3 inch auxiliary -team connections along
top of boiler spaced along center line. Suitable connections
to be provided for 2 bed water lines, gage cocks, water

columns, safety valve and blow off valve, etc. Manholes and
handholds of proper sizes shall be fitted in head of boiler,
-team drum, top and bottom of shell, and provided with cast
steel covers and \okes, and with necessary gaskets and bolts.

Feed water connections. Two feed water connections -hall

be placed in front head of boiler at sides above the top row
of tubes and same shall lie provided with brass bushings and
internal feed pipes extending from the front end of the boiler

to within about 3 feet of the rear tube sheet, tin nee down-
ward near side of shell for discharge near bottom of boiler.

Supports. There shall he furnished with boiler for sup-
ports three east iron saddles of proper design, distance from
deck plate to bottom of boiler to be 9 inches at center line.

Limiting dimensions. Length of boiler shell shall not ex-
ceed IS feet; height from top of steam dome to bottom of
saddle not more than 11 feet.

Fittings. Boiler shall be furnished with the following
fittings:

Boiler front with liners and doors suitable for use with
shaker grates as specified.

Steel breeching and uptake, height of smokestack connec-
tion (top of breeching), to be not more than 11 feet from
deck.

One brass rim steam gage
—12-inch diame'.er.

One safety water column with high and low water alarm.

Keystone View Company

A View of the Interior of the Famous Krupp Locomotive Works at Essen, Germany, in the Ruhr District
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fitted with extra heavy bronze mountings for glass water gage

of an approved type.

rhree try cocks.

i )ne stop valve for main steam connection.

One combination stop and check valve for mam feed con-

nection. ... t .

The combination stop and check valve for auxiliary teea

connection.

One bottom blow-off valve of an approved type.

Bridge wall of an approved type.

One complete set of shaking and dumping grates ot an

approved type for burning bituminous coal.

i >ne marine spring safety valve.

Stacks and Breeching

Stack There shall be furnished with the boiler one stack

of suitable diameter, 36 feet in length built of 14-gage steel

and furnished in two sections, the upper section hinged 10

feet above the breeching with stack hinge of approved de-

sign Four angle lugs and stack band for attaching guy

wires shall be riveted on stack near the top of each section.

\n outside casing of 16-gage sheet, 3 feet long and 16 inches

larger in diameter than the stack shall be furnished, lop

of this casing will be supplied with a storm hood made in

1 sections, to bolt tight around stack and extend beyond

outer casing. Four angle iron supports of proper size shall

be bolted to the outer casing at a point one foot from bot-

tom end to suspend it in roof of boiler room. Stack and

asing shall be given 2 coats of black heat-resisting paint.

Inspection.
The boilers will be subject to inspection by

local inspectors of the United States Steamboat-Inspection

Service and also by the contracting officer or his authorized

representative.
The contractor shall give these inspectors

access to all parts of the work and such facilities as may

be required for the proper performance of their duties.

Tests. Before shipment the boilers shall be hydrostatic-

ally tested by the contractor to a pressure of 300 pounds per

square inch, in the presence and to the satisfaction of the

local inspector of boilers, United States Steamboat-Inspection

Service, or by representative of the contracting officer. The

contractor shall make good to the satisfaction of the contract-

ing officer any defects that may develop during the test.

company varying from $5 to $25, according to the standing

of the student, for all who successfully pass the examinations

aiven at the conclusion of each course. The continuance ot

these courses and their extension to all the railways of the

«roup indicate that they have been successful in giving the

employees a broad knowledge of railway work and in fitting

them for promotion.
—Railway Age.

Iron and Steel Exposition to be Held

this Month

JOHN F. KELLY, national secretary of the Association of

Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers, has extended to the

J readers of The Boiler Maker a special invitation to

attend the Iron and Steel Exposition, being held at the Broad-

way Auditorium. Buffalo. New York. September 24 to 28,

1923.

Over one million dollars' worth of apparatus will be on

display and will represent what 150 of the largest manufac-

turers 'in the United States have developed for the use of the

industries during the past year.

A special feature will be the complete electrified foundry

which will be in actual operation producing finished cast-

ings. Starting with the electric furnace, every operation

known in modern foundry practice will be exemplified and

as this is the first time that this feat has been attempted in

America, it will attract thousands of foundrymen from all

over the United States.

The technical sessions which are held in connection with

the Iron and Steel Exposition have all been prepared with

a view of imparting the practical experiences and data ob-

tained by the engineers in the field of operation.

Employee Education in England

THE
facilities offered by the British railways for the

education of employees are noteworthy, particularly

since they have not restricted their efforts in this direc-

tion to the training of apprentices in the mechanical depart-

ment, but have extended them to practically all departments.

Before the amalgamation of all the railways into four regional

groups, which took place on January 1, each company had

its own plan. Naturally certain modifications were to be

expected as the result of the consolidation and one of the

first of these to be announced is the extension of the educa-

tional facilities offered to railway clerks of the Great North-

ern Railway to employees of that class of the entire London

& North Eastern group. The courses of instruction are, in

everv case, conducted by local colleges and universities at

various important railway points. The educational institu-

tions provide the instructors and arrange the' details of the

work to be covered. The railway pays the greater part of

the tuition and arranges for the furnishing of text books at

reduced prices. For the forthcoming school term instruc-

tion will be offered in four subjects, viz.. railway operation,

the law relating to the conveyance of freight and passengers,

railway and commercial geography and railway econo

Arrangements have so far been made for courses at el

points along the company's lines. Each course consists of

20 lecture- of one hour each and prizes are awarded by the

W. E. Smith Selected by Boiler Code Committee

The A. S. M. E. Boiler Code Committee has recently ap-

pointed W. E. Smith, chief boiler inspector of the Boiler

Inspection Department of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters As-

sociation, Honolulu, a member of its Conference Committee

representing the Hawaiian Islands.

National Safety Council

THE
National Safety Council will hold its twelfth an-

nual Congress at the Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.,

on October 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. The opening session

is on Monday morning at 10 o'clock, when Marcus A. Dow,

president of the council, will deliver his address. Another

address on Monday will be that of H. A. Rowe, claims at-

torney of the D. L. & \Y., in the afternoon, on the careful

rossing campaign. On Tuesday afternoon, there will be

an exhibition of 100 new safety stereopticon slides, show-

ing new developments in safeguarding. These will be pre-

sented by C. B. Auel. Another item of interest to railroad

men will be a discussion, on Wednesday evening, of the

bulletin board as an indispensable safety advertiser. Mr.

Dow is scheduled to speak again on Tuesday afternoon, be-

fore the public safety session, on the work which he has

been doing in the Bureau of Public Safety of the New York

Police Department.
The foregoing are the principal items in the program

which appear to be of special interest to readers of the

The Boiler Maker, until we come to the steam railroad sec-

tion. This section, of which L. G. Bentley, of the Chesapeake
& Ohio, is chairman, is to hold sessions in the forenoon of

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. A dozen interesting

topics are scheduled for discussion at these sessions but the

speakers have not yet been announced.
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Engineering Specialties for Boiler Making
New Tools, Machinery, Appliances and Supplies for

the Boiler Shop and Improved Fittings for Boilers

High Production Board Drop Hammers

THE
Erie Foundry Company, Erie, Pa., has brought

out a new line of board drop hammers, characterized by
a refinement of detail rather than by any radical depar-

ture from accepted principles of construction. Many ideas

Erie Board Drop Hammer, Made in Sizes from 200 pounds
to 4,000 pounds, inclusive

developed by actual forge shop experience and now con-

sidered as standard in heavy steam drop hammer construc-

tion have been adapted to the new line of board drop ham-
mers. A thorough stud}- has been made of the troubles

experienced with existing types and practical drop forgers

consulted as to the best methods of correcting these faults,

the idea of the builders being to achieve a machine capable
of a high-rate of production at a minimum of operation and

maintenance expense, and dependable even under the severe

conditions to which drop hammers are subjected.

Among the outstanding features of the new hammers are

wedge adjustment of the frames across the anvil, the use of

tie bolts and separators between the frames at the bottom and
a new type of latch. The wedges hold the frames and anvil

together as a solid unit, making it easy to maintain the aline-

ment of dies and at the same time making adjustment easier.

The new type Erie hammer has a greatly increased tongue
and groove area; also several details of the operating mecha-
nism have been improved. The point of knock-off is easily

adjusted, assuring that adjustment will be made as often as

desirable and that the rolls will grip the board at just the

proper moment. The friction bar drops vertically in guides,
the latch bar being moved by the descending ram from under
a block which fits against a shoulder on the bar. As the

ram ascends, a hickory pin strikes one end of the roll release

lever which is pivoted on a block clamped to the friction

bar. Thus the friction bar is lifted gradually and without

shock. The other end of the roll release lever bears on a

pin which is adjustable up and down on a rack cast on the

frame by means of which the length of strokes is varied. The
crosshead construction used at this point reduces wear and
shock.

The ram is an open-hearth steel casting, cast by a special

procc-- to assure a dense structure of clean metal. The main

bearings are bushed with phosphor bronze, and ample bear-

ing area is provided. The anvils can be furnished in the
ratio of IS to 1 or of 20 to 1 to the weight of ram. The
pulleys can be of wood, paper, or steel, to suit individual

requirements. The new line of Erie hammers is built in

sizes from 2nd lb. to 4,000 lb. weight of falling parts.

Spiral-Fluted Tap

ALINE
of "Threadwell" right-hand spiral-fluted taps

in which the thread is ground, is manufactured by
the Wells Corporation, Greenfield, Mass., in nine

screw-gage numbers from 2 to 14, inclusive, and ten frac-
tional sizes from '

4 to 1 inch, inclusive. Each cutting edge
has three points of clearance, due to the rake angle of the

spiral, the rake angle of the hook in the flutes, and the
clearance of the eccentric relief. The tap is said to be de-

signed on the same principle as a properly ground lathe tool,
and these clearances are similar in effect to the back rake,
side rake, and under-cut clearance of a lathe tool. The

Wells "Threadwell" Spiral-fluted Tap

right-hand spiral flutes curl the chips and convey them out
of the hole.

The tap is regularly made with a short "plug" chamfer
for tapping all holes except blind holes where a full thread
is necessary clear to the bottom. In such cases a very short

chamfer is ground on the tapping end. In addition to the

eccentric relief, an extra chamfer is given at the point where
the taper and straight portions of the tap would otherwise
meet. It is said that this double taper results in a more
even distribution of the cutting strains and makes the tap
less liable to breakage; in addition, less power is required
for operating. The edges of the starting or chamfered

262
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threads are rounded, and all sharp corners removed to nar-

row the teeth and enable them to catch a thread without a

reaming effect. Accuracy, both in diameter and lead, is

guaranteed within 0. 0(105 inch.

Air Cooled Revolving Soot Blower

ONE
of the latest developments in mechanical soot

blowers has just been introduced by the Haver Co.,

4067 Park avenue, St. Louis, Mo. This device is

sectional and, being made from monel metal, or charcoal

iron as conditions require, is claimed to be non-warpable.

Cooling is accomplished by air. The revolving soot blower

unit is regularly furnished equipped with a geared head
without valve. The geared head is completely encased, no

parts being exposed to dust or grit. As the head is full

Boating it has freedom of movement in any direction. A re-

it, however, are furnished a 350-pound anvil with a cone-

shaped horn for belling the ends of the flues preparatory to

receiving the safe end-, and a ball and roller bearing stand
to support the outer ends of the tubes while in the welding
machine. After the tube has beer prepared to receive the

safe end and heated with tin safe end in place, the weld is

made on the machine by slipping the heated flue and safe end
over the lower mandrel or inside roller and bringing the weld
under the upper or out>ide roller. A stop can be provided
on the mandrel by placing a short piece of flue of the proper
length on the back of the arbor. With the rollers in motion,
the upper roller is brought down in contact with the due by
means of an air cylinder operated by the foot lev< c >hown
in the illustration. This lever is first pressed lightly while
the flue makes two or three revolutions. The pressure is

then increased, causing the two rounding rolls shown in the

illustration below the inside mandrel, to move up against the

flue. Care must then be taken not to continue the rolling too

Cross Sectional View of the New Sectional, Air-Cooled, Revolving Soot Blower Unit

du( tion gear makes it impossible to revolve the unit too

rapidly.
In the accompanying illustration is shown a cross-sectional

view of the blower equipped with the valve. The outer

sectional air tube is joined together by means of expansion
sleeves which allow for expansion and contraction. The
monel metal nozzles are secured to the interior steam ele-

ment, expansion space being left around each nozzle where

it comes through the outer or sectional air tube. Discharge
or blowing of the steam jets is mechanically timed and the

jets are blown within a predetermined arc. Rotation is pos-
sible in either direction, the movement being controlled by
a light chain and a sheave wheel mounted on the head.

One of the features claimed for the blower is the accessi-

bility to the valve and other operating parts. The valve

mechanism is reached through a cap at the bottom of the

blower head without the necessity for breaking any steam

connections. Steam connections can be made in a horizontal

position or any other way desired for convenience or to save

piping.

Roller Type Flue Welder

WHAT
is known as the Marshalltown-Schaefer flue

welder has recently been developed by the Marshall-

town Manufacturing Company, Marshalltown, Iowa.

A distinctive feature of this welder is the use of two re-

volving rolls, one inside and one outside of the flue, be-

tween which the weld is made. These two rolls are power
driven at a comparatively slow speed and are connected by

gears, the ratio of which causes both rolls to operate at the

same circumferential speed.
The illustration shows the welding machine alone. With

long or the size of the flue may lie enlarged. With the roller

bearing adjusted so that it is in line with the inside mandrel,
the revolving of the flue while the weld is being made alines

the flue and the safe end so that when the weld is complete
the whole piece i- straight.

The machine has a welding range which will take tubes

from 2 to 6 inches in diameter by changing the rolls, and

The Marshalltown-Schaefer Flue Welder

pieces up to 9 inches in length can be welded on the flue.

Three sets of roll- are furnished with each machine and a

small hand wheel adjustment is provided at the top so that

the welding roll may be correctly set about 1 inch above the

mandrel in each case.



Questions and Answers for Boiler Makers

Information for Those Who Design, Construct, Erect,

Inspect and Repair Boilers—Practical Boiler Shop Problems

Conducted by C. B. Lindstrom

This department is open to subscribers of The Boiler
Maker for the purpose of helping those who desire assist-

ance on practical boiler shop problems. All questions should

be definitely stated and clearly written in ink, or typewritten,
on one side of the paper, and sketches furnished if necessary.

Inquiries should- bear the name and address of the writer.

Anonymous communications Ivill not be considered. The

identity of the writer, however, will not be -disclosed unless

the editor is %iven permission to do so.

Transition Piece Intersecting a Cylinder
D.—Incksed please find clipping from a drawing which T have had no

small amount of trouble trying to develop. Yen will note the sections

I refer to are marked "1" and "1-A."—J H. S.

A.—In the development of intersections of this character

it is necessary to develop three views of the connecting ob-

ject, as indicated in Fig. 1. The plan and side view will

appear the most difficult since there are two steps in the de-

velopment for obtaining the miter line. These will be under-

stood from the explanation.
The outline of the transition piece and the cylinder in the

end and side views are drawn first, then the circle in the plan

The points u, v, w and y are located on the plane x-x of the

elevation. Lines are then drawn connecting points 2-y, 3-w,

yv and 6-u as indicated in the elevation for the parts A and
B. From the end view projectors are extended to the side

view intersecting the radial lines as shown in the points

2, 3, 5 and 6 which lie on the miter line.

The points located on the miter are then projected to the

plan view to locate their relative position as indicated at

/'. _'', f, 4', y, 0' and /. The solid line through these

points represents the line of intersection in the plan.
In the elevation, dotted diagonals are shown for which

their true lengths must be found as shown in Fig. 2. Use
the heights a, b, c of the elevation, Fig. 1, transferring them
as shown in Fig. 2. The bases of the respective triangles

are taken from the plan using the dotted lengths 1-2, 2-3,

3-4, 4-5, etc.

The solid lines /-/, 2-2. 3-3, 4-4. etc., of the elevation are

shown in their true lengths in this view, as their correspond-

ing projections in the plan are parallel with the horizontal

axis l'-f or in other words parallel with front plane.
Before the patterns for .1 and B can be laid off, it is neces-

sary to obtain the true arc lengths on the miter line. This

may be done by developing first the shape of the opening

T~~
|k- 4'9"1.0.

2PIs.S4"xpl38"
~fr

Details of Transition Problem

which represents the upper base of the object. The next

step is to produce the shape of section as taken on the plane
x-x of the elevation as follows: Divide the circle plan view

into the desired number of divisions as from 1 to 7
;
likewise

with the semi-circle drawn from point s of the end view.

With t-i and t-~j of the elevation as radii draw the quad-
rants shown. Divide each of these areas into three equal

parts, locating points u, v, w, y which are projected to inter-

sect the lines drawn through the points m, n and o of the

plan. The dotted outline is the shape of the section on x-x.

where the transition piece intersects the cylinder as repre-

sented in Fig. 3. In this view, lay off on the line 4-4 the

arc lengths l'-2
f

, 2^-3' and f-4! of the end view, thus locat-

ing the points m, n and o through which draw straight lines

at right angles to line 4-4. Transfer from the plan, Fig. 1,

m-i', n-2'
, and 0-0, and locate these lengths in Fig. 3, like-

wise, transfer the lengths m-f',
n-6' and 0-5' from the plan,

Fig. 1 to Fig. 3, which gives the location of the points 1, 2,

3. 4, etc. The outline of the opening is then drawn in.

The pattern for section A is given in Fig. 4 and for B in

264
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End View
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FIG.Z-True Lengths of Dotted Diagonals

Plan

FIG. I- Showing Three Views of Intersection

FIG.3-Development of Opening in the
Pattern for the Cylinder

FIG.5- Pattern of Section "B"

Layout and Patterns of Cylinder and Transition Piece Intersection
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Fig. 5. The layout work for these consists of transferring

the solid lines of the transition piece, Fig. 1
,
the dotted lines,

Fig. 2 and using the arc length of the upper base as indi-

cated in the end view, Fig. 1, together with the arc lengths

of the opening outline shown in Fig. 3. Make the necessary

allowances for lap.

Flanging Blocks

Elbow and Tapering Problem
and show bv development how the connections and

the elbow sections shown in the accompanying sketchQ.—Flease explain

patterns are made for
—W. T.

A. The elbow pattern is obtained by first laying off an

elevation of the elbow sections. Divide the arc o-p into one

less than the number of required

sections, as o-e, e-f and f-p.

Bisect arcs o-e and f-p as shown

at g and h, respectively. Bisect

the arc g-h at i, thus locating

points for drawing radial lines to

E. On these radials the miter

between the elbow sections are lo-

cated. Lines 4-4 are drawn tan-

ent to the arc o-p. With e as a

center, a circle is drawn equal to

the diameter of the elbow. It is

divided into a number of equal

parts. Lines parallel to center

line 4-4 are drawn from the points

1-2-S-4, etc., of the circle so as to

intersect the miter lines.

A one-half pattern is developed
on line m-n, from point /-6 equal
divisions are set off equal to the

arc lengths between points 1-2-3-4,

etc.. of the profile. Projectors are

drawn at right angles to m-n and

the points 1-2-3-4-S-6-7 projected

to the pattern, parallel with m-n

locating l'-2'-3'-4', etc. The other

half is the same as the one shown

developed. Patterns for the end

sections .4 and D equal one half of

the sections for B or C. Make the

seams go that they are staggered

with respect to each other.

The tapering connection cannot

be laid off as frustums of cones.

It appears from the original draw-

ing that the bottom part of the

branches are of a semi-cylindrical

shape and that the upper part was intended for a section of a

cone. Making the upper part that way, you will note that it

would not intersect the center piece properly and as will be

seen from the partially developed plan. Note the reference

letters in comparing the two views, the one-half ellipse is a

development of the base of the one-half cone. The elements

of the cone section do not touch the surface of the center

frustum. In order to make the development the base con-

nections of the branches will have to be modified to suit the

conditions or the cone sections must be made smaller. If

they are modified as shown to the right of the elbow tri-

angulation must be used in laying off the miter line and

pattern.

PERSONAL

R. C. Young has retired as boiler shop foreman on
the Chicago & Northwestern, at Baraboo, Wis., and is placed
on the pension list, after being with the company almost
4n years.

(J.
—Can you advise me as to how much flare to allow on flanging bkek

to "flange a straight head 14 feet 6 inches diameter; 5^-inch metal with

5', inch flange, same to be at right angle to face of head, and, as we are
-

nsidering installing a gas burning furnace, will you kindly give any in-

formation yon have concerning same.—W. G. K.

A.—Your inquiry on the flare is not quite clear. In

flanging with formers under hydraulic pressure the plate

follows the shape of the male former, therefore for all such

work the face of the flanging die or blocks is made at right

angles to the plane of the plate. In cold bending light sheet

steel, some flare allowance for the male die is made to take

care of the spring in the plate. In hot bending the flare is

Layout and Pattern for Blower Connection

not necessary as the hot bend makes a permanent set in the

bend. Where contraction affects the flange in cooling it is

set in or out by hand as required.
The problem of furnace design and construction for heat-

ing the plate should be handled by experienced contractors,

and we would suggest that you write to the American Shop

Equipment Company, Chicago, 111., or Rockwell Furnace

Company, 50 Church Street, New York.

Emergency Boiler Tube Stopper

ONE
of our subscribers has asked for information on a

self-acting emergency tube stopper for firetube boilers

which, when inserted, will expand and close both

front and back ends of the tube without the necessity for

drawing the fire and going to the back end of the boiler to

adjust the stopper.
If any of our readers are familiar with a device of this

particular kind and where it may be obtained, we will ap-

preciate his kindness in forwarding the information to us.



Letters from Practical Boiler Makers
This Department Is Open to All Readers of the Magazine
—All Letters Published Are Paid for at Regular Rates

Testimonial Letters on Fuel Saving

WE
are so accustomed to reading testimonial letters on

fuel or money saving by the use of more modern

equipment that such letter.- lose their intended effect.

We are inclined very often, to doubt their veracity, especially
when large savings are claimed. It is always so easy to ex-

aggerate. Nevertheless, it is a fact that considerable fuel and

money are commonly saved by replacing old equipment with

something more modern and mure efficient. It is becoming a

very difficult task to convince owners of central stations,

heating plants and industrial plants in general that this

is true.

To assist the manufacturer of modern equipment in prov-

ing his claims and to stimulate more confidence on the part

of the owners and officials of fuel buying and consuming

plants I quote this from a small weekly newspaper, the

Brookings, South Dakota, Register:
"Before the new boilers were installed the plant con-

sumed about 260 tons of coal a month. Since the new boil-

ers have been installed the consumption has been around 200

tons a month, a saving amounting to about $700 a month

ever since the new equipment was put in operation."

These boilers are installed in the municipal power plant

belonging to the citizens of the city of Brookings. The fig-

ures are absolutely true.

And to make it still more interesting the writer knows

that the power plant is now doing considerable MORE
work as current is being furnished to a neighboring village,

Volga, South Dakota.

New-ark. X. 1. N. G. Near.

Saw Mill Boiler Explosion Fatal

OX
Thursday morning. April 5, at ten A. M. a boiler ex-

ploded in a saw mill four miles east of Huntingburg,

Ind., instantly killing Mr. Frank Pfaffs, owner, and

injuring his son, Hubert, and Joe Mattingly who were work-

ing in the mill at the time tightening a pulley. The mill had

just been shut down a few minutes before the accident on ac-

count of the loose pulley.

The son, Hubert, gave the following version of the acci-

dent: The I.oiler had recently been subject to a hydrostatic
test of 165 pounds and found tight, but after the test was
made the mechanic suggested that the safety valve be set to

blow at 135 pounds. This they decided to do, but ap-

parently their steam gage was not correct as the safety valve

opened at 140 pounds by test after the accident. About the

time the mill stopped the father went in the mill to assist the

man in repairing the loose pulley, but the son noticed a

small leak on the bottom of the boiler, calling this to the

attention of his father, who went to investigate; just about

the time he got to the back end, the boiler exploded.
Gn examination I checked the following: Length of

boiler, 10 feet 6 inches; diameter of boiler, 34" inches; thick-

ness of plates, J4 inch, all but tube sheets which are 5/16

inch; pitch of rivets, 2% inches; diameter of holes, 11/16

inch; diameter of staybolts, yA inch; pitch of staybolts,

5 inches by 5 inches; diameter of dome. 16 inches; thick-

ness of dome, ]\ inch, single riveted; head, cast iron; all

plates of steel, 60,000 pounds tensile strength. The boiler

was 12 years old and had been worked continuously at 150

pounds until recently. The tubes were 5 feet 6 inches long
and 2 inches diameter, the safety valve was 1*4 inches

diameter.

By referring to the illustrations the results are apparent.

The cause was evidently grooving of the plate along the

calking edge inside about 36 inches long and 3/16 inch

deep (see small photograph of pieces cut out of ends). The
boiler moved back about 12 feet; the firebox turned over;

apparently the cylinder made a double turn, as a close study

will show that the seam was on the bottom. The seam opened

the entire length, tearing through the throat sheet and down

a few inches, then straight across, then up around, about 2

inches back of the girth seam, apparently meeting near the

center on the top. The wagon top sheet was ripped towards

the back end about 6 inches. The front tube sheet and

cylinder did not separate completely as ten rivets on the

top were intact. All the other rivets were pulled through the

holes. Note the bearing castings, those were on the top back

of the dome. It is evident that this plate straightened out

and then curled as shown.

The boiler evidently was thrown almost straight up in the

air as the face of the man killed was mashed in and he was

•Head Cast Iron

:

Grooved thus 36" long
as indicated X-X

10 Rivets Intact, till Others
..' Pulled Through Holes

10
j>

Plate was Bulged
_1 / out Both Sides

~ ' See Throat
SheetSketch

•2" Washout Plug-

Pitch of Rivets z
1

'^'Double Riveted

Pitch ofStaybolts S"xS"-
3£

Fig. 1.—Diagrammatic Details of Boiler and Line of Failure
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Fig. 2.—Scene of the Wreck. Grooving Along Calking Edge of Plate Responsible for Failure. (See Insert)

found in the open space in front of the wreck.

A thorough hammer test in connection with the hydrostatic
test might possibly have revealed the weakness as the metal

was not over 1/16 inch thick at the bottom of the groove.

Evansville, Ind. Inspect

Explosion of Vertical Boiler

UNDER
the foregoing caption your correspondent, Mr.

J. P. Morrison, of Chicago, Illinois, reports an ex-

plosion of a vertical tubular boiler (page 213 of the

July issue of The Boiler Maker) and gives certain figures

relating to the part of the boiler that failed, viz., the furnace
sheet which was supported by %-inch diameter staybolts

pitched 8 inches by 8 inches apart.
It is not the writer's intent to criticize Mr. Morrison's

letter except to say that your readers in general would prob-
ably be glad of more information regarding the details of

construction and incidentally to comment a little on the action
which produces the erosion or wasting away of the outer
sheet adjacent to staybolts.

Concerning the shell construction, Mr. Morrison is silent

so one can only make calculations from assumptions, but
seem to point to excessive pressure. Thus, with T

4
-

inch shell, 55,000 pounds tensile strength, diameter 44 inches,
and assuming the maximum efficiency possible, 77 percent,
for double riveted lap joint with 11/16-inch holes on 3-inch

pitch, we have—
0.25 X 55,000 X 0.77

Bursting Pressure = = 481
22

pounds.
If a factor of safety of 5 be used, the safe working pres-

sure would be only 96 pounds. In other words, the boiler
was operating at more than 30 percent excess pressure, and
by dividing the bursting pressure by the pressure carried, we

481

have = a E ctor of safety of 3.84, on the highest pos-
125

sible joint efficiency. As a matter of fact such a joint is by
no means common on account of the difficulty in calking
a 3-inch pitch. Consequently it is probable the actual factor

ifety in this case was much nearer 3 than 4. It is provi-
dential, in view of the proximity of persons at the time of

the explosion, that the failure did occur in the firebox, thus

expending the pent up forces downward instead of outward
as would have happened if the outer shell had ruptured.

It is noted that Mr. Morrison attributes the deterioration

of the sheet adjacent to the staybolt to feed water action, but
the writer has frequently noted and believes that it is more

likely caused by the constant bending action on the stay-
bolts produced by the greater expansion of the furnace sheet

and tubes since these are subjected to higher temperatures
than is the outer shell plate.

True, this action is most often found at the junction of

staybolt and outer shell, and is doubtless assisted by some
feed waters, but where the fire action on staybolt heads,

coupled with expansion, has caused slight leaks to occur,

the staybolt hold on the fire sheet is soon weakened, thus

leaving the furnace to carry almost the entire collapsing load.

Using the Code as a guide, and disregarding the 5/16
inch minimum thickness required, this furnace had a right
to be figured without staybolts, since it can hardly have
l>een over 38 inches diameter. Once more resorting to as-

sumption and judging from Fig. 1 (page 213, July issue),
which shows 2 rows of staybolts, the furnace was probably
about 25 inches in length.

The Code formula for such a furnace would give:

51.5 f "1—
-1(18.75 X —

(1-03 X L)\
»

I J

51.5

(75.00 — 25.75)
38

1.355 X 49.25 =66.7 pounds.

If now one adds the 34 pounds safe working pressure on
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the staybolts to the safe working pressure on the furnace il

will be seen that a pressure of 100 pounds is obtained ami
that theoretically at any rate, tin- outer shell was probably
the weakest part of the boiler.

Whenever possible, the writer prefers to go a step further

than Mr. Morrison recommends and urges boiler users to

invariably call in a recognized inspector whenever any boiler

is to be retubed or major repairs are to be undertaken because

it usually affords an opportunity to view surfaces that are

otherwise inaccessible.

Numerous instances have occurred in the writer's experi-
ence where it has been conclusively shown that the expense
of retubing or repairs was unwarranted by the conditions

revealed.

San Francisco, Cal.

R. L. Hemingway.
Chief Boiler Inspector,

California Industrial Accident Commission.

Mr. Morrison's Reply
To the Editor, The Boiler Maker:

I

APPRECIATE the privilege afforded by the kindness of

The Boiler Maker and our friend, Mr. R. L. Hem-
ingway,, of reviewing his comments on the article re-

ferring to the explosion of the Vertical Tubular Boiler which

appeared on page 213 of the July issue of The Boiler
Maker. Mr. Hemingway's assumptions with respect to the

strength of the longitudinal seam of the boiler which exploded
are substantially correct.

There is no doubt that the pressure carried was in excess

of that permitted by modern practice regardless of whether

the staybolting of the firebox or the riveting of the vertical

seam be considered, but it was the firebox failure which re-

sulted in the destruction of the boiler and which was the

subject of the July article although the seam construction

may not have received the attention due it. Considering
the strength of the seam in connection with the explosion
which resulted from the failure of the firebox is somewhat
like testimony which was presented in a murder trial. The
fact that the defendant disliked his mother-in-law and
abused his wife was not considered competent and did not

furnish proof of his guilt or innocence of the murder, al-

though his domestic relations may not have been all that

they should have been.

However, as the boiler design was faulty and the pressure
carried was considerable in excess of the safe limit, the ex-

plosion is just what might have been expected.

Safety or Second Hand Boilers

On account of the immense building program and the

highway construction activity being carried on at this time,

small vertical tubular boilers are in great demand, so the

second hand dealer can depend on a "quick turnover.''

Such boilers used in construction work are seldom under

insurance inspection supervision. Some of our states have

no boiler laws, others exempt from the law boilers used in

road and railroad construction work, boilers used exclusively

for agricultural puqioses and boilers used in the oil fields.

Then, too, a portable boiler may be used for some time be-

fore those in authority and having jurisdiction may have

any knowledge of its presence, as any legal requirement

giving the owner the duty of notifying the state inspection

department of the location of such a boiler is often not taken

very seriously. So there is a great number of old portable

boilers of the vertical tubular and of the locomotive types

being operated without any inspection supervision and at

pressures which sooner or later will cause failure of a more

or less violent nature.

Requirements in on Statb oi Michigan

At least one State Board of boiler rules (Michigan) re-

quires the authorization of the transaction before a used
boiler can be disposed of. This rule, adopted on June 15.

1922, is found in Appendix 3 of Paragraph 3 of the 1923
edition of the Michigan Boiler Rules and is as follows:

"No person, firm or corporation shall sell or offer for sale

any second hand boiler for use as a steam boiler without

authorization from the Board of Boiler Rules, Department
of Labor and Industry."
The Michigan Board of Boiler Rules has also the authority

to formulate regulations requiring persons, firms or corpora-
tions doing boiler repair work in the state of Michigan to

report to the Board of Boiler Rules on such work that "re-

paired boilers may be properly inspected and the public

safety thereby assured."

For various reasons it is not possible to have rules of this

kind applied in even,- state of the union and as laws do
not stop all theft or murder, there will be some evasions

which may be discovered only after the explosion occurs and
it was the purpose of the article appearing on page 213 of

the July issue of The Boiler Maker to bring the repair

shop's attention to the work they may do toward improving
conditions as much as possible, although the practice of hav-

ing a commissioned inspector examine the boiler thoroughly
while repairs are under way is a good one, it cannot be

followed in case there is no boiler law or where boilers of

the type to be repaired are not under the state's jurisdiction.

Reverting to the exploded boiler and the strength of its

furnace we must bear in mind a minimum plate thickness

of 5/16 inch is now required so the code rules for determin-

ing the pressure which would have been approved on the

boiler in question do not apply, but in order to avoid any mis-

understanding which might result from Mr. Hemingway's
furnace calculation I would call attention to the fact that

it is not permissible to add the strength of the stays, as

determined by 1918 Code, Paragraph 220c and Table 5, to

the strength of the unsupported furnace sheet as determined

by the calculations outlined in the 1918 Code, Paragraph
239a and b. Code interpretation 256 indicates a furnace in

excess of 36 inches in diameter in a vertical firetube boiler

must be stayed as a flat surface, and Code interpretation
277 refers to the use of Table 4 and Paragraph 212c in

discussing the same subject. However, in the 1918 Code

Paragraph 212c was nullified by the Code Committee (see

Mechanical Engineering, February, 1921, page 139), and
new paragraphs to appear in the 1922 revised code, as para-

graphs 212c and 21 2d are being used. The revised para-

graphs referred to make some allowance for the curved sheet's

ability to resist collapsing stresses but not to the extent of

the pressure which would be permitted on an unstaybolted
furnace when calculated by Paragraph 239.

The cause or causes of the corrosive action which de-

creases the thickness of steel plates from the water side

have been the subject of considerable research and much

discussion; and there continues today about as much dif-

ference of opinion as when the action was first observed.

There seems to be a pretty well founded opinion that the

grooving around staybolt holes is in a measure the result

of the stresses set up in the plates by the hole punching

process. The reamer end of the staybolt tap cannot be de-

pended upon to remove all of the affected material. No
doubt the stresses due to temperature and pressure changes
contribute their share but feed water conditions are undoubt-

edly responsible for the action which weakened the furnace

sheet of the vertical tubular boiler which exploded at Algoma,
Wisconsin, and similar conditions have affected a consider-

able number of boilers of that description which, however,
had sufficient stays to provide an ample margin of safety
to prevent a violent failure of the furnace before the leakage
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at the staybolt end gave warning of the sheet's weakened

condition. This corrosive action is quite common where

water containing considerable sulphur
—from the coal mines

for instance—is used.

Chicago, Illinois. J. P. Morrison.

operation to be in proper condition, the failure of the Com-
mission to make a rule or order covering every defective con-

dition or construction within the meaning of the section does

not relieve the railroad from complying with its provisions.
—

Baltimore & Ohio v. Groeger, 288'Fed. 321.

BUSINESS NOTES

John E. Cunningham, Jr., has been appointed assistant

manager of the production department of the Schenectady

works of the General Electric Co.

R. W. Benson, eastern representative at New York City

of the Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has re-

signed, and the company has closed its eastern office at 41

East Forty-second street, New York City.

F. Lee Townsend, formerly assistant boiler engineer at

the Delaware Station of the Philadelphia Electric Co., has

accepted a position with the Westinghouse Electric & Man-

ufacturing Co. at the Philadelphia sales office.

The American Car & Foundry Company has purchased a

tract of land 260 feet by 1,931 feet extending from the south

branch of the Chicago river almost to Blue Island avenue

and fronting on Wood street, Chicago, from the Edward
Hines Lumber Company.

Graham Bright, formerly General Engineer in charge of

the coal and metal mining activities of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, has joined the firm of

Howard N. Eavenson & Associates, mining engineers of

Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Bright will give special attention to

power house systems, power plant appraisals, transportation
and transmission systems for coal and metal mines, and

general industrial power applications.

A number of changes have been made in the personnel of

the district offices of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Company. A. D. Stewart has been appointed branch

manager of the Butte, Mont., office, succeeding R. J. Cobban,
who has been transferred to the Seattle office. L. C. LaMont
has been appointed office manager of the Los Angeles office,

succeeding J. R. Deering who has resigned. A. G. Crocker,

formerly special power representative, has been appointed

manager of the industrial division of the Detroit office, suc-

ceeding E. A. Wooten who has been assigned to other work.

Locomotive Shipments and Orders on Hand
The following table was prepared by the Department of

Commerce showing July shipments of locomotives from the

principal manufacturing plants, based on reports received

by the Bureaii of the Census from the individual establish-

ments :

Locomotives
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ASSOCIATIONS

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

Chief Inspector
—A. G. Pack, Washington, D. C.

Assistant Chief Inspectors
—

J. M. Hall, Washington,
D. C; J. A. Shirley. Washington, D. C.

Steamboat Inspection Service of the Department
of Commerce

Supervising Inspector General—George Uhler, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Deputy Supervising Inspector General—D. N. Hoover, Jr.,

Washington, D. C.

American Uniform Boiler Law Society

Chairman of the Administrative Council—Charles E.

Gorton, 253 Broadway, New York.

Boiler Code Committee of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers

Chairman—John A. Stevens, Lowell, Mass.

Yice-Chairman—D. S. Jacobus, New York.

Secretary—C. W. Obert, 29 West 39th Street, New York.

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Inspectors

Chairman—J. F. Scott, Trenton, N. J.

Secretary-Treasurer
—C. O. Myers, State House, Colum-

bus, Ohio.

Yice-Chairman—R. L. Hemingway, San Francisco, Cal.

Statistician—W. E. Murray, Seattle, Wash.

International Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, Iron

Ship Builders and Helpers of America

J. A. Frank, International President, suite 522, Brother-

hood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

William Atkinson, Assistant International President, suite

522, Brotherbood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

Joseph Flynn, International Secretary-Treasurer, suite

504, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

James B. Casey, Editor-Manager of Journal, suite 524,

Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

H. J. Norton, International Vice-President, Alcazar Hotel,

San Francisco, Calif.

International Vice-Presidents—Thomas Nolan, 700 Court

St., Portsmouth, Va.; Tohn Coots, 344 North Spring St., St.

Louis, Mo.; M. A. Maher, 2001-20th St., Portsmouth, Ohio;

E. J. Sheehan, 7826 South Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.; John

T. Dowd, 953 Avenue C, Bayonne, N. J.; R. C. McCutcheon,

15 La Salle Block, Winnipeg, Man., Can.; Joseph P. Ryan,
7533 Vernon Ave., Chicago, 111.; John F. Schmitt, 605 East

11th Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Master Boiler Makers' Association

President—E. W. Young, mechanical assistant to G. S.

M. P., C. M. & St. P. R. R". 787 Caledonia Place, Dubuque,
Iowa.

First Vice-President—Frank Gray, tank foreman, C. & A.

R. R., 705 W. Mulberrv Street, Bloomington, 111.

Second Vice-President—T. F. Powers, System G. F. Boiler

Dept., C. & N. W. R. R., 1129 S. Clarence Avenue, Oak

Park,' 111.

Third Vice-President—J. F. Raps, G. B. I, I. C. R. R.,

4041 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Fourth Vice-President—W. J. Murphy, G. F. B. M.,

Penn, R. R. Lines West, 3614 Mexico Street, N. S., Alle-

gheny, Pa.

Filth Vice President—L. M. Stewart, G. B. I., At. Coast

Lines, Box 660, Waycross, Ga.

Secretary
— II. 1). Vought, 16 Cortlandl Street, New York.

Treasurer—W. II. Laughridge, G. F. B. M., Hocking
Valley R. R., 537 Linwood Avenue. Columbus, Ohio.

Executive Board—E. J. Reardon, Locomotive Firebox

Company, 632 Marquette Building, Chicago, 111., chairman;
H. J. Raps, G. F. B. M.. I. C. R. R., 7224 Woodlawn Ave-

nue. Chicago, 111., secretary.

Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Association

President—George R. Boyce, A M. Castle Company, Chi-

cago, 111. Vice-Presidenl J. 1'. Moses, Jos. T. Ryerson,
Chicago, 111. Secretan—W. H. Dangel, Lovejoy Tool

Work-. Chicago, 111.

American Boiler Manufacturers' Association

President—F. R. Fish, Heine Boiler Company, St. Louis,
Mo.

Vice-President—E. C. Fisher. The Wickes Boiler Com-

pany, Saginaw, Mich.

Secretary-Treasurer
—H. N. Covell, Lidgerwood Manu-

facturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee—George W. Bach, Union Iron

Works, Erie, Pa.; G. S. Barnum, The Bigelow Com-

pany, New Haven. Conn.; F. G. Cox, Edge Moor Iron Com-

pany, Edge Moor, Del. ; W. C. Connelly, D. Connelly Boiler

Company, Cleveland, O.; W. A. Drake, The Brownell Com-

pany, Dayton, O. ;
A. R. Goldie, Goldie-McCulloch Com-

pany, Gait, Ont, Can.; J. F. Johnston, Johnston Brothers,

Ferrysburg, Mich.
;
M. E. Moore, Kewanee Boiler Works,

Kewanee, 111., and A. G. Pratt, The Babcock & Wilcox Com-

pany, New York.

States and Cities That Have Adopted the

A. S. M. E. Boiler Code

Allegheny Co., Pa.

Arkansas
California

Delaware
Indiana

Maryland

Chicago, 111.

(will accept)

Detroit, Mich.

Erie, Pa.

States

Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri

New Jersey
New York
Ohio

Cities

Los Angeles, Cal.

Memphis, Tenn.

(will accept)

Nashville, Tenn.

Kansas City, Mo. Omaha, Neb.

Parkersburg, W. Va.

Oklahoma

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin

Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Scranton, Pa.

Seattle, Wash.

States and Cities Accepting Stamp of the National

Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors

States

Arkansas
California

Indiana

Maryland
Minnesota

New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Oklahoma

Oregon

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin

Cities

Chicago, 111. Nashville, Tenn. St. Louis, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo. Parkersburg, W. Va. Seattle, Wash.
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SELECTED BOILER PATENTS

Compiled by

GEORGE A. HUTCHINSON, Patent Attorney,

Washington Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.

Readers wishing copies of patent papers, or any further information regard-

ing any patent described, should correspond with Mr. Hutchinson.

1 465 387 BOILER CLEANER. FRANK BOWERS, OF DETROIT,
MICHIGAN ASSIGNOR TO DIAMOND POWER SPECIALTY COR-
PORATION, OF DETROIT. MICHIGAN, A CORPORATION OF
MICHIGAN.

Claim 1.—In a boiler cleaner, the combination with a rotatable blower

unit adapted to discharge -team jets or the like, a stationary supply pipe,

a valve therein independent of the blown' unit, mean; to rotate the blower

unit and a rotary connected to said unit rotating means and arranged

to operate said valve to automatically supply steam or the like from said

supply pipe to said unit while the jets are directed toward predetermined

portions of the boiler. Three claims.

1 465 118. MEANS FOR REGULATING WATER CIRCULATION
IN 'WATER TUBE BOILERS. SAMUEL E. DIESCHER, OF PITTS-

BURGH, PENNSYLVANIA.
Claim 1.—A flow restricting plug for boiler tubes having three substan-

tially equally spaced and radially extending tube engaging fins, each having

being substantially equal to the vertical and transverse horizontal boundaries

f the available space of the locomotive above its running gear, said duplex

sections being in two sets longitudinally located in the boiler, the lower parts

of the sides of the set of sections at the furnace end of the boiler being

water legs and constituting the side walls of the fire box with their sup-

porting feet at a lewer level than those of the other set of sections, in com-

bination with the main frame of the locomotive to the side girders of which

the supporting feet of the sections are secured. Eleven claims.

1 463 587. BOILER-TUBE CLEANER. ALBERT F. KRAUSE, OF
BUFFALO, NEW YORK, ASSIGNOR TO GENERAL SPECIALTY
COMPANY OF BUFFALO, NEW YORK, A COPARTNERSHIP.

Claim 1.—A boiler tube cleaner, comprising a rotatable head, a cutter, a

member carrying the cutter and movably mounted on said head, said

a slot therein and a snap ring located in said slots and adapted to engage
the inner face of the tube when the plug is in place in a tube. Three chum,.

1,463,250. LOCOMOTIVE BOILER. JOHN J. CAIN, OF BAYONNE,
NEW JERSEY.

Claim 1.—A locomotive boiler, comprising similar narrow hollow vertical

sections, having supporting feet at their lower edges transversely arranged

carrying member extending across and on opposite sides of the head, and

controlling means for causing said carrying member to move in the direc-

tion of its length on the rebound of the cutter. Nine Claims.

1,462,415, APPARATUS FOR CLEANING THE OUTSIDE OF
BOILER TUBES. FRITZ KOBER, OF SUHL, GERMANY.

Claim J —An apparatus for cleaning the exterior of boiler tubes, com-

prising \ portable operating mechanism, and an endless band or chain

having cleaning tools and operated by said mechanism said band or chain

being "adapted to be passed around the tube to be cleaned. Two claims.

1,463,933 MARINE BOILER. RICHARD WALSH, OF MOBILE,
ALABAMA.

Claim.—In a boiler, a heater coil, a pipe extended within the lower por-

tion of the boiler and provided outside the boiler with a valve, a pipe con-

nected with said pipe, a pipe rising from the last-named pipe, a lateral

isc in pairs with their adjacent edges at the longitudinal central

plane of the boiler and spaced apart to provide continuous vertical heating
passage between them, the boundaries of the transverse faces of each pair

branch therefrom connected with said coil, a pipe leading from the upper

part of the coil, an upwardly-extended pipe leading from the last-named

pipe and having a lateral branch with a valve, a pipe connected with said

branch and extended within the upper part of the boiler below the water

line, a steam pipe connected with the steam dome and with said branch

and provided with a valve, a pipe extended upwardly and connected with

i he boiler and having means for connection with a feed pump, and a three-

valve controlling the flow from the feed pump, the flow to the boiler,

and the flow through said pipe to the heater coil.

1,458,582. FURNACE AND BOILER CASING. CHARLES R. KLINE
OF READING, PENNSYLVANIA.

Claim 1.—In a device of the character stated, a casing for boilers, furnaces

and the like composed of metal sheets lined on their interior with non-con-

ducting material, a boiler in said casing having a door, a door opening in

said outer casing sheet aligning with said boiler dunr. and a casing door

losing said opening and hinged to said outer sheet, the inner surface of

said casing door being provided with a lining of non-conducting material

and the inner surface of said boiler door being also provided with a lining

of non-conducting material, and an outer projecting member surrounding
the opening into said boiler, said member being adapted to be embedded in

ili.: non-conducting material of said boiler donr when the door is closed. Two
claims.
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The Durr Boiler Works at Ratingen, Germany
By Captain Godfrey L. Carden*

Industrial conditions in Europe, especially in Germany, are not well understood in this

country
—and yet there are many phases of the situation that are of special interest to manu-

facturers and men in the shops. Captain Car den in the following article explains the status

of boiler design and construction in one of the largest shops in Europe devoted to boiler work
and outlines the tendency in design towards higher pressures and changes in types. The pic-
ture given of work at this plant reflects to a great extent conditions throughout Germany.

THE
Durr boiler

works at Ratingen,
near Diisseldorf ,

is representative of the

best in the boiler indus-

try in the German Rhine-

land. Boilers of the

Durr type were shown in

the power installation of

the St. Louis Exposition.
Those particular boilers

were of the marine type,
and were part of a group
for a German cruiser.

The writer speaks ad-

visedly on this point
since he collected these

and other foreign boilers

as used at St. Louis.

I revisited the Durr
Works today. The cor-

rect name of the plant
now is "Dusseldorf-

Ratingen Rohrenkessel-

fabrik Vormals Durr &
Company."' My talk was with director Loch, by whom every

courtesy was extended.

Large Staff of Men Employed

Here is a boiler making works employing as many as 1,000
men when working to capacity, and now carrying on the pay
rolls 650. All work in the plant ceased September 12. No
more raw material available and the impossibility of trans-

porting products under the French occupation is responsible

for the shut-down.

The Durr Works have orders ahead for nearly a year.

These orders include both export and home fields. Nothing
can be done to fill these orders until conditions change in the

Ruhr and Rhineland. The same situation applies to all

Fig. 1.—Completed Boilers at the Durr Works

most intensive iron and
centers in all Europe.

German works in the

French occupied regions.
No items may be sold

and exported without a

French license. The
German government has

forbidden its nationals

to pay these licenses. The
German manufacturer

must choose between the

French and his own gov-
ernment. He prefers the

latter. The result in

Ratingen has been that

not a train whistle has
been heard in that town
in six months. The weeds
and grass are growing
on the railroad station

platform, the rails are

rusted, the station build-

ings abandoned; and it

should be borne in mind
that Ratingen is a unit

in what is one of the

steel and machinery-producing

•Captain Carden is an officer of the United States Coast Guard. He early

saw service in Europe collecting boilers and engines for the power plant of

the St. Louis Exposition. Later he served for two years for the Department
of Commerce at Washington reporting on iron and steel and machinery and
machine tool work on the continent of Europe. In that period he covered

a wide range of territory, and gained first hand knowledge of conditions at

several hundred of the first shops of the world.

Foreign Orders Respected by French

Up to today the Durr Works continued to build equipment
to meet orders in hand, the idea being to deliver such equip-
ment whenever conditions warranted it. The French have

respected foreign orders received before the occupation, but

material produced subsequently has been subject to repara-
tions demands. The result is that many German shops in

the Ruhr and Rhineland which were building to stock do not

know today if they can make delivery. They must first learn

the French intentions as regards their goods.

The Durr Works has installed some of the largest power
stations in Germany. Even with the shops shut down the

engineering staff is hard at work on designs and improve-
ments. Marine boiler work ceased with the close of the war
and the Durr people are now paying attention almost wholly
to the land installations. Boilers working at 34 atmospheres

273
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Fig. 2.—Vertical Wet Tube Boiler Made at Esslingen

pressure (about 500 pounds) are the standard type, but

boilers to work under 60 atmospheres (about 880 pounds)
are also built.

Types of Boilers Being Built

The Durr boiler is generally built with two drums, above

and below. Boilers with only one lower drum are used for

small units and small capacities and chiefly for utilizing the

waste heat from Siemens-Martin and annealing furnaces and

coke ovens. The newest Durr boiler is distinguished by it-

use of Garbe plates and vertical tube nests with straight

tubes. The standard capacity of these boilers is rated at 25

to 35 kilos (about 55 to 72 pounds) each hour per square
meter (10.76 square feet) of heating surface. Under forced

service this capacity may vary from 35 (about 72 pounds)
to as high as 50 (about 110 pounds) kilos.

The boiler sizes range from ,50 up to 2,000 (about 323 up
to 21,450 square feet) square meters total heating surface.

Until comparatively recently very few boilers were made in

Germany for land service having more than 1,000 (10,764

square feet) square meters' heating surface.

Limits ix Size or Boilers

The rule has been to keep the sizes under 600 square
meters, and, therefore, we find the 600 (about 6,460 square

feet) square meter-boiler the size most commonly in use.

The current opinion held among German engineers, that the

big boiler with a heating surface of over 2,000 (about 21,450

square feet) square meters, such as seen in America, was not

suited to German conditions where the power requirements
and available fuel are somewhat different.

In my talk with director Loch I learned that boiler work
in Germany had been very much advanced in the past year

through a more general recourse to vertical tube boilers.

When vertical tube boilers were first offered on the market
in past years there was no success. This was due in part to

the serious opposition of competing systems. The principal
defect with the first vertical tube boiler was the fire vault over

the grate. There was always danger of falling in after

service under long working periods. The first steep-tube
boiler yielded wet steam, resulting in frequent disturbances

in the steam turbines. In the case of the fire vault the design
has since been changed so that now the length corresponds
more to the American ideas. According to director Loch the

Sterling and Garbe boilers have taken the lead in Germany
in the past year. The original Garbe has been taken over

by the Durr Works and improved upon. The Garbe boilers

are entirely without welded or pressed headers, staybolts or

pipe closes. The Garbe plates are pressed, corrugated and

step shaped. Xo tightening of the tubes is necessary, the

tubes are arranged in straight rows. There is easy accessi-

bility to the back rows. Under the vertical arrangement
there is no chance for mud to be deposited in the tubes. The
mud collects at the lowest point in the lower drum from

where it can be blown off.

The Durr Works have made installations for some of the

largest power units in Germany. These include the power

plant at Golpa, which plant is at present supplying the elec-

tric current of Berlin, the Goldenberg Works of the Rheinisch-

Westphalien Electrikal A. G located in the Rhine brown

coal district and the Amoniac Works at Merseburg. All of

these installations have the steep-tube boiler and are fired

with low grade brown coal.

Adaptability or Steep-Tube Boiler

It has been found that the steep-tube boiler is well adapted
for service under lignite firing with the attending dust which

characterizes that fuel. The ashes do not accumulate on the

steep inclined water tubes, and the heating surface is unim-

paired. Similarly, there has been a turning in the recent

past, says director Loch, to the riveted water chamber, be-

cause of boiler explosions occasioned by the tearing off of the

welding line of chambers.

The marked tendency today, it was declared, is towards

higher boiler pressures. The "Atmos" 100 (about 1,470

pounds) atmosphere pressure boiler is being built in Ger-

many, in Madgeburg at the Sudenburger Maschinenfabrik

und Eisengiesserei. This is a Swedish design, the parent
house being located in Stockholm. In the Atmos. revolving
tubes are used, turned by electric drive. In case the motor

drive should stop, the danger from explosion is taken care of

through providing the tubes with fusible plugs which fuse

when the temperature of the tubes rises to about 400 (about
752 degrees F.) degrees Centigrade. The steam thereby escapes
into the furnace, serves to cool the brick work, and thus

prevents any bending of the tubes. Under the same arrange-

ment, the safety device functions if a tube should be empty
of water by incrustations in the inlet tube.

High Pressures Adopted

Among the German boiler makers a conference was held

in June, 1921, at Cassel, at which time director Hartmann
of the Schmidt Hobsteam Company spoke of the great econo-

my obtained from high steam pressures of say 60 (about 850

pounds) kilograms working pressure. Up to this time no

plants in Germany were using such pressures. What is now
common is the 30 to 35 (435 to 506 pounds) kilograms pres-
sure boiler. Under the present tendency the pressures are to

be advanced to 60 (about 850 pounds) kilograms and for

such pressures the lower and upper drums of the Durr and
similar type boilers will be forged from one piece, after the

Krupp process and using Krupp steel. It is believed that the

60 kilograms (850 por'ds) pressure boiler is more in keep-

ing with conservative ^eas than the 100 kilograms (1.447

pounds) boiler. The latter type as made by the Magdeburg
firm has, I understood, tubes of 305 millimeters (about 1.20

inches) outside diameter, 10.5 millimeters (about 0.413

inch) wall thickness and 2,500 millimeters (about 5.28

feet) of gas contact length. The tubes revolve with a speed
of 330 revolutions per minute. By means of centrifugal
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Fig. 3.—Assembling Boilers at the Diirr Shops. Garbe Plate in Foreground

Fig. 4.—Assembling Bay for Garbe Plate, at Ratingen Works
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power a water jacket is pressed to the internal heating sur-

face. The tubes are revolved by tooth gearing, electrically

driven.

Difficult to Obtain Fuel

Just now because of the Ruhr occupation and the shutting
off of fuel from the unoccupied territory, coal of good quality
is very difficult to obtain in Germany. Recourse has been

had to England and Moravia, but in the main Germany has

turned her attention to the brown lignite fields. This is a low

grade fuel and those power stations which heretofore used

first-rate coal must now be satisfied with low grade fuel.

For the firing of this brown lignite coal it is found that the

normal, not the mechanical, step grate is the more advan-

tageous. As director Loch put it, the general view held in

Germany today is to work designs best adapted to our low

grade fuel, and which designs will offer the maximum of

freedom from boiler explosion.

Scale Formation and Its Prevention

British Experience in Using Boiler Compounds and

in Eliminating Boiler Difficulties Caused by Hard Water

By T. Sington

AN
eminent English expert has recently expressed the

opinion that there is no "short cut" in water softening
to prevent boiler scale. A steam user burdened with

hard water has only one course open to him, should he really
desire to avoid coal waste and boiler damage, that is, to

soften the water in accordance with well-known reactions

in a properly designed apparatus, before it is fed to the

boilers. Should he do so he would get the maximum re-

sult at a minimum cost; but should he pin his faith to

boiler remedies, he would obtain the minimum result at the

maximum cost and, in addition, incur the risk of damaging
his boilers into the bargain.
The following analyses of some boiler compounds widely

sold in England illustrate the worthlessness of these and
indicate the profit, by no means on a modest scale, at which

they are sold to the consumers:

(A) Sold at $0.72 per gallon: Water, 97.50 percent;
sodium carbonate, 2.50 percent; tannin extract, 0.20 percent;

sugar and others, 1.42 percent.

(B) Sold at $0.48 per gallon: Water, 97.50 percent;
caustic soda, 0.70 percent; algin and others, 1.80 percent.

(C) Sold at $2.40 per gallon: Water, 5.01 percent;

chalk, 57 percent; mica, 31 percent; sodium carbonate, 6.99

percent.
None of these compounds, even if used in large quantities

daily, could conceivably have any noticeable effect in retard-

ing the deposition of scale by many waters now in use.

Nevertheless, comparatively small concerns spend as much
as $1,000 per annum on one of them. Such firms could
soften the whole of their boiler feed water to three degrees

by the expenditure of only $120 yearly, if they would em-

ploy lime and soda in a proper apparatus. Inspection of

the boilers of these concerns showed that they were badly
scaled, despite assurances that the fluid was used regularly
and had given satisfactory results.

As many people who are in close touch with feed water

problems are aware, the clearer comprehension by steam
users of the simple chemical facts, which form the basis of

all water softening methods has led of late years to a con-
siderable decline in the sale of what may be called "quack"
remedies for boiler scale.

Guarantees Rarely Offered for Compounds

It is rare to find a boiler composition offered for sale under
a guaranteed analysis. There is no mystery whatever about
orthodox water treatment. If steam users would insist on
knowing the percentage composition of the boiler compounds
offered to them as remedies for scale and corrosion, there

would be a rapid disappearance of these compounds from

the market, as very few of them would survive the publica-
tion of their ingredients.
The direct treatment cf the feed water in the boiler itself

is only a matter for boiler plants of a very restricted size.

In a boiler plant of any reasonable capacity the only thing
to do, of course, is to install a softening plant, at any rate

for water over 7 to 10 degrees in hardness and to take out

the scale-forming elements before the water goes into the

boilers. With a small installation, it may not pay to go to

the expense of a softening plant. To quote an expert
—"the

desirability of pure water for boiler feed purposes is well

known to every steam user and for the most efficient results

it is necessary to have water certainly not over 5 degrees
total hardness, together with freedom from substances such

as air, carbonic acid, oil, salt, natural acids, and of course

added mineral acids, such as sulphuric acid from pyrites in

coal measures, which may cause corrosion. Hardly any
natural water is absolutely pure and very few would comply
with the above specification, so that for the advantage of the

boiler plant, it is essential to treat the feed water. The
trouble is, however, that with small or even medium sized

boiler installations the initial expense of a softening plant
and particularly the trouble of looking after it, together with

the cost of lime, soda and of other material necessary is apt
to be a somewhat formidable item.

Natural waters are rarely pure, the average hardness may
be say 12 grains per gallon, that is, for every gallon evapo-

rated, 12 grains of solid material are deposited in the boiler

plant. Of course, individual waters vary greatly; they may
contain anything from say 2 to 50 grains, but 8 to 16 grains
is a reasonable average.

Annual Fall Meeting of American

Welding Society
"THE annual fall meeting of the American Welding Society
A will be held in Pittsburgh from October 24th to 26th,
1923. A tentative program of the meeting follows this an-

nouncement.
A unique feature of this meeting will be the opening ses-

sion on Wednesday morning. President Barton will present
a general statement of the Society's affairs and an op-

portunity will be provided to all the members to discuss the

activities and policies of the Society. While a good part of

the work must necessarily be done by a limited number of

committee members, nevertheless, the advice and assistance of

the entire membership is needed and wanted at all times.

(Continued on page 290)



Fig.lO-Double Drinking
"Bubble"

Fig.ll-Staybolt Rack Fig. I2-Tube Handling >uck

Time Saving Devices for Boiler Shops'
Appliances and Methods That Various

Shops Have Found Useful in Repair Work

By James F. Hobart

ON
a trip to the Memphis shops of the I. C. Railroad the

writer was shown the sections of apparatus for a double

bubble drinking-fountain, a tube-handling truck and a

stay-bolt rack illustrated in Figs. 10, 11 and 12. The drink-

ing-fountain consists of two regular "bubble" drinking noz-

zles with porcelain covered guard cups which were open at the

bottom and discharged into the galvanized metal oval funnel

shown in the picture. The bubbles were connected by pipes
and a tee to the same vertical pipe, and were located about 20
inches apart, giving room for two men to drink at the same
time. The saving in time thereby can be appreciated, as it

seems a fact, that whenever a man stops to take a drink of

water, another man will come along and wait for the first man
to get through. The double-bubble prevents much time be-

ing lost in waiting, for, although each wait is of but a few
minutes' duration, it surely counts up in the aggregate during
the day.

These bubbles are allowed to flow all the time, there being
no valves for closing them off, save a main valve which is

closed at night only. If iced or carbonated water were to be

served, the bubbles could not be permitted to flow all the time,

but in the I. C. shops, plain water was used for drinking

purposes.

Storing Staybolts

Staybolts by the thousands are stored in the Memphis
I. C. shop in such a manner than any size or lot, is instantly

accessible. Little steel, open-side houses, 10 inches in width

by 18 inches high from sills to plates, are provided in 5-

foot sections as showTi by Fig. 11. The frame is made of

lj4-inch steel angles, the roof, of 10-gage steel.

A great many staybolts are made in these shops, and

double staybolt threading machines, electrically driven, are

provided for manufacturing staybolts in great quantities.

Some Interesting General Notes

The working floors of the boiler sheds are filled in with

cinder to a depth of several inches, making a floor much

•Continuation of an article, "Home Made Appliances for Boiler Shops,"
which appeared on page 222 of the August issue of The Boiler Maker.

softer than concrete. Each punch and shear is electrically
driven by a motor which looks ridiculously small when com-
pared with the size of the driven machines; but carrying
power is obtained from a five-foot balance wheel, with a rim
about 6 by 6 inches working upon the pinion shaft of each
machine.

The punching and shearing machines in this shop are

operated by colored workmen. Each machine is inde-

pendently electrically driven and the bending rolls are re-

versed by means of overhead connections with the motor. A
band, metal saw is something of a novelty in boiler shops
but it is in use in this one.

Handling Boiler Tubes

Boiler tubes up to five inches in diameter are cut off by
a single wheel machine similar to an ordinary pipe cutter

except that the cutter is stationary and the tube is revolved

by power. Supporting the tube during the cutting-off process,
are two small flat wheels or rollers, placed a short distance

apart, but nearly opposite the cutting wheel.

Tubes are cleaned in a rumbler, which is located in a

tight house—power and all—weighted vertical doors being

provided for putting tubes in and out. The scale and dirt

is removed through a cleaning door at bottom of the house.

This arrangement keeps nearly all the dirt in the house,

together with nearly all the noise.

Tubes are handled from boiler to shop and back again by
means of little hand trucks, or two-wheeled barrows, made

up as shown by Fig. 12. This vehicle, save for the wooden
side-rails or handles, is built entirely of metal and surely

is a rugged bit of construction. The cross bars are con-

caved as shown, to receive a batch of tubes and to keep them

from rolling off the vehicle. The truck, or barrow, is held in

nearly a level position by a loop or stirrup of bar steel, bent

as shown, to reach to the ground. The workmen, in using
this vehicle, never need but one lesson in regard to loading
the tubes so as to "hang" properly. If loaded too far for-

ward, the front of the truck cannot be raised from the

ground. If loaded too heavy behind, the barrow lifts itself,

and "sits down" with alacrity if not with elegance. But
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properly loaded, two men handle a load of tubes with con-

siderable ease.

Pipe Fitting and Bending

In an ice-plant repair shop at Vicksburg, Miss., they have
a way of bending pipe whereby the pipe is first filled with

water, a cap having been placed on one end of the pipe. Then,
a "hydraulic fitting" is screwed upon the other end of the pipe
and after having been carefully and completely filled with

water to the exclusion of every particle of air possible, a plug
is screwed into the hydraulic fitting, with result that con-

siderable pressure is placed upon the w-ater in the tube and
the engineer of the plant told the writer that the pipe would

"bend like lead," without flattening in the least. "And,"
the engineer continued—"you have tested the pipe too!"

In the I. C. shops at McComb, Miss., and in the T. & P.

shops at New Orleans, they seem to be "long" on air

cylinders, which look very much like the old-time steam

brake cylinders which used to do such good work on loco-

motives before air brakes came into use. A lot of these

cylinders, operated with air, have been put to use in both

the shops mentioned above, in the operation of "home-grown"
tools.

A pipe-fitting and bending table or bench in the .1. C.

shop has two such cylinders for operating pipe vises. This

pipe-bench, which is a "dandy" is represented at A in Fig.

13. The top of the table is a massive metal plate which is

supported on stout timbering as shown at B, into which are

framed several stout legs C, C, and one very much stouter

at D, to which is attached an enormous vise E, by means of

heavy metal straps and bands F and G, in a manner so

strong and rigid that it is almost impossible to pull the vise

away from its fastenings, particularly as the bench-posts
are let into the concrete floor of the room.

A pipe-bending plate is attached as shown at H, being
made fast to the top of the bench. A large number of holes,

I, I, have been drilled through plate H, and pin A', and

sheave / can be juggled around frcm one hole to another

until they are in proper position for bending any curve re-

quired in pipe for fitting up boiler connections.

There are two pipe vises with this bench, and they are both

unique as well as home-made. The smaller vise, located at

L, is bolted fast to the bench-top and this vise has a mov-

able jaw which is attached to lever AT, which in turn is

connected to, and operated by air cylinder O, which seems
to be one of the before mentioned, discarded steam-brake

cylinders.
Whenever a piece of pipe is thrust between the jaws of

vise L, and air turned into cylinder O, it is a pretty safe

bet that the piece of pipe will stay between the jaws without

turning, as housing N, is bolted to the bench too strongly
ever to be torn away by air-power in cylinder O, or man-

power on a pipe in vise L.

Another pipe vise at P, is a much larger and stronger one.

Its lever Q, and housing R, are strong and massive.

Cylinder 5 develops power enough, with the leverage of Q,
to hold fast pipe of any size which can be put between the

pipe-vise jaws.

Atr-Operated Shear

Several machines almost similar in their method of opera-

tion, to the pipe-vises, are to be found in the T. & P. shops
(Texas & Pacific) at New Orleans, and the same utilization

of obsolete steam brake cylinders is apparent. In Fig. 14,

it is shown how shear-lever A is mounted in housing B and
carries shear-jaw C which members with a similar jaw D
which in turn is bolted fast to casting E and both members
made fast to base-timber F.

The shear is operated by air-cylinder G, to which lever A
is attached by means of the link arrangement at H. Treadle

/ operates air admission and exhaust to and from cylinder G,
and thus controls the action of this rugged home-made shear.

Post, Air Bending Clamp

A very handy and frequently used appliance for bending
narrow rod or bar steel, also some pipe, in the T. & P. shops,
is shown by Fig. 15. The engraving shows the appliance
so clearly that little description is necessary save to say that

a sort of anvil-mold A, of shape required for the work in

hand, is placed upon block B, the form being notched in this

instance, to fit over the block. The metal to be bent, being

heated and placed upon .1, head C is forced down by air-

pressure in the cylinder and the object is held securely upon
form .1 while being sledged down to fit thereupon, or to the

angle desired. A variety of shaped forms may be used

upon block B, which is made of such height that plunger C
can always reach the work without exceeding in length-

movement, the length of the air cvlinder.
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Fig. I4
-Air Operated Shear

Fi'g. 16" Air Clamp Bender
Fig. 17- Hand Cutting In An Air Clamp

Fig. 15- Post Air Clamp

A machine which is portable in the sense that it may be

carried to the work by the shop crane is shown by Fig. 16

herewith. This machine is made much upon the principle of

the one last described, save that instead of being attached

to a post, stress is borne by the four leg-posts, A-A, which

in turn are bolted to top plate B, which also carries air-

cylinder C.

The anvil of the appliance, D, is built up of channels and

an I-beam. To this anvil may be attached any former or

die, as E, upon which members another die or former F-F,
which is attached directly to piston rod of the air cylinder C.

In this instance, former E is shown elongated and bent down
at an angle at G. After the stock to be bent has been

smashed into shape between formers E and F, it may be

further sledged down against extension G, as may be required.

A couple more old steam-brake cylinders have been put
to use in the T. & P. shops by being attached to a big, husky
bending clamp. Only one of the cylinders is shown at D,
in Fig. 17, the other cylinder not being shown in the en-

graving, in which A represents the lower member or jaw of

the press, and B, the upper or movable one. A pair of ex-

tension plates C, attached to B, forms connection with the

air-cylinder D.

At the time the writer saw this modified tool, a couple
of workmen were doing a job of hand sheet-cutting with it.

Plate E-E had been put in position to be cut along the side

of jaw B. One man took a cold-cutter and held it as shown

at F, the other man striking the cutter with a sledge. The
lower clamp-jaw .1, formed with cutter F, a shear which

severed plate E very smoothly.

Welded Joints in Unfired Pressure-

Vessels*

THE
tests which have recently been conducted at the

Bureau of Standards have in our opinion justified in

a great measure the claim made by the welding fra-

ternity. These tests have also justified and confirmed the

conclusions already drawn by The Travelers from a review

of the experience with welded, unfired pressure-vessels now
in service—this experience representing over 10,000,000 tank-

years. The Travelers is, of necessity, conservative, and we

have been slow and reluctant to join in any movement urg-

ing the inclusion in the A. S. M. E. Pressure Valve Code

of requirements which would permit fusion welding. We
have felt the need for just such facts as are now available

through the series of tests conducted at Washington; but

for our own purposes
—that is, for insurance purposes

—we

have felt that such additional proof was not a necessity. We
are governed by federal, state and municipal laws wherever

they apply effectively; but in many cases these laws do not

apply to unfired pressure-vessels, whereas insurance is uni-

versally applicable.
We are now insuring, and have insured in 1922, pressure-

•Remarks by H. W. Heinrich, Engineer, of The Travelers, at the Welding
Conference. New York City.

vessels of many kinds and at varying pressures
—vessels hav-

ing their longitudinal (as well as their girth and head seams)
fusion-welded. We are satisfied now, and we were satisfied

before these recent tests were made, that fusion welding can

be made insurable. Our experience with it has been satis-

factory, and we expect to continue to insure welded vessels

with equally good results.

Fusion welding is an art which has certainly come to stay,

and we believe that we can best serve the interests of the

public, and assist to a greater degree in the safe development
of welding practice, by working with the welders, with the

manufacturers, and with the various engineering societies

authorized to establish rules and regulations, as far as we
can consistently do so.

When fixing, for insurance purposes, the safe working

pressures of fusion-welded unfired pressure-vessels, we have

been arbitrarily assuming (pending more definite methods of

determining the ratio of the value of the weld to the value

of the solid plate) a joint efficiency of 50 percent. We further

reserve the right, as does any insurance company, to accept
or reject any or all tanks, either before or after inspection.

The point I wish to bring out is, that we do not consider

a tank uninsurable, merely because it is fusion-welded.

As a result of the data now available, and submitted by
the Bureau of Standards, there is v.o reason why a good

{Continued on page 283)



Measuring Production Costs in Industry

The Key to Correct Costs—The Neces-

sity of Using Accurate Cost Methods

By William R. Basset*

IT

takes but little skill to determine exactly what the labor

and material in a product cost, for these can be accurately

measured with but little effort. Overhead expense is not

so easily measured. It is inaccurate allocation of overhead

that causes most inaccurate costs.

The pity is that-the man who has an elaborate cost system

may be getting wrong information from it, while believing

that his cost figures are trustworthy. He who has no figures

is better off than he who has wrong ones, for at least the

first man knows that he is merely guessing.

General Rules for Keeping Costs

No one method of getting overhead into the product will do

for all industries nor for all concerns in an industry, but

the same methods of gathering the costs fit all. Here are the

fundamentals of correct accounting for overhead.

1. Gather overhead, not for the plant as a whole, but for

each department separately.
2. Charge the overhead of a department only to those items

of production that are operated upon in that department.
3. Overhead is a charge that the product must pay to a

department for the use of the facilities furnished by that

department. These facilities may include floor space, heat,

light, power, supervision, non-productive labor such as

truckers and janitors and perhaps a rental for the use of ma-

chines. Therefore, it is important to determine a way to

measure in dollars the use that the product has made of these

facilities. It may be measured differently in every depart-

ment. In one the man hour may be correct, in another the

machine hour, the payroll dollar and so on. To determine

the unit is a job for someone fully acquainted with the prob-
lems in the plant.

In plants where overhead is incorrectly spread over the

product I have seen cases where costs were 50 percent and

more off. Some were too high and others too low by that

much. Such a condition makes business too much of a

gamble.

Setting the Selling Price

Of three uses to which cost figures can be put, most con-

cerns use only one—and that one the most obvious. They
use it as a basis for setting a selling price in normal times.

When business falls off in a depression they commonly
either throw the whole system overboard in the effort to cut

expenses, or they utterly ignore the figures.

Now anyone knows that it is better in an emergency to

sell at a price which although below cost, will keep the plant

going and bring back part of the unavoidable overhead,

rather than to shut down and lose all of the overhead. But
without figures which show all of the items of cost accurately,

there is the danger that a price may be set so low that the

losses will be greater than if the plant were shut down.

Nothing is gained unless the cut price brings back the cost

of labor and material and a certain part of the overhead

expense.

Properly developed costs show just where that point is.

The other seldom used feature of a cost system is its ability

to show where costs of operation can be cut—where, in other

words, the efficiency of the plant can be increased. The
cost system is the most effective indicator of where betterments

can be made.

In one plant a new cost system showed that the usage of

dveing and bleaching materials fluctuated widely from month

to month. This led to a study of the methods, which showed

that the solutions were not based upon scientific formulas

but upon the guess work of a none too skillful foreman.

Standards were set for all solutions with the result that the

usage of dyeing and bleaching materials was cut about

$18,000 a year.
In a machine shop a sudden rise in the use of lubricating

oil for automatic machines was shown by the cost system. It

came out that an inferior quality of light oil was being

bought by the purchasing agent. This oil, under pressure,

went through the machines so fast, that not only was the

monthly cost for oil higher, but the lubrication was insuffi-

cient and had the practice not been stopped, a hundred

thousands dollars' worth of machines would have been badly

damaged.
The wise executive carefully studies his cost figures to

spot inefficiencies such as these.

How Big Should the Plant Be?

Closely allied with the problems of overhead and cost

systems is the question of the best size for a business.

Almost every man feels that if his business were only

larger, his profits would be greater and all would be well.

A business man's career is usually a continuous struggle to

make greater sales and to make his plant larger.

Undoubtedly the manufacturing of the future will be done

by the large enterprises for only they can achieve the econo-

mies of mass production. But it does not follow that it will

be done in tremendous plants, centralized in one location.

Far-sighted business men and engineers realize that the big

plant is not always the most economical one either for making
or for selling.

There is a best size of manufacturing unit for each in-

dustry. The big business will have many such units spread
over the country.

If a plant is too small it cannot afford to pay the price

demanded by men capable of manufacturing economically for

it cannot utilize all of their ability. It must put up with

inferior, cheaper talent.

If on the other hand the plant is too large, executive super-
vision will not be able to cover it completely. There will

be a fringe that will escape proper supervision. That means

that something or other will constantly be going wrong.
To determine just how large your plant should be, for best

results, is a study that will well repay the effort and time

taken.

• President, Miller, Franklin, Basset and Company, Inc.. New York City.

Maintaining Oxy-Acetylene Equipment
'"PHERE is probably no class of equipment used in me-
* chanical plants which receives so little proper care as

welding and cutting apparatus. It is so easy to maintain

such equipment in good operating condition and the results

of such maintenance represent so great a saving in gases
and efficiency that the little care necessary pays for itself

many times over. There is nothing more exasperating to an

operator than a torch or a regulator which is in bad condi-

tion. He cannot properly maintain a neutral flame and his

torch may be constantly flashing back, all caused possibly by
a little dirt in the torch or a leakv regulator.
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Making Charcoal Iron for Boiler Work

Development of the Manufactur-

ing Process with an Outline of

the Qualities of Charcoal Iron

By G. A. Woodroffe*

CHARCOAL
iron tubes have for generations proven their

qualities in heavy boiler service. Probably most of

our readers use these tubes, but few understand the

manner in which the iron is made—as indicated by the

many requests for information on the subject. The follow-

ing details of charcoal iron production methods as carried

out by a well known manufacturer of the material will clear

up some of the questions that have occurred to those using
boiler tubes made from charcoal iron.

Uses for Charcoal Iron

Charcoal iron, made by painstaking hand-working in small

forge fires of very limited output, is the purest of commercial

wrought irons. Because pure iron is highly resistant to

corrosion, charcoal iron has long been used in the manufac-
ture of boiler tubes for locomotive, marine and stationary
service.

In some quarters there is an impression that real charcoal

iron is no longer obtainable. Metallurgical science and me-
chanical ingenuity, during the last half century, have evolved

newer and cheaper methods of making certain kinds of iron

and steel when tonnage output is of maximum importance,
but there is yet to be developed another and better method of

making charcoal iron, or an iron of equal purity.
While full advantage is taken of advanced laboratory

knowledge making possible better metallurgical control, char-

coal iron is made today exactly as it was SO years ago. The
little hearth fires have not changed, some of those at the plant
from which this data was taken having been in continuous

use nearly 50 years. Charcoal is still the fuel because it is

practically free from sulphur. (Iron absorbs impurities and
if coal or coke, though lower in price, were used as fuel, the

iron would be unfit for boiler tube use.) Men, trained at the

forge, work the glowing charge with long knobbling irons,

just as their predecessors did.

Methods of Producing

Briefly, real charcoal iron can be produced from a charge
of ore, pig iron, run-out metal, pieces of wrought iron, or

pieces of steel, refined in a small forge fire of charcoal and
worked by hand until the impurities are removed and the

charge undergoes a complete change, becoming an almost

perfectly pure, plastic iron.

For a better understanding of the charcoal iron making
process, let us remember that charcoal iron is 99.86 percent

pure, and that its manufacture is essentially a process of re-

fining iron ore or any one of several ferrous metals to pure
iron. Ore, which is high in certain impurities, can be re-

*MetaIltneica! engineer. Parkesburg Iron Company, Parkesburg, Pa.

duced to charcoal iron, but the refinement involves slow work-

ing and the use of considerable charcoal. White pig iron or

run-out metal lower in impurities, can also be used as the

charge and made into charcoal iron with less working. Or,
the operation may start, further along the scale, with certain

kinds of steel, from which most of the impurities have already
been removed, so that the time required for the desired re-

fining is still further reduced. In any event the finished

product is the same, pure charcoal iron.

Impurities ix Iron Reduced

The objectionable elements of carbon, manganese, sulphur,

phosphorus and silicon, present in every form of iron and

steel, are reduced to the merest trace in charcoal iron, their

combined content being less than fourteen-one-hundredths of

of 1 percent, as will be observed from the following analysis
of a specimen of charcoal iron:

Percent

Carbon 0.03

Manganese 0.0,3

Sulphur : 0.015

Phosphorus 0.03

Silicon 0.03

Fig. 1.—Withdrawing Finished Charge
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Fig. 2.—Microphotograph of Charcoal Iron Showing Layer
Formation

The charcoal iron of primitive man was extracted from

ores, refined probably in crude stone fireplaces on hillsides,

the air to support combustion being supplied by natural

draft through passages dug through the hill and facing the

prevailing winds. The refinement of the ores containing

many impurities was unquestionably a slow and inefficient

process on account of the uncertainty of the blast and the

lack of skill and knowledge of the artisans. Much charcoal
and many hours were required to produce a lump of crude
iron weighing less than 50 pounds.

Blast Furnace Utilized

'With the development of the blast furnace, the charcoal
iron maker began to employ pig iron instead of the natural
ore as his basic charge. There was no change, however, in

the resulting product, which was charcoal iron. While some
of the impurities had already been removed from the pig
iron in the blast furnace, the average carbon content of the

pig was about 3.50 percent, and required much charcoal

and considerable time properly to effect the desired refinement.

While much of the impurities had been removed in the

blast furnace, there were still present in the pig, considerable

quantities of carbon, manganese, phosphorus and silicon

which required much charcoal and considerable time to re-

duce.

Knobbling Time Reduced

A further reduction in the knobbling time was secured by
remelting the pig iron and running it out into flat, chilled

plates, called run-out metal, which were then charged in the

charcoal fire. The remelting having removed some of the

impurities, less time was required for conversion, and the

final product was real charcoal iron. Next, the advent of

the puddling process of iron making released quantities of

wrought iron scrap mixed with steel scrap which replaced
the run-out metal as the charge.

About 1870, the development of the steel industry provided
ideal material for charcoal iron manufacture. Certain kinds

of light weight steel, low in carbon and other impurities,
could be cut into pieces which were not only purer than the

run-out metal or wrought scrap, but were much easier to

handle.

Since the early '70 s steel has formed the charge from
which charcoal iron has been made. The resulting product,
its composition verified by chemical analysis, and its cor-

rosive-resisting qualities demonstrated by actual service,

differs not at all from charcoal iron made from ore, pig iron,

run-out metal, wrought iron scrap.
When removed from the hearth-fire for further working

under a steam hammer, the incandescent, slag-exuding lump
is no longer steel, but an almost entirely pure plastic iron.

The original charge has been changed from steel to iron,

just as in the open hearth process a charge of scrap metal and

pig iron undergoes physical and chemical changes which
make it steel instead of iron.

Summation- of Process

Summing up, briefly: The charcoal iron maker, starting
with a small, 300-pound charge of the very best material

the steel maker can supply, works it by hand in a fire of

pure charcoal until impurities left by the steel maker are

reduced to the merest trace and the charge undergoes a com-

plete change in structure and composition, becoming pure
charcoal iron.

Fig. 3.—Sixteen Thousand Bushels Like These are Used at the Plant Each Week in Making Charcoal Iron Boiler Tubes
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Fig. 4.—Shingling the Bloom
Fig. 5.—Charcoal Iron Slabs Cut to Length and Piled for

Heating

Chemical])' the principal difference between ordinary low ever, the difference is due to the presence of slag distributed
or a medium carbon steel and charcoal iron lies in the lower throughout the iron in filaments and thin plates which form
carbon and manganese content of the latter; basically, how- protective barriers against corrosion of the iron.

Administration of New Boiler Laws in

Pennsylvania

PLANS
have been practically completed to put into effect

the boiler and elevator fee laws passed by the recent

legislature.

The administration of these laws necessitates the inspection
of boilers and elevators by qualified inspectors of the cas-

ualty companies and of the uninsured boilers and elevators

by salaried employees of the department, who must qualify
for these positions by passing a rigid examination test.

The credentials of all boiler and elevator inspectors issued

prior to the passage of these laws have been recalled and
new credentials will be issued to only qualified inspectors
of the casualty companies and to other qualified inspectors
who will become salaried members of this department.

Charge to be Made for Inspections

It is expected that the fees received will meet the expenses
incurred in the enforcement of the boiler act. All the own-
ers of unused boilers shall pay a fee of ten dollars

for each annual internal and external inspection of a boiler

while not under pressure, which fee includes an external in-

spection of the said boiler under operating conditions, and
the actual expenses incurred by the inspector while making
the inspection. This includes the certificate fee of one dol-

lar, which certificate is issued to all the owners of boilers,

and which indicates thereon that the boiler is safe to operate
at the pressure limit named in the inspector's report to the

department of his examination of the boiler.

Welded Joints in Unfired Pressure-Vessels

(Continued from page 279)

longitudinal weld (and by this I mean a double-V weld) is

not equivalent in strength to the average triple-riveted butt-

strap joint; and under favorable conditions it may be permis-
sible to allow it an equivalent efficiency, or approximately 85

percent. In making this statement I have reference to tanks
which are constructed in accordance with A. S. M. E. re-

quirements
—

provided these requirements are amended as

was suggested at this meeting, so as to permit only double-V
welded longitudinal joints.

In determining the insurability of welded vessels we

place even greater reliance upon methods of construction

than upon tests made after construction—such as hydrostatic
and hammer tests. At the same time, there is no question but

that the hydrostatic and hammer test will reveal some defec-

tive welds, and we believe that the test now prescribed by the

Pressure Vessel Code should be retained. A hydrostatic-

pressure test of 1J/2 times the safe working pressure should

be applied, and the vessel should be hammer tested while

under this pressure. The hydrostatic pressure should then be

raised to at least twice the safe working pressure, but not to

the yield point of the metal.

[The foregoing does not imply, of course, that The
Travelers is ready to insure any job of welding whatsoever.

The weld must be made in the right way, and by a skilled

workman operating with proper equipment; and when there

is a. good deal at stake, it may be necessary to investigate
the shop conditions under which the weld was made.]





The Determination of Chimney Sizes*

By Alfred Cottonf

In this paper the author presents a simple and orderly system, based on accepted

characteristics, for determining the sizes of chimneys. Under any specific conditions

there is a definite static draft for a given height and a definite "maximum capacity"

for any given diameter. Charts arc provided which give th-e static draft and maximum

capacity of chimneys up to 500 feet high and 25 feet diameter, from which the

working draft and capacity are found by means of the fundamental curve. Other charts

give factors for various atmospheric temperatures, for altitudes; and for approximate
work based on bailer horsepower. A problem is worked out to facilitate an

understanding of the system.

IT

is probable that no engineering subject is in such a

chaotic state as that of chimneys. While much excellent

work has been done and many formulas, tables and charts

have been prepared, chimneys are nevertheless usually de-

0.1 0.2 O.J 04 0.5 0.6 07

Fraction of Maximum Capacity

Fig. 1.—Relation of Draft Fraction to Capacity Fraction

signed by rule of thumb, and there are plenty of cases where

their performance is either much greater or much less than

was expected.
It is believed that the method of proportioning chimneys

izo ?oo ?eo 240

Height of Chimney in Feet
M0 280 300

A Description of the Method Employed
It is convenient to consider the available draft at the

chimney base as being the static draft less the draft lost by

chimney friction and by acceleration of the gases, and this

must equal or exceed the draft necessary to operate the boiler,

etc.

The static draft is the vacuum prevailing under an

imaginary condition when no gases are flowing. It is an

absolutely definite quantity for any given circumstances and

forms the starting point of this method.

The chimney friction varies as the square of the velocity

of the gases. If the velocity is progressively increased, a

point is reached where the chimney friction is equal to the

static draft. This is the "maximum capacity," and it is

Fig. 2.—Static Draft of Chimneys from 100 to 300 Feet High

with Gas Temperatures from 100 to 1,200 Degrees F. at

Sea Level with Atmosphere at 60 Degrees F.

outlined in what follows has the merit of giving definite sizes

which are entirely free from conjecture, in a very simple and

consistent manner,

Contributed by the Fuels Division and presented at the spring meeting,

Montreal, Canada, of The American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

tChief of research department, Heine Boiler Co., Mem. A. S. M. E.
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100 100 300 400 500 600 700

Temperature of Chimne-y Gases., Deg Fahr.

800 900 1000

Fig. 4—Relation of Static Draft of Chimneys with Temper-
atures of Atmosphere from to 120 Degrees F. to That

at 60 Degrees F.

(Curves marked with temperature of atmosphere in degrees F.)

Another chart in the complete paper deals similarly with

chimneys from to 100 feet in height. Fig. 4 gives factors

with which to multiply the static draft found from Figs. 2

and 3 to obtain the static draft for atmospheric temperatures
other than 60 degrees.

Temperature of Gases in Chimney

The author's article on Loss of Heat in Brick Chimneys,

published in Power Plant Engineering, Aug. 1, 1921, and

which forms an appendix to the complete paper, includes

some curves of temperature drop. These lead to the factors

of Fig. 5, by which the mean temperature in the chimney may
be found.

Altitude and Static Draft

The static draft at any barometric pressure B in inches of

mercury is that at sea level multiplied by .6/30. If the same

load is to be carried at altitude as would be carried at sea

level, then the same weight of gases must be dealt with.

Since the density of the gases is less, their velocity must be

higher, and the height of chimney necessary at altitude to

provide sufficient draft to do the same work as at sea level,

will be the sea-level height divided by (Z5/30)
2

,
or multiplied

by its reciprocal which is given in Fig. 6.

Procedure (Masonry Chimneys) :

A = observed temperature of atmosphere

E = observed temperature of gases entering chimney
P = percentage appropriate to diameter and height as read from chart

G = temperature of gases entering chimney above that of atmosphere
= E — A

C = average temperature of gases in chimney above that of atmosphere
= C X P

C + A — average temperature of gases in chimney.

MOOrr

E 90

fc 80

,70

60

Height of Chimney in Feet

Fig. 5.—Factors for Finding the Mean Temperature of the

Gases in Chimneys
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111-120 (the paragraphs to be changed to conform with

latest A.S.T.M. Specification).

"Par. 2466-—Change '1,500 pounds' in the third line to

'2.250 pounds.' Change the last sentence to read: A hydro-

static test applied to all new headers or elements with tubes

attached shall be 500 pounds per square inch when cast iron

headers or elements are used, and two and one-half times the

working pressure when malleable iron is used, although the

minimum test pressure with malleable iron headers or ele-

ments shall be 500 pounds per square inch."

Case No. 399 (Reopened)
—

Inquiry: (a) Is any allow-

ance permissible in the value of T in the formula in Par. 199

of the Code, for the combined thickness of the head and

washer applied on the outside thereof under the nut of the

through stay, when the washer is of large size and riveted

to the head?

(b) Is the same increase in the value of T in the formula

in Par. 199 applicable when a doubling plate is riveted on

the inside of the segment of a head as if it were riveted on the

outside of the segment?

Reply: It is the opinion of the committee:

That the Code does not stipulate whether the doubling plate

shall be placed on the inside or outside; it is optional, but the

inside plate of your design is preferable;

That the doubling plate must cover the entire segment and

be riveted to the head in accordance with the requirements of

the Code;
That 75 percent of the combined thickness of head and

doubling plate shall be used in determining T;

That the value of C = 175 may be used for washers with-

out doubling plate when stays are fitted with inside and out-

side nuts and outside washers, where the diameter of the

washers is not less than 0.4^? and the thickness not less than

T;
That C = 175 may be increased by 15 percent when both

washers and doubling plates are used, designed in accordance

with the Code;
That the Code does not provide any additional value for

C on account of the washers being riveted to the plate.

Case No. 416—Inquiry: Information is requested as to

the method of calculating, under the Rules in the Boiler

Code, the required thickness of the bottom plate of the com-

bustion chamber of a wet-back Scotch marine type of boiler

when this bottom plate is curved upward or inward to the

form of an arched surface between the points of attachment

of the different furnaces and thus requires no staying.

Reply: It is the opinion of the committee:

That there is no rule in the Code exactly covering the con-

struction submitted
;

That the rule which lias been followed from the General

Rules and Regulations provided by the Board of Supervising

Inspectors Steamboat- Inspection Service, Department of Com-
merce, is not applicable to the design submitted;

That the application of this rule to the case in hand does,

however, provide a safe construction. Par. 239a of the

A.S.M.E. Boiler Code may be used, which is equivalent to

the Board of Supervising Inspectors' rule above quoted;
That a safer construction would be obtained if the arch

curved plate were either stayed to the outer shell or rein-

forced ;

That it would be better construction to build boilers with

separate combustion chambers, with the bottoms so designed
that they need not be stayed.

Case No. 419 (In the hands of the committee)
Case No. 421—Inquiry: Is it permissible to electrically

weld a boiler shell, particularly the longitudinal joint, if

sufficiently reinforced with bands as shown in the blue print,
so that no stress is carried by the welded joint?

Reply: It is the opinion of the committee that a boiler

so constructed would not meet the Rules in the Code unless
the bands are made strong enough to withstand the full

boiler pressure without giving any credit to the holding

power of the welded shell, and unless some other method

than the autogenous welding shown in the blue print is used

for attaching the heads to the shell (see Par. 186 of the

Code).
Case No. 422—Inquiry: Will it be acceptable, under the

Rules of the A.S.M.E. Boiler Code, to use angle-iron attach-

ments for the heads to the shell of cylindrical boilers, instead

of the American practice of flanging the heads, and also to

bolt the furnace front sheet and the rear tube plate to the

boiler heads instead of riveting ?

Reply: It is the opinion of the committee that provided
the design is in accordance with the requirements of the Code
as to material, stresses, construction, workmanship, inspection,
and stamping, the boiler so constructed would meet the re-

quirements of the Code.

Boiler Manhole Doors

QUITE

a large number of explosions in marine boilers

can be traced to defects in the fittings of manhole

doors, and even when these explosions do not have
fatal results, but result merely in the blowing of the con-

tents of the boiler into the stokehold, the loss of time and

money involved may be considerable. Such an explosion,

happily unattended by fatal consequences, occurred recently
to the boiler on a steam trawler (off the English coast) and
from the official report of the inquiry into the causes of the

explosion, held under the Boiler Explosion Acts, it appears
that the explosion was entirely due to the blowing out of the

joint between the flanged part of boiler-end plate and the

manhole door. Following on the excessive clearance between
the spigot of the door and the flange on the boiler plate ex-

cessive wastage had occurred, and the boiler was scheduled

for repair at the conclusion of the voyage during which the

explosion took place. It cannot be too frequently emphasized
that at any point on a boiler where leakage of steam or of

water occurs very rapid wasting of the metal parts is sure to

follow, and any such leakage should, therefore, be promptly
prevented. In the case of manhole doors, it is essential that

the flange of the boiler plate should fit snugly into the man-
hole door preferably on both sides of the flange, but, if a

grooved manhole door is not provided, at least on the in-

ner surface of the flange, so as to provide support to the sides

of the packing. Otherwise there is always the tendency for

the packing to blow out with the consequences indicated

above.—Shipbuilding and Shipping Record, London, Eng-
land.

Annual Fall Meeting of American Welding

Society

(Continued from page 276)
discussion will be centered on four important topics, namely,
the interest shown in section meetings, the journal of the

American Welding Society, ways and means of increasing

membership and the general promotion of welding.
One of the principal sessions of the program is the in-

dustrial application session scheduled for Wednesday after-

noon. All members realize that there are a large number
of industries who are familiar with welding in a very vague
way through infrequent newspaper accounts. It is their

duty to call attention to the enormous possibilities of welding
and the economies which result from its use. The Meetings
and Papers Committee are preparing a comprehensive report
on the industrial application of welding and the relation of

the Society to the welding industry. There will be invited

as guests representatives from all of the industries that should
be interested in welding, living in Pittsburgh and its

vicinity. Every member is requested to make a special ef-

fort to advertise this session and attend himself.
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That steam users in both stationary and railroad practice,

and to a lesser extent perhaps in marine practice, are look-

ing towards the adoption of much higher steam pressures and

temperatures as a means for effecting further power plant

economies is evidenced by recent developments both in this

country and abroad.

Early this year the Commonwealth Edison Company of

Chicago ordered a boiler which is to supply steam at 1,200

pounds per square inch working pressure. Arrangements

have also been made for the installation of a boiler working at

the same pressure by the Edison Illuminating Company of

Boston. In both cases the boilers were designed by the

Babcock and Wilcox Company of New York.

Boilers delivering steam at from 800 to 1,000 pounds per

square inch are in use in Sweden and Germany and pres-

sures up to 1,500 pounds per square inch are being con-

sidered. In one case in England steam is to be generated at

3,200 pounds per square inch in an experimental plant.

From the foregoing it may be said that at the present

time steam pressures up to 1,500 pounds per quare inch and

temperatures up to 750 degrees are at least commercial and

certainly indicative of a new field of development for the

boiler manufacturer.

To meet the demand for the design and construction of

boilers capable of supplying steam a t such high pressures

and high degrees of superheat, both the boiler maker and

the steel maker will have new problems to solve. In the

case of the 1.200-pound pressure boilers mentioned above,

for instance, the design calls for steam drums 48 inches in

diameter with walls 4 inches thick made of forged steel,

a problem quite different from that with which the average

boiler maker is accustomed to deal. If such problems are to

be successfully met by the boiler makers themselves, they

must not only be progressive but also resourceful and com-

petent to undertake responsibilities of a new order.

Fusion welding is gradually coming into its own as a safe,

rapid and economical method of construction and repair in

certain classes of boiler and tank work. The high pres-

sure boiler is practically the only type of pressure vessel con-

struction in which its use is prohibited.

In the section of this issue devoted to letters from our

readers a short illustrated description of the largest all-welded

steel boiler built in America is given which indicates in a

measure the adaptability of the process to boiler work and

the possibility of its use in boilers of higher pressure. The

longitudinal seam construction with its unique method of re-

inforcement apparently insures an extremely safe boiler.

From the viewpoint of the insurance company, fusion

welding is entirely acceptable in many classes of boiler and

tank work as evidenced by the statements made by a repre-

sentative of one of the most prominent insurance companies

in the country at the recent welding conference held in New
York to discuss the results of the welding investigation car-

ried out by the Bureau of Standards in Washington. For

nearlv two years this company has insured welded pressure

vessels of many kinds, working under high as well as low

pressures
—and with longitudinal as well as girth seams and

heads fusion welded.

Up to this time this company when considering a pressure

vessel for insurance has arbitrarily assumed a joint effi-

ciency of 50 percent. In the light of the data made available

by the Bureau of Standards, however, there would seem to

be no objection for insurance purposes in allowing an effi-

ciency as high as 85 percent for a double V longitudinal

welded joint when the construction is carried out by com-

petent operators and in accordance with A.S.M.E. require-

ments.



Engineering Specialties for Boiler Making
New Tools, Machinery, Appliances and Supplies for

the Boiler Shop and Improved Fittings for Boilers

Large Flanging Press for Boiler Shop

A FLANGING press, said to be the largest ever built,

has recently been constructed for use in a railway shop.
It uses an accumulator pressure of 1,500 pounds per

sq. in., making a capacity of 1,200 tons. The machine is

of the moving-up type, equipped with modern labor and

power saving devices and safety appliances. A foundation

pit, 8 feet wide. 25 feet long and 18 feet deep, is required as

providing an adjustment between the top and moving platens
of from 12 feet maximum to 5 feet minimum. The inner nuts

supporting the upper platen are made in halves, and the

outer nuts are split on one side to permit the use of a wedge
for slackening while they are being raised or lowered in ad-

justing the clearances.

Six ranges of power may be exerted by the press, which
. has three main cylinders and plungers 26 inches in diameter

each with a lift of 6 feet, fey admitting 1.500 pounds ac-

cumulator pressure to the center cylinder, only 400 tons will

be exerted. When pressure is admitted to the other two 26

inch cylinders simultaneously, a pressure of 800 tons will be

obtained, and by applying pressure to the three cylinders,

1,200 tons will be obtained.

It is possible to exert three additional pressures by using
the four jack rams in conjunction with either of the above

three combinations. These rams are 9 inches in diameter and
also are used for raising and controlling the motion of the

moving platen while running up to the work and to perform
light flanging.
An auxiliary cylinder is mounted on the center of the mov-

ing platen and moving therewith for stripping the work from
the flanging dies. The hydraulic pressure is transmitted to

tins cylinder through a set of swivel joints. The press is of

cast steel construction throughout, with the exception of the

plungers, which are of chilled iron, ground and polished, and
the tension bolts, which are of steel forged from metal cast

ingots. The total weight of the press is over 300 tons.

1,200-Ton Hydraulic Press Built by the Birdsboro Steel

Foundry & Machine Co.

the floor level in which the press is placed comes slightly
below the face of the middle platen, which is the moving
member.
The press, built by the Birdsboro Steel Foundry & Ma-

chine Company, Birdsboro, Pa., is of the four-column type,
each column being 13 inches in diameter and 30 feet in length.
The clearance between columns is 15 feet one way and 11

feet 11 inches the other way. The platens are 15 feet by 18
feet 3 inches, permitting the flanging of large steel plates.
This construction makes available a flanging bed 15 feet by
15 feet. The top and moving platens are provided with a

multiplicity of longitudinal T-slots to accommodate bolts

for fastening dies.

The columns have long threads on the upper ends, thereby

Bench-Type Twist Drill Grinder

THE
bench-type twist drill grinder illustrated is an in-

teresting new development of the Gallmeyer & Living-
ston Company. Grand Rapids, Mich., successor to the

Grand Rapids Grinding Machine Company. The grinder
is driven by a self-contained motor, enabling it to be placed
in any position in the shop toolroom where most convenient.

In the basic principles of design and operation it con-

forms to other Grand Rapids twist drill grinders. It has a

diamond truing device and the diamond is furnished as part

Y ^t J
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of standard equipment for dressing the wheel. The holder

is automatically placed in the right relationship with the

grinding wheel so that it is close enough to grind the drills

,u CUT! itelv and at the same time, the stop makes it impossible

to bump the front of the holder into the grinding wheel. The
machine illustrated is the A-7-T type with a capacity for

drills from No. 52 to J4 inch. It is also made with a drill

holder having a capacity of from
J/jj

inch to 1^ inch drills,

in which rase it is designated style B-7-T.

Wheel-Portable Rivet Forges

ANEW
line of oil-burning, wheel-portable rivet forges,

designated as Nos. 1, 2 and 3, for use in boiler shops,

car repair yards, and structural shops, respectively, has

been placed on the market by the Johnston Mfg. Co., Min-

neapolis.
The genera] construction may be noted from the accompany-

ing illustration. The frame is built on the "triangle" prin-

ciple to permit of maximum rigidity, and the tongue is pivoted

and acts as a guard for the burner. A large foot is provided
to prevent sinking in soft ground. The wheels are 34 inches

in diameter and 3 inches wide and are mounted in roller bear-

New Oil Burning Rivet Forge

ings. The forge is designed to burn fuel oil or any lighter

oil. The automatic oil regulation provided is emphasized as

maintaining a constant character of flame, eliminating scaling

and smoking due to variable air pressure, and maintaining

high combustion efficiency. The entire floor of the heating

chamber is visible to the operator as he stands normally,

without stooping.
The charging opening is 6 inches wide and 5 inches high

and is said to maintain its shape and size for a long period,

thereby saving oil and maintaining best operating conditions.

An air curtain pipe is provided to deflect the hot gases

upward. The forge is designed for relining with standard

firebrick or special tile. The tank capacity is 20 gallons.

The floor space occupied is 2 feet 9 inches by 3 feet 10 inches

and the shipping weight is 825 pounds.

In the Johnston non-clogging vacuum oil burner used, the

oil supply is regulated indirectly by an air valve, which, it is

said, cannot clog or vary, it Ixn'ng claimed that the burner

operates continually without clogging or varying on oil con-

taining so much free carbon and dirt that the usual burner

will not maintain a fire without constant attention.

The burner has only two working parts, two needle point
air valves, one of which regulates the compressed air and

the other regulates the oil feed indirectly. The oil regulating
air valve is plainly marked as shown, and is operated in the

same way as other valves. High vacuum and large oil con-

nections are provided in order that the burner may handle

thick heavy oils. The oil feed increases and decreases auto-

matically with the air pressure, and uniform flame is said to

be maintained regardless of large variations of pressure in the

air lines. The elimination of the necessity for readjustment
of the oil feed, thus having the operator free to assist in other

work, is a feature emphasized.

BUSINESS NOTES

The Superheater Company is preparing plans for the

erection of a 120 feet by 210 feet addition to its plant at East

Chicago, Ind., to cost approximately $75,000.

John Baker, of the mechanical department of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island S: Pacific, has been appointed vice-presi-

dent of the Locomotive Firebox Company, with headquarters
at Chicago.

The Prime Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis., con-

templates the erection of a modern brass foundry of approxi-

mately 15,000 to 18,000 square feet. No definite plans have

as yet been made.

S. G. Eastman, western sales manager of the Niles-

Bement-Pond Company, with headquarters at San Francisco,

Cal., has been transferred to Chicago, to succeed G. F.

Mills. Chicago sales manager, retired.

The American Car & Foundry Company has purchased a

tract of land 260 feet by 1,931 feet extending from the

south branch of the Chicago river almost to Blue Island ave-

nue and fronting on Wood street, Chicago, from the Edward

Hines Lumber Company.

George F. Murphy, having completed the reorganization

of the New York office of the Heine Boiler Company, St.

Louis, Mo., has taken charge of the Philadelphia territory,

with headquarters in the Pennsylvania Building, Philadel-

phia, Pa.; Harold P. Childs, formerly special representative

of the executive offices of the General Electric Company,
New York, has been appointed manager of the New York

City office of the Heine Boiler Company, with headquarters

at 11 Broadway; J. R. Fortune, formerly manager of the De-

troit office, has assumed charge of the territories heretofore

covered by the Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Detroit offices, with

headquarters in the Dime Bank Building, Detroit, and in the

Park Building, Pittsburgh. The Cleveland, Ohio, office

has been discontinued.

W. E. Corrigan, of the sales department American Locomo-

tive Company, has been appointed general sales representa-

tive of the company on the Pacific Coast with the title of

district sales manager and headquarters in the recently

established branch office, Rialto Building, San Francisco,

Cal. Mr. Corrigan entered the service of the American Loco-

motive Company in 1909 and is a graduate of the four-year-

course in locomotive construction which the company conducts

in its engineering department in Schenectady. Since 1920,

he has served for two years in the sales department at New
York, as salesman for Alco accessories in the middle western

territory and subsequently to the post on the Pacific Coast.



Questions and Answers for Boiler Makers

Information for Those Who Design, Construct, Erect,

Inspect and Repair Boilers—Practical Boiler Shop Problems

Conducted by C. B. Lindstrom

This department is open to subscribers of The Boiler

Maker for the purpose of helping those who desire assist-

ance on practical boiler shop problems. All questions should

be definitely stated and clearly written in ink, or typewritten,

on one side of the paper, and sketches furnished if necessary.

Inquiries should bear the name and address of the writer.

Anonymous communications will not be considered. The

identity of the writer, however, will not be disclosed unless

the editor is given permission to do so.

What is a Boiler Maker?

Q. What is a boiler maker 5 How far does his knowledge and practice

extend' A manager came to me and asked me to make a boiler to generate

steam for a small engine he wanted to operate. He did not knew the horse-

power of the engine. How would I act in such a case or is it a boiler

maker's job?—G. C.

A.—A master boiler maker is a master mechanic who

should understand the principles of boiler design, construc-

tion, laying out and shop management. A boiler maker is

a mechanic who can handle the various branches of the

boiler maker's trade, such as fitting up, riveting, chipping

and' calking, tubing and staying, repairing and some laying

out. Some boiler makers are all around mechanics and can

handle equally well, all of these branches, others are

specialists in one or more of them.

The question put up to you on the design of a boiler for

an engine of an unknown size was not fair. The boiler maker

is not expected to design boilers, as this comes under the head

of mechanical engineering.

Stay Calculations for Wrapper Sheets

Q.—Paragraph 212-b of Part I, Section 1 of the A.S.M.E. Boiler code reads

as follows:

"The maximum allowable working pressure for a stayed wrapper sheet of

a locomotive type boiler shall be determined by the method
which follows :

r —
11,000 t X E

R— s 2 sin cc

in which:

c;
—

angle any crown stay makes with vertical axis of boiler.

2 sin cc =: sumniated value of sin a for all crown stays considered in one
transverse plane and on cue side of vertical axis of boiler.

s = transverse spacing of crown stays in crown sheet, inches.
F. =z minimum efficiency of wrapper sheet through joints or stay holes.

t := thickness of wrapper sheet, inches.
R — radius of wrapper sheet, inches.
P =z working pressure of boiler, pounds per square inch.

11,000
— allowable stress, pounds per square inch.

Will you kindly give me an illustration of the use of this fcrmula in spac-
ing stays for a locomotive firebox ? I do not understand what is meant by
the summated value of sin oc.—R. L. P.

A.—The solution given for the example illustrated in

Fig. 1 covers the requirements of Par. 212, of the 1918 edi-

tion of the A. S. M. E. Code. The arrangement Fig. 1, for

the stays is not in accordance with the requirements of fire-

box staying, but is indicated in this manner to illustrate the

problem.
Consider the wrapper sheet to be y* inch in thickness, and

formed to a radius of 36 inches, %-inch slays, spaced 7.07

inches apart each way. The angles the stays make with the

vertical axis .v-.v are all shown.

as
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in which; /' = allowable working pressure pounds per

square inch.

t = thickness of plate in sixteenths,

p = maximum pitch between stays, inches.

The value of t
—

8.

The value of p = 7.07 inches.

Substitute these values in the formula.

8X8
Then, P = 70

7.07 X 7.07

= 89.6 pounds nearly.

The pressure 89.6 is to be added to that found for the net

plate section, then in accordance with the first condition of

Par. 212 (a). The allowable pressure equals 133.9 -

89.6 = 223.5 pounds per square inch.

For the second condition the pressure is based on the sum
of the allowable pressure on the net plate section as already

determined and that allowed on the stays.

The safe load allowed on a % inch stay using an allowable

stress of 7,500 pounds per square inch, as given in Table 5,

equals

0.7854 X 0.875 X 0.875 X 7,500 = 4.509.75 pounds.

The area supported by the stay is, 7.07 X 7.07 = 49.9,

say 50 square inches.

Then, 4,509.75 -^ 50 = 90.19 pounds per square inch.

133.9 + 90.19 = 224.09 pounds per square inch allow-

able working pressure in accordance with the second condi-

tion.

The next requirement is to determine the pressure by the

formula, in 212 (b),

11,000? X E
P =

R — s~ sin oc

in which, P allowable working pressure pounds per

square inch.

= angle any crown stay makes with the ver-

tical axis of the boiler.

= summated value of sin for all crown stays

considered in one transverse plane and on

one side of the vertical axis of boiler.

5 = transverse spacing of crown stays in crown

sheet inches.

E = minimum efficiency of wrapper sheet

through joints or stay holes.

t = thickness of wrapper sheet, inches.

R = radius of wrapper sheet, inches.

11,000 = allowable stress, pounds per square inch.

In the application of this formula ascertain the sin of

the respective angles, abc, afc, afg, afk, and add them

together.

Thus, sin 15° =0.2588
sin 30° = 0.5000

sin 45° =0.7071
sin 60° =0.8660

2.3319

The values to be substituted in the formula are as follow- :

t=y2 ,
E = 0.877, R = 36, 5=5, an assumed pitch for

the crown stays, = 2.3319, sin 15° = 0.2558.

11,000 X K> X 0..S77

Then, P = =198 pounds per
36 — 5 X 2.3319

square inch.

The allowable pressure is the smallest value as found in

accordance with the three methods given, and in this case is

198 pounds per square inch.

Horizontal Return Tubular Boiler

Design
Q.—We arc contemplating building 10, 25, 50 and

possibly 75 horsepower return tubular and vertical leg boilers, and we
would be pleased it

j :ould furnish us with diagrams and information on
bead bracini ethei with a Few cuts showing boiler head

design foi shell diameters 48 inch and up showing number of tube holes

mil size of same. Our desire is to manufacture standard boilers of a good
design, and information that you might Furnish us along these lines would
.is*,-! us m r > much Thanking you tor anj information you might send us

in this connection, we lire to rem.iin.— J. J. M.I.

A.—The data you request cover a large amount of design-

ing, typical ((instructions of both types of boilers that make

Fig. 1.—Flush Front Horizontal Return Tubular Boiler

it practically impossible to cover fully in these columns. We
will endeavor, however, to give assistance that will show
some of the features in the proportioning of horizontal re-

turn tubular boilers.

Boilers of this type are made in two types, the flush front

and extended front types illustrated respectively in Figs. 1

Fig. 2.—Extended Front Horizontal Return Tubular Boiler in

Setting with Patented Firedoor Protector
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Fig. 3.—General Layout of Tubes for Various Size Heads

and 2. The terms "flush" and "extended" refer to the man-
ner of setting the boilers.

The design of such boilers involves the use of the rules of

the A.S.M.E. Boiler Code, now generally used in the United

States. In the proportioning of a boiler for a given horse-

power manufacturers have adopted 10 square feet of heat-

ing surface as required to develop a boiler horsepower. On
this basis, calculations are made for the diameter of boiler,

size of grate and other details as given for some of the details

in Table I.

Fig. 3 shows a general layout of tubes for a number of

standard size heads. The staying of the segments above and
below the tubes should be made in accordance with the rules

NotOrer.
3'

given in Par. 213 to 229 of the A.S.M.E. Code. For the

smaller heads of 30, 34 and 36 inches in diameter the stay-

ing of the upper segment may be made as shown in Fig. 4, in

which angles a or tee irons may be used.

For further information on the design of horizontal re-

turn tubular boilers and their layout refer to the book en-

titled "Laving Out for Boiler Makers" published by The
Boiler Maker.

table
Sice and Horse-Power Rativ-g, Horizontal Return Tubular Boilers

2 M. . g ...*.& *
Tubes

Fig. 4.—-Showing A. S. M. E. Staying Requirements for
Boiler Heads 30", 34" and 36" in Diameter

o
A*



Letters from Practical Boiler Makers

This Department Is Open to All Readers of the Magazine
—All Letters Published Are Paid for at Regular Rates

Largest Low Pressure Welded Boiler in

the Country

ON
account of the increasingly large use of welding both

by means of the oxy-acetylenc and electric process for

boiler repairs and construction, I enclose two illustra-

tions of the largest all welded heating boiler recently built

in the United States, together with details regarding the size,

etc., in which no doubt the many readers of The Boiler

enviable record is one the manufacturers expect and hope to

maintain. All boilers are being built to the requirements of

the new A.S.M.E. Heating Boiler Code, besides being un-

der the constant inspection and supervision of the Maryland
Casualty Company inspector, who inspects and insures the

entire production of this plant.
A description of the boiler illustrated is as follows:

Built by General Boilers Co., Waukegan, Illinois, July, 1923,

Catalog No. 229C— Serial No. 2098 Maryland Casualty
Co.. No. 1557—for Higginbotham Bailey Logan Company

^rli"'
;

' "*' •

"^At

Fig. 1.—Boiler Claimed to Be Largest All Welded Low Pressure Boiler in America

Maker and engineering profession in general will be in-

terested.

This boiler was recently constructed by the General Boilers

Company of Waukegan, Illinois, who manufacture the

Pacific low pressure heating boiler exclusively, in all sizes,

from the smallest, 22 inches in diameter for residences, up
to and including those like the one illustrated, 84 inches in

diameter and capable of handling a load of 35,000 square
feet of steam radiation.

Great Demand for this Type Boiler

That these boilers are giving satisfaction and proving more

economical both from a construction and also an operation

stand-point than the riveted or cast iron construction, is

evidenced by the unusual demand during the past year for

them from practically every state in the union and Alaska.

From a safety stand-point these boilers are proving very

satisfactory as the writer has kept personal records of nearly

2,000 of these electric welded boilers and as yet has not heard

or known of an explosion or accident to any of them. This

of Dallas,. Texas—Total weight of boiler complete 30,000

pounds. Capacity of steam radiation 35,000 square feet,

allowable working pressure 15 pounds. Shell, 84 inches in

diameter, 14 feet 6 J/2 inches long, 7/16 inch thick with J/j

inch heads. Plates and heads being of Otis Steel Company
45,000 pound tensile strength flange quality steel.

It has 68-4 inch tubes 13 feet long, and 68-4 inch tubes,

11 feet 6 inches long of number 10 gage thickness, the tubes

being rolled, and beaded on both ends in the usual manner.

Longitudinal Seam Reinforcement

The longitudinal seam being something out of the ordinary
a description of same together with illustration Fig. 2

will probably make clear the construction of it. The shell

plates were carefully planed and beveled and then butt

welded, after which ribs 12 inches and 18 inches long, the

same thickness of the shell plate, 7/16 inch, were cut to the

inner curvature of the shell and bevelled on the curved edge.
These ribs were then set edgewise on 6 inch centers across

the shell seam and welded the full length on both sides of

297
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Fig. 2.—Longitudinal Butt Joint Reinforcements for 84-inch

Boiler

the rib, to divide up the stress the ribs were used alternately,

first an lS-inch rib then a 12-inch rib and then an 18-

inch and continued in this manner the full length of the

seam, making a practically indestructible joint and con-

siderably stronger than the original plate. The steam outlet

on this boiler is 1 2 inches in diameter and 2-4 inch diameter

safety valve outlets: All fittings to the shell are welded in-

side and out.

The firebox is constructed of 5/16 inch Illinois Steel Com-

pany 45,000 tensile strength plates flange quality steel, and
is 95 inches wide, \bl)/i inches long, with staybolts 6^2
inches by 7 inches pitch, 's inch diameter, a solid smooth

bolt being used, all bolt holes carefully countersunk nearly
the thickness of the sheet before being welded.

Tested for One Hundred Pounds

The shell and also the firebox were carefully tested sep-

arately to 100 pound hydrostatic pressure showing no weak-
ness or distress after which the shell and firebox were as-

sembled as shown in view number one and again tested to 100

pound hydrostatic pressure with the same result.

All seams, staybolts, braces, fittings and connections were

welded by the electric process using standard equipment and
metallic electrodes; which process has been found after sev-

eral years trial most satisfactory on this class of work.

Waukegan, 111. J. H. Petherick, Jr., Inspector.

Don't Establish Precedents

THE
slogan of one of the foremost financiers in New

York City is "Never Establish a Precedent."
A number of years ago this seemed like a sort of

foolish slogan to the writer, but as the years roll along I

am beginning to agree with the financier. 'When something
new comes along it may be necessary to establish a precedent
but really new occurrences are exceedingly rare these davs.

For example, if you are a specialist in your occupation, if

you have spent a great many years making yourself efficient

at it and know how to do things more economically than the

other fellow-, you surely have a right to charge for your
knowledge and the person seeking knowledge should expect
to pay in the same way that we all expect to pay for advice
when we visit a doctor or a lawyer. Doctors and lawyers
don't establish precedents by giving free advice the first call.

They usually charge more for the first visit and less for suc-

ceeding visits.

I am inspired to write this because of the numerous mis-
takes I have made personally thereby not only weakening
my own position but harming the business of other con-
sultants. In one recent instance a stranger called and asked

for my opinion relating to a "small matter" involving power
transmission. I advised him what to do and how to do it,

and showed him where he could save $300 by not doing what
he intended to do.

A $30 fee would have been only 10 percent of the $300
and I would have been entitled to that much. Our conversa-

tion lasted only 15 minutes or so, that is true, but it took

years for me to gather the knowledge and experience that

enabled me to give him an answer so quickly and with such

positiveness.
Did I charge $30? I did not. The stranger asked, "Will

there be a charge for this little talk?" with emphasis on the

word "little," and his actions which were louder than his

words indicated plainly that he was certain that there would
be no charge. I •chicken-heartedly said, "No. No. charge.
You're welcome." The stranger thanked me cordially and
walked out.

About a week later he came in again and wanted to "get
a certain little thing straight," consuming another 10 or 15

minutes of my time.

I told him what he wanted to know to the best of my
ability. He "thanked" me, as per the first performance, but
on his way out I called to him and explained that I would
have to make a small charge this time as I am in the con-

sulting business to make a living and the only way in which
I can make a living at it is to charge money for my services.

The fellow paid the $5, but, do you know, he acted as

though he was parting with an entire year's salary. I doubt
if he will ever come again because he probably thinks that

I gave him free advice the first time so that I could "sting"
him the second time. Had I charged $30 the first time I am
certain that he would have respected me for it. He would
have expected to pay the second time. The chances are that

now he has very little respect, if any at all, and what is more
he is probably going around telling his friends that I am a

"grafter" and that if they want to get "stung" to go to Mr.

Schaphorst.
Don't you think the financier is right? "Never establish

a precedent."
Newark, N. J. W. F. Schaphorst.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

COo Recorder Accessories.—Three devices, developed
to prevent fouling and corrosion of CO, equipment and the

tubing which conveys the gas sample to the instrument con-

tinuously, are described and illustrated in an 8-page bulletin.

No. 166-A, which has recently been issued by the Uehling
Instrument Company, Paterson, N. J.

Tool Grinding Machines.—An instructive 20-page
bulletin (No. 102) has recently been issued by the Greenfield

Tap & Die Corporation, Greenfield, Mass. This bulletin

describes the principal features, giving specifications and de-

tails, of the plain cutter and reamer and universal grinding
machines made by the Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation. A
complete list of the sizes, shapes and grades of grinding
wheels is included in the bulletin.

Locomotive and Other Cranes.—The Industrial

Works, Bay City, Mich., has issued an elaborate catalogue
of its products commemorating the completion of a half-

century of its existence. Sections are devoted to (1) locomo-
tive cranes of rail, traction and crawling tractor types, and

large, wharf and gantry cranes; (2) crane accessories, such
as clam shell buckets, magnets and drag lines; (3) wrecking
cranes ranging from 75 tons to 200 tons capacities; (4) spe-
cial railway equipment, such as pillar and transfer cranes,

portable rail saws and transfer tables; (5) pile drivers, pile

hammers, etc.. and (6) facilities for foreign service.
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ASSOCIATIONS

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate
Commerce Commission

Chief Inspector
—A. G. Pack, Washington, D. C.

Assistant Chief Inspectors
—

J. M. Hall, Washington,
D. C; J. A. Shirley, Washington, D. C.

Steamboat Inspection Service of the Department
of Commerce

Supervising Inspector General—George Uhler, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Deputy Supervising Inspector General—D. N. Hoover, Jr.,

Washington, D. C.

American Uniform Boiler Law Society-

Chairman of the Administrative Council—Charles E.

Gorton, 253 Broadway, New York.

Boiler Code Committee of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers

Chairman—John A. Stevens, Lowell, Mass.

Vice-Chairman—D. S. Jacobus, New York.

Secretary—C. W. Obert, 29 West 39th Street, New York.

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Inspectors

Chairman—J. F. Scott, Trenton, N. J.

Secretary-Treasurer
—C. O. Myers, State House, Colum-

bus, Ohio.

Vice-Chairman—R. L. Hemingway, San Francisco, Cal.

Statistician—W. E. Murray, Seattle, Wash.

International Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, Iron

Ship Builders and Helpers of America

J. A. Frank, International President, suite 522, Brother-

hood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

William Atkinson, Assistant International President, suite

522, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

Joseph Flynn, International Secretary-Treasurer, suite

504, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

James B. Casey, Editor-Manager of Journal, suite 524,

Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

H. J. Norton, International Vice-President. Alcazar Hotel,

San Francisco, Calif.

International Vice-Presidents—Thomas Nolan, 700 Court

St., Portsmouth, Va.; John Coots, 344 North Spring St., St.

Louis, Mo.; M. A. Maher, 2001-20th St., Portsmouth, Ohio;

E. T- Sheehan, 7826 South Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.; John

J. Dowd, 953 Avenue C, Bayonne, N. J.; R. C. McCutcheon,
15 La Salle Block, Winnipeg. Man., Can.; Joseph P. Ryan,
7533 Vernon Ave., Chicago, 111.; John F. Schmitt, 605 East

11th Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Master Boiler Makers' Association

President—E. W. Young, mechanical assistant to G. S.

M. P., C. M. & St. P. R. R., 787 Caledonia Place, Dubuque,
Iowa.

First Vice-President—Frank Gray, tank foreman, C. & A.

R. R., 705 W. Mulberry Street, Bloomington, 111.

Second Vice-President—T. F. Powers, System G. F. Boiler

Dept., C. & N. W. R. R., 1129 S. Clarence Avenue, Oak

Park,' 111.

Third Vice-President—J. F. Raps, G. B. I., I. C. R. R.,

4041 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Fourth Vice-President—W. J. Murphy, G. F. B. M.,

Penn. R. R. Lines West, 3614 Mexico Street, N. S., Alle-

gheny, Pa.

Fifth Vice-President—L. M. Stewart, G. B. I., At. Coast

Lines, Box 660, Waycross, Ga.

Secretary
—H. D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt Street, New York.

Treasurer—W. H. Laughridge, G. F. B. M., Hocking
Valley R. R., 537 Linwood Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Executive Board—E. J. Reardon, Locomotive Firebox

Company, 632 Marquette Building, Chicago, 111., chairman;
H. J. Raps, G. F. B. M., I. C. R. R., 7224 Woodlawn Ave-

nue, Chicago, 111., secretary.

Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Association

President—George R. Boyce, A. M. Castle Company, Chi-

cago, 111. Vice-President—J. P. Moses, Jos. T. Ryerson,

Chicago, 111. Secretary
—W. H. Dangel, Lovejoy Tool

Works, Chicago, 111.

American Boiler Manufacturers' Association

President—E. R. Fish, Heine Boiler Company, St. Louis,
Mo.

Vice-President—E. C. Fisher, The Wickes Boiler Com-

pany, Saginaw, Mich.

Secretary-Treasurer
—H. N. Covell, Lidgerwood Manu-

facturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee—George W. Bach, Union Iron

Works, Erie, Pa.; G. S. Barnum, The Bigelow Com-

pany, New Haven, Conn. ; F. G. Cox, Edge Moor Iron Com-

pany, Edge Moor, Del.; W. C. Connelly, D. Connelly Boiler

Company, Cleveland. O. ; W. A. Drake, The Brownell Com-

pany, Dayton, O ;
A. R. Goldie, Goldie-McCulloch Com-

pany, Gait, Ont, Can.; J. F. Johnston, Johnston Brothers,

Ferrysburg, Mich.; M. F. Moore, Kewanee Boiler Works,

Kewanee, 111., and A. G. Pratt, The Babcock & Wilcox Com-

pany, New York.

States and Cities That Have Adopted the

A. S. M. E. Boiler Code

Allegheny Co., Pa.

Arkansas
California

Delaware
Indiana

Maryland

States

Michigan:
Minnesota
Missouri

New Jersey
New York
Ohio

Chicago, 111.

(will accept)
Detroit, Mich.

Erie, Pa.

Kansas Citv, Mo.

Cities

Los Angeles, Cal.

Memphis, Tenn.

(will accept)

Nashville, Tenn.

Omaha, Neb.

Parkersburg, W. Va.

Oklahoma

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin

Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Scranton, Pa.

Seattle, Wash.

States and Cities Accepting Stamp of the National

Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors

Arkansas
California

Indiana

Maryland
Minnesota

Chicago, 111.

Kansas Citv, Mo.

States

New Tersey
New York'

Ohio
Oklahoma

Oregon

Cities

Nashville, Tenn.

Parkersburg, W. Va.

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin

St. Louis, Mo.

Seattle, Wash.
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SELECTED BOILER PATENTS
1 462 267. FURNACE ARCH. ROGER D. DE WOLF, OF ROCHES-

TER. NEW YORK.
Claim 1.—A furnace arch comprising a plurality of supporting elements, a

plurality rf banger bricks supported by each of said elements independently

Compiled by

GEORGE A. HUTCHINSON, Patent Attorney,

Washington Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.

Readers wishing copies of patent papers, or any further information regard-

ing any patent described, should correspond with Mr. Hutchinson.

1,459,288. FIRE GRATE FOR LOCOMOTIVES. JAMES G. ELLIS,
OF ST. LAMBERT, AND GEORGE WALTER MINGIE, OF MON-
TREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA.

Claim 1.—A grate bar adapted to be shaken, provided with a plurality of

spaced-apart identically formed holes extending therethrough from the top to

\

(
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Types of Direct Stays for Crown Sheets

Designing the Crown Sheets of Locomotive Boilers

Outline of British Methods of Staying Boilers

Compared with American Practice

By A. Wrench

TWO
types of crown stays are in use in Great Britain,

namely, girder stays used with round topped outer

covering plates, and direct stays used with Belpaire
fireboxes. In America direct stays are used in conjunction
with round topped outer firebox plates. Some years ago many
locomotive engineers specified Belpaire fireboxes until at the

present time many main line express locomotives are so fitted.

It is claimed that the Belpaire form of construction gives

a greater steam and water capacity where it is most required,

and the use of the cumbersome yet flexible girder stays is dis-

pensed with. The Belpaire form of construction introduces

an additional flat surface, which is allowed to rise upward
when the inner firebox first becomes heated.

Features of the Girder System

In the girder system the upward expansion of the inner

firebox is accommodated by the girders being free to rise,

the round top outer plate being rigid. To obtain a correct

perspective of these movements one must follow the move-

ments of a firebox from the time the fire is started when the

boiler is cold until steam is raised. Directly the inner firebox

becomes warm the plates and tubes expand and stresses occur

in the plates and flanges.

The inner firebox, being rigid at the foundation, rises, and

the outer firebox being still cold remains stationary. The
outer crownplates of Belpaire fireboxes will be stressed during
this period owing to the direct stays connecting the two crown

plates, the stays being in compression and subject to bending
stress. As steam is raised the outer firebox crown becomes

heated and expands, and the pressure of steam bears on the

two surfaces. This tends to equalize the stresses due to the

first expansion and the strain on the stays becomes tensile.

The stress of expansion of the crown plate is greatest near

the tubeplate and firedoor plate where the presence of the

shell and riveted joint of the firedoor plate make these

places rigid. It is usual for engineers to allow for this ex-

pansion by fitting three or four rows of expansion stays to

allow these parts to rise.

Types of Stays Used

Two types of expansion stays are shown in Figs. 7-8 and

9-10. Sometimes cross girders are fitted at these parts, where

301
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FI0.I6- Direct Stays Applied To Flat

lopped Inner Firebox

Fl'6.17- Direct Stays Used In Conjunction With
Cambered Inner Firebox Cronn Plate

FIG. 18- Enlarged /ietvShowing Direct Stay
Passing-Through Outer Firebox Crown,
and Portion To Be Chipped Before

Riveting

Fl6. 19- Tool For Inserting Crown Stays Which
Are To Be Riveted At Both Ends

FI0.20- Radius of Flange of Firehole
Plate Too Large

Application of Stays to Crown Sheets of Different Kinds

the radius of the side flanges will allow. In practice the free

movement allowed by these expansion stays causes the saddle

plate connecting the wrapper plate to the barrel to crack on
the inside at the top as shown in Fig. 26.

When a boiler fitted with girder stays is subjected to strains

of expansion during the period of steam raising, free move-
ment of the inner firebox in an upward direction is allowed

for, without the outer firebox crown, which is semi-circular

being stressed. The downward thrust of the pressure of

steam and the expansion of the outer crown bring the girders
and slings into stress. The girders transmit the pressure to

the end plates on which they rest. Any deflection of the

girders is taken up by the sling stays connected to the outer

crown by angles. These sling stays have an elongated hole

at one end to allow the girders to rise. It is usual to fit the

toes of the girders onto the tubeplate and firedoor plate flanges
and it is necessary to make these flanges of small radius to

enable the plates to take up the compressive stress, without

distortion or cracking of the flanges.

Inner firebox crown plates of fireboxes fitted with girder

stays are frequently found to be out of level. This generally
occurs where the girders are secured together in pairs which
allows the two outside girders to tilt when the firebox side

plates expand. This distortion is avoided when all the gird-
ers are braced together. The flanges of the crown plate
should be of ample radius to accommodate expansion or the

plates will crack in this neighborhood after a short term of

service.

Comparison of Belpaire and Wagon Top Fireboxes

From the foregoing it will be seen that the principal differ-

ences between the Belpaire construction and the round or

wagon top is: Greater steam and water capacity over the

crown, free circulation of water by use of direct stays, ab-

sence of compressive stress on the firebox tube and firedoor

plates, easy removal of sediment, utilization of flat outer
crown to accommodate expansion and breathing of inner fire-

box. The principal advantage of the round topped firebox
is the flexibility afforded by the girder stays and the semi-
circular construction of the outer crown plate which does not

require staying.
It should be remembered that while the Belpaire firebox

allows for a large steam and water space over the crown plate
the volume of steam generated has to pass along a space
which is a circular segment to get to the dome. Ample space
for water and steam is found in old locomotive boilers with •

out use of a flat outer crown, Figs. 22 and 23. It would

appear to be inadvisable to use direct stays in conjunction
with a round outer crown as the upward expansion of the

inner plates would not be accommodated by any flexibility of

the outer crown as in the case of (he Belpaire. Also when
using a flat inner crown plate direct stays will not be radial

to the plates through which they pass.

American Practice

In America direct stays are frequently used for this type
of firebox, but a cambered inner firebox is used to which the

stays are radial. The surplus threads are chipped on the

outside to enable them to be riveted correctly. Frequently
in watertube boilers the generating tubes are not radial to the

drums, and if these can be fitted effectively stays which are
not radial to the plates can be used.

During the war the writer had to periodically inspect the
boilers of 326 locomotives built by the Baldwin Locomotive

Company and 98 locomotives built by the American Locomo-
tive Company which were fitted with direct stays. No crown

plate trouble was experienced on these boilers except when
the boilers had been short of water, when, as a rule, several

crown stays would leak which were easily put right by prosser-
ing.
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Alternative Methods of Construction -,

If upward expansion must be allowed for in round topped
fireboxes, some form of direct expansion stay can be used
without resorting to Belpaire construction or girder stays. A
cambered inner firebox crown is good practice as the efficient

heating surface is increased, and in case of the boiler being
short of water only a narrow strip of crown is uncovered
before the fusible metal blows out of the plug. Repairs to

crown plates are chiefly necessitated by fusible plug failures,
accumulations of scale and oil on the crown, etc.; therefore,
it is necessary to provide for accessibility of repair and clean-

ing. The heads of staybolts connecting the crown to girders
should be on the firebox side and not in the water space so
that they can be removed easily. Where direct stays are used
the nuts should not be placed on the outside where they are

only accessible by removing lagging.

Expansion stays in Belpaire fireboxes should be fitted so

that the joints can be re-made if necessary from the firebox

side. This can be done where stays as in Figs. 9 and 10
are used, but tubes have to be removed to repair stays similar

to those shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

Dancer from Clinkers

The heads of crown staybolts are frequently made of large
section to which clinkers adhere covering up much of the

crown heating surface. The writer has recently removed
some which weigh

l/2 pound and are 4f6 inches long, 2*4
inches wide. The whole covered up approximately 6 square
feet of heating surface. Direct stays could be riveted on
the firebox as this is the practice with side plate stays whether
steel or copper. The heads would then lie flat against the

crown and clinkers would not adhere. In case of leakage
they could be calked. Several types of direct stays are shown
in Figs. 1 to 6.

The solid girder is superior to the plate girder as it is

cheaper to construct and allows the bolts connecting it to the

crown to be easily renewed. Ferrules should not be separate
from the girder but cast as a part of it. This method of con-

struction facilities the removal and refitting of the girders
whenever this is necessary to level the crown plate.
The dished or flanged crown shown in Fig. 27 is only-

suitable where small fireboxes of steel are used, such as those

used in road rollers or small stationary boilers of the locomo-
tive type. It will be noticed that the fusible plug is situated

in the highest point which admits of only a small portion of

the crown becoming bare before the attendant is warned of

danger.

Breakage of Staybolts

Locomotive engineers differ in opinion as to the advis-

ability of screwing crown staybolts into the inner firebox

crown or using a plain hole. In case of a bolt breaking
which is screwed into the crown no indication is given and
the crown plate will bulge. On the other hand, a staybolt
which is not screwed into the crown will blow out if broken
and thus prevent further damage by indicating the failure.

Crown staybolts usually break just above the crown where the

threads commence and reference to Figs. 7, 9 and 11 will

show what will happen in case of breakage in the respective
cases.

Where girder stays are used the radius of the top firehole

plate flange is usually made too large, which results in crack-

ing and distortion at the points shown in Fig. 20. The side

flanges of this plate should be large, but should be tapered
off towards the top to enable the girders to effectively transmit

the downward pressure on the vertical plate and not the

flange. The same rule applies also to the tubeplate flanges,
but these are usually made of small radius to allow the maxi-
mum number of tubes to be used. Frequently, too, top

flanges of tubeplates are found to be out of true. This is

caused by expanding flues and by the expansion stays allow-

ing this part to rise during steam raising, resulting eventu-

ally in a permanent set. The nuts of the expansion stays
under these conditions will be lifted off the brackets and will

allow excessive breathing of the outer crown which will cause
the plate to crack as iodic ated in Fig. 26. The flues will also

leak, especially in the top rows. These nuts should be re-

fitted to the brackets whenever the boiler is accessible in-

ternally.

While it is agreed that girder stays should be replaced by
some form of expansion stays, boiler experts are reluctant to

substitute a flat surface for a semi-circular one, and the
writer's opinion is that the days of the round topped firebox
are by no means over.

The following table shows the number of Belpaire and
round top fireboxes in use on British railways, and will also
.-how the difference of opinion among locomotive engineers
regarding this important feature of locomotive firebox con-
struction.



Welding by Means of the Electric Arc Process

A Comparison of the Costs of the Different

Welding Processes as Applied to Railroad Shops

THIS
report deals principally with the economic status

of arc welding and is intended to assist members of this

association in arriving at relative costs of electric arc

welding and other processes, particularly that of oxy-
acetylene.

Welding operations, regardless of the process used,
are merely applications of heat in proper form to the metals

to be welded. The economics of welding, therefore, is largely,
if not entirely, a matter of the economics of heat production
and utilization. In the long run, the cost at which heat may
be produced, suitable for welding operations, determines the

process which costs the least to use
; and, as long as economic

laws apply to railroad shops, the process which will super-
sede all others is the one which gets the desired results at the

lowest cost of producing the heat.

The issue today is, principally, between the heat produced
by the oxy-acetylene flame and the heat produced by the

electric arc. The field of forge welding is such as to elimi-

nate the process from competition with the other two. Ex-

cept for very heavy parts, Thermit welding involves an ex-

pense for its application, as well as for heat production,
which, relative to the gas and electric welding processes, is

so high as to practically eliminate it from the field in railroad

shops.

The cost of producing heat depends, therefore, to a con-
siderable extent, upon how directly the heat is produced.
Fig. 1 shows graphically the steps which are intermediate
between the production and utilization of the heat in a rail-

road shop. It is to be observed that the source of heat,
whether the electric arc process or the gas process is used, is

electric power. In the manufacture of oxygen, whether it be

by the air reduction process or by the electrolytic process,
electric power is the energy used to make the oxygen. This

oxygen must then be compresesd in the tanks and the tanks

transported to the store department. The store department
delivers them to the manifold room, and the oxygen is deliv-

ered to the point at which it is used through a piping system.
The manufacturer of the oxygen stands leakage up to the

point at which the tanks are received by the store department.
The leakage of the piping system, through which the oxygen
is distributed to the points at which it is to be used, is paid
by the railroad. Owing to the fact that oil cannot be used
in the packing of the valves on the oxygen lines, the leakage
of oxygen in the piping system amounts to a considerable

figure.

The carbide, from which acetylene is made, is also a

product of electric power. Carbide is made in an electric

arc furnace. It must then be put in a metal container and

transported to the user. It is then delivered to the acetylene

generator room, where it is placed in the generator and com-
bined with water to form acetylene gas. This gas is then

delivered, through a piping system, to the point at which the
heat is to be used.

The heat for electric arc welding is delivered direct from
the power line to the arc wielding machine, which merely
converts the electrical energy into a form suitable for con-
version by the electric arc into heat directly. It is obvious
that the utilization of electric power for conversion directly
into heat by the electric arc process involves a considerably
less number of intermediate steps; and it could be assumed,
without further investigation, that the cost of heat per B. T.

"Report read at the fourteenth annual convention of the Association of
Railway Electrical Engineers, November 6 to 9, at Chicago, 111.

U. is considerably less in the case of the electric arc process
than the gas process.

Fig. 2 shows graphically the effectiveness with which the

heat produced by the gas process and the electric arc proc-
ess is used. In the former process, heat is produced in a
neutral flame external to the metal to be heated. Due to the

kinetic energy of the gases and their high temperature, a

very large portion of the heat is carried off in hot gases
and does no useful work. In the latter process, on the other

hand, practically all of the heat is produced internal to the

metals to be welded. Under normal circumstances, the largest
amount of heat is produced in the heavier piece, and the bal-

ance of it is produced in the arc flame itself and the metal
electrode. It is estimated that about 90 percent of the total

amount of heat is produced either in the electrode or in the

piece to be welded. There are no gases having kinetic energy—the heat losses are due to radiation and are relatively
small.

Considering the cost of producing heat, without reference
to the effectiveness of its use in the two processes, it is in-
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Fig- 1.—Comparison of Methods of Producing Heat for

Welding

teresting to compare the cost of producing the amount of
heat which is contained in the average pound of coal. Assum-
ing that eleven thousand B.T.U. represents the average heat
in a pound of coal, at $5.00 per ton delivered to the railroad

power plant; and figuring oxygen at 1% cents per cubic foot;

generator acetylene at 8/10 of a cent per cubic foot; and
electric power, which the railroad makes itself, at 1 cent per
kilowatt hour, with an overall efficiency of 50 per cent for
the arc welding machine; the relative costs of the three
sources of heat are as follows:

1 lb. coal 11,000 B.T.U. of Heat, ^i cent

Oxy-acetylene 11,000
"

19.74 cents
Electric Arc 11,000

"
6.45 cents
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Fig. 3 shows the thermal economy of the electric arc proc-
ess and the gas process graphically. These figures show
the relative cost to produce heat, as well as the effectiveness

with which it is used. The data given on the cost per hour
of operation of the two processes does not include any element
of the relative amount of work possible to produce.

Fig. 4 shows, in parallel columns, at the center of the

table, cost of production of the electric arc process and that

of the equivalent size torch tips, which would be used in place
of each size arc welding electrode. It is assumed that the

gas process would use manifold oxygen, 50 pounds pressure,
at the manifold and generator acetylene.

Exclusive of cutting, the welding operations done in rail-

road shops today, with either the gas or the electric proc-
esses, 85 percent may be done as well, or better, with the elec-

tric arc than can be done with the gas process. The 15 per-
cent exception includes all brazing operations and a majority
of the cast iron welding. On a number of large railway sys-
tems of the country, from 60 percent to 80 percent of the

operations which may be performed by the electric arc process
are being done in this way; and on many of the other large

systems, the replacement of gas welding by electric welding
has preceded 25 percent to 50 percent of the possible re-

placement.

It appears that oxy-acetylene for welding will go the way
of acetylene lighting for automobiles and acetylene lighting
for houses and buildings. The present widespread use of

acetylene flame for welding is not due to any widespread
preference for this process by those financially responsible

35 4

Oxy-Acetylene Torch Heat
ProducedExternal To Metal.

Electric Arc Heat Produced
In The Metal.

Fig. 2.—Diagram Showing Effectiveness of Heat Produced

by Gas Flame and Electric Arc

for the operation of the railroads; but that the commercial

use preceded that of arc welding is due rather, as in the case

of automobile lighting, to the fact that these gases were

already available, and that the initial development and in-

stallation cost necessary for its application was less than that

of the electric arc. In view of the widespread movement
to replace gas welding with electric welding, it is apparent
that the time is rapidly approaching when the relatively small

capital outlay will be made to eliminate the high operating

expense of the gas welding process.

While it may be true that the actual application of welding
does not generally come under the jurisdiction of the elec-

trical men, they have, in the past, done much toward inciting

interest, sufficient to result in at least initial purchases of arc

welding equipment. As there is yet a great deal of work of

this character to be done in the interest of arc welding,

your committee feels that the electrical men can do much

Zi

Cost of Heat PerPound
of Metal Built Up Oas
Process.

Cost ofHeat PerPound
of Metal'BuiItUpElectric
Arc Process.

Oas Torch $2.91

J

Cost PerHour of Continuous Operation
300Amp. Electric Welding Unit andEquiv-
alent Oas Torch (OxweldNo IS)

PowerCostltPerK.W.H. Oxygen l\t'Per Cu.Ft
Acetylene \( Per Cu.Ft.

Fig. 3.—Relative Thermal Economies of the Gas Torch and
the Electric Arc

towards the extension of arc welding by providing themselves
with data on the economics of the process, proper equipment,
and welding material necessary for the diversified applica-
tions of welding, and welding accessories.

In this connection, in order to eliminate any hazardous

risk, incidental to arc welding, the use of the following safety

precautions are recommended:
1. It is very desirable that for use with portable welding

generating sets, a combination of a safety switch and recep-
tacle be used. This equipment should be so interlocked that

the plug may not be removed without first opening the

switch, and may not be inserted unless the switch is open.
It is, of course, desirable, as in the case of all safety

switches, that the door be interlocked with the switch handle
so that the door may not be opened with the switch closed.

2. Portable cable used between motor and source of power
should have an extra conductor inserted for use as a ground
wire. For instance, with a three phase motor, a four con-

ductor cable should be used.

The extra conductor should be plainly marked. It is

recommended that this conductor be covered with a white
braid for marking.

It is further recommended that this cable be covered with
a flexible conduit, in which case the flexible conduit may
be used to serve as a medium for grounding.

3. Care should be exercised in the grounding of not only
the frames of the motor and generator of welding sets, but

also the covers and containing cases of switch and control

Size
Rod

Inches
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devices, frames of reactors and all other metal work which

might become energized by the failure of insulation on cables,

wires, or any part of the equipment.

4. The use of solder to fasten welding cables to ground

clamps is not to be recommended. Due to the large currents

and to the imperfect connection which is often obtained, re-

sulting in heating of the ground clamp, solder is often partly
or totally melted out of the lug. This results, very often, in

imperfect operation and finally interrupts the operation en-

tirely. Connection made with some form of clamping con-

nector is more to be desired.

The committee desires to give thanks to Mr. Robert E.

Kinkead, welding engineer, for his assistance in preparing
the cost data of this report.

Committee: H. R. Pennington, chairman, supervisor of

welding and electrical equipment, Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railroad; E. Hagensick, electrical engineer, Union
Pacific Railroad; E. Lunn, electrical engineer, Pullman

Company; E. S. M. Macnab, engineer of electric car light-

ing, Canadian Pacific Railway; G. T. Goddard, general elec-

trical foreman, Illinois Central Railroad.

Reducing the Smoke Nuisance

RENEWED
activities by civic authorities and organiza-

tions in the campaign to eliminate the smoke nuisance

are reported by the United States Department of the

Interior following a study of the problem of smoke abatement

made by the Bureau of Mines. This campaign was sus-

pended during the world war, when most of the smoke ordi-

nances throughout the country were held in abeyance with the

intent of allowing industries to operate unrestrictedly during
the time when maximum production was necessary. With

the return of normal conditions many cities have shown a de-

termination to take up this matter seriously and work out a

solution. Some 50 or 60 cities in the country already have

smoke ordinances.

In domestic furnaces, it should be possible to reduce smoke

from SO to 75 percent without spending any money for addi-

tional equipment or without change in anything except the

methods of handling the fuel. At industrial plants, smoke

prevention is merely a matter of management, engineering

judgment and designing skill. Any locomotive properly-

equipped with standardized smoke abatement devices can be

made to do its required work without making dense smoke.

All metallurgical operations can be conducted smokelessly

with powdered coal, coke, fuel oil, or producer gas.

How to Eliminate Smoki

Any operation requiring fuel can be conducted without

objectionable smoke, and yet use bituminous coal in some

form, states Osborn Monnett, consulting engineer of the

Bureau of Mines, who conducted the investigation. If smoke

abatement were merely an engineering problem it would pre-

sent no difficulty. Experience has shown, however, that the

problem is not so much an engineering as a psychological
one. Until the public is thoroughly roused, demands smoke

abatement, and shows continued interest in it, no permanent

improvement is possible. Thus the part played by civic

organizations and other bodies interested in bettering condi-

tions is of high importance. Smoke abatement is not a

matter that can be settled overnight and then left to take

care of itself without attention, but is something that must

be watched year in and year out if high standards are to be

maintained.

The increase of the smoke nuisance in the United States

has followed directly the progress of industrial development.
When towns were small and a large proportion of the popula-
tion lived in the country, the smoke nuisance was unknown.

As people concentrated in the cities, there followed a tremen-
dous increase in the utilization of power and heat and coal

became the only feasible fuel where wood had largely suf-

ficed before.

Soot Deposits Responsible for Nuisance

The deposit of soot on the heating surface of boilers and
furnaces causes a serious economic loss by interfering with

the efficient transmission of heat from the fire to the boiler

or heater. In addition, the smoke that escapes into the

atmosphere in smoke-ridden communities causes a consider-

able per capita loss to citizens through the damage to fabrics

and merchandise, and also by the necessary extra cleaning
and repairs.

Experiments conducted by the Bureau of Mines at Salt

Lake City showed that a tremendous improvement can be
made in the smoke performance of domestic furnaces if the

firing is done with intelligent care. In the bureau's tests

minimum smoke conditions were obtained when various types
of boilers and furnaces were fired by what is known as the

"coking method," by the "alternate method," and by the

ordinary method of firing. One novel idea advanced is the

starting of fires from the top, the coal being placed im-

mediately upon the grate with a layer of paper just above
the coal and with kindling on top of the paper.

Oil-burning systems offer another method of reducing
residence smoke. Most of these systems are automatic.

Prepared fuels offer another possibility for reducing
smoke. Of these, coke is probably the most feasible.

High-pressure plants that produce power for miscellaneous

manufacturing establishments are the chief sources of indus-
trial smoke. Most of these plants are hand-fired and consist

of comparatively small units, approximately 150 horsepower
each.

Stoker-fired plants have perhaps been most successful in

smoke abatement. The boiler units are generally of large

size, are equipped with mechanical stokers, and have been

carefully designed by competent engineers. In addition,
these plants are under constant supervision by skilled en-

gineers, and firemen are always in attendance.

Cutting Down Locomotive Smoke

Locomotive smoke has seemed most difficult to control, but

manv cities in the middle west have attempted to solve this

problem with more encouraging results than were at first sup-
posed to be possible. In the past ten years standardized

equipment has been designed to reduce the discharge of smoke
from locomotives. This equipment includes multiple-tip
blowers, quick-opening blower valves, and induction tubes in

the sides of the firebox to supply the air necessary for com-

plete combustion. Such equipment is simple, is easily added

by ordinary boiler makers, and has been discussed in detail

in the proceedings of the various railway associations.

Existing Laws Sufficient to Correct Smoke Evil

Success in smoke abatement depends largely on the ad-

ministration of existing laws. Perhaps the most important
consideration is the type of man for administering a smoke
ordinance. It seems wise to have an engineer in charge who
is familiar with boilers and furnaces and who can under-
stand the engineering problems that will arise when the

ordinance is put into effect.

The results of this investigation have been embodied in a

report designed to make the various technical problems neces-

sarily associated with the subject of smoke abatement thor-

oughly intelligible to the non-technical reader. Copies of

this report, Technical Paper No. 273, may lie obtained from

the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Washing-
ton, D. C.



Schiess Machine Works at Dusseldorf, Germany

Building Heavy Boiler Making Tools in Germany
Heavy Type Punching Machine and Upright Boiler Plate

Bending Machine Among Products of Schiess Works

REPRESENTATIVE
of the best in German heavy tool

building, the machine tool works of Ernst Schiess,

known as Ernst Schiess Werkzeugmaschinenfabrik

Aktiengesellschaft, is located in Dusseldorf.

The company employs today about 2,000 men, or double

the number of pre-war days. There is plenty of work in

hand for export, but conditions on the Rhine are now affected

by the French occupation of the Ruhr, and the future outlook

for these shops, in common with other German industries of

like character in the Dusseldorf district, is uncertain. Given

a free hand, and there is little doubt that Schiess products
would be finding an outlet across seas in as great proportion
as before the war.

In the meantime alterations and changes are being carried

on in the plant which could not be conducted during a

period of large productivity. This will put the works in

first-class shape to go ahead whenever the political situation

clears up.
The firm produces practically all its own castings, and

pieces up to SO tons are readily cast. The principal tools

built in the shops comprise heavy duty lathes, planers, bor-

ing, drilling, shaping and slotting machines, tools for boiler

making, rolling mills, and for locomotive shops, wagon works

and arsenal machinery.
Prior to the war Schiess operated a branch plant at Riga,

but this establishment passed out with the war. Just now
the noteworthy tools which the Dusseldorf plant is building
are a reconstructed heavy duty double bed lathe designed for

•Abstract of an article "Schiess Machine Too! Works of Dusseldorf" by
Captain Godfrey L. Carden, which appeared in The Iron Age, April 19, issue.

rapid work on turbine motors, crankshafts, gun and general

forgings and marine shafting; a new tire boring mill for

railroad trucks and the smaller size locomotive tires; a new

profiling tool rest for railroad wheels; a "record" punching
machine for curved and rectangular plates; a vertical bend-

ing press for use particularly in marine boiler work, and an

automatic cutter disk grinding machine.

Machine for Accurate Punching

One of the heaviest outputs in numbers during the war,
the "record'' punching machine, was an important addition

to ship construction work and heavy plate work. The Schiess

machine will handle curved plates of any form, the machine

punching with holes spaced at any regular or irregular

pitches, without the necessity of employing formers or other

devices. The gap punching and the multiple punching ma-
chines have held the field despite many drawbacks, to say

nothing of the number of men required to handle them, the

former machine largely because of the ability to punch how
and where required, and the later machine because suited

to deal with rectangular plates with uniform pitch of holes.

The Schiess record machine punches throughout the working
day 850 holes per hour. The work done is claimed to have

accuracy greater than with other types, since in the case of

the gap machine much depends not only on the plater, but

on the remainder of the gang, whose combined efforts are

required to move the plate from mark to mark.

The "record" punching machine comprises the punching
machine proper, with operator seat, punches and dies cross

traversing over a width of 7 feet 2 inches and the roller
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transporter, in two parts, for feeding the plates longitudinally

under the punches. All features of the gun train are in

evidence in this design. The roller transporter is actuated

by an independent motor, while a second motor actuates the

cross traverse of the operator and tools. The operator con-

trols the motor from his seat, which is carried on the cross

slide by a simple manipulation of levers similar to those on

a Morse telegraph instrument.

The plate can be brought under the punches with the

greatest exactitude and rapidity. This is done with celerity.

The center finding attachment, which locates the point for

Usual Method of Bending Boiler Shell

punching, consists of two inclined projectors each carrying

a small metallic filament lamp. These lights throw a sharply

defined and brilliant + on tne plate, the intersecting point

of which is always exactly under the center of the punch, no

matter whether the plates are flat or of varied thickness.

This patent center finder is especially valuable when used on

dark days or in gloomy shops.

Driving through gearing, an independent motor operates
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for years lias been familiar in most shops. The hydrauli-

cally operated machines counted as difficulties leakage of

pressure at the motor, and the necessity of avoiding tempera-

Yiktical Plate Bending Machine

S. K. P. 1 S. K. P. 2 S. K. P.

Thickness of plates capable of

bending I'A in. I}{ in. 2 in.

Maximum width of plates cap-
able of bending 13 ft. 13 ft. 13 ft.

Tensile strength of material
which can be negotiated (tons

per sq. in.) 29* 29 29

Power required for main motor

(hp.) 40 to 45 55 to 60 75 to 80

Speed of main motor 1000 r.p.m. 750 r.p.m. 750 r.p.m.

Power required for motor ac-

tuating top tension member
(hp.) 4 5 6

Speed of top tension motor 1000 r.p.m. 1000 r.p.m. 1000 r.p.m.

Weight of machine in tons.... 50 60 6S

•Equivalent to 65,000 lb. per sq. in.

tures below freezing. The principle of the Schiess machine

is seen in a second diagram. The accompanying photo-

graphs show front and rear views of the machine. From the

diagram and the other illustrations' it will be seen that there

are a powerful main frame a of cast iron, and two tension

members b of forged steel, which serve to hold in place the

strongly constructed stationary cross-beam B of cast steel.

Reciprocating and arranged between A and B is the strongly

ribbed girder C, also made of cast steel.

Passage of the shell plate through the machine is pro-

gressive and automatic. To reduce friction, the plate is

carried along on roller bearings arranged on either side at

the base of the machine. On its top side the machine car-

ries the motor and gearing actuating the top tension mem-

ber, which, for the purpose of lifting out the finished plate

cylinder, is turned into a vertical position. Details of three

sizes of this machine are carried in the table.

Among the advantages of the machine are claimed to be

greater number of strokes per minute and therefore greater

production, no leaking of pistons or valves, no freezing of

hydraulic pipes, and that it is always read}- for use whenever

required.

Safety Problems of High Pressure Vessels*

Unfired Pressure Vessels Used in the Chemical Industry

Offer a Broad Field for Development

By Samuel S. Caskeyf

THE
subject, high pressure vessels, as understood in this

discussion, deals with those vessels employed in

chemical and similar processes other than steam vessels,

such as boilers, steam accumulators, digesters, air pressure

tanks, hydraulic apparatus, etc., for which laws have already
been laid down and formulae for designing have already been

authorized and compiled by many states; the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers and other engineering so-

cieties. They are variously called in the trades, autoclaves,

converters, reactionary kettles, thionators, chloronators, car-

bonization kettles, dissolving kettles, fusion kettles, jacketed

nitrators, sulphurating kettles, etc. The typical vessel I

have selected is the autoclave, or closed, high pressure, high

temperature, agitation vessel, carrying pressures from 60 to

1,500 pounds and temperatures from 212 degrees to 600 de-

grees F.

Eight or ten years ago most of the designs followed Eng-
land and Germany, but since then they have been redesigned

and built more according to American ideas. In the same

time there have been built in this country about 200 different

types, of which I have designed 70 or more types for the

company with which I am associated. In fact during that

time the advance in high pressures and high temperatures

has been very marked, and it is hard to tell how rapid the

demands on our ability to design and our knowledge of ma-

terials will be.

Higher Pressures Used

We are at present reaching pressures double this and

temperatures approaching the critical temperature. The dis-

tinguishing feature of all these vessels is the combination of

such advanced pressures and temperatures which set up com-

plicated and terrific strains and I wish to tell you some of

the troubles we have had in our experience in designing for

•From a paper read at the annual meeting of the National Safety Council.

Buffalo, N. Y., October 3.

tEngineering department, E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Company, Wilming-

ton, Del.

efficiency and safety. - You will appreciate these troubles

when you learn some of the requirements of the processes
that have to be considered.

The higher pressure vessels are nearly all closed fusion

reactionary vessels and seldom have there been two of the

same design, some detail always varying for a special reason.

Heating and cooling in these vessels is nearly always very

rapid to save time in the process yet some of the processes
last three to four days. One instance of terrific grief to any
kind of vessel is the case we have of a reaction kettle in

which at a critical point in the process and when the ma-
terials are at red heat, water is introduced to produce pres-

sure within the vessel for decanting a very quick setting ma-
terial. Imagine the expansion and contraction strains under

this treatment; the' control depends entirely on the operators

watching the steam gage. In many cases the reactions get

beyond control and safety valves must be relied on. In other

cases it is hard to get the proper heat arrangements so that

there may be uniformity of heating.

Some vessels requiring .low temperatures may be heated

by steam jacketing. High temperature vessels must be heated

by oil jacketing and vessels requiring still higher temperature

may be fired directly with gas or oil, and we have still other

types that must be heated to the critical pressure and critical

temperature, which means that this combination of pressure
and temperature is the point at which water and steam have

the same properties, that is, the same weight per cubic foot

and the same heat content.' Another way of putting it, is,

we have come to the end of our steam tables as they are used

today and modern authorities differ as to their exact value.

You will see that we have already arrived at a mechanical

and manufacturing stage which had its inception over fifty

years ago and had to do with the realm of thermodynamics.
In fact we are beginning to work with a condition that is very
unstable and beyond which little or nothing positive is known
as yet.

At this writing we have news from England of a steam
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plant using 3,200 pounds pressure and 706 degrees F. ing vessels of so-called semi-steel, except in very small

temperature. dimensions, for it is impossible in a large casting to keep

the steel from segregating at the bottom while cooling in the

Problems Met in Construction moU It invariably results in a distinct line of separation

Our first task and first considerations were metallurgical, between the cast iron and the steel, and particularly in direct

that is, whether the vessels should be made of cast iron, steel, firing, will result in the expansion and contraction taking

or welded steel, and what quality of welding should be used, place in this particular line and nearly always breaking

Most European designers carried extreme fiber strains away causing damage and danger,

which were too high for this class of manufacture, because

there is a safety factor for expansion and contraction re- Frequent Inspections Made

quired beyond anything allowed in the past. Seldom, if ever, Considering the increased requirements over usual custom

do we allow strains greater than 6,000 pounds in cast steel, and, after a discussion with all those concerned, we ordered

1.500 to 2,000 pounds in cast iron. Autogenously welded to be followed out a definite plan of periodic inspection and

vessels are permitted to carry 8,000 pounds extreme fiber
report to detect weakness and forestall accident. Following

strain, but electric or acetylene work should not be used out these orders, an inspector versed in this work and with

except for very moderate pressure in welding pressure- proper mechanical education, was appointed to make the first

vessels because of the human element entering into the weld- inspection. For his aid, I prepared two questionnaires, one

ing operation, and the greater susceptibility to corrosion of f r data to be collected, and one on which to report inspec-

the weld. tion facts. All vessels were fitted with thermo-couples and

Our second problem was to design a vessel of such shape potentiometers for observation and control during opera-
as could economically handle the quantity of material which tions. Test data of manufacturer was stamped when pos-
was to be worked and of such shape that the greatest strength sible and posters of the last inspection were attached to

and adaptability would aid in the fabrication of the vessel, create confidence and establish morale. We have followed,

In all of these different types and combinations of tempera- anrl are still following up these inspections,

tures and pressures, we have had the difficulty of supplying

proper safety valves or relief mechanisms. inspection OF pressure vessels design data

We have already designed two types of safety valves. Diameter and length (inside) 3 feet inches, S feet 9H inches.

neither of which has been entirely successful and it is our Capacity
Jn ^';;;;^- •£•,-,;;;;; ;«*, ^ ^ inchcs thjck

problem to gO further with this item. Type and efficiency Of long, seam None.
Size and spacing of rivet holes No rivets.

y-. A7 Size and pitch of rivet holes No rivets.
DETAILS OF VESSEL Type and efficiency of cir. seam ... .Nunc.

. Shape and thickness of cover Convex.
The general outline of the vessel in mind is a flanged Kind of material in cover Cast steel.

cylinder' with a spherical bottom, closed with a lid also t^^^STS tat^:::":cSn£d. •

spherical and flanged, with the drive mechanism, manholes. Number and dia. of bolts !0 3-inch diameter.

f °. '
. ,. ,

'

Calculated bursting pressure 4,800 pounds.
•thermometer wells, sampling entrances that are to be accom- Test pressure "no pounds.

modated and superimposed. The most difficult problem is Working
pressure

•••;;•••;•;;;;;
6

7%p™^ pressure
. 4 ,800 workillu

that of making' the joint between the lid and bodv. The
P„
r
;ssure-

. , , ... 7. .
, , r- .„. . , ., v i t

- Stress in cover 7,200 test pressure; 4.R0O working
material of the joints must first withstand the chemical action pressure.

of the charge. It must also be tough enough to resist the Stress in """"'» 7 ' 2

p°re=su

e

re
rreS5Ure: 4 '800 workins

pressure on the joint. The ordinary fabric and composition stress in bolts, middle is.soo test pressure; 10,200 working

materials fail very often and quite often we must introduce Stress in holts main lsIoooTest pressure; 10,000 working

grooves and metallic gaskets, but we are not vet able to con- pressure.
. . , . , ,

Kind of gaskets
sider this matter solved. Source „,- ,„.„ Gas fired .

The fact that all drives, manholes, thermometer wells and Extreme temperature 240 degrees C.

sampling entrances must be accommodated on the lid and DETAILS of pressure test
all joints packed makes the problem one of machine design.

Another trouble, subject for consideration, is the agitator jjWro^t^..^........ :;;;:??„ E™£ to ,„ degrees C.

which at present has no system of design whatever. The Duration of hydrostatic test 1 hour.

j, • _il j j *!.'*• 4 Description of leaks None.

energy consumed by a badly designed agitator is very great, pressure ordinary used 600 nounds.

and I might say the efficiency and the yield of any process
Maximum «,„!<„, • temperature 240 degrees c.

o J J
<

J
1

Size and type of safety valve Lonergan-found loaded to 750 pounds.
of necessity depend on whether an agitator does the proper Number of safety valves One.

1 . Location of safety valves.. On discharge line outside of bldp.
WOrK Or not.

Safety valvis loaded to 750 pounds.
Type, dia. and thickness of safety disc. Tagger's tin 2A-inch dia.—.012-inch

Design or Bolts for Pressure Vessels thick, found broken.
Number of safety discs One.

Our experience has taught us that in designing bolts for ^^^JT^-^.^T^J^ a"d Safe'y^
the head, Care Should be taken not tO have these boltS tOO Date new safety disc was inserted July 10, 1923—Tagger's tin .0111

powerful, for the reason that in erecting the autoclave they condition of bolts and studs gJocL
' 2lB "mc '

might be pulled SO tight as to Strain the flanges and thereby External condition of shell Good as far as can be seen.
° \ .

'
• 1 y~v 1 • 1 • • 1 •

* Internal condition of shell Not examined.
make the joints conical. Once this happens, it is almost im-

possible to recover tightness. Up to the present time, a total of 60 pieces of apparatus
We have learned also that when open slot holes are used has been inspected and tested. In most cases, leaks were

in the upper flange of the vessel, they positively must be discovered at gaskets and fittings. Wherever it was possible
round and not square at the bottom of the slot, because in to stop these leaks by the tightening of bolts or making slight

casting, shrinkage strains develop at sharp corners, and in adjustments, this was done. Where we found it impossible

bolting, they will gradually fatigue under repeated tightening to overcome them, however, except by inserting new gaskets
of the bolts and rupture. In tasting a vessel, it is necessary or making repairs, a record has been made on our inspection
to cast it with the flange up so that the bottom will be of clean data sheets.

material without blow-holes, sand-holes or cold shots, there- In general, vacuum apparatus shows more pronounced
fore, such material should be run as a header to the flange leaks than pressure vessels. This is to be expected, since

metal to make a homogeneous and perfect flange. This same leaks of this nature are not self-evident, but are only found

applies to the lid. We have been compelled to give up cast- by test.



The Determination of Chimney Sizes—IF

Charts and Examples Showing a Logical Method
of Designing Stacks and Checking Performance

By Alfred Cottonf

FIG.
1(1 shows that ;it 0.3 of maximum capacity the draft

loss duo to acceleration of gases is 0.09 of that at maxi-
mum capacity, or, say 0.10 for use in this approximate

way. Fig. 1 shows that the available draft at 0.3 of maximum
capacity is 0.91 of the static draft. Therefore the draft re-

quired at the chimney base divided by 0.9, for this approx-
imate work, and added to the draft loss due to acceleration

of gases gives the required static draft. The necessary
height of chimney can then be directly read from Fig. 2 or

Fig. 3 after making due allowance for temperature drop
with the aid of Fig. 5.

The accuracy of the results depends only upon that of the

constants. For all ordinary cases only a few of the charts

are used, and it is an exceedingly simple matter to solve

any problem.
A central power station is to have groups of four 1 ,400

horsepower boilers to each chimney. The boilers are to be

14 tubes high and are to carry peak loads of 300 percent

'Continued from page 289 of the October issue. From a paper pre-
sented at the spring meeting, Montreal, Canada, of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, Abridged.

tChief of research department, Heine Boiler Company, mem. A. S. M. E.

of rating when the exit gases will be at 640 degrees. Forged-
draft stokers are to burn bituminous coal of known analysis
with 3D percent of excess air.

An approximate idea of the chimne) is first arrived at.

The total horsepower to be handled is 16,800, for which a
diameter of 16 feet is read from Fig. 17.

The draft required at the base of the chimney is found
to be 1.55 inches made up of 1.3 inches draft loss through
boiler (from Fig. 12), 0.15 inch draft loss through the

flues, and 0.1 inch vacuum over the fire. Dividing this by
0.9 gives 1.72 inches as equivalent static draft, to which is

added an assumed 0.1 inch for acceleration of gases, making
a total static draft of 1.82 inches. Assuming a mean tempera-
ture of chimney gases of 550 degrees, a height of 270 feet

is found from Fig. 2.

The combustion data for the coal are worked out and
the total weight of gases per pound of combustible found.

Using the predicted boiler and furnace efficiency, the weight
of combustible per hour is found and then the weight of

gases per hour. Tabulation of data is then commenced
as in Table 2, using a number of diameters above and below
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the first approximation. The first approximation of heights

appropriate to the listed diameters is given in column 7

and is made on the assumed mean temperature and gas ac-

celeration loss. A close determination is now made of mean

temperature in accordance with each combination of ap-

proximate height and diameter and of the actual loss due

to acceleration of gases. This leads to a new series of heights

as entered in column IS. A curve of heights as in column 15

is now drawn against the diameters of column 1 as the full

line of Fig. 18 and simplifies the final choice. Such a curve

shows the practical limits at each end of the series very

decidedly.
It was pointed out by Deinlein that of a series of pos-

sible chimneys, the one whose product of diameter by height

was the smallest would be the least expensive. These prod-

ucts are entered in column 19 of Table 2 and their curve

drawn in Fig. 18 as the broken line. The lowest point in

this curve occurs at 14 feet 6 inches diameter where the height

is 289 feet. The author is indebted to Mr. George H.

Gibson. Mem. A.S.M.E.. for this information.

A problem frequently met with is that of modernizing and

increasing the steaming capacity of a plant while using the

existing chimney.
A curve of exit gas temperatures is first drawn and then a

curve of the corresponding mean temperatures of the chimney

gases as in Fig. 19. These are used to determine the char-

acteristics of the chimney as in Fig. 20; and as this is based

on weight of gases, it must be related to Fig. 19, which

necessitates a curve of gas weight per horsepower depending

on the curve of efficiency. The draft loss through the boilers

is determined and plotted.' The areas and arrangement of

flues are carefully examined because desirable reduction of

their draft loss can usually be made by redesigning them.

The predicted flue draft loss added to the boiler draft loss

and to the vacuum necessary over the fire, will enable the

47006*0
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of the stack, which was a correct procedure. Curves were

presented in the paper to show the relation between mean

temperature of stack gases and temperature at base. These
curves were based on experiments made at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and .-till more recent ones at Johns
Hopkins University. Professor Smallwood could not speak
for the former, but having himself conducted the latter ex-

periments, he wished to emphasize the fact that the tempera-
ture gradients obtained had been influenced not only by
air infiltration through idle boilers but by leakage at the

fc.
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regard to the diversity of results obtained from various stack

formulas. The previous summer, in connection with the de-

sign of chimneys for the pulverized-fuel-burning station be-

ing constructed in St. Louis, he had had some of his assis-

tants gather a large amount of performance data from

chimneys in modern "plants in order to determine whether an

empirical formula might be derived that would be suitable for

the work in hand, and it had been found that practically

every chimney considered had been designed, with certain

modifications, according to Kent's original formula.

Professor Christie agreed with Mr. Funk that surface fric-

tion was involved as well as fluid friction. In the work

which Professor Smallwood had conducted at Johns Hopkins,

thermocouples having been found untrustworthy, a large

resistance thermometer had been built to measure the average

temperature across the chimney. This fitted the inside of the

stack nicelv and could be lowered from top to bottom. For a

long time no explanation had offered itself as to the very

great temperature drop that took place between the outlet

of the boiler and the top of the stack; but at last it was found

In his closure, the author said that he believed that Pro-

fessor Smallwood had overlooked one or two points set forth

in the paper. It was obvious that the maximum capacity

being independent of the height was based upon having the

same conditions in all cases, including the mean temperature

of the gases. If comparison was being made of two actual

or proposed chimneys of different heights, the appropriate

mean temperatures would be found as directed, so that this

point was full}' taken care of in the paper.

Leakage of air at breechings did not impair the method

presented in the paper because the designer must naturally

base his calculations on the weight of gases going up the

chimney. ;

Xo one deplored more than the author the lack of informa-

tion on chimney performance, or would more heartily welcome

exhaustive research. However, Professor Smallwood would

see on further consideration, that the method was not based

on the slender support of the meager information now avail-

able but simply utilized what knowledge was so far avail-

able. As shown in the paper, further research would enable



General View of Great Northern Locomotive No. 320 after Wreck

Fatal Boiler Explosion Caused by Low Water
Overheated Crown Sheet Failure on Great North-

ern Locomotive Causes Loss of Three Lives

ON
another page of this issue appears a first-hand ac-

count of a Great Northern locomotive disaster that

occurred April 16 near Minot, North Dakota. The

suggestion was made by the writer of this communication that

a detailed report of this explosion would be of special interest

to many of our readers who are familiar with the circum-
stances connected with the disaster. For this purpose, A. G.

Pack, chief inspector of the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection,
has supplied the details of his official investigation and report
which are published below.

On April 16, 192.-!. at 4:20 p. m., the Great Northern loco-

motive 3201 left Minot Yard, N. D., in charge of engineer
C. C. Bonnewell and fireman Fred Remus, en route to Willis-

ton, N. D. The train proceeded to Des Lacs, N. D., approxi-

mately 14 miles, where a stop was made for water, then pro-
ceeded to a point about 1 Vi miles east of Roach station,

approximately 27 miles west of Minot, operating on a grade

varying from 0.6 of 1 percent to 0.72 of 1 percent, when the

boiler exploded causing the death of brakeman Thorsdahl

and the fatal injuries of engineer Bonnewell and fireman

Remus, who were riding in the cab of the locomotive at the

time of the accident.

This was a large Mikado type locomotive constructed by
the American Locomotive Company in March, 1919. The

force of the explosion tore the boiler from the frame and

running gear, hurling it forward for a distance of approxi-
mately 190 feet, where it first struck ground on the back
head of the boiler, making a dent in the earth about three feet

deep, then rebounding approximately 70 feet, striking the

ground with the front end, rebounding the second time

approximately 60 feet, striking on the right top side of the

knuckle of the back head, finally coming to rest on the right
side of boiler at a point 330 feet from the point of explosion.
The running gear was not derailed.

Engineer Bonnewell's body was found directly opposite
the point of explosion on the right side of the track against a

telegraph pole, approximately 30 feet from tracks. Brake-

man Thorsdahl's body was found on the right side of the

track, near the right-of-way fence, about 30 feet back from
the point of the accident. His left arm was torn off and
found near the right-of-way fence about 75 feet ahead of the

point of accident. Fireman Remus' body was found about

50 feet back from the point of the accident on the left side

of the track, near the cab of the locomotive.

Construction or Firebox

The boiler was of the extended wagon top type, with a

radial stayed firebox and combustion chamber. The corn-

heights, so that the draft loss and temperature drop within

the chimney could be more definitely related to gas weight

than can be done at present.
The author agreed with Mr. Uehling as to CO. readings

and excess air, and could confirm his experience as to serious

air leakage losses in very many plants. The use of CO ;

recorders should be increasingly encouraged; and in many
cases, a C02 recorder connected to the chimney would be

very valuable.

It was verv interesting that Mr. Toltz had used the method

in comparison with others. The advisability of having a

simple method could not be gainsaid, and simplicity was an

outstanding feature of the system.

Replying to Mr. Frost, the author said that he had found

many overloaded chimneys that were not overloaded with use-

ful wcrk but with unnecessary air. Unless flues were air-

tight, the chimney would be unnecessarily overloaded.

Chimneys should in general be designed on a basis of gas

weight. The curves based on boiler horsepower were only in-

tended for approximate or preliminary work.

317
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bustion chamber door, side and crown sheets were constructed

of steel plate 7/16 inch in thickness. The flue sheet and
inside throat sheet were 9/16 inch in thickness. The crown
and side sheets were of one-piece construction. The seams
in the door hole as well as the seam between the crown sheet

of the combustion chamber and firebox proper were autoge-

nously welded, while all the other seams were riveted.

The crown sheet including the combustion chamber was

supported by 20 longitudinal and 31 transverse rows of radial

stays \}/& inches at the crown and roof sheet ends with body
reduced to 15/16 inch, spaced 3% inches by 4 inches. The
first six longitudinal rows of stays on each side of the center

extending from the sixth transverse row to the door sheet had
button heads. All other stays had hammered heads. The
first four transverse rows were flexible type stays. Other

staybolts were spaced 3~s inches by 4 inches and were

% inches in diameter.

The locomotive was equipped with a Schmidt type super-

heater, having 45 units. The firebox was equipped with

four 3-inch arch tubes, carrying a brick arch. The firebox

was not equipped with fusible plug or low water alarm.

Examination of Firebox

Investigation disclosed that this explosion was due to the

firebox crownsheet having become overheated, due to low

water.

The crownsheet of the firebox was overheated from the flue

sheet to the door sheet and from the tenth longitudinal row

of stays on each side of the center at the flue sheet to the

sixth longitudinal row on each side of the center at the door

sheet. This made the overheated area approximately 127

inches in length, 75 inches wide at the flue sheet and 48

inches wide at the door sheet. The overheated area showed a

distinct blue color, the line of demarcation being well defined

and showed water to have been approximately 7 inches below

the highest point of the crown sheet.

Failure of Firebox

The initial failure apparently took place in the area be-

tween the sixth and ninth transverse rows from the flue sheet

near the center of sheet, the crown sheet pocketing down at

this point, pulling over button heads of stays and enlarging
holes to a maximum of approximately lj's inches and sweep-

ing toward the back end of the firebox until the eighteenth

transverse row of stays was reached, where the initial rupture
occurred. This rupture follows a straight line transversely

through 29 holes in the crown and right side sheet, continuing
down to the mudring. The top of the flue sheet ruptured

through the line of the upper row of small flues from the left

side to the right top corner of the flue sheet in the combustion

chamber and continuing downward close to the edge of the

flue sheet flange. It then followed the line of the inside throat

sheet flange until the mudring was reached, where 18 rivets

were sheared and sheet torn free at this point. The top part

of the flue sheet straightened out and still adhered to the

crown sheet. About two-thirds of the crown sheet was blown

down and pulled a portion of the flue sheet, combustion

chamber and right side sheet with . it and partially folded

back against the left side sheet, leaving the left side sheet in-

tact. These sheets pulled away from 333 staybolts and 406

crown stays, making a total of 739 stays, from which the

sheets pulled away. The flue sheet pulled from the top row

of small flues, 16 in number, and two superheater tubes.

The autogenously welded seam in crown sheet close to

point where pocketing of crown sheet occurred was not

affected.

Appurtenances Fitted to Locomotive

The locomotive was equipped with a Franklin pneumatic
fire door which was torn off at the time of the explosion.

It was also equipped with a standard stoker, which was

badly damaged, but still adhered to the running gear.

The boiler was equipped with three gage cocks applied
in the water column, this column being located on the right

side of the back head, closely adjacent to the right water

glass, but not connected to it. The column was broken off

flush with the back head but openings through the broken

parts were clean.

The boiler was equipped with two water glasses, both of

which were torn off, the bottom cocks being applied to the

back head with top connections applied in the wrapper sheet

about 5 yi inches forward from the knuckle of the back head.

The openings of both water glass connections in the boiler

were clean. The right water glass mountings and bracket

were found a short distance from the boiler. Left water

glass mountings were broken off at the boiler but still adher-

ing to bracket attached to the boiler. Both stems to right
water glass cocks were badly bent and damaged. The bot-

tom water glass cock when found was open approximately
one turn. The upper cock was open approximately two
turns. The openings in mountings to right water glass were

clean.

The stems of the left water glass cocks were broken off at

the packing nuts and to determine the openings of valves the

mountings were sawed apart. The lower valve was found to

be nearly seated on one side of the valve and a slight open-

ing found on the opposite side, which would make a very

sluggish movement of water in glass and would not require

very much sediment to obstruct the entire flow of water

through this valve. The opening in the left top water glass

mounting was found approximately two turns open.
There was a small piece of gasket rubber hanging loose in

the stuffing box to the lower water glass cock of left water

glass when same was inspected.
The lowest readings of water glasses and gage cocks were

checked on locomotive 3,204 of the same class without leveling
the boiler and found to be as follows: Right water glass
4' 4 inches, left water glass 4J/2 inches and the lowest gage
cock 4 inches above the highest point of the crown sheet.

The stems of all gage cocks were broken off at the packing
nut and the gage cocks were removed from the column and
dismantled to determine their condition and were found clean.

The water column was also examined and found clean.

The condition of gage cock dripper could not be determined

on account of the dripper being filled with clay and pipe
broken off and not found.

The steam gage was demolished and could not be tested.

The condition of the right boiler check could not be de-

termined on account of the boiler lying on its right side and
the check could not be removed, the boiler not having yet
been picked up by wrecking crane.

The left boiler check was examined and found in good
condition and had ^g-inch lift. Both boiler checks were

equipped with angle stop valves to boiler. Left check was
found open, condition of right check not determined.

Condition of Tank

The tank was inspected and found practically clean. Tank
wells were equipped with perforated strainers which were
found clean. Both tank valves are of the plug cock type,
and when inspected right valve was found clean and open,
left valve was found clean and closed. Tank hoses were new
and in good condition. Strainers used in strainer boxes in

feed water pipes were clean. Hancock non-lifting inspirators
size 11 were used. Right number 419,452 was damaged so

that it could not be tested under steam, but was dismantled
and all tubes and valves found in good condition except
forcing tube, which was broken, and stem on steam valve
which was also broken, no doubt from force of explosion.
When inspected, steam ram to right inspirator was found

open. Left No. 419,879 was applied on locomotive 3,204 of

(Continued on page 326)
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The double event during the week of December 3 to 8

of the annual meeting of the American Society of Mechan-

ical Engineers and the Power Exposition to be held at

the Grand Central Palace, New York City, will give those

interested in the design and construction of boilers an op-

portunity to check up the year's developments in the field of

power.

During the week the Power Test Codes Committee will

hold public hearings on the Code for Stationary Steam Gen-

erating Units and on the Code for Locomotives at both of

which the work of the committee will be open to general

discussion.

The recent annual meeting of the National Safety Coun-

cil, held at Buffalo, N. Y., brought home to delegates from

every important industry, insurance company and railroad

in the country the necessity of decreasing the number of

accidents that every year take their toll of lives from the

man-power of the country. In 1922, 75,000 men, women

and children were killed in accidents, many of which might

have been prevented by the application of the ordinary

rules of caution and safety thai have been laid down for

practically every branch of industrial and civil activity

and occupation.

There are now fifty organizations in as many cities spread-

ing the gospel of safety with excellent results. It is a sig-

nificant fact that of all promoters of the safety idea the rail-

roads have accomplished more than practically any other in-

dustry in lessening the fatalities caused by the pursuance of

its function in the community.
Railroad shops and boiler shops in general have been lead-

ers in the safety movement, but resolutions applying to in-

dustry adopted by the Safety Congress and given below indi-

cate ways and means for further promoting industrial safety.

"The safeguarding of all dangerous machinery and places
in industry and elsewhere according to standard methods of

proved value.

"The development of industrial equipment and processes

along lines of inherent safety for the double purpose of elimi-

nating accident hazards and increasing production efficiency.

"The education of all workmen and their supervisors in

safe methods and habits of work."

Reports from the Far Eastern division of the Department
of Commerce indicate that rebuilding operations in Japan
will be extended over a period of from five to seven years.

This activity will be accompanied by a steady demand on

outside sources of supply for construction materials, ma-

chinery and power units. Plans and specifications for the re-

building of the affected areas are now under way, and at this

time the budgets for the necessary work are being considered

by the Japanese Diet.

The opportunity for American manufacturers to supply a

great deal of the material required for reconstruction is great—
particularly heavy machinery, factory equipment and boil-

ers. Here is an opening to manufacturers in this country with

stock boilers on hand to supply a foreign demand in which

the time factor is vitally important and, at the same time,

establish a firm foundation for future business.

The financial condition of Japan is generally satisfactory,

so that with the insurance adjustments that will be applied
towards the purchase of equipment American manufacturers

can feel secure on the question of credit.

The -United States Department of Commerce in Washing-
ton will supply details of industrial requirements in Japan.

Notice has been received by C. W. Obert, secretary of

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers' Boiler Code

Committee, 29 West 39th street, New York, that the new
boiler regulations for India are now in the final stage. Copies
of these regulations will be received in this country within a

short time, and will be published in The Boiler Maker.

They will be particularly interesting to American boiler

manufacturers who, it is suggested, should exercise discretion

in the meantime in meeting stock orders from agents in India,

especially if these stocks are liable to be unsold by January
1, 1924, when the new regulations will go into force. This,
of course, assumes that such stock sizes will not meet the

new conditions imposed.



Engineering Specialties for Boiler Making
New Tools, Machinery, Appliances and Supplies for

the Boiler Shop and Improved Fittings for Boilers

Plate Bending Roll for Heine Boiler Shop

THE
Hilles and Jones Works of the Consolidated Ma-

chine Tool Corporation, New York, has recently com-

pleted an exceptionally large boiler plate bending-roll

to be installed in the St. Louis shop of the Heine Boiler Com-

pany. This No. 9 bending roll is a new and improved

heavy-duty hinged-housing machine, designed for handling

plates up to \y% inch thick and rolling these to relatively

small diameters.

The distance between the housings is 26 feet 6 inches to

provide ample length for rolling plates 26 feet long.

The machine is provided with two interchangeable upper
rolls, the larger upper roll 36 inches in diameter and the

smaller 30 inches in diameter. The 36-inch upper roll is

used when rolling the heaviest plate and to ordinary

diameters, while the 30-inch upper roll is used when rolling

plates to small circles of about 36 inches diameter. The
lower rolls are each 22 inches diameter, and the roll journal-

bearings in the housings are bushed with bronze.

The roll forgings proper are all made of open hearth

forged steel, and the upper rolls have a solid forged extension

which provides for counterbalancing when the back housing
is dropped down for the removal of plates rolled to full

circles.

The rated capacity for the machine is a pressure of 2,500,-

000 pounds, this being a very conservative rating as the

factor of safety is high.
The housings and all driving gears are steel castings.

The housing bed plates and gearing bed plates are semi-

steel castings of box section design.
The upper roll is supported from the roll necks which are

fitted in trunnions having bearings bushed with bronze. The
trunnions are carried in yokes, the back yoke being a steel

casting while the front yoke, which supports the upper roll

when counterbalanced, is a steel forging machined to shape.
The raising and lowering of the roll is secured through a

worm and worm wheel drive, and is designed so that both

ends of the upper roll may be raised or lowered simul-

taneously or one end held stationary while the other end is

raised or lowered.

This arrangement for operating the upper roll is necessary
in rolling plates to conical shapes, and is often found advan-

tageous in ordinary boiler shop practice. The worms are

of machined cast bronze and run in enclosed bearings de-

signed so as to provide for lubrication with either heavy oil

or grease. The worm wheels meshing with the worms are

made of cast steel and have teeth cut from the solid metal.

The driving pinions on the lower roll necks are steel cast-

ings shrouded to the pitch line. These pinions are both

driven from a wide-faced cast steel gear shrouded to the

pitch line and this driving arrangement conveys power
directly to both lower rolls.

The machine is geared for two speeds
—a slow speed for

handling the heavier plates and a high speed for handling

lighter plates. The control of the speeds is by hand levers

direct connected to positive clutches.

Two substantial roller supports are provided for the lower

Hilles and Jones Bending Roll Specially Built for Boiler Work
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rolls and each support carries four forged steel rollers

finished to 7 15/16 inches diameter. The rollers are carried

in closed end bearings which design provides for lubrication

of the rollers by means of large grea'se cups. This arrange-
ment not only insures lubrication but also keeps scale and

dirt from clogging and .stopping the action of the rollers.

All high-speed shafts have bearings hushed with bronze

and substantial outboard bearings are provided to carry the

outer end of all driving shafts so that there are no overhang-

ing gears.

The machine is operated by two motors, a motor of 125

horsepower is used for driving the lower rolls and a motor

of 60 horsepower for raising and lowering the upper roll.

The weight of the machine is 415,000 pounds.
The need for a tool of this sort arises from the increasing

demand for exceedingly high pressure boilers of large ca-

pacity, requiring the use of thick plates in large sizes for

the cylindrical shells. The possession of equipment of this

sort will enable the Heine Boiler Company to accept and

promptly execute orders for large capacity high pressure
boilers of any of the several types which it builds.

Light Weight Electric Drill

THE
electric drill illustrated, which weighs less than five

pounds, has been placed on the market recently by the

Argyle Railway Supply Company, Chicago. This tool

will drill holes up to Y% inch in diameter and is said to be

practically non-stallable. It is well adapted for many drill-

ing operations in railroad shops, including stay bolt tell-tale

holes, miscellaneous drilling in car repair work and batten-

work. A special Westinghouse motor is used which will

operate on either alternating or direct current, the motor run-

ning at high speed on light loads and slowing down to the

required amount when drilling larger holes. The free speed
is 2,000 revolutions per minute and the full load speed 850

revolutions per minute which is approximately the proper

cutting speed for a J^-inch drill.

The field windings are coated with a special compound and

baked 90 hours, resulting in a field coil of one solid mass

The Titan Electric Drill is Convenient to Handle and Operate

with practically no possibility of the wires becoming loosened

from each other. This adds to the insulation properties,

making the armature practically indestructible except from

accidental mechanical abrasion. The armature is not injured

by immersion either in oils or in water except as this might
corrode the metal parts.
The ventilation of the drill brings the cool air into the back

both in the upper and lower branches of the handle, assuring
that the handle grip will always remain cool and that the

incoming air will be distributed to all parts of the motor.

The motor field is held away from the housing by ribs which

permit the air to pass around that and also around the

armature to cool these parts in the most effective manner.

The air is discharged in the front of the housing, tending to

blow away from the drill any dirt or particles which might
lie raised in drilling operations.
The Titan drill runs only when the o|>erator is actually

gripping it and drilling. The position and operation of the

switch is natural and tin ease oi release without shifting the

hand makes it possible to stop the motor without shifting the

position of the drill, a frequent cause of breakage. This

-wit<h was developed for the Titan drill by the Cutler-Ham-
mer Manufacturing Company. The drill is steel armored, de-

signed to be non-breakable, and all parts are riveted together

so that there is no danger of the contacts becoming loosened

or the plug becoming broken. A durable cord is used which

does not lead into the motor itself and can therefore lie re-

placed without the services of an experienced electrician.

A simple and effective lubricating system is used, the two
armature bearings and the drill chuck bearings having bronze

bushings and spring oilers which retain a considerable

amount of lubricant. If the drill is thoroughly oiled for the

first few hours of operation it is said to require lubrication

only occasionally thereafter.

The thrust in drilling is taken up on a ball-bearing, work-

ing between two hardened and ground steel surfaces. The
gears are packed in grease. The pinion is of steel, cut

directly on the armature shaft and meshing with a bronze

gear. The teeth are cut helical, adding to the strength and
smoothness of operation. The gear ratio is 7-5 5^2 to 1. This
odd number is chosen purposely to prevent the same pair of

teeth on the gear and pinion ulways meeting. The chuck
is of the Goodell-Pratt keyless type requiring no tool to

open or close it. To prevent the armature from turning
when opening or closing the chuck, it is only necessary to

press the spring stop into the slot in the end of the armature
shaft and the chuck may then be turned without offering

any difficultv.

Self-Adjusting Wrench

ANEW
wrench, known as the "Roberts" type, which

does away with the usual screwing up and down ad-

justment by means of a set screw to make it fit an

object, has been put on the market by the Greater Service

Electric Company, Newark, N. J. Using only one hand
with the new wrench, it is simply necessary to place it over

New Wrench with Quick Adjustment Feature

the object and it grips instantly. It is stated that the wrench
never slips

—the harder it is pulled the stronger it grips, and
at any angle. It also works with a new ratchet action which
makes it easy to work in tight places.
The wrench is drop forged from high speed carbon steel.

In its present 12-inch size, this wrench will handle any shape
article from small nuts to one inch pipe. Its price is lower
than the average good wrench, and the company states that

the time saved by a mechanic in an ordinary day's work
w-ould pay for the tool. It is also guaranteed against all

imperfections.



Questions and Answers for Boiler Makers

Information for Those Who Design, Construct, Erect,

Inspect and Repair Boilers—Practical Boiler Shop Problems

Conducted by C. B. Lindstrom

This department is open to subscribers of The Boiler

Maker for the purpose of helping those who desire assist-

ance on practical boiler shop problems. All questions should

be definitely stated and clearly written in ink, or typewritten,
on one side of the paper, and sketches furnished if necessary.

Inquiries should bear the name and address of the writer.

Anonymous communications will not be considered. The

identity of the writer, however, will not be disclosed unless

the editor is given permission to do so.

Stack Bonnet and Tapering Casing
Q.—Will you kindly publish how to develop a stack hood or bcnnet, and

how to layout in cne piece a sand dome casing?—S. C. D.

A.—The layout of a stack bonnet is shown in Figs. 1 and
2. Reproduce the elevation to the required dimensions, which

shows the bonnet in the form of a cone. With the dividers

or trammels set to a radius equal to a-b, Fig. 1 draw a circle

as from point a, Fig. 2. Make the arc lengths between b-b

Renewing Side Sheets and Tubes
Q.
—Please tell me how to put en y$ side sheets which are now usually

required ever a fire; that is, how to get the holes spaced in the new sheet

and the holes in the boiler spaced. Some of our repair boiler makers lay off

the holes in the boiler and have them drilled while getting out new ones at

the shop; others put holes in the new sheet and lay off from that to the

boiler, which is slow but sure. Others do not knew how much lap to give.

Also please tell me the best system of taking out flues cf vertical and other

boilers, which is usually the main repair work.—M. E. H.

A.—In applying side sheets or new sections of side sheets,

two methods are applicable. Some repair men remove the

damaged section, using the oxygen torch for cutting where

possible without damaging the outer firebox sheets. The
old plate is straightened and used as a template for marking
off the new patch. The edges of the plate after cutting with

the gas torch are left with a crust which must be scraped or

chipped off.

Overlapping edges at the corners of the patch should be

thinned down by scarfing. The stayholes in the new patch
should be punched smaller than the required stay diameter

and afterwards reamed out in place to insure alinement of the

FIG. 3

Stack Hood Layout and Frustum of a Cone

and b-c, Fig. 2 each equal to the length of the semi-circle,

Fig. 1, wrhich may be done by using a circular measuring
wheel. If such an instrument is not available space one-half

of the semi-circle into equal parts and use the arc lengths for

spacing off the stretchout in the pattern. The circular length
around the base of the cone, Fig. 1, equals the product of

the diameter and 3.1416. Thus, if the diameter b-c equals
14 inches, the circumference of the base equals 14 X 3.1416
= 43.98 say 44 inches, to which must be allowed material

for the lap.

Fig. 3 shows a short and an approximate method for de-

veloping a frustum of a cone when the taper is very small.

Lay off an elevation of the frustum a-b-c-d and on each side

reproduce an additional one, thus locating four points as b-a,
b-a at the top and d-c, d-c at the bottom for drawing in the

camber lines. A pliable piece of bar or strap iron or batten

may be placed on these points and the camber lines drawn in.

Make their lengths equal to the circumference of the upper
and lower base circles and allow for lap. A traveling wheel
can be used for measuring these lengths
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stays. Rivet or patch bolt holes can also be drilled out in

place. The lap around the seams should equal 1 inch.

Where the top seam is not subjected to stress, it may be

welded as that construction avoids overlapping plates, which

waste away on the fireside.

Laying Out Sheiits

In Fig. 1 is shown an end view (a) and side view (b)
of a wagon top firebox in w-hich the side sheets A are riveted

to the crown sheet B at C. Where such drawings are avail-

able for the boilers to be repaired the dimensions given should

be checked for any changes that may have been made. From
the drawing the new side sheets can be laid off to the di-

mensions given, and the new sheet fabricated while the old

one is being removed. Care in handling this work must be

taken to insure accuracy as the slightest variation in rivet

or stay spacing will result in a loss of the plate.
Where a firebox is made up in the way shown in the il-

lustration, it is advisable to renew the entire side sheet, as

this overcomes the need of two lapped seams.
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The methods followed in such work depend somewhat on
the type of boiler; in general firetubes are removed by first

cutting off the bead around the tubes and then to split the

tube back 1 or 2 inches with a cape chisel or a rectangular
tool called a crosscut. The split end of the tube is then
flattened on itself at each end so that it i an be drawn through
the tube hole.

Fig. 2 shows a view of a tube and the method of splitting

it; a tool of the form shown in Fig. 3 is then driven between
the tube and plate forcing the split ends together as shown
in Fig. 4.

Where an entire new tube installation is required and if the

tubes can be removed through the manhole at the top or bot-
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Fig. 2—Method of Splitting Tube. Fig. 3.—Tool for Forcing

Split Ends Together. Fig. 4.—Split Ends after

Forcing. Fig. 5.—Tool for Cutting Tubes

torn of the boiler, the tubes can be readily cut out with a tool

of the form shown in Fig. 5. The heel of the tool rests on
the tube sheet and the lever arm a is brought down causing
the cutting edge b to tear and cut out the tube, thus complet-

ing the operation.
There are several good rotary- tube cutters used in cutting

off the tubes, and by their use considerable time and labor

is saved.

Method for Removing Large Oil Tank
Bottom

Q.—Would you please inform me as to the proper way to take out and
replace a new bottom on a 90-foot steel fuel oil tank with regard to saving
time on the job.

—A. V. J.

A.—As in all repair work, the best means of handling a

job depends on the conditions under which the repairs can

be handled. In this case, we cannot give definite informa-

tion, since we do not know how the tank is situated for carry-

ing out such a major repair. If you will give further data

we shall be pleased to help you, if possible, in an early issue

of the magazine.
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Pressure on Nozzles

Q.—How can I calculate the pressure which the large steel nozzle as shown
in the sketch will stand safely; that is, what working pressure, or how thick
to make the nozzle to stand a certain pressure. The tensile strength cf the

steel is 60.000 pounds per square inch and is firebox grade, so as to flange
easily on a fiur post press. The finished thickness is J^-inch after pressing
and drawing dfwn to final shape. The shape is just the same as the standard
"Taylor" or American Spiral Pipe Company's regular design of noz les as
used on A. S. M. E. bcilers. What is the rule used for these smaller size

nozzles? These nozzles are drawn from one round plate and without seams
or wel-is, lil e the smaller cnes mentioned. Fir 100 pounds pressure do you
think any reinforcement is required for the outside of the rivet flange as
shown in Fig. J? If so, how should the reinforcement be figured?—C. P.

A.—To my knowledge there is no formula for finding the

allowable working pressure on the nozzles shown in Fig. 1.

A close approximation is the truncated cone formula given

BUSINESS NOTES
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Details of Boiler Nozzle

in Par. 231 of the A.S.M.E. Boiler Code. In the use of

new constructions of this kind, the procedure is to make
special tests of several samples, and record all deflections

as the pressure is applied. Manufacturers of nozzles of

smaller sizes have done this, from which standard sizes for

different working pressures have been adopted. These data
are given in the A.S.M.E. Code in tables of flange fittings;
which cover those made of cast iron. An allowable variation

of 20 percent from the flange thickness given in these tables

may be made for cast steel and forged steel fittings; leaving
the drilling for bolt holes unchanged. For pressures above
250 pounds per square inch, the flange thickness of the bodies
shall be increased to keep within the same deflection limits

and to give at least the same factor of safety as the fittings.

Nozzle Connections

The connection of the nozzle to the shell comes under the

rules applied to dome connections. The A.S.M.E. Code
specifies in Par. 194 the following: When the maximum
allowable working pressure exceeds 100 pounds per square
inch the flange of a dome 24 inches or over in diameter shall

be double riveted to the shell. The flange of the nozzle tends
to stiffen and compensate for the loss in strength of the shell,
due to the removal of the plate for the nozzle opening. A
reinforcing liner should be provided and riveted to the inside
of the shell. Such reinforcements may be calculated as ex-

plained for manhole reinforcements or liners; as given in

Par. 261 of the A.S.M.E. Code. No reinforcement is needed
as you have shown in Fig. 2.

The Blacker Engineering Company, Incorporated, Grand
Central Terminal, New York City, manufacturer of Blacker

blacksmi thing hammers, have opened an office in Pittsburgh
at 421 Wood street with George Hesse as district manager.

The Linde Air Products Company, New York, recently
started continuous operations in its new plant at Tulsa, Okla.

Oxygen will be extracted from the air by the liquefaction

process. The plant is also able to reclaim the nitrogen and

separate the rare gases, argon and neon. C. A. Kennedy
is operating superintendent. A Prest-O-Lite plant, for the

manufacture of welding and cutting gas, is also planned for

the same locality.

The Industrial Works, Bay City, Mich., which was estab-

lished in 1873, celebrated its fiftieth anniversary on October

13, at Bay City. The celebration included a sales conference

of all representatives of the Industrial Works from all prin-

cipal points of the United States, Canada, Cuba and South

America. Another feature was a test of a 200-ton wrecking
crane which had been built for the Norfolk & Western.

The Industrial Works was started in 1873 with a working
force of 30 men in a factory building 75 by 100 feet. The

plant today covers 29 acres of ground, and includes 59 build-

ings with 440,000 square feet of floor area, 5 miles of rail-

road track and employs 1,800 men. The 59 buildings in-

clude a foundry and pattern, blacksmith, boiler, bucket, car,

canopy, electrical, paint, pipe and machine shops, each*of
which is a complete unit. Besides there is a pattern storage

building, an employees' restaurant, a garage, and an office.

Charles Piez, president of the Link-Belt Company, Chi-

cago, announces the purchase of the Meese &: Gottfried Co.,

of San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle and Portland. For
the past ten years Link-Belt Company has been distributing
its products on the West Coast through its subsidiaries, the

Link-Belt Northwest Company, of Seattle, and the Link-

Belt Pacific Company, of San Francisco. The improvement
in distributing facilities effected by the consolidation, and
tlie additional manufacturing facilities acquired, should give
the rapidly-growing industries of the Pacific Coast highly
economical and efficient service. The new organization will

be known as Link-Belt Meese & Gottfried Company, with

headquarters at San Francisco. The officials will be: Charles

Piez, chairman of the board; B. A. Gayman, president;
Harold H. Clark, vice-president and sales manager; Leslie

W. Shirley, treasurer; Richard W. Yerkes, secretary.

The Mahr Manufacturing Company of Minneapolis,
Minn., manufacturers of rivet forges, torches, furnaces and
kindred oil burning equipment, has moved its New York
office from 56 Murray street to larger quarters at 42 Murray
street. Ray G. White is the direct representative of the com-

pany at New York.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company at

their South Philadelphia Works has established a General

Engineering Division which will be devoted to the study of

central station and industrial plant problems, which involve

the application of steam power apparatus such as steam tur-

bines, condensers and reduction gears. This department
will also co-operate with the sales organization in providing

engineering service to purchasers of this equipment.

The main office in Tokio, Japan, of Roku-Roku Shoten

having been destroyed, requests are made to manufacturers
in the United States to send to the company's branch office at

Osaka, street address Enokojima Nishiku, complete catalogs
and prices to replace their files. S. Noda is president of

the company.
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Firebox Wreckage after Great Northern Locomotive Low Water Explosion

Locomotive Boiler Explosion Caused by
Low Water

OX
April 9, 1923 a serious and unusual locomotive boiler

explosion occurred near Roach, North Dakota, about

twenty-five miles west of Minot, on the main line of

the Great Northern Railway. Three men lost their lives in

this explosion; the brakeman was killed instantly, the fireman

died while being taken back to Minot and the engineer died

the following day at a hospital.

This locomotive, No. 3201, one of the largest and newest,

built for heavy freight service on the G. N. line, was one of

several of its type built during the war while the roads were

under government control. It left the Minot terminal on its

fateful trip west at about 3 P. M. April 9 and two hours

later the shocking news reached Minot of the disaster, with

the casualties above mentioned. This boiler was subjected
to a hydrostatic test just shortly before the explosion and was

carefully inspected on the fateful day before leaving the

Minot roundhouse by a federal inspector, who happened to

be present on that day.
Examination of the firebox showed that the crown sheet

had been badly burnt and all other indications showed that

the explosion was caused by low water in the boiler; the

engineer, however, who remained conscious until he died,

emphatically denied this and stated that the water glass

registered not less than two inches just two minutes prior to

the explosion.
The railroadmen of Minot would be glad to receive a more

complete and detailed report of this accident, and those of

us who are subscribers to The Boiler Maker have been

eagerly watching the magazine but no report has so far ap-
peared.

Minot, N. D. Ed. Dingfield.

Editor's Note:—The official report of the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection
dealing with this disaster appears on page 317 of this issue.

Failure to Live Up to Construction Rules

a Source of Unfair Competition

THE
Boiler Code was submitted to us by the A.S.M.E.

and the commissions appointed by the different states

a- a rule and guide for the construction of boilers.

Recently I was in a shop and investigated the class of
work and conditions under which boilers were being built at

this particular plant and I will say that I am very much
surprised and astonished at the class of work that was being
allowed and let pass.

There was no excuse for such a poor grade of work ex-

cept that the concern manufacturing the boilers was looking
for production and to keep the overhead down, thereby con-

structing an inferior grade and class of boilers. I was at

the shop for three and one-half days during working hours
and I saw an insurance boiler inspector there three davs, but
never saw him make an inspection but merely take the melt

number of the plates. He evidently does not follow up the

construction and I am absolutely sure he does not make the

concern comply with the Code requirements.
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These are some of the interesting items that I saw but of

course there were numerous others.

1. Sheets and butt straps were not taken apart and burrs

and chips removed after drilling and reaming.
2. Flue beads were cracked but were hammered over to

hide cracks and checks.

3. Holes in cross braces were cracked from rivet or bolt

hole out.

4. Holes in barrel sheets were not drilled and reamed

straight and some were out of alinement from 12 to 15 degrees.

5. Back head sheet around corner had a very bad crack

at the scarf and was not properly welded.

6. Instead of calking sheets they were plugged straight

back to fill up bad cracks and joints which were caused by
not laying up the sheets and heads.

7. There was a heavy acetylene burr where the firedoor

holes were burnt out and the sheets were bolted and riveted

to the firedoor ring without removing the burr.

8. Staybolts and rivets were loose in the sheets.

9. Backhead braces were bent very crooked and allowed

for unnecessary expansion.
10. Cross braces were loose and showed considerable

slack.

11. Sheets were planed or milled or chipped as required

by Code.

12. Sheets were not properly laid up before riveting. The

mudring corners both inside and out were not laid up, nor

the other sheets. In order to make a good job, it is necessary

to heat these corners and lay up the material.

13. The sheets were not properly bolted. There was

J^-inch space between the front flue sheet and the barrel

seam when sent to the bull machine for riveting.

It is time some action is taken and the Code lived up to;

for it is not right to make one firm build standard boilers

and another party be allowed to put slip-shod work across

for it is unfair competition and an injustice.

Olean, N. Y. Charles W. Carter, Jr.

Fatal Boiler Explosion Caused by Low Water

(Continued from page 318)

the same type and tested under steam and found in good
condition.

Locomotive was equipped with four consolidated safety

valves, open type, 3-inch diameter, numbers 27,644,

27,596, 27,701, and 30,998, which were removed and applied

on locomotive 3,204 of the same type and tested and found

to open at 182, 195, 202 and 211 pounds, respectively.

The boiler of locomotive 3,201 was washed April 14 and

monthly inspection completed April 16 at Minot, N. D., and

locomotive was performing first service after monthly inspec-

tion.

Left water glass tube was broken while spindles were being

removed for cleaning at time boiler was washed and inspected

and a new water glass applied.

The last monthly inspection of locomotive 3,201 was on

April 16, 1923, at Minot, N. D.

Daily Inspection Reports

Work reports for locomotive 3,201 dated March 1, 6, 8,

24, 27 and 30 and April 1, 4 and 14, which were on file at

Minot, were examined, but none contained defects which in

our opinion may have contributed to accident except report

for April 14 on page 2, where appears notation, "Water glass"

M. Donsvar, which refers to water glass which was broken

out and reapplied at time glass cocks were being cleaned.

Conclusions from Investigation

Several appurtenances were damaged so that condition

prior to accident could not be determined.

The general condition of the locomotive was apparently

good prior to the accident.

The crown sheet failure was caused by overheating due to

low water.

The only special notation in the report is that treated water

is used on this division and foaming of water in boiler is a

common occurrence.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

Hydraulic Riveters.—A four-page circular illustrating

and describing Hanna hydraulic riveters has just been issued

by the Hanna Engineering Company, Chicago.

Welding Cable.—Two announcements by the Rome Wire

Company, Rome, N. Y., have been published describing spe-

cial extra flexible electric welding cable and special-service

cord. Many applications of these two types of cord, the first

for welding outfits and the second for a variety of shop and

household uses, are outlined.

Hydraulic Machinery and Power Tools.—"An Album
of Engineering Achievement" is the title of a 64-page, illus-

trated catalogue recently issued by the Southwark Foundry
& Machine Company, Philadelphia, Pa., featuring the wide

application of Southwark hydraulic valves, accumulators,

presses, intensifiers, power punches, etc.

Welding and Cutting Equipment.—The Torchweld

Equipment Company, Chicago, 111., has issued a new cata-

logue covering its complete line of oxy-acetylene welding and

cutting apparatus, lead welding, soldering, brazing, decar-

bonizing units, gas pressure regulators, automatic machines,

generators and supplies. The catalogue contains cross sec-

tional views of equipment with detailed explanations.

Floor and Bench Grinders.—The two-wheel floor and

bench grinders, manufactured by the Hisey-Wolf Machine

Company, Cincinnati, O., are illustrated and described in

detail in a new bulletin prepared by the company. Floor

stand grinders are made in seven sizes ranging from y& to

10 horsepower capacit;, ,
while the bench grinders are in two

sizes of yi to 1 horsepower capacity. The special features

of these grinders are outlined with specifications and other

details.

Charcoal Iron Boiler Tubes.—A 52-page brochure,

citing a few instances of the high resistance of Parkesburg
charcoal iron boiler tubes to corrosion and long service life,

has been issued by the Parkesburg Iron Company, Parkes-

burg, Pa. Following a brief outline of the physical proper-
ties of charcoal iron and its corrosion resisting qualities, is

an interesting illustrated story of the Parkesburg process of

manufacturing boiler tubes from the charging of the forge
fire to the final inspection and test of the finished product.

Boiler Feed Pump and Feed Water Heater.—The con-

struction and operation of the Worthington locomotive boiler

feed pumj> and feed water heater are clearly shown in col-

ored diagrams in an attractive 16-page bulletin, B-1607-B,

recently issued by the Worthington Pump & Machinery Com-

pany, New York. The heat and coal saving characteristics

of the feed water heater are shown in curves. A table of the

properties of steam is also given and examples illustrating

its use in calculating the reduction in the amount of heat

required to generate the steam, the amount of steam required
for heating and the amount of water saved by the Worthing-
ton locomotiu- feed water heater.
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ASSOCIATIONS

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate
Commerce Commission

Chief Inspector
—A. G. Pack, Washington, D. C.

Assistant Chief Inspectors
—

J. M. Hall, Washington,
D. C; J. A. Shirley, Washington, D. C.

Steamboat Inspection Service of the Department
of Commerce

Supervising Inspector General—George Uhler, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Deputy Supervising Inspector General—D. N. Hoover, Jr.,

Washington, D. C.

American Uniform Boiler Law Society

Chairman of the Administrative Council—Charles E.

Gorton, 253 Broadway, New York.

Boiler Code Committee of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers

Chairman—-John A. Stevens, Lowell, Mass.

Vice-Chairman—D. S. Jacobus, New York.

Secretary—C. W. Obert, 29 West 39th Street, New York.

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Inspectors

Chairman—J. F. Scott, Trenton, N. J.

Secretary-Treasurer
—C. 0. Myers, State House, Colum-

bus, Ohio.

Vice-Chairman—R. L. Hemingway, San Francisco, Cal.

Statistician—W. E. Murray, Seattle, Wash.

International Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, Iron

Ship Builders and Helpers of America

J. A. Frank, International President, suite 522, Brother-

hood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

William Atkinson, Assistant International President, suite

522, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

Joseph Flynn, International Secretary-Treasurer, suite

504, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

James B. Casey, Editor-Manager of Journal, suite 524,

Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

H. J. Norton, International Vice-President. Alcazar Hotel,

San Francisco, Calif.

International Vice-Presidents—Thomas Nolan, 700 Court

St, Portsmouth, Va.; John Coots, 344 North Spring St., St.

Louis, Mo.; M. A. Maher, 2001-20th St., Portsmouth, Ohio;

E. J. Sheehan, 7826 South Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.; John

J. Dowd, 953 Avenue C, Bayonne, N. J. ;
R. C. McCutcheon,

15 La Salle Block, Winnipeg, Man., Can.; Joseph P. Ryan,
7533 Vernon Ave., Chicago, 111.; John F. Schmitt, 605 East

11th Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Master Boiler Makers' Association

President—E. W. Young, mechanical assistant to G. S.

M. P., C. M. & St. P. R. R., 787 Caledonia Place, Dubuque,
Iowa.

First Vice-President—Frank Gray, tank foreman, C. & A.

R. R., 705 W. Mulberry Street, Bloomington, 111.

Second Vice-President—T. F. Powers, System G. F. Boiler

Dept, C. & N. W. R. R-, 1129 S. Clarence Avenue, Oak

Park,' 111.

Third Vice-President—J. F. Raps, G. B. I., I. C. R. R.,

4041 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Fourth Vice-President--W. J. Murphy, G. F. B. M.,

Penn. K. R. Lines West, 3614 Mexico Street, N. S., Alle-

gheny, Pa.

Fifth Vice-President—L. M. Stewart, G. B. I., At. Coast

Lines, Box 660, Waycross, Ga.

Secretary
—H. D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt Street, New York.

Treasurer—W. H. Laughridge, G. F. B. M., Hocking

Valley R. R., 537 Linwood Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Executive Board—E. J. Reardon, Locomotive Firebox

Company, 632 Marquette Building, Chicago, 111., chairman;
H. J. Raps, G. F. B. M., I. C. R. R., 7224 Woodlawn Ave-

nue, Chicago, 111., secretary.

Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Association

President—George R. Boyce, A. M. Castle Company, Chi-

cago, 111. Vice-President—J. P. Moses, Jos. T. Ryerson,

Chicago, 111. Secretary
—W. H. Dangel, Lovejoy Tool

Works, Chicago, 111.

American Boiler Manufacturers' Association

President—E. R. Fish, Heine Boiler Company, St. Louis,

Mo.
Vice-President—E. C. Fisher, The Wickes Boiler Com-

pany, Saginaw, Mich.

Secretary-Treasurer
—H. N. Covell, Lidgerwood Manu-

facturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee—George W. Bach, Union Iron

Works. Erie, Pa.; G. S. Barnum, The Bigelow Com-

pany, New Haven, Conn.; F. G. Cox, Edge Moor Iron Com-

pany, Edge Moor, Del. ; W. C. Connelly, D. Connelly Boiler

Company, Cleveland, O.; W. A. Drake, The Brownell Com-

panv, Dayton, O ;
A. R. Goldie, Goldie-McCulloch Com-

pany, Gait, Ont., Can.; J. F. Johnston, Johnston Brothers,

Ferrysburg, Mich.; M. F. Moore, Kewanee Boiler Works,

Kewanee, 111., and A. G. Pratt, The Babcock & Wilcox Com-

pany, New York.

States and Cities That Have Adopted the

A. S. M. E. Boiler Code

Allegheny Co., Pa.

Arkansas
California

Delaware
Indiana
Marvland

Chicago, 111.

(will accept)
Detroit, Mich.

Erie, Pa.

Kansas City, Mo.

States

Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri

New Jersey
New York
Ohio

Cities

Los Angeles, Cal.

Memphis, Tenn.

(will accept)

Nashville, Tenn.

Omaha, Neb.

Parkersburg, W. Va.

Oklahoma

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin

Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Scranton, Pa.

Seattle, Wash.

States and Cities Accepting Stamp of the National

Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors

States

Arkansas
California

Indiana

Maryland
Minnesota

New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Oklahoma

Oregon

Cities

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin

Chicago, 111. Nashville, Tenn. St. Louis, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo. Parkersburg, W. Va. Seattle, Wash.
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SELECTED BOILER PATENTS

Compiled by

GEORGE A. HUTCHINSON, Patent Attorney,

Washington Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.

Readers wishing copies of patent papers, or any further information regard-

ing any patent described, should correspond with Mr. Hutchinson.

1,456,315. BOILER PLUG. FREDERICK E. KEY, OF ST. LOUIS,
MISSOURI, ASSIGNOR TO KEY BOILER EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
OF ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, A CORPORATION OF MISSOURI.

Claim 1.—A device of the character described, the combination of a wall

member having a circular opening providing an annular plug-receiving

seat, a hollow sheet met;il boiler plug closed at its inner end and open at

its outer end, said boiler plug having a smooth annular conico-cylindrical

peripheral portion adapted to frictionally engage said annular seat, said

conico-cylindrical portion being so tapered as to decrease m diameter toward
the open outer end of the plug so that the plug, acting like a check valve,

may be forced into frictional engagement with its seat by outward pressure
on its closed inner end, the annular open outer end portion of the plug

being adapted to pass through and extend from said opening, and a safety
device preventing accidental inward displacement of the plug from said open-

ing, said safety device comprising a detachable retaining device extending
entirely through the wall of the la?t mentioned end portion and projecting
from the peripheral face thereof at a point in front of the outer face of

said wall member to retain the plug in said opening. Two claims.

1.460,669. BOILER-TUBE CLEANER. TOHN H. GOODFELLOW.
OF IUJFFALO, NEW YORK.

Claim 1.—A boiler tube cleaner comprising: a hollow body, spiral flanges

arranged in spaced relation on the outer face of ?a :d body, and a nozzle

arranged at the front end of said body and provided with a plurality of

forwardly diverging jet openings for the passage of the cleaning medium
therethrough, the outlet ends of said openings being flared and located in the

r.ides of said nozzle and immediately in front of the spaces between said

flanges. Five claims.

1,467,238. TUBE EXPANDER. JAMES T. DEMPSEY. OF NEW
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS.

Claim 1.—A tube expander having, in combination, a head provided with
a cylindrical longitudinal bore extending therethrough there being two pairs
of diametrically opposed slots extending through the wall of said head, the

slots of one of said pairs being positioned parallel to the axis of said bore

and the slots of the other of said pairs being inclined to the axis of said

bore, a pair of cylindrical rolls in said parallel slots, a pair of forming rolls

in said inclined slots and means projecting into said rolls from opposite ends
of their respective >lots and adapted to loosely position and retain said rolls
in their respective slots. Two claims.

1 461,315. LOCOMOTIVE SMOKE-BOX FRONT. ARTHUR T.

KUEHNER, OF ELKRIDGE, MARYLAND.
Claim 1.—The combination with a locomotive, and a smoke box front

closing the smoke box of the locomotive, of a series of mating plates ex-

tending around the peripheral margin of the front and forming a reinforcing

ring thereon, means coacting with certain of said plates for detachably se-

curing ihe front in position, and means adapted to extend between the

smoke box and certain other oppositely disposed plates for pivotally sup-

porting the front w hereby the front may be swung to one side. Five claims.

1.468.-W8. LOCOMOTIVE ARCH. CHARLES E. MILLER, OF
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

Claim I.—In a locomotive arch, the combination with arch tubes and side

sheets, ot bricks laid upon and closing the space between adjacent tubes,

and an L-shaped brick having arms of unequal length the short arm extend-
ing vertically and resting upon an outside arch tube and the long arm ex-

tending horizontally and abutting a side sheet. Four claims.

1,465,502. AIR'-FEEDING ATTACHMENT FOR FURNACES. HARRY
W. WEAVER, OF ALLENTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA.

Claim.—An air feeding device for furnace doors comprising an exter-

nally threaded pipe extending through said door, the outer part of the pipe
having air inlet openings in the side walls thereof, a screw plug in the outer

end of the pipe, adjustable to open or close said openings, a funnel shaped
air collector screwed on the outside of the pipe, between said openings and
the door, nuts on the pipe, clamping the same to the door, an outer per-
forated '

nbet having screw threaded engagement on the pipe, inside the

door, and an inner perforated chamber, also screwed on the inner end of

said pipe, inside of said outer chamber.
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Each Prest-O-L&e
user looks to his

nearest District
Sales Office not

merely for arrange-
ments to adequate-

ly cover acetylene
needs, but for help-
ful co-operation
and advice on any
matter involved in

the use of acetylene.

Meeting the Demand
To meet the constantly grow-

ing demand for Prest-O-Lite

service, Prest-O- Lite's cylinder

factory is distributing an ever-

increasing number of new

cylinders.

Years of experience in the

manufacture and distribution

of Dissolved Acetylene has

established a high standard for

every Prest-O-Lite cylinder
—

a standard that Prest-O-Lite

unfailingly maintains bymaking
its cylinders to its own design

and under its careful super-

vision.

An inquiry at our nearest sales

office will bring you informa-

tion concerning our latest sales

and service plans.

THE PREST-O-LITE COMPANY, INC.

General Offices: Carbide and Carbon Bldg., 30 E. 42nd St., NewYork City

In Canada: Prest-O-Lite Co. of Canada, Toronto

District Sales Offices

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo

Chicago
Cleveland
Dallas

Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Milwaukee

New Orleans
New York
Philadelphia

Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Seattle

St. Louis

Jketf-0-Jjte
DISSOLVED ACETYLENE
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ROM
STAY- SUPERIOR "BOLT

|Zj

«t>vrjE7 /ROM Afjt^l^S. /JVC.

KOME. N. -V.

GOOD BOILER MAKERS
APPRECIATE GOOD STAYBOLT IRON

BOILER
MAKERS appreciate They know how true to gauge it

the worth of Rome Superior runs ; how easily it threads
;
how

Staybolt Iron. readily it drives. They know
it makes the kind of bolts that

These men know Rome
justify confidence and help to

Superior—have known it for keep engines in service,

years—and their experience
has made them friends of Rome Continue Rome Superior as your
Irons. staybolt iron specification.

ROME IRON MILLS, INCORPORATED
17 East 42nd St., New York Works at Rome, New York
SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE, WASH. BOSTON CHICAGO ST. LOUIS

HOUSTON, TEX. RICHMOND, VA. MONTREAL
Export Agents:

International Railway Supply Company, 30 Church Street, New York

RO N
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IB.

FLHHGBD CoL V AfcC/lB£ MtTH<>D

Outdo* Short Line

Pocatello IDAHO

GET THIS STRAIGHT-

"J^CABE-"
Pneumatic Flanging Machine

A
Method
and

machine—
Capacities

tip to
i/2

" and %"

Is more than a "Machine"—
it's a method, too.

Why? Your neighbor who
has one can show you.

MFG. CO.
Lawrence
Massachusetts
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BOILER
makers, car builders and struc-

tural steel fabricators alike express

their preference for Little Giant Electric

Drills when used on reaming and tapping

operations.

This mark of distinction has been given

to Little Giants because they are success-

fully meeting their requirements in hun-

dreds of boiler and car shops, structural

steel plants and other industries where the

gruelling work encountered is a fit test for

any tool.

The economy, service and dependability

of Little Giant Electric Drills is attributed

to their design and construction. Large
overload capacity, low temperature rise,

high efficiency and long life are a few of

their many points of superiority that mean
economical operation over a period of years.

You can use one or more of these Little

Giant Electric Drills profitably on your

reaming and tapping work. Bulletin 891

describes them in detail. 'Write for your

copy.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
6 East 44th Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Sales and 'Service Branches all over the World

•Birmingham
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Dependable Physical Properties

in

OILER TU

llll.'l/

A "NATIONAL" Boiler Tube after being mashed together from both

ends. No fracture in the material—indicating the value of uniform physical

properties
—and the punishment these tubes will stand in actual service.

TO give the most satisfactory results under various service conditions,

a boiler tube must possess a number of advantages based on

dependable physical properties. Dependable physical properties are

best maintained when the tubes are made of uniformly good material

and under the control of one organization.

For this reason, largely, National Tube Company exercises control

over every step of manufacture. All operations are under the direction

of metallurgical and mechanical experts in the manufacture of

boiler tube steel.

Uniform metal means a strong tube; a tube that can be readily bent,

flanged, expanded and otherwise worked; a tube of maximum
resistance to corrosion and of the utmost dependability in service.

"NATIONAL" Bulletin No. 16 will explain to you the advantages of

"NATIONAL" Lap-welded and "SHELBY" Seamless Boiler Tubes. A copy

will be sent upon request.

NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA.
General Sales Offices : Frick Building

. DISTRICT SALES OFFICES _
Atlanta Boston Chicago Denver Detroit New Orleans New York Salt Lake City Philadelphia Pittsburgh St. Loui» St. Paul

PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVES: D. S. Steel Products Company San Francisco Los Angeles Portland Seattle

EXTORT REPRESENTATIVES: D. S. Stool Products Company New York City
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ALCO
STAYBOLTS
Whatever may be said about the

desirability of any product, its

proven merit alone establishes

confidence in the buyer.

Judge Alco Staybolts by that

standard.

Today no part of locomotive equip-
ment returns its cost more quickly
than dependable staybolt construc-

tion. It is the biggest single factor

in the saving of that time and labor

which, when wasted on inferior

staybolts, shortens revenue mileage
and swells maintenance cost.

The rapidly increasing demand for

Alco Staybolts, both flexible and

rigid types, proves as nothing else

could that today's search for stay-
bolt economy leads straight to Alco.

Specifying Alco means that surety
of service which adds worth without

adding cost.

AMIHICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY
30 CHURCH /TREET, NEW YORK CITY
m^m»^mms^
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PNEUMATIC TOOLS

Buying Thor Pneumatics for the Boiler Shop

NO. 13 THOR REV. DRILL

Strictly

a

One-Man
Machine
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with these features which re-

duce riveting costs:

Handle bolted to barrel

Central Type Valve with no
holes or ports to start cracks

Alloy steel handle and barrel

Wonderful power and holding

qualities.

The result of years of experience in air tool building. Now available for all classes

of riveting work only after having prove 1 superior on scores of the most difficult

riveting jobs. Manufactured in four sizej, 5", 6", 8" and 9". Strokes with either

outside or inside trigger handles.

These new hammers are manufactured in addition to our present line of offset valve

type hammers Nos. 50, 60, 80 and 90 which are standard for many classes of riveting

work.
Ask for full information.

INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY, 11 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Offices in all principal domestic and foreign cities.

For Canada refer Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Company, Limited,

260 St. James St., Montreal, Quebec.
JV8-FT

Ingercoll-Rand
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THE OLDEST AND LARGEST RIVET MILL IN THE UNITED STATES

By courtesy of Thomas F. Carey Co., Neiv 1 ork.

Townsend Cold Made Rivets

play a major part in the fabrication of every
kind of riveted steel work.

Townsend Company was pioneer in the

manufacture of Cold Made Rivets. It was
furthermore the first to produce such Rivets

in all sizes.

Townsend Company is today the only Rivet

manufacturer in the country that can furnish

every kind and all sizes of solid steel Rivets
—a perfect, cold made product of superior

quality.

TOWNSEND COMPANY
NEW BRIGHTON, PENNSYLVANIA

Established in 1816

SALES OFFICES:

Chicago
New York
Philadelphia

Boston
Detroit
Buffalo

Indianapolis
Cincinnati
Toledo

St. Louis
Chattanooga
New Orelans

St. Paul
Seattle
Kansas City

Houston
Los Angeles
San Francisco

TOWNSEND
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Many roads double their tube service by buying long Parkesburg
Tubes for big locomotives. After these have been safe-ended

three or four times, they are cut down for small engines.

From August, 1921 to April, 1923—

And Then Safe-ended and Re-applied

The history, man-
ufacture and genu-
ine economy of the

Charcoal I r on
Tube are told in

this illustrated
book. Send for a

copy.

199 Parkesburg Charcoal Iron Boiler Tubes, applied to a locomo-

tive in August, 1921, were removed in April, 1923, when the

locomotive was undergoing repairs.

Without exception, the tubes were in good condition. They
were safe-ended and re-applied.

These were about the first Parkesburg Charcoal Iron Tubes

used by this railroad. They were installed as trial sets two

years ago, when the road was having considerable trouble with

pitting in tubes of other material.

Parkesburg Tubes are carefully made of genuine old-fashioned

charcoal iron, which accounts for their resistance to corrosion

and their long service life.

Why not try a few sets of Parkesburgs on your road?

The Parkesburg Iron Company
Parkesburg, Pa.

Branch Offices
New York, 30 Church Street — Boston, Oliver Bldg. — Chicago. Fisher Bldg.

Philadelphia. Commercial Trus^ Building — St. Louis, Security Building

San Francisco, Rialto Building — Montreal, New Birks Building

St. Paul, 906 Merchants Bank Building

Export Agents
Wonham. Bates & Coode Trading Corporation, New York
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The F. B. C. Universal Welded Flexible

Staybolts can be applied to all

types of locomotive boilers.

FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY
3528 Forbes Street

PITTSBURGH, PA.

3A33HS

r 4

3A331S
lVSti3AIh/n

,.0 9 S„
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Users of G-E Welders
Atchison, Topeka and Santa I*c R. R.
Atlantic Coast Line R. R.
Baltimore and Ohio R. R.
Big Four R. R.
Canadian Pacific R. R.
Central New England R. R.
Central Railroad of New Jersey.
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul R. R.
Colorado and Wyoming R. R.
Denver and Rio Grande R. R.
Detroit and Mackinac R. R.
Eastern Kentucky R. R.
Grand Trunk R. R.
Grasse River R. R.
Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe R. R.
International and Great Northern R. R.

Lehigh Valley R. R.
Los Angeles and Salt Lake R. R.
McCloud River R. R.

Michigan Central R. R.
Missouri and Texas Rwy. of Texas.
Missouri, Kansas and Texas R. R.
New York Central R. R.
New York, Chicago and St Louis R. R.
New York, New Haven and Hartford

R. R.
New York, Ontario and Western R. R.
Northern Pacific R. R.
Panhandle and Santa Fe.

Pennsylvania R. R.
Seaboard Air Line R. R.
Southern Pacific R. R.
Ulster and Delaware R. R.
Union Pacific R. R.

Virginian Ry. Co.
West Virginia Northern R. R.
Western Pacific R. R.

A Recommendation
Worth-while savings are being effected by leading

railroads thru the successful use of G-E Welders. The

Santa Fe finds G-E Electric Welding Equipment so

much to its liking that this railroad is using over 80

G-E Welding Sets.

G-E engineers have thoroughly studied the application

of electric welding to the various needs of railroad

shops, roundhouses, etc.—and have developed several

types of welding equipment to accomplish the work

required.

For complete welding service the General Electric

Company offers single-operator and multi-operator

units, portable and stationary, also semi-automatic

and full automatic welders. Ask the nearest G-E
Sales Office for complete information."

General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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Jammed Against the Buckle Plate
—

with mighty little work room,
—that's one of the places where you

need a wrench that will reach the work, get a full hold and not slip

when the worker puts his strength in a pull.

Try out a ''Little Giant" in the awkward places
—it's built to reach

otherwise inaccessible spots.

No springs or catches to get out of order—three parts only, and so

arranged that the wrench can get a grip in any position.

And don't overlook the extreme strength of the "Little Giant." It is

in a class by itself for real "guts."

Equip with ''Little Giant" Wrenches, for efficiency, durability, and

better pipe work results.

IT GETS INTO THE CORNERS
:E^F!ELD> II TAP AMD PI
CORPOBATIO N

GREENFI ELD, f MASS.. U.S.A.

Canadian Plant: Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation of Canada, Ltd., Gait, Ont.
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Special Tempered Relieved

SPIRAL
FLUTED

STAYBOLT
TAPS

Patented—Patent No. 1,434,870

Latest BRUBAKrLR
Catalog sent on request

cz; 3 1m
Mr. Purchasing Agent

EVERY
factor lengthening the

life and usefulness of a stay-

bolt tap has been incorporated in

this new Brubaker design.

Continuous engagement of the

spiral cutting edge reduces vibra-

tion and breakage to a minimum.

Tapping speed is increased by re-

ducing friction and chattering

through the relief feature.

Practical tests have proven 20%
more holes per tap with less power—clean cut—perfect threads.

Specify Brubaker Taps and tools

to reduce shop costs and increase

efficiency
—already standard equip-

ment for many leading railroads.

'XJcr Detailed Description beg

tgcomotrtcQdQpcdia ljUBaton

W. L. BRUBAKER & BROS. CO.
Sales Office

50 Church St., New York
Factory

MILLERSBURG, PA.
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The New Science of

Electric Arc Welding

Simplified by experts in a

book all welders need.

As a welder, you have undoubtedly felt that there was

a gap between scientific experiment and your every-day

experience. You know that science cannot help you much

unless that gap is bridged. The job of "bridging the gap"

for the electric arc welder has been admirably performed

by E. Wanamaker and H. R. Pennington in

ELECTRIC ARC WELDING

They have mentally welded scientific experiment and

daily work in order to place the results in readily accessible

form for you.

Both the authors are essentially practical men—they have

written for practical men. That is why Electric Arc

Welding has been called

"the welder's right-hand man."

Test the book's usefulness for yourself—examine it for

10 days without expense. Just fill in and mail the con-

venient card—today.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company
"The House of Transportation"

Book Service Department 30 Church Street, New York, N. Y.

.J

How to use this card:
1. Tear along vertical perforation.
2. Fold at center dotted lines.

3. Fold flap over so letters join on stamp space.
4. After folding stamp where indicated.

Does your work include:—
—Welding of locomotive boiler

tubes to the tube sheet?

—Welding of locomotive firebox

seams?

—Repairing — patches, fractures,

cracks, building up of worn

parts?

—Welding of piping, plates and

shapes for ships? Cars?

—Welding in building construction?

You will find practical examples of

these and other welding problems de-
scribed and illustrated—with clear
discussion of methods, comparative
costs, etc.—in Electric Arc Welding.

1. FOLD HERE \ (Inside)

Book Service Department,

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company
30 Church Street, New York, N. Y.

Please send me, prepaid, a copy of

Electric Arc Welding. Ten days after its

receipt I will remit $4.00 in payment or

return the book.

Your name here, please

Your address here

City

State

Fosition

Road

Books are sent on approval only to re-

tail purchasers in the United States. If

you live in Canada, Mexico or South

America and wish to order Electric Arc

Welding sent on a ship-and-bill plan,

carriage charges extra, please check

here.

B-13-12-177-4550

2. THEN FOLD HERE \
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Drill Tell-Tale Holes ?
An installation of Ulster Special Seamless

Hollow Staybolts for all rigid bolts will elimi-

nate—
1 . Cost of tell-tale drill breakage.
2. Cost of drilling tell-tale holes.

3. Cost of opening corroded tell-tale holes.

4. Cost of removing good bolts, falsely re-

ported broken by hammer test.

This means a big annual saving in fire-box

maintenance, both in actual dollars and cents

and in labor.

Full installation of hollow staybolts reduces

the time each locomotive must be held in the

shops. This results in increased shop produc-
tion and a minimum loss of valuable locomo-

tive hours.

We have some interesting facts and

figures
— may rve have the oppor-

tunity of placing them before you?

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son inc.

ESTABLISHED IS42

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS CINCINNATI DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK
BRANCH OFFICES. DENVER HOUSTON JERSEY CITY

MILWAUKEE MINNEAPOLIS NEWARK SAN FRANCISCO TULSA

ULSTER SPECIAL HOLLOW
THE STAYBOLT IRON THAT WILL NOT SPLIT
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High Pressure Tank Used for Testing Aircraft

By Cyrus Hankins

The story of the construction of the aeronautical testing chamber given below indicates the

adaptability of the shipyard machinery to the fabrication of heavy plate structures that could

not be accommodated in the ordinary tank shop. The shell plates in this tank are 2 l

/% inches

thick, the heads are made of 1%-inch plate and the heaviest single plate weighs 15,820

pounds. The general outline of the preliminary layout and final assembly of the tank brills

out a number of special methods used by the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Com-

pany that might well be adopted on other types of heavy tank construction.

A FEW months ago work was completed by the New-

port News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company,
Newport News, Va., on a special form of wind tunnel

or aircraft testing tank, detailed information for which has

only recently been released for publication. This tank is

used to house a wind tunnel and is capable of withstanding
an internal pressure of 300 pounds per square inch.

The only information on the requirements of the tank

given to the builders by the National Advisory Committee

on Aeronautics were the general dimensions and the details

involved in the arrangement of the wind tunnel.

The general dimensions of the tank are as follows:

Outside diameter of tank 15 feet inch

Length cylindrical shell 20 feet 6 inches

Length overall 34 feet 6 inches

Working pressure per square inch 300 pounds
Test pressure per square inch 450 pounds
Thickness of shell plates 2]/% inches

Thickness of hemispherical heads \y!\ inches

There is an access door in one head, 3 feet by 3 feet 6

inches clear opening, with a sight hole at the center of the

door, or on the center line of the cylinder. The opposite end
has provisions for a stuffing box and bearing for a propeller

operated on the inside of the chamber by a shaft extending

through the head of the chamber. Electrical connections

and other attachments are provided as necessary.

-Materials of Construction

The material used for the shell, and the plate portion of

the heads was oil hardened steel, 60,000 pounds minimum

Fig. 1.—Completed Tank Ready for Shipment
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tensile strength, of boiler flange quality. The heaviest single

plate weighed 15,820 pounds. The rivets were made from

oil hardened steel, 55,000 to 65,000 pounds tensile strength,

the manufacturers furnishing certificates covering the tests.

The steel castings wen' made by the builders from electric

furnace steel, and were of quality equivalent to United States

Navy grade "B," having 00,000 pounds minimum tensile

strength, with other requirements as for grade "H" castings.

Test coupons were taken from all i astings and subjected to all

required tests.

The Cylindkk u Shell

It was decided to make the cylindrical shell in three

courses so that the heads might be identical in so far as

their fit to the shell was involved. Also the bending power
of the available plate rolls was a consideration. The length
of courses and the location of tin circumferential seams is

such that the rivet pitch in the longitudinal scams, for each

course, may be the same and of the proper pitch for the neces-

sary efficiency.

The thickness of shell for the cylindrical portion was de-

termined in the usual manner and found to be 2% inches.

The rivets in the longitudinal seams are l}% inches diameter

with 1 13/16-inch diameter holes with a pitch in the outer

row of 10 3/16 inches. A triple riveted seam, rather than

one with a greater number of rivets, was found desirable, as

the plate efficiency could not be improved except by a greater

pitch in the outer row, and a pitch of 10 3/16 inches was

considered the limit for satisfactory calking of the butt straps.

The large rivets of such length presented an unusual prob-

lem so experiments were conducted in driving l?4-mdi
diameter rivets in a combined plate thickness of 5 l

/& inches

which was the greatest combined thickness of shell. These

plates were then cut through the rivets and it was found

that they filled a 1 13/16-inch diameter hole almost per-

fectly in every case. Hydraulic riveting was used. The

butts are of equal thickness and width inside and outside.

The circumferential seams are triple riveted lap joints.

The load per inch of length along the circumferential joint

being only one-half that for the longitudinal joint for the

same diameter, this type of joint was satisfactory. Rivets

l^s-inch diameter with 1 11/16-inch diameter holes were

used, it being desirable to use as small rivets as possible.

The pitch of rivets in the rows is slightly less than three

diameters which is the usual pitch. The total number of

rivets in each row, however, was worked out to be a number

divisible by four as well as six which was a laying out and

assembly requirement, it being always essential to have a

rivet fall on the vertical as well as the horizontal center lines

and in this case the heads being made in six pieces it was

also essential that the rivets in each head sector be alike,

which is the necessity of being divisible by six. The stresses

in the rivets and in the plate between rivets in the circum-

ferential seam are less than those in the longitudinal seam,

but are proportional.
The rolling of the plates was exactly the same as for a

large Scotch "boiler except for their unusual thickness. The

drilling was done with a three stand special boiler shell drill.

The machining of the plate edges was done on the usual type

of plate planer. After drilling all plates were taken apart

and rivet holes cleaned free of burrs.

The butt straps for the longitudinal seams were bent cold

to the required radius between curved dies under a 200-ton

hydraulic press.

The rivets for the cylindrical shell were hydraulically

driven. All seams and rivets were calked in the usual

manner.

Design or the Hemispherical Heads

The design of the heads presented a very interesting prob-

lem. Bumped heads were found impractical, because it was

impossible to secure plates of sufficient size to make them
from one piece, ami the different radii encountered in a

bumped head would make joints in it very difficult. Cast

steel heads were considered but the weight involved, and
the difficulties of attaining good castings for heads of one

piece, and the unsatisfactory joint that could be developed
with a multiple piece head, caused this to be abandoned. A
hemispherical he. el made of six pieces was finally adopted.
The principal reasons for this shape were, that the unit load

along an element of a hemisphere is only one-half that along
a longitudinal element of a cylinder of the same diameter.

This would result theoretically in a plate thickness of only
one half thai of the cylindrical shell, provided as efficient a

joint could be developed, Also this hemispherical head of at

least six sectors was a shape that could be generated under
dies mote perfectly than any other shape.

In ordering the plates for these lie. id sectors, an approxi-
mate development was made based on the length of great

Fig. 3.—Head in Process of Assembly

circle arcs, taken at a series of equidistant positions and an
allowance of about 2y2 inches was made on every edge. The
sketch to which the plates were ordered was made in straight

lines, however, no attempt being made to trim plates in order-

ing or before bumping to their final shape. Two small scale

plates, about ~4, scale for all dimensions, were bumped be-

tween dies of the same scale and a study made of the behavior

of these plates in being shaped. One sample was bumped
from the flat, and the other rolled longitudinally to the desired

radius and then worked between the dies. Great circles were

then layed off on these small plates and the lengths of the

arcs measured to determine the behavior of the plate, it was
found that there was practically no stretching in any part
of the material, the greatest longitudinal length being only
about l

/\ inch greater than before bumping. But there was
shown to be a decided contraction in the width as measured

on great circle arcs. This contraction was such in these 2
/s

scale models, that should it be proportional in the full size

plate it would take at least half of the 2 I/-inch allowance

given in ordering. This proved true in bumping the full size

plates.
The thickness of the head plates was made 1J4 inches,

which was 3/16 inch in excess of the theoretical thickness, to

have the same stress as in the shell with an equally efficient

seam. This excess was given to cover unknown factors that

might result from furnace work and local heating. The
inner and outer butt straps, as well as the circular butt strap

adjacent to the head end castings, were formed to spherical

surfaces of the proper radius for their respective positions.

A liberal excess was allowed in the ordered width of the butt
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Fig. 5.—Bumping One Section of the Air Chamber Head

Fig. 6.—Heavy Vertical Rolls in Action Rolling the Shell
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straps to provide for a possible wind in their length in being

formed, which excess was found desirable on some plates,

while others remained practically straight along their edges.

For generating these spherical head sectors and butt straps,

upper and lower dies with spherical surfaces corresponding
to the inside and outside radii of the head plates were used.

The lower die was about 7 feet by 7 feet, being made like a

basin with its inner surface corresponding to the outer sur-

face of the head. The upper die was about 7 feet long by
2 feet wide and had its outer surface corresponding to the

inner radius of the head. These dies were fitted in a 600 ton

hydraulic "press.

The plate was brought to a light red heat in a nearby fur-

nace, then handled by crane to the edge of the lower die. The
harrow end of the plate being inserted between the dies first,

the plate was passed by successive steps of about 2 feet be-

tween the dies. After forming the entire plate at one heat,

as was done, the plate was worked between the dies in

numerous small, or smoothing out, impressions. This opera-
tion tended to remove any distortions that the already

spherically formed portion of the plate may have suffered.

On fully cooling it was found that there had been a very

slight shrinkage, with reductions in all directions, including
the radius. This change in the desired radius was corrected,

being at maximum only about Y% inch in a 7-foot 2?^-inch

radius, by putting the plates through the dies cold and sub-

jecting them to numerous impressions of the upper die.

The forming of the butt straps and the circular butt at

the end of head was identical with the forming of the head

plates. The dies were shimmed to suit the varying radii,

made necessary by the difference in the inner and outer butt

straps.
The laying out of the head sectors for assembling, was

accomplished by the use of a wooden templet made to the

inner radius of the head and for 1/6 of the head. This

templet included the 14J^-inch portion that was to form

the lap of the head with the cylindrical shell. This portion

being formed spherically along with the rest of the head sector

for sake of ease of manipulation between dies, and was pulled
back to a cylinder after assembly of heads. This templet
was laid in each formed plate and scribed around.

Six head sectors after chipping were set up to form a com-

plete head, any high spots resulting from chipping were

marked, and the sectors match marked, then taken down and
all high spots chipped so that the head assembled with exactly
the desired circumference.

The heads were fitted on the ends with castings in general

already described. The door frame casting was designed
with the addition of the 1*4 -inch circular butt to compensate
for the cut away portion of the hemispherical head plate.

The door opening, in the door frame casting, as well as

the door were made elliptical to allow the door to be inserted

or withdrawn at any time.

The machining of the packing groove and contacting face

of door are to a perfect ellipse, being generated on an elliptic

boring mill. All other machining on these castings was done

in the usual manner.

The packing used in the packing groove is Johns-Manville.

Kearsarge, Style No. \16]/2 ,
made continuous to special order

to suit the groove. The load on this packing at 300 pounds
per square inch working pressure is approximately 3,400

pounds per inch of length.
The door was designed for relatively low stresses, to Bach's

theory for stresses in structures supported at their periphery
and uinformly loaded and checked by methods used for figur-

ing stresses in steam turbine diaphragms and other similar

structures. The door is provided with eight dogs, capable of

exerting a pressure on the gasket equal to about one-half that

exerted by the working pressure, which was considered ample
to compress the gasket sufficiently to overcome leakage at low

pressures. The door weighs approximately 1,500 pounds.

The door hinge owes its peculiar shape to the necessity of

being able to move the door inwardly with practically parallel

movement until it has reached a point at which the dogs are

clear of the door frame. Also the hinge is bent backward

at the center to clear the line of vision from the peep hole at

the center of the door.

The castings were all made as simple and rugged as pos-

sible to facilitate foundry work, machining, assembly, and

with the view to keeping down secondary stresses as far as

possible.

The assembly of the heads to the shell differed little from

a large Scotch boiler, the door, hinge, and other castings

offered no difficulty, being machined to fit.

The test was by hydraulic pressure of one and one-half

times the maximum working pressure, or 450 pounds per

square inch.

\Yelding was extensively used to secure all seams and butt

strap ends, not readily accessible for calking.

Opportunity for American Manufactur-

ers to Exhibit Products in Europe

THE
fair held at Lyons, France, each year is by far the

most important annual exposition in Europe. The next

meeting of this fair in Lyons will be from March 3 to

17, 1924.

An opportunity is available through the official delegate
of the Lyons fair for the United States for American manu-
facturers, especially those who specialize in labor-saving
devices and machinery to exhibit at the coming exposition.
Those manufacturers who cannot spare the time and expense
of attending the meeting personally can join the all-American
demonstration and trade exhibit now being organized here.

The Lyons Fair is the most important commercial and
industrial manifestation today on the continent of Europe.
This fact will be better understood when it is stated that, at

the 1923 meeting of the Lyons Fair, local records have shown
the number of actual buyers to be over 160,000, while the

total number of visitors exceeded 400,000.
The Lyons Fair is not a mere show intended to attract

crowds of visitors. It is first and foremost a sample Fair,
that is a business Fair in the fullest meaning of the word.
The main purpose of this institution is to develop trade, to

facilitate transactions, to bring the producer or manufac-
turer and their products to prospective buyers. Everything
else has been made subservient to this purpose. The booths

provided constitute real business offices where business men
can get together and discuss their transactions with the

utmost comfort and privacy with as much ease as they wculd
in their home office or factory.
The Palace of the Lyons Fair, which will be completed

in the near future, will be one of the most prominent attrac-

tions of Europe, where it is already considered a marvel of

architecture, convenience and size. It will extend over three-

quarters of a mile. Twenty pavilions will be ready in the

spring of 1924, the whole constituting a unique business city
such as can be found today in no other country.
M. Herriot, the mayor of Lyons, came recently to the

United States for the purpose of calling the Lyons Fair and
its business opportunities to the attention of American manu-
facturers and to invite them to come in great numbers to the

next meeting of the Fair (March 3 to 17, 1924).
Similar visits made by M. Herriot in the last few years

to England, Switzerland and even Russia proved highly suc-

cessful and have made the Lyons Fair one of the greatest
international events in the world of business.

For full information in regard to the Lyons Fair, apply
to Emile Garden, Official Delegate for the United States and

Canada, 50 Church Street, New York.



Compact, Heavy Locomotive for Steel Mill Service

Small Heavy Locomotives Built for Mill Service

Extra Heavy Plate Used in Boiler and Throughout

Structure to Bring Locomotives to Required Weight

B3/ C. E. Lesler

SOME
rather unique locomotives recently built for the

Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation are illustrated

in the accompanying drawing and photograph and

briefly described in the following paragraphs; the features of

the design lying principally in the great weight carried on
a short wheel base and narrow gage track.

There were many limiting factors entering into the design

that, in a measure, prohibited the following out of generally

accepted principles of locomotive construction and caused a

departure from such principles, or rather some modifications

of ratios, etc.

Due to mill conditions for clearance, the overall height was
limited to 7 feet 3 inches and the width to 4 feet 10 inches

over a gage of 23 inches. The curvature of the track re-

quired a wheel base of not over 48 inches and with heavy
duty and an extremely slippery rail weight of about 60,000

pounds was desired for adhesion. The extreme length over

bumpers is 17 feet, yet the load on the track is distributed

over the very small area of 1,104 square inches or about 54

pounds per square inch of track area. These locomotives

are operated over a railroad constructed of 120 pound rails

and steel cross ties.

Extreme Weight for Size of Locomotive,

This weight on a locomotive of this size where the weight
would normally be about 40,000 pounds, required the addi-

tion of weight wherever possible, without interference with

the working parts. The needed excess weight was added in

many places, having in view the necessity of correct distribu-

tion and the desire for symmetrical lines. For example, the

saddle tank weighs about 6,500 pounds, the boiler front is

of double thickness, as is also the smoke stack; the steam

chests and cylinders are massively built; the frames are of

slab construction 3 inches thick with practically no cut outs

except for the journal boxes and as required for the cylinders,

firebox, etc.

Walschaert valve gear has been used, which places the

moving parts where they can be easily oiled and cared for,

while at the same time these parts are fully protected from ac-

cident by heavy castings at front and rear. Stephenson link

motion had previously been'used on this class of locomotives,
but with such a narrow gage and large driving boxes as well

as crowded conditions, the Walschaert gear is decidedly to

be preferred.
It will be observed that the front and rear cast steel bump-

ers are of great weight and hang closely to the rail. These

perform their normal functions as well as provide weight and
act as buffers for foreign obstructions along the tracks.

The steel castings bolted to either side of the frames un-
der the firebox have dual functions. They act as buffers to

prevent possible injury to the valve gear and rods, while the

engines arc in reverse motion; provide weight and at the

same time bring the center of gravity to a point where the

weight is equally distributed over both driving wheels.

Type of Boiler Used

Of the boiler but little may be said of the specific con-

struction only that for purpose of weight, the plate and rivets

were increased in size. For boilers of this size and pressure

ordinarily v,s-inch plate and -^-inch rivets are used. In

this case 9/16-inch plate was used in the shell and wagon
top with 1-inch rivets in the horizontal seams. Incidentally
the construction of the shell would permit of a working pres-
sure of 280 pounds at a factor of safety of 5. However, the

working pressure is set at 180 pounds, as the firebox is of nor-

mal construction and the additional metal in the shell was
added for weight only.

The company's usual practice was followed out in using

335
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the Porter injector check flange. This flange permits the set-

ting of the water supply opening in the boiler either above

or below the center line of the boiler, with the opening in the

flange at right angles to the center line and with a full al-

lowance of thread. One size flange may be used on boilers

of various diameters.

In order to secure a maximum number of full threads in

the washout holes at the mudring corners, the holes are

drilled '

2 inch small and rolled out with a special roller

which tint kens the plate at least 25 percent at the edge of the

hole.

The boilers were built to the A. S. M. E. locomotive code,

and have all mudring corners autogenously welded. The

cylinders are 11 inches by 14 inches, and driving wheels are

25 inches in diameter.

No wood whatsoever was used anywhere on the locomo-

tives, the cab and fixtures all being of metal. Due to the

necessity for conservation of space the cab is small, all fix-

tures and moving parts closely placed and the area for the

engineer somewhat confined.

Due to heat radiation from the boiler and the operation
of the locomotives in close proximity to hot ingots and hot

ingot molds the temperature of the water carried in the sad-

dle tank varies in temperature from 100 degrees F. to 140

degrees F., a preheater, so to speak.
Coal is used for fuel, it is carried in an ingot car attached

to the back end of the locomotive.

Conserving the Eyesight of Industrial

Workers

"E
YE Hazards in Industrial Occupations," widely
known as Publication No. 12 of the National Com-
mittee for the Prevention of Blindness, first issued

in 1917,, has been revised, greatly enlarged, widened in its

scope, brought up to date and will be ready for distribution

about January first, Lewis H. Carris, Managing Director

of the Committee, announces.

The bulletin, which has been out of print since 1921, will

combine in its revised form all the available information on

the subject of eye hazards in industrial occupations. The
field research work on the revised edition, which has been

carried out under the direction of Mr. Carris, will con-

tain the most comprehensive statistics on eye" accidents avail-

able. Cooperating with the Committee in the revision of

the bulletin were: the National Safety Council, the Safety
Institute of America, the American Society of Safety Engi-
neers and leading ophthalmologists.
The volume will be distributed to heads of departments

of industrial plants, to engineering colleges and technical

schools, and all others interested in accident prevention and
health promotion among industrial workers.

There will be twelve chapters in the revised bulletin divid-

ing the contents as follows :

Chapter I, the Introduction, will give a brief resume of

eye hazards in' industry and of the safety movement, espe-

cially as it relates to the prevention of eye accidents, will

discuss the proper point of view toward these hazards, em-

phasizing the need of physical examination of employees
and pointing out that elimination of eye hazards is not only
a moral obligation but good business. It will also state the

place of the National Committee for the Prevention of Blind-

ness in the general movement for the conservation of the

vision of industrial workers.

Chapter II—The Nature and Causes of Eye Injuries
—

discusses where and how eye accidents happen, and gives
detailed data regarding eye injuries in various industries.

Chapter III, devoted to the Eliminating Eye Hazards

by Engineering Revision, emphasizes the importance of this

newest phase of accident prevention work and describes sev-

eral typical instances of engineering revision which elimi-

nated hazards and improved the process.

Chapter IV, entitled Industrial Accidents and Safeguards,
will take up in detail, hazards and protective methods, all

processes where protection is required from large flying

objects, from small flying particles, from dust and wind,
from splashing metal, from gases, fumes and liquids, from
reflected light or glare, from injurious radiant energy, etc.

Chapter Y is devoted to First Aid Treatment for Eye
Injuries.

Chapter VI, entitled Correction of Defective Vision, will

discuss the condition of eyesight found in the physical ex-

aminations of large numbers of working men and women and
a description of the experiences of large employers such as

the United States Steel Corporation.

Chapter VII will enumerate the various industrial dis-

eases affecting the eyes and will present the most effective

methods of protection against these diseases.

Chapter VIII, devoted to Eye Diseases emanating outside
of industry, will discuss, among other diseases, trachoma
and the responsibility of industry to help eliminate it, means
of its detection, and preventatives.

Chapter IX describes Industrial Lighting, including light-

ing codes, artificial lighting, natural lighting and glare.

Chapter X, devoted to the Safety Movement, discusses

the contribution to the movement for the elimination of the

eye hazards of industry which have been made by the Na-
tional Safety Council, the Safety Institute of America,
American Society of Safety Engineers, Underwriters' Labora-

tories, local organizations devoted to safety, and the various
state industrial commissions.

Chapter XI, headed Education as to Safety, is subdivided
into the education of the employer, of the employe and of
the State. It cites statistics to show that it is cheaper to

prevent accidents than to pay for them, takes up the pros
and the cons of gogglewearing, outlines a complete eye pro-
tection campaign, presents the best known means of inducing
so-called hard-boiled workmen to wear goggles and dis-

cusses the moral and economic obligation of the state in

safety education.

Chapter XII is devoted to the National Committee for the
Prevention of Blindness and its work during the past ten
vears.

Exhaust Steam Injectors

FOR
several years past the exhaust steam injector has

been used successfully in this country for locomotive
boiler feeding, but in the United States such appli-

ances have not until recently been given much attention. At
the present time the International Railway Fuel Association
is investigating the subject, and the conclusion has been ar-

rived at that, although there is not quite so great a range
with the exhaust steam injector as one using live steam, the

range is sufficiently great to meet the requirements of average
service under American locomotive conditions. It is pointed
out that locomotives and trains on British railways, which
use the exhaust steam injector extensively, are not so heavy
as those in the States, but since the performance of the de-
vice is considered quite satisfactory, it seems reasonable to

expect successful results under the heavier conditions of serv-

ice. Tests already carried out in America with the form
of injector mentioned have shown coal savings from 10 to

about 15 percent, the best results, as a matter of course, being
obtained when the exhaust injector was kept continually
at work from one end of the line to the other. Some of the

most advanced and efficient locomotives on British railways
are fitted with exhaust steam injectors, and we are accus-
tomed to hear the device spoken of by those responsible for

the working of the engines in terms of appreciation.
—The

Railway Gazette (London, England).



Government Inspectors Report—
Two Locomotive Boiler Explosions Caused by Blown

Flue Pockets and Low Water Crown Sheet Failure

By A. G. Pack •

CHICAGO,
Rock Island

& Pacific Railway lo-

comotive 2132 was

dispatched from Shawnee,

Okla., at 6 A. M. on July 3,

1923, in freight service, and
when at a point about 2

miles west of Harrah, Okla.,
or 20 miles from Shawnee,
and while running at an esti-

mated speed of 20 miles per

hour, a flue pocket blew out

of the front flue sheet, when
the escaping steam and water

from the boiler caused the

flames and firebox gases to

be blown back into the cab,

resulting in the serious in-

jury of the engineer and the fireman who was with him.
This locomotive was turned out of the Shawnee shops of

this carrier on July 1, or two days prior to the accident,
after having received class 3 repairs and was at the time
of the accident making its first regular trip in freight service

since receiving repairs. During the repairs all flues were
renewed and 40 flue pockets, which had been previously
applied, were renewed and 8 additional flue pockets were

applied, making a total of 48 flue pockets applied in the

front flue sheet for the purpose of closing holes from which
flues had been removed when changes in the firebox sheet

were made.

Examination of Flue Pocket

Examination disclosed that neither the flue pocket which
blew out, as illustrated in Fig. 1, nor any of the others, had
1 «eri prospered, but were only held in place by friction.

The flue pockets were applied by a boilermaker helper
and were inspected by the company boiler inspector, who

signed and swore to the annual locomotive inspection and

repair report, dated July 1, 1923, showing that all flues

were in good condition. The report was approved by the

general foreman, as officer in charge.
Our examination of locomotives Nos. 2120, 2135, 2139

and 2144 disclosed that in each of the front flue sheets there

were 48 flue pockets which had not been prossered, or means

provided to secure them in place, other than friction. The
carrier's records show that all of these locomotives received

new flues and flue pockets during the period January to

April, 1923.

Fig. 1 shows the flue pocket as applied and held only by
friction, while Fig. 2 shows the manner in which the flue

pocket should have been prossered or enlarged inside of the

flue sheet, which would have prevented it from blowing out.

The necessity for properly prossering or enlarging flue

pockets inside the sheet is so well recognized by mechanics

that comment hardly seems necessary. The workmen who
did this work and the supervising officials in charge who

permitted it cannot be too strongly censured for such care-

less and indifferent methods, which show an extreme dis-

regard for safety on their part.

•Chief Inspector, Bureau of Locomotive Inspection

A great degree of interest has been shown

by our readers in the locomotive accident re-

ports which from time to time appear in the

pages of THE BOILER MAKER through the

courtesy of the Bureau of Locomotive Inspec-

tion. For this reason we are outlining below

two disasters both fatal which once more bring

home to those men having to do with boiler

maintenance and repair that the lives of many
fellow human beings depend on the conscien-

tious manner in which they do their work.

The Bureau of Locomo-

tive Inspection has seriously

objected since its inaugura-
tion to flue pockets being

applied in the firebox flue

sheet because of unsafe con-

ditions created. It has not,

however, objected to flue

pockets applied in reason-

able number in the front flue

sheet when properly belled

and prossered, but we do not

approve as being proper and

safe practice of applying the

number of flue pockets which

were found in this instance,

for the reason that it leaves

a large unsupported area

and throws an undue strain on the remaining adjacent flues.

Crown Sheet Failure

( )n August 19, 1923, the boiler of New York, New Haven

& Hartford locomotive 409 exploded, resulting in the fatal

injury of the engineer and serious injury to the fireman and

two passengers.
This locomotive left Providence, R. I., at 3:00 P. M.,

August 19, hauling passenger train No. 3344, consisting of

two coaches and a combination car. The train had pro-

ceeded to a point about one-half mile from Walpole Heights,

or a distance of about twenty-five miles from Providence,

when at 3 :59 P. M. the boiler exploded, resulting in the

fatal injury of the engineer, who died 10 days later, and

the serious' injury of the fireman and two passengers. The

engineer and the fireman were thrown by the force of the

explosion from the locomotive and were found in the river

alongside the track.

Locomotive 409 was a 2-6-0, or ten-wheel type, equipped

with extended wagon top boiler having a narrow radial

stayed firebox. The force of the explosion tore the boiler

from the frame and running gear, hurling it a distance of

approximately 300 feet, where it struck the ground and re-

bounded, and came to rest about 350 feet ahead from the

point of explosion.

Firebox Construction

The firebox was originally of five-piece construction, con-

sisting of flue sheet J/2 inch thick, and 2 side sheets, crown

and door sheets 1/%
inch thick. The crown sheet was sup-

ported by 16 longitudinal rows and 2S transverse rows of

5,
of which the 6 center rows were of the button-head

type, excepting the first 2 transverse rows back of the flue

sheet and the first transverse row in front of the door sheet

were hammered heads. The crown stays were 1% inches

in diameter at the threaded ends, with bodies reduced to 1

inch diameter, spaced 334 by 334 inches. The stay-bolts

varied in diameter from 1 inch to 1^ inches, and were

spaced 334 bv 334 inches.

The firebox had been patched as follows, with seams autog-

enously welded, which showed that the metal had not prop-

erly fused:
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One patch between the eleventh and twelfth rows of stays
each side of the center line of the crown sheet, extending
from the eighth to the seventeenth staybolt, counting from
the flue sheet.

Two patches, one on each side, running full length of the

firebox between the fourteenth and fifteenth longitudinal
rows of staybolts, counting from the center line of the crown
sheet.

Door sheet had been welded to side sheets for a distance
of 44 inches up from mud ring.

Welded seam across the entire width of door sheet 2\y2
inches below top of crown sheet.

The top portion of the door sheet was riveted to the crown
sheet, while the flue sheet was welded to both the crown and
side sheets.

Examination of Firebox After Accident

Investigation disclosed that the crown sheet had been over-

heated, due to low water from the flue sheet to the door

sheet, extending between the seventh and eighth rows of

stays on each side of center at the front and between fourth

and fifth rows on each side at the back end. Many of the

crown stay holes were elongated, in some instances as much

•iiuunniuuj»>iiinuiiiiminnnr.

Fig. 1.—Flue Pocket Without Being Prossered as Applied to

Locomotive 2132 and Others

as 1 inch, and the crown sheet stretched to a thickness of

approximately % inch in places where it tore.

The crown sheet pulled away from 298 stays and rup-
tured; the initial rupture apparently beginning at the

Fig. 2.—Flue Pocket Properly Applied by Being Rolled,

Belled and Prossered

welded flue sheet seam near the center line of the crown
sheet and followed this seam, which was very defective, down
to the welded seam on the right side sheet, which seam
failed for a distance of 26% inches through the weld, then

through the solid plate for a distance of liyi inches, then

through the welded seam for a distance of 33 inches, then

through solid plate for a distance of 13 inches, and again

through the welded seam for a distance of 13^ inches, or

to the door sheet. The fifth sling stay on the right side in

the first transverse row was missing and showed an old

break at the wrapper sheet. The ninth and tenth stays ad-

jacent on the right side in the first transverse row, thirteenth

stay from the flue sheet in the sixth row, and the twenty-
seventh stay in the ninth row were broken with old breaks,

making a total of 5 broken crown stays and 1 broken sling

stay.

Considering that the ninth and tenth adjacent stays were

broken, and the defective condition of the welded seam, and

the manner in which the sheets tore, it is evident that the

initial rupture occurred in this seam and that the violence

of the explosion was increased by the failure of the welded

seam.

Water Class. The boiler was equipped with an Ashcroft

prismatic water glass, the bottom stem of which was bent
and the top stem broken off at the frame—free from scale
and sediment.

Gage Cocks. The boiler was equipped with three gage
cocks, screwed in the back head, near the knuckle, which
were broken off at the time of the accident, one of which was
not found. The two which were found were free from scale
and sediment.

The left injector, right check valve, and steam gage were

badly damaged and their condition prior to the accident
could not be determined. The right injector, left check
valve, safety valves, tank and tank wells were in good con-
dition. Right tank hose was in good condition except that
strainer was missing, and the left tank hose was missing.

Daily Locomotive Inspection Reports

Daily locomotive inspection reports were examined cover-

ing the period August 1 to August 18, the date prior to the

accident, and the following conditions found reported at

Southampton Enginehouse, Boston, Mass.

August 1, 1923, 8:40 A. M.—Side sheet leaking right side,

staybolts leaking around thread. Not serious enough to

dump engine.

August 10, 1923, 8:30 A. M.—Leaking around firebox door.

Side sheet leaking right side. Engine dumped. Stay-
bolts hammered, leak in fire door calked.

August 11, 1923, 8:30 A. M.—Side sheet leaking right side,

leaking around firebox door. Staybolts leaking around
thread. Not serious enough to dump engine.

August 11, 1923, 1:10 P. M.—Side sheets and staybolts

leaking in firebox. Staybolt leaking around thread, not

serious enough to dump engine.

August 14, 1923, 8:45 A. M.—Side sheets leaking both
sides. Leaking around firebox door bad. Engine
dumped. Staybolts headed over and hammered. Leak
around firebox door calked.

August 15, 1923, 8:45 A. M.—Leaking around firebox door
bad. Side sheet leaking left side. Boiler check sticking

right side. Firebox not leaking bad enough to dump
engine.

August 16, 1923, 8:45 A. M.—Leaking bad around firebox

door. Side sheet leaking left side. Boiler check stick-

ing right side. Engine dumped. Leak around firebox

door calked. Staybolts hammered.

August 17, 1923, 8:35'A. M—Side sheet leaking right side.

Engine not dumped. Staybolts leaking around thread.

Not serious enough to dump engine.

August 18, 1923, 9:15 A. M.—Leaking around firebox door.

Engine not dumped. Leak calked.

Classified Repairs

This locomotive received class 3 repairs at the Readville

shops during the month of May, 1922, at which time the

following boiler work is shown to have been done:

One-half door sheet renewed and welded on top and both

sides.

Seams on both side sheets patched, right 5 inches by 44

inches and left 5 inches by 48 inches. Patches welded

_

on bottom and ends.

Both sides of back head patched, right 5 1/2 by 29 inches and

left 5 1
/; by 25 inches.

Cracked welding on both corners on back flue sheet re-

paired by electric welding.

Notwithstanding the defective condition of the firebox,

as indicated bv the repairs made and the defective condi-

tions evidenced by the daily locomotive inspection reports

from August 1 to 18, inclusive, we have on file a sworn

annual locomotive inspection and repair report, dated at

(Continued on page 355)



Saving Boiler Tubes by Treating the Feedwater*

Experience of Several Roads with Various Methods

of Softening Water in Hard Water Districts

THE
Kansas City Southern, traversing a territory from

the Missouri river to the Gulf of Mexico, has experi-
enced a water condition, encountered on only a few-

other roads, which has been the cause of excessive boiler

maintenance costs on the first district and the terminal divi-

sion where all engines are furnished water from the Mis-
souri river. This water contains from eight to 30 grains of

incrusting solids to the gallon, depending on the stage of the

river.

During the low water stage of the river when the water

was very hard most damage was done to boilers, due to cor-

rosion and pitting and frequent failures from leaking and
bursted flues, required renewals of these parts.

In November, 1921, water treating plants were put into

operation at both terminals and five intermediate water sta-

tions on the first district and the handling of all plants
turned over to the mechanical engineer, who assigned a

chemist to look after the proper handling of each station,

analyzing each water and prescribing the proper amount of

chemicals necessary. Owing to the frequent changing of the

water in streams where water is obtained, it is the practice to

make analysis of the water, both before and after treatment,

at least once a week, and change the amount of chemicals

to meet the requirements.
The pumper or water tender was instructed as to the

proper methods of handling each plant, such instructions

being strictly complied with and the water situation success-

fully handled for a period of 10 months when failures began
to develop from foaming. Each failure reported was investi-

gated and in each case found to be the result of improper
treatment of the water at one or more plants or because the

boiler had not been washed. Numerous cases of foaming
during this period from September 1, 1922, to April 1, 1923,
caused by soap, red cup grease, lye, washing powder and
other foam producing substances put into water cisterns of

locomotives during the shopmen's strike, were charged in

some cases to the water treatment.

During the low water stage of the Missouri river the first

part of this year when the total hardness was as high as 30

grains to the gallon, it was necessary to use excessive quanti-
ties of chemicals to reduce this hardness to four or five grains.
This made the water so light that foaming ensued on engines

engaged in heavy service. During such periods anti-foam

compound in quantities of one pint to each 4,000 gallons of

water is used, which eliminates the foaming difficulties and

permits of efficient and economical locomotive operation.

Decrease in Flue Leakage

During the shopmen's strike beginning July 1, 1922, we
experienced very little boiler or flue leakage on locomotives

operating with the above treated water and very good results

and improved engine performance was made possible on the
second district where locomotives only received approximately
20 percent treated water.

Flues removed from locomotive boilers operating on the

treated water district are not altogether free from scale, as

the locomotive was either in service before the advent of feed
water treatment or was sometimes run for several trips at a

time over other territory where treated water is not avail-

able.

The old practice of blowing out large quantities of water
at each water station has been discontinued, and instead the

•Report read at thirty-first annual convention of Traveling Engineers'
Association, Chicago, September 11 to 14.

blow-off cocks are operated for a few seconds at frequent

intervals, thus releasing the accumulated sludge adjacent to

blow-off cocks.

In the Red river country of Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas

the water contains such quantities of hardness that heavy
formation of scale and pitting prevails. Compound is being
used to avoid scale formation with very satisfactory results.

When excessive quantities of anti-scale compound are used,

sometimes foaming results, and to avoid foaming each loco-

motive is furnished a supply of anti-foaming compound for

use only in case of foaming.

Trouble from Foaming

In a salt water territory where water contains from 45 to

65 grains of salt, trouble is experienced from foaming on an

evaporation of 4,000 gallons of water with boiler of approxi-

mately 3,200 gallons capacity. The foaming tendency de-

velops on a salt concentration of 100 grains and the locomo-

tive becomes almost inoperative on a concentration of 175

grains. This difficulty is readily overcome by the use of anti-

foam compound. The boiler is blown out well every four

hours, water changed on four days' performance and washed

after each seven days' run. The water consumption averages
870 gallons per hour, the boiler blow-out releasing about 400

gallons on each 4,400 gallons' performance, water changed on

2S,000 gallons and boiler washed on an evaporation perform-
ance of 48,000 to 50,000 gallons. Under this method of

handling, locomotives are operated successfully. The evapo-
ration between wash-outs could be increased by the greater

use of blow-off cocks, but the additional cost due to waste of

fuel would more than offset the cost of wash-outs and fuel

for firing up.

Boiler Washing Period Lengthened

In has been the past practice to wash boilers on a calendar-

day instead of on evaporation performance, wrhich is not satis-

factory in pooled engine service, as locomotives often work
from 12 to 20 hours per day in times of heavy traffic move-
ments. In one locality boiler foaming was found, presum-
ably on account of using a certain boiler compound, but upon
investigation it was found that the engines were being run
far beyond the limit possible on account of the high concen-
tration. The past practice wras to w-ash the boilers every
seven days. These engines, however, worked from 12 to 20
hours a day in pooled service instead of eight hours a day on
former regular assignment, therefore the evaporation between
wash-out had been increased from 50,000 (where the concen-
tration was great enough to justify wash-outs) to over 110,000

gallons, when excessive foaming developed, making econom-
ical and efficient locomotive operation an impossibility.

This difficulty has been overcome by adopting a boiler

wash-out board to be handled by the engine dispatcher or

enginehouse clerk who marks up the board every trip the

engine makes, and when it has made the desired number of
hours or miles the boiler is washed out.

On the Chicago division of the Pere Marquette, between
Grand Rapids, Mich., and Chicago, and also on the sub-
division between Holland, Mich., and Pentwater, boiler
chemicals are in use. while on the territory between Toledo,
Ohio, and Saginaw. Mich., another compound is being tested.

Water Softening Compounds

One of these compounds is made up in one-pound sticks,
and is applied by placing from 8 to 16 pounds (according to
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size of boiler) into the several different wash-out holes in the

boiler after the boiler has been washed. This compound,

among other ingredients, contains treated mercury, which

attacks the scale that has already formed on the bolts, tubes

and sheets, breaking it loose. The scale does not all drop

off, I nit is loosened and will turn on the bolts and braces

similar to a bushing. Most of it is dislodged and washed

out at the following wash-out period. Great care is neces-

sary in washing the boilers that are heavy with scale before

applying this treatment, as large quantities of scale will be

dislodged and accumulated. This will inevitably result in

mud burned sheets.

The other compound is made up in one-pound round balls

and is applied by placing the required number of balls in a

container, which is attached to the intake pipe of the way-
side tank. An analysis of the water is taken in order to

determine the amount of compound that is necessary to

neutralize the water at any particular tank. The chemical

acts by attacking and precipitating the scale-forming solids

in the water before it reaches the locomotive tank, thereby

prohibiting, to a large extent, the formation of scale. It is

handled by the maintenance of way men, a specified number
of balls of compound being placed in the container every
24 hours, according to the analysis of the water.

Practically no trouble is experienced with engines foaming
or boilers pitting. The problem is to keep boiler tubes,

bolts and sheets from being insulated with scale. The scale

is of the carbon magnesia type, and before using any water

treatment it was not uncommon to find the tubes, bolts and

sheets insulated with scale }« inch to J/> inch in thickness.

In some instances scale formation exceeded these dimensions.

While the boiler compound has not entirely eliminated the

formation of scale, it has greatly reduced the thickness of

scale insulation. It is a rare instance to find over 1/16 inch

to 3/.i2 inch scale on engines running in territories where
I.oiler compound is in use. Where formerly it was necessary
to reduce nozzles as scale formation increased, a standard

size nozzle is now maintained. Engines that were formerly
run with 6-inch nozzles are now- running with 6j4-inch noz-

zles. This has not only reduced the fuel consumption of our

locomotives, but has increased their efficiency, due to the de-

creased back pressure.
There are nine less hot workers employed at Saginaw and

Wyoming than formerly; this alone has resulted in a saving
of approximately $50 per day or a total of $18,250 per year.
At the power plant at Saginaw shops there is a battery of

four 250-horsepower Wickes type boilers. It formerly took

two men 18 hours to thoroughly wash and turbine each of

these boilers, which were washed once every 30 days. This

is now being handled by the same number of men in an

eight-hour period, and the wash-out has been extended from

30 to 60 days, resulting in an annual saving of $658.56. The

period between wash-outs has not been increased on loco-

motives, the practice being to wash engines every 10 days.
The report was signed by T. H. Clapham (K. C. S.),

chairman; G. M. Basford (Lima Locomotive Works, Inc.),

C. F. Willoughly (P. M.), J. H. Alter (N. Y. C. & St. L.)
and J. H. Cooper (Dearborn Chemical Co.).

Renewing Flue Rings in Lancashire Boilers

British Practice of Withdrawing Tubes, Cutting Away
Defective Flue Ring and Assembling New Ring

By H. Holmes

IT
is the universal practice in England when renewal of

one, two, three or four defective firebox flue rings is neces-

sary, to take off the front end plate of the boiler, also to

take the rivets out of the flues adjoining the back end plates
so as to release the flues for drawing out of the shell of the

in the renewal of several flue units each of four defective fire-

box flue rings of a high pressure Lancashire boiler which

may be of interest to many readers of The Boilermaker.
The flues were securely jacked up with timbers at about the

center of the boiler; all the rivets were taken out of the front

FRONT END FRONT
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When the new four firebox flue rings arrived from the

makers riveted and calked on three rings ready for as-

sembling, one was lifted into the boiler with the aid of pulley

blocks and bolted closely to the existing flue, which was then

riveted.

The second four rings were treated in a similar manner

to the first. When the "riveting was completed the front end

was bolted in position, the rivet holes electrically drilled

around the flue ends. Following the riveting and calking

the flues were joined to the front end plate. The joint of the

new firebox portion with the existing flue rings was calked

onlv in the internal flues.

When completed the boiler was tested to 240 pounds per

square inch hydraulic pressure with no sign of leakage at the

flue ring joints. The boiler has been in constant service for

nine months working at a pressure of 160 pounds per square

inch and giving ever)' satisfaction.

Advantages Derived by the Above Method

When the defective flue rings are burned off by the oxy-

acetylene cutter the full diameter of the shell is available

for the cutting off and the punching out of the rivets of the

existing flue rings, thus requiring no turning and lifting of

the flues or scaffolding, etc., as in the case when the flues are

drawn out of the boiler. No blockage in the firehole when

cutting away the defective plates and assembling and riveting

the new rings to the existing flue rings is necessary. No
crab and wood patching are required.

The chief advantages are at the back end of the boiler, a

large percentage of high pressure Lancashire boilers having

superheaters attached, entail added cost in taking the super-

heaters out and replacing them, the necessary brick work

that must be removed to enable the taking out of about 126

<<£-inch rivets and replacing them and calking around the

flue ends all add to the cost of other methods.

The only difficulty in the new method is the riveting of

seven rivets down the shell side of the boiler of each

connection of the flue rings. The difficulty was easily over-

come by one man being on top of the flues and working down-

wards and one man working upwards from the underside of

the flue. When riveting the flue rings, cotter bolts were in-

stalled down each side of the shell for bolting up the boiler

while assembling the flue plates.

The time taken for the renewal of flue rings by the new

method was considerably less than when using the old

method.

Proposed Standards for Steel Flanges

for High Pressure

A COMPREHENSIVE program of standardization of

steel flanges and flanged fittings was launched at an

open meeting of sub-committee No. 3 held in the rooms

of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Friday,

October 26. This sub-committee is a sub-division of the

sectional committee on the Standardization of Pipe Flanges

and Fittings which was organized under the procedure of the

American Engineering Standards Committee. The three

sponsors for this project are: committee of Manufacturers

on Standardization of Fittings and Valves, the Heating and

Piping Contractors National Association and The American

Society of Mechanical Engineers.
The informal conference on this subject which the sponsors

held on May 2.5 indicated such widespread interest in this

subject that it was decided to organize a new sub-committee

to develop standards for flanges to withstand high superheat

temperatures and pressures from 250 to 3,200 pounds per

square inch. Professor Collins P. Bliss of the Mechanical

Engineering Department of New Vork University who is

chairman of the sectional committee has decided to act also

as chairman of this sub-committee. The other members of the

Sub-Committee No. 3 are T- C. Bannister, C. W. E. Clarke.

Sabin Crocker, R. D. Hall, H. E. Haller, J. A. Hance, C. H.

Haupt, H. C. Heaton, J. S. Hess, F. Hodgkinson, D. S.

Jacobus, O. F. Junggren, M. B. MacNeille, V. T. Malcolm,
W. S. Morrison! W. A. Pope, G. W. Saathoff, J. R. Tanner

and H. L. R. Whitney. H. L. R. Whitney of the M. W.

Kellogg Company was elected secretary. This list includes

official representatives of the American Society for Testing

Materials, Hydraulic Society, Power Piping Society, National

Electric Light Association, the A.S.M.E. Boiler Code Com-
mittee, and the sponsor bodies. A few of the members of this

sub-committee were appointed "at large" because of their

special interest in and knowledge of this subject.

The open meeting held on October 26 which was also this

sub-committee's organization meeting was attended by 50 en-

gineers, manufacturers of this product and users as well.

The session lasted all day and the following important actions

were taken:

Range of Pressures for Steel Flanges. The maximum steam

pressures for which these standard flanges and flange fittings

shall be developed are 250, 400, 600, 900, 1,350, 2,000,

3,200 pounds per square inch. The maximum temperature

which they are to be designed to withstand was set at 750

degrees F.

Two Hundred and Fifty and 400 Pounds Steam Standards.

These two steel standards are to have the same bolt circle

and number of bolts as the present American cast-iron stand-

ard for 250 pounds, except that the 2 and 2^-inch sizes for

the 400 pounds standard will have eight bolts instead of four.

The other dimensions of these flanges are, however, to be

modified to meet the conditions set for each.

Six Hundred Pounds Steam Standard. The sub-committee

further decided to use as the basis of the dimensions of this

standard the bolt circle and the number of bolts of the present

800 pounds Hydraulic Standard developed by the A.S.M.E.

Nine Hundred Pounds Steam Standard. The basis for

this new steam standard flange is to be the bolt circle and

the number of bolts of the present 1,200 pounds Hydraulic
Standard developed bv the A.S.M.E. committee.

Standards for 1,350', 2,000 and 3,200 Pounds Steam Pres-

sures. Flanges to withstand these pressures and the corre-

sponding superheats are to be developed after the completion
of the first four of the series. It will be noted that the seven

maximum pressures selected form a geometrical series be-

tween the terms 250 and 3,200.

Sub-Committees Elected

Realizing the difficulty and inefficiency of 20 men trying

to complete the details of these flange standards, Sub-Com-
mittee No. 3 elected two sub-committees. One of these headed

by A. M. Houser as chairman and Mr. H. L.- R. Whitney
as secretary, is to select from among the American Society for

Testing Alaterials specifications the one best suited for this

purpose and to set the limiting stresses and such tests as are

considered to be necessary.
The second subdivision of "No. 3" is to be known as the

"Working Committee." It has C. W. E. Clarke as its chair-

man and Mr. Whitney as secretary. When the working com-

mittee receives the report of the sub-committee on the physical
and chemical properties it will begin its work on the dimen-

sional standardization. It will then carry on its work in-

tensively since it is required to present its report to the mem-
bers of the full Sub-Committee No. 3 in writing at least a

week prior to the second meeting which was held at the time

of the A.S.M.E. Annual Meeting.



Inspecting Boilers in Holland-
The Dutch Inspector Finds His Chief Employment
at Pumping Stations and in the Seaport Towns

By George Cecil

T'HE activities of

the Dutch boiler

inspector are al-

most limitless, for,

when the day's work is

over, he continues to

take life seriously.
Ever keen on acquiring

knowledge, Frans turns

his attention to me-

chanical engineering
and to kindred subjects,

"burning the midnight
oil" till a late hour in

the pursuit of knowl-

edge. He also superin-
tends the education of

his children, since the

girls are expected to

know something more than the "three R's,
- '

while the boys
are destined to become, in their turn, boiler inspectors

—
or,

perhaps, full-fledged engineers. So when the children have

prepared their task for the next day's class, Mynheer puts
them through their paces. And woe betide the little Hans,
or Gretchen, who fails to afford satisfaction—no snuggling
between the sheets till the lesson is learned.—Education

bulks large in Holland and the boiler inspector has no in-

tention of wasting school fees on idle scholars. He means
to have his money's worth—to the last florin.

Sometimes the indefatigable Frans, being dissatisfied

with his monthly pay and traveling allowances as a govern-
ment boiler inspector and with the retiring pension which
awaits him after a certain number of years' service, flies at

high game. The position and salary of a mill engineer ap-

peal to him, and, to that end, he studies engines and ma-

chinery, besides familiarizing himself with the working of

each mill which he visits when on his frequent tours of in-

spection. Every now and then an ambitious man has this

desire gratified:
—

capability and interest combined land him
in the hoped-for billet. If, however, the boiler inspector is

doomed to remain in his original calling, he does not repine.
Frans argues (wise man) that had fortune smiled upon him
the job would not have been permanent and that he might,
a few years later, have found himself without employment—
and, worse still, minus a pension. So, with a degree of

philosophy which is not even equaled in the East, the boiler

inspector resigns himself to the inevitable, and works none
the worse for being disappointed. Decidedly the right spirit.

Other men, though not wanting in ambition, have no in-

tention of deserting "the substance for the shadow." Buoyed
up by the pension looming in the future, they are content to

rise, in grade succession, to the post of head inspector, a

position which carries with it a substantial salary and a fair

amount of leisure. "There is," says the Dutch proverb, "a

pot of gold at the end of the longest road."

The "Trekschuyt and the Hoogaar"

At one time all the pumping stations, being steam-

operated, had Frans' attention; now, like many another in-

stallation, a percentage are driven by electric power. As,

however, at least half of tin- 565 stations (employed to regu-
late the water level and to prevent flooding in the reclaimed

country) are worked by steam, the boiler inspector cannot

say that the bread has been taken from his mouth. The
largest of the electric pumping stations, by the way, is at

Zoutcamp, near old-world Groningen and has five pumps.
The installation, with the exception of those in America, is

the largest of its kind in the world.

The twelve important sugar refineries, as well as a num-
ber of lesser ones, paper mills, shipbuilding yards, sea-

going and river-going steamers, railways and textile mills,
also keep Frans busy. Incidentally, traveling to his destina-
tion may be a lengthy business, for, the Netherlands being
a country of waterways, the journey often is made by canal
in a trekschuyt (horse-towed barge). Or a hoogaar (sailing

barge) takes the place of the trekschuyt when the destination

entails crossing an inland sea to some distant island estuary.
But time is not of great importance in Holland; only upon
the distance being completed is punctuality expected. Hav-
ing arrived, the boiler inspector presents himself with clock-

work punctuality at the mill or works. More is not ex-

pected of him.

German Inspectors Invade Holland

Of late a number of German boiler inspectors have found
their way into the lowlands—and rather to the indignation
of their Dutch confreres. The last-named argue that Hol-
land is intended for the Hollanders, and that Germans should
earn their living in Germany. Steps, in fact, have been
taken to memorialize the Government, especially by the

younger members of the corps of boiler inspectors, who de-

clare that to admit the alien is utterly wrong and unfair.

The older men, like Brer Rabbit, "lie low and say nothing";
they are too near a well-earned pension to interest them-
selves in the matter. Besides, Germany and Holland are

such good (political) friends that there may be something
behind the invasion.

On the eastern frontier, the inhabitants of which are al-

most as much German as Dutch, little objection is raised to

the intruders. When, however, they make their appearance
at western Rotterdam and Amsterdam, where steamer boil-

ers, not to mention those of the dock elevators and floating

cranes, require attention, the Hollanders are up in arms.

Nor does the invaders' lusty singing of "Deutschland iiber

Alles!" help matters!

A Born Economist

The Netherlands boiler inspector has several excellent

characteristics. Ever anxious, for example, to acquire a

knowledge of geography, he takes his annual holiday abroad.

The well laid-out boulevards of Paris, together with its

attractive Bois, have Frans' attention, while he also makes
the acquaintance of Vienna and Budapest. A trip is made
to Brussels and to Antwerp, and—funds permitting

—even

to far-distant Naples. He samples London, for which his

respect is great; the German itinerary includes Berlin and
other important towns; and the Alps are climbed. Upon
returning home, the boiler inspector comes to the conclusion

that Holland is hard to beat, for he is a true patriot
These excursions are, of course, expensive. But Frans
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is a born economist
;
he has elevated the art of living on very

little money and saving florins in every possible direction to

a science. And when on his travels the boiler inspector with

a thirst for information does not spend a cent more than is

necessary, while he subsists—if driven to it—chiefly on soup,
bread and cheese. Sight-seeing is considered more im-

portant than the call of the stomach. Besides, the traveler

is used to a diet in which inexpensive (and nutritious)
cheese plays an important part: 'tis the staple food of the

Netherlands and he thrives on it. When, however, Frans

again finds himself in his native land something more in-

teresting than cheese awaits him. The neighbors, anxious
to learn what he thinks of a foreign country, ply him with

many a filling dinner, schnapps and advocaat (a cordial in

which gin, rum, yolk of egg and sugar are cunningly mixed)
being thrown in. The wanderer makes up for his enforced
abstinence.

"Does the boiler inspector,"' you may ask, "take his wife

with him?'' Most certainly not, for he considers that the

suitable place for the Vrow is the home circle. Though a

fond husband and father, Frans is a practical economist.

Black Sheep

If the Dutchman of pure blood is a model of all the vir-

tues, the half-breed on the Belgian frontier is the reverse.

The admixture of blood, as invariably is the case, has re-

sulted in bad qualities, and the Belgian-Dutch steam ma-
chinery users occasionally get themselves into trouble with
the authorities. The boiler inspector condemns a boiler as
fit for the scrap-heap, to find, on his return visit, that it still

is in use—though liable to burst at a moment's notice. When
Frans peremptorily orders a thorough overhauling and the

substitution of new seamless steel tubes for the old ones, the

proprietor of the plant makes promises which he has no in-

tention of keeping! Riveting is jibed at, because it costs

money; nothing short of fine and imprisonment will induce
the half-caste to replace a damaged gage cock or a worn
firebox. Little wonder that the law-abiding Hollanders have
a healthy contempt for these people. Elsewhere in Holland
such occurrences are well nigh impossible.

The Belgians, for some curious reason, greatly resent the
attitude of the Dutch to the boiler users of mixed race, pas-
sionately asserting that their misdeeds are exaggerated. The
Hollanders retaliate by stating that every half-caste ought to

be cleared out of Holland. A drastic measure.

Activity ix Retirement

The retired boiler inspector sometimes finds employment
in a boiler making concern as shop foreman or in some other

capacity. If, however, Frans pines for an existence in which
activity is blended with peacefulness, he takes to flower,
fruit and vegetable gardening. The national tulip has the
veteran's attention, his choice blooms carrying off a prize at

the local horticultural show, while the produce of the kitchen

garden keeps the table well supplied. The Dutchman is a

gardener at heart; consequently, the ex-boiler inspector ex-

periences no difficulty in making a success of horticulture.
He may become the envy of the professional grower.

These healthy pursuits are carried out in some picturesque
little townlet, where the pensioner inhabits a gabled house
of modest dimensions. Or a roomy cottage, the walls of
which are distempered yellow, purple, rose, or cream, accord-

ing to the district, accommodating him. A streamlet, which
is crossed by a tiny bridge, separates the property from the
road, and the cottage is surrounded by its garden, the chief
ornament of which is a lily-laden pond. Here Frans con-

tentedly passes the evening of his days growing prize vege-
table-marrows, giant pumpkins, luscious pears and apples of

surpassing flavor, and cultivating wonderfully variegated
tulips. He asks for nothing better.

In his boiler-inspecting days Frans has eschewed the Dutch
costume, which consists of astonishingly shapeless panta-
loons, a double-breasted jacket terminating at the waist and

buttoning up to the neck, a high peakless cap, and—when

pottering about in the mud—glogs. In his retirement he

sometimes reverts to this unpretentious garb, the wearing

qualities of which are marvellous. Well does it become him.

Vocational Training Now Open to Adult
Workers in Various Industries

ADULT
wage earners who wish to receive technical

training which will help them in their occupations

may now secure such training from the public school,
announces the Federal Board for Vocational Education.

Under the Federal and State Vocational Education Acts,
funds are available to assist the public schools in each com-

munity to set up adult evening classes for wage earners. To
receive such instruction, it is necessary that a group of work-

ers, employed in a common industry, take the initiative by
organizing themselves into a class. Next, they should pre-
sent themselves to the local school authorities and request
an instructor. The local school board is empowered to pro-
vide an instructor and a class room to the applicants. There-

upon, the class begins its sessions on a regular nightlv
schedule.

In some cases, no instructor, qualified to teach the desired

subject, is available. In such cases, the local school authori-

ties may call upon the state supervisor of trade and indus-
trial education. The state supervisor details an instructor

to the community. If no technically qualified instructor is

available in the state, the supervisor takes steps to train an
instructor especially for the needs of the class. In some
cases one of the members of the class is given this training
to instruct the others. In no case is a group of workers
denied assistance until all possible methods of aid have been
exhausted.

The only restriction that the public schools lay upon such
adult extension work is that all members of the class be
workers, actually employed in the trades for which they de-
sire training. Thus the mistake of training workers for
trades in which they can not get employment is avoided.

Successful results have been obtained through such classes
in many communities, the board declares. A notable ex-

ample has been the work among the coal miners in southern
Illinois. Last year over 1,000 miners were enrolled in eve-
ning extension classes, studying to qualify for executive

positions. The state supervisor reports that, of the many-
miners who took examinations for higher positions after

completing the night school course last year, all passed, giv-
ing a 100 percent record to the schools.

A\ orkers in many other communities would duplicate the
record of the Illinois miners were they aware that the op-
portunity of public school instruction is open to them, it is

believed. Hitherto, it has been the impression of the gen-
eral public that public school vocational education was re-
stricted to boys and girls. However, adult education has a
high place on the program of the Federal and State Boards
of Vocational Education. It is only necessary that the work-
ers themselves take the initiative in asking for it, the Federal
Board declares.

Inspection Bl-reau Finds Defective 55 Percent of
Locomotives Examined.—The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission's monthly report to the President on condition of rail-
road equipment shows that during October 6,507 locomotives
were inspected by the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection and
55 percent were found defective, while 525 were ordered out
of service.



Some Evidence of the Need for Inspection*
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Three Views of a Seriously Defective Rivet

THE
illustrations presented herewith show a rivet that

was recently removed from a steam boiler that had

been in active service for no less than eighteen years.

It was one of a row of 28 rivets that were similarly defective

and it illustrates the kind of work that is too often done in

boiler shops where there is no proper supervision. A job
of this kind should never be allowed to leave the shop, and

any riveter who is willing to turn out such work should

either be disciplined in some effective way, or be sum-

marily discharged. The hazards that are unavoidably asso-

ciated with steam boilers are serious enough and it is un-

pardonable to increase them, wantonly, by riveting up the

joints in so careless a way. It is true that the boiler had

held together for a considerable time, but its factor of safety

was certainly a good deal smaller than the designer intended,

and there is no way of knowing how much longer it could

have withstood its load, if it had not come under inspection,
which promptly detected the poor workmanship and led to

immediate remedial measures, to make the boiler safe.

Defects in Forming Rivet

This specimen illustrates most of the things that can be

wrong with a rivet. The most conspicuous feature about it

is, that the head is very eccentric, being offset to such an

extent that the vertex (or tip) of it comes in direct line

with the cylindrical surface of the shank, instead of oppo-
site the center, as it should; and on the other side the edge
of the cone falls inside of the line of the shank. These mal-

formations were evidently due to lack of even ordinary care

in setting the die that shaped the head. The workman cer-

tainly knew that the job was a poor one in this respect. He

manifestly belonged to the class of men who do not care

whether the work they turn out is good or bad, so long as

they "get by" with it.

The fin that projects from the head would make it im-

possible to calk the rivet at this point, in case of leakage.
The rivet head is too small, showing that the original rivet

was too short.

The hole for the rivet was punched, and was neither

reamed, drilled out, nor even countersunk to remove the

burrs; and so far as can be judged from the specimen itself,

•Reprinted from The Travelers Standard.

the line of travel of the punch made a somewhat oblique

angle with the plate, instead of being square with it.

The holes in the two plates were not "fair" with each

other.

The rivet was too cold when it was driven, and this fact,

combined with the poor driving, prevented it from filling the

hole properly. An examination of the rivet itself shows

that it touched the sides of the hole only at certain spots,

and in some places it evidently stood away from the sheet

by quite a distance.

The diameter of the rivet hole at its smallest point was

probably intended to be about three-quarters of an inch, al-

though the irregularity of the shank makes this somewhat

uncertain, and it may be that the intention was to have the

hole seven-eighths of an inch in diameter.

Examination of the rivet suggests that the material itself

was none too good, for the tail looks to lie hard and brittle

—
possibly from being burned.

Taking all things into consideration, this job is about as

poor a one as we have seen in many a day. yet it is by no

means a unique or isolated case. Bad workmanship, with

its attendant dangers (which may imperil life and property
for many years), is altogether too common, and we are far

from sure that conditions are improving in this respect. In

fact, we are decidedly of the opinion that there has never

before been a time when inspection by competent, disinter-

ested men was more needed than it is today. Boilers should

be inspected in the shop during construction and the inspec-

tion should include both material and workmanship; and

further inspections should be made at regular intervals,

after the boilers have been put in operation.

Uniform Cost Accounting

THE
Fabricated Production Department of the Cham-

ber of Commerce of the United States has just issued

a report containing a summary of the general confer-

ence on uniform cost accounting methods recently held at

Chicago. The conference, probably the first of its kind ever

held, had for its purpose the interchange of accounting ex-

periences in the development and advancement of uniform

methods.
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The report reproduces the leading addresses presented by
three trade organization executives representing widely
varied industries, namely, malleable castings, tents and awn-

ings, and milk. These industries, according to E. W. Mc-

Cullough, manager of the Department, have accomplished

great success in their cooperative cost work, and the ad-

dresses clearly explain the benefits secured by these three

industries as the result of intensive work in uniform cost

accounting methods.

The important features of the discussion which took place
at the conference also are covered in the report. This in-

formal part of the conference was devoted to a general dis-

cussion of four typical and highly important phases of uni-

form cost accounting.
Initial copies of the report may be had without charge

upon request to the Fabricated Production Department,
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Mills Building,

Washington.

Committee on Bolt, Nut and Rivet

Standards Approved

THE
American Engineering Standards Committee has

just approved the personnel of the committee which is

developing standards for bolt, nut and rivet proportions
under the sponsorship of the Society of Automotive Engi-
neers and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

This working committee, which numbers a total of 43

members, 17 of whom represent producers. 24 consumers and

2 general interests, is divided into eight subcommittees, deal-

ing with the following specific subjects:

Large and small rivets.

Wrench head bolts and nuts.

Slotted head products.
Track bolts and nuts.

Carriage bolts.

Special bolts and nuts for agricultural machinery.
Body dimensions and material.

Nomenclature.

It is interesting to note that this project originated in a

proposal to standardize the widths across flats on nuts and
bolt heads, in order to reduce the number of wrenches re-

quired to handle the numerous bolts and nuts on machinery
and tools. It has often happened that two bolts of the same
size would have different nuts or heads, so as to require dif-

ferent wrenches according to the inclinations of individual

manufacturers, at very obvious inconvenience and expense
to the user.

The chairman of the sectional committee is Professor

A. E. Norton of the Mechanical Engineering Department
of Harvard University, and the secretary, W. J. Outcalt, of

the Standards Department of the General Motors Corpora-
tion, Detroit. There are 20 trade and technical societies and

groups included in the organization of the committee, namely,
the American Electric Railway Association, American So-

ciety of Agricultural Engineers, American Hardware Manu-
facturers Association, American Supply and Machinery
Manufacturers Association, American Railway Association

(Engineering Division), Associated Manufacturers of Elec-

trical Supplies, Bridge Builders and Structural Society, Elec-

tric Power Club, Master Boiler Makers Association, National
Machine Tool Builders' Association, U. S. Navy Department,
National Association of Stove Manufacturers, Society of

Automotive Engineers, Gas Engine and Farm Power Associa-

tion, Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers,
American Boiler Manufacturers Association, Railway Car
Manufacturers Association, U. S. War Department, American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, American Society for Test-

ing Materials; also some manufacturers of bolts and nuts,

rivets, wTenches, and machine screws. There are in addition

seven independent experts on the committee.

The scope of the work now includes standardization of

dimensions, material and nomenclature of all rivets, bolts,

nuts, and screws except wood screws* ^eluding, however,

standardization of thread forms, thjs^latter field being cov-

ered by the Sectional Committee on Standardization and Uni-

fication of Screw Threads, uptlejjHne same joint sponsorship,

in cooperation with the National Screw Thread Commission.

This activity is an excellent illustration of the value of the

established machinerf^or carrying on cooperative standard-

ization work. t

The American Engineering Standards Committee, which

is a federation of the principal national organizations and

government departments engaged in standardization work,

provides the forum in which all parties concerned with any
standard may participate in its formulation under a procedure
which assures the democratic representation of all interests.

Over 1,000 individuals are now working on such standardiza-

tion committees.

The part of the work nearest completion is that of the sub-

committee on Carriage Bolts, which has issued a report which,

after circulation, was approved by the sectional committee

by letter ballot, and is now before the sponsors for approval.
The report of the subcommittee on Wrench Head Bolts and

Nuts has been formulated, and is being circulated generally

by the subcommittee for the criticism of American industry.
The personnel of working committees on American Engi-

neering Standards Committee standardization projects is ex-

amined by special committees of the American Engineering
Standards Committee appointed for the purpose. Their re-

view is to assure a proper balance between producers and

consumers and the adequate representation of all essential

interests. The committee to review the personnel for this

project was headed by Charles A. Mead, as chairman, who
is chief engineer, Division of Bridges and Grade Crossings,
of the New Jersey Board of Public Utility Commissioners

and who represents the American Society of Civil Engineers
on the American Engineering Standards Committee.

Gas Manufacturers to Cooperate With

Welding Schools

THE
Gas Products Association, headquarters at 140 S.

Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois, recently appointed
an educational committee to cooperate with trade and

technical schools all over the country in supplying a prac-
tical t,nd standard course in welding procedure. The users

of oxy-acetylene welding equipment have never been thor-

oughly satisfied with the work done by welding school gradu-
ates, and at the same time the application of the welding

processes has been extended to so many new fields that the

demand for skilled operators is constantly increasing. It is

thought that by making a thorough investigation of the needs

of the industry and then making recommendations to welding
school instructors, the instruction programs can be revised

and standardized so as to more fully meet the requirements
of the employers. The plan has been already submitted to

some schools and has met with their enthusiastic response, so

it is felt that the instructors are honestly desirous of giving
the students such training as will guarantee them the very
best earning power.
The committee will endeavor to build up a list of ac-

credited schools which are known to give a standard instruc-

tion, and whose students can be depended upon to qualify as

satisfactory welding operators. It is proposed to make this

educational movement effective all over the country, and since

the members of the Association have gas and apparatus manu-

facturing plants in practically all of the important industrial

centers of the United States, it is quite likely that this plan
can be carried through without difficulty.
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Certain proponents of the arc welding fraternity have

apparently acquired the gift of prophecy to a remarkable

degree, if certain of the statements appearing in the report

on page 307 of the November issue of The Boiler Maker,

foretelling the relative futures of the arc welding and the

oxy-acetylene welding processes are to be taken seriously.

Unless these men have been able to look into the future—
and some distance at that—and have had a vision of develop-

ments in arc welding equipment which so far they alone

have been able to foresee, it is difficult to understand how

they can consider themselves qualified to relegate the gas

process to the discard, as they so arbitrarily did.

What advances in the art of electric arc welding they

may have had in mind to replace the gas process were not

brought out in the report and, as yet, equipment does not

exist that by any stretch of the imagination can supplant

the torch in many applications where it alone is usable—
where portability in the field is essential, where electric cur-

rent is not available, where economy and rapidity in cutting

operations must be realized.

Developments in arc welding will be made and new appli-

cations are bound to be discovered—yet the gas people are

still alive and their progress will inevitably keep pace with

the requirements of the field. The fact that they are very

much alive to their opportunities is evidenced by the dis-

covery of a new use for the cutting torch by one of the great

railroad systems of the country which will save the road

thousands of dollars annually.

Every welder who is unbiased in his opinion and inter-

ested solely in the development of the welding art realizes

that each process has its legitimate field and can best be used

as a complement to the other.

Since the American Boiler Manufacturers' Association

and the Stoker Manufacturers' Association have been work-

ing in conjunction with each other, many of the difficulties

of boiler construction and erection of .stoker fired boilers

have been eliminated and others are in process of settlement.

The activities of the members of the Stoker Association which

in a way are closely allied to those of the boiler industry are

of considerable interest, and the progress of the former

organization may to advantage find reflection in the work of

the boiler manufacturers.

The keynote of the recent convention of the Stoker Manu-

facturers' Association was one of progress
—not the least im-

portant contribution to which was the report proposing the

adoption of a uniform cost accounting system for the in-

dustry. This report was prepared lay a prominent cost ac-

counting firm well known to the boiler manufacturers after

a detailed study of conditions in the field of stoker produc-

tion. The fact that it was adopted in its entirety is sufficient

evidence of its value in the minds of the manufacturers of

this type of equipment.

The two fields of stoker manufacture and boiler produc-

tion are quite comparable in their requirements and careful

consideration at the forthcoming winter meeting of the

American Boiler Manufacturers' Association to be held at

the Hollenden Hotel, Cleveland, February 12, might well be

given to the study of a similar uniform cost accounting sys-

tem for the boiler manufacturing industry. Details of this

meeting will ap]x
jar in the January issue.

The annual index of The Boiler Maker for the year

1923 will be published separately from the magazine at the

end of the year. As the complete index will be useful only

to those of our subscribers who have kept a complete file of

the magazine for the year, only a sufficient number of copies

will be printed to meet the requirements of those who notify

us at once of their desire for a copy.

A copy of the annual index will be mailed without cost to

each subscriber whose request for it is received at our New
York office on or before January 1.



Engineering Specialties for Boiler Making
New Tools, Machinery, Appliances and Supplies for

the Boiler Shop and Improved Fittings for Boilers

Oil-Burning Rivet Forges and Torches

ALINE
of modern rivet forges with non-clogging vacuum

oil burners, oil-burning torches, and pressure blow-

ers has been developed and recently placed on the

market by the Johnston Manufacturing Company, Minne-

apolis, Minn. The rivet forge, shown in one of the illus-

trations, is made in three styles, No. 1 for car repair yards,

No. 2 for structural steel shops and No. 3 for boiler shops.

Oil-Burning Torch and Rivet Forge for Boiler Shops and

Car Repairs

The only difference in these forges is in the capacity of the

burners, the No. 3 forge having about one-fourth the ca-

pacity of the burner on the No. 1. All the burners are

adjustable through the usual range of about one to three,

but best results are obtained by having the burner on each

forge adapted to its specific use.

Aside from strength and easy portability by means of the

large-diameter, ball-bearing wheels with wide tires, the prin-

cipal feature of this rivet forge is the non-clogging vacuum

oil burner. In order to avoid the formation of scale on rivets

a uniform flame is necessary, obtainable only by maintaining
the oil feed in proper proportion to the air. To accomplish
this result the Johnston oil burner was developed with an air

inlet valve by which the oil feed is regulated indirectly. This

air valve does not clog since only air passes through it and as

the air passages in the burner are larger and direct, the oil

flow tends to remain uniform, and the character of the gases

in the heating chamber consequently remains as first ad-

justed.
To overcome difficulty from variable uir pressure in shops,

this burner was so designed that the vacuum by which the

oil is drawn up varies direct]}- as the air pressure. The rela-

tion between the air and oil supply are, therefore, auto-

matically maintained as first adjusted regardless of changes
in air pressure. As a result of the non-clogging feature and

provision to offset variable air pressure the character of the

flame remains constant; scaling and smoking are reduced to

a minimum and the forge operates at high combustion ef-

ficiency. The burner has a high vacuum and large oil con-

nections, enabling heavy oil to be used.

The frame of this forge is in the form of a triangle, pro-

viding maximum strength and rigidity in proportion to

weight. This is a valuable feature, in view of the use and

abuse to which rivet forges are put in the course of everyday

service.

Forge linings often fail by burning through at the top

where the flame strikes and by cracking and spalling around

the charging opening. In the Johnston forge the linings are

not less than A l/2 inches thick where the flames strike and

with a charging opening 6 inches wide there is little tendency

for this opening to become enlarged by cracking. Additional

features are the pivoted tongue which acts as a guard for the

burner, the filling funnel and strainer, the air curtain pipe

to deflect the hot gases upward and the welded oil tank

which has a capacity to hold 20 gallons of fuel oil.

Oil Burning Torches

The oil-burning torch illustrated is made in two styles,

No. 20 for shop work and No. 21 for firing locomotives

for steam test or for starting coal fires in locomotives. The

difference between the two styles is in the capacity of the

atomizer, the first using 15 gallons of oil an hour and the

second 35. This torch, known as the "one man portable,"

is featured by high capacity and light weight combined with

rugged design. This is accomplished by using light, prac-

tically unbreakable cast steel nozzles and one large pipe

from the torch head to the hose connection. This single

pipe is strong and easy to hold. Instantaneous ignition and

steady operation are accomplished by a new type atomizer

which breaks the oil up into a fine fog close to the torch

head and permits the use of a short, and therefore light,

single chamber nozzle. Pressure in the oil tank is blown

down through the air connection, and this operation does not

spray oil over the operator. The filling funnel has a strainer

in which the dirt collects and is effectually prevented from

entering the tank. Plug cocks are used on air and filling

connections for quick and easy operation. The oil hose is

protected by an automatic valve which closes in case of failure

of the oil hose.

This torch has a wide range of capacity with either nozzle.

The large nozzle operates from a small flame 12 inches long

up to the big flame required for firing a locomotive boiler

for the steam test. Another feature is the tubular handle

for the tank, providing a light, convenient grip. The length

of hose furnished is 12^2 feet. As in the case of the rivet

forge the oil tank is welded. It has a capacity of 20 gallons.

An extra nozzle for the torch is carried on a bracket as

shown in the illustration, being always available. The
nozzles are designed to run at moderate temperatures, giving

long life.

Frank C. Pickard, master mechanic of the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western at Buffalo, has resigned, effective

November 30, to take a position with the Talmage Manufac-

turing Company at Cleveland.
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Ash Pan Sprinkler and Cleaner

THE
Pratte Vacuum Air Sander Company, Denver,

Col., has on the market an ash pan sprinkler and
cleaner of unique design. Water is piped through

a 1-inch pipe from the injector pipe to a number of sprinklers

T'cn

._ eg- _>i

^/fPipeTap 1 j

•
y
\ £*

jMr|jf*
-HiV I2.g0rillectHoles,

% DrilledHole

Drawing of Sprinkler Nozzle for Side of Ashpan

located at strategic points at the center and sides of the ash

pan. The water is turned into the supply pipes by a valve

in the cab. As shown in the illustration, the sprinkler is

designed to spray the water over a large area. The number

2 AshponSpnnklers (leff^delOp^rafcg^nge^endenf!y H'MJ'M^

t'VX' •

-2Ashpan Sprinklers (fiiafiSide) Operated Independen fly With f'fyAv'
I'Valves

f/tightanrileftJide)

of sprinklers required depends upon the size of the ash pan.
On a pan of 11 feet or more it is recommended that a

sprinkler be placed at each corner.

With boiler pressure behind the stream, any fire shaken

through the grates can readily be put out and the ash pan
given a thorough cleaning. It is claimed that where this

device is installed on locomotives, cleaning the ash pans with
a hose at terminals is practically eliminated. A better draft

through the grates is obtained with a clean ash pan and
considerable saving is accomplished as the pan will not

warp when this device is used.

Arrangement of Sprinkler on an Ashpan of Large Size

Portable Electrical Recording
Instrument

AMONG
the recent developments by the Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company, East Pitts-

burgh, Pa., is a new portable recording instrument
known as type R. It is made for applications where records
as accurate and reliable as those obtained with large switch-
board instruments are necessary. Such applications include

analysis of motor operation, typical consumption curves of

large industrial consumers, and records of power distribution.

The type R instrument is an adaptation of the switchboard

recording instrument, with the element as a whole mounted
in a portable carrying case. An electric self-winding clock
is used for speeds up to 24 inches per hour. For slower

speeds, up to four inches per hour, a hand-wound clock can
be used.

Alternating current ammeters, alternating and direct cur-
rent voltmeters, and single and polyphase wattmeters are
made in these portable recording instruments.

BUSINESS NOTES

James J. Dale has resigned as vice-president and director

of the Consolidated Machine Tool Corporation, New York.

The American Car & Foundry Company has ordered the
structural steel for a foundry at Madison, 111., from the Ken-
wood Bridge Company.

C. A. Dunn, formerly sales manager of The Weldless Tube
Company, has been appointed manager of the Delaware
Seamless Tube Company, Auburn, Pa.

D. P. Bennett, vice-president of the Pittsburgh Steel Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been elected president, and E. H.
Bindley, a director, has been elected vice-president. Henry
T. Miller was elected a director to succeed the late Willis T.
McCook.

R. P. McCormick will have supervision of the sales ac-

tivities of the Eastern district for the Pawling & Harnisch-

feger Company, Milwaukee. He will have offices at 30
Church street, New York, and 605 Stephen Girard building,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Mahr Manufacturing Company, of Minneapolis,
Minn., manufacturers of rivet forges, torches, furnaces and
kindred oil-burning equipment, has moved its New York
office from 56 Murray street to larger quarters at 42 Murray
street. Ray G. White is the district representative of the

company at New York.

The Linde Air Products Company, New York, recently
started continuous operations in its new plant at Tulsa, Okla.

Oxygen will be extracted from the air by the liquefaction

process. The plant is also able to reclaim the nitrogen and

separate the rare gases, argon and neon. C. A. Kennedy is

operating superintendent. A Prest-O-Lite plant, for the

manufacture of welding and cutting gas, is also planned for

the same locality.



Questions and Answers for Boiler Makers
Information for Those Who Design, Construct, Erect,

Inspect and Repair Boilers—Practical Boiler Shop Problems

Conducted by C. B. Lindstrom

This department is open to subscribers of The Boiler
Maker for the purpose of helping those who desire assist-

ance on practical boiler shop problems. All questions should

be definitely stated and clearly written in ink, or typewritten,
on one side of the paper, and sketches furnished if necessary.

Inquiries should bear the name and address of the writer.

Anonymous communications will not be considered. The

identity of the writer, however, will not be disclosed unless

the editor is given permission to do so.

Proportions for Cast Steel Rings
Q.—Can you help me in working out the following question? Data: Tank

like sketch, Fig. 1, for 300 pounds working pressure. Have no trouble
with the thickness of the shell and heads, of course, as the regular rules as

given in any of the code books apply all right to these thicknesses. Xow
how do 1 arrive at the following dimensions of the cast steel rings by
application of rules that I can understand and use for any similar case:

Assume roughly a diameter of 70^ inches for "C" if you think it all right.

Required:
1. How thick shall "R" be made, so as to be strong enough; how do you

figure it?

2. How do vou figure the number of rivets for attaching "B" to end
head?

3. Hew do you figure thickness of bolt flange "A" so as to be strong
enough

5

4. How do ycu figure the number and size of the bolts for "A"?
In figuring the number of holts required, how do you apply the rule

for "wrench" pull en br.Its, and hnw do you get so-called "axial" stress in

connection with the "wrench pull."
Assume steel castings for rings or flanges, and mild specifications, say

60,000 pounds tensile strength.
As to the number of bolts, dc ycu figure load en same from "test pressure,"

when you consider the "wrench pull,
'

or do you figure the load from the

"working pressure?"
Explain "wrench pull" and "axial stress" so anyone tan understand it.

Have use for this information every week or so, and cannot find any
satisfactory way of figuring the above out and proving it.

My second questicn is this: Take a bolt of the shape shown in sketch:
Now how do I figure:
l~t. How much will this bolt support in this shape; how is it figured?
2nd. How is the size of the bearing plate and thickness of same figured?
Disregard load on pin, as I am interested in the U-shaped belt and bearing

plate only
This is something like a half of a chain link, but I den't know how to

apply a rule to it to figure it out. Several of us have tried our hands at
it but cannot get anywhere with it. E. E. B.

A.—The plate thickness required for the shell, Fig. 2, is

found from the formula

TS X t X E
(1)

and t

R X /

P X R X /

(2)
TS X E

in which P = allowable working pressure, pounds per

square inch,

t = thickness of plate, inches.

E = efficiency of riveted joint, in percentage.
TS = tensile strength of plate, pounds per square

inch.

R = inside radius of shell, inches.

/ = factor of safety.

Example: Given the following values: P = 300. E = 0.90,

i?=30, TS= 55,000 and / = 5. Determine the re-

quired thickness of shell plate.

Solution: Use the values given in formula (2)
300 X 30 X 5

Then t = = 0.91 inches, sav 1 inch for this

55,000 X 0.90

problem.

The unit crushing stress in front of the rivets a or the

shearing stress in the metal b-b, Fig. 2, is found from the

formula
W = SXA (1)

W
and A = (2)

in which W = the unit stress in pounds.
5 = the allowable stress for shearing, or crushing,

pounds per square inch.

A = sectional area required to resist shearing or

crushing.
The application of these formulas cannot be made until

Snd
|

end

\ Rivets attaching

Holes for: 143 -end dishedhead

Baits
'_,),( |<_

to cast steelring

Fig. 1.—Problem to Determine Design of Cast Steel Rings on
Tank. Detail of Joint Between Ring and Head

Shown at Right

the load on each inch of the circumferential length of the

shell is determined.

First find the total load on the head from the formula,

]\\ = d- X 0.7854 X P
in which;

PF,= total pressure on the head end of the cylinder
in pounds.

d= inside diameter of shell, inches.

P= working pressure, pounds per square inch.

Example: Substitute the values of the example in the

formula given.
Then Wt

= 602 X 0.7854 X 300 = 848,232 pounds.
The unit stress in 1 inch of the circumference of the shell

equals

84S,232 = 4,500 pounds.
60 X 3.1415

The load tending to shear or crush the ring equals W =
W

S X A, and A = . Allowing a safe stress of 5,000

5
pounds for either of these conditions, the sectional area should

4,500

equal A = — = 0.9 inch.

5,000
Since the load is figured for a circumferential length of

1 inch the thickness of the flange for an area of 0.9 square
inch should equal 0.9 inch.

The required number of bolts depends on the diameter
of the bolt circle, the safe stress per square inch of bolt sec-
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tion. Assume thai 7 s inch l>olts arc used. For a good

forged bolt "s inch in diameter it will safely carry 4,580

pounds. Owing to the distance required between bolt heads

for turning them into place it will be necessary to use two bolt

circles, in which case the bolts are staggered. The- width

of hexagonal nuts across corners equals 1 19/32 inches which

would require a pitch of at least 2 '.[ inches between bolt

centers.

The internal diameter of the shell equals 60 inches, the

shell plate thickness equals 1 inch, the thickness of the flange

of the ring where it is riveted to the shell equals 0.9 inch

and the center of the first bolt circle is 2 1

.)
inches from the

inside face of the flange.

The sum of these respective lengths is as follows :

60 + (2 X 1) + (2 X 0.9) + (2 X 234) = 68.3 inches.

The circumference of this circle equals 3.1416 X 68.3 =
214.57 inches.

The required number of bolts equals 848,232 -f- 4,580
= 182.

Using 91 bolts in each circle, the pitch between the centers

of the bolts in the inner circle equals 214.57 -r- 91 = 2.35

inches.

The distance between the bolt circles may be made 1*4

inches, in which case the bolts in the outer circle stagger

those in the inner row and are equally spaced.
The next calculation is to determine the thickness of the

flange d, which must be sufficient to resist bending and

Fig. 2.—Size of Ring Made from Angle Iron

breaking along the plane e-e. Consider the section from the

inside of the flange to the point / midway between the bolt

circles as a cantilever beam. The length of the beam equals

2.25 -+- 0.625 = 2.875 inches.

The bending moment equals;
M= IW

in which M = bending moment, inch pounds.
I = length of cantilever.

W = load in pounds.
Substitute in the formula the values I = 2% and W =
4,500
Then M = 2.875 X 4,500 = 12,937.5.

The section modulus required equals the bending moment

divided by the allowable bending stress of the material. Al-

lowing 10,000 pounds as the safe bending stress, the section

modulus equals

12,937.5 -4- 10,000 = 1.29375, say 1.3

The section modulus formula for a rectangular section

equals
bd 2

q =
6

in which Q = section modulus.

b = shortest side of rectangle, inches.

d = longest side of rectangle, inches.

Therefore,
bd-

= 1.3 —
6

and as b = 1 inch

d =
Q X 6 1.3 X 6

4 4
= 2.79 inches, the

1 \ 1

required thickness of the outer leg of the ring at d, Fig. 2.

WRENCB Sizes

The size of wrench for bolting up as determined by Crane

and Company is as follows: Tests show that a compression
of 12,000 pounds nearly can be obtained by a man using a

16-inch wrench on ^4 and 1-inch bolts; a 36-inch wrench

on \
l
/g, to 1%-inch bolts; a 60-inch wrench on l l

/> to 1J4-
inch bolts and a 72-inch wrench on 1 7 § to 2-inch bolts.

Square nuts give from 20 to 25 percent less compression than

hexagon nuts with a given effort on the wrench.

Lubrication of threads and bearing surfaces increases com-

pression 10 to 15 percent over that obtained with bolt surfaces'

not lubricated. There is danger of excessive stress being set

up in bolts 1 inch in diameter and less. The wrench pull

therefore should not exceed that for which it will safely carry;

which may be guarded against by using wrenches of the

proper length. The following overall lengths of box wrenches

are recommended:

Size of bolt, inches -54 % 1 1/4
Size of wrench, inches 11J4 13*4 15 19

Axial stress is the stress in the plane of and parallel with

the axis or center line of the member.

The weakest section of the t'-bolt is at the bend which is

subjected to a bending stress. The bending moment equals
W X I

M =
20

in which M = bending moment, inch pounds.
W = load on bolt.

I = inside diameter of bend.

Divide the bending moment by the allowable working stress

which, for bar sections used, equals 6,000. This gives the

section modulus.

The section modulus formula for a round section equals
3.1416 X d3

Q = or 0.0982 X d3
.

32

Transposing the formula to find d when Q is known

d3 =
4 .0982

in which d = diameter of the round bar in inches.

Assume that the t'-bolt is required to support a load of

10.000 pounds and that the inside diameter of the bend

equals 2J4 inches.

10,000 X 2.25

Then M = = 1.125 inch-pounds.
20

1,125 -f- 6,000 = 0.187, the section modulus.

The value of d = J
4'

1S7
= l

]

_i inches, nearly.
.ii'j.s:

Boiler Horsepower
Q.—I am taking the liberty to write to you for the following information:

Will you kindly give me the formula for calculating boiler horsepower for

both tubular and watertube boilers? I want a general formula that is applica-

ble to any boiler of either of the above type regardless of size, providing there

is such a formula. If it is not asking too much, could you forward the above

to me by mail? Perhaps the answer to my wants would be of some use to'

a great manv other readers of The Boiler Maker, and if space would permit

I am sure that the publication of the answer to the above would be appreciated

by quite a few.—C. H. P.

A.—The commercial horsepower of boilers is dependent

on the number of square feet of heating surface and the

general design of the boiler. The number of square feet
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per horsepower has been approximated for different types

of boilers. This method is employed by manufacturers in

stating closely the boiler horsepower. Some types of boilers

are more efficient than others in the evaporation of water.

The definite method of determining the horsepower is by

tests. The evaporation of 30 pounds of water per hour from

a feedwater temperature of 100 degrees F. into steam at 70

pounds gage pressure, which is equivalent to the evaporation

of 34.5 pounds of water from and at 212 degrees F. into

steam at the same temperature. The A.S.M.E. give 970.4

British thermal units as required to evaporate 1 pound of

water from and at 212 degrees F., hence 970.4 X 34.5 =
33,479 British thermal units per hour transmitted from the

fuel to the water. This constitutes the heat value in a

boiler horsepower.
The following table gives the approximate number of

square feet of heating surface per boiler horsepower for the

different types of boilers.

Square Feet of Heating Surface

Types of Boiler Per Boiler Horsepower
Water tube 10 to 12

Tubular 14 to 18

Flue 8 to 12
Locomotive 12 to 16

Vertical tubular 15 to 20

Steaming Capacity of Boilers

Q.—During my negotiations with big boiler manufacturers in this country
(England) I was approached by one who is very anxious to obtain certain

information which I will briefly explain: They have received inquiries
from the states to replace American boilers by their own patent boilers, the

American boilers having the following particulars:

(1) Boiler 3 feet 6 inches diameter by 7 feet inches high with 116
vertical 2-inch outside diameter fire tubes.

(2) Boiler 5 feet 2 inches diameter by 9 feet 1 inch high, having 320

l>£-inch outside diameter tubes.

As they are unable to obtain the exact steaming capacity of these boilers

so as to offer a similar English boiler, I was wondering whether you could
furnish me with these particulars? The firm in question is to bring out
several new designs in the near future and I would like to help them if I

possibly could.—F. G. B.

A.—The steaming capacity of a boiler is dependent, not

only on the amount of heating surface, but also on the size

of furnace, combustion space, grate area and their general

arrangement.
A boiler may have a large heating surface, yet be a poor

steam producer, on account of poor design.
In order to answer your question, further data is required

on the size of the furnace or firebox, length of tubes, etc.

Fig. 1.—Method of Developing a Wrapper Sheet Camber

draw the line p-p' . Use the slant height M-N of the frustrum

and from point m draw an arc intersecting line p-p' thus

locating point at p' . Through p' draw the line o-p' parallel
with m-n.

Divide m-n and o-p' into an equal number of parts, in this

case 12. To secure accurate location of the points a, c, e, g,

i and k on the large camber line, a large number of equal
divisions should be used. Extend m-p' to intersect the center

line as at point r; also draw in the radial lines through the

points located on the stretchout. Use the diagonal length
m-x and with point x as a center locate point a. With a as

a center locate point b, then c, d, e, /, etc. Using the slant

height of the frustrum as m-p' and from points a, c, e, g, i and
k locate the points a', d , e', g' , i' and k' which lie on the

camber of the small end. By using the radii r-m and r-p' it

will be seen that the curves for the large and small ends pass

through the points located.

Wrapper Sheet Camber Layout
Q.—I am inclosing a sketch of a wrapper sheet camber layout in which

the points projected by using the method explained in The Boiler Maker
on page 241 do not seem to work out for some reason. I have followed
the rules and formula very closely and have checked the work but some-
how the stretchout arc did not intersect the points they were intended to.

These points are indicated by small circles in the sketch. The reason the

curve was drawn with the trammels was to check the work. I note that

the dimensions are given in inches but suppose if they were in feet I could
use this method of camber layout. Will you please explain regarding this

problem. It seems to be a very good method to layout a camber providing
the taper for the sheet is known.—M. M.

A.—The solution given in the August issue by R. L.

Phelps, for the development of a frustum of a cone is

correct. In your sketch you made a mistake in applying the

method, which you will understand from the development,

Fig. 1, and the following explanation: The elevation of a

cone 2 inches in height, having a large base, M-N, 3 inches

in diameter and a smaller base O-P, 2 inches in diameter.

Extend the base line M-N and make m-n equal to

5.1416 X3
= 4.71 inches. The length s-p equals

3.1416 X 2

= 5.1416 inches, which equals the stretch-

out of the small end. From p and at right angles to s-p

Calculations and Development of a

Helicoidal Surface
Q.—Please give me a solution to the following question if it is pos-

sible; those I have asked, say an answer cannot be had, but I believe that
to a thorough mathematician a correct answer will be easy: A cylin-
drical shell is to have a helical flight of flat iron attached to the inside
of same as indicated in Fig. 1. Consider the development of the flight
as roughly shown in Fig. 2. As you will note, the development as laid
out gives a true radius A of a circle, which of course is different from
radius B of the shell. Now, what proportion or relation is radius A
to radius B of the cylinder, and the pitch C of the helix? In other words,
given the following: Radius B, circumference D on edge of helix and
pitch C, then how can I lay out the curve E by finding the radius A. to
bend flat iron flight to, without making a complete development? Radius
A seems to vary so much from different proportions of B and C, but I

believe that a fixed relation exists that can be put into a simple formula
to readily arrive at A without all the comparatively unnecessary work of

development for a simple flat iron flight that has to be bent edgeways.
This problem is a common one for quite a lot of jobs, but I have never
seen a solution of it anywhere. The length D is, of course, the hypote
nuse of a right angle triangle having base equal to the circumference
and height equal to the pitch Cr and is easily arrived at. Can you tell

us the proper way of doing this? Such a short cut would save lots of
time.—H. M,

A.—The solution of this problem in accordance with the

specification stated can be solved for practical purposes as

given in Fig. 3, based on the following explanation:
The helix construction is shown in Fig. 1 and the surface

between the points l-l-l of the inner and outer helices is

referred to as a helicoidal surface. It will be observed from
the construction, Fig. 1, that the surface is developed by a
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FIG.5

Layout of Small Helicoidal Surface

straight line i-i that is perpendicular to the axis x-x of the

cylinder as the surface is wound so to speak around the

cylinder to make a complete turn in the distance y, called

the pitch.

The helical curves are developed by dividing the circles

in the plan which represent the path of helices in that view

and by dividing the corresponding pitch y into the same

number of equal parts. The vertical projections from the

points / to 12 inclusive are drawn from the plan to intersect

the corresponding horizontal projectors in the elevation, thus

locating points on the inner and outer helices.

The length of the inner helix is equal to the hypotenuse
of the right angled triangle, Fig. 2. of which the base equals

the circumference of the inner circle plan view and the height

of the triangle is equal to the pitch y. The dimensions of a

given helicoidal surface are given in Fig 1. Thus the pitch

y equals 4 inches, outside diameter of helicoid equals 4

inches, and the inside diameter \y2 inches. The base I-I

of Fig. 2 equals the circumference of the 1^-inch circle plan

view, Fig. 1 or \ l/2 X 3.1416 = 5 inches. The height of

the triangle, Fig. 2, equals 4 inches and the hypotenuse

equals V5
2 + 4

2 = 6.4 inches.

From these data the pattern for the complete turn of the

helicoid, Fig. 3, may be calculated very closely and developed

as shown in the illustration. The circumference of the

inner circle, Fig. 3, equals the length of the hypotenuse,

Fisr. 2 or 6.4 inches. The diameter of a circle having this

6.4

length equals V = 2.83 inches. Lavoff the lines

.7854

m-m and n-n at right angles to each other. From point o

2.83

describe a circle with a radius of = 1.415 inches.

From point / set off the length /-/ equal to 1% inches and

draw the outer circle from point oasa center. If the heli-

coid is of large size the pattern can be split into as many
sections as desired. For example, it is divided into four

parts as indicated along the lines /-/, a-a, b-b and c-c. In

such cases allowances are necessary for laps at the joints.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has reopened its

investigation into the cost of construction and repair of rail-

way equipment in so far as it pertains to locomotives on the

Erie. This is the proceeding in which the commission crit-

icised certain railroads for the amount of the expenditures

for repairs to locomotives in outside shops during 1920.
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Unusual Barrel Sheet Failure

RECENTLY
while inspecting Okmulgee Northern engine

No. 2 preparatory to general repairs, a somewhat un-

usual defect was discovered by boiler inspector J. H.

Dozier of the K.O. and G.R.R., at Muskogee, Okla., where

the engine is now in the back shop. Noting evidence of leaks

in the"middle girth seam, the jacket was removed and a crack

was discovered zig-zagging from side to side of the rivet

that will have a repair of that kind made should be relieved

of his job and given his proper tools,
—a wheel-barrow,

shovel and a broom.

The two arch tube failures as given in case 3-4, what a sad

commentary on the efficiency of inspectors or supervisors.

Where is the blame to be laid? Does the inspector see these

defects and is he afraid to report them for fear of being

bawled out by the foreman for wanting to tie the engines up ?

Such incidents are common in the daily routine of a boiler

inspector, but should not be. Too often the boiler inspector

is given to understand that it is not for the amount of work

that he can find, that he is there, but rather for how little he

reports.

Inspector's Position in Case

FIG. I
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Details of Crack in Barrel Sheet

holes in the back seam of the outer lap for about 20 inches

each side of the center line of the boiler. It was necessary

to apply a patch 10 inches wide by 64 inches long. It is not

known how long this condition had existed nor the cause.

The accompanying sketches will indicate the location and

character of what to local boiler makers constitutes an un-

usual defect.

Muskogee, Okla. M. H. Learnard.

What is the Inspector's Duty?

ONE
could not help but realize on reading the report

of the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection, as given in

the August issue of The Boiler Maker, how very

important it is that boiler inspectors should be competent. In

view of the boiler failures, as noted in the report, the question
is most urgent.

Taking the case of failure of crown sheet, the condition of

crown bolts as shown by sketches prove that something was
rotten somewhere, either in the inspection or the supervision.
Those conditions could not have developed in one day or a

dozen. The failure of the back head, as noted in case 2,

shows that all the fools are not dead vet, and a foreman

In discussing these boiler failures with men in the shop,

the inspector's side of the case was thus spoken of: What is

he to do if he has a foreman that can only see one thing, and

that is, get the engines out, and the foreman is, as it were,

the final court of appeal? Then I say, take the boiler in-

spector from under the jurisdiction of any one less than the

superintendent of motive power.
Railroad officials cannot recognize any too soon that a

competent and unhampered boiler inspector is one of the best

paying propositions they can have. In reporting and having
small defects repaired before they grow into bigger ones they

save the companies thousands of dollars, and, undoubtedly,

proper inspection will in the long run save them, not only

from heavy financial loss, but also from a lot of unenviable

notorietv. A good inspector can have only one viewpoint,
—

safety first as applied to the boilers that come under his care.

I can think of nothing the editors of The Boiler Maker
can do that will be of more benefit to everybody concerned

than insisting and suggesting a genuine clean-up along the

lines of boiler inspection.

Lorain, Ohio. Joseph Smith.

A Scotch Boiler Without Stays

THE
cleaning of the outside of the combustion chamber

in Scotch marine boilers is made nearly impossible by
the great number of screw stays and, as the most effi-

cient heating surface is formed by the combustion chamber

plates, the steam production quality of a boiler will be much
better if cleaning at regular times is possible, especially when

no surface condensing apparatus is installed.

For this reason a boiler design has been worked out and

patented in many countries by a Dutch firm. It is shown in

the accompanying illustrations which are self-explanatory.

The end plates are arched in order to avoid the trouble-

some steam space stays.

The advantages claimed for the new design are:

The boiler is easily made at lower cost.

Ample space for the gases for more complete combustion

and for entering into the tubes is provided.

Easy cleaning is a special feature.

Better water circulation is realized.

No resistance is offered to the expansion of the furnaces

354
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Section G-H

Sections of Scotch Boiler Showing Method of Bracing to Eliminate Stays

Section I-K

and the tubes in this special type of construction.

Repairs can be made at small cost.

The design has also been applied to boilers with two
furnaces.

Dordrecht, Holland. Boiler Repairer.

Experts Needed for Safe Boiler

Inspections

THE
explosion as set forth on page 267 of the September

issue of The Boiler Maker was very disastrous and
for a point of argument I would like to have our read-

ers inform me how can grooving along the shell or barrel of

this type of boiler be detected. Of course many will readily
come forth with the suggestion that it could be found with

a hammer but I disagree there for it cannot always be so

found. Neither could it be found by visual inspection for it

was not visible to the eye at the time of the hydrostatic test

nor could it be seen through the washout plug in the front

head, for the defect was apparently 3 or 4 feet from the front

head.

As long as we allow lap seam boilers to be operated, we
are going to have explosions from the source that caused this

one and I earnestly believe that inasmuch as we only allow

100 pounds on lap seams of new construction we should also

cut down to 100 pounds all lap seams of old boilers that are

in existing installations.

Drawbacks of Hydrostatic Tests

This also goes to show that the hydrostatic pressure is not

to be depended upon for I have noted several cases where

it has failed to 'isclose serious defects.

Not only did the grooving cause the trouble, but the boiler

was being operated at an excess pressure. What did the

mechanic know about boilers to assert that 135 pounds be

allowed? Using a 5/16-inch plate and staybolts spaced
5 inches by 5 inches under new construction, the boiler would

only be allowed 110 pounds working pressure. This boiler,

having plates 34 of an inch thick, would certainly not be

allowed 100 pounds.
The efficiency of the longitudinal joint was 69.6 percent,

therefore

25 X 60,000 X 0.696 1,044

or 614 pounds bursting

17 17

pressure.

614
= 4.65 factor of safety.

135

They were no doubt operating under the factor of safety

of 4.65. The writer does give us the age of the boiler but

it is by no means of modern design or workmanship and I
am at a loss to understand where he obtains 60,000 pounds
tensile strength for certainly it could not be found stamped
on the sheets after a boiler had gone through the weather
and handling that this type of boiler gets.
Where was the inspector, who would allow 150 pounds

pressure on a boiler when by using the factor of safety of five

he would only allow 122.8 pounds per square inch? This

explosion ought to be a lesson to others using lap joint con-

struction that they should when undergoing extensive repairs
and hydrostatic or hammer test call in the services of one
trained in that line and not any old handy man who thinks

he knows all about the boiler simply because he has been.

around them a year or two. If you hire the services of a

doctor you don't call in a quack and if you want a lawyer
you don't send for a shyster. Therefore, why call in a shoe-

maker to work on such a dangerous article as a steam boiler

when the skill of an expert is required?
Port Dickinson, N. Y. Inspector.

Government Inspector's Report

(Continued from page 339)

Southampton street, Boston; May 19, 1923, showing condi-

tion of firebox sheets and flues "Good—Good," and ap-

proved by the officer in charge.

Monthly locomotive inspection and repair report made at

Southampton street, Boston, under date of June 7, 1923,

signed and sworn to by the inspector, and approved by the

officer in charge; monthly locomotive inspection and repair

reports made at Southampton street, Boston, under date of

July 7 and August 7, 1923, signed and swom to by the in-

spector, and approved by the officer in charge, all of which'

show the condition of flues and firebox sheets "Good—
Good."

Conclusions Drawn from Failure

It certainly could not be said that a firebox patched to

the extent, as the records show in May, 1922, and to the ex-

tent that was found at the investigation of this accident,

could be termed in good condition, nor is it at all likely

that all firebox leaks which were reported during the month

of August developed after the report of August 7 was made.

While it is evident that this accident was primarily due

to the failure of the crown sheet because of having been

overheated due to low water, it is apparent that the violence

of the explosion was increased by the failure of the welded 1

seams, contributed to by two adjacent broken crown stays r

and our investigation further made it apparent that the

sworn reports covering the condition of this firebox prior

to the accident do not represent the true condition.
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NEW BOOKS
contain- ever 50 percent more matter than the previous edi-

tion, ami has been carefully edited to insure the greatest

practical convenience to the user.

Locomotive Catechism. By Robert Grimshaw, 958 pages, 5 l/2
inches by IYa, inches. 468 illustrations, bound in cloth. New

York: 1923. Norman W. Henly Publishing Company.

This is the thirtieth edition of a book which for a number

of years has been considered the standard authority in its

class. It is written in a simple and easily understandable

manner such as will appeal to firemen, engineers, trainmen,

switchmen, shop hands and enginehouse men for whom it has

been prepared. The text follows the form of examination

questions and answers, of which there are some four thou-

sand. Considerable new matter has been added in this addi-

tion and the old matter carefully revised. The chapters, of

which there are 89, are short and conveniently headed for

ready reference and cover the various details, such as boil-

ers, cylinders, valve gear, running gear, superheaters, air

brakes, etc. The book tells not only what to do, but also

what not to do and is specially helpful for a person preparing

for an examination for promotion.

Welding Cyclopedia. Edited by L. B. McKenzie and H. S. Card.

438 pages, illustrated, 6 inches by 9 inches. Bound in flexible

imitation leather. Chicago: 1923. The Welding Engineer

Publishing Co.

This is the third and enlarged edition of a reference book

on the theory, practice and application of autogenous welding

processes. The first half of the book consists of a dictionary

of the terms used in the industry, together with instructions

for welding operations of the usual type. Succeeding chap-

ters treat of electric arc welding, electric resistance welding,

•oxy-acetylene welding and thermit welding in detail. A fur-

ther section covers the rules and regulations of federal and

state authorities and insurance companies. Various charts

and tables are included, and at the end of the book is a

comprehensive catalogue of welding apparatus and equip-

ment. In this edition information has been added on the

training of operators and considerable new material relative

to special welding jobs
—including tanks, pipes and plate

work—has been included.

Boiler Maker's Pocket Book. By Maurice John Sexton. Re-

vised by P. W. Maguire. Seventh edition. Pages, 292. Size

3 by 4' 4 inches. Illustrated. Bound in cloth. London, Eng-

land: 1923. E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd. New York: Span and

Chamberlain.

The seventh edition of this pocket book contains useful in-

formation on boiler making, shipbuilding and the steel and

iron trades in general. In preparing the seventh edition it

has been the endeavor of the authors to supply such informa-

tion as has been found necessary to bring the material in line

with developments during the last few years. The tables in

the front part of the book were compiled by the author for

his own personal use and should be found valuable in gen-

eral shop work. Special attention has been paid to the water-

tube boiler, general information and descriptions of various

types having" been included. Superheaters, fuel economizers,

chain grate "stokers and assisted draft plants have been dealt

with; also abstracts from the latest Board of Trade regula-

tions have been given. The book should prove particularly

useful to boiler "makers, shop foremen, managers and engi-

neers in charge of boiler plants and those interested in the

purchase of boilers for commercial use, keeping in mind,

however, that the practice is British rather than American

and the information should be utilized accordingly.

Kent's Mechanical Engineers' Handbook. Robert P. Kent,

editor-in-chief. Tenth edition; 2,247 pages, A lA inches by 7

inches, illustrated. Bound in morocco. New York: 1Q23

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Kent's handbook needs no introduction to the mechanical

engineering public. Since the first edition was published in

1895 and throughout the succeeding eight editions, it has

been widely used as a practical reference book of engineering

data. These editions, however, have largely been revisions

of the material in the first edition, with the addition of new-

material from time to time as the scope of the mechanical

engineering field changed and broadened, and the result has

been the gradual development of a lack of balance in the

material in the book. Some divisions of the science, which

28 years ago held first rank, are now of relatively minor

importance, while other divisions have taken their place.

To correct this condition, in the present edition the book has

been completely rewritten by a large corps of contributors,

•each chosen for his fitness to select the material for one of

the sections. The editor-in-chief, who is the son of the

original founder, has followed the 1 tter's fundamental idea

tliat the book be kept one of eng:i eering practice rather

than engineering theory. Among the
-

:w subjects appearing
for the first time in this edition are Ac r nautics, Automobiles,

Heat Insulation, Reinforced Concrce, Safety Engineering
and Machine Design. Many other ructions have been re-

t they are practically new. The tenth edition

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

Lighting Data.—Four bulletins on the use of proper

lighting facilities in industry have been compiled by the De-

partment of Publicity, Edison Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J.

Two of these on lighting legislation and the lighting of steel

mills and foundries will"be of special interest to many of our

readers.

Charcoal Iron Boiler Tubes.—An interesting book pre-

pared by the Parkesburg Iron Company, Parkesburg, Pa.,

outlining the development of process of manufacturing char-

coal iron boiler tubes is now available on request. By means

of illustrations and descriptive matter the entire story of tubes

from the raw material to the finished product is explained in

detail.

Air Hoists.—Air hoists, patented and built by the Hanna

Engineering Works, Chicago, 111., are described and illus-

trated with special emphasis given to special features in cata-

log Xo. 14 now being sent out by the company. These hoists

are designed to meet every known requirement of industry.

They embody the simplest possible mechanism and it is stated

are free of unnecessary fittings and features that would add to

the difficulty of maintenance. The catalog also contains in

tabulated form the capacities, weights, code words and other

information on Hanna air hoists.

Underfeed Stokers.—The YVestinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Companv, Stoker Department, South Phila-

delphia Works, Philadelphia, Pa., describes in some detail

the design of a new model multiple retort underfeed stoker.

A prominent feature of the new design is the positive control

of the contour of the fuel bed. Another feature is the agitat-

ing element mounted across the lower end of the stoker ad-

jacent to the retorts which provides a means for maintaining

a minimum loss due to combustible in the refuse. The main

structure of the stoker is built with heavy supporting members

to assure perfect alinement of the parts as well as easy access

to an individual part or any group of parts.
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ASSOCIATIONS

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate
Commerce Commission

Chief Inspector
—A. G. Pack, Washington, D. C.

Assistant Chief Inspectors
—

J. M. Hall, Washington,
D. C; J. A. Shirley, Washington, D. C.

Steamboat Inspection Service of the Department
of Commerce

Supervising Inspector General—George Uhler, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Deputy Supervising Inspector General—D. N. Hoover, Jr.,

Washington, D. C.

American Uniform Boiler Law Society

Chairman of the Administrative Council—Charles E.

Gorton, 253 Broadway, New York.

Boiler Code Committee of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers

Chairman—John A. Stevens, Lowell, Mass.

Yice-Chairman—D. S. Jacobus, New York.

Secretary—C. W. Obert, 29 West 39th Street, New York.

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Inspectors

Chairman—J. F. Scott, Trenton, N. J.

Secretary-Treasurer
—C. 0. Myers, State House, Colum-

bus, Ohio.

Vice-Chairman—R. L. Hemingway, San Francisco, Cal.

Statistician—W. E. Murray, Seattle, Wash.

International Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, Iron

Ship Builders and Helpers of America

J. A. Frank, International President, suite 522, Brother-

hood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

William Atkinson, Assistant International President, suite

522, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

Joseph Flynn, International Secretary-Treasurer, suite

504, Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

James B. Casey, Editor-Manager of Journal, suite 524,
Brotherhood Block, Kansas City, Kansas.

H. J. Norton, International Vice-President, Alcazar Hotel,
San Francisco, Calif.

International Vice-Presidents—Thomas Nolan, 700 Court

St., Portsmouth, Va.; John Coots, 344 North Spring St., St.

Louis, Mo.; M. A. Maher, 2001-20th St., Portsmouth, Ohio;
E. J. Sheehan, 7826 South Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.; John
J. Dowd, 953 Avenue C, Bayonne, N. J. ;

R. C. McCutcheon,
15 La Salle Block, Winnipeg, Man., Can.; Joseph P. Ryan,
7533 Vernon Ave., Chicago, 111.; John F. Schmitt, 605 East
11th Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Master Boiler Makers' Association

President—E. W. Young, mechanical assistant to G. S.

M. P., C. M. & St. P. R. R., 787 Caledonia Place, Dubuque,
Iowa.

First Vice-President—Frank Gray, tank foreman, C. & A.

R. R, 705 W. Mulberry Street, Blo'omington, 111.

Second Vice-President—T. F. Powers, Svstem G. F. Boiler

Dept., C. & N. W. R. R., 1129 S. Clarence Avenue, Oak
Park, 111.

Third Vice-President—J. F. Raps, G. B. I., I. C. R. R.,

4041 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Fourth Vice-President—W. J. Murphy, G. F. B. M.,

Penn. R. R. Lines West, 3614 Mexico Street, N. S., Alle-

gheny, Pa.

Fifth Vice-President—L. M. Stewart, G. B. I., At. Coast

Lines, Box 660, Waycross, Ga.

Secretary
—H. D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt Street, New York.

Treasurer—W. H. Laughridge, G. F. B. M., Hocking
Valley R. R., 537 Linwood Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Executive Board—E. J. Reardon, Locomotive Firebox

Company, 632 Marquette Building, Chicago, 111., chairman;
H. J. Raps, G. F. B. M., I. C. R. R., 7224 Woodlawn Ave-

nue, Chicago, 111., secretary.

Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Association

President—George R. Boyce, A. M. Castle Company, Chi-

cago, 111. Vice-President—J. P. Moses, Jos. T. Ryerson,

Chicago, 111. Secretary
—W. H. Dangel, Lovejoy Tool

Works, Chicago, 111.

American Boiler Manufacturers' Association

President—E. R. Fish, Heine Boiler Company, St. Louis,
Mo.

Vice-President—E. C. Fisher, The Wickes Boiler Com-

pany, Saginaw, Mich.

Secretary-Treasurer
—H. N. Covell, Lidgerwood Manu-

facturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee—George W. Bach, Union Iron

Works, Erie, Pa.; G. S. Barnum, The Bigelow Com-

pany, New Haven, Conn. ; F. G. Cox, Edge Moor Iron Com-

pany, Edge Moor, Del. ; W. C. Connelly, D. Connelly Boiler

Company, Cleveland, O.; W. A. Drake, The Brownell Com-

pany, Dayton, O.
;
A. R. Goldie, Goldie-McCulloch Com-

pany, Gait, Ont, Can.; J. F. Johnston, Johnston Brothers,

Ferrysburg, Mich.; M. F. Moore, Kewanee Boiler Works,

Kewanee, 111., and A. G. Pratt, The Babcock & Wilcox Com-

pany, New York.

States and Cities That Have Adopted the

A. S. M. E. Boiler Code

Arkansas
California

Delaware
Indiana

Maryland
Michigan

Chicago, 111.

(will accept)

Detroit, Mich.

Erie, Pa.

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Cal.

States

Minnesota
Missouri

New Jersey
New York
Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin

Cities

Memphis, Tenn.

(will accept)

Nashville, Tenn.

Omaha, Neb.

Parkersburg, W. Va. Seattle, Wash.

Tampa, Fla

Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.

Scranton, Pa.

States and Cities Accepting Stamp of the National

Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors

States

Arkansas
California

Indiana

Maryland
Minnesota

Chicago, 111.

Kansas City, Mo.

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin

New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Oklahoma

Oregon

Cities

Nashville, Tenn. St. Louis, Mo.

Parkersburg, W. Va. Seattle, Wash.
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SELECTED BOILER PATENTS

Compiled by

GEORGE A. HUTCHINSON, Patent Attorney,

Washington Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.

Readers wishing copies of patent papers, or any further information regard-

ing any patent described, should correspond with Mr. Hutchinson.

1440 322 GAGE FOR BOILER TUBES. JOSEPH BENJAMIN
WEEKS, OF NORTH SYDNEY, NOVA SCOTIA. CANADA.

Claim 1 —The herein described apparatus comprising a tapered body por-

tion having a handle formed at one end thereof, a shoulder formed upon

said body portion, a sleeve surrounding said shoulder, a lever pivoted to

said body, and a gripping device at one end of said lever for engaging a

boiler tube. Five claims.

1 463 4<)4 STEAM CLEANING DEVICE FOR LOCOMOTIVE BOIL-

ERS OR THE LIKE. JOHAN BORE AND ALBERT SKOGLUND, OFj

GOTTENBORG, SWEDEN, ASSIGNORS TO CARL AXEL ARV1D
WESTF.RBERG, OF STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN.

Claim 1.—A locomotive boiler, having a cab at its rear end, a furnace

having a side wall, a set of boiler tubes extending lengthwise from the

furnace, a tubular nipple extended through the wall with its axis extending

across the axes of the tubes and a steam discharge pipe slidably and rota-

tablv arranged within the nipple, said pipe having a nozzle, and means

operable from the cab for turning the nozzle and sliding it transversely of

the axis of the tubes for directing the steam into all of said tubes from

said nozzle. Eight claims.

1459 997. BOILER CLEANER. HARGUS G. SHELLY, OF MUL-
VANE, KANSAS.

Claim 1.—A boiler cleaner comprising a horizontally disposed elongated
vessel having an inlet connection at one end, the other end of said vessel

terminating in a dome shaped enlargement, said enlargement having an out-

1 441 >34 TOOT HOLDER. FRANK H. PETERSEN, OF DENVER,
COLORADO \^SIGNOR, BY MESNE ASSIGNMENTS, OF ONE-HALF
TO A. L. WESTON, OF DENVER, COLORADO.

Claim 1. In apparatus of the class described, the combination with a

spindle, means for centering a member thereto, a member centered on tho

spindle and having a transverse hole in its body in advance of the spindle
end, and means for preventing relative rotation between said member and
spindle, said means comprising a dog having a body fitting in said trans-

verse hole. Eight claims.

1 442 458. SUPERHEATER PIPE CONNECTION AND METHOD OF
MAKING THE SAME. DAVID H. WILSON, OF WORTENDYKE,
NEW TERSEY. AND TAMES E. FULLER, OF FREDONIA, NEW
YORK' E PAULINE WILSON, ADMINISTRATRIX OF SAID DAVID-
11. WILSON, DECEASED.

Claim 1.—A superheater tube having a cylindrical inner surface through-
out its length, provided upon its outer surface with an upset annular

shoulder, said ?houlder being formed upon the outside of said tube from?
an additional supply of metal stock. Seven claims.

1,466.686. STAY BOLT. WILHELM ZWILLING, OF OSNABRUCK,
GERMANY.

Claim 1.—Staybolt securing means, comprising in combination, a staybolt
having an end provided with external screwthreads and with a longitudinally

extending cylindrical cavity ; and a die, having a cylindrical active portion.
of greater diameter than the diameter of said cavity, adapted to be inserted
into said cavity, the die being provided with a flange adapted to engage the

edge of the wall of the cavity to limit its movements into the cavity. Four
claims.

1.466.317. BOILER-FLUE CLEANER OR SCALER. CARL A.
VoXDERHEID AND HERBERT L. EDDY, OF OIL HILL, KANSAS.

Claim 1. A boiler flue cleaner comprising a main frame, a rotary cleauer
roll provided with a threaded surface, said cleaner roll supported- by saidi

frame, bearing rolls for holding a flue in contact with the cleaner roll, rest

let connection, a depending sediment collecting well forming a continuation
of said vessel and said enlargement, said enlargement and said well having
downwardly tapering walls, a series of vertical, radially disposed perforated
baffle plates in said well and a series of vertical, transversely disposed baffle

plates in said horizontally disposed vessel. Two claims.

frames disposed at opposite ends of the main frame and adapted to support
the extremities of a flue interposed between the cleaner and bearing rolls,
and said rest frame being mounted to fold within said main frame when the
machine is not in ustr. Three claims.
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More Linde Service for Linde Customers

The engineering help which the Linde field organization

gives to Linde customers has grown to be an important and
valuable part of Linde Service.

To augment this personal service rendered by our field

organization, Linde offers its customers a monthly magazine—

This magazine contains well illustrated

accounts of new or interesting applica-

tions of the process, showing how Linde

Service aids in solving customers' prob-

lems. It is an integral part of Linde

Service, and will be sent free to Linde

customers on request.

For over a year,
"
Oxy-Acetylene Tips

"

has had a limited circulation as a means

of testing its value. The character of its

contents has been well illustrated by the

many articles from its pages reprinted

in trade papers. The November issue

tells in some detail the story of its first

year.

Every Linde user should write the

nearest Linde District Sales Office, re-

questing a copy of the November issue.

32 plants and 62 warehouses

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
Carbide and Carbon Building, 30 East 42d St., New York City

The Largest Producer of Oxygen in the World

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo

District Sales Offices:

Chicago Kansas City
Cleveland Los Angeles
Dallas Milwaukee
Detroit New Orleans

New York
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
San Francisco

Seattle
St. Louis

LINDE OXYGEN
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I Advertising Made to Serve You
Merchandise lives or dies as it does or does not meet a human need. Advertising

is subject to the same law of service. The real measure of its value is what it

gives, not what it gets.

But you are not interested in all advertising any more than you are in all

merchandise. That is one big reason why you have a highly specialized Business

Paper in your field such as the one carrying this advertisement.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii»1

LIST OF MEMBERS
Each has subscribed :o and is maintain- g
in, (he highest standards of practice m m
i„ editorial and advertising service.

Advertising and Selling ...„.„„. 1
American Architect & Architectural g
America" Blacksmith, Auto & Trac-

tor Shop
American Exporter
American Funeral Director

American Hatter
American Machinist

American Paint Journal

American Paint & Oil Dealer

American Printer

American School Board Journal

Architectural Record

Automotive Industries

Baker's Helper
Bakers Weekly __._.
BOILER MAKER (THE)
Boot and Shoe Recorder

Brick and Clay Record m
Building Age & The Builders Journal g
Buildings and Building Management g
Building Supply News

Canadian Grocer S
Canadian Machinery & Manufacturing =
News „, ,.

Canadian Railway & Marine World

Candy and Ice Cream
Chemical & Metallurgical Engineering j
Clothier and Furnisher

Coal Age j
Concrete g
Cotton

Daily Metal Trade
Domestic Engineering
Dry Goods Economist j
Drygoodsman
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How It Works for You

What it does for you and your

field editorially is self evident, but

its fl</itorial service is just as vital.

Instead of a buyer having to de-

pend upon gossip, hearsay and

driblets of information from this

or that source, he gets it all

between two covers.

Yet advertising is NOT an added

expense, but an improved distribu-

tive process, -which takes the place of

slower, more costly and less efficient

methods.

That is why it pays to read ad-

vertising even more than it pays to

advertise. Especially if you read

it in papers which have met the

exacting requirements of member-

ship in The Associated Business

Papers, Inc., for one of its stand-

ards of practice requires that a

paper must decline any advertise-

ment which has a tendency to mis-

lead or which does not conform to

business integrity.

You are invited to consult us freely
about Business Papers or Business

Paper advertising

mill
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The Experiment
Its Use and Abuse in Business Management

Experiment is the re-creating life-blood

of Progress. It is necessary when con-

fined to new and unsolved problems in

business management and control. But
too often Experimenting is only another
word for" Guessing"—blind striving after

the right system or practice which al-

ready exists and which experience has

established as exact knowledge. In such

cases experiment is a costly and wasteful

pastime.

Progressive Business is wisely guided to-

day by the known results from a mass of

individual experiments. Where the re-

sults of such experiments fit its needs,

Progressive Business accepts them and,

by putting them into practice contributes

to progress.

The most practical and useful results of

individual business methods and experi-
ence—all that is best in business manage-
ment and control— are visualized
thousands of times in the practice of

Ernst & Ernst.

Ernst 85 Ernst eliminates unnecessary
experiment and contribute to better busi-

ness today a service of exact knowledge
based on long and practical experience.

ERNST & ERNST
AUDITS-SYSTEMS—TAX SERVICE
Specializing in Cost Accounting for the Boiler Manufacturers Industry

NEW YORK
BUFFALO
ROCHESTER
BOSTON
PROVIDENCE
PHILADELPHIA
BALTIMORE

RICHMOND
CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI
TOLEDO
COLUMBUS
YOUNGSTOWN
AKRON

DETROIT
CANTON
DAYTON
GRAND RAPIDS
KALAMAZOO
WHEELING
ERIE

PITTSBURGH
CHICAGO
MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL
DAVENPORT
INDIANAPOLIS

ST. LOUIS
KANSAS CITY
OMAHA
DENVER
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

FEDERAL TAX OFFICE: BIO TO 818 MUNSEY BLDG . WASHINGTON. D. C.

NEW ORLEANS
DALLAS
HOUSTON
FORT WORTH
SAN ANTONIO
WACO

Thoma^ffjkeeess

Start Now
to simplify your safe ending of Boiler Tubes. The
Electric Process has been fully endorsed by the

Master Boiler Makers' Association.

One of the oldest users of the Electric Process when
asked to compare this process with other methods
remarked that there was "no comparison."

The Electric Process is far superior because the

method is very simple—good welds can be made
quickly with little human effort or skill. Perform-
ance records prove that a greater output of good
welds at a lower cost per weld can be obtained.
The efficiency of the welds proved to be almost
lOOCr and the percentage of poor welds so very
small that it has been found practicable to eliminate

preliminary testing.

Thomson Electric Welding Co.

161 Pleasant St.

Lynn, Mass.

Knowlton & Langland St*.

Cincinnati, Ohio
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It's Not What It Does!

-But The Way It Does It

Any old drill socket can drive a

twist drill as long as the drill has a

tang, but suppose the tang twists off

or the shank of the drill breaks

(which happens 99 times out of 100),

WHAT THEN?
Throw the practically new drill in

the "scrap pile" and get another new
one?

OH NO!!!

Simply grind a FLAT (time 3 min-

utes) on the remaining portion of

' the shank and USE IT UP in the

"Use -Em -Up" Drill Socket.

HERE 'TIS

t&atf£at sJ,

BETTER STILL

Specify on your orders for new
drills "to be flatted for Use-Em-Up
Sockets" and you won't have twisted

tangs and broken shanks.

Many drill companies flat their

drills to fit "Use-Em-Up" Sockets at

no extra cost.

WRITE FOR PRICES

They're Interesting

Lovejoy Tool Works
Manufacturers

316 West Ohio St., Chicago

Classified Advertisements
Use this service when seeking a new man, a new position or when

buying or selling second-hand equipment,

Rate=' Employment Advertisements: Five cents a word and five cents

a word for 11 words in address. For Sale Advertisements: $3 an inch,

20 inches to the cage. Remittance must accompany each order. Ad-

dress THE BOILER MAKER. 30 Church Street. New York City.

PNEUMATIC TOOLS
Tested and Guaranteed

80—"Thor" Non-reversible Drills

13—"Thor" Reversible Drills

49 "Thor" Non-reversible Close Quarter Drills

31 "Little David" Non-reversible Drills

13 "Thor" Reversible Wood Boring Machines

82—"Thor" Riveting Hammers
58—"Little David" Riveting Hammers
4 "Boyer" Long Stroke Riveting Hammers
9—"Oldham" Riveting Hammers

77—"Thor" Chipping Hammers
28—"Little David" Chipping Hammers
19—"Keller" Chipping Hammers
33—"Thor" Holders-on

9—"Little David" Holders-on

Bargain Prices Prompt Shipment

MACHINERY & SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept. 33, Joplin, Missouri

FOR SALE

1—DUNKIRK PLATE PLANER—20' between housings,

ends to take any length plate.

MACHINERY & SUPPLY CORPORATION,
Dept. 33,

Joplin, Missouri.

with open

POSITIONS OPEN
T AYEROUT WANTED—Experienced Layerout of all kinds of Tank

work. Permanent position, for large city located in Middle

West. Open shop conditions. State experience, age and salary ex-

pected. Address Box 210, THE BOILER MAKER. 30 Church Street,

New York City.

"P STIMATOR familiar with manufacture of water tube boilers,

technical graduate preferred. State age. experience and salary

expected. Address Box 209, THE BOILER MAKER, 30 Church

Street, New York City.

XX 7 ANTED—Boiler and plate shop foreman. Understand welded and

riveted work of all kinds. A live wire who can handle men.

Give full information, experience, references and salary expected.

Location New York district. Address Box 212. THE BOILER MAKER.
30 Church Street, New York.

TX7 ANTED—Assistant foreman to take charge of assembly floor of

shop fabricating steel tanks and miscellaneous plate work.

Must be a master boiler maker, pusher and capable to assemble com-

plicated work from drawings. State age. experience, least salary and

when available. Tippet t & Wood, Phillipsburg. New Jersey.

POSITIONS WANTED
"POSITION as FOREMAN wanted by man with broad experience in

the manufacture of stacks, tanks, structural steel. Hoppers,
and all complicated sheet iron. Address Box 211, THE BOILER
MAKER, 30 Church Street, New York City.

P OREMAN BOILER MAKER is open for position. Has had broad

experience in handling shops manufacturing Horizontal, Loco-

motive and Water Tube Boilers, also Electric and Acetylene Welders

and General Repair work both Marine and Stationary Boilers. Ad-

dress Box 208, THE BOILER MAKER, 30 Church Street, New York

City.

TXT ILL PAY 35 CENTS for each copy of THE BOILER MAKER
for entire year of 1921. Address all copies to E. L. Smith,

c/o Advertising Department, THE BOILER MAKER, 30 Church St.,

New York, N. Y.
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USE

"Scully Service"
when in need of tools and supplies

for boiler work

We ship from stock

fc«=Br

We list above only a few of the many
items we carry. Our 148 page stock

list and reference book shows our com-

plete line. We will gladly send it upon

request.

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

j

P. O. Box 814 CHICAGO, ILL.

Lagonda
Arch Tube Cleaners

In all sizes—for any
arch tube

Cleaners

that

"make the

grade"

Submit Lagonda Arch
Tube Cleaners to any
test you please.

Examine them. Take
them apart. They're
built right.

Run them through the
arch tubes. They'll show
their mettle.

Keep a record of their

service. It'll please you.

Lagonda Cleaners are

machines that "make the

srrade."

Catalog W-3
on request

W-1263

HEW YORK
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON PITTSBURGH. CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI. DETROIT. SYRACUSE. BALTIMORE

STLOUIV
Kansas city

oenveh dauaj.
atlanta. san francisco. montreal london.

Manufacturers of Lagonda Boiler Tube Cleaners,
Condenser Cleaners, Tube Cutters, Cap and

Header Reseaters, etc.
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CHAMBERSBURG
PUNCH AND SHEAR

A New Comer With A Universally Recognized Name

ALL SIZES

Its advanced de-

sign embodies
many exclusive

features insuring

great time sav-

ings in its opera-
tion.

ALL TYPES

A line from an

intending pur-
chaser will en-

able us to dem-
onstrate the su-

perior features
of our Machine.

THE NEW STANDARD FOR COMPARISON

CHAMBERSBURG ENGINEERING COMPANY, Chambersburg, Pa.

Nationally represented by Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc.

SOUTHWARK
HYDRAULIC and POWER TOOLS

for Boiler, Forging and Sheet Metal Working Shops
Among cur standard machines are:

Hydraulic Riveters

Air Riveters

Power Riveters

Power Caulking Machines

Spud Presses

Plate Bending Rolls

Punches
Splitting Shears
Gate Shears
Rotary Shears
Plate Planers

Flanging Presses

Flanging Clamps, etc.

PLATE BENDING ROLLS

1C00 TON HYDRAULIC
PLATE BENDING MACHINE

CLEVELAND:
SWETLAND BLDG.

CHICAGO:
FISHER BLDG.
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This Is It—
the New
Flue-welder

Complete details promptly.
Ask for bulletin.

If you could reduce tube welding to a simple

operation requiring but a few seconds, and

produce at the same time welds so smooth both
inside and out as to practically defy detection—if you could do this to any tubing from 2 in.

to 5^4 'n - with simple adjustment—weld pieces
9 in. in length to the flue and be sure of a

perfect weld every time—wouldn't you investi-

gate this means?
The Marshalltown-Schaefer Flue welder is

furnished with a heavy anvil for belling long
flues, a ball and roller-bearing flue-rest, and
mandrels and gears to give the same peripheral

speed to outside and inside rolls for all sizes of

flues.

The rolls are brought together by air pres-
sure operated by a foot lever—this single move-
ment being all that is required to make the

weld.

MARSHALLTOWN MANUFACTURING CO.

900 East Nevada Street, Marshalltown, Iowa, U. S. A.

k x
uMUuUMaoMttotfMliriMNNMi KELLY

BOILER FRONTS
THE STANDARD FOR 35 YEARS

During these years we have accumulated a

large variety of patterns covering many
styles and sizes. This enables us to furnish

special work on short notice and at a nomi-

nal cost for patterns.

Our Catalog shows our complete line of

Boiler Fronts and Trimmings, Rocking and

Dumping and Stationary grates. Fire-box

and Upright Boiler castings, etc., etc.

PRICE LIST AND FULL DESCRIPTION
IN CATALOG "H" MAILED ON REQUEST

Kelly Foundry & Machine Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

EVERYTHING IN CAST IRON FOR
POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT

No. 3 STYLE
Sizes from 3G to 78 inches

623 9th St. Goshen, Indiana
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n MARK OF SERVICE7]
Boiler Scalers

Sand Rammers ~NEUMAT# TOOLS Riveting Hammers

Chipping and Caulking Hammers

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

GEORGE OLDHrtM &S0N CO.
BALTIMORE MdRYLflND.U.S.fl.

BUFFALO CLEVELAND
CHICAGO DETROIT

Alexander Wilson, Aberdeen

MILWAUKEE NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA ST. CLOUD
MONTPELIER PITTSBURGH QUINCY ADAMS ST.

Alfred Herbert, Ltd., Yokohama E. Garfield Andrews,

r. louis I

MACHINE TOOLS—
PUNCHES, SHEARS, PLATE PLAN-
ERS, BENDING ROLLS, FLANGING
CLAMPS, WALL RADIAL DRILLS, ETC.

NEW YORK
a W. Hancock
50 Church St.

CHICAGO
R. E. Graves, 80
E. Jackson Blvd.

CLEVELAND
P. J. Hopkins

3917 St. C!air Ave.

SMALL
TOOLS-

PUNCHES
DIES

RIVET SETS
CHISEL BLANKS

MARKERS
COUPLING NUTS

DRIFT PINS
BARREL PINS

ETC.

Ask for a copy of

our Hand Book

,t«!PCLEVEIAND PUNCH
8 SHEARWORKS CO.
Main Office 6Works CLEVELAND. OHIO
PITTSBURGH- CHICAGO -PHILADELPHIA- NEW YORK

Bulletin Bldg.

PITTSBURGH
H. J. Warren

511 Farmers Bank
Bldg.
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IUKENS
J Jffhe World'sLa<

7he World's Laraest Plate Mill

Boilers
WHEN Lukens One Piece Crown and

Side Sheets are specified, maximum
boiler capacity with greater safety is as-

sured. No seams—less rivets—lower con-
struction and maintenance costs.

Maintaining the highest quality in steel

plates since 1810 has created world wide
confidence in Lukens.

There are many things to be said of Lukens—that they are delivering the World's
Largest Rolled Steel Plates is most important
today.

LUKENS STEEL COMPANY
Coatesville Pennsylvania

J>"THE HOLE TRUTH
Our hollow staybolt iron has been used by
the railways over a quarter of a century.
That speaks volumes.

We roll the hole in the bar, conforming to standard

3/16" area requirement. But note: We can make the

hole ANY SIZE YOU WANT IT.

"FALLS HOLLOW" is so popular because it

usually outlasts the firebox sheets, being super-strong

because of its rolled-hole structure and resistance to

strains. Its fibers are not cut by drilling.

And it costs LESS MONEY!

Bars in the rough, cut and headed, or headed and threaded.

Quality and workmanship absolutely guaranteed.

FALLS HOLLOW STAYBOLT CO.
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

FOR CUTTING. WELDING, ETC.

Also Hydrogen and Oxygen and

Hydrogen Generating Apparatus

Cylinders—Valves—Regulators.

Kego Welding and Cutting Torches.

Welding Wire—Fluxes.

Cast-iron and Aluminum Rods.

Plain and Armored Rubber Hose.

Asbestos Pads and Paper. Goggles, etc.

All equipment fully guaranteed.

Quick shipment and low prices.

Write for literature and quotation.

International Oxygen Company
Pioneer American manufacturers of

oxygen and oxygen generating apparatus.

Main Offices, Newark, N. J.

Branch Offices: New York Pittsburgh Toledo
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EVERY BOILER SHOP
needs

BURKE ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT

for maximum production and big sav-

ings of time and money. Bulletin No.

127 shows you. Send for it to-day.

BURKE ELECTRIC CO.
Manufacturers of

Electric Welding Outfits and Electric Motors

for all purposes.

Main Office and Works—Erie, Pa.

New York
Pittsburgh

Kansas City
W. T. Osborn

Service-Sales Offices

Cleveland
Buffalo

Sales Agencies

Cincinnati
Underwood Elec. Co.

Philadelphia
Detroit

Milwaukee
Fred H. Dorner

Chicago—Western Welding & Equipment Co.

TO

BOILER
TUBES

WHEN YOU NEED THEM

BUY FROM

GLOBE STEEL TUBES CO.

MILLS, MILWAUKEE

The "ALLEN"
Portable Boiler Riveter

For long and economical service

The "Allen" machine is of an excep-

tionally high standard mechanically
and can be depended upon to do the

fastest and tightest riveting with the

least consumption of power.
Made in 48 in., 72 in., 84 in., 96 in., and 108 in.

reach. Operated horizontal, vertical or inserted.

Ask for Catalog and Prices.

John F. Allen Co.
370-372 Gerard Avenue NEW YORK

1650

THIS
cut shows one of four Patented

Angle Benders. We build it any

required size. We have had 40 years'

experience designing and building

Punches, Shears, Rolls and Presses,

any size up to 150 tons in weight.

Write for catalogue O-1650

BERTSCH & COMPANY
Cambridge City Ind.
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DECEMBER, 1923
This is the month of good will to all.

For fifteen years we have kept the good will of our

customers by selling them good tools at fair prices.

THE CLEVELAND STEEL TOOL COMPANY
Punches, Dies, Chisel Blanks, Rivet Sets.

660 E. 82nd ST. CLEVELAND, OHIO

HANNA RIVETERS
Pneumatic and Hydraulic

UNIVERSALLY USED
In the fabrication of Boilers, Tanks, Containers, Etc.

WRITE OR WIRE

HANNA ENGINEERING WORKS
1757 Elston Ave. Chicago, U. S. A.

MORISON SUSPENSION
FURNACES

ALSO

Fox Corrugated Furnaces
FOR LAND AND MARINE BOILERS

Uniform Thickness, Easily Cleaned,
Unexcelled for Strength

Made to United States, American Bureau of

Shipping, Lloyds, Bureau Veritas, or any
other requirements.

Manufactured by JJjg Continental Iron Works, West and Calyer Sts., Borough of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Greenpoint Ferry from East 23d Street, New York

T*^^*

ESTABLISHED 1859 INCORPORATED 1M7

Revised Edition of

"A Library of Railway Books"

This handy list has been brought up to

date. All the latest railway books are

included with careful descriptions and

their contents are shown completely.

Send us the coupon and have this cata-

log in your file.

Send for Your Copy Today—It's FREE

SIMMONS-BOARDMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Book Service Dept.,

30 Church St., New York, N. Y.

Please send me—without cost—my copy of "A Library of Railway

ll'iuks."

X.'ime

Address

City

State

I am interested in books on.
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BUYERS' DIRECTORY
Accounting Systems

Ernst & Ernst

Accumulators, Hydraullo

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Ryereon, Jos. T., & Son

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Watson-Stillman Co., The

Acetylene
Prest-O-Lite Co.

Acetylene, Dissolved

Air Reduction Sales Co.

Prest-O-Lite Co.

Acetylene, Gas (Generators
and Service)

Air Reduction Sales Co.

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Acetylene Hose

Air Reduction Sales Co.

Air Compressors

(See Compressors, Air)

Angle Benders

(See Benders, Angle)

Angle Shears

(See Shears, Angle)

Angles, Steel

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Aro Welding
Burke Electric Co.

Thomson Electric Co.

Arc Welding Equipment
Burke Electric Co.

General Electric Co.

Arches

American Arch Co.

Arch Brick

(See Brick, Arch)

Arch Pipe and Tubes

(See Pipe and Tubes. Arch)

Arch Tube Cleaners,

Lagonda Mfg. Co.

Asbestos Sheet Paper
Air Reduction Sales Co.
International Oxygen Co.

Auditors and Accountants

Ernst & Ernst

Bar Cutters

Cbambersburg Engineering
Co.

Cleveland Punch & Shear
Wks. Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Bars

(See Staybolt Barsi

Bars, Iron and Steel

Burden Iron Co.
Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Beams, Steel

Ryerson, Joe. T., ft Sod
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Benders, Angle
Bertsch & Co.

Cbambersburg Engineering
Co.

Soothwark Foundry & Ma-
chine Co.

Bending Machines

i See l'lpe Bending Ma-
chines)

Bending Rolls

Cleveland Punch ft Shear
Wks. Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.
Southwark Foundry & Ma-

chine Co.
Watson Stillman Co., The

Bevel Shears

(See Shears, Bevel)

Blocks, Chain

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Blowpipes (Bra2ing, Cutting,
Welding, Welding and
Cutting).

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Blow-off Valves

(See Valves, Blow-Off)

Boiler Brace, Iron

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.

Ryersoni Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Boiler Braces, Pressed Steel

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Boiler Clamps
(See Clamps, Boiler)

Boiler Flue Cleaners

(See Flue Cleaners, Boiler)

Boiler Flue Cutters

(See Flue Cutters, Boiler)

Boiler Fronts

Continental Iron Works, The
Kellv Foundry & Machine

Co.

Boiler Hangers, Pressed Steel

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Boiler Heads, Flanged and
Dished

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Boiler Lugs, Pressed Steel

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Boiler Plates

Lukens Steel Co.

Boiler Nozzles, Pressed Steel

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Boiler Test Pumps
(See Pumps, Boiler Test)

Boiler Tubes, Steel

Detroit Seamless Steel
Tubes Co.

National Tube Co.

Ryerson. Jos. T., & Son

Boiler Steam and Water
Drums, Welded

Continental Iron Works, The

Boiler Rivets

(See RivetB)

Boiler Tubes, A-ap-Welded
National Tube Co.
Ryerson, Jos. T., ft Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Bolt Heading Devices

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Bolt Iron, Engine
Burden Iron Co.
Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.
Home Iron Mills, Inc.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Bolts and Nuts

Flannery Bolt Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Bolt and Rivet Clippers

(See Clippers, Bolt and
Rivet)

Boring Machines, Wood
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Independent Pneumatic
Tool Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Brazing

Air Reduction Sales Co.

Breakers, Circuit, Carbon

General Electric Co.

Breakers, Circuit, Oil

General Electric Co.

Breakers, Core, Pneumatic
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool

Co.

iDgersoll-Rand Co.

Brick, Arch

American Arch Co.

Brick, Fire

American Arch Co.

Bulldozers

Watson Stillman Co., The

Calcium Carbide

Air Reduction Sa.es Co.

Carbon Burning Apparatus.
Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Carbon Rods and Paste for
Welding.

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Castings, Boiler

Kelly Foundry & Machine
Co.

Cast-Iron and Aluminum Rods
International Oxygen Co.

Castings. Grey Iron

American Car & Foundry
Co.

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Cleveland Punch & Shear
Wks. Co.

Chain

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Chain, Blocks

(See Blocks, Chain)

Chain Iron

Penn Iron and Steel Co.

Channels, Iron and Steel

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co,

Charcoal Iron Boiler Tubes
and Aroh Tubes

(See Boiler TnbeB)

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Parkesburg Iron Co.
Ryerson, Jos. T., ft Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Chisel Blanks

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Cleveland Punch & Shear
Works Co.

Cleveland Steel Tool Co.
Independent Pneumatic Tool

Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Chucks

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Steel Tool Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Circulators

(See Locomotive Boiler Cir-

culator)

Clamps
Cleveland Punch & Shear
Works Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Clamps, Boiler

Cleveland Punch & Shear
Works Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Clamps. Flanging
Cleveland Punch & Shear
Works Co.

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Cleaners, Boiler Tube

(See Flue Cleaners)

Clippers, Bolt and Rivet

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Compressors, Air

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Cocks

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son

Compressed Air Valves

(See Valves)

Conveying Maohlnery
Cleveland Punch & Shear
Wks. Co.

Coping Machines

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Cleveland Punch & Shear
Works Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son

Copper, Sheet and Bar
Ryerson. Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Cost Systems
Ernst & Ernst

Couplings, Hose

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool

Co.

Independent Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Couplings, Pipe

Ryereon, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Cranes

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Cleveland Punch & Shear
Wks. Co.

Hanna Engineering Works
Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Cranes, Hydraulic

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Ryerson. Joa. T., ft Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Cups, Grease

(See Lubricators)

Cutters

(See Flue Cutters)

Cutting Apparatus (0 x y-
Acetylene, Oxy-Hydrogen)

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Cutting Machines, Irregular

Ryerson, Jos. T., ft Son

Cutting- Off Machines, Cold

Saw
Cleveland Punch ft Shear
Works Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel ft Wire Co.

Cylinders, Acetylene
Air Reduction Sales Co.
Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Cylinders, Welded
Continental Iron Works, The
National Tube Co.

Decarbonizing Apparatus
Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Dies

Cleveland Punch & Shear
Wks. Co.

Cleveland Steel Tool Co.
Greenfield Tap & Die Corp.

DriUs, Air

(See Pneumatic Drills)

Drills, Corner

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool

Co.

Independent Pneumatic
Tool Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Drills and Drilling Machines

(Also see Electric Drills)

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool

Co.
Cleveland Punch ft Shear
Wks. Co.

Independent Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Ryerson, Jos. T., ft Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Drills and Grinders, Eleotrio

(Portable and Bench)

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool

Co.

Independent Pneumatic
Tool Co.

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Drills, Pneumatio

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool

Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., ft Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Drills, Radial

Cleveland Punch ft Shear
Wks. Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., ft Son

Drills, Spindle

Cleveland Punch & Shear
Wks. Co.

Drill Sockets

Cleveland Punch ft Shear
Wks. Co.

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Drills, Twist

(Also see Drills)

Ryereon, Jos. T., ft Sod
Scully Steel ft Iron Co.
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How Syphons Affect

the Boilermaker

A The wrapper sheet is compara-
tively cool.

B The firebox shaets are much hot-

ter. This difference in temper-
ature strains and breaks the

staybolts.

1 This side of the Syphon is ex-

posed to the full action of hot

gases and flame.

2 But this other side of the Sy-
phon sheet is also exposed to

the dame. Both sheets being at

the same temperature, the bolts

which stay tli em are not over-

strained.

Bulletin No. 5 explains

how Nicholson Thermic

Syphons increase capac-

ity without adding to

the maintenance burden.

FROM
t h e s t a n d p o i n t of m a i n t e tianc e,

Nicholson Thermic Syphons can be regarded
as simply additional firebox area.

In fact, tbe maintenance on the Syphons will

be even less, since both sheets forming the

Syphon are exposed to the same temperatures.

Therefore, the staybolts between them are

under no twisting strain. They do not leak or

break.

Nicholson Thermic Syphons will never be a

burden to the Boilermaker.

Montreal

140 South Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois

The Holden Company, Limited
Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver

NICHOLSON THERMIC SYPHON!—the Heart of the Locomotive

y. y yy^y .y y\,yL
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EUctrlo Welding

(8«* Are Welding)

Electric*! Apparatus

Burke Electric Co.

Electrical Apparatus and Sup-

plies

General Electric Co.

End*. 8*f*

Detroit Seamless Steel

Tubes Co.

Glob* Steel Tabes Co.

National Tube Co.

Parkwburg Iron Co.

Ryerson, Joi. T., ft Son

Scully Steel * Iron Co.

Engine Bolt Iron

Penn Iron and Steel.

Engines. Oil

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Engineers, Combustion

American Arch Co.

Engineers, Consulting and Effi-

ciency

Ernst ft Ernst

Expanders

(Boiler Tube Sectional

Beading. Self-reed for

Power)

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Faessler Mfg. Co., J.

Lovejoy Tool Works.

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Watson Stillman Co., The

Expanders, Boiler Flues

(See Expanders)

Expanders, Seotional Beading

(Also see Expanders)

Faessler Mfg. Co., J.

Lovejoy Tool Works.

Ryerson, Jos. T.. 4 Son

Scnlly Steel ft Iron Co.

Expanders, Seotion 8pring
Tube

(Also see Expanders)

Lovejoy Tool Works.

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Firebox, Steel

Lukens Steel Co.

Fireboxes

(See Locomotive Fireboxes)

Fire Briok

(See Brick, Fire)

Fittings

(See Pipe Fittings)

Fittings, Hydraulic

Scully Steel & Iron Co
Watson Stillman Co., The

Flanges

(See Forged Steel Boiler

Flanges)

Flanging Clamps

(See Clamps, Flanging)

Flanged Flue Holes and Man-
holes

Lukens Steel Co.

Ryerson. Jos. T., & Son

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Flanging Machinery

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Cleveland Punch ft Shear
Wks. Co.

UcCabe Mfg. Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., ft Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Flanging Machine. Fneumatio

(Also see Flanging Machin-
ery)

McCabe Mfg. Co.

Flanging Presses

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Southwark Foundry ft Ma-
chine Co.

Flexible Staybolts

(See Staybolts, Flexible)

Flue Cleaners

Lngonda Mfg. Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T„ * So*

Scully SteU st Iron Co.

Flue Cutters, Boiler

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool

Co.
Faessler Mfg. Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Lovejoy Tool Works.

Ryerson, Jos. T., ft Son

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Flue Expanders

(See Expanders)

Flue Expanders, Self-Feeding

Faessler Mfg. Co.

Lovejoy Tool Works.
Ryerson. Jos. T.. ft Son

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Flue Holders

(See Expanders)

Flue Hole Punches and Dies

Cleveland Punch ft Shear
Wits. Co.

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Flue Beclaimlng

Ryerson. Jos. T., ft Son

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Flue Welders

Burke Electric Co.
Marshalltown Mfg. Co.

Ryerson. Jos. T.. ft Son

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Southwark Foundry & Ma-
chine Co.

Thomson Electric Welding
Co.

Flue Welding Apparatus

(See Welding and Cutting

Apparatus)

Flux (Welding}
Air Reduction Sales Co.

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Forges

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool

Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Ryerson. Jos. T., ft Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Forges. Oil Bivet

Independent Pneumatic Tool

Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Forgings

Cleveland Punch ft Shear
Wks. Co.

Cleveland Steel Tool Co.

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Forging Presses

(See Presses)

Southwark Foundry & Ma-
chine Co.

Forming and Bending Ma-
chines

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Furnaces

(See Forges and Locomo-
tive Furnaces)

American Arcb Co.

Continental Iron Works.
The

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Furnaces, Boiler

(See Furnaces)

Furnaces, Bolt Heating

(See Furnaces)

Furnaces, Corrugated

Continental Iron Works,
The

Ryerson, Jos. T., ft Bon

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Furnaces, Locomotive

American Arch Co.

Furnaces, Oil

IngersoU-Rand Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Gauges, Pressure

Watson-Stillman Co., The

Gauges, Water

Ryerson, Jos. T.. & Son

Gauges. Welding
Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Generators, Electrio

Burke Electric Co.

Generators Power and Light
ing

Burke Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Globe Valves

(See Valves. Globe)

Gloves, Asbestos

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Gloves and Goggles

Air Reduction Ssles Co.

Goggles, Welding
Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Grates

(Backing, Dumping and
Stationary)

Kellv Foundry & Machine
Co.

Grease Cups

(See Lubricators)

Grinders

(Electric, Portable and
Bench; also see Pneu-
matic Grinding Machines)

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Independent Pneumatic Tool

Co.
Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Grinders. Pneumatio

(See Pneumatic Grinding
Machines)

Grinders, Pneumatio Emery
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Grinding Machines, Pneumatio

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Independent Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T.. ft Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Hammers
(See Pneumatic Hammers)

Hammers, Air

(See Pneumatic Hammers)

Hammers, Board

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Hammers. Chipping, Calking
and Beading

(See Pneumatic Tools)

Hammers, Pneumatio

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool

Co.
Independent Pneumatic

Tool Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Oldham, Geo., ft Son Co.

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Hammers, Sand

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Hammers, Steam

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T.. & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Heads—Flanged, Dish and
Boiler

Lukens Steel Co.

Hoists

(See Chain Hoists, Air

Hoists and Electric

Hoists)

Hoists. Air

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Hanna Engineering Works
Independent Pneumatic Tool

Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Rverson, Jos. T., ft Son

Scully Steel 4 Iron Co.

Hoists. Chain

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Punch ft Shear
Wks. Co.

Ryerson. Jos. T.. ft Son

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Hoists, Electrio

Chicago Pneumstlc Tool Co.

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Holders-On, Pneumatio

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Independent Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Inpersoll-Rand Co.

Oldham, Geo., * Son Co.

Hoops, Steel

Ryerson, Jos. T., ft Son
Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Hose Clamps
Hardsocg Wonder Drill Co.

Hose, Pneumatio

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Independent Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Oldhsm. Geo., ft Son Co.

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Hose, Plain and Armored
Rubber

International Oxygen Co.

Hose, Welding
Air Reduction Sales Co.
Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Hydraulic Jacks

(See Jacks. Hydraulic)

Hydraulio Machinery

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Southwark Foundry ft Ma-
chine Co.

Watson-Stillman Co., The

Hydraulic Pumps
(See Pumps. Hydraulic)

Hydrogen
International Oxygen Co.

Hydrogen Generating Appara-
tus

International Oxygen Co.

Iron, Boiler Brace

Falla Hollow Staybolt Co.
Ryerson. Jos. T., ft Son
Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Iron Boiler Tubes

(See Charcoal Iron Boiler

Tubes)

Iron, Chain

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.

Penn Iron and Steel Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., ft Son
Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Iron Staybolts

(See Staybolt, Iron)

Jacks, Hydraulio

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Watson Stillman Co., The

Lamps
(Acetylene Flare; see Acety-

lene Gas)

Lamps, Incandescent

General Electric Co.

Lead Burning Apparatus
(Oxy-Acetylene, Oxy-City
Gas)

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Locomotive Fireboxes

Locomotive Firebox Co.

Locomotive Staybolts

(See Staybolts)

Lubricators

Flannery Bolt Co.
Hanna Engineering Works

Machines, Cold Saw Outting-
Off

(See Cuttlng-Off Machines,
Cdlo Saw)

Machines, Coping

(See Coping Machines)

Machines, Crimping

(See Crimping Machines)

Machine Tool Work
Hanna Engineering Works

Manholes for Boiler and
Tanks, Pressed Steel

Ryerson, Jos. T., ft Son

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Manholes, Forged Steel

Ryerson, Jos. T., 4 Son

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Manhole Crabs, Pressed Steel

Ryerson. Jos. T.. ft Son

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Manholes and Covers
Lukens Steel Co.

Manifolds, Oxygen
Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Metals Perforated

Ryerson. Jos. T.. ft Son

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Manholes and Covers

(See Flanged Floe Holes and
Manholes)

Ryerson, Jos. T., 4 Son

Scully Steel ft Iron Co.

Motors, Air

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool

Co.

Independent Pneumatic Tool

Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Motors, Eleotrlo

Burke Electric Co.

Motors. Starters and Con-
trollers

General Electric Co.

Nitrogen

Air Reduction Sales Co.

Nitrogen, Gas

Linde Air Products Co.

Nuts

(See Bolts and Nuts)
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POCKET » HEAD
Gives "Power" "Speed" and "Pep" to

Cleveland Riveters
One piece Drop-

Forged Thumb Latch

Latch is provided wi\

two pins which pre-

vents the shifting of

latch from its proper

position insuring the

full opening of throt-

tle valve at alt times.

Drop-forged handle

attached to cylinder by

a secure Locking device

leaving the handle free

from exterior Lugs,
Bolts and Nuts.

)

Pocket- in- Head is an exclusive

"Cleveland Feature" not found
in any other make of riveting

hammer. The increased effi-

ciency gained by compounded
air stored in Pocket-in-IIead

and suddenly released on the

piston gives a greater driving

capacity to each size hammer,

insuring absolutely tight Rivets

in all classes of Work.

No Exhaust Ports—J~ -*

Pistons of different lengths may '

be used without detriment to the

Tubular Valve through which

the piston passes. The short

piston has the same uncushioned

blow at the striking end as the

standard length piston.

Removable Ball

Valve Seat.

Tivo Stage Throttle

Valve graduates the

air supply and reseats

itself when worn.

Removable Valve

Casing Nut permits
renewal of Valve.

Spring and Pin with-

out removing casing

from handle.

No Air-vent Port required

as in other makes of air

hammers which allow a

continuous wastage of air

to atmosphere.

Pocket-in-Head is a Reservoir
which surrounds theMain Valve

and is filled with Compressed
Air at high pressure which is

discharged in volume on the

piston at each stroke refilling

on the return stroke. The in-

crease of power obtained by the

reserve supply of air in Pocket-

in-Head gives great force to the

blow and increases the speed.

in the Cylinder.

A targe cushion chamber which

is filled with Compressed Air is

situated at the rear of valve

upon which the piston cushions

at each return stroke absorbing

entirety alt shock or recoil.

The Heart of a Pneumatic Tool is the Main Valve upon the steady and

precise action of which depends the successful operation of the hammer.
The Cleveland Tubular Valve is actuated by live air in both directions

insuring a uniform supply of air at each stroke of the piston : The Cleve-

land Tubular Valve is short, light in weight, has solid walls free from

portholes from which breakage dex'elops, and has unusually large bear-

ing surfaces. Cleveland construction overcomes Valve breakage.

THE
LIGHTEST
FASTEST
AND

HARDEST
HITTING
HAMMER
MADE

A
HIGH
SPEED

RIVETER
THAT

CUTS THE
COST OF

OPERATION
AND

SPEEDS UP
DELIVERY

BOILERMAKERS
Will appreciate

the Cleveland

as their product

demands Tight Rivets

The cost "Per Rivet Driven" cut 33 1/3 per cent with the Cleve-

land "Pocket-in-Head" Riveter

Our Latest Bulletin, No. 53, Explains
MAILED ON REQUEST

Write today

Branch Offices in all Large Cities in U. S. and Canada

The Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co., Cleveland, 0., U.S. A.

3734 EAST 78TH STREET
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Nuts, Coupling

Cleveland Puncb & Shear
Wks.

Cleveland Steel Tool Co.,
The

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Oil Burners

{See Torches, Oil Burning)

Oil Cups

(See Lubricators)

Oil Engines

(See Engines, Oil)

Oil Furnaces

(See Furnaces, i tin

Oil Bivet Forget

(See ForgeB, Oil Bivet)

Oil and Grease Cups

(See Lubricators)

Oxy-Acetylene Supplies

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Oxy-Acetylene Welding and

Cutting Apparatus

(See Welding and Cutting

Apparatus)

Oxygen
Air Reduction Sales Co.

International Oxygen Co.

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Oxygen, Gas

Linde Air Products Co.

Patch Bolts

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Patch Bolt Countersink Tools

Faessler Mfg. Co., J.

Lovejoy Tool Works.

Pattern*

Cleveland Punch & Shear

Wks. Co.

Pins

(Air Brake and Knuckle)

Champion Rivet Co.

Pins, Drift

Cleveland Puncb & Shear
Wka. Co.

Cleveland Steel Tool Co.

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Pipe
National Tube Co.

Pipe, Cast Iron

American Car
Co.

& Foundry

Pipe Bending Machines

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Punch & Shear
Wka. Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.
Watson Stillman Co., The

Pipe Couplings

(See Couplings. Pipe)

Pipe Fittings

Southwark Foundry & Ma-
chine Co.

Pipe Flanges, Pressed Steel

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Pipe Plugs

Townsend Company

Pipe and Tabes, Arch

Detroit Seamless Steel
Tube* Co.

Globe Steel Tubes Co.
National Tube Co.

Parkeeborg Iron Co.

Planers, Plate

Cleveland Punch & Shear
Works Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.
Southwark Foundry & Ma-
chine Co.

Planers, Rotary
Cleveland Punch & Shear
Wks. Co.

Henna Engineering Works

Plate Heating Furnaces

(See Furnaces)

Plate Planers

(See Planers, Plate)

Plate Shears

(See Shears. Plate)

Plate Steel

(Also Bee Boiler Plates)

Lukens Steel Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Plates, Boiler

Ryerson, Joe. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Plates, Sheared

(Iron and Steel)

Bethlehem Steel Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Pneumatlo Flanging Clamps
(See Flanging Clamps)

Pneumatlo Hammers
(See Hammers, Pneumatic)

Pneumatic Holders-On

(See Holders-On, Pneu-
matic)

Pneumatlo Hose

(See Hose)

Pneumatlo Hose Couplings

(See Hose Couplings)

Pneumatic Punches

(See Power Punches)

Pneumatic Rivet Forges

(See Forges: also Oil Rivet
Forges)

Pneumatlo Shears

(See Power Shears)

Pneumatlo Staybolt Clippers

(See Staybolt Clippers,
Pneumatic)

Pop Safety Valves

(See Valves)

Portable Drills

(See Drills;
DrillB)

also Electric

Powe^ Riveters

(See Riveters, Power)

Preheating Apparatus
Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Pressed Steel Boiler Nozzles

(See Boiler Nozzles, Pressed
Steel)

Presses, Arbor

Watson-Stillman Co., The

Presses, Bending
Bertsch & Co.

Presses, Bushing
Watson-Stillman Co., The

Presses, Crank Pin

Watson-Stillman Co., The

Presses, Dishing
Southwark Foundry & Ma-

chine Co.

Presses, Flanging

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Watson-Stillman Co., The

Presses, Forging

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Watson-Stillman Co., The

Presses, Hydraulic

Chambersburg Engineering
Ryerson, Job. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.
Watson-Stillman Co., The

Presses, Power

Chambersburg
Co.

Presses, Upsetting, Hydraulic
Watson-Stillman Co., The

Presses, Wheel
Watson-Stillman Co., The

Pumps
(Boiler Test)

Ryerson, Jos. T.. & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Pumps, Hydraulio

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Pumps, Test

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Pumps, Vacnum
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Punches and Shears Combined

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Punches, Shears and Bar Cut-
ters, Combined

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Cleveland Punch w ahear
Wks. Co.

Hanna Engineering Works
Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Punching Machine, Combined
Punch, Shear and Cope

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Reamers
Brubaker & Bros. Co., W,

Engineering Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Greenfield Tap & Die Corp.
Hanna Engineering Works
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Ryerson. Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Recording Gages
(See Gages)

Regulators (Oxygen and
Acetylens)

Air Reduction Sales Co.

Regulators, Compressed Air

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Punches

Bertsch & Co.

Punches and Dies

Cleveland Punch & Shear
Works Co.

Cleveland Steel Tool Co.
Greenfield Tap & Die Corp.
Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Punches, Hand
Cleveland Steel Tool Co.
Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Punches, High Speed
(See Power Punches)

Punch Holders

Cleveland Puncb & Shear
Works Co.

Cleveland Steel Tool Co.
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Punches. Horizontal

Cleveland Punch & Shear
Wks. Co.

Hanna Engineering Works
Ryerson. Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Punches, Hydraulic

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Punches, Multiple

Cleveland Punch & Shear
Wks. Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Engineering

& Shear

Punches. Power

Chambersburg
Co.

Cleveland Punch
Works Co.

FTanna Engineering Works
Ryerson. Jos. T.. & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Punches, Screw

Cleveland Punch & Shei
Wks. Co.

Ryerson. Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Reseating Machines, Cap and
Header

Lagonda Mfg. Co.

Rivets

Burden Iron Co.
Champion Rivet Co.
Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.
Townsend Company

Rivet Busters

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Independent Pneumatic Tool

Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Rivet Cutting
Air Reduction Sales Co.
Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Rivet Forges
(See Forges; also Portable
Rivet Forges)

Independent Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Rivet Forges, Portable

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Rivet Heaters, Electrio

American Car & Foundrv
Co.

Rivet Iron

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.
Ryerson. Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Rivet Sets

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Cleveland Steel Tool Co.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool

Co.

Cleveland Punch & Shear
Works Co.

Independent Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Riveters. Compression
(Also see Power Riveters)
Allen Co.. John F.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Hanna Engineering Works
Ryerson. Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Riveters, Hydraulic

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Hanna Engineering Works
Ryerson, Joe. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co. ,

Southwark Foundry & Ma-
chine Co. ,

Watson-Stillman Co.. The

Riveters. Percussion

(Also see Power Riveters)

Allen Co., John F.

Riveters, Pneumatic

(Also see Power Riveters)
Allen Co., John F.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool

Co.
Hanna Engineering Works
Independent Pneumatic Tool

Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Riveters, Power
(Also see Compression Riv-

eters and Pneumatic Riv-
eters)

Allen Co., John F.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool

Co.
Hanna Engineering Works
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Riveting Hammers
(See Hammers, Pneumatic)

Rods. Welding
Oxweld Acetylene Co,

Rolls, Angle Bending
Bertsch & Co.

Rolls, Bending and Straight-
ening

Bertsch & Co.

Rollers, Flue and Tube Ex-
panders

(See Expanders)

Safety Valves

(See Valves)

Sand Hammers
(See Hammere, Sand)

Sand Sifters

(See Sifters. Sand)

Saws

(Friction. Hot Metal)

Saws, Metal

Cleveland Punch & Shear
Works Co.

Hanna Engineering Works
Ryerson, Job. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Saws, Power, Haok and Cold
Cutting

Hanna Engineering Works
Ryerson, Joe. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Seamless Forged Steel Boiler
Nozzles

(See Forged
Nozzles)

Steel Boiler

Second-Hand Machinery
(See Machinery)

Sectional Flanging Machines

(See Flanging Machinery)

Shafting

(Hollow, Charcoal, Iron or

Steel)

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.
Ryerson. Joe. T., & Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.
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"You See Why We're Proud
of Our Plant Facilities"

"It has taken almost a quarter-century of devoted effort to build

up this plant. Some of us have watched over its growth during
that whole period. We know that every brick in those buildings
has been a step to better tubing and better service in tubing.
"We know, too, that every time a new wall has gone up in the

plant it has represented a corresponding growth in the strength of

our personnel, and in our reputation as manufacturers. That plant
as it stands now represents an organization ready to bring to your
door anywhere in the United States the advantages of seamless
steel tubing.
"You won't have to do business at long distance with the factory

office, either. Full service in their districts is also being given by
our own offices in New York, in Chicago, in Cleveland and Cin-
cinnati.

"Ordinarily you will only want to submit your drawings and speci-
fications to get estimates on them, but when we can help you on
some special problem we are ready to send one of our engineers to

your plant to look over the situation at first hand before making
suggestions."

Sizes up to Sy2
"
O. D.

DETROIT
Seamjliss !LTU]
JOffiTOOlTo^— MlffiS

ESTABLISHED 1900

DISTRICT OFFICES, New York—542 Madison Avenue. Chicago—132 South Michigan Avenue
Cleveland—Guardian BIdg Cincinnati—Front & Freeman Sts.

San Francisco, Calif.—22 Battery Street.
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Shear BUdei
Cleveland Punch A Shear
Wk§. Co.

Cleveland Steel Tool Co.,

The
Ryerson. Job. T.. A Son
Rcullv Steel A Iron Co.

Sheering Machines, Ancle

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Soutbwark Foundry & Ma-
chine Co.

Shearing Machines, Bevel

Cbambersburg Engineering
Co.

Shearing Machines, Bar Iron

Chambersburg Engineering
CO- „ w

Soutbwark Foundry A Ma-

chine Co.

Shearing Machines, Gate

Soutbwark Foundry A Ma-

chine Co.

Shearing Maohinea, P'e*9

Chambersburg Engineering

Soutbwark Foundry A Ma-

chine Co.

Shearing Maohines, Rotary

Soutbwark Foundry & Ma-

chine Co.

Shearing Maohinea, Serpentine

Ryerson. Joa. T., A Son

Sheen, Bevel

Cleveland Punch A Shear

Work! Co.

Marshalltown Mfg. Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son

Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Shears, Gate

Bertsch & Co. •

Cleveland Punch A Shear

Works Co.

Ryerson. Job. T„ A Son

Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Shears, Gap Splitting

Bertsch A Co.

Shears, Guillotine

Cleveland Punch A Shear

Works Co.

Ryerson, Job. T.. A Son

Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Shears, Hand

Ryerson, Job. T., A Son

Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Shears, Plate

Soutbwark Foundry & Ma-
chine Co.

Shears, Power

Ohambersburg Engineering
Co.

Cleveland Punch A Shear
Works Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Shears, Rotary

Hanna Engineering Works
Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Southwark Foundry A Ma
chine Co.

Shears, Splitting

Marshalltown Mfg. Co.
Southwark Foundry A Ma-

chine Co.

Shears, Throatless

Marshalltown Mfg. Co.

Sheet and Bar Copper

(See Copper, Sheet and
Bar)

Shears, Sheet Metal

Ryerson, Joe. T., A Son

Shears, Splitting

Cleveland Punch A Shear
Wks. Co.

Ryerson, Joe. T., A Son

Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Sheet Steel

(See Steel, Sheet)

Sheets, Galvanized Steel

Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Ship Rivets

(See Rivets)

Sifters, Sand

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Hanna Engineering Works

Sockets

(See Drill Sockets)

Staybolt Bars

American Locomotive Co.

Burden Iron Co.
Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.

Rome Iron Mills, Inc.

Ryerson, Joa. T., A Son

Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Staybolt Chucks (Reversible)

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Ryerson. Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Staybolt Clippers, Pneumatio

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Staybolt Iron

Globe Steel Tubes Co.
Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.
Penn Iron and Steel Co.

Ryerson, Job. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Staybolt Iron, Hollow

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.
Rome Iron Mills, Inc.

Ryerson, Jos. T.. A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Staybolt Steel

Burden Iron Co.
Detroit Seamless Steel

Tubes Co.
Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.

Independent Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Rome Iron Mills. Inc.

Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Staybolt Rivet Sets

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Cleveland Punch A Shear
Works Co.

Independent Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Ryerson. Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel & Iron Co.

Staybolt Taps
(Also see Taps and Dies)
Brubaker, W. L., A Bros.

Ryerson. Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Stayholts

American Locomotive Co.
Detroit Seamless Steel
Tubes Co.

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.
Ryerson- .Ins T., & Son
Scully Steel-Irnn Co.

Staybolt!, Cut

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T.. A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Staybolts, Drilled

Penn Iron and Steel Co.

Staybolts, Flexible

American Locomotive Co.

Flannery Bolt Co.

Staybolt!, Threaded

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.

Ryerson, Joa. T., A Son

Stays, Adjustable, Flexible

Flannery Bolt Co.

Stays, Crown (Flexible)

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.

Flannery Bolt Co.

Steam Hose

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Steel, Sheet

(Also Galvanized Steel

Sheets)

Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Steel Boiler Tubes and Arch
Tubes

(See Boiler Tubes, Steel)

Steel Plates

(See Plate Steel; also Sheet
Steel)

Steel Shafting

National Tube Co.

Ryerson. Jos. T., A Son

Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Steel Tubing, Seamless

(Cold-Drawn and Hot-
Rolled)

Detroit Seamless Steel
TubeB Co.

Globe Steel Tubes Co.

National Tube Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T.. A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Straightening Rolls

Cleveland Punch A Shear
Wks. Co.

Ryerson. Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.
Watson-Stillman Co., The

Structural Rlveti

(See Rivets)

Superheater Tubes

Detroit Seamless Steel
Tubes Co.

Globe Steel Tubes Co.
National Tube Co.

Parkesburg Iron Co.

Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son

Syphon for Locomotive Fire
boxes

Locomotive Firebox Co.

Tank Rivets

(See Rivets)

Tanks, Acetylene

(See Acetylene Gas)

National Tube Co.

Taps and Dies

Greenfleld Tap A Die Corp.
Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Tees. Steel

Ryerson. Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Tool, Steel

Cleveland Steel Tube Co.

Ityevon. Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel-Iron Co.

Tools, Pneumatio

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Hanna Engineering Works
Independent Pneumatic
Tool Co.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
McCabe Mfg. Co.

Ryerson, Joa. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Torches, Blow

(For Soldering and Braz-

ing)

Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son

Torches. Brazing

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Torches, Cutting

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Torches, Welding

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Torches Welding and Cut-

ting

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Torches, Oil Burning

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool

Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Track Drill!

(See Drills)

Tranlfer Drill!

(See Drills)

Transfer Tables

Cleveland Punch A Shear
Wks. Co.

Triplex Block!

(See Chain Blocks)

Trolleys, I-Beam

Hanna Engineering Works
Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Trucks, Welders

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Tube Cleaners

(See Flue Cleaners)

Tube Cutters

(See Flue Cutters)

Tube Expanders
(See Expanders)

Tube Holes

Lukens Steel Co.

Tube Welding Machines

(See Machines, Tube Weld-
ing)

Tubes

(Charcoal Iron: Bee Char-
coal Iron Boiler TubesI

Tubes, Arch

Detroit Seamless Steel
Tubes Co.

National Tube Co.

Ryerson. Jos. T., A Son

Tubes, Boiler

Detroit Seamless Steel
Tubes Co.

Globe Steel Tubes Co.
National Tube Co.

Parkesburg Iron Co.

Ryerson. Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Tubes. Boiler, Steel

Detroit Seamless Steel
Tubes Co.

National Tube Co.

Ryerson. Jos. T.. A Son

Tubes. Seamless Steel Frames.

(Seamless: Bee Seamless
Steel Tubinss)

Tube!, Stay

Ryerson, Jo*. T., A Sea
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Unions.

(See Pipe Unions)

Valves

Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son

Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Valves, Back Pressure
Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Valves, Blow-Off.

Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Valve Facing Tools

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool
Co.

Valves, Globe

Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Valves, Hydraulic

Chambersburg Engineering
Co.

Scully Steel A Iron Co.
Watson-Stillman Co., The

Vises

(Pattern Makers', Wood
Workers', Tool Makers'
and Machinists')

Ryerson, Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Wall Radial Drills

(See Radial Drills)

Welded Steel Pipe and Tanks
Continental Iron Works
National Tube Co.

Welding, Arc

(See Arc Welding)

Welding and Cutting Appa-
ratus

Air Reduction Sales Co.
Burke Electric Co.
International Oxygen Co.
Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Ryerson. Jos. T., A Son
Scully Steel A Iron Co.

Welding and Cutting, Gas

Prest-O-Lite Co.

Welding, Electrio

(See Arc Welding)

Welding Machines, Eleotrio

Burke Electric Co.
Thomson Electric Welding

Co.

Welding, Oxy-Acetylene
Process

Air Reduction Sales Co.
Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Welding Process

Burke Electric Co.
International Oxygen Co.
Thomson Electric Welding

Co.

Welding Rods and Wire
Air Reduction Sales Co.

Welding Supplies

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Wheel Presses

(See Presses)

Wire
Townsend Company

Wire Welding
Oxweld Acetylene Co.

Wrenches
Cleveland Punch A Shear
Wks. Co.

Greenfleld Tap A Die Corp.
Scully Steel A Iron Co.
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HYDRAULIC MACHINERY

HYDRAULIC SECTIONAL
FLANGING PRESSES

These Presses are of the Built Up Type, so

designed that there is a minimum of spring.

Other
chines

Small

Overall

Height

Efficient

Hydraulic Ma-
of Our Make

Bending Presses

Bushing Presses
Wheel Presses

Forging Presses
Boiler Riveters

Bending Rolls

Spring Banders
Spring Machinery
Upsetting Presses
Shaft Straighteners
Manhole Punches
Portable Riveters
Jacks
Hyd. Pumps
Accumulators
Valves
Pipes
Fittings
Etc., Etc.

**i

^S5^^g^si:.^'-^

We are prepared to supply complete Boiler Shop equipment including
Forging Presses, Flanging Presses, Bending Rolls, Riveters as well as

the power plant necessary such as accumulators, pumps, valves, pipe
and fittings.

THE WATSON-STILLMAN CO.
46 Church St., New York.

Philadelphia:

CHICAGO, McCormick Bldg.

Widener Bldg.
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Locomotive Arch
Tube and Water
Tube Boiler Ex-
pander, for 2%"
to 4^" tubes. FtiBssler

If you use roller or sectional expanders,
flue cutters, beading tools or superheater
flue expanders, you can safely standardize

on Faessler Boilermaker's tools. Any
Faessler tool you select can be depended
upon to save time and material and in-

crease the safety of your flue tightening

operations. Our 37 years of experience
in making boiler tools also qualifies us to

meet your requirements for special tools

of any kind, and we can build to your
own specifications and blue prints.

Ask us to send you the Faessler Boiler

Tool Catalog today so as to make sure

you have the latest edition. You will find

fully described and listed in this booklet

just the tools you need.

Stationary, Water
Tube and Marine
Boiler Tube Ex-
pander for 2^j
to 4" tubes.

116

it J. FuessLei/ Yiia. Co. ^>
main office: AND WORKS «MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS
MOBERLY, MO. St. Louis: Railway Exchange Bldg.
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